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THE TUTELO TRIBE AND LANGUAGE.

By Horatio Hale.

(Jirml lie/ore the American, Philosophical Society, March 2, 1883.)

The tribes of the Dakota stock, under various designations Osages,

Quappas, Kansas, Otoes, Oinahas, Minitarees (or Hidatsas), Iowas, Man-
dans, Sioux (or Dakotas proper) ami A.ssinibolns, have always been regarded

as a, people of the western prairies, whose proper home was the vast region

lying west of the Mississippi, and stretching from the Arkansas Kiver on

the south to the Saskatehawan onthe north. A single tribe, theWinnebagoes,

who dwelt east of lite Mississippi, uear the western shore of Lake Michi-

gan, were deemed to be intruders into the territory of the Algonkin nations.

The fact, which has been recently ascertained, that several tribes speaking

languages of the Dakota stock were found by Hie earliest explorers occu-

pying the country east of the Alleghenles, along a line extending through

the southern part of Virginia, anil the northern portion of North Carolina.,

nearly to the Atlantic ocean, has naturally awakened much interest. This

Interest will be heightened if it shall appear that not only must our ethno-

graphical maps of North America be modified, but that a new element has

been Introduced into the theory of Indian migrations. Careful researches

seem to show that while the language of these eastern tribes is closely

allied to that of the western Dakotas, it bears evidence of being older

in form. If this Conclusion shall be verified, the supposition, which at first

was mu u nil, that these eastern tribes were merely offshoots of the Dakota
stock, must be deemed at least improbable. The course of migration may
be found to have followed the contrary direction, and the western Dakotas,

like the western Algonkins, may find their parent stock in the east. As
a, means of solving this interesting problem, the study of the history ami
language of a tribe now virtually extinct assumes a peculiar scientific value.

Philologists will notice, also, that in this study there is presented to them
a remarkable instance of an inflected language closely allied in its vocabu-

I'ROO. AMER. I'HILOS. SOC. XXI. 114. A. PRINTED MARCH 20l 1883.
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lary and in many of its forms to dialects whicli are mainly agglutinative

in their structure, and bear but slight traces of Inflection.

In the year KiTl an exploring party under Captain Batt, leaving "the

Apomatock Town," on the James River, penetrated into the mountains

of Western Virginia, at a distance, by the route they traveled, of two hun-

dred and fifty miles from their starting point. At this point they found

" the Tolera Town in a very rich swamp between a breach [branch] and

the main river of the Roanoke, circled about by mountains."* There are

many errata in the printed narrative, and the circumstances leave no

doubt that "Tolera" should be "Totera." On their way to this town the

party had passed the S.ipong [Saponyl town, which, according to the

journal, was about one hundred and fifty miles west of the Apomatock

Town, and about a hundred miles east of the "Toleras." A few years

later we shall And these tribes in closer vicinity and connection.

At this period the Five Nations were at the height of their power, and in

the full flush of that career of conquest which extended their empire from

the Georgian Bay on the north to the Roanoke River on the south. They

had destroyed the Hurons and the Erics, had crushed the Audastes (or

Conestoga Indians), hid reduced the Delawares to subjection, and were

now brought into direct collision with the tribes of Virginia and the Caro-

linas. The Toteras (whom we shall henceforth know as the Tuteloes)

began to feel their power. In 1638 the Preach missionaries had occasion

to record a projected expedition of the Senecas against a people designated

in the printed letter the "Tolere, "—the same misprint occurring once

more in I he same publication. f The traditions of the Tuteloes record long

continued and destructive wars waged against them and their allies by

the Iroquois, and more especially by the two western nations, the Gayu-

gas and Senecas. To escape the incursions of their numerous and relent-

less enemies, they retreated further to the south and cast. Here they

came under the observation of a skilled explorer, John Lawson, the Sur-

veyor* Jcneral of South Carolina. _ In 1701, Lawson traveled from Char-

leston, S. C, to Pamlico sound. In this journey he left the sea-Coast at the

mouth of the Santee river, and pursued a northward course into the hilly

country, whence he turned eastward to Pamlico At the Sapona river,

which was the west branch of the Cape Pear or Clarendon river, he came

to the Sapona town, where he was well received.}: He there heard of the

Toterosas "a neighboring nation "in the "western mountains." "At

that time," he adds, "these Totoros, Saponas, and the Keyawees, three

small nations, were going to live together, by which they thought they

should strengthen themselves and become formidable to their enemies."

•Batt'B Journal and Relation of a New Discovery, in X. Y. Hist. Col. Vol. iii,

j). L91.

r Lai 'SVllle to Bruyas, Nov. 4, 1888, in N. X. Hist. Col., Vol. ill, p. 484,

|
Gallatin suggests that Lawson was here in error, and that the Sapona river

-was a branoh of the Great Pedee, whioh he does not mention, and some branches

which tie evidently mistook for tributaries of the Capo Fear river.—Synopsis of

the Indian Tribes, p. 85.
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They were then at war with the powerful and dreaded Senecas—whom
Lawson styles Sinnagers. While he was at the Sapona town, some of the
Toteras warriors came to visit their allies. Lawson was struck with their

appearance. He describes them, in his quaint idiom, as "tall, likely men,
hiving great plenty of buffaloes, elks and bears, with every sort of deer,

amongst them, which strong food makes large, robust bodies." In another
place he adds: "These rive nations of the Toteros, Saponas, Keiauwees,
Aconechos and Sehoicories are lately come amongst us, and may contain
in nil about 750 men, women and children."* It is known that the Tote-
roes (or Tllteloes) anil Saponas understood each other's speech, and it is

highly probable that all the five tribes belonged to the same stock. They
had doubtless lied together from southwestern Virginia before their Iro-

quois invaders. The position in which they had taken refuge might well
have seemed to them safe, as it placed between them and their enemies
the strong and warlike Tusearora nation, which numbered then, accord-
ing to Lawson's estimate, twelve hundred warriors, clustered in fifteen

towns, stretching along the Neuse and Tar rivers. Yet, even behind this

living rampart, the feeble confederates were not secure. Lawson was
shown, near the Sapona town, the graves of seven Indians who had been
lately killed by the "Sinnegars or Jennitos"—names by which Gallatin
understands the Senecas and Oneidas, though as regards the latter identi-

fication there may be some question.

The noteworthy fact mentioned by Lawson, that buffaloes were found
in "great plenty" in the hilly country on the head waters of the Cape
Fear river, may be thought to afford a, clue to the causes which account
for the appearance of tribes of Dakota lineage east of the Alleghenies. The
Dakotas are peculiarly a hunting race, and the buffalo is their favorite

game. The fact that the Big Sandy river, which flows westward from the
Alloghenie3 to the Ohio, and whose head waters approach those of the
Cape Fear river, was anciently known as the Totteroy river, has been
supposed to afford an indication that the; progress of the Toteros or Tute-
los, and perhaps of the buffaloes which they hunted, may be traced along
its course from the Ohio valley eastward. There are evidences which seem
to show that this valley was at one time, the residence, or at least the hunt-
ing-ground, of tribes of the Dakota stock. Gravier (in 1700) affirms that
the Ohio river was called by the Illinois and the Miamis the Akansea
river, because the Akanscas formerly dwelt along it. f The Akanseas
were identical with the Quappas, and have at a later day given their name
to the river and State of Arkansas. Catlin found reason for believing

* r,nwsoii's " History of Carolina j" reprinted by Strothcr & Mareom. Raleigh,
1890 ; p. 884.

t " Bile " (the Ohio) " s'appelle par les Illinois ct par los Oumiamis la riviere
a™ A.kanseas, paroeque las Akansoas l'habltolent autrefois."—Gravier, Relation
On Voyage, i>. L0. i am Indebted fortius ami other referenoes to my esteemed
friend, Dr. J. G. Shea, whoso unsurpassed knowledge of Indian history is not
more admirable than the liberality with which its storos are placed at the com.
maud of his friends.
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that the Mandans, another tribe of the Southern Dakota stock, formerly

—and at no very distant period—resided In the valley of the Ohio. The

peculiar traces In the soil which marked the foundations of their dwellings

and the position of their villages were evident, he affirms, at various points

along that river. It is by no means improbable that when the buffalo

abounded on the Ohio, the Dakota tribes found Its valley their natural

home, and that they receded witli it to the westward of the Mississippi.

But the inference that the region west of the Mississippi was the original

home of the Dakotas, and that those of that stock who dwe.t on the Ohio

or east of the Alleghenies were emigrants from the Western prairies, does

not, by any means, follow. By the same course of reasoning we might

conclude that the Aryans had their original seat in Western Europe, that

the Portuguese were emigrants from Brazil, and that the English derived

their origin from America. The migrations of races are not to be traced

by each recent and casual vestiges. The only evidence which lias real

weight in any inquiry respecting migrations in prehistoric times is that

of language ; and where this fails, as it sometimes does, the question must

be pronounced unsoluble.

The protection which the Tuteloos had received from the Tusearoras

and their allies soon failed I hem. In the year 1711 a war broke out between

the Tnsoaroraa and the Carolina settlers, which ended during the following

year in the complete defeat of the Indians. Alter their overthrow the

great body of the Tusearoras retreated northward and joined the Iroquois,

who received them into theirleagueas the sixth nation of the confederacy.

A portion, however, remained near their original home. They merely re-

tired a, short distance northward into the Virginian territory, and took up

their abode in tin: tract which lies between the Roanoke and the Potomac

rivers. I [ere they were allowed to remain at peace, under the protection of

the Virginian government, And here they were presently Joined by the

Tuteloos and Saponas, with their confederates. In September, 172 :i, the

governors of New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia,, held a conference at

Albany with the chiefs of the Iroquois, to endeavor to bring about a peace

between them and the southern tribes. On this occasion Governor Spottes-

wood, of Virginia, enumerated the tribes for which the government of

his Province would undertake to engage. Among them were certain

tribes which were commonly known under the name of the "Chrlstanna

Indians," a name derived from that of a. fort which had been established

in their neighborhood. These were "the Saponies, Ochineeches, Sten-

kenoaks, Meipontskys, and Toteroes," all of whom, it appears, the Iro-

quois were accustomed to comprehend under the name of Todirichrones.*

Some confusion and uncertainty, however, arise in consulting the col-

onial records of this time, from the fact that this name of Todirichrones was

applied by the Iroquois to two distinct tribes, or rather confederacies, of

Southern Indians, belonging to different stocks, and speaking languages

*N. T. Hist. Col., Vol. V, p. 05,-) ct sen..
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totally dissimilar. These were, on the one hand, the Tuteloes (or Tote-

roes) and their allies, and, on the other, the powerful Catawba nation.

The Catawhas occupied the eastern portion of the Carolinos, south of the

Tuscarora nation. At the beginning of the last century they numbered

several thousand souls. As late as 1743, according to Adair, they could

still muster four hundred warriors. A bitter animosity existed between

them and the Iroquois, leading to frequent hostilities, which the English

authorities at this conference sought to repress. It was the policy of the

Iroquois, from ancient times, always to yield to overtures of peace from

any Indian nation. On this occasion they responded in their usual spirit.

"Though there is among you," they replied to the Virginians, "a nation,

the Todirichrones, against whom wo have had so inveterate an enmity

that we thought it could only be extinguished by their total extirpation,

yet, since you desire it, we are willing to receive them into this peace, and

to forget all the past."*

The Catawba language isapeculiar speech, differing widely, if not radi-

cally, both from the Dakota and from the Iroquois languages. |- The only

connection between the Catawbas and the Tuteloes appears to have arisen

from the fact that they were neighboring, and perhaps politically allied

tribes, and were alike engaged in hostilities with the Iroquois. The
latter, however, seem to have confounded them all together, under the

name of the tribe which lay nearest to the confederacy and was the best

known to them.

One result of the peace thus established was that the Tuteloes and

Saponas, after a lime, determined to follow the course which had been

taken by the major portion of their Tuscarora friends, and place them-

selves directly under the protection of the Six Nations. Moving north-

ward across Virginia, they established themselves at Shamokin (since

mimed Sunhury) in what is now the centre of Pennsylvania. It was a

region which the Iroquois held by right of conquest, its former occupants,

the Delawares and Shawanese, having been either expelled or reduced to

subjection. Here, under the shadow of the groat confederacy, many frag-

* N. Y. Hist. Col., Vol. v, p. 860.

f Gallatin, In bis Synopsis Olasses th© Catawba as a separate, stock, distinct

from the Dakota. The vocabulary wliieli lie gives seems to warrant this sepa-

ration, tic resemblances of words being lew and of a doubtful character. On
the other hand, in tic- first annual report ofthe Bureau of Ethnology connected
with the Smithsonian institution (Introduot Ion, p. six) the k alalia, (or Catawba)

Is ranked among the languages of the Dakotan family. My esteemed corre-

spondent, Mr. A- S. (Jatsohet,whose extensive acquaintance with Indian linguist-

ics gives great weight to hlsopinlon on any subject oonneoted with this study.

Informs me (March 81, L882) that this cia.ssitica.iion was conjectural and provi-

sional, and that his subsequent researches among tin' few survivors ot the tribe

have not. yet resulted in confirming It, They show certain traces of resemblance,

both In the vocabulary and the syntax, but too slight and distant to make flic

affiliation certain. We shall have, as he remarks, "to oompare more material,

or more attentively that which wo have, to arrive at a. final result."
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ments of broken tribes were now congregated—Conoys, Nanticokes, Del-

awares, Tuteloes, and others.

In September, 1745, the missionary, David Brainerd, visited Sbamokin.

He describes it in his diary as containing upwards of fifty houses and

nearly three hundred persons. "They are," he says, "of three different

tribes of Indians, speaking three languages wholly unintelligible to each

other. About one half of its inhabitants are Delawares, the others Senekas

and Tutelas."* Three years later, in the summer of 1748, an exploring

party of Moravian missionaries passed through the same region. The
celebrated Zeisberger, who was one of them, has left a record of their

travels. From this we gather that the whole of the Tuteloes were not

congregated in Shamokin. Before reaching that town, they passed through

Skogari, in what is now Columbia county. In Zeisberger's biography the

impression formed of this town by the travelers is expressed in brief but

emphatic terms. It was "the only town on the continent inhabited by
Tuteloes, a degenerate remnant of thieves and drunkards. "•( This dis-

paraging description was perhaps not unmerited. Yet some regard must be

paid to a fact of which the good missionary could not be aware, namely,

that the Indians who are characterized In those unsavory terms belonged

to a stock distinguished from the oilier Indians whom he knew by certain

marked traits of character. Those who are familiar with the various

branches of the Indian race are aware that every tribe, and still more

every main stock, or ethnic family, has certain special characteristics, both

physical and mental. The Mohawk differs in look and character decidedly

from the Onondaga, the Delaware from the Bhawanese, the Sioux from

the Mandan ; and between the great divisions to which these tribes belong,

the differences are much more strongly marked. The Iroquois have been

styled "the Romans of the West." The designation is more just than is

usual in such comparisons. Indeed, the resemblance between these great

conquering communities is strikingly marked. Tiio same politic fore-

thought in council, the same respect for laws and treaties, the same love

of conquest, the same relentless determination in war, the same clemency

to the utterly vanquished, a like readiness to strengthen their power by

the admission of strangers to the citizenship, an equal reliance on strong

fortifications, similar customs of forming outlying colonies, and of ruling

subject nations by proconsular deputies, a similar admixture of aristocracy

and democracy in their constitution, a like taste for agriculture, even a

notable similarity In the strong and heavy mould of figure and the bold

and massive features, marked the two peoples who, on widely distant

theatres of action, achieved not dissimilar destinies.

Pursulngthesame classical comparison, we might liken the nearest neigh -

bors of the Iroquois, the tribes of the Algonkin Stock, whose natural traits

are exemplified to their renowned sachems, Powhatan, Philip of Pokano-

* Life of Br.'Unenl, p. 1(17, Am. Tract Soo. edition,

berger," by i>e sehweiuii/., p. 71.

t Life of Zeisberger, by De Sohweinltz, p. 149.

Quoted in the " Lifo of Zeis-
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ket, Miantanomah, Pontiac, find Tccumseh, to the Ingenious and versatile

Greeks, capable of heroism, but Incapable of political union, or of long-sus-

tained effort. A not less notable resemblance, might be found between the

wild and wandering Scythians of old, and the wild and wandering tribes

of the great Dakotan stock. Reckless and rapacious, untamable and tickle,

fond of the chase and the fight, and no less eager for the dance and the

feast, the modern Dakotas present, all the traits which the G-reek historians

and travelers remarked In the barbarous nomads who roamed along their

northern and eastern frontiers.

The Tuteloes, far from the main body of their race, and encircled by

tribes of Algonkin and Iroquois lineage, showed all the distinctive charac-

teristics of the stock to which i,hey belonged. The tall, robust huntsmen

of Lawson, chasers of the elk and the deer, had apparently degenerated,

half a century later, into a "remnant, of thieves and drunkards," at

least, as seen in the hurried view of a passing missionary. But it

would seem that their red-skinned neighbors saw in them some qualities

which gained their respect and liking. Five years after Zeisberger's visit,,

the Iroquois, who had held them hitherto under a species of tutelage, de-

cided to admit them, together with their fellow refugees, the Algonkin

Nanticokes from the Eastern Shore of Maryland, to the full honors of the

confederacy. The step received the commendation ol so shrewd a judge as

Colonel (afterwards Sir William) Johnson. At a great council of the Six

Nations, held at Onondaga In September, 1753, Colonel Johnson congratu-

lated the Cayugas on the resolution they had formed of "strengthening their

castle" by talcing In the Tedarighroones.* At, about, the same time a band

ofDelawares wasreceived into the League. When a great council was to

be oonvened in 1756, to confer with Colonel Johnson on the subject of the

French war, • wampum bells were sent, to nine "nations" of the

confederacy. f From this lime the chiefs of the Tuteloes, as well as o

the Nanticokes and the Delawares, took their seats in the Council of the

League, a, position which they still hold in I, lie Canadian branch of the con-

federacy, though the tribes whom they represent have ceased to e\isi, as

such, and have become absorbed in the larger nations.

It would seem, however, licit, their removal from their hinds on the Sus

quehanna to the proper territory of the Six Nations did not, take place im-

mediately after their reception into the League, and perhaps was never

wholly completed. In an "account of tic location of the Indian tribes,"

prepared by Sir William Johnson in November, 17U8, the four small tribes

of "Nanticokes, Oonoys, Tutecoes [an evident misprint] and Saponeys,"

are bracketed togetherin the list, as mustering in all two hundred men, ami

are described as "a, people removed from the southward, and settled on or

about the Susquehanna, on lands allotted by the Six Nations.":]:

Though the Tuteloes were Ihus roeognized as one of the nations of Ihe

* N". V. Hist. Col. Vol. vi, p. 811.

f Stone's l.ile ol'Sir William Johnson, Vol. i, p. 48t.

X Ibid., Vol. il, p. 487.

^^^B
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con federacy, and as such kept up tlieir distinct tribal organization, they were
regarded as being in a special manner the friends and allies of the Cay-
ugas. The latter, atribo always noted for tlieir kindly temper, received the

new comers within their territory, and gave them a site for their town,

which of course brought with it the hunting and fishing privileges neces-

sary for their existence. The principal Cayuga villages wen- clustered

about the lake to which the, nation has given its name. South of them lay

the land assigned to the Tuteloes. Tlieir chief settlement, according to a

Careful observer, was on I lie east side of Cayuga Inlet, about three miles

from the south end of Cayuga lake, and two miles south of Ithaca. "The
town was on the high ground south of the school bouse, nearly opposite

Buttermilk Falls, on the farm of James Fleming. On the Guy Johnson's

map of 1773, it figures (by a, slight misprint) as Todevigh-rono. It was
called in the Journal of Genera] Dearborn, Cor'eorgonel j in the Journal of

George Grant (1.779), Dehoriss-kanadia ; and on a map made about the

same date Eayeghtalagealat."*

The town was destroyed in 1779 by General Sullivan, in the expedition

which avenged, so disastrously for the Six Nations, the ravages committed
by them upon the settlements of their white neighbors. The result, as is

well known, was the destruction of the ancient confederacy. Of the broken

tribes, some fragments remained in their original seats, submitting to the

conquerors. All the Mohawks, the greater part of the Oayugas, about halfof

i be Onondagas, and many of the Oneidas, with a, few of the Senecas and

Tuscaroras, followed Brant to Canada. The British government furnished

them with binds, mostly along the Grand River, in the territory which in

ancient times had been conquered by the Iroquois from the people who
were styled the Neutral Nation. The Tuteloes accompanied their friends

I he Cayugas. A place was lound lor them in a locality which seemed at

the time attractive and desirable, but which proved most unfortunate for

them. The)' built their town on a, pleasant elevation, which stretches along

the western bank of the Grand River, and still bears the name of Tutelo

Heights. Under this name it- now forms a, suburb of the city of I5ra.nl ford.

Fifty years ago, when the present city was a more hamlet, occupied by
a few venturous Indian traders and pioneers, the Tutelo cabins were scat-

tered over these heights, having in the midst their " long-bouse " in which
ibeir tribal councils were held, and their festivals celebrated. They are

said to have numbered then about two hundred souls. They retained ap-

parently the reckless habits and love of enjoyment which had distin-

guished them in former times. Old people still remember the uproar of the

dances which enlivened their council-house. Unhappily, the position of

*'I am Indebted tor this and much othor valuable Information to my friend

General John s. Clark, of Auburn, N. v., who has made the location and migra-
tions of the Indian tribes I lie. subject of a special study. Of the above names
Dehorlss kanadla Is apparently a corruption of the Mohawk words Tehoterigh
/Canada, Tutelo town, The other words are probably, like most Indian names
of places, descriptive designations, but are too much oorrupted to be satisfac-

torily deciphered.
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their town brought them into direct contact with the white settlements.

Their frames, enfeebled by dissipation, were an easy prey to the diseases

which followed in the track of the new population. In 1882, the Asiatic

cholera found many victims on the Indian Reserve. The Tuteloes, in pro-

portion to their numbers, suffered the most. The greater part of the tribe

perished. Those who escaped clung to their habitations a few years longer.

But the second visitation of the dreadful plague in 1848 completed the

work of the first. The Tutelo nation ceased to exist. The few survivors

fled from the Heights to which they have left their name, and took refuge

among their Cayuga friends. By intermarriage with these allies, the small

remnant was soon absorbed ; and in the year 1870, only one Tutelo of the

full blood was known to be living, the last survivorof the tribe of stalwart

hunters and daring warriors whom Lawson encountered in Carolina a hun-

dred and seventy years before.

This last surviving Tutelo lived among the Cayugas, and was known to

them by the name of Nikonha. Okonha in the Cayuga dialeet signifies

mosquito. Nikonha was sometimes, in answer to my inquiries, rendered

"mosquito," and sometimes "little," perhaps in the sense of mosquito-

like. His Tutelo name was said to be Waskiteng ; its meaning could not

be ascertained, and it was perhaps merely a corruption of the English word

mosquito. At all events, it was by the rather odd cognomen of "Old

Mosquito," that he was commonly known among the whites ; and he was

even so designated, I believe, in the pension list, in which he had a place

as having served in the war of 1812. What in common repute was deemed

to be the most notable fact in regard to him was bis great age. He was

considered by far the oldest man on the Reserve. His age was said to ex-

ceed a century ; and in confirmation of this opinion it was related that he

had fought under Brant in the American war of Independence. My friend,

Chief George Johnson, the government interpreter, accompanied us to the

residence of the old man, a log cabin, built on a small eminence near tin;

centre of the Reserve. His appearance, as wo first saw him, basking in the

sunshine on the slope before his cabin, confirmed the reports which I had

heard, both of his great age and of Ids marked intelligence. " A Wrinkled,

smiling countenance, a high forehead, half-shut eyes, white hair, a

scanty, stubbly beard, fingers bent with ago like a bird's claws," is the

description recorded in my note-book. Not only in physiognomy, but

also in demeanor and character, he differed strikingly from the grave and

composed Iroquois among whom lie dwelt. The lively, mirthful disposi-

tion of his race survived in full force in its latest member. His replies to

our Inquiries were intermingled with many jocoso remarks, and much
good-humored laughter.

Ho was married to a Cayuga wife, and. for many years had spoken only

the language of her people. Hut Iks had not forgotten bis proper speech,

and readily gavo us the Tutelo renderings of nearly a hundred words. At

that time my only knowledge of the Tuteloes had been derived from the

few notices comprised in Gallatin's Synopsis of the Indian Tribes, where

TltOC. AMEK. l'HTLOS. SOC. XXI. 114. IS. PRINTED MAKCU 2(i, 1883.
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they are classed with the nations of the Huron-Iroquois stock. At the
same time, the distinguished author, with the scientific caution which
marked all his writings, is careful to mention that no vocabulary of the
language was known. That which was now obtained showed, beyond
question, that the language was totally distinct from the Huron-Iroquois
tongues, and that it was closely allied to the languages of the Dacotan
family.

The discovery of a tribe of Dakota lineage near the Atlantic coast was
bo unexpected and surprising that at first it was natural to suspect some
mistake. The idea, occurred that the old Tutelo might have been a, Sioux
captive, taken in the wars which were anciently waged between the Iro-
quois and the tribes of the far West. With the view of determining this

point, I took the first opportunity, on my next visit to the Reserve, in
October, 1870, of questioning the old man about his early history, and
that of his people. His answers soon removed all doubt. Ee believed
himself to be a hundred and six years old

; and if so, bis earliest recollee-
tions would go back to a time preceding by some years tin; Revolutionary
war. At that time his people, the Tuteloes, were living in the neighbor-
hood of two other tribes, the Saponies and the I'atshenins or Botshening.
In the hitter we may perhaps recognize the Ochineeches, whom Governor
Spotteswood. in 1702, enumerated with, the; Saponies, Toteroes, and two
Other tribes, under the general name of Christanna Indians. The Sapo-
nies ;uu\ Tuteloes, old Nlkonha said, could understand one another's
speech. About the language of the Patshenins, I neglected to Inquire, but
they were mentioned with the Saponies as a, companion tribe. When
the Tuteloes came to Canada with Brant, they parted with tint Saponies at
Niagara Falls, and he did not know what had become of them. His
father's name was Onusdwaj lie was a, chief among the Tuteloes. His
mother (who was also a, Tutelo), died when he was young, and he was
brought up by an uncle. He had heard from old men that the Tuteloes
formerly lived on a, great river beyond Washington, which city he knew by
that name. In early times they were a, large tribe, but had wasted away
through fighting. Their war parties used to go out frequently against
various enemies, The tribes they most commonly fought with wen! the
Tuscaroras, Seneeas, and Oayugas. Afterwards his tribe came to Niagara
(as he expressed if), and joined the Six Nations. He knew of no Tutelo
of the full blood now living, except himself.

This, with some additions to my vocabulary, was the hist information
which I received from old Wasklteng, or Nikonha. He died a, lew-

months later (on the Slsfr of February, 1871), before 1 had an opportunity
of again visiting the Reserve. There are, however, several half-castes,

children of Tutelo mothers by Iroquois fathers, who know the language,

and by the native law (which traces desoenl through the female) are held
to be Tuteloes. One of them, who gat in the council as the representative
of the iribe, and who, with a conservatism worthy of the days of old Sarum,
was allow/:! to retain his seat after his constituency had disappeared, was
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accustomed to amuse his grave fellow-senators occasionally by asserting

the right which each councillor possesses of addressing the council in the

language of his people,—his speech, If necessity requires, being translated

by an Interpreter, In the case of the Tutelo chief the Jest, which was duly

appreciated, lay in the fact that the Interpreters were dumfounded, and

that the eloquence uttered in an unknown tongue had to go without reply.

From this chief, and from his aunt, an elderly dame, whose daughter

was the wife of a leading Onondaga chief, 1 received a sufficient number

of words and phrases of the language to give a good idea, of its grammati-

cal framework. Fortunately, thelisl of words obtained from i he old Tutelo

was extensive enough to afford a test of the correctness of the additional

information thus procured. The vocabulary and the outlines of grammar

which have been derived from these sources may, therefore, as far as they

extend, be accepted as affording an authentic representation of this very

Interesting speech.

There is still, It should be added, some uncertainty in regard to the tribal

name. So far as can bo learned, the word Tutelo or Totero (which in

the Iroquois dialects is variously pronounced Tiuterih or Tehotirigh, Te-

hfitili, Tifltei and Tutie) has no moaning either in the Tutelo or the Iro-

quois language. II, may have been originally a mere local designation,

which has accompanied the tribe, as such mimes sometimes do, in its sub-

sequent migrations. Both of my semi-TutelO informants assured ii)(5 that

the proper national name—or the name by which the people were desig-

nated among themselves—was Yesiing or Yesah, the last syllable having

a feint nasal sound, which was sometimes barely audible. In this word

we probably see the origin of the name, Nahyssan, applied by Lederer to

the tribes of this stock. John Lederer was a German traveler who in

May, 1670—a year before Captain Batt's expedition to the Alleghenies

—

undertook, at the charge of the colonial government, an exploring jour-

ney in the same direction, though not with equal success, lie made, how-

ever, some interesting discoveries. Starting from the Falls of Hie James

river, he came, after twenty days of travel, to " tiapon, a village of the

Nahyssans," situate OO a branch of the Roanoke river. These were, un-

doubtedly. theSaponas whom Captain Ua.lt, visited in the following year, the

kindred and allies of the Tuteloes. Fifty miles beyond Sapon he arrived

atAkenatzy, an island in the sameriver. "The Island," lie says, "though

small, maintains many inhabitants, who are fixed in great security, being

naturally fortified with fastnesses of mountains and water on every

side."* In these Akcnatzies we undoubtedly see the Aconechos of

Lawson, and the Ochineeohes mentioned by Governor Spotteswood, Dr.

Brlnton, In his well known work on the "Myths of the New World," has

pointed out, also, their identity with the Oeeaneeches mentioned by Bever-

ley in his " History of Virginia," and in doing so has drawn attention to

* Soo " The Discoveries of John Lederer," reprinted by (>. II. Harpel. Cincin-

nati, 1871), p. L7.
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the very interesting facts recorded by Beverley respecting their lan-
guage.*

According to this historian, the tribes of Virginia spoke languages differ-

ing so widely that natives "at a moderate distance" apart, did not under-
stand one another. They had, however, a "general language," which
people of different tribes used in their intercourse with one another, pre-
cisely as the Indians of the north, according to La Hontan, used the "Al-
gonkine," and as Latin was employed in most parts of Europe, and the
Lingua Franca in the Levant. These are Beverley's illustrations. He
then adds the remarkable statement: "The general language here used is

that of the Oceaneeches, though they have been but a small nation ever
since these parts wore known to the English ; but in what their language
may differ from that of the Algonkins I am not able to determine."!
Further on he gives us the still more surprising information thai this "gen-
eral language" was used by the "priests and conjurors" of the different

Virginian nations In performing their religious ceremonies, in the same
manner (he observes) "as the Catholics of all nations do their Mass in

the Latin."|

The Akonatzies or Oceaneeches would seem to have been, in some
respects, the chief or leading community among the tribes of Dako.tan
stock who formerly inhabited Virginia. That these tribes had at one
time a large and widespread population may be inferred from the simple
fact that their language, like that of the widely scattered Algonkins (or

Ojibways) in the northwest, became the general medium of communica-
tion for the people of different nationalities in their neighborhood, That
they had some ceremonial observances (or, as Beverley terms them, "ado-
rations and conjurations") of a peculiar and impressive cast, like those of
the western Dakotas, seems evident from the circumstance that the intru-

sive tribes adopted this language, and probably with it some of these ob-
servances, in performing their own religious rites. W"e thus have a strong
and unexpected confirmation of the tradition prevailing among the tribes

both of the AJgonkln and of the Iroquois stocks, which represents them
as coming originally from the far north, and gradually overspreading the
country on both sides of the Alleghanies, from the Great Lakes to the moun-
tain fastnesses of the Cherokees. They found, it would seem, Virginia, and
possibly the whole country cast of the A llegheiiies, from the (i real. Lakes to

South Carolina, occupied by tribes speaking languages of the Dakotan
stock. That the displacement, of these tribes was a very gradual process,
and that the relations between the natives and the encroaching tribes were
not always hostile, may he, inferred not only from the adoption of the ab-
original speech as the general means of intercourse, but also from the
terms of amity on which these tribes of diverse origin, native and intru-

sive, were found by the English to be living together.

* See the note on page 303 of Dr Brlnton's volume, 2d edition.

j 1 1 Lstory of Virginia (1st edition), p. LSI.

% Ibid., p. 171.
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That the Tutelo tongue represents this "general language" of which

Beverley speaks—this aboriginal Latin of Virginia—cannot ho doubted.

It may, therefore he deemed a language of no small historical impor-

tance. The fact that this language, which was first obscurely heard of in.

Virginia two hundred years ago, has been brought to light in our day on

a far-off Reservation in Canada, and there learned from the lip* of the

latest surviving member of this ancient community, must certainly be

considered one of the most singular occurrences in the history of science.

Apart from the mere historical interest of the language, its scientific

value in American ethnology entitles it to a careful study. As has been

already said, a comparison of its grammar and vocabulary with those of

the western Dakota tongues has led to the inference that the Tutelo

language was the older form of this common speech. This conclusion

was briefly set forth in some remarks which I had the honor of addressing

to this Society at the meeting of December 19, 1879, and is recorded in

the published minutes of the meeting. Some years afterwards, and after

the earlier portion of this essay was written, I had the pleasure, at the

meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, held

in Montreal, in September, 1882, of learning from my friend, the Rev. J.

Owen Dorsey, of the Smithsonian Institution, who has resided for several

years as a missionary among the western Dakotas, and has made careful

researches into their languages and history, that they have a distinct tra-

dition that their ancestors formerly dwelt east of the Mississippi. In fact,

the more southern Dakotas declare their tribes to he offshoots of the Win-

nebagoes, who till recently resided near the western shore of Lake Michi-

gan. A comparison of their dialects, made with Mr. Dorsey's aid, fully

sustains this assertion. Mere traditionary evidence, as is well known,

cannot always be relied on ; hut when it corresponds with conclusions

previously drawn from linguistic evidence, it has a weight which renders

it a valuable confirmation.

The portrait of old Nikonha, an accurate photograph, will serve to show,

better than any description could do, the characteristics of race which dis-

tinguished his people. The full oval outline of face, and the huge features

of almost European cast, were evidently not individual or family trails,

as they reappear in the Tutelo half-breeds on the Reserve, who do not

claim a near relationship to NIkonha, Those who are familiar with the

Dakotan physiognomy will probably discover a resemblance of typo be-

tween this last representative of the Virginian Tutelos and their congeners,

the Sioux and Mandans of the western plains.

THE TUTELO LANGUAGE.

In the following outline of Tutelo grammar, it has been deemed advis-

able to bring its forms into comparison with those of the western lan-

guages of the same stock. For this purpose the Dakota and Hidatsa (or

Minnetaree) languages were necessarily selected, being the only tongues

of this family of which any complete account has yet been published.
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For the information respecting these languages I am indebted to the Da-
kota Grammar and Dictionary of the Rev. 8. R. Riggs (published in the
Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge) and the Ilidatsa Grammar and
Dictionary of Dr. Washington Matthews (published in Dr. Shea's Library
of American Linguistics), both of them excellent works, of the highest
scientific value.

The Alphabet.

The alphabetical method which has been followed by me in writing this

language, as well as the Iroquois dialects, is based on the well-known system
proposed by the Hon. John Pickering, and generally followed by Ameri-
can missionaries, whose experience has attested its value. The modifica-
tions suggested for the Indian languages by Professor Whitney and Major
Powell have: been adopted, with a few exceptions, which are due chiefly

to a desire to employ no characters that are not found in any well-fur-

nished printing-office.

The letters b, d, h, k, I, m, n, p, ,<t, t, w, y, z are sounded as in English,

the s having always its sharp sound, as in mason. The vowels are sounded
generally as in Italian or German, with some modifications expressed by
diacritical marks, thus

:

a, as in father ; in accented syllables written a.

a, like the German a in Mann,

a, like a, in mat.

a, like a in fall.

e, like a in fate ; in accented syllables e.

e, like e in met.

i, like i in machine ; in accented syllables t.

i. like i in pin.

o, as in note ; in accented syllables d.

6, like the French o in bonne.

b, like o in not.

u, as in rule, or like oo in pool ; in accented syllables u.

ii,, like a, in pull,

m, like u in but; in an accented syllable written it.

ii, like the French u in alar.

The diphthongs are, ai, like our long i in pine ; au, like ou in loud; hi,

like oi'm boil; iu, like u in pure.

The consonants requiring special notice are:

q, like sh in shine.

g, al ways hard, as in go, get, give.

j, like a in azure.

n, like the French nasal n in an, bon, un.

q, like the German eh in Loch, or the Spanish j in joven.
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The sound of the English eh in chest is represented hy tq; the j and dg

in judge by dj.

The apostrophe (') indicates a slight hiatus in the pronunciation of a

word, which is often, though not always, caused by the dropping of a con-

sonantal sound.

In general, the diacritical marks over the vowels are omitted, except in the

accented syllabic—that is, the syllable on which the stress of voice falls.

It is understood that when a vowel (other than the «) lias a mark of any

kind over it, the syllable in which it occurs is the accented or emphatic

syllable of the word. Experience shows that the variations in the sound

of a vowel in unaccented syllables, within the limits represented by the

foregoing alphabet, are rarely of sufficient importance to require to be

noted in taking down a new language. The only exception is in the

sound marked U, which occasionally .has to be indicated in unaccented

syllables, to distinguish it from the u, with which it has no similarity of

sound . It is, in fact, more frequently a variation of the a than of any

other vowel sound.

Occasionally the accented syllable is indicated by an acute accent over

the vowel. This method is adopted principally when the vowel has a brief

or obscure sound, as in mmmi, I alone, which is pronounced in a manner

midway between misani an&misuni.

Phonology.

The Tutelo has the ordinary vowel sounds, but the distinction between

e and /', and between o and U is not always clear. The word for "mother"

was at one time written henii, and at another ina ; the word for "he

steals" was heard as manbma and manuma, In general, however, the

difference of these vowels was sufficiently apparent. The obscure sound

of it (or in accented syllables u) was often heard, but whim the word

in which it occurred was more distinctly uttered, this sound was frequently

developed into a clearer vowel. Thus hiittoC, arm, became Msto ; musie,

spring (the season), became masts ; muni, white, became asani, or (losing

the nasal sound) ami, and so on. The use of the character u (or u) in this

language could probably be dispensed with.

The consonantal sounds which were heard were:p (ovb),t (ord), k(org),

h (and q), I, to, n, s, w and#, and the nasal n. Keither/, ®, nor r was heard,

and ij (sA) only as a variant of s. Harsh combinations of consonants were

rare. The harshest was that of tsk, as in wagutska, child, and this was not

frequent.* Words usually end in a vowel or a liquid. A double con-

* In wagutska (Dakota, koqlca), suntka, younger brother (Dale, sunka) ; tqoftgo

or tqulllci, dog (Uak., cuttka) and many similar words, the I is apparently an ad-

solutions sound, inserted by a inero trick of pronunciation. The Hidatsa carries

tills practice further, and constantly introduces the sound of t before the sharp

s. The Tutelo 1st, foot, becomes itsi in Hidatsa ; sanl, cold, becomes tsinia, &c.
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sonant at the commencement of a word is rare. It perhaps only occurs
in the combination tc. (tsh) and iu contractions, as kaanhai, nine, for
kasaTikai.

It is doubtful if the sonants 5, d and g occur, except as variants of the
surd consonants p, I, and /,;; yet in certain words sonants were pretty con-
stantly used. Tli us in the pronouns mingitowe, mine, yingitowe, thine,
ingitome, his, the g was almost always sounded.

" The I and n were occasionally Interchanged, as in lani and ward, three,
Utri und nct.ci, tongue. In general, however, the two elements seemed lo

be distinct. The aspirate was somewhat stronger than the English h,
and frequently assumed the force of the German ch or the Spanish./ (rep-
resented in our alphabet by q). Whether there were really two distinct
sounds or not, could not bo positively ascertained. The same word was
written at one time with h, and at another with q.

The nasal n is properly a modification of the preceding vowel, and would
have been more adequately rendered by a mark above or below the vowel
itself; but it has seemed desirable to avoid the multiplication of such dia-

critical marks. This nasal is not to be confounded with the sound of ng
mring, which is a distinct consonantal element, and in the Polynesian
dialects often commences a word. In the Tutelo this latter sound only
occurs before a k or hard g, and is then represented by n. It is, in fact,

in this position, merely the French nasal sound, modified by the palatal
consonant. The nasal n is also modified by the labials Sand p, before

which it assumes the sound of m. Thus the Tutelo word for day, nahambi,
or (in the construct form) nahamp, is properly a modification of nahdnbi
or nahanp. In all words in which it occurs, the nasal sound was at times
very faintly heard, and was occasionally so little audible that it was not
noted, while at other times an n was heard in its place. The word for knife
was written at different times masiini and masai; that for sky, matoni, matoi,
mantoi, and mantoi

; that for day, nahambi, nahamp, nahanp, and nahap
;

that for winter, wane, toancni, and wanei; that for one, not) and nons, and
so on. Whether this indistinctness of the nasal sound belongs to the lan-

guage, or was a, peculiarity of the individuals from whom the speech was
learned, could not be satisfactorily determined.

The tendency of the language, as has been said, is to terminate every
word with a, vowel sound. When a, monosyllable or dissyllable ends with
a consonant, it is usually in a construct form, and is followed by another
word grammatically related to it. Thus, Mdpi, axe, Msepmingitoitie, my
axe

;
monti, a bear, mont nosa, one bear ; tr.bngo (or tqbnki), dog, tqbnk

cpisel, good dog ; nahambi, day, nahamp lani, three days.

The following brief comparative list, extracted from the more extensive
vocabulary hereafter given, will show the forms which similar words take
in the allied dialects, Tutelo, Dakota (or Sioux proper; and Ilidatsa (or

Minnetaree) :
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Tutelo. Dakota. Uidatsa.

ati ate ati father

ina, hena, heniin ina It in a, hu, ikus mother
tnjlijrkai takoqhu tqinkqi idiqi son

suntka surika tsuka , younger brother

ih, ihl i i mouth
netqi, nelsi, letqi tyji neji tongue

ihl Id i, ina, hi tooth

loti dote, doti, loti throat

itl sihn itsi foot

wasut nasu. tstiata brain

wdi/i, toaifii toe idi blood

all dpi ati house

maseni, masai wan, minna mrietsi knife

ml wi ntiili sun (or moon)
nih a mpi, nih a rip r ' anpetu until,', day
ma.nl mini mini water

iiiiniTi,!,, amiii maka ama land

teuhki, tqongo qunka mat-uka, dog
iruiieiii, wa/iei ward mana winter

tani ptan mata, autumn
asdni, asal, asei san aluki, ohuki while

asepi sapa ;ij"' black

sii, wasi zi tsi, tsidi yellow

te ta te dead

sani sni tsinia cold

nosai, noiu; iPiiii/,-fi, wcmtqi twits, luetsa one

nombai nonpa nopa two

nani, liird i/imini ddnii, lawi three

topai topa topa four

kinahai zaptan kihu five

akdspe qakpe akittiia, akawa six

xiujimiirik r.akoioin mpua seven

lata yuta, wota duti to eat

howa u, uwa hu to come
MUi wafqi kidici lo dance

tnahananka yan '•<', lanka llil ill to sit, remain
Mewa, kitenel kte kitahe to kill

It must be borne in mind that the sounds of m, b, and w are Inter-

changeable in the Elldatsa, and that d, /. ii, and r are also Interchangeable.

A similar confusion or interchange of these elements is to some extent ap-

parent in the Dakota and the Tutelo languages. Taking this fact into

consideration, the similarity or rather Identity of such words as mi in Tu-
telo and wrtin Dakota, meaning "sun," and loti in Tutelo, dote in Dakota,

and dote or lote in llidaisa, moaning "brain," becomes apparent.

nioc. ameii. rniLOS. soc. xxi. 114. c. tiunted march 81, 1883.
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The nasal sounds, which arc so common in the Dakota and the Tuteio,

an- wanting in the Eidatsa, while the s of the two former languages fre-

quently becomes ts in Hidatsa. These dialectical peculia.ri[.ies explain the

difference between the words for younger brother, suntka, Tu., surika, Da..,

Uuka, Hi., between isin foot, Tu., and itsi, Hi., between maseni, knife,

Tu., and maetsi, Hi. It will be noticed that the words in Tuteio are fre-

quently longer and fuller in sound than the corresponding words in the

oilier languages, as though they were nearer the original ['onus from

which the words in the various Dakota tongues were derived.

Grammatical Forms.

As is usually the ease with allied tongues, the grammatical resemblances

of the languages of this stock are much more striking and instructive than

those which appear in the mere comparison of isolated words.

Substantives and Adjectives.

The Tuteio, like the Dakota and the Hidatsa, has no inflection of the

substantive to indicate Hie plural number; but in both the Tuteio and the

Dakota, the plural of adjectives is frequently expressed by what may be

termed a natural inflection, namely, by a reduplication. In the Dakota,

according to Mr. Iiiggs, the initial syllable is sometimes reduplicated, as

ksapa, wise, pi. ksak&apa; tonka, great, pi. tanktan'ca ; sometimes it is the

last syllable, as waqtS, good, pi. waqtlqte; and occasionally it is a, middle

syllabic, as, tankinyan, great, pi. tankinkvayan.

Sometimes the adjective in Dakota takes the sums pi, which makes the

plural form of the verb, as warje, good witqasta watfipi, good men, i. e.,

they are good men.

Similar forms exist in the Tuteio. The adjective, or some part of it, is

reduplicated in the plural, and at the same time a verbal suffix is fre-

quently if not always added, thus; all api, good house, pi. ati apipisel,

good houses (those are good houses)
; ati it&ni, large house, ]il. ati itim-

tansel ; ati okayeke, bad bouse, pi. ati okay'eyekes el ; ati asdn, white house,

pi, ati asansdiiiiel. Occasionally the reduplication hikes a, peculiar form,

as in ati kuttka, small house, pi, ati kotskutskaisel. In one instance the

plural differs totally from the singular ; atisui, long house, pi. ati yumpan-
katskaisel.

The plural verbal termination is frequently used without the reduplica-

tion ; as, wahldke hi (or pi), good man, wahtdke biioa (or bite), be is a. good

man
;

pi . wahtdke bihla (or bihttse), 1 hey are good men. So tqonje bise, good

dog (or, it is a good dog), pi. toonge bihUse.

The plural form by reduplication does not appear to exist in the Hi-

datsa.

The Rev. J. Owen Dorsey, who has made a special study of the western

Dakota languages, finds in the Omaha (or Dhegiha) dialect a peculiar

meaning given to this reduplicate plural of adjectives. The following ex-
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amples will illustrate this signification. Jingd, small, becomes in the re-

duplicate, form jm/iu:/ii, which refers to small objects of different kinds or
sizes. 8agi, firm, Cast, hard, makes sasagi or sagigi, which is employed
as in the following example : wedhihide tagXjihnan kanbdha, I wish tools

that are hard, and of different kinds, them only. Here the suffix hnau ex
presses the meaning of "only;" the reduplication of the adjective gives
the sense expressed by the words "of different kinds." Sate, black,
makes sasabe, black here and there. Q-dheje, spotted, becomes gdhejiija

spotted in many places. Piaji, bad, makes pipiaji, as in u$kari pipiaji,

different had deeds. Nujffi/gn (apparently a compound or derivative form,
from jinga, small), means "boy," i. e., small man; nujinftriga, boys of
different sizes and ages.* It would seem from these examples that in this

language the reduplication expresses primarily the idea of variety, from
which (hat of plurality in many cases follows. This meaning is not indi-

cated by Mr. Kiggs in his Dakota grammar, and it, was not delected by
me in the Tutelo, but it is not impossible that it actually exists in both
languages. If is deserving of notice that while no inflection of the noun is

found in the Iroquois to express plurality, this meaning is Indicated in the
adjective by the addition of s, or horn, affixed to the adjective when it is

combined with the noun. Thus from kandnsa, bouse, and ingo, hand-
some, we have konohslyo, handsome house, pi, kanonslyos, hands. .me
houses. So karennaksen, bad song, pi. karennaksens,b&6 songs ; kanaka-
res, long pole, pi, kanakareshons, long poles.

It is also remarkable Hint the peculiar mode of forming the plural, both
of substantives and of adjectives, by reduplication of (be first syllable or
portion of the word, is found in several [ndian languages spoken west of
the Rocky Mountains, and belonging to families entirely distinct from one
another, and from the Dakota. Thus in the Selish language! we have
Indus, father, pi. liiliuuni ; tana, ear, pi. tunt&na ; skiiltamiqo, man, pi.

skulkultarniqo ; qdest, good, pi. q&sqdest. In the Sahaptin, jntin, girl, pi. pi-

pitin ; ta'ix, good, pi. tttahs. In the Kizh language, wordit, man, pi. wororfit

;

'riinti,, small, pi. fcitcijiiu.]- This has been termed, and certainly seems, a
natural mode of forming the plural. It is therefore somewhat surprising
to lind if restricted in America to a comparatively small group of linguistic

families. It is still more noteworthy that in the Polynesian dialects, which
in their general characteristics differ so widely from the Indian language
(his same method of forming the plural is found, but confined, as in the
Dakota tongues, to the adjective ; thus we have laau tele, large tree, pi.

laautetde, large trees; tanlii maitai, good man, pi. taata maitaiai, good
men; mahaki, sick, pi. mahamahaki, sick (persons).;]: This is a subject
in linguistic science which merits further investigatiim.

*I am Indebted to Mr. Dorsey's fetters for this and much other information ot
great interest respeotlng the western languages ot the Dakota stock, forming
part or iii,s extensive work, which we may hope will soon he published.

t Ethnography and Philology of the U. S. Exploring Expedition under Chas.
Wilkes, pp, 534, et scq.

X Ibid., p. ML,
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Numerals.

The near resemblance of the first seven numerals in the Tutelo, Dakota,

and Hidatsa is sufficiently shown In the vocabulary. The manner In which

the compound numbers are formed is also similar in the three languages.

In the Dakota alee,, again, is prefixed to the simple numerals to form the

numbers above ten, as ake wmjidan, eleven ; ake nonpa, twelve. In the

Tutelo the same word (usually softened loage) is used, asagenosai, eleven;

agenombai, twelve. In the Hidatsa aqpi (or ahpi), signifying a part or

division, Is employed, as aqpi-duitsa, eleven; agpi-dopa, twelve.

In Dakota,, wiktr.emna, ten, and nonpa, two, form wildcarina nonpa,

twenty. In Tutelo the form Is the same; putqka nomba, tens-two. In

Bidatsa It Is similar, but the position of the words is reversed, twenty

being dopa-pitika, two tens.

The ordinal numbers, after the first, are formed In all three languages

by prefixing i or ei to the cardinal numbers, as in Dakota, inonpa, second
;

iyam/ii, third; itopa, fourth. In Hidatsa, idopa, second; idomi, third
;

itopa, fourth. In Tutelo I received einombai, twice; einaiii, thrice; eintopai,

four times. This rendering was given by the interpreter, but the true

meaning was probably the same as In the Dakota and Hidatsa. The word for

" first "
is peculiar in all three languages; in Dakota, tokaheya, in Hidatsa,

itsika, In Tutelo, etahni.

In the Tutelo the numerals appear to have different forms; or perhaps,

more; accurately speaking, different terminations, according to the context

in which they are used. The following are examples of these forms, the

first or abridged form being apparently used In ordinary counting, and

the others when the numerals are employed in conjunction with other

words. The various pronunciations of my different informants—and some-

times of the same Informant at different times- -are also shown In these ex-

amples.

Separate Construct.

1 nans, not nosdi, noiisai

2 nomp nomlai

> akaaspe

3 lat, nan nani

4 top topai

r> kite, kis&n kisdhai

agai or akas,

akasp

7 tag6m sagomei

8 pabhi palaivi

9 ta or sari, ksank ksdhka%

10 putqk, lutqk' putskai

11 ayenosai

Variations.

f nosen, nusen, nonsai,nonsa,

I- nosaTi, nosah, nonsah

rnumbdi, nomba, ini.iiiJui,

\ nonmbai, nonpa, ndmbdh,

I nombaq
lani, lanih, laniq

tola, topah

kisdhdni

akaspe, akaspei, agespeq

sagbmi, sagomiq, sagomink

palaniq

kasankai, ksdkai

butqkai, putskdni, puiskdn

aginosai, akinosai
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Separate, Construct Forms :iml Varlati

12

18

U
15

agenomba

agelani

agetoba

agegisai

agin ombai, akinombai

agila U, akilan i

akitdpa

• il;i];hahai

16 agegastpe akikaspei

17

18

19

agesagomi

agepalani

agekesarika

akisagomei

akipalali

akikasankai

20 putska ii.omba,

putqka nombai:}
putska nombai

30

40

100

000

putska nam
putska tobai

ukenl nbsa

ukenl putskai

putqka lani

okerii

The numeral follows the noun which It qualifies. If the noun termi-

nates in a vowel, not accented, the vowel is usually dropped, while the

numeral assumes its constuctor or lengthened form, and is sometimes

closed with a, strong aspirate. Thus, from milu'ihi, woman, we have mihan
nofii or mihan nonsai, one woman ; mihan nombaq, two women ; mihan laniq,

three women, &C From trongo or tqonki, dog, tconk nosah, one dog;

teorik nombaq, two dogs. From monti, bear, mont nosah, one bear; mont

nombah, two bears. Prom nahambi, day, nah&mp nosah, one day, nahamp
nombai, two days ; nahamp laniq, three days, &C It will be seen thai, the

dropping of the final vowel ofthe noun lias the effect of giving a, sharper

sound to the preceding consonant. When the final vowel is accented, no

change lakes place in the noun ; thus all, house; all nonsai, one house; ati

noribai, two bouses; ati, laniq, three houses, &c.

No Such difference between the simple and (be construct forms of the

numerals appears to exist either in the Dakota or in the Hidatsa. This is

one evidence, among others, of the greater wealth of Inflections which
characterizes the Tutelo language.

Pronouns.

There are in the Tutelo, as in the Dakota, two classes of pronouns, the

separate pronouns, and the affixed or incorporated pronouns. The former,

however, are rarely used, except for the purpose of emphasis. In the

Dakota the separate pronouns are miye or miq, I, niye, or m\, thou or ye,

ige, or ir, he or they, and iin.',:i//e or urikie, we. In the Tutelo. m\m sig-

nifies I or we, i/lin, thou or ye, im, be or they, which was sometimes

lengthened to imaheu. A still more emphatic form is made with the ter-

mination si'ii or sdiii, giving the sense of "alone," or rather perhaps
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"self," for which meaning the Dakota employs the separate pronouns

already given, while the Eldatsa lias a special form ; thus :

Tutelo.

mital or miaani

yisdi, or yetani

uai, uaiovit&ni

Dakota.

miye (mir)

nii/e (nic
( )

iye (iq)

Hlclatsa.

miqki I myself (or I alone)

niqlci thou

iqlci he

midoki we

objective. These forms

Hlclatsa.

ma I

da (na) thou

we

mi me
ili (ni) thee

i liim

us

maesai or maesdni unkiye (unkiq)

The Dakota unkiye is said to be properly a dual form. The Tutelo appa-

rently, like the Hidatsa, has no dual.

The affixed or incorporated pronouns have in the Tutelo, as in the

Dakota, and Hidatsa, two forms, nominative and objective.

in the three languages are very similar :

'Tutelo. Dakota.
Nominative,

ma, ira wa, we

ya, ye y«- ye

mae, mai, wae, wai, man, maiik, tin,

objective.

mi, wi in 'I-, nii

yi, hi ni

e, ei, i

mae, mai, wae, wai tin

The objective forms are also used in all these languages as possessive

pronouns, and they are affixed as nominatives to neuter oradjective verbs,

in the first and second persons. The third personal pronoun is not ex-

pressed In the verb, at least in the singular number. In the plural the

Tutelo indicates this pronoun by an Inflection, both in the nominative and

the objective. Thus li.ahewa, he says, hahehla, they say ; minima, I see

him, miiielda, I see them.

The Hidatsa makes no distinction between the singular and the plural

of the possessive pronouns. Mi signifies both my and our, di, they and

your, and i, his and their. The Dakota distinguishes the plural by adding

the particle pi to the noun. The Tutelo adds pn.i to the noun in the

second person, and sometimes lei or kai to the third. With nouns signify-

ing relationship, the Dakota indicates the possessive pronoun of the third

person by adding ku to the noun. The Tutelo sometimes adds ka or kai not

only in this person, but in the lirst-and third persons, as shown in the fol-

lowing example :

Dakota. Tutelo.

sunka mntka younger bro'her

misunka wtiuntk

.
yisunka yi$4ntk

sunkaku esuidka or emntkai

unkininkapi maistintkai

v im ii.kapi yti'i'i ntkapui

sunkapi einuTdkai

my
thy

his

our

your

their
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In the Tutelo an e Is sometimes prefixed to the possessive pronouns, as

in ati, house, which makes

euati my house emanti our house

eyati thy " eyatipui your "

ia ti his " cati-lei their "

In this case the Anal vowel of the pronouns wia/id yi Is elided before the

initial a of the noun. Bo in minewa, i seehim, the vowel of the prefixed pro-

noun ma, T, is elided before the vowel of the verb inewa, to see. Some

Other euphonic changes of the possessive pronoun in the Tutelo are shown

in the following example :

Dakota. Tutelo.

pa- pasui, head

mapa mimpasui, my head

nipa yinpasui, thy "

pa epasui, his "

iiiipapi emankpami, our heads

nipapi eyinkpasupui your "

papi epami-lei their "

In Tutelo, tat', my father, is an anomalous form, used Instead of mat',

or emit'. With the other affixes the word becomes ^ai' (or tiati), thy father,

eai', his father (or their father), emaaC, our father, eyatpui, your father.

A. good example of the use of the prefixed personal pronouns in the Tu-

telo is shown in the word for son. There were slight differences in the

forms received from two of my informants, as here given :

witika irilehai my son

yiteka yitikai thy son

etSka
' etikai his son

manktika emankt&kai our son

yitbkabui yitikabui your son

etSka etekahlei their son

Minek', my uncle (in Dakota midekqi) is thus varied : Yinek', thy uncle

(Dak. nidekcl), einik', Ids uncle (Dak. deqitku), emainek, our uncle, einek-

pui, your uncle, einek! or emek'-lei, their uncle.

In the word for brother, (njifiumbal (or inkinwnbal), the possessive pro-

nouns are Inserted after the first syllable, and in this instance they are

used in the nominative form :

inwaginumbai my brother maiinginumbai our brother

inyagnumbai thy brother inyaginumbabui your brother

ingigimmbai his brother ingiginumbai their brother

The Dakota, and Bidatsa have lengthened forms of the personal pro-

nouns to indicate property in things, or "transferable possession." These

are in the former, mita, my, nita, thy, and ttr, his, as mita onepe, my axe,

nita-cunke, thy dog. These pronouns are also used with koda, friend, and

kitquna, comrade, In Hidatsa mata, dita (for nita), and ita, are used in a

similar manner. In the Tutelo the pronouns of this form occurred in a
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few examples, but only wil,li certain words of personal connection or rela-

tions, in which their use seems to resemble that of the Dakota pronouns
with the words meaning "comrade" and "friend." Thus we heard
witamanld, my husband, yitdmanki, thy husband, etdmanki, her hus-

band. So witamihen, my wife (i. e. my woman), yitamihen, thy
wife; and mtagutqkai, my son, i. e. "my boy," from wagutq-

kai, boy (evidently the same word as the Dakota kcqka, young
man). In the latter example witagulqkai, apparently expresses a lower
bond or sense of relationship than imtSkai,— not "my child," but "my
boy," or "my youth," who may leave me and go elsewhere at any time.

In Tutelo the pronouns indicating property or "transferable pos-

session" were commonly found in a separate and apparently pompound
form, following the noun, which was then sometimes (though not always)

beard in the shortened or "construct" form. Thus with hisepi, axe, we
hare :

hisep' migitowi (or mikltowt) my axe Meep' mahgttowi our axe
// ;..*(:/>' yingltowi thy axe hisep' vhgitomhui your axe

hisep' gitowi his axe hisep' gitohnei their axe

So nan, bed, has nan minfetowi, my bed, sas yingltowi, thy bed, nan gi-

towi, his bed.

"With

} bed.

tqungo, dog, we find a different form :

tqongo wahMmpi my dog tqongo maokimpi (or malikimpi) our dog

tqongo yahkimpi thy dog tqongo yaJikimpui your dog

tqongo eohkimpi his dog tqongo kimpena their dog

The first of these tonus, migltowi, &<-., is evidently the same that ap-

pears in tin; Dakota, mitawa, mine, iri/tnra, thine, tawa, liis, Urikitaua, ours.

Tin! Hidatsu has similar forms, matamae, ditamae, and itamae, often pro-

nounced matawae, nitawae, and ita,wae. Dr. Matthews regards them as

compounds formed by prefixing the pronouns mata, dita (nita) and ita to

the noun mae (or wae) signifying personal property, which seems a very

probable explanation.

The form wahkimpi may be similarly explained. In Dakota ldj)h signi-

fies, to keep for me, and kipi, to bold or contain. The sense of property or

possession is apparently implied, and tqongo wahkimpi in Tutelo probably

means "the dog my property," or "the dog 1 have."

The possessive pronouns are used by themselves in Tutelo in the follow-

ing affirmative and negative forms :

mimigllowi (or mimiyltowe, or mUltotoi)

yingltowi (j/ingitome, yinlltowi)

ingltmni (inyltowe, mkltowi)

maqgitowi (or mahgitowe, or mahkitowi)

yingitombui (or yin'citombui)

gitonnesel (or MtonneseV)

mine, or, it is mine

thine, or, it is thine

his, or, it is his

ours, or, it is ours

yours, or, it is yours

theirs, or it is theirs

1
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kimiejitonan (kimikltonan)

kinyigltonan

kigltonan

kinaqgitonan

kinyigitomboimii

kigitoqnenan

Negative Form.

it ia not mine
it is not thine

it is not bis

it is not ours

it is not yours

it is not theirs

The proper form of the first personal affirmative is doubtless migVowi
(or mikitowe). In mimigitowi the first syllable is evidently from the sepa-

rate pronoun m\m, I, used for emphasis. Tn the Dakota the forms miye

mitawa, me, mine, niye nitawa, thee, thine, &c, are used for the same pur-

pose 1
.

The negative form is not found in either the Dakota or the Hidatsa, and
may be regarded as another Instance of the greater wealth of inflections

possessed by the Tutelo.

The following are the interrogative demonstrative and indefinite pro-

nouns in the Tutelo, so far as they were ascertained. The Dakota and
Hidatsa, are added for comparison :

Tutelo. Dakota. Hidatsa,.

itowa, or hetoa tmce tape who?
ahen, kaka taku tapa what, ?

etuk Ink/,: to ; tua which ?

t tkeniin tona; tonaka tuam.i how many?
li'init/,t!hnira Inirelawa tape.it.amas whose (is it) 1

n, Ice, or a, '• <M
1

lieiki de liiili ; /.iiri this

yihiui; 7i.iima

;

ana lie ; ka Iddo ; 7iino that

ohbn, or oho ota alin many
7iok, 7i.uk, okahok owa&in ; iyuqpa etsa ; qakaheta all

The general resemblance of most of these forms is apparent. In the Tu-
telo for "whose?" which might have been written tewagVunwa, we see

the affix of the possessive pronoun (gliowe) infiectedto make an interroga-

tive form. The Dakota and Hidatsa use the affix (Intra and tainae) with-

out the inflection.

The Verb.

There are two very striking peculiarities In which the Dakotaand Hidatsa

dialects differ from most, if not all, Indian languages of other stocks.

These are: firstly, the manner In which the personal pronoun Is incorpo-

rated with the verb; and. secondly, the extreme paucity or almost total

absence of inflections of mood and tense. In the first, of these peculiarities

the Tutelo resembles Its western congeners ; in the second it differs from

them iii a marked degree—more widely even than the Latin verb differs

from the English. These two characteristics require to be separate!/ noted.

In most Indian languages the persona,! pronouns, both of the subject

and of the object, are in some measure either united with the verb or in-

PltOC. AMUR. PHILOS. SOC. XXI. 114. D. PRINTED MAKCU 31, 1883.
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dicated by an inflection. The peculiarity which distinguishes the languages

of the Dakotan stock is found in the variable position of these incorporated

pronouns. They may be placed at the beginning, at the end, or between

any two syllables of the verb. The position of the pronoun is not, how-

ever, arbitrary and dependent on the pleasure of the speaker, [t appears

to be fixed for each verb, according to certain rules. These rules, how-

ever, seem not yet to have been fully determined, and thus it happens that

a Dakota dictionary must give this place of the pronoun in every vert),

precisely as a Latin dictionary must give the perfect tense of every verb

of the third conjugation. Thus, for example, in the Dakota proper, kaqkd,

to hind (or rather "he binds"), makes w&kdqka,, 1 bind, y&kakqa, thou

bindest; manon, he steals, makes maw&non, I steal, mayknon, thou stealest;

and e.lrrn,, he thinks, makes <'f<:/iii;iu, I think, clc<u>,tu, thou thinkesl, the suf-

fixed pronouns receiving a peculiar form. In the Hidatsa, kidSqi, he loves,

makes va&kldiqi, I love, iakideqi, thou lovest ; eke, be knows, becomes

emake, 1 know, and e&ake, thou bnowest ; and kitsahike, he makes good,

becomes Mfsahikeme,, I make good, and kitsahike&n, thou makesl good. The

Tutelo has the pronouns sometimes prefixed, and sometimes inserted
; no

instances have been found in which they are suffixed, but it is by no

means improbable that such cases may occur, as verbs of this class are not

common in either of the former languages, and our examples of conjugated

verbs in Tutelo are not very numerous. Among them are the following :

1. Verbs with prefixed pronouns:

lakpise, he drinks

y&lakpSse, thou drinkest

w&lakpese, I drink

hiantkapewa, he sleeps

y&hiantkapewa, thou sleepest

vf&hiantka/pewa, I sleep

tewa, he is dead

yltewa, thou art dead

vtj/iurn, 1 am dead

2. The verbs in which the pronouns are inserted seem to be the most

numerous class. The following are examples:

hahewa, he says

haylhewa, thou sayest

haw&hewa, I say

mahandti.ka, ho sits down
vnafoayin&nka, thou sittest down
mahamindnka, I sit down

inkseha, he laughs

iny&kieha, thou laughest

inw&limha, I laugh

oliida, he sees

oy&hdta, thou seest

ovf&hdia, I see
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The pronouns may be thus Inserted in a noun, used with a verbal sense.

Thus toahtaka or wahtakai, man or Indian, may be conjugated:

wahtakai, he is an Indian

ttsayihtakai, thou art an Indian

wamildakai, I am an Indian

II, is remarkable, however, that the pronoun of the first person plural

is usually (though not always) prefixed, Thus from mahan&hka, he sits

down, we have (as above) mahatainanka, T sit down, and m&ttkmahan&nka,

we sit down. So, m&inkieha (or sometimes waiiikseha), we laugh, and

mnofmla, we see. On the other hand, we find hamnnkhewa, we say, from

hahewa, lie says, making (as above) AffiwaAewa, I say.

The word manon. he Steals, has in Dakota the pronouns inserted, as is

shown in the examples previously given. The similar word in Tutelo,

manoma or ma/numa, has them prefixed, as yimandma, thou stealest, ma-

inn noma, I steal. But on one occasion this word was given in a different

form, as manundani, he steals; and in this example the pronouns were In-

serted, the form Of the fll'St personal pronoun, and of the verb itself in that

person, being at the same time varied, as maylnundani, thou stealest, ma-

minundame, I steal. In Dakota, the place of the pronoun is similarly varied

by a, change in the form of the verb. Thus baksd, to cut off with a knife,

makes Sawkksa, I cut off (with the pronoun inserted), while kaksd, to cut

oil with an axe, makes w&Mksa, I cut off (with the pronoun prefixed), and

so in other like Instances.

The other peculiarity of the Dakota, and Hidatsa languages, which has

been referred to, viz., the paucity, or rather absence, of all changes of

mood and tense which can properly be called inflections, is in striking

contrast with the ahum lance of these changes which mark the Tutelo verb.

The difference is important, especially as Indicating that the Tutelo is

the older form of speech. 1 1 Is an established law in the science of linguistics

thai, in any family of languages, those which arc of the oldest, formation,

or, iu other words, which approach nearest to the mother speech, are the

most highly Inflected, The derivative or more recent tongues are distin-

guished by the comparative fewness of the grammatical changes in the

vocables. The difference in this respect between the Tutelo and the west-

ern branches of this stock is so great that they seem to belong to different

categories or genera in the classification of languages. The Tutelo may
properly be styled an Inflected language, while the Dakota, the Hidatsa,

anil apparently all the other western dialects of the stock, must be classed

among agglutinated languages, the variations of person, number, mood
and tense being denoted by affixed or inserted particles.

Thus in the Hidatsa there is no difference, in the present tense, between

the singular and the plural of a verb. Kidiqi signifies both "he loves"

and "they love;" innhidcri, "I love," and "we love." In the future a

distinction is made in the first, and second persons. Dalddeeidi signifies
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"thou wilt love," of which dakidecidiha is the plural, "ye -will love." In
this language there is no mark of any kind, even by affixed particles, to

distinguish the present tense from the past, nor even, in the third person,

to distinguish the future from the other tenses. Kideqi signifies he loves, he
loved, and he will love. The Dakota is a little better furnished in this

way. The plural is distinguished from the singular by the addition of the

particle j»*, and in the first person by prefixing the pronoun un, they, in

lieu of was or we, 1. Thus kaqkd, he hinds, becomes kaqkdpi, they bind.

Wakatfca, I hind, becomes unkaqkapi, we bind. No distinction is made
between the present and tbe past tense. Kaqkd is both he binds and he
bound. The particle kia, which is not printed and apparently not pro-
nounced as an affix, indicates the future. It sometimes produces a slight

euphonic change in the final vowel of the verb. Thus kdqke kta, he will

bind, kaqkdpi kta, they will bind. All other distinctions of number and
tense are indicated in these two languages by adverbs, or by tin; general
context of the sentence.

In lieu of these scant and imperfect modes of expression, the Tutelo
gives us a surprising wealth of verbal forms. The distinction of singular
and plural is clearly shown in all the persons, thus:

opeina, he goes

oyapewa, thou goest

OWapewa, I go

opehihla, they go

oi/n/irpua, ye go

maopewa, we go

Of tenses there are many forms. The termination in ewa appears to he
of an aorist, or rather of an Indefinite sense. Opewaitxom opa, to go) may
signify both he goes and hi; went. A distinctive present is Indicated by
the termination oma; a distinctive past by oka ; and a, future by ta or eta.

Thus from kte, to kill, we have waktewa, I kill him, or killed him, wak-
it,-111111; I .-un killing him, and wakteta, I will kill him. So oMta, he sees

it, becomes ohatioka, he saw it formerly, fm&ohateta, be will see ii. Opewa,
he goes (or went), becomes opeta, he will go, inflected ;is follows:

opeta, be will go

oyapeta, thou wilt go

owapeta, I will go

opehihla, they will go

oyapitepa, ye will go

maopeta, we will go

The in il eri ions for person and number in the distinctively present tense,

ending in omrt, are shown in tbe following example :

waginoma, he is sick

waymginoma, thou art sick

wrimeginoma, I am sick

Ohata, he sees it, is thus varied i

ohflta, he sees it,

oyahata, thou seost it

owahata, I see it

wiginSnhna, they are sick

wayinjinSmpo, ye are sick

manjwaginoma, we are sick

ii/i/i/i'/da, they see it

oyahatbua, ye see it

mrtohata, we see it
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ohatibka, he saw it

oyahatibka, thou sawest it

owaliatibka, 1 saw It

ohaieta, he will see it

oyahateta, thou wilt sec it

owahateta, I shall sec it,

The following examples will show the variations of person in the aorist

tense :

ohatiokehla, they saw it

oyahatiokewa, ye saw it

maohatioka, we saw it

ohatete/tla, they will see it

oyahatetbua, ye will see it

maohalita, we shall see it

hahewa, he says

hayihewa, thou sayest

hawaltewa, I say

li/iiiiiii/ririi, he is hungry

yUihiiirtdcwa, thou ail, hungry

mikihnindeioa, 1 hungry

haliiilda, they say

hayiliipua, ye say

hamanklewa, we say

lllmiiHUne, they arcs hungry

lili/idndepua, ye are hungry

mahkihnindewa, we are hungry.

TFa/fcC/%*pS!ca, I remember it, an aorist form, becomes in the preterite

irttl,-oit«pto\<i, and, in the future, wakonspeta. It is thus varied in the aorist

ami past tenses :

wakonnpewa, I remember it

pakonspema, thou rememberest It

kikonspewa, he remembers it

makil-onxpeioti, we remember It

ya/o.iispc/.iiit, ye remember it

kikonspehila, they remember it

wakontpebka, I remembered it maMwjispeo&as, we remembered it

j/Kknit-ipi'o/.ii, thou rememberedst it yakenspepuyoka, ye remembered it

kikonspeoka, he remembered it kikonspeleoka, they remembered it,

In several instances verbs were heard only in the Inflected forms. For

the simple Or root-form, which doubtless exists in the language, we are

obliged to have recourse to the better known Dakota, language. Thus

opewa, he went, and opela, he will go, indicate a, root opa, he goes, which

is actually found in the Dakota.

So manbma (which is probably a distinctively present tense), and man-

on'dani, both meaning he steals, indicate a, briefer root-form which we find

in tin; Dakota manon, havingthe same meaning. Manbma, which is proba-

bly a contraction of manonoma, is thus varied :

manbma, he steals manvnnese, they steal

yvmanbma, thou stealest yimanompua, ye steal

mamanbrna, I steal mankmanbma, we stead

From these examples it is evident that there are variations oi inflection,

which, If the language were better understood, might, probably he classi-

fied in distinct conjugations. Other instances of these variations will be

given hereafter,

It is well known that in the Iroquois, Algonquin, Cherokee, and other In-

dian languages, of different slocks, there are many forms of the verb, aega-
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tive, Interrogative, deslderative, and the like, which are among the most
notable characteristics of these languages, and add much to their power of
expression. The Tutelo has several of these (onus, but none of them are

found in the Dakota or Hidatsa, both of which express the meaning of
these forms by adverbial phrases or other circumlocutions. The negative
form In Tutelo is made (in a manner which reminds as of the French ne-

pm) by prefixing k or ki to the affirmative and suffixing na. The tense ter-

minations oma, oica, and ewa, become ona and ciui in this form :

inkseha, he laughs

inwaksehq, I laugh

wameginoma, I am sick

wakteim, I killed him

owaklaka, I speak

toakteoma, 1 am killing him
yahbwa, he is coming

kinksShna, lie does not, laugh

kinwahsehna, I do not laugh

kiwemeginona, I am not sick

kiwaktena, I did not kill him

kowaklakna, I do not speak

kiwakteona, I am not killing him
kiahona, lie is not coming

KinkiShna, he is not laughing, is thus varied in the present tense :

kinknehna, hit is not laughing' kinksehanena, they are not laughing
Wnyaks&hna, thou art not laughing kinyaksSkpuna, ye are not laughing
kihwakselma, I am not laughing Mmaenksehna, we are not laughing

The interrogative form terminates in o, as :

yaktewa, thou killedst him

yakteoma, thou art killing him
yateta, thou wilt kill him

yafiwa, thou dwellest

alewa, he is going

yaktemo, didst thou kill him?

yakUonmo, art thou kiling him?

yakteto, wilt thou kill him ?

toka yatimo, where dostthou dwell?

toka alewo, where is he going?

It is evident that this Conn is an Inflection, pure and simple. It is a vowel
Change, and not in any manner an agglutinated particle. It takes the place

of that elevation of tone with which we conclude an Interrogative sentence,

and which, strange to say, is not heard among the Dakotas. Mr. RiggS re-

marks that "unlike the English, the voice falls at the close of all inter-

rogative sentences."

The desiderative form appears to be expressed by the affixed particle bi

or be, but the examples which were obtained happened to be all in the

negative, thus :

owapewa, I go

opetise, he is going, or will go
hawilewa, I come

waktewa, I kill him

kowapebina, I do not wisli to go

kopebenise, In: does not wish to go

kiwitebina, I do not wish to come
kiwaktebina, I do not wish to kill him

The imperative mood is distinguished apparently by a sharp accent on
the final syllable of the verb, which loses the sign of tense. Thus from the

njb, to give (in Dakota and Hidatsa, ku), which appears in maingowa, I
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give to you, we have, in the imperative, masa mingS, give me a knife.

kilese or kitesel, he kills him, given kiti tqonki, or tqnnk' kite, kill the dog.

In the western languages of the Dakota stock, certain particles prefixed

to the verb play an important part in modifying the meaning. Thus in

Dakota, and llidatsa the prefix pa signifies that the action is done with the

hand. From ksa, Dale, meaning separate, wehave paksd, to break with the

hand ; from </u,, Hid., to spill, paqu, to pour out with the hand. The Da-

kota na, llidatsa a&a (for ana) are prefixes allowing that the action is done

with the foot. The Dakota ya, llidatsa da (often pronounced ra or la)

show that the act is done with the mouth. Ka (Dak.) and d&k (Hid.) in-

dicate an act done by a sudden, forcible impulse, &c. Attempts were made

to ascertain whether similar prefixes were employed in the Tutelo speech.

It was found that in many cases the latter had distinct words to express

acts which in the western languages were indicated by these compound

forms. Still, a, sufficient number of examples were obtained to show that

the use of modifying prefixes was not unknown to the language, Thus

the root kusa, which evidently corresponds with the Dakota ksa, signifying

separation, OCCUrs in the following forms:

nantkusisel, he breaks it o(I with the foot

latkusisel, he bites it oil

HMsisel, he breaks it- oil' by pushing

lakatkusisel, he cuts it oil with an axe

The Dakota na, signifying action with the foot, is evidently found, with

some modification, in i lie Tutelo nantkusisel above quoted, and also in nan-

kokisek, to stamp with the foot, and in konaqlotisel, to scratch with the

foot. So the cutting, pushing, or impulsive prefix, lak or laka, which ap-

pears in lakatkusisel, is found also iii lakatkusisel, he cuts open, lakaspeta,

to cut off in pieces, lakasdse, to chop, lakapleh, to sweep the floor. La,

which in latkusisel indicates action with the mouth, is found also in lak-

pese, to drink, and perhaps in yilanaha, to count or read, which has the

corresponding prefix ya in the Dakota word yama, of like meaning

The affixed or incorporated pronouns are used with transitive verbs to

form what are called by the Spanish writers on Indian grammar transitions,

that is, to express the passage of the action from the agent or subject to

theobject. This usage is governed by very simple rules. In the Dakota and
llidatsa, the rule prevails, that, when two allixed pronouns come together,

the one being in the nominative ease and the other in the objective, flu;

Objective always precedes the nominative, as in mayakar.'-ii (Dak.) mc
thou-bindest, dimakidici (Hid.) thee-I-love. In the Dakota the third per-

sonal pronoun is in genera] not expressed ; kaqkd signifies both be binds,

and he binds him, her, or it ; wakar.ka is I bind, and I bind him, <&C In

the Hidatsa, this pronoun is not expressed in the nominative, but in the

objective it is Indicated by tin' pronoun i prefixed to the verb, as kidSqi, he

loves
; ikideqi, he loves him, her or it.

The Tutelo, as far as could ho ascertained, follows the usage of the Dakota
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In regard to the third personal pronoun (which is not expressed) but differs

from both the other languages, at least in some Instances, in the order of

the pronouns. The nominative affix occasionally precedes the objective,

as In uixiruwa, I-thee-see. Yet in kohinaftWiuJuioa, me-thou-struckest

(where the pronouns are. inserted), this order is reversed. The rule on.

which these variations depend was not ascertained. Owing to the diffi-

culties of an inquiry carried on through the medium of a double translation

(from English Into Cayuga or Onondaga, and from the latter into Tutelo),

it was not, easy to gain a clear idea of the precise meaning of many of the

examples which wen- olilai 1. An Indian when asked to translate " I

love thee," or "thou lovest me," unless he is an educated man, or per-

fectly familiar With the language in which he is addressed, is apt, to become

perplexed, and to reverse the meaning of the pronouns. The following

examples, however, will suffice to show thai the system of transitions exists

in the Tutelo, though they do not; enable us to analyze arid reconstruct it

completely. Many oilier examples were obtained, but are omitted from

a doubt of their correctness,

wahtebma, I am killing him

waikteoma (for leayikteoma) I am killing thee

mikteoma he is killing me
yakteoma, thou art killing him

kiteonsel, he is killing them

inewa, he sees him (or he saw him)

minewa, 1 see him (qu, m'iuewa, for ma-iuewa)

mttyiiiewa, I see thee

tniineiea, he sees me
yiinewa, he sees thee

miinihla, they see me

yandostika, he loves him

yandomisteka, he loves me
yandoyisleka, he loves thee

yandowasteka, 1 love him

yandoyasteka, thou lovest him

yandoyiateka, he loves thee

mankiandosteka (qu. maikiandoyistika), we love thee

maihiandostekanZse, we love them

waiyandoiteka, he loves us

waiyemdoyastika, thou loved us

yemdostekanese, he loves them (or they love him)

yandomistekana, they love me

Icohintmlninii, he struck (or strikes) him

kohinankyihlwa, he struck thee

kohinanmihiwa, he struck me
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ku/it/uiuwahtwa, I struck him

kohiniini/tiMwa, thou struckesl, him

kohinankwiya/nwa, thou struckest me
kohinanmarikihlwa, wo struck him

gikoha (or kikoha), ho calls to him

wigikoha, I call to him

waingikbha, (for wayingikolia), I call to thee

infikohuc (for yingikohise), he culls to thee

ingikopolese, he calls to you

mirigikoha, he calls to ma
yigikoha, thou callest to him

iiujikoputt, they call to you

gikohanese, they call to' them

From the foregoing examples it is evident that the system of transitions

in the Tutelo is as complete as In the Dakota, and Hidatsa. But there are

apparently some peculiar euphonic changes, and some of the pronouns are

indicated by terminal Inflections, particularly in the second person plural

and in the third person singular and plural.

In llii! Tutelo, as in the Dakota and Hidatsa, substantives and adjectives

are readily converted into neuter verbs by the addition or insertion of the

pronouns and the verbal sul1i\es. It, is in this manner that these languages,

like other Indian tongues, are generally enabled to dispense with the use

of the substantive verb. Thus in the Dakota witqaqta, man, by inserting

the pronoun ma, I, becomes wimat<]nr
f
ta or toiiqamaqta, I am a man, aiulby

Inserting <m(we) and adding the plural affix fit, becomes wiun'qaqtapi, we
are men. So also waqle, good, becomes mawaqte, I am good, unwaqtepi, we
are good.

In the Tutelo the word wahtaka, oxwaldakai, man, is inflected as follows:

wamiMdhii. I am a man.

wayiMakai, thou art a man.

wahiakai, he is a man.

miwamiMakai, we are men.

inwahtakai, ye are men.

ImkwaMakai, they are men.

The last two forms appear not to be regular, and may have been given

by mistake. SukwalUakai probably means "all are num."

This verb may take the aorist form, as :

wamihtakawa, I am (or was) a man.

wayihtakatoa, thou art (or wast)' a man. •
'

wahtakawa, he is (or was) a man, &c.

So the adjective It, good, becomes, with the aorist, affix wa, liwa, he, is

(or was) good ; yimbiwa, thou art good ; mimblwa, I am good. In the

I'ROC. AMICIt. PHIXOS. soc. xxr. 114. E. PRINTED may 8, 1883.
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present tense we have eblse, he is good ; ebiUse, they are good; and In the

preterit, ebikoa, he was geod.

Ad/eerbs.

In many cases, as has been already shown, the English adverb is indi-

cated in the Tutelo by a modification of the verb. The negative adverb,

for example, is usually expressed in this manner, as in BkseM, he is laugh-

ing, kmksehna, he is not laughing ; migitowe, it is mine, Idmiijitoimn, it is

not mine.

Sometimes the meaning which in English would be expressed by an

adverb accompanying a verb, is expressed in Tutelo by two verbs. Thus

we have ihoha, she is sewing, apparently from a root iho or yeU, to sew ;

and konspewa yeho, she is sewing well, i. «., she is careful in sewing (lit.,

she thinks, or remembers, in sewing) ; keblnayeho, she is sewing badly,

i, e . she does not well in sewing (or is not good at sewing). Here keblna is

the negative form of biwa, he (or she) is good.

I'l'i'pnm'j/iolix.

Many phrases were obtained wltha view of ascertaining the prepositions

of the Tutelo, but without success. Sometimes an expression which in

English requires a preposition would in the Tutelo appear as a distinct

word. Thus, while ati signifies a house, tokai was given as equivalent to

"in the house." It may perhaps simply mean "at home." Prairie is

latahkoi, but onli signifies "at the prairie."

Other examples would seem to show that the prepositions in the Tutelo,

as In the Hldatsa, and to a large extent Id the Dakota, are incorporated

with the verb. Thus tahkai signifies "woods," and tahkai aginese, he is in

the woods. So sui, hill, and sui aginese, he is on the hill. The phrase

"lam going to the house" was rendered wileta iaf%, and the phrase "I.

am coming from the house," by wakleta ia/X The practice of combining

the preposition with the verb is very common in the Indian languages,

which merely carry to a greater extent a familiar usage of the Aryan speech.

The expressions, to ascend or descend a hill, to circumnavigate a lake, to

overhang a, fence, to undermine a. wall, are examples of an idiom so pre-

valent in the Indian tongues as to supersede not merely the eases or nouns,

but to a large extent the separable prepositions.

Conjunctions.

In the Tutelo, conjunctions appear to be less frequently used than in

English. An elliptical form of speech is employed, but with no loss of

clearness. The pbra.se " when I came, he was asleep," is expressed briefly

wlhwk, Manlca, I came, lie was asleep. So, "I called the dog, but lie did

not come," becomes wagelakiok tqonlc, kihuna, I called the dog, he came

not. When it is considered necessary or proper, however, the conjunction

is expressed, as kuminena, mi Jan, Jdneka, I did not see liiin, but John saw

him. llore " but " is expressed by mi.
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Nigds sigiiilies "and," or "also." Waklmrmha ktbus nigds masen, I

bought a hat and a knife. Owakioka waktdka nigds mihin nombalek, I

met a man and two women.
Li, which expresses "if," appears to be combined with the verb, at least

in pronunciation; thus: Lihlok, wagelagita, If he comes, I will tell him
;

inihuta, Jan UMok, I will come If John comes. It is noticeable in the last

two examples that the accent or stress of voice in the word UMok, If he
comes, appears to vary with the position of the word in the sentence.

Syntax.

The only points of interest which were ascertained in regard to the

syntax of the language related to the position of words in a sentence.

The adjective follows the noun which it qualifies, as wahtake bi, good

man, ali asan, white house. The rule applies to the numerals, as mihan

nonsa, one woman, aft nuiiJxii, two houses. In this respect the Tutelo

conforms to the rule which prevails in the Dakota and Hldatsa languages,

as -well as in the dialects of the, Troquois stock. In the Algonkin lan-

guages, on the other hand, the adjective precedes the noun.

The position of the verb appears to be a matter of indifference. It

sometimes precedes the noun expressing either the subject or the object,

and sometimes follows It, the meaning being determined apparently, as in

Latin, by the inflection. Thus "I see a man," is minewa waiird<) (I see

him a man) ; and " the rami sees me " is miinewa wtiimaq (he sees me the

man). Tqofcko mwigd, give me a dog j kitS.tqonki, kill the dog. In the last

example the change from tqoftko to tqonki is apparently not a, grammatical

Inflection, but is merely euphonic. The verb in the Imperative mood suffi-

ciently show's tin; speaker's meaning, and the position of the noun is a

matter of emphasis. "A dog give mo," not a knife ;
" kill the dog," don't

let him escape.

A verb is placed after another verb to which it bears the relation ex-

pressed by our Infinitive ;
as mingiloqko wakteta, lot me kill him (allow

me, f will kill him). Wakonta opila, I will make him go (I cause him he

will go).

The euphonic Changes which words undergo in construction with other

words are as marked in this language as they are in the proper Dakota

tongue, and seem to be often of a similar, if not identical, character in the

two languages. Thus in Dakota the word qurika, dog, becomes qunke

when a possessive pronoun is prefixed. In the Tutelo a similar change

takes place when the position of the noun is altered ; thus we have tqonko

iningb, give me a dog ; Idle, iqonki, kill the dog. The terminal vowel is

frequently dropped, and the consonant preceding it undergoes a change ;

thus in Dakota yuza, to hold, becomes yus in the phrase yus majin, to

stand holding. In Tutelo nahambi (properly nahanbi) or nahabi, day,

becomes nahamp (or nahdp), in nahamp lali (or naluip lali), three days.

In such instances the two words which are thus in construction are pro-

nounced as though they formed a single word.
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VOCABULARY.

Particular care was taken to obtain, as correctly as possible, all tlie words

comprised in the comparative vocabulary adopted by Gallatin for his Syn-

opsis of the Indian languages. Many other words, expressive of the most

common objects or actions, have been added. The alphabetical arrange-

ment is adopted for convenience of reference, in lieu of the different order

which Gallatin preferred for the purposes of his work. The.Dakota and

Hidalsa words are derived from the dictionaries of Mr. Biggs and Dr.

Matthews, with the necessary changes of orthography which are required

for the direct comparison of the three language!.

When several words are given in the Tutelo list, they are sometimes, as

will be seen, mere variations of pronunciation or of grammatical form, and

sometimes entirely distinct expressions. The Tutelo has no less than four

words for "man," wahtaha, waiyuwa (or waiuaq) yuhkan, undnona, which

have doubtless different shades of meaning, though these were not ascer-

tained. There are also two distinct words meaning "to see," ineioa, and

ohala, and two for "go," opewa and gala (or, rather opa and la, answering

to opa and ya in Dakota). A more complete knowledge of the language

would doubtless afford the means of discriminating between these appa-

rently synonymous terms.

The words marked N in the vocabulary are those which were received

from Nlkonha himself. The pronunciation of these words may be accepted

as that of a Tutelo of the full blood, and as affording

ness of the others.

test of the correct-

Tutelo. Dakota. IliUatHa.

Alive ini, eni, inlna ni hiwakatsa

All bilk, hok, okahok [yuqpa qukaheta ; etsa

And nigas kha ; lei ; unkaii

;

nakufl ica

Arm hicto (n; histo isto ara

Arrow maflksli; ma3koi(N ) waiihiiikpe ita, maita

Ashes alapok lci(|ola midutsapi

Aunt walcmai ; tomlri tufiwin Iqaml ; ika

Autumn tafiyi, ta'i ptanyetu mata

Awake kiklese kikta itsi ; hidamitats

Axe nisep (k), hisepi,

hitep onspe maiptsa

Bad okayek (n) okayik,

ukayik gilca icia

Bay mafiksui ojuha I<}1

Ball tapi tapa msiolapi

Berk («) qapl; yohiflk qafiha midaiQi
; qupi (v)

Bear munti (n) monti,

mofldi mato daqpitsi

Beads watal totodan akutohi
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Tutelo. Dakota. IDdatsa.

Biaver yaop (N) munaqka iQipa mirapa

Heard yShl ; istihioi piilinhin (liiii, hair,

icii, underliP) iki (hi, hair)

Bed sasi owinja aduqhpi

Beg oyandise da ; kida kadi

Bird maylrik zitka ; wakinyafi tsakaka

Bird's nest maycfigieqta, lioqpi ikicji

Bite off (to) latkusisel, yaksa adudatsa

Black asiSpl, asup (n) sapa cipi

Blood wayi (N) we id I

Blue asoti to ; sota tohi

Body tesi ;
yuqteki tangafi ; (tezi, belly) iqo (titsi, thick,

stout)

Boil (to) India ohafi ; Ipiqya midue

Bone walioi, waliui hu hidu

Book minagi wowapi

Hoy wakaslk (n); guto

kai ; waitiwa hokqldaS ; kocka makadiatamatse

Bow (n) inosik, inosck (n) itazipa ; tinazipe itamiqa ; minuqa

Brain wasoti, wasut nasu tsuuta

Bread wagesiikwai, wak-

sakpai aguyapl madaliapi

Break (to) wit)

foot lakatkusisel naksa anaqoqi

Brother nrwagenfimpal (n; i

ifiginuuibai teiSye iaka;itarm;itame-

Brother, elder tsa

(my) witafisk ; wital ; wa -

hllk teinyo ; tirudi; t itamotsa ; iaka

Brother,

younger (my) wisufitk, minon mlsufika matsuka

Bvffilo iap; mampafidahkai tatafika ;
pte kcdapi ; mite

Burn (v. a.) Inauslnga ghu ; aghu anaqa

Bury suntese ga ; huaka

But ml tuka

Buy kilomiha ; waglu-

mihinta opetoS maihu

Call (v. a.) kikoha; gelaki kitqo

Canoe mlBkolh&pl, men-

kolahlpi wata ; canwata

Cat pus (n) (i. e. puss) inmucnnka (dog-

panther)

Cause (v) konta et(jonkiya

kikuha (invito)

midaluetaa; mtna-

luetsa
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Tutelo. Dakota. Hldatja.

Cheek ukst^h tapofi, iyoqa

Cherry yosafikrota tcafipa, kakaHpidan matsu
Child wakasikj wagots-

kai (see small) liokcjiyopa daka; makutliQla

Chop (v) lakasase kaksa naklsuki

Churn (») mampamasawohok i bote/)

Claw oluskSse tsake tsakaka itsi

Cloud maqosi (n) maqpiya
Club yeh§ti tgafi otoza mldakaza titsi

Cold sani sni tslnie

Come yahila, howa, hi tiwa lui

Copper penihSi maza netsahiqlqi

Count (») yilanSha yawa
Cranberry hohniiiik potkaflka, potpafiki

Crane kainstakai pehaS opitsa

Crow (n) kali

«

iintqiqitqadaii pedetska
Cry (v) q&qise tqeya imia

Cut («) with

knife lakatkosa baksa naktsiiki

Dance («) wagitgi (n), kelgi watcj kidiej

Darkness usihaa, ohslha okpaza (hafi, night) oktsl; tats!

Daughter (my wit oka (n), wi-

ohafike, mlohafik mitcufikql maka
Day nahambc, nahamp,

nahafipe aSpetu, afipe" mapc
Dead te, teka la te

Deer wilai taqiStija lc/itatuki

Devil (evil

spirit) mampa ial wakafiqitqa

Die in (n), tSolfiha la te

Bog t.Qofig (N) iQllfigo

tQofiki, (Qorik (a i iika. maquka
Drink («) lakpo, lapota yatkafi hi ; minlii

Buck iQtai (n), heistafi,

manc.ascii (gee

(loose) maghakeitqa ; skiska miqaka

Bar aaqdq (n), nahuh noghe ; oakpa akuqi

Earth amani, amai maka ama
Bat luti yuta (luti (nuti)

Mgg mayifik pos (see

Bird) witka tsakakadaki

Eight palan (n) palanl,

pal ali qadoghan nopapi
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Eighteen

Eleven

Evening

Eye

Face,

Father

Fifteen

Finger

Finger-nails

Msh

mesh

Fog
Food

Foot

Forehead

Foreat

Four

fourteen

K'ox

Friend

Ghost

Girl

Go
God
Good

39

Tutelo-. Dakota.

agepaiaii, akipalfini ake Qadoghafi

agenosai, akmosai ake wanjidaS

osihitewa (see Dark-

neis, Mght) qayetu

tasui, tasuye (N)

(mentasul, my e.) iQta

talukna ; tarfibna

(mental6kea,myf.)ite; itohnake

eati; tat (n); yat (n) ate

[Hale.

Goose

Grandfather

Grandmother

Grass

Great

Green

&ke-zapta3)

nape

cake

peta

hochan

agegisai, akekisat

liak (sec Hand)

tsuteaki, tqutc&g

pite, (n) peti, pStC,

wilioi (n)

kasa (N)klse, kisafi,

kisahi, klsSMfii zaptafi

wayuqtSki, wayfiq*

tik

maiiolihiia,

waluti

iqi (n) isT

tikoi ;
pania minte

tahkai

lop (n), topa, topai,

topa

agetoba, akitopa

loli kill

witShe, witaqa

waniintQi wanaghl

wagatQ(N)wakaslkj

komqafi (n) witqifiyafina

Hidatsa.

aqpidopapi

aqpiduetea

oktsiade

iqta

iM'

ate ; tatiq

aqpikiqu

Qakiadutsamihe

QakiiQpu

kiqu

ii;c<jlii ; tconitqa idukQlti

opo pue

woyute maduti

siha itsi

ite iqi

tqofitafika

topa topa

ake topa aqpitopa

QiifigidaS Iqoka

koda ; kitQuwa Idakoe ; iko'pa

nokldaqi

opewa ; qala ;
la ya ; opa

SiSgyeS, eifiga wakafitafiku

i>l)i (n), bi, pi, ipi

(,j W11i wnQtc ;
pi (obsolete) tsiiki

makadiqtamia

;

miakaza

nakon ; no ; kaua

daqi, naql (spirit)

manSasan magna

ekuni, higfiS uinkantjidim

1 »
i < »•

Ci f»
kufisitku ;

inilci

sunklaki (n), muk-

tagi ; otoi l»'ji

iiaiii (n), iiafi tafika

oto (n), otolakoi to

mina

adutaka

ikn

mika'

iqtia

feOMCa
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Tutelo. Dakota. Hidatsa.

Hun mlnktS (n) mazakan

Hail noq wasu nia'kuqpilami

Hair nal6nwe(N), nafiloi

nal6i natu ; liiii ana ; hi

Hand hag (n), h&ki, ak nape (<}ake, olavt

Anger-nail) Qiki

1 In n /home, pire (n), ipi, iplkam

(see good) owafiyag waste

Howe tahofitanSkl tin-nnicJifilQa ituki

Hat lubuH ; kotuMa (n) wapaha apoka

Hatchet (see axe)

He im, i «}, iy<' i, (je

Head pasuye (n), pasui pa a-tu

Heart yanti (n), yanti; tap
1

tcante (tapi, liver) na'ta(apl<ja,llver)

Here lici den, ilchi

Him e, el, i lye, i<j i

Himself esfil, isani iye, ic. lqki

House all (n) dpi ati

How many tokenufi tona, tonaka tuami, tuaka

Hundred ukcni, okenl opawlfighe pltikiqtia

Hunger (») kilmindewa wotektehda (hun-

gry) aniltl (hungry)

Husband nmfiki hihna kida, kina

I ma, mi, mlm miQ, miye ma, nii

T alone or Imy
self mlsafll, inisai miye, mi<J, tnlQttani mi(|ki, mitsak)

lee nofilii ; mlfiglratqah iQigha manual

Tf H klfihaS

Indian ivahtakai (man) iktQ8wlt<;aBta amakanoqpaka

Iron maSs, mis, ma-

siqorak mazasapa netsa

Island, histSk, st8k, stes-

tgki wlta

Kettle yesink tqegha inidnqa

Kill kite (n), ktS, kltSse kte, kata ta, kitahe

Knife inaKt'ni, masSl, ma-
sai (n) masa lean maetsi

lake (see Sea)

Land, (see Earth)

Laugh, InksSha, Tnk<j<i (n) iqa ka'

Leaf . oloi, otoq (n) ape; wapa midapa
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Leg yokpa (n), iekea,

yeksai; mini (my

leg) idiki or iniki

Long yaptfske (n) buIj

yumpankalska hanska halski; (lima, na/r

row)

Lone yandowasteka waqtedaka kid£<ji

Maize mandaqSi, mataqS

(N) wamnalieza koliati

Make, aoma, a62 uB he, liini

Man walilalika, waiyua

Marry
Me
Meet

Mine

Moon

Morning

Mother

Mountain

Mouth

Myself

Near
Neck

Night

Nine

Nineteen

No
None

(n), waiyuwa,

waiwaq; yuhkafi,

nona witQUQta matse, itaka

kaka

ohon, ohotclin ola aim

mi, wi ma, mi mi

oaki nkipa uzia

mig'Itowc mitawa matawao

mlnosa' (n), ml-

mail el (sec Sun) hafiyetu-wl makumidi

kanahampual kana-

habnen (sec Day) hanhafina ata

ilia (n), Iiena, licnim ina hidu

(jiiqe, sulii; oileki qej palia amaqami

ilii, ih (n) i i

(see " J alone ")

iiiklei, Iskai kiyedaii

tasoi, mintasei (my

n.) laliu ; dole

usi, osi liaii ; liaiiyotu

tsaeii or tea (n), sa,

sail, kffink ; ksa-

kai, kasafikai naptqlnwafika

atsa

ampa
oktei

auetsapi

<ji-

agekisafika

yahan, ilmo

paqtS, paqti

iiiima-iiaptQiiiwaiikaagpi-nuetsapi

hiya

poghe

desa ; nesa

apa

Oak

Old

One

taskahSi, taskaMi

(N)

lioakai, liohka kafi

none, (n), nofis,

nosai, uoiisa waiiji, safini

midakauiiqka

qe, qic

nuetsa

rnoc. amkk. PHIL08. soo. xxr. 114. p, PRINTED may 8, 188;!..
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Ours maqgftowe ufikltawa malawao
Ourselves maesfti, maesaflli midohi

Partridge vrastetkai zitca

Pigeon mayutkai, wayfltkai wakiyedafii

Pine-tree wasti, waste (n) wa/i mats!

Pipe ycliitislik (n), iln'r-

tik, Ihefistek (qu,

"mouth'Stone") tqotaHkaj tQaiidu-

hupa ikipi

Pound (») pahe apa pa

Prairie latahkoi tifita amaadatsa, teduti

Rain qawoi (n), qawoqa,
hawoha, qawo maghaju qade

Raspberry hasisiai takafihetqa

Bed atsutl, atquti, atqut duta {scarlet), 9a

{red) hiiji

Bem,cmber kofispSwa kiksuya

River takslta, taksitai wakpa ; watpa azl

Bun (») hinda, hanta (n) inyanka tinie

Say {v) hahowa (see Speak) eya id<§

Sea yetaSl, yetal, letafi mde {lake); mini-

waS 1 <;a {onewater) mlnliqtia {great

water)

See {») oliata, inowa, wa- toflwafi ; wafiyaka ;

q§ta wafihdaka Ika; atsiqa

Seven sSgdm (n), sagomSi,

sagomfflk qakowiS qapua
Seventeen agesagSmi ake-<$akowlfi aqplqapua
Sew {v) ihoha kaghfighe ; Ipaslsa kikaki

Shoes liaiidisonoi (n), an-

goliloi, ago re,

agodc tcaShaflpa tmpa; ltapa

Shoot ojj- {v) opatafisel bopdta
Sick waglnSma yazafi Lqoade

Sing (») yamimiye (n) dowafi ; ahiyftya

Sist&r minSk (n), tahafik tawinoqtin ; tafika,

lanku inu, itaku, icami

Sit mahanaSka iyotaflka amaki

Six agiis (n), akftsp,

akaspel Qakpe akama
Sixteen agegaspe akeqakpe aqpiakama

Sky mafitol, matofli,

maldi maqpiya <o apaqi
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Sleep (v)

Small

Snake

San,

Speak

43

Tutelo. Dakota.

hlySfi (n); hianta,

hiantkapewa iqtlBma

kutqkai (n), kutskai,

kotskai tQlstifina; tqikadafi;

niqkodafi

wa.o'eni waii; wamduqka

witSka (n), tekalj

qfitqkai (scQ\Small) tqinkt qi (koQka,

young man)

niqa (n), sahenta,

salnta, liahowa,

oaklaka iajyaotafiifi

[Halo.

Hidatsa.

hami, hinami

kariqta

mapokqa

idiqi

id6, 1116

Spring (n) wchahempoi, weha
ehimpe; masto wctu (maqt<5, warm)

Squirrel ntst&qkal lac;nahetqa; hetk-

adaB; ziqa

Stamp (»)

with foot uaBkokisek natata, nataStafi

Star tabunltqkai (si),tap

niiiskai witqafiqpi iqka

Stay (») nafika (sco Sit) yaflka daka

Steal manoii, manoma manoii aqadi

Stone histfiki, nistok (n) iiiyaii mi'

Strawberry haspahlnuk wajuQtetqa amuaqoka

Strike kohinvmhiwa apa, kaqtaka

Strong it ai ; soti ; wayuplk BUta; waq'aka itsii

Summer welie piwa (see

Spring) mdoketu ade, mande

Sim mie or nun (n), m
(sec Moon) wi midi

Sweep (») lakaplSk kahifita

T»n potsk (n), putsk,

butqk, putskai,

putskafii wiktqemna pitlka

That yukiin; neikiii ka, kofi ku

Tim H yi ni ni

Their gltonnSsel tawapi itamac

Thert kowai hetqi; heii; ka; kaiik i hidikoa; kuadi

qekoa

Tliey Lmahese iyepi i

Thine yiiigitowe nitawa nitawae

Thirteen agelali ake-yamni aqpinami

Thirty putqka ii:uii wiktqeuina yauani damia-pitika
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This n<Ske, neikift de ; dctcodan Midi ; hini

Think opemlha ; konspewa ecjfi ; cpqa idie ; inie

Thou ylm, ya, ye nic, ya, yo na, ni

Thousand okeni bulskai, ukcn T

mbutskai kektopawinglie pitikiqtia akakodi

Three nan (n) nani,lat,lan yamni nami, nawi

Thunder tul ; tuhangrua otin tabu

Thyself yisai, yesani niye, nic, niqkl

Tie (») olohl iyakacka
;
paqta dulskili

Tobacco ydhni, yihnfi tqaSdi ope

lo-day naliamblekcn (aee

• Day) etc/m ; nakaha ; an-

petu kifi de hlni-mape

Toes atkasusai siyukaja ; sipiiikpa itsiadutsamihe

To-morrow nabampk (soc To-

day) heyaketcifikafi ataduk, ataruk

Tongue notQi, netsi, letci tQOJi dezi (nezi)

Tooth ilii (n) hi i, hi

Town raampi, mambi otoSwe ati, ati aim

Tree oni ; wion (N) mien

(soc. Wood) 1 <jafi mina (wood)

Turkey mandahkai, man-
duhkai zitca taSka

Twelve agcnomba ake-nonpa aqpidopa (agpi-

nopa)

Twenty putska nomba wiktcemna nofipa nopapitika

Two nomp (n) nomba nonpa nopa, dopa

Ugly ukayik (see Bad) owanyaq si Ira icia

Uncle (my) m'mek' midokci; ale (father ) ate ; itadu

Us mac, wae un mido, who

Valley onqyayufi kakslza ; tQokafi amaqaktupi

Walk (v) yalewa (see Go) raani dide

Warm akateka, akatia kata ; tqoza ; maqte ade

Warrior crulaonc akitqltaj mdeta
hufika akimakikua

Water man! (n) mini mini, midi

We mim, mae, wae
man, maesaS un

Weavt anktaka yafika ; ka/.onta

Weep qaka tceya imia

Which el.uk tukte tapa

What is that ? kakafiwa taku (what) tapa
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When tokcnaq tobJBni ; kehafi tuakaduk ; tuaka

Qcdu

Where toka tokl, tokiya torn, toka

White asufii (s), asani,

asai, asel safi ; ska atuki ; oqati

Who ketoa, holoa tuwe tape

Whose tewakjluawa tuwetawa tapeitamae

Wife (same as Woman)

mihfifii tawilQU ltadamia ; ua

Wind in.'Uiinkio(N), rnam-

tinklei, inaminkrS

omaklovva tate lmtsi

Winter wanefii, w&n61 wani, waniyet.il mana;tsinic(c«M'

Wolf mtiSktagln (n),

iniiiiklokai, mat
l.uka: qufiktoketqa motsa ; tgega

Woman miliafii, miliafl (n),

mahSi winohintca, wiflyau mia

Wood mlyefil, mien, miyei tqafi mina

Work (y) oknahd qtani dahe ; kikqa

Te yim (sco Thou) niyepi dido; niro

Yellow sli Y.\ tsi

Tea aha, ahaii, awarja hail ; ho e

Yesterday silo qtanlliafi hudiqedu; lmri

(jeru

Young yfiSki askatudnfi wota.

Your (pi) yifigitambui nilawapi

Stated Meeting, April 20, 1SS8.

Present, 12 members.

President, Mr. Fbaley, in the Chair.

Mr. Claypole was introduced and took his seat.

A photograph of Prof. G. II. Cook was presented for the

Album.
;

Prof. P. E. Chase accepted his appointment to prepare an

obituary notice of Daniel B. Smith.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Holland

[Continued on page 48.}
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Society (110, 111); the Fondation Teyler(lll); and the Sta-

tistical Society of London (110, 111).

Letters of envoy were received from the Trigonometrical

Survey of India, March 18th
; the Central Observatory and

the Botanic Garden at St. Petersburgh ; the Mutee Guimet;
and the Meteorological Observatory at Cordoba, S. A.

Donations for the Library were received from the Royal
Academy at Eortic ; the Societe do Geographic; the Revista.

Euskara; London Nature; the Canadian Naturalist; Boston

Natural History Society; Mr. J. R. Stanwood, Boston
; Mr. S.

A. Green, Groton; the Pennsylvania Historical Society; Phar-

maceutical Association; Mr. Henry Phillips, Jr. ; Mr. Albert

S. Gatschet; Prof. E. Carvill Lewis; the U S. Museum; U.
S. Fish Commission

;
Mr. A. G. Bell ; the American Antiqua-

rian; University of Michigan; and Argentine Observatory.

The death of Jos. J. Lewis, of Westchester, April 6, aged SI,

was announced by Mr. Fralcy.

Prof. .11. S. Williams of Cornell University, communicated
a paper "On a Crinoid with movable

Claypolc, who explained the subject.

Prof. Claypolc described a downthrow fault of 3500 feet,

South of New Bloomfield, Perry county, Pa,., and showed how
the errors in the colored geological map of that county should

be corrected.

Pending nominations, Nos. 979, 981 to 985 were read, and
Nos. 979, 981 to 988 were balloted for.

Proceedings of the Society from 1744 to 1837, as condensed

by the Librarian, were ordered to be printed, on the recom-
mendation of the Committee of Five, the report of which was
presented by Mr. Phillips, with estimates of cost, &c. On mo-
tion of Mr. Phillips the Secretaries were authorized to publish

in fac simile the letter of Franklin, 1774, with which the

records commence.

Mr. Fraley reported that he had received and paid over to

the Treasurer $132.43, being the interest on the Michaux
French rentes, due April 1.

On examination of the ballot boxes by the presiding officer.

spines," through Prof.
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the following persons were declared to be duly elected mem-
bers of the Society :

—

Prof. Angelo Heilprin, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Ambrose E. Lehman, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Dillwyn Parrish, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Phillip C. Garrett, of Germantown, Philadelphia.

Mr. Elisha Kent Kane, C. E., of Philadelphia.

A\\t\ the meeting was adjourned.

Medimval Sermon-Boohs and Stories. By Professor T. F. Crane, of Ithaca,

New YorJc.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, March 10, 1883.)

It is the object of this article to direct attention to an important source

of mediaeval history which has long remained neglected. We allude

to the groat collections of stories made chiefly for the use of preachers,

which, besides giving a picture of the culture of the later middle ages,

such as can nowhere else be found, throw a flood of light upon the diffusion

of popular talcs.* Before considering those specific works, we shall ex-

amine briefly several other collections, also having a moral scope, hut in-

tended for the edification of- the general reader. From the present article

are excluded the Western translations of Oriental story-books, even where
they approach the specifically Christian collections as closely as does the

Disciplina Olericalis of Pctrus Alfonsi.f

Until the beginning of the twelfth century, the literature of the class to

which the adjective entertaining may be applied, was almost exclusively

Christian and legendary. There still survived, it is true, historical and myth-
ological reminiscences of the classical period, but these secular elements

* Thomas Wright, Latin Stories (Percy Society, Vol. viii), pp. vii-viii, first, to
° ' 1 1" knowledge, callod attention to this snhject. See also K. Uoedeko, Every
Man, Hamulus und Ilekastus, Hanover, 1864, p. Viii; and Orient und Occident,
Mne Vierteljahrsschrlft, herausgegeben von T. Benfoy, i, p. 531 (Asinus vulgi).

t The literature of the subject will be mentioned passim, but a few recent
Works of general interest may be notioed now, and hereafter tbey will be cited
by the authors' names alone. A. Lecoy de la Marchc, La Ohaire francaise du
"«>.)/cn Age, spkcialement au treizieme slide, d'apres les manuscrils contemporains,
Ouvrage couronnt par VAcadlmie des Inscriptions et Belles Lclircs. Paris, 1868 ;

U, Bourgain, La Ohaire francaise au X1I« siecle, d'apres les manuscrils, Paris,

1879; tt. Cruel, Oeschichte der deutschen Predigt im Mitlelaller, Detmoid, 1879.

A good survey of the French Held will be found in C. Aubertin, Histoire dela
Langua el de la Lilttrature francaise au moyen Age, Paris, 1876-1878, Vol. 11, pp.
296-888, and a review of Leooy de la Marohe's work may be found in tlio Revue
<ics deux Mondes, 15. Aug., 1869, Les Sermons du Moyen Age, by Aubry-Vitet.

PBOO. AMliR. PHILOS. SOC. XXI. 114. Or. PRINTED MAY 9, 1883.
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were swallowed up in the vast, legendary cycles of the Churcn.* This

slender stream, was. however, about the time of the Crusades, swollen by

a torrent of Oriental fables and stories, which maintained their supremacy

in the learned world until the Revival of Letters, and then became the

cherished patrimony of the Illiterate classes, and still delight the people of

all Em-ope. J The Influence of this Oriental element upon the literature of

the West was profound, affecting its form, and contributing a mass of en-

tertaining tales which owe their diffusion and popularity largely to their

absorption into the various later Occidental story-books. The literature of

which we are speaking would tiave remained unknown to the people, had

they been compelled to make Its acquaintance by reading. Fortunately,

there existed an ecclesiastical channel by which some scanty rills of a

literature not exclusively ecclesiastical trickled among the people, and this

channel, curiously enough, was the pulpit. The origin, mode, and matter

of this oral diffusion will constitute the subject of tint present article,

after the gr I has been cleared by a, rapid survey of three characteristic

works which form a group by themselves.

The method of instruction by figures, parables, apologues and the like, is

too old to be referred to Christian symbolization of classic mythological

elements. | This undoubtedly gave a specific development to the existing

tendency, and resulted In the mediceval beatiaires and lapidaires. The em-

ployment of fables for serious didactic purposes is also Oriental, and all

students of later lieeval literature know the vast influence of the Pant-

SChatantra In its various versions. The earliest one which could have any

Influence on the Orient was the Latin translation by Johannes de Capua,

Directoriumhumanm vitas, made between 1263-78, and based on the Hebrew

version of Rabbi Joel (1250). The so-called Esopian tables were preserved

in the paraphrase of Romulus, the existence of which as early as the tenth

century has been clearly proved by Oesterley.§ It is all the stranger, then,

that the earliest distinctively medieval collection of fables shows no traces

of a specific Oriental <<r classic influence—we refer to the Speculum Sapien-

* For the popularity ot Valerius Maximus,tO which we shall Later recur, see

Kempf's edition, Berlin, L854, pp. a et sag., and tor mytnologloal remlnlsoenoes

in the poems ofthe Troubadours, see Dies, Die Poerteder Troubadours, Zwickau,

L828, pp, l'27, 140, and Biroh-IIirschfeld, Ueber die denprovemaltsohen Troubadours

del XII. und XIII. lahrhunderti bekarmten Epischen SCoffe, Halle, 1878, adinlt.

tit is not true that Oriental lotion was introduced into Europe by the Cru-

sades; not only had the transmission been going on at a muoh earlier date (sec

Benfey's Pantsehatantra, Leipzig, 1889, Vol. i, p. xxil), but the earliest oriental

oolleotlon.the DlsaiplmaOlerlaaliaot FetrusA.llonsi,wa8 probably written before

the drst Crusade, quite certainly before U08, the date ofthe Jewish author's eon-

version to Christianity.

J See liartoli, Storia delta Iclleratura ilaliana,, Florence, IS7S, Vol. i, p. 88, who
attributes the above origin to the mediaeval moraliasatlons. Wo are more in-

clined to trace it to the influenco of the Orient.

? Romulus : Die Paraphrasen des Phosdrus und die Jisopische Fabel im Mil-

telaltcr, von II. Oesterley, Berlin, 1H70.
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tiae attributed to a certain Bishop Cyril.* Who Bishop Cyril was is not
known, and Greesse is compelled to refer the work to a certain Oyrillus

de Qindenon po'eta laureatus, a Neapolitan from Quidone, a small town
in the province of Capitanata, In the kingdom of Naples, who nourished
in the XIII century. He was a learned theologian, as Greesse remarks,

who has taken the trouble to note the numerous passages cited from the

Bible, and tie was also an acute scholastic philosopher. He was not

acquainted. with iEsop, and from a remark ho makes in Book I, cap. 18.

it is evident he knew no Greek, His work is of little importance for

the history of mediseval Action, for it exerted not the slightest influ.

ence.f It is, however, Interesting In Itself, and was translated Into Ger-
man, Spanish, ami Bohemian. The author, in the prologue, makes an

elaborate apology for the form of his work. This is so characteristic of this

class of writings that we quote a few lines which may also give some, idea.

°i the author's extraordinary style, lie says: "Secundum Aristotells sen-
tentiam in Problematibus suis quamquam in exemplis in discendo gaudeanl
'"uues, in disclplinis morallbus hoc tamen amplius placet, quoniam atruc-

'nra morum ceu ymagine picta rerum similtudinibus paulatim virtutis osten-
ditur, eo quod ex rebus naturalibus, animalibus, moribus et proprietatibus
ferum quasi de vivis imaginibus humanse vitss qualltas exemplatur. Totus
etenim mundus vlsibilis est schola et rationibus sapientite plena sunt omnia.
Propter iioc, liii carissime, lnformativa juventatis tuee documenta moralia
"on do nostra paupertate stillantia soil de vena magistrorum tiki nunc
scribere cupientes emu adjutorio gratise Dei ea trademus, ut Intelligas

olarius acaddiscas facilius, gustes suavius, reminiscarls tenacius per fabulas

ngurarum." A. glance at the contents of the book will show that the

'earned author was more concerned with the moral of Ids fables than with
tho fables themselves.^ No attention, except in a few rare eases, is paid to

the nature of the animals brought upon the scene, and they arc made to

utter the most arbitrary and Incongruous lessons. A translation of one of

* This Singular work has recently been made accessible to scholars by the edi-
tion in the Btbliothek des Uterarisohen Vereinsin Stuttgart, ltd. lis, Die beid.cn
aeltesten lateinisohen Fabelbilcher des Mittelalters, des Slsahofs Cyrillus Specu-
lum Sapientiae unddes Nicholaus Pergamenue Dialogus Vrealurarum,herausge-
gcbenvon Dr. J. c. Th. Greesse, The lull title is: Speculum Sapientiae BeaM CftriUi
flpiioopt, alias Quadripartitus dpologetious vocatus. in ovjus qutdem ProverbUs
omnis ettolius Sapientiae Speculum claret. The boob had become very rare and
was known chiefly from an old German translation, selootlons from which
Were published as late as 1782! Fabeln nach D. Holtzmann, herausgegeben von
A-. Gl. Meissner, Leipzig, tin. lli-esse has Riven in his edition, pp. 285-302,
all the necessary biographical and bibliographical nolices.

t Uraisse, ed. eit., p. 291, says, "I in Mlttelalter selbst tanner von semen Zeltge
nossen nloht benutzt worden seln.denn loh habe nlrgendswo in denausdem
18.-18, Jahrnundert erhaltenen Sohrlften seln Werk oltlrt odor benutzt gelun-
dea,"

t In this l-espoct thero Is a regular gradation in the three works now under
consideration, in the Speculum Sapientia the moral is the all-Important thing,
"> the Dialogus Creaturarum the fablo becomos more attraotlve, while in the
Gesla Bomanorum the story is everything, and the morallzatlon Is tucked on
merely to justify a sometimes very loose anecdote.
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Cyril's apologues will be the best illustration of his peculiarities. We hare

jelected one of the shortest, which is introduced by the sentence, U,d <Mee-

tiasimo tantum, cum necesse fuerit, pectus erede. The Raven and the Dove,

Book I, cap. 20. "While a raven was ruminating in his mind to whom tie

could occasionally communicate the secret of his heart, a dove beholding

him thinking these things, approached him, saying: 'What art thou think-

ing brother, In such deep meditation V To whom he replied: 'Verily.Iam

now thinking that infinite is the number of Tools and small indeed that of

the wise for the thought of the heart Itself is tnostsecret. For who reveals

whal he thinks, shows his heart. What, therefore, art thou, that I may

give and entrjitt to thee my heart so precious to me, my most hidden life,

my very inmost substance, the most secret root of my being? My secret is

mme because my heart is mine!' Then the dove, having heard these

thmgS| added: '
I know, >ed, that thouart cunning by nature. Where-

fore! ask thee, brother, to instruct me, to how many and to whom. If it be

necessary, I may safely entrust my heart at times.' He soon consenting,

Vril] h- said: 'Forsooth, either to one or to none, for perfect faith is sel-

dom I'ound. This, however, is nn.de a very precious vase, for in it the heart

Is advantageously preserved, because neither of itself is it ever destoyed,

nor broken by the sword or otherthing, nor is its wonderful solidity trans-

ttxed by the most subtle sting of heat. For nature hides the vein of gold

in the secret places of the earth, and the plant strikes its quickening root

deep in the solid ground. Thus the most precious marrow is hidden in the

hours and God has placed the ice-like gem of sight under the hemispheres

of seven veils. No wonder then that the mouth of the wise is hidden ...

his heart, sine.'. Ibis is to him most dear, that thus it may be concealed

„„ ( l possessed by the heart, hidden b. the ark of life. But the heart of the

fool is in his mouth, because the mouth rules his heart, and having an open

breast despising the heart, It is easily cast forth by a slight breath, where-

fore he quickly perishes, since for nothing be easts away the van. ol life.

A.Ro.-she had diligently noted these things, the dove thus instructed de-

parted."

The Speculum Baptentiae, as we have already said, Is oi little value for

the history of mediseval Action or the diffusion of popular tales. Scarcely

a thing to which the adjective fabulous will apply, is to be found in the

work Grsesse mentions only the story of Gyges (iii, 4), the Indian gold

mountains (iii. 10), and the death of the viper (iii, 26; iv, 8, 10), which is

found in all the bestiairex* Cyril does not seem to be acquainted with

Aesop, although the fourth chapter of the first book, Be cicada et formica

is Esopian. There are also some fox fables (c. g. i, 24) which resemble

some of the episodes of the Roman du Itenart, and a number of the fables

have a certain similarity to those in well-known collections, f

* See for example, Dr. G. Holder, Physiologu.%Wle,n, 1831, p. 28, and the Bestiaire

de Gervaisc In the Romania, 1, p. 420, et seq., verse 501.

+ (irosse's references, p. 291, are full of errors: La Fontaine 1, 1, - Cyril 1, 1 ;

1 22 = 11 U (op. Ill, 13) ; 1, 2= H, 15 (the fox praises the singing of the cock, who
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Of much greater literary Interest, although by no means so profound or

original, is the Dialogue Oreaturarum of an otherwise unknown author,

Nicolaus Pergamenus.* The form of this work closely resembles that- of

the Bpeeulum Sapientiae; there is the same apologetic prologue, and the

same arbitrary treatment of the subject, but already the desire to interest

has assumed prominence, and the fable proper is followed by a mass of

sentences, anecdotes, &c. The work contains one hundred and twenty-

two dialogues not divided into books. The work, as Greesse (p. 808) shows,

cannot be earlier than the middle of the XIV century. The writer, as a

glance at the list of authors cited will show, was familiar with the whole
range of mediaeval literature, including the classic authors popular at that

time.f lie does not seem any more acquainted than Cyril with the great

Oriental collections of fables as such, although separate fables from the

Pantschatantra may nave reached him through western channels, asQ-rs&sse

States, |>. 804$ Instead of the hall' dozen ['aides In Cyril's work which
may be compared with those of other collections, Nicolaus Pergame'nus
offers a rich Held for the student of comparative storiology, If we may coin

a convenient word. The absorption of Oriental elements Into literature

from oral tradition had already begun, and from literature, as we shall see

later on in this article, these elements were to return again to the people, and
thus the process was to be repeated over and over again until we are no
longer surprised at the marvelous diffusion of medieeval stories.g An English

thereupon desoends from the tree and is devoured); vii, 12 = Hi, 1; ill, 17 : 111, 11.

His other references arelnoorreot, We have notloed the following! La Fontaine.
'h 19 i, is, Ki (slightly); 11,11 il. 18; ix. 4 =11, U (op, ill, 18), The edition of La
Fontaine elted In this article is, Fables intditea des ,\ "/ /•-, XIII* <•/ XI V aiieles,

et Ftxblea de La Fontaine rapproohiee de oellea de toua lea auteurs Qui dvoient,
ctvant toil traits' lea manes sujets, price'de'ea d'une notice aur lea Fabulistes, par A.
C. M. Robert, 2 vols., Paris, is-2,

r
>. This edition will be hereafter oited as Robert,

Fables Mdttes, or La Fontaine,

* Tins work is reprinted In Vol. L48 of the Stuttgart Litt. Veretns, mentioned
above.

t The list given by Grsesse, p. 281, needs oareful revision, The following are
some of the most necessary corrections : Alfonsus (that is Petrns Alfonsl Dts-
otplina OlerieaMs), De Prudentia, 122, add B8; add Oatholicon 90; add Nugis
$>hitosophorum, 28, 115 ; add Martlalis, LOS (instead ofl09).

^

t ltnia.y perhaps be noted here that La Fontaine's well-knowb Fable of La La-
Hire et le .Pot au Lati is found in the Dialogus Croat., o. 100. Max Mallei' (Chips.,
iv

i 170) gives the Old English trans hi lion Of this version, and says: "In It, as far
'is 1 can a'nd, the milkmaid appears Cor the tlrsttlme on the stage," &o. The
version in Jaoques ile Vil.ry and KI iennc de Bourbon, which will be mentioned
later, must be both of them earlier, or as early, anil It Is probable thai In this
case, as in bo many others, Jaoques de Vitry in nod need the fable to Europe. A
Pleasant aooount of the fortunes of this fable may be found In Hlstoire de deux
fables de La Fontaine, leur originea et lews Ptrtgrinations, par A.. Joly, Paris,

1877. The other fable Is vii, I, Lea Anlmaux malades de la Peste.

STiie following oorreotions and additions to CirsBsse's reterenoes, p.804,will
beofuae to the student. References \\ xi, xxxiv.and SLV1 belong to \\\,

^
xx 'v and \i, vii, respectively; add SLII1, Pauli, 258; the references to

XXXVI and SL are lnoorreot ; of the various referenoes given to XLV1 (should
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translation of the Dial. Great, was published about 1517 and reprinted in

a limited edition in 181G.

The third work to bo mentioned in this connection is Hie well known

Oesta Bomanorum. We do not propose in this limited space to approach

the Still vexed question of the dale, and nationality of this famous work.*

Its importance is not great in the abstract, the number of stories valuable

for the GuUurgesehichte ol' the middle ages is small, but tin; part Hie work

has played in the transmission of avast body of classical and Oriental tales

is enormous. Already the morality lias been swallowed up in the story,

and the aim is to amuse under the pretext of Instruction, oilier similar

collections will be noticed, later out-growths of the homiletic compilations,

but the Gesta Bomanorum stands alone, an independent and original col-

lection, the earliest Occidental effort to throw oil' i he shackles of purely

ecclesiastical entertaining literature. The three collections which we have

just briefly considered are the only ones intended for Hie edification of the

general reader, and it is only the third which reveals a, growing taste that

before long was satisfied by Boccaccio and the French fabliaux, or by

such purely secular collections as the Italian Cento Novelle antiehe. The

mass of material at the disposal ol the collector in the XIII and XIV cen-

turies was enormous, besides the vast compilations of legends in Hie Vitae

/'nlrum and Legenda Aurea, there were Hie relics of classieal lore, and I In-

new flood of Oriental fiction, both, written and oral. In addition to all

this, a, tendency now shows itself to colled anecdotes, etc., of famous

contemporaries, Much of the above material would have perished, and

certainly the Circle of its Influence would have been comparatively nar-

row, had not a new need made itself felt, and a, new market, so to speak,

been opened for these wares.

The duty of public, preaching, which, at first was reserved for the

bishops, was extended later to the priests, but it was for a long time a

privilege jealously guarded and restricted to comparatively lew- The

no XLVII) La Fontaine, vll, 16, Is alone correct
i
toLXXXIXadd Gesta Iiom.,W;

to \<:ni, Sehluss, add Gesta Rom., i<«; Hie references to C are to three different

stories: I "Birdin the band," Gesta Rom.,iBT, Klrohhof, Iv, 84; m "Dog let-

ting go meat for refleotlon in water," Paull, 129; III "La Laitiireet le Patau

Lait," I.a Fontaine, vii, to, Klrohhof, i, Hi; the referenoe to CI. Gesta Rom., his.

Is Lnoorreot; both references toCVIare inoorreots ofthose to 0V1II, Gesta

Mom., 140, Is lnoorreot, as is also La Fontaine, v, '^i
;

to OX (op. sllv), La Fon-

taine, Hi, 9, Is lnoorreot ; CXI1 contains two fables: i " Oolombm etMilvi," and

II "Town ami Country Mioe," to i belongs Klrohhof, 7, in;, to n Klrohhof, i,

62, and La Fontaine, i, 9, erroneously referred toCXllli toOXVIl add La Fon-

taine, 111,9 ;1 will, Gesta Bom., 88, Instead of 52, other references are incor-

rect; Anally to CXXII add Petrus Ali'oiiMi, p. 88, ed. Sohmldt, and Ucsta Horn., SI.

• It should seem that little remained to be done after Hermann Oesterley's

terlj edition [Berlin, t872),butthe results of his painstaking Investigations

are chiefly negative. It may lie Impossible to determine ils nationality, but it

seems as If more light might be, thrown on its age and mode of o pllatlon.

The results of Oesterley's studies are uiven to the English reader in the intro-

duction to Hie Early English versions of the Gesta Bomanorum (Early Eng-

lish Text Soo. Extra Series, xxxlii, 1879),
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foundation in the XIII century of the two great orders of Dominicans and
Franciscans, the former, par excellence the ordo prmdicatorum, gave an enor-

mous impulse to preaching and quite changed its character.* The monks
of these orders obeyed literally the words of the Founder of Christianity,

and went Into all the world and preached the Word to every creature.

The popular character of the audiences modified essentially the style of the

preaching. It was necessary to interest and even amuse the common
people, who, as we have incidentally shown, were becoming accustomed
to an entertaining literature more and more secular, and who possessed

moreover an innate love for tales. It is chiefly to this fondness for stories

and to the preachers' desire to gratify it that we owe the great collections

of which we are about to speak. In the composition of the mediajval ser-

mon, which had, moreover, a, certain fixed form, the stories, or, to give

them the name they then bore, and which we shall use hereafter, exempla,

were reserved for the end, when the attention of the audience began to

diminish.]- The value of these exempla for awakening the attention and
instructing the people is everywhere conceded. \ These stories are some-
times as long as the rest of the sermon, sometimes, when they refer to a

well-known recital, they merely quote the title or a few words of the be-

ginning. The use of exempla, properly speaking, is rare before the XIII

century (L. de la Marehe, p. 27(i), and was apparently first introduced as a

principle by Jacques de Vitry. This eminent prelate and scholar was born

in the early part of the last hall' of the XII century, and took his name
either from the village of Vitry on the Seine near Paris, or from a town of

the same name on the Marne in Champagne. Be studied in Paris from

1180-90, and became a presbyter paroehialis at A.rgenteuil near Paris. In

1210 he went to Brabant and became a canon at Villebrouck and after-

wards at Oignles, where he was the intimate friend of the enthusiast,

Mary of Oignics, whose life ho wrote alter her death in 1218. From 1210-

1.817 he preached the crusade against the Albigenses, and took part in the

*The relative Importance of these orders may lie Inferred from the faotthat
ot two hundred and sixty-one Frenoh preaohers of the XIII century nlnety-
one were Dominloans and forty-flve Franolscans; see Aubertln, 11, p. 808, n. 8.

t In Hue voro, debet uti exemplls, ad probandum quod Intendlt, quia famllla-
i'is est dootrlna exemplarls, Alanus de i nsulis, gumma de artepr&dioatoria, cap.

!. '''I. Migne, p. 118.

tHeroltln the Prologue to his Promptuarlum Exemplorum says : "Utile et ex-
pedient est vlroi predloatlonls officio predltos proxlmorum salutem per terras

dlsourrendo qurerentes e x em pits abnn dare, llicc exempla facile intellectu capi-

antur et Brmlter memorise Imprlmnntur et a multla Ubenter audluntur. le-
glmus enim i>rinei|ieni nostrum Domlnloum ordlnls presdloatorum fundato-
, '""

1 hoc feolsse. De eo quldem sorlbitur quod iibieiimqiie conversabatur edlli-

oatorlls effluebat sermonlbus, aburidabat exemplls qulbus ad amorem Ohrlstl

steouli ve oontemptum audlentiam anlmos provooabat." Ettonne de Bourbon
'" the Prologue to ins treatise, says : ''Qulaautem ad hec suggerenda et Inge-
renda et Imprlmenda In humanls oordlbus maxlme valent exempla, que maxl-
"" erudlunt slmpllolum homlnum rudltatem, ct Jaolllorem et longiorem
ingerunt et Imprlmunt In memorla tenaoltatem."
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expedition. After the capture of Narbonne in 1317 he was made Bishop

of Accon (Acre) in Palestine, where he remained, taking an important part

in the crusades. In 1227 he returned to Home, and between 1228-30 was

made a cardinal and Bishop of Tusculum by Gregory IX, who employed

him on several missions. He was offered the patriarchate of Jerusalem,

but refused it, and died at Rome in 1240.* lie is chiefly known by ids

Historic/, oriental/is which extends from 022-1218. We are, however, espe-

cially interested in his sermons. We have seen above that he was an

enthusiastic. preacher of the Alblgensian crusade, and Etienne de Bourbon

says of him: "Vir sanctus et lltteratus * * * praadicando per regnum
Franciee et utens exemplls In sermonibus suis, adcototam commovit Fran

ciam, quod uon putat memoria aliquem ante vel post sic novisse." His

printed sermons (Antwerp, 1575) are what arc technically known as

Sermones de, tempore, et Sanctis, and are distinguished from the mass of ser-

mons of that day by the use of less scholastic argument and more exam-

ples borrowed from history and legend. His unpublished sermons (Ser-

mones vulgares) are, as L. de la Marchesays, literally crammed with stories,

and constitute a treasure house which succeeding preachers have pillaged,

often without any acknowledgment. L. de la Marche says, p. 27(i, that each

sermon contains three or four exempla in succession. The more simple and

common the audience i he more prodigal he is of Ids stories. He says him-

self, in his preface: "The keen sword of subtle argumentation has no

power over the laymen. To the knowledge ofthe Scriptures, without which
one cannot take a step, must be added examples which are encouraging,

amusing and yet edifying. Lot us lay aside the pagan fables and poetry

which do not afford any moral insl ruction
; but let us open the door to the

maxims of the philosophers which express useful ideas * * * * * *

The inexperienced who blame this mode of preaching do not suspect the

profit it may produce ; for our part we have tried It." lie then continues

relating how he excited the attention of his hearers : "Such an example."

he says, "seems dull when read, which, on the contrary, will bo very

pleasing in the month of a skillful narrator." [

• See Hletoire Utlirafre <ir la Franoe, A" VIII, 209 etseq., Grsesse, Lehrbuch elner

allgemeinen LiterttrgescMchte. U. Bd.,111, A f>i.h., ii. Httlfte,p. LOSS, and Gtcsdeke In

Orient und Occident, i. nil.

t L. de La Marche, op, ctt. pp, 278-277, who adds : "Les extralts, les reproduc
tions dlverses qui furent fattes desesceuvres preSque Immedlatement prouvent
combicn son nice eut de suoces, & quel point elle ' adaptalt aus besoms des
populations," Ctwas fora long time supposed that Jacques de Vltry was the
author of a Speculum Exemplorum (see Gcedeke, op, ait. p. 042); this is not the

case, his exempla are round in his lnedlted sermons, n is greatly to be wished
that, L, de la Marohe who has so ably edited Etienne de Bourbon would do the
same for Jacques de Vii ry, whoso importance tor the diffusion. of popular tales

is greater than that oi any writer we shall have oooaslon to mention In the pres-

ent article. How much this writer was used by other preachers will appear when
we consider later Etienne de Bourbon's obllgal Ions to him. Gosdeke In the art!

ole above cited mentions another ease, of wholesale borrowing, that ot the monk
Johannes Junior In his Bcala ooeli.
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Jacques de Vilry was followed by Etienne de Bourbon, whose collections

will be examined later in detail, and oilier writers of this period recom-
mend the frequent use of exemplar* The abuses which arose from the ex-

cessive use of exempla were great, and the Council of Sens in 1528 forbade

under the pain of interdict "those ridiculous recitals, those stories of good
wives (aniles fabulas) having for their end laughter only."f These
exempla at first were probably collected by each preacher for his own use,

then the collected sermons of such celebrated raceonteurs as Jacques de
Vitry offered an inexhaustible magazine lor several generations. Finally

special collections of these exempla wore made for the express purpose of

aiding the preacher, and it is to these and similar collections that the re-

mainder of this article will be devoted. The wealth of material can be in-

dicated but incompletely in the limited space at our command, and wo
shall therefore select as illustrations a few typical works from the various

classes Into.whioh the literature of the subject maybe divided. In the

first place stand the collections containing exempla alone, arranged either

alphabetically or topically. We shall make use of one of each class, viz.,

Hit; Promptuarium Exemplorum, and the Speculum Exemplorum, and refer

briefly to later imitations in the modern languages of these collections.

In the second place come treatises for the use of preachers, containing

stories systematically arranged, but forming only a part of other homi-
letic material. Three of these works will demand our attention : Etienne
de Bourbon, Be Septem Bonis; Peraldus, Summa Vlrtutum et ViUorum

;

and Bromyard, Summa Praediccmtiwn. A third source of exempt is to

*L. de la, Marohe, p. 277, cites ii uiulM'ii us lie Romania, De Eruditions praedlca-
torum, liibl. Max. Pat. \ x v, (:::;. We have, examined all Hie similar (.real men at
our disposal, suoh as Alanus de Insulis, Summa de arte praediaatoria : Petrus
Cantor, Verbum Abbrevtatum, and Guibert de KTogent Liber quo ordlne Sermo
ueri debeat, and only in the first named work have wo found a brief reference to
exempla which we have cited above.

I
L. de la Marohe, p. 278. The reader will recall Panic's pa.ssionatc outbreak

against the preaching of his day (Paradise, \\i\, 108 lid, Longfellow's transla-
tion) :

Plorcnec has mil so many Lapi and Hindi

,\s rabies such as these, that every year
Are Shouted from the pulpit back and forth,

In such wise I h:il I he lain lis who do not know,
Come back from pasture red upon the wind.

And no! to sec the harm dolli not excuse them.

Christ did not to His first disoiples say,

"Go forth, and lo I he world preach idle tales."

But unto I,hem a true foundation gave

;

And this so loudly sounded from I heir lips,

That,, in the warfare to enkindle faith,

They made or the Bh angel shields ami lanoes,

Now men go forth Willi.jests and drolleries

To preach, and il but well the people laugh,
The hood puffs out, and nothing more is asked.
But in the cowl there nestles such :i, bird,

That,, il' the common people were lo sec it.

They would perceive what- pardons they oonlideln.

rnoc. ahi',11, I'liit.os. boo. zxi. 111. Et, printed may 9, 1883.
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be found in collections of sermons made for the benefit of idle or ignorant

preachers. Two of these collections will be examined : the sermons of

Herolt, already mentioned as the author of the Promptuarium, and those

of Pelbartus of Themesvar ; and finally a brief reference will be made to

the class of expository works of which one of the most celebrated, Hol-

kot, Super Sapientiam, may stand as an example.

The author of the Promptuarium Bxemphrum was Johannes Herolt, a

Dominican monk of Basel, who flourished during the first half of the XV
century.* He whimsically called himself Discipulus, and his works are

generally cited under that name, lie himself explains It as follows at the

end of the sermones de tempore: "Finiunt sermones collecti ex diversis

sanctorum diet-is et es pluribus libris. Qui intitulantur sermones discipuli

quod in istis sermonibus non subtilia per modum magistri, sed simplicia

per modum. discipuli conscripsi et collegl." Nothing is known of his

life. Besides the works we have already mentioned he left a collection

of sermones super epistolas dominiaales, Eruditoriurn Vitae, a Quadrigesi-

male and a work on the Albigensian war. The Promptuarium be-

gins with the usual apologetic prologue from which an extract has

been given above, then follow six hundred and thirty-four exempla

with references to two hundred and eighty-three contained in the

sermons. This large mass of stories is arranged alphabetically by topics,

e. g. Abstinentia, Accedia, Adulteriiim, Aminitia, Aaqua benedieta, Baptis-

mus, etc., and reference is also facilitated by a copious index. Before ex-

amining the collection in detail, it may bo well to consider briefly its

Scanty notices ol him will be found in Fabrioius, Bib. lot. med. (Florenoe, 1888),

tub verb. Discipulus, (J rassse, Leh rbuoh ciner LUer&rgesoMchte, ii, 2, I, i>. 109, Cruel,

p.480,and Val. Sohmidt In his edition of the Disciplina Olsrlcalls, Berlin, is27,p.

99, note •'(. The date of the composition of his sermons is given In Sermo LXXXV
(in Dominica secundapost octavas Trinitatis): a Ohrltto aulem transacti sunt mille

quadriaenti decern et octo anni, hut in the VI of the Sermones de Sanctis, he men-
tions as heretics, Huss, Jerome, and Proooplus, the latter of whom did not
assume the leadership Of the Hussites until 1424, and was not killed until 1434 In

the battle of Beemischbrod. Tins discrepancy can easily be explained on the

supposition that, llcroit inserted In his roiled ion his earlier sermons, and cither

forgot to ohange the first date or purposely left it (Cruel, p. 480). The collection

was probably published between 1485-40, and this will also be the date of the

Promptuarium, as constant reference Is made to it In the sermons and vice

vcrsA, and Its object was undoubtedly to afford the preachers who used the ser-

mons, a wider range Of exempla. We do not know whether any edition of the

Promptuarium appeared separate from the sermons, but Imagine not. The
enormous popularity of the work (including both In one) may be seen by a

glance at Hain and Panzer. The former mentions twenty-nine editions with

place and date, and seven without, before IBOO; the latter, liftoen oditlons after

the above date. The edition cited in i.his artlole is Argentine, 1495, M, Iflach,

fol, (Haln, No. sr>o.
r
>). It contains the sermons which will he mentioned later,

the Promptuarium, and a collection of miracles of the Virgin, llllng thirty-one

pages. There iBau old French translation of the Promptuarium, Fleur des Com-

mandementa de Dieu, Rouen, 1498, Paris, 1828, 1588, 1889, and a later arrangement

by another Dominican, Aug.-Vind., 1728, 4to, Discipulus Bedivivus, etc., collecta

a I'.onav. tilers, Ord. Pr.
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sources, for, as can well be Imagined, such a collection could only be a

compilation, nor does the author, as we have seen, make any claim to

originality.* Ilerolt himself mentions the following : Arnold us (Geilhoven
de lioterodamis, author of Onotosolitus sive Speculum conscientiae) ; Beda
< Oestis Anglorum) ; Caesarius Heisterbaccnsis (Dialogus Miraculorum)

;

Qregorious (Gregory I, Dialogi) ;
Grcgorius Turonensis ; Gullelmus

(Thomas Cantinpratensis, Liber de apibus); Gulielmus Lugdinensis (Peral-

dus, whoso Summa virtntum et vttiorwm will he examined later)
;

IliMoriis Britonum (Geoffrey of Monmouth) ; Historia ecclesiastica

;

Holgot (Bobert Holkot whoso Liber super Sapientiam will be examined
later)

; Hugo de St. Victor; Isidorus ; Jacobus de Vitriaco (Jacques de

Vitry)
; Liber de don/is (Etiennc de Bourbon, to he mentioned hereafter)

;

Petrus de St. A.inore ; Petrua Oluniaoenses ; Vincentius (of Beauvais, Spe-

culum Mstoriale)
;
Viridarius ;f Vitae Patrum and Zosimas.:]: To tins list

may be added Jacobus de Voragine whose Legenda aurea is frequently

used without acknowledgment, and some Oriental sources which will be

mentioned later, The ecclesiastical character of Herolt's collection is evi-

dent at a glance. The compiler gathered his materia] largely from a few
writers like Caesar of lleislerliach, and does not draw upon his own
experience like Etiennc de Bourbon. There arc only two or three

fables, and but lew traces of the earlier Oriental collections. The Dix-

fii'lina clerical)* contributes lour stories: M. G7 = ed. Schmidt, p. 106;

S. 5 ss Schmidt, p. 40 ; V. 12 = Schmidt, p. 51 ; Sermones de tempore,

120 = Schmidt, p. 86. There are other Oriental elements as we shall

afterwards see, one may be mentioned here, the story in Barlaam
and Josaphat, c. 29, which furnished Boccaccio with a well-known laic

(Dec. iv, introduc), is Pound in Ilerolt, L. 24. We shall relegate to the

notes a few widespread stories in order to show the value of the work for

the diffusion of popular tales, and proceed to characterize briefly tin; more
original part of the work.g Of original historical anecdotes there is scarcely

• Fabrlolus gives a very Inoomplete list of Herolt's sources, which is somewhat
Increased by Mansl in the Florentine edition of L858,

t We are aotaoq.ualn.tei3 with this work, but the Speculum sxemplorum cites a
Work, Viridarium sanctorum ex Menacis Graecorum translatum. We must con-
fess and deplor r distance from alarge library oi reierenoe, whloh prevents
our settling some doubtful points in the present essay, the materials for which
'"' dra-w n almost exclusively trom our own private library. Our thanks arc,

however, flue to the library ol the Auburn (N. ST.) Theologloal Seminary which,
wii.h the utmost liberality, put at our disposal Its copy of Mlgne's Patrologia,

tot the above, Arnoldus, Ceasarlus, Gregory, Gullelmus (Cantlnpratensls), and
tile Vital Patrum furnish about two hundred exempla or nearly one third of the
whole.

I A.. 18 B (Paul!, 280); A. 1.5 (Oesta Rom. 188); A. 18 (Paul i, 98) ; I',. 9(Gesta Norn.
45); (I. :« (.Oesta Bom. 18); 0. 89 (.Leg. aurea 142); 0. 40 (Paull, 278); n. :( (Paull,
*46) ; B. 5 (Paull, I Hi) ; E.6(Wrlght's Latin Stories, 88); B, L2( Wendunmuth B, 127);
F

- 2 (Paull, 881); i.'. c (Paull, 888); P. 15, m (Paull, 488); v. n (Paull, 485); .T. lfi

(Paull, 892); I. 88 (Paull, 847); t. 88 (Paull, 129); [.89 (Paull, 507); I. 10 (Paull, 226)

;

x^41 (Paull, 118); 1. 42 (Paull, 125); I. 18 (Paull, L24). 1. II (Paull, 186); 1. 49 (La
Fontaine. Bk. 1. 7); L. 8 (Paull, 887); L. 21 ( Wendunmuth 1.220); 1,. 85 (Paull, 885);
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an instance (A. 6; P. 12B, 124). Comparatively little can be learned of the

fashions of the day, a rubric so full and extensive in Etienne dc Bourbon.

In the eighty-third Sermo de Temp, {De, superbid vestium), the long trails

of the ladies of that time are bitterly censured, and a story told which is

probably taken from Caesar of Heisterbach (Dial. V, 7, cp. Eaufmann's

Oaesarius von Heieterbach, Me, Aufl. Coin, 1862, pp. 40, 41, 114). The re-

mainder of the stories, i. e., those which may be regarded as original, so

far at least as no source being cited—are the ordinary monkish tales, of

which there must have been an enormous mass in circulation, and of

Which the best idea may he formed by a perusal of Caesar of 1 [eisterbach's

Dialor/iis Miraculorum (ed. J, Strange, Cologne, 18151. '1 vols.) From this

hasty survey we see that Ilerolt's work does not possess the interest and

value we should expect. It gives, it is true, a very complete picture of I he

low Intellectual level of preacher and congregation, and so far is impor-

tant, but ii.lails to reproduce the society of the day as is so vividly done in

Etienne de Bourbon, for Instance, The most valuable part of Ilerolt's

collection is what he borrowed from others, and to which lie gave a wider

circulation, and this ('(institutes his chief Interest for the student of com-

parative storiology.

The PromptiKirium, as we have seen, was an appendix to the author's

collection of sermons and Intended to be used In connection with (hem.

It was not long before some one conceived the Idea of making an Indepen

dent collection of exempla which could be used with any of the numerous

sermon-books, 'flu: most famous of such Independent collections is the

Speculum EMmploTum.* The author's uame and country are unknown,

but from Internal evidence he seems to have been from the Low Countries

or the adjacenf German provinces. The popularity of his work led a, Jesuit

of Duaci, Johannes Major, to remake the book by casting it into an alpha-

betical form and by a very free handling of the contents, Ht; terms his work

Magnum Speculum Meemplorum,^ and justifies this name In bis preface by

saying It surpasses all previous collections in the number of its eetun.pl it,

which the compiler states to be thirteen hundred and seventy-five. The
source of the story is always given at the t;iu\, and I here Is a,n attempt at a

bibliography of similar collections. The growing scientific spirit of the day

is very amusingly Illustrated In the preface, where an apology Is made for

the apparently Incredible character of some of the stories, which, however,

M. 8 (Paull, 81, 90) ; M. 17 ( Wendunmuthl, 866) ; M. 18 (Paull, L35) ; M. 22 (.Llbro de
los Enxemplos,12,\ Romania, No. an, p. -I97); M. 89 (Gesta Bom,, 278) ; M..aS(Oesta
Bom. 203); O. 12 (Paull, 818) j 6, 18 (Paull, 818) j 0, Id (Paull, 817) | O, 28 ( WenoZun-

muth 7, 17); P. 2 (Paull, 171)
i

I'. I (Paull, 471); s. LO (Wrlgbt'8 Latin Stories, 84) j T.

5 (Paull, 281) ; T. 8 ( Wenduumuth 2, 187, La Fontaine Bk. V I II, 2) ; T. 9 ( Wcndun-
muth'l, 137); V. 14 (Paul!, 11); V; 41 (Paull, SOU) j 5T. 4 (Paull, 885 )?

*Tho 11 rat edition was printed atDaventer, In Holland, in 1481 rlfaln, No. 14918),

then followed editions of Cologne, L465, Strasburg, 1487-90-98-97, and Hagenau,

U507-12-18-19.

I
Duaci, 1005-7; Antwerp, ion?

; Cologne, 1811-72. Our copy Is Duaci, 1607. We
liavo not been able to procure ucopy of the original work.
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if closely examined, will be seen to be possibly true, e. g., the story of the

obstinate woman thrown into the water, who could not speak but moved
her fingers to represent a pair of scissors—here the collector naively adds :

"Potuit enim daemon cuius rabiosa ilia foemina praeda erat, ipsius

articulos in earn formam composuisse." The increasing secular character

of these works is indicated by another passage In the preface: "Deinde
si qua ineredibilia, vel fabulosa, vel tantum ad ciendum risum efficta

videntur, qualia paucissima sunt, solum in navigiis, veliiculis, mensis

vel iueundis congressibus narranda serventur." The scope of the work
lias been enlarged, it is no longer addressed exclusively to preachers,

but to the "prudens conoiohator, cathecista vel narrator." Wo think

we can also notice a distinct advance in the character of the stories;

more historical Incidents are introduced, and the number of puerile

monkish stories is much smaller. Our space will not allow us to exam-
ine in detail this vast compilation ; many of the stories in the Promptua-

rium arc lo lie found in It, and it musljhave served to spread many stories at

a time when the taste for the older collections was rapidly diminishing.* This

is perhaps the most appropriate place to describe several collections in the

vulgar tongues, which, so feras their scope goes, are purely secular. We
mention these works bere rather than in connection with the Qesta Roma-
novum, because they seem lo us more appropriately classed here by their

form. They are alphabetical, or arranged topically for conveni se of ref-

* A work similar to the Speculum Fxemplorum is, A. Davroult, Soe. Jos., Mores
exemplorum, in quo Fides Oatholiea poene innumeris el, exemplis sanctorum, et

vivorum ill iisiri.uiii probatissimis conjlrmatur. Oolonire, "1656, 1686, 4to. Other
works of tills class might be mentioned bere, hut we will merely call the atten-
tion of soholars to i wo oolleotions of mediraval moralised talcs described by the

Vice-President of the Royal Irish Aoademy in a paperread before that body,
April hi, 1882, and entitled, " On two Collections or Mediaeval Moralized Tales,"
by John k. Ingram, LL.D., P. T, 0. i>.. Dublin, 1882. These collections are found
in MSS. belonging to the Diooesan Library qf Deny. The ttrst is in two parts,
one containing exempla arranged topioallyj the other is arranged in alphabeti-
cal order, "and the subjects are Illustrated not by stories or aneodotes, but by
sentences quoted apparently from various authors." The second is entitled,

Speculum sive lumen laycorum. The arrangement la alphabetioally by topics.
I cannot do better than uuoto Dr. Ingram's account of the sources used by I be
compiler. " The materials of theworkare borrowed from a great variety of
authors. The classical writers of antiquity are but little quoted

; there are ref-

erences to Aristotle—some of whoso works were known through Latin versions
—to Cicero, lloraeo, Valerius Maxlmus, and Seneoa. But the sonnies on which
the compiler has drawn most largely, are the writings of St. Augustine, espe-
cially the Se Oivitate Dei,tne HUloria Tripartita of CaBsiodorus, tin' Dialogues
Of St. Gregory, the collection known as Vila: Patrum, the curious treatise en-
tiled Barlaam and Josaphat, various LIvesof Saints, the Disotpltna Clericalis ot

Petals Alfonsus, and the works of St. Isidore of Seville, of Kedc, ol Jacobus de
vitriaoo, Of Peter Of Clugny (otherwise known as Petertho Venerable), and of
Jacobus de Voragine, author of the Legenda Aurea. * * * Some Of the narra-
tives appear to have been taken, not from books, but from popular rumor or
tradition, commencing as they do with Ferlur simply. In the moralizations
very largo use is made of the Old and New Testament, with the text of which
the compiler seems to have been tborougly familiar."
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erence. They are, of course, all outgrowths of the same spirit, but tho

works now under consideration, we think, owe more to the distinctively

ecclesiastical collections than to the Gesta liomanorum. In 1800, Don
Pascual de Gayangos edited for Rlvadeneyra's BiblioUea de Autores Es-

panolea, a volume (No. 51) of Eaeritores en prom anteriores al siglo XV,

pp. 447-542 of which contain El Libro de los Enxemplos, an alpha-

betical collection of three hundred and ninety-five stories. As the stories,

however, begin with C (Gonfessio devota debet esse et lacrymosa) it is evi-

dent thatthe first pari, of the collection is wanting. This lows was repaired by
A. Morel-Fatio who discovered the missing stories, seventy-one in number,

and published them in the Romania, vii, pp. 481 et seq. The; compiler was a

certain Clemente Sanchez, Archdeacon of Valdcros, in the diocese of Leon.*

His chief sources are the DiseipUna Glericalis, which he lias Incorpor-

ated almost entire in ids work, Vitae Patrum, Dialogues of St. Gregory, and

Valerius Maximus. The four furnish nearly one quarter of the whole num-
ber of stories. About twenty are taken from the Q-esta liomanorum, or, at

least, are found In that collection ; many others are taken from the Legenda

Aurea, and mediaeval chroniclers. The number of stories referring to Greek

and Boman history, or taken from classical sources Is noteworthy. Each

story is preceded by a Latin title which is translated in a Spanish distich

wldch follows, aaul generally rhymes. The second of the alphabetical

collections !n a modern tongue is in the dialect of Catalonia, and was

made prioi to the XV century, or in the early years of the same.f

The first volume, all published at present, contains three hundred and

seventy stories, ranging from A to K. The stories are preceded by a

Catalan title (not alphabetical) which usually mentions the source,

then follow short, Latin titles arranged alphabetically, The principal

sources are : Jacques de Vitry, Vitae Patrum, Caesar of Heisterbach, Hell-

nand, Valerius Maximus, Petrus Alfonsi, Etienne de Bourbon, Legenda

Aurea, St. Gregory and Petrus Damianus. These alone furnish two hundred

and forty-five stories, and afford a very clear idea, of the general character

of this collection. %

We have thus traced rapidly this curious branch of our subject. Origin-

ally merely an appendix to a, collection of sermons, then forming an inde-

pendent work by themselves, but still with the purpose ol furnishing th'e

preacher with entertaining matter for his homilies, these stories finally

,: See Romania, toe. cit., and Nlo. Antonio, Bib. Map. vetUS, Li, 208.

^Recull tic Eximplis e Miracles, Oestes e Faulex c alires ligentiex ordenades per
A-B-C, tretes tie un manusorit en pergaml del aegis XV, ara per primera volla

eslampatics (no place or date, En taot, Barcelona, L881, a. Verdaguer).

j Some extracts from a collection oi edifying stories found In a Portuguese
MS. or the XIV century have recently been published by J, Oornu in the Ro-
mania, xi, pp. 881 -890. Tlic stories, twenty-four In number, are drawn from the

mule, 8t. Gregory, the Vitae Patrum, eta. No. 9 is the famous parable of the

Friends In Need (Barlaam and Josaphat, oap, 18, sec Getta Rom. ed. Oestorley,

cap. a)8). The stories are not alphabetically arranged, and no hintls givon of the

extent of the original work.
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became, in their more modem dress, a pastime by no means unprofitable, for

besides introducing secular elements Into entertaining literature, they con-

tributed to prepare the ground for the Revival of Letters by diffusing some

remnants of classical lore. The general question of the bearing of these

collections upon the subject of the diffusion of popular tales will be consid-

ered at the conclusion of the present article.

We have now to direct our attention to the class of treatises for the use

of preachers containing exempla systematically arranged, but forming only

a part of other homiletic material. In many respects the most interesting

and valuable work of this class is the Tractatus de diversis materiis praedi-

cabilibus, ordinatis et distinctis in septem partes, secundum septem dona Bpiri-

tus sancti et eorum affeetus, currens per distinctions materiarum, per causas

et effectus, refertus auetoritatibus et rationibits et exemplis diversis ad edifica-

tionem pertinentibus aiiimarum, by Stephanus de Borbone, usually cited as

the Liber de Bonis (in the Iieeull de TSximplis as Libre de Dono Timoris for

a reason which will hereafter be apparent).* The author of this work was

careful to conceal bis name, and designates himself in the prologue simply

as :
" Ego, frater S., in online Fratrum Praedicatorum minimus." From

a brief notice in the Scriptores ordinis prmdicatorum (I, 184), it appears that

the author was a certain Stephanus de Borbone (Etionne de Bourbon),

born at Bellcville-sur-Sadne (department of the Rhone), a member of the

Dominican order, who died about 1261 in a monastery of his order at

* Copious extracts from the above work have, been published under the title,

Anecdotes hUtoriques, LUgcndes et Apologues tin's <tu recn.nU ineilU il' NUerme de

Bourbon, dominicain du XITIc silclc, publics pour la SocUli de VIHsloire de

France par A., Leooy do la Man-he, Paris, L877. The plan of the edition Is thus

stated hy the editor In his introduction, p. xxv : "On ne trouvera pas non plus

iolletexte Integral de tout le \ imineux manusorit d'Etienne de Bourbon;

malson y trouvera du molns an textepur, et plus que des extraits. J 'avals a

I'aire mi vol nine do documents historiquos
;
j'ai done prlStOUt 06 qui |iou rait in-

teresscr I'histolre, o'est-a dire la plus grande et la mellleure partle de I'ouvrage,

et, pour ainsi dire, samoelle. En an mot, j'ai lalsse de cbti les reflexions mo-
rales, les passages de l'Borlture et le oommentaire thSologique, n'en gardantque
co qui el ait indispensable pour faire oomprendre le plan ei lapenae'ede I'auteur,

pour rattaohor ensemble sa lon-uo sei-ie d'examples, dont je oe pourals songer

aintervertirTordre, Quant a oes examples eux memes.j'ai do en supprimer

egalementun bon nombre, qui auraien! grossl Inutllement et ddmesurGment oe

volumo. Void la regie generalc qui' j'ai sulvie a eel ega.rd : tout co qu'Etienne
araconte devUu on de iniilitu, e'est a dire 06 qui s'est passe de son temps, etles

faitsanteri -a, authontiquos on legendalres, dont il a reoueille un rOitoral.

tout ceia, a iti solgneusement oonserve ; les traits empruntes par lul a d'autres

Gorivains, ordlnalrement designed, o'est-a dire la partle de son reouell qui n'est

pas verltablement originale, out Hi saoriflte, Je n'al fait que de raresexoep-
tlons, oommanddes par des raisons spfioiales. Ainsi, je n'ai pas cm devoir re-

Jeter los citations de certains an I ears oontemporains de noire, ot dont lea ecrits

sontpeuou point oonnus; les historiettes assez nombreuses Urfiesdela collec-

tion do Jacques do Vilry, par example, ne pouvaiont qu'ajoutor un attrait de
plus a l'Sdition." Tlio notes to the separate stories are not as lull as might be

desired, and some ot the most Interesting parallels have been overlooked; some
additions to those notes will be given when wo consider the contents of the

work.
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Lyons. Further details arc furnished in his work itself (L. de La Marche,

pp. iv. etseg.). lie studied at the University of Paris, and relates some in-

teresting stories of student life (c. 300). He probably entered the order of

St. Dominick at Lyons, where he became well acquainted with the Wal-

densian heresy. Like most of his order, lie became a missionary, and

preached the crusade against the Albigcnses, as L. de la Marche says,

probably at the time of tin; expedition of Louis VIII, in 1220. He was

made an inquisitor by the Pope, and gives many curious anecdotes about

his way of dealing with heretics. His long life, for ho must have been

nearly seventy art Ids death, was spent in the discharge of the busy duties

of bis office, which took 1 1 i mi on frequent missions, some of which have left

their traces in his work. One of the objects of the book, like those already

mentioned, was to furnish preachers with exempla. These he does not

give separately, and in alphabetical order, but incidentally in the course

of a treatise on the seven gills of the Holy Ghost (Isaiah xi. 2, 3) : Timor,

Pietas, Seientia, Fortitudo, Consilium, Intelleetus, and Sapientia, whence

the usual title Liber de Septem Bonis* Each of the seven parts is divided

into tituli, these again into chapters. Unfortunately, the learned author

was overtaken, by death in the midst of his fifth division (Consilium).

In the prologue he conscientiously cites his authorities, and an interesting

list it is, giving an excellent idea, of the state of learning at that day.

The editor notices the comparatively few classic authors cited ; on

the other hand, Etionnc de Bourbon was perfectly acquainted with the

whole range of mediaeval theology, and borrowed freely from the

exempla contained in the sermons of Jacques de Vitry. The editor

roughly divides the exempla in Etionne de Bourbon into two classes :

First, those taken from previous writers, historical works, sacred or

profane, theological compilations, lives of the saints, legends, poetry,

fables, etc. ; secondly, those borrowed from events contemporaneous

with the author, from his own recollection or that of his friends, and

from traditions communicated to him byword of mouth. We shall follow,

in the main, these divisions and mention first those stories which have no

historical value, but are of importance for comparative storiology, Indica-

ting by means of his initials those which are borrowed from Jacques do

Vitry.

First, fables and apologues : Ho. 48,+ the son who bit oil' the nose of bis

father who Mad trained him up so badly that he ended his life on the gal-

lows (Pauli, No. 19) ;X No. 225 (J. de V.), this traveler and the viper

* The M9. used by Leooy de la Marohe for his edition Is that of the Bibl. N<a.,

fonds lat. 13,970. The work is rqprodnced i» a mutilated form in other MSB,
mentioned by the editor, i>. xxll. These contain generally mere rtsumti not ex-

tending further than the first division of the subject (de dono TimorU) ben cc

the tltlo applied to tho work in the Catalan collection above mentioned.

t These numbers refer to the divisions introduced by the editor for conven-

ience Of ictercnce, and which generally corns] d each in nnber to one exempla.

% In order to eoonomlze spaoe, we refer where possible to the corresponding

stories In Fault, Schimpf und Ernst, Stuttgart, Lltt. Ver., Bd. 85, and Klrchhofs

Wendunmuth, same series, Bde. !«-!)!). Those I wo works are edited by Hermann
Oesterley, who has added the most exhaustive references to each story.
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(Kirchhof 7, 78; .Ksop cd. Furia CXXX; La Font, vi, 18); No. 271 (J.
de V.), the milk maid and the pot of milk (Kirchhof 1, 171 ; La Font, vii,

10; Max Muller, Chips, iv, 170; Joly, Deux Fables, etc., p. 91) ; No. 29l',
the mule boasting of his descent, "the horse is my grandfather "

(cp. La
Font. vi. 7 ; Disciplina elericalis, ed. Schmidt, p. 41

; Pauli, No. 170
(Kirohhof 4, 138) ; No. 297 (J. do V.), the hat pretending to bo a bird (La
Pont, ii. 5

;
Aesop ed. Furia, OXXV) ; No. 1175, True and Untrue, the

apes tear to pieces the one who tells them the truth (Pauli, No. 381 ; Phae-
drus, app. 24 ; Robert, Fables incd. ii, 547) ; No. 376, lion, wolf, and fox
dividing prey ; wolf takes better part, and lion tears oil' the skin of his
head, the fox when asked who taught him to make a better division, re-
plied, " He to whom you gave a, red cowl " (Kirchhof 7, 24) ; No. 409 (J.
do V.), the cobbler and the rich man (Kirchhof 2, 137 ; La. Font. viii. 2) ;

No. 451 (J. do V.), the old man and his two mistresses, one pulls out his
white hairs, the other, his black ones (Kirchhof 6, 67 ; Aesop ed Furia
CXCfX).
The following list embraces all tin: leg-ends and stories of general Inter

est: N9. 87, legend of the Knight in the Chapel (KOhler, Jahrb. fur rom.
und eng. lit, vi, 326) ; No. 46, archdeacon who killed the bishop (Mira-
cles de Nostre Dame, Paris, 1876, i, 101 ; cp. D'Ancona, Sacre Bappresen-
tazioni, Florence, 1872, ii, 445) ; No. 81, the prince who bought for much
money the advice: In omnibus faetis Puis considera antequam facias, ad
quem jiiiciii, hair venire mleas; which maxim written onall the royal linen,
etc., saves the king's life by terrifying the barber who had been bribed to
kill him (cp. Gesta Bom. c. 103, for a more complete version, which is also
found in several Italian popular tales : G-onzenbach, Sieilienisehe Marehen,
81

; Gradi, Pasqua di Oeppo, p. 83) ; No. 130, a version of the Crescentia
legend (D'Ancona, Sanre Bappresentaz, iii, 199) ; No. 143, the fabliau De
lininain la vache au prestre (Menu iii, 25 ; Luzel, Legendes eliretiennes de
la Rasse-Bretagne I, 30) ; No. 160, legitimate son recognized by refusing
'" Shoot an arrow at the body of his dead father (Oesta Bom. 45 ; Wright's
''•'tin Stories, No. 21) ; No. 101, a version of Bcrnier's fabliau of La
Itousse partie (MeYm iv, 472 ; Von der Hagen, Gesammtabenteuer ii, p. Iv,
No. 48

; Pauli, 436) ; No. 108, the legend of Eobert the Devil (Graiisse]
r-aterargeschichtc ii, 2, 2, p. 628 ; Douhet. Dictionnaire des Mysteres, ad
verb.)-, No. 173, a version of the Alexis legend (Gesta Bom. 15) ; Nos.
176-178, the legend of Theophilus (D'Ancona. op. at. ii, 445

; Graesse op
«* " a, 2, p. 625) ; Nos. 242-244 (J. do V.), examples of woman's o'bsti'-
nacy (Paul) 595

; La Font, iii, 16 ;
Dunlop's Gesehichte der Prosadic/Uungen

"ebertragen von F. Liebrecht, Berlin, 1851, pp. 207, 274) ; No. 245, a long
* Oiy of an old woman who makes mischief between husband and wife
(Kirchhof 1, 8flfl . Wright .

s LatIn Stories, 100; Promptuarium Exemp., M.
); No. 246, dish of tongues good and bad (Vita Aesopi, Bromyard,

-5'WiMffl praedicantium L, 5, 5 , Kirchhof 3, 129 ; a similar story is found in
ae Talmud, see Levi, Parabole, etc., Florence, 1861, p. 398, La Lingua)

;

248 (J. do v.), story of nun who tears out her eyes and sends them to
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king who bad fallen in love with her beauty (this story is taken from the

Vitai I 'ni rum,, ed. Lugd. 1816, lib. \. cap. GO) ; No. 298 (JdeV.), curiosity

detected by putting a bird in a covered dish (Pauli, 398) ;
No. 331, the

famous apologue of the three rings employed by Leasing in his Nathan tier

Weise (Gesta Bom. 89) ; No. 338, Jew converted by seeing the Christian

religion withstand the evil examples of its professors (Boccaccio, Dec. i,

1, see M. Landau, Die Quellen des Decamerone, Wien, 1.809, pp. 05, 148) ;

No. 339 (J. de V.), man carrying lamb to market is made to believe it a

dog by three sharpers (for this famous Oriental story see Oesterley's refer-

ences to Gesta Bom. 132, Pauli, G32) ; No. 370, the legend of the faithful

hound (D'Ancona, II Libro dei Sette Savy di Roma, Pisa, 1804, p.103, a

Chinese Buddhist version is given by 8. Bcal in the Academy, Nov. 4,

1882 (No. 548), p. 881, "Bedd Grelert;" we shall revert to this story

later) ;
No. 373, Schiller's Der Gang naeh dem, Eisenhammer {G-esta Bom.

283) ; No. 396, Parnell 's Hermit ( Gesta Born. No. 80, this legend has also be-

oome a popular tale: Gonzenbach, op. eit. No. 92; De Trueba, Narra-

eiones populares, p. 05 ; Luzel, op. eit. i, 282, ii, 4) ; No. 414, treasure in

trunk of tree (Gesta Bom. No. 109); No. 433 (J. de V.), story of inn-

keeper who used to tip over his customers' wine, saying : "Hoc signifieat,

abundanciam que veniet nobis, et bonam fortunam." A certain pilgrim to

whom this had been done, privately opened the spigot of a cask, and re-

peated the above words to the angry host (Pauli, 372 ; Novellette di San

Benardino, No. 29) ; No. 486 (.1. de V.), a woman wishing to obtain access

to a bishop in order to demand justice is told she must grease li is hands (in

the French sense se faire graissir la main), and follows the injunction

literally (Pauli, 124) ; No. 400 (J. do V.), the famous story technically

known as the Matron of Ephesus (D'Ancona, U libro dei sette savj di

Roma, p. 118, Studi di Oritiea, Bologna, 1880, p. 322 ; Griesebach, Die

treulose Witttoe, Vienna, 1873) ; No. 494, the legend of the wood of the

Cross (see A. Mussafla, Sulla legenda del legno delta Oroce, Vienna, 1809

W. Meyer, Die Geschiehte des Kreuzholzes vor Christus, Munchon, 1881)

No. 502 (J. de V.), the stratagem employed by Sancho Panza while gov-

ernor (Don Quixote, ii, 45) to discover whether a young man had done

violence to a certain woman (Wright's Latin stories, No. 20) ; No. 507, a

tradition ot Homer who was forbidden to enter the king's palace while he

wore a mean garb, but clothed in a rich dress was honorably received and

obtained what he asked ; instead of thanking the king for the favor, he

thanked his clothes (the story is told of Dante, Papanti, Dante secondo la

tradizione e i novellatori, Livorno, 1873, p. 72. This story, too, has become

a popular tale, and is related of the typical Sicilian booby, Giufa, see Gon-

zenbach, op. eit. i, 258).

Turning now to the class of popular superstitions, we shall And much
that is interesting as illustrating the condition of society at that day. The

belief in the divination of the cuckoo seems to have been widespread. A
story is told of an old woman (No. 52), who heard on the first of May a,

cuckoo singing five times, and believed she would live at least that num-
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ber of years more, On her dying bed she refused to confess, saying it was
Unnecessary as she should live five years, and when she grew too weak to
speak she uttered the sound of the cuckoo five times, and finally held up
her five fingers and died (Pauli, 289). In regard to unfavorable omens,
Etienno de Bourbon cites a story from Jacques de Vitry about a king of
Castile, who, while advancing against the Saracens, met a flock of crows.
Some of the soldiers urged the Kin": to return, but he very sensibly said
that the crows wire not older than four years, whereas he had fought
more than twenty against the Saracens, and knew more about, the way to
flght them than the crows did. He advanced and beat his enemies (No.
858), In another story (No. 855), from the same source, an innkeeper de-
tained a countryman in his tavern by making a noise « it b a bladder which
the latter said was a bad omen. Fortune-tellers flourished then as now

—

one had a house divided into several parts, in one of which he received
those coming to consult him, but overheard from an adjoining part what
they said among themselves. The inquirers were then led by a round-
about way to that very part where the diviner addressed them by name,
and answered their questions (No. 857). Another fortune-teller, an old
woman, sent her son to steal tin* cattle of a rich peasant who lived
at some distance, and tie them to a tree in the forest. The owner was
then told by the son that, in a certain town there was a good fortune-teller,

Who could inform him where his cattle Were. This the old woman did, and
earned great fame thereby (No. 858). The most interesting story of this

felnd, however, is one describing an event of which Etienne himself was
an eye-witness (No. 300). We give it in his own words : "When I was a
student in Paris, on Christmas Eve, while our companions were at Vespers,
a certain notorious thief entered our- lodging, and opening the room of one
Of our comrades, carried away several volumes of law books. When the
owner wanted to use them after the holiday, he found they were gone, and
hastened to the fortune-tellers (malifleos). After many had deceived him,
one conjured up some evil spirits and made the student look into a mirror,
in which he saw, among other things, that a certain comrade of ours, a
relative of his, and whom we believed the most honest of our number, had
stolen his books. The owner accused him of the theft not only among the
students, but also among his friends. When, however, the aforesaid thief
had stolen some other things, and had been detected, he took refuge in the
belfry of a church, and told everyone who asked him, what, he had stolen,
and where it was. After some students who lived near us had discovered
m this way a wallet (mantica). which bad been stolen, the one who had
l°st his law books reluctantly consented to go to the thief, and inquire
about them. The Ihiel told him when and where he had stolen them, and
designated the dwelling of the Jew to whom he had pawned them, and
VN '>ere the owner found them." Even the clairvoyants of the present day
have their counterparts in the old women who had the dresses or girdles
°t the sick brought them, in order to divine the diseases of the owners
(No. 363). Those were also the days of witchcraft (No. 364, 866, 367),
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and the Wild Huntsman whose band was known as familia Allequini ml-

ga/riter vel Arturi (No. 865).* Many anecdotes of this kind came to the

knowledge of Etiennc while searching for heresy in the south of France.

It is to his credit that he did not put much confidence in these absurd

stories, although fortunately ho deemed them worthy of preservation.

We have already mentioned the story of the faithful hound, Bedd Ge-

lert, which is of Oriental origin, and is found, for instance, in the Seven

Wise Masters. After giving a version of this story, which has become in

several places a local legend, Etienne proceeds to say that the dog was

considered a martyr, and its grave was visited by the sick just like the

shrines of wonder working saints. Sick children especially were brought

to the place, and made to pass nine times through an aperture formed in

the trunks of two trees growing over the hound's grave, while various

Pagan rites wen; performed, and the child was finally left naked at the

foot of the tree until two candles an inch long were consumed. Etienne,

by virtue of his olllcc as inquisitor, had the dog exhumed, its bones burnt,

and the grove; cut down (No. .'(70). In this connection we may mention

the dances which incur the writer's in;. He says the devil is the inven-

tor, guide and advocate of the dancers (No. 401), and adds that there

once appeared to a certain holy man the devil in the shape of a little

Ethiopian standing over the woman leading the dance, and guiding

her about as he wished, and leaping over her head (ibid). Etienne de-

rives the origin of dancing from the worship of Apis (ibid), and nar-

rates several examples in which dancers were punished by the floor

breaking through under them, and the church in which they were

performing this Incongruous act being struck by lightning (Nos. 468-68).

These dances in the church, or rather, before it, and in the neighboring

cemetery are frequently mentioned by our author. In Roussillon the feast

of the patron saint was celebrated by the young people making and

mounting a wooden horse, and dancing in the church and cemetery (No.

194). Sometimes the officiating priest was disturbed by these, dances, and

came out and broke them up very unceremoniously, as, for instance, a

certain Master Stephanus do Cudo (Cudot), who, when he could not

otherwise stop the throng, seized the peplum of the leader, a majorissa of

the town, and pulled it off together with all her hair and the ornaments of

her head (No. 275), a not unlikely proceeding as weslia.il see in a moment.

Luxury in dress has always been a favorite subject of denunciation from the

pulpit, and some of Etienne's stories prove that there is a greater permanence

in fashion than we usually imagine. Blond hair seems to have been as popu-

lar in the XIII as in the XIX century, and the length of ladies trains

seemed then an invention of the devil. We have j ust seen how a priest put

an end to a dance by pulling off the leader's mantilla, and with it her false

* A counterpart to this myth Is that o
I
the innmes rhoset, or bonetozei (see L de

la Marche's note, to No. 07), women who supposed that they accompanied at night

Diana or lleroclfas mounted on certain beasts and traversed wide spaces of the

earth anil air.
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hair—an incident that occurs more than once in Etienne's pastes. One
Palm Sunday, while the procession was passing the window of a wealthy
clerk, a pet monkey descended by Its chain, and snatched off the wig of
an old woman, and then climbed back displaying his trophy in great glee,

Etienne happening to be in the procession when this occurred (No. 274).

•

Painting the face was likewise common and liable also to shameful detec-

tion, as where a mountebank filled his mouth with water and blew it into

the painted face of a woman with a result that can easily be imagined (No.
27'.*). A more delicate trick was thai of a magnate who made a hole in a

cushion, and blewthe feathers in the face of a ladysittlng near him
;
when

she discovered the feathers sticking to her face she tried to rub them off,

but only made matters worse, until at last she looked like an image that

had undergone repairs, " ad modum imaginis reparole " (No. 280). The
pointed shoes of this period, as well as the women's long trains, were
favorite resorts of the devil. A woman who had been dancing for some
Ume could not move her feel for several days, a1 last they cut off the points

of her shoes, and ou1 came the devil with a noise, and the woman re-

covered (No. 281). Etienne repeats (No. 282) a story of .1. de Vitry's,

who says a certain holy man once saw the devil laughing, and asked him
the reason. ITe was told that one of the devil's companions was accus-

tomed to ride about on a lady's train, and when she lifted her dress at a

muddy spo! the devil fell oil' into the mire.f The costliness and weight
of women's girdles or belts also called for reproof. They wore made of
iron, silk, silver or gold, and adorned with precious stones

; some were or-

namented with the figures of lions and dragons, and birds wrought in gold

and silver, the workmanship of which was more costly than the material.

They were so heavy thai the wearers would refuse to carry in penance

aboul their waists an equal weight in lead or Iron.

I

Our space will not permit us to examine at equal length the class of his-

torical anecdotes or those related by Etienne as an eye-witness. A very

complete and vivid picture of society might be drawn from this work : the

schools, the streets of Paris, the open-air preaching, the crusade against

the Albigenses, Saint Louis and his crusade, in short, the civil, ecclesias-

tical, and military life of the day arc unrolled before us, while the

theologian or church historian will And valuable materials In Etienne's de-

tailed a..-.-, unit of the heresies of that time (pp. 290 814).

Bourgaln, La Ohairefrani;aite t v-l% " ' '' n, 'M ""' Following passage from
Hugues de Salnt-Vlotor, which will Illustrate the above exemplum : "(Slmiam)
' |l "' lloel viiiissiinuin et turplsslmum e1 horrendum sll animal, tamen hen!
maAinu- olerlol in suls domlbus banc habere et in suis fenestrls ponere solent,
'" apud st ni 1 1 is,

|
ni pertranseunt, per ejus aspeotum glorlam suarum dlvll larum

Jaotltent:"

f Caesar of Heisterbaoh, Dial. Mirac. v, 7, says thai an honest oltlzen of Mainz
sa\v a, mill lilude or devils on the train Of a lady Of that Oity. "They were small
:is mloe, i duck as Ethiopians, laughing and olapplng their hands and jumping
at>°U1 like lish inn.net."
t^or further details of this kind see L, de la Marohe, La Chain franfaise, pp.

404, in.
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The second work of tho class of treatises which we shall notice is the

Summa Virtutu.m ae Vitiortim of Gulielmus Peraldus, also a Dominican
and bishop of Lyons.* lie died In 1275, leaving besides the above work a

large number of sermons. The Summa, which is quoted by both Ilerolt

and Etienne do Bourbon, is, as its name indicates, a treatise on the princi-

pal virtues and vices, forty of the former and forty-one of the latter being

considered in detail. For convenience of reference the work is supplied

with very full indices and analytical tables of contents. The exemplct no

longer have the Importance attributed to them in the works we have

already cited, and when they are used for purposes of illustration, theyare

given in a dry, brief way. For example, under the head of Tnvidia (Vol

ii, p. 281), Peraldus cites a well-known story as follows :
" Exemplum de

quodam rege, qui concessit cuidam avaro et cuidam invido munus quod
eligerenf, ita tamen quod munus ejus qui posterior peteret, duplicaretur

:

et cum uterque differet, praecepit rex invido ut prius peteret: qui petit ut

eruetur sibi unus oculus, volens quod proximo eruerentur ambo." f

AJthough Peraldus's work possesses but little of the Interest of the work

last discussed, it is still valuable. The writer was a, learned man, and

cites not merely the Christian authors popular during the middle ages, bu1

quotes constantly from the classics, From his pages may also be gleaned

many details of medlseva] society.:);

The most extensive and in many respects the most valuable, of all the

works of the class ut are now examining is tlie Hinii/iiui, Praedicatilium of

John Bromyard, an English Dominican. § lie was fr Herford, and

became a celebrated theologian and jurist at Oxford, lie was afterwards

professor of theology at Cambridge, and is said to have been one of

Wiclili 's opponents in the Council of London, 1888. He died in 141H,

•The first edition Is Cologne, 1479. n has been frequently reprinted since; our
copy is Cologne, 1829, two volumes, 4to.

f As tills story, winch la of Oriental origin (see Benfey, Pantsohatantra, 1, 198,

804), is round in three oi the oolleetions we are examining, we have an oppor
tunity to compare Its treatment by the various compilers. Herolt, Prompt, i:,

1,88, is almost us concise ; Bromyard, [,8, 19, is a little more diffuse) Eiolkot,

Super Sa/pientlam, Ivct. XXIX, gives the story as follows: " Na.rral.ur de quodam
oupldo et Invido Inslmul Iter agenf fbus quod vos de oelo venit ad eos dioena
Petat unus quldquid voluerit et habuei'it, slo tamen quod soolus ejus liabebH
dupium. Fit oontraversla quls eorum prius peteret. Tandem Invldus: Peto, in-

quit, ut eruaturmlhl alter oculus." This story was always a Very popular one, as

may be seen by a glance at the long List of parallels oited by Oesterley to Paull,

(147. Another story In Peraldus li, 807, "true son refusing to shoot arrow at

father's dead body," may likewise be o pared with Etlenne de Bourbon, No
160 (mentioned above), Bromyard, F.S, 17, Prompt. Ex., B.9,and Libro de Enzt m
plot, 108 (see also O-eata Rom. ed. Oesterly, oap. 15).

|

Peraldus, too, reproves trains and long shoes, 11, 211, 212, 218.

i This work, although popular, has not passed through as many editionsas

gome of the above mentioned work, 'the following are all the editions ive can
discover: editio prine. s. I. c. a. fol. ; Xorinberg., 1 188, ito. (Fabrioius, fol.) ; ibid.,

1818, ito.: Parisils, 1818, Ito.! Lugd., i">. 22, 4to; Venet, 1886, fol. (Fabr.4to): Antverp
1614, fol. our copy is the last named.
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leaving, besides his Sumrna and sonic writings against Wiclilf, a work
entitled: Opus trivium live tractates juris cwilis et eanonici ad moralt m sen-

sum, applicati secundum ordinem alphabetic Some idea of the extent of

the Summa may be gained from the fact that the edition of 1614 consists of

two parts containing nine hundred and seventy-one folio pages, exclusive

of the indices. The arrangement is the usual one of topics alphabetically

disposed: nineteen letters (or twenty-one, distinguishing i and n) embrac-

ing one hundred and eighty-nine topics treated in as many chapters. The
range of subjects may be shown by the titles under some of the letters

taken at random. We give all the divisions of the letters chosen, naturally,

however, selecting those which contain fewest chapters: Beatudo, helium,

benefacere, bonitat ; gaudium, gloria, gratia, gratitudo, gula y labor, lane,

lex, liber, loguatio, ludus, luxuria ; nativitas, negligentia, nobilitas, nocumen-

'mil' ; tentatio, testimonium, timor, trinitas, tribulatio, etc. Eaeii chapter

Is preceded by a summarium of the sections into which it is divided, and

these sections arc still further divided into paragraphs or articles. The
exempla are usually, but not always, indicated by the word exemplum or

its abbreviation in the margin. The stories themselves are, as in Peraldus,

generally given in brief and dry versions. These illustrative exempla,

Which, for us, constitute the chief value of the work, are very numerous.

Goedeke
(
Orient und Occident, i, 538) says their number is over a thousand,

and remarks : "Kaum Irgend eln anderes Werk des Mittelalters ist so reich

an Kabeln und Geschichten als das seinige (the Summa), und kaum ein

anderes von dieser Bedeutung so wenig bekannt. Wright (Latin Stories.

Percy Soc.', Vol. viii, p. viii) says: "Perhaps no work is more worthy the

attention of those who are interested in the popular literature and history

of England in the fourteenth century."! Bromyard seldom names his

sources, hut, as (ioedeke {op. nj., p. 588) says: "Ueberall dart' lintlehntmg

vorausgesetzt werden. " These sources are the whole body of mediaeval

and classical literature then known to the learned. Scarcely any depart-

ment of these two great divisions is unrepresented: fables, legends, me-

dieeval epics, Oriental apologues, anecdotes from Roman history, from

Biblical history, popular jests, etc. are mingled with a mass of references

to contemporary manners and customs which fender the work Invaluable

to the student of mediaeval culture, It is impossible in our limited space

to give even a. brief selection from Bromyard's stories. Those cited by
Wright will give those who do not- have access to the original a tail' idea

of its eon I cuts, and a glance through Oesterley's references to I'auli, Kirch-

hof, and the Geita Eomanorum, will show that Bromyard has absorbed

Into his vast encyclopedia most of tin; popular stories of his day.}:

Before leaving the class of treatises, there is one work which maybe

1 Pabrloius, rii. ,,/.. i, p. mi;:;; Grsesse, n, 2, 1, pp, 166, 880.

1
- or the one hundred and forty-nine stories Riven by Wright, over titty are

taken from Br yard, and eleven from the Promptuarium Exemplorum.
I ibout one iiiiniiri'ii and Bfty of Bromyard's stories are found In these collec-

tions.
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mentioned here, although, strictly speaking, it is not a treatise in the same
sense as the works already described. We refer to Robert Holcot's Opus
super Sapiemtiam Solomonis* The author was, like Bromyard, an English

Dominican, born at Northampton, and professor of theology at Oxford,
whore he died in 1849, leaving a large number of commentaries on various

books of the Bible, the beet known being, the one on the Wisdom of Solo-

mon.
|
This work consists of two hundred and twelve lectiunes on the nine-

teen chapters of the wisdom with the usual extensive index. Emmpla
properly so-called are very sparingly used by the author, one of them
(Pauli, 647), has already been given above, and one of La Fontaine's most
celebrated fables (Bk. vi, 4, "Jupiter el le Metayer") is found in Lectio IX-
On the other hand, the work is a vast repertory of historical anecdotes em-
bedded in the most elaborate metaphors. A good example of Kolkot's

method may be found In the Lectio LXIV, where hediscusses Chap. V, v.

9-10 of his text, " All those tilings are passed away like a shadow, and as

a post thai hasteth by ; And as a ship that passeth over the waves of the

water, which, when itisgoneby, the trace thereof cannot be fi d, neither

the pathway of the keel in the waves." As there axe three, kinds of sin :

original, venial, and mortal, so there are three kinds of shadows corres-

ponding in shape to the cylinder, cone, and inverted cone (cMMndroydes,

wnoydes, and calathoydes). In speaking of the simile of the ship, Ilolkot

quotes from St. Jerome's epistolae, cxv, the story of Xerxes weeping because

none of those he beheld at a review of his army would be alive in a hundred
years, lie then compares penitence to a ship on account of its figure, capac-

ity for carrying, and possibility of wreck. This affords Ilolkot an oppor-
tunity, after citing Job, BoethtUS, and Gregory, to describe the Sirens and
Ulysses's adventure with them. His sources are, as he states : Alexander in

scintilla/Ho poesis,% and Boethius, de Consolat, iii. 3. In his third lecture he

sec Hain, Niw. 8785-81. 'rim first edition la of Cologne, no date, our copy is the
third edition (Haln, No.s7.r>7); Spires, i is:j, ivi.nis Draoh. For other editions, see
Grsesse, op. cil. ii, 2, l, p. 470.

[iioiioi left another work whloh would also oome within the soope or this

article, but which we have not been able i" prooure. [tls the Moralitates put-
chrae historiarum in usum praediocttorum, Venet. L505; Paris, 1510, and with the
lAber Sop., 1580, This work varies somewhat in the different editions, but the
original form seems to have oonslsted <>i forty-seven stories, afterwards ampli-
fied to seventy-flve. This collection is of great Importance for the question of the
mode in whieii the Gestct Rornanorwm was put together, and Oesterley in his
edition of that work, alter an analysis of the MoraUtatet, says, p. 851 :

" Die Wicli-

tlgkell dieses Werkes brauoht nlcht besonders hervorgehoben zu werden, es isi

inline nlohtalleln 'lie Quelle vleler ITn srn dee Q-esta Etomanorum naohge.
wlesen,dle blsher nnhekannl geblleben war, sonderndasselbe hatauf die Gesta]
unit;' nnserer Sanimlung elnen so entsoheldenden Elnfluss ausgeabt, dass
man dies: Iliehen I lan.lseliii Iten in ZW6i i'liisseu thellen I. on I lie, deien cine
von Holkot beelnflusst 1st, deren andere aber elnen solchen EInfluas nlcht

zelgt, und es 1st das eln nloht unwlchtlges Momenl I tit' die EEntsoheldung der
Frage (iherdas AJter der Gesta Romanorum."

]:Thi~ is Alexander STeokam, see Leyser, Wist. Poetarttmet Poematum Medii
A, ,,, Pliille, 17'2I, p. 998.
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mentions Alexander and the pirate (Oesta Bom. 140) ; in the ninth occurs

the fable of La Fontaine vi, 4, mentioned above
;

in the fourteenth, the

story of Atalanta (Q-esta Bom. 60), cited from Ovid ; in the forty-fifth, the

story of the two snakes (Gesta, Horn. 92), cited from Valerius Maximus (4.

6, 1) ; in the seventieth, Damocles's sword cited from Macrobius, Somn.
Saip. I, 10 {Gesta Bom, 143); in the eighty-second, the poisoned wine
from Frontinus, Strateg. 2. 5, 12 {Gesta Bom. 88); in the eighty- sixth

"judge Hayed," from Helinand, lib. xv. {Gesta Bom. 20) ;
in the one

hundred and thirteenth, "the ring of forgetfulness and memory," from

"magister in historiis super Exodus," the story is told of Moses {Qeata

Rom,. 10, of tin! Emperor Vespasian) ; in the hundred and forty-first, the

story of Phalaris and bis brazen bull from Ovid {Gesta Bom. 48) ;
in the

one hundred and seventy-fifth, Corlolanus, Valerius Maximus 5, 4, 1 (Gesta

Bom. 137) ;
in the one hundred and eighty-eighth, La Fontaine, vii, 1,

Lea Animaux maladea de In peste ; in the hundred and ninetieth, the legend

of Silvester II (Gerbert), v, Milman Latin Christ, iii, p. 220 ; ibid, wax
image of husband shot at by wife's lover (Gesta Rom. 102). Wo have

mentioned only a, lew of the stories most popular during the middle ages,

and our citations can give but a. feeble Idea of the mass oi historical and

mythological references to be found in Holkot.

It remains finally to notice very briefly the class of sermons from which

We have selected two of the most popular collections as examples.* The
first is the sermons of Herolt who lias already been considered as the

author of tlie Prompiuarium Exe-mplorum. The popularity of his collection

«as shown by the large number of editions through which it passed, and

all we have now to do is to examine the form and contents of flic work

itself. | The sermons, as is usual, are divided into those for the ordinary

Sundays of the year, de tempore, and those for saints' days, de Sanctis ;
of

the former there are one hundred and sixty-four, of the latter forty-eight.

From one to five sermons are devoted to a single Sunday or saint, and

reference is sometimes made toother sermons in the same collection which
may likewise bo used. Where several sermons are given for one occasion,

thej are considered as one. and the method of division is continuous. This

Consists in a rude paragraphing by means of capital letters. Not only is

reference facilitated by an alphabetical index, but an additional index is

given of the exempla in the sermones de tempore and a briefer index of

the sermones de Sanctis. As to the organic division of the sermons, the

"Forttie vast mass of Inedlted material, see I., de la Marohe, La, Chaire fran-
iaise, etc., table bibUographique, pp. 457-199

i
forprlnted sermons, Grsasse, op, cit.

tt, 2, i, pp. [82-178; tor collections of sermons designed especially for tiio use of

preaohers, Cruel, op. oit. pp. 468-498; for general resume (XIV century), SUt.Utt.
de la Frame, x xiv. pp. .'SCi.'l-ils'J.

tCruel,p. 480, says: "The most used work of this class (the sermons tor the use
'"' preaohers) are the Sermones Dlsdpuli, whloh passed through thirty sis editions
before 1600. How well known this work was is shown from a passage in Geller's

Postlls to the eighth Sunday after Trinity, where the author after the division

01 his SUQjeOt Into heads, says : Now mark ! you » ill li nil these tilings neither in

Jaooho de Voraglne nor In Dlsoipulo."

PBOC. AMBI1. THIT.OS. SOC. XXf. 114. .1 . PRINTED MAY 31, 1883.
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author in the prologue to the term, de, Sanctis, gays :

" Dividendo eundem
si-rmoncm in tres partes. Pria pars erit do dlgnitate et privilegiis [gtius

sancti vel istorurn sanctonun et sanotarum, Secunda pars principalis erit

pro informationo liominum simpllclum et specialiter ad emendationem suae
vitac. Terola pars erit de miraculis Istius sanctl aut lllorum sanctorum
vel sanotarum." The division of the sermo de temporeis also usually three-
fold, the eteemplum coming last. The following brief analysis of one of
licroii's sermons may not be unacceptable. Serrnomi, De innocentibue.
" Mittens Herodes occidit omnes puerosqui erant in Bethleem et In omnibus
finibus ejus, Matt. ii. Ex quo hodie peragttur festum Illorum puerorum
innocentium qui ab iniquo Berode Interfecti sint, tunc in present) sermone
tria sunt dicenda, Primo quod aliqui parentes sues pueros spirltualiter

occidunt sicut Herodes corporaliter occldet. Secundo de solemnitate pre-
sentis festi. Tercio exemplum." "There are six classes of parents who
kill their children: those who kill the. child yet unborn, those who love
their children too much (''Qui amat fllium vel liliam super me n on est me
dignus," Matt, x), those who teach them evil, as dancing, wearing their

rich clothes, painting their faces and curling their hair, those who do not
punish their Children when they err, those who set their children a bad
example, and thus kill them spiritually, and anally those who amass
wealth unjustly in order to enrich their offspring. Secondly, the feast of
the Innocents is to be observed solemnly for three reasons: first, on ac-
count of the time, they were the first martyrs, secondly, on account of
their number, thirdly, on account of the place. Thirdly, mark an example
of those who do not correct their children when they err. We read of a
certain father who was accustomed to visit taverns and games, and lake
his little son with him. When the son grew up he was so used to taverns
and games that he could not be kepi, away from them, and after be had
spent his own money, he began to steal, first from his father, then from his

neighbors. His father did not punish him severely, but gently reproved
him. This admonition, however, had no effect, and when be grew to lie

a man, he was Caught once .and again in theft, but twice was saved from
the gallows by a, line. The third time he was detected he was sentenced
to death, and led to Hie gibbet. There he begged that his lather might be
brought to him. lie came Weeping, anil the son asked him to kiss him,
and forgive him the wrong he had done him. When the father did as he
was asked, his son bit off his nose. The son wa.s censured because twice
his father had saved him from death by paying a, line, and would gladly
have i'm:<\ him a" third timet had he been able. The son, however, an
SWered : 'I have acted well and justly because he is the cause of my
death, for from my youth up he permitted me to live according lo my own
will, neither corrected meat any time for the excesses I committed,'"*
At the end of the Ixx.xiv, sermon de tempore ( De gaudiit eoeU) occurs the
following beautiful and well known exemplum which Mr. Longfellow's
readers will recognize as the story of Monk Felix in the Golden Legend.

For parallels see Paull, 19. ThJs story occurs in Etlennede Bouruon,and has
been already mem Lotted.
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" Likewise we read this example of the joys of Heaven. A certain de-

vout monk prayed God to reveal to him some of the sweetness of the

heavenly joys. One day while at prayer he heard a little bird singing

sweetly near by. Arising from his prayers he wished to catch the bird

which Hew away before him to a wood near the monastery, and alighted

on a tree. The monk followed it and Stood under the tree listening to the

bird which presently flew away, and the monk returned to the monastery

thinking he had stood beneath the tree an hour or two. When be reached

the monastery he found the door had been built-up, and another opened

in a different pari of the monastery, tie approached and knocked, and the

porter asked whence he came, who he was, and what: he wanted. He re-

plied
: I left the monastery a little while ago, and now I have returned,

and It has been changed. The porter went in and told the abbot, who

came to the door and asked the monk who he was and w hence he Came.

He responded : I am a brother of this monastery, and 1 wenl a short time

ago to the wood, and returned, and I know no one, and no one knows me.

Then the abbot and the seniors asked him ihe name of the abbot who ruled

the monastery when he went out, and searching the chronicles they found

he had been absent from the monastery three hundred and forty years. It

was a great thing that in all thattlmeon account of the sweet song of that

bird or angel, he had fell neither cold nor heat, neither had hungered nor

thirsted. What then shall it be when we enter heaven and hear the nine

choirs of angels singing?" ''

In concluding this very Inadequate account

of l!erolt's collection, we cannot do heller than cite a few words from

Gruel's appreciation (p. 481) :. "The work was very copious, ami exerted

from the large number of its exempla, a. peculiar attraction. What, how-

ever, above all. made ll popular and distinguished if from earlier collec-

tions was the practical direction of its contents, whereby the author held

himself free from all docl rinar.v generalities, and kept in sight the con-

crete truth in order lo bring before the bar the prevailing faults and vices

of his day, and to examine from a,n eeelesiasl ieal Standpoint the most vari-

ous relations of civil life. The editors of the earliest, edition (1470) bad

this especially in view, when they remarked In their concluding words:

'Hulc (autori) applaudi, huncefierri laudibus, nunc praedicatum Iri mire,

tur nemo, cum certlssime constet, Inter modernos sermonistas cum in vulgi

sclentia teriere principatum.' In order to become acquainted with this

practical popular side one needs only lo glance over a list of the subjects

lie treated. Superiors and dependents, masters and servants, manufac-

* See Von del Hagen's Gesammtabant, so: Magnum mpee, Exemp., OoelestU

gloria, Exemp. xiv : op. Ralston's ttuasian Folk Tales, p. 810; < !ox, Ar\ an. Myth.

1,418; Baring Gould's Curious Myths, 1872, pp. 92, 112. The following are some oi

the most popular < xempla In the sermons ; as this work must be rare In tins

country, we incu i ion where corresponding stories may be round in more accessi-

ble oolleotions : Gestn Row, 80, 125, 148, 171,218,249; Pauli, L9, 84,222,888, 898, 163;

Kirohhof 1,868; 1,2,50; La Fontaine vi. I: Etienne de Bourbon, 13,258,298, In

the wi Sarmo da aanntts may be round an Interesting version of the legends oi

the wood ,,i tile oross, see Meyer, op. oit. p. 28.
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turers and workmen, nobility, merchants, Jews, usurers, dancing, oaths,
blasphemy and profanity, jesting and play, falsehood, sinful apparel,
superstitions, duties of parents to children, and vice versa, how one can sin
in eating, etc."

The last collection we shall mention is that of Oswald Pelbart, usually
called Pelbartiis de Thomeswar, a Franciscan monk from Themoswar in
Hungary, who flourished in the hitter part of the fifteenth century, and
was widely known by his sermons. The collection bears the fantastic

title of Pomerium. (orchard), and consists of sermones de tempore, de Sanc-
tis, and i/u.ailrar/e.iimales.* Another work by the same author is usually
bound up with one of the above collections. It bears the somewhat mis-
leading title : Pomerium sermonum de beata virgine dei genetriee vel Stella-

rn/m corone beate virgmis pro Hngularum festivitatum eiusdem predicationi-

bus coaptatum. It is not, as might seem, a, collection of sermons, but a,

treatise in twelve books for the use of preachers, and might perhaps more
properly have been mentioned above. The last part of the twelfth book is

devoted to the miracles of the Virgin. The sermones de Sanctis number in

all two hundred and twenty-one; ninety-seven in the pars hyemaMs, and
one hundred and twenty-four in the pars estioalis. As in Herolt, so here
several sermons are devoted to the same least, the first of the scries con-
taining the legend at the end of the sermon. The sermons are paragraphed
in the usual way, and there arc copious indices. The work no longer has
an anecdotal character, a strict analytical method is pursued, and the

writer generally conlines his citations to the. Scriptures, and the doctors of
the Church.

We shall take leave ol'the'last class of our subject with a brief reference
to some sermons in the vulgar tongue containing exempla. They are the
sermons of St. Bernardino of Siena, who died in 1444, and was canonized
six years later. Thus far only ten of the forty-five Italian sermons of St.

Bernardino have been edited (Siena, 185:!), the exempla, however, to the

number of thirty-eight have been extracted, and published by Francesco
Zambrini, under the title : Nonelletle. exempt morali e apolor/hi di San Ber-
nardino da Siena, Bologna, 1808 (Seelta di euriosita letterarie inedite o rare
diii eeeolo xiii al xvii, Dispense), xcvii). Many of these exempla arc contem-
poraneous anecdotes, here and there are found fables or stories forming
part of the common stock of Europe. Among the fables are : iii, La Fon-
taine iii, 1 ; vi, ibid, xi, (5 ; ix. Voigl, KUinere lutein. Deitkmaler der Thier-

sage, Strassburg, 1878, pp. 81, 18*; xoii, " Di una scimia la quale per ven-

i/i'/Iji arse uno orso ;" xxv, " Dell' asino delle tre ville," for the last two we
have found no parallels. Among the stories are : \iv (Etlenne de Bour-
bon, 45(i) ; viii {ibid. 885) ; xxix (ibid. 488, Pauli, 872).

f

• For editions see Haln, Nos. 12548-66 j Wrasse 11, 2, 1, p. 420 ; Fabrloius, e<%. ott, v.
218. We nave been able to prooure the sermones de Sanctis only in the edition oi

Hagenau, 1511, fbl. containing also the Slellari urn eoronae B. V. mentioned above.

f While i his artiole was in preparation, oar eye fell ontlie following advertise-
ment, which again proves that there is nothing new under the sun: " it Co.
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We have performed our task in a very bungling manner if we have not

enabled the reader to form some idea of the wealth of materia) buried In

these long unused volumes, material of great value for the historian of

manners and customs, and for one engaged in tracing the affiliation of the

popular tales of Europe. As it is in l he latter direction that our own interest

chiefly lies, we may be pardoned for concluding this already lengthy

article with some reference to the light thrown upon the diffusion of popu-
lar tales by the collections just examined. In these we find every class of

popular tales except fairy stories—legends, jests, fables, etc. The exten-

sive currency given to these stories by their reception into these collections

can hardly be imagined. They were used by numberless preachers in

their sermons to the people, and by them in turn repeated to others. We
must bear in mind that down to the Reformation Europe constituted a

homogeneous whole, and that there existed a Weltlikratur in Goethe's

sense of the word. A legend or story that appealed to the imagination or

taste had free circulation from belaud to Sicily, and from Italy to Portu-

gal. One or two examples will perhaps l>esi illustrate; the part played by
""' sermon-books in this diffusion. We have already mentioned La Fon-
taine's fable (vii, 10), La Laitiere el le pot an, lait. and have shown that be-

fore the version in the JHalogus Orcaturanim. the fable was widely diffused

by Jacques de Vitry and Etienne de Bourbon. A still more striking in-

stance of another Oriental apologue introduced into Europe by the same
channel is the fable which Gcedeke entitles Aainus mlgi (La Pont, ill, 1'

Le Meunier, sou Fits et I'Ane), first found in an Occidental version in

Jacques de Vitry, and copied from him by Etienne de Bourbon.* The
former of the two stories just mentioned has become popular in the tech-

nical sense, and is found in Grimm's Kinder-und Hausm&rohen, No. 104,

Derfmle Heinz, but in a, version pointing to the Oriental original in Hi.'

Pantschatantra and Hitopadesa. It would, however, not be difficult to find

stories still existing among tin; people, and which were originally commu-
nicated to them by the sermon-books. An interesting instance of this is

the story found in Grimm No. 145. The ungrateful son (Der Uhdankbare
Sohri), which is so short that we may give it in full : "Once upon a time a

man and his wife were sitting before their house-door, with a roast fowl on
a table between them, which they were going to eat together. Presently the

man saw his old father coming, and he quickly snatched up tin; fowl and
concealed it, because he grudged sharing it, even with his own parent.

The old man came, had a draught of water, and then went away again.

As soon as he was gone, his son went to fetch the roast fowl again ; but

wm lioKin publication Immediately of ' The Olerloal Library,' or helps t.> ger

Dionlzlng as the series might be called. Three ol the proposed twelvo volumes,
each of which will be oomplete, are entitled, 'Three Hundred Outlines of Ser-
mons on the N. T.,' andagaln on the 0. T .. and 'Outline Sermons to Children
with Numerous Anecdotes.'

"

*See GcBdeke's article already mentioned In Orient una Occident, i, pi5. 581, 788;

''ami, r,77
i to the references given in these articles may be added, San Bernar-

"•'><>. TSTovelUttt, p. B
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when he touched it he saw that It was changed Into a toad, which sprang
upon his face and squatted there, and would not go away. When any one
tried to take it off, it spat, out poison and seemed about to spring In the
face, so that at length nobody dared to meddle with it. Now this toad the
ungrateful son was compelled to feed, lest it should feed on his flesh ; and
with this companion he moved wearily about from place to place, and bad
no rest anywhere In this world." This very story is found in Etienne de
Bourbon, 188, Bromyard, P. 22, Pelbartus, Serm. de Temp. Iliem., 22, B,
not to mention other works of the same class, which are mentioned in

Oesterley's notes to Pauli, 487, and in Douhet, Dictiormaire des Ligendet,
col. 305, n. 158. Until quite recently Grimm's version was the only popu-
lar one known, but a version from Lower Brittany has lately been pub
lished by F. M. Luzel, Llgendes ahrStiennes de la Basse Bretagne, Paris,
1881, vol. ii, p. 179, Le FCU irujnil. There are probably other popular ver-
sions which have not, yet been collected, the class of legends or legendary
and religious stories having been greatly neglected by collectors of popu-
lar literature. There is no need of insisting upon the importance of the
i tenypla In the diffusion of stories, but we may mention In conclusion two
eases of wholesale absorption of Oriental stories info collections of emmpla
or similar works. The first case is that of the Diiciplina cleriealis of Petrus
Alfonsi, which has been taken up into the Libro de Miixcmplos mentioned
above

;
the second is the Seven Wise Masters, a compend of which is found

in the Scala OoeUot'a Dominican monk, Joannes Junior, who lived in the
middle of the XIV century, and wrote a work of the same general de-
scription at Bromyard's and Etienne de Bourbon's.* Separate stories

from both of the above Oriental collections are frequently encountered
among the populartales.il' Europe, and their wide diffusion is doubtless
due to their absorption into the above collections.

The Latitude of Eaverford College Observatory, By Isaac, Sharpless.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, April 6, 1883.)

The latitude of Harverford College Observatory was determined in the
year 1854, by Prof. Jos. <i. Harlan, by the use of a transit instrument in
the prime vertical. Imperfect records of his results and none at all of
his computations remain, but from them he deduced a value of 40° (K 30.5".

In the spring of 1881, a zenith instrument was placed in position in the
observatory. The telescope lias an aperture of If inches, and with its

standards revolves about a vertical axis. It is provided with micrometer
and levels.

• This oompend ofJoannei Junior Is of great importance In the study of the
\\ estern branch of the Seven Wise Masters, and has been reprinted by K, G<s-
deke in file Ori.cn/ iui.il Oooident, iii, pp. 888-428, lAber de aeptem Sapianlibus

.
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The latitude was determined by pairs ot stars, one of eacli pair being

north and one south of the zenith. The difference of the zenith distances

was measured by the micrometer and the latitude calculated by the form u la,

'

9 = i (d + i') -f- i (Z—Z')

As a preliminary work the value of a revolution of the micrometer

screw was determined by observing the passage of a star between the wires

set at some known. distance apart, and multiplying the time by the factor

•) X cos Dec
TllQ mean ()f twenty. ne observations was 111.6".

uist. between wires'

A better result was obtained by the method of observing Polaris at

time of greatest elongation. This time T and the zenith distance Z„ were first

calculated and the telescope set at the latter angle. About twenty minutes

before T the movable micrometer wire was set in front of the star and the

time of crossing recorded on the chronograph ; the wire was then ad-

vanced one-fifth of a revolution, and the time again noted, and so on forty

times. From these were obtained twenty values of a revolution of the

screw, The computation is given in outline in the following table. The

quantity Z— Z was computed in each case by the equation :

Z— /

,

sin (T-
„ cos

sinl'

The level error was so slight that it was not taken into account

;

X... Micrometer
Reading,

T--T . /,. -/.„.

1 6.80 6" 50"' 18. -2 — 2 1 '"
8,'l — 433.59

2 <;.<;<> 51 l(i.2 — 20 5.1 — 412.08

3 0.40 52 88.2 — 18 49.1 — 387.70

4 0.20 58 84.2 — 17 47.1 — 300.55

5
fi.

etc.

54

etc.

40.9 —

-

16 40.4

etc.

— 343.59

etc.

21 2.80 6* 72 0.2 + 38.9 + 13.55

22 2.60 73 10.4 + 1 45.1 + 30.12

23 2.40 74 17.4 + 2 50.1 + 60.52

24 2.20 75 4.2 + 3 42.9 + 76.61

25 2.

etc.

70

etc.

14.4 + 4 53.

1

etc.

+ 100.74

etc.

Comparing the 1st observation with 21st, the 2d with 22d and so on,

and dividing the results by 4, we obtain for the value of a revolution of
tbe screw by this method the following :

111.78

112.20

112.05

110.70

111.08

111.

110.71

111.28

110.67

111.59

The mean of these is 111. "9 and this is the value employed in subse-

113.04 109.92

118.98 112.00

118.26 112.70

112.78 111.88

112.25 111.16
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quent work. The probable error of this mean by the method of least

square is 0. "14.

The value of a level division was obtained by placing the movable mi-

crometer wire on a terrestrial mark, and taking the reading, and again

after the instrument was changed in altitude so as to cause the bubble to

to move through a certain number of divisions. This gave it in micrometer

revolutions, which were afterwards reduced to seconds, The result of a

large number of determinations gave, as the most probable value, 6",8.

The stars used were taken from the Nine Years Catalogue of Greenwich
Observatory for 1872, the mean declinations calculated for the epoch

1881.0, 1882.0, or 1888.0, and the apparent declinations for the night of

observation were obtained by the use of the "independent star numbers"
of the American Nautical Almanac. The results were as follows :

Date Catalogue
No. of Stars. H (« + «')

,\I ilTllllll'll'l'

( !i)i-re<;tion.

Level Cor
reotlou.

Latitude.

1881.

10 mo. 28. 82 77 10° 5' 32".99 — 4' I5".S5 — 6".72 10° 0' 10".12
" 2188 2185 III 56.29 — 16.15 + 3. 12.81
'*

18 51 89 56 22. + 4 6.23 + 10 5 18.78

10 mo. 27. IS 51 39 56 22. + 4 25.65 8.1 39.55
11 mo. 15. 2188 21S5 12.92

41 48 51 89 56 2-1.45 + 4 I9.S5 — 1.5 10.08

12 mo. 8. 48 51 39 58 26.23 + 3 57.26 1- 17.85 11.31

12 mo. 9. IK .,1 39 58 26.29 + 3 57.57 + 20.1 I3.S0

12 mo. 10. IS 51 39 56 26.30 + 4 1 .59 11.8 12.49
" 82 77 III 5 41.87 5 13 2. + 14.8 43.20

12 mo. 16. 48 14 39 56 26.39 4 80.50 11.85 45.11
" 82 77 10 5 38. 10 4 18.65 —

,

14.7 10.05

12 mo. 17. 82 77 10 5 88. 16 — 4 50.65 — 7.7 IO.ll

12 mo. 19. 48 51 89 56 28.54 + 4 21.07 12.3 38.31
" 82 77 10 5 88. is 4 50.16 — 9.9 88. 12

12 mo. 21. IS 51 39 56 26.80 4 I8.S6 — 2.1 II 28
" 82 77 40 5 38.43 4 51.5 — 8.55 88.28

1882.
i mo. 27. 587 569 40 6 16.17 — 5 42.02 + 5.78 38.95
1 mo. 30. 580 .,:,ll 39 59 51.73

f-
12.89 + 3. 87. 12

" 587 .,89 40 6 21.03 — r 39.50 + 8.13 58. 10

2 mo. 1. 5: 10 550 39 59 51.44 + 11.21 + 8.13 89.18
" 587 569 10 6 15.67 5 18.58 + 3.80 15.94

2 mo. 8. 580 550 39 59 58.19
1

32.12 + 12.0 12 91

2 mo. 10, 52(1 550 39 59 5S.27 30.21 + 9.SS 18.86
" 587 589 10 6 22.28 5 16.38 + 3.8 30.20

2 mo. 11. 530 550 39 59 5S.3I + 37.88 + 8.85 15.01

2 mo. 14. 587 569 40 6 22.00 5 18.84 + 2.5., 16 21

2 mo. 17. 530 550 39 59 58.80 1- 3S.9S + 8.85 16.48
II mil. 5. 2019 2070 40 59.76 + 6.32 22.05 14.08
11 mo. 9. 2(119 2070 40 59.61.1 + 1.119 — 20.217 in..,;,

12 mo. 8. 2188 2185 10 1 15.573 11.317 + 2.0 17;, 86.27
12 mo. ll. 62 77 10 5 57.32 — 5 30.911 + 11.025 87.40
12 mo. 18. 48 51 39 58 1 1.92 + 4 21.307 31... 37.73
12 mo. 18. 48 51 39 56 11.925 + 3 36.582 i 17.797 89.80
12 mo. 18. 62 77 III 5 57. 16 5 36.986 + IS. 27 88.77
12 mo. 19. 48 51 39 56 44.92 + 3 87.5888

l
IS. II 15 89.97

12 mo. 28. 48 51 39 58 44.79 + 1 5.7SS3 13.86 86.72
12 mo. 28. 62 77 40 5 56.813 5 3.13 — 17.61 37.04

1888.

1 mo. 2. 281 279 39 51 18.791 ~\- 6 5.918 — 15.281 17.11

1 mo. 11. 281 279 69 51 51.519 + 6 10.888 — 31 ,;;., 10.15

1 mo. 12, ,530 550 39 59 58.852 + 54 195 — 7.087 11.26

1 mo. 22. 530 550 39 59 56.380 + 50.213 — 5.985 10.61

2 mo. 2. 580 550 89 v.i 52.851 1 1 6.02 — 20.917 88.87
2 mo. 5. 466 475 10 10 11.131 10 I9.I7S + 15.12 37.07
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Date. Catalogue
No. of Stars. 'A (« + «')•

,M lorometer
Correction.

Lev, 3 ( lor-

reotlon. Latitude.

\m.
2 mo. 6. IS!) 495 :so 68 58.523 + 1 12.507 + 31. Sir, 89-91

"'

680 650 89 50 50.002 + 21.5061 + 22.08 43.19"
5117 689 40 (1 10.803 6 5.989 + 23.153 30.99

2 mo. 8. 'llili 475 40 10 14.978 — 10 11.925 + 3.78 86.88"
4(17 475 40 12 L2.959 — II 87.801 + 8.78 30.11

"
489 405 3!) 58 55.108 + 1 4 1 .325 + 3.15 89.67"
680 551) 89 50 66.806 + 43 75 + 0.787 40.81

*'
587 689 40 fi 20.131 5 43 5880 + 3.15 80.70

'*
577 691 89 61 85.175 + 9.149 3.41 40.88

11
578 591 40 5 10.217 4 27.1(1 + 3. 1

1

50.(12

2 mo. g. Kid 475 40 10 44.978 — !) 0.373 + 7.511 43.10
"

489 l!>5 8U 68 55.108 + 1 40.150 + .3.41 58.70
"

567 50!) 40 20.1325 5 45.0018 + 7 215 11.38
<(

(183 710 89 58 10.1015 + 4 13.73.3 + 0.3 89 20
"

697 710 89 51 31.20(15 + 6 1.103 + 0.3 42.40
2 mo. 12. 400 475 40 10 11.011 !) 46 o:i:> + 7.5(1 11.07

"
IS!) 495 ;«) 58 55.782 + 1 3:1.0 1

1

+ (1.015 85.48
11 rm 5*)0 30 50 50.5085 + II IV! 12 + 3.15 (0.81
"

6H7 689 40 li 20.3575 5 43.809 + 2.3025 50.11
"

578 501 10 5 4.822 — 4 20.7(10 + 2.077 .37.73"
007 710 ,'!!) ,1 31.5105 + (i 10.105 + 3)15 45.05

2 (no. L8. 468 475 10 10 44.041 HI 13.517 + 0. 15 87.11
'

5',7 5(1!) 40 6 20.3575 — 5 3,1 0215 0.135 87.20
"

lil)7 710 89 51 84.5*05 + 22.1385 ,

—

II. 1!) 12 IS
2 mo. 28. Ml) 55') 89 51) 17.118 + 44.928 + .787 42 83"

75S 757 .3!) 50 7.521 + 4 37.308 4.882 10.111

2 mo. 27. 680 550 .'!!) 59 57.031 + 41.20 + 3.1 44.88
8 mo. s. 812 822 3!) 51 18.609 + 6 28.125 2.017 44.69
8 mo. 18. 77!) 812 10 20.30!) + 3.357 + Ll.496 41.27

"
77!) 884 89 58 53.75!) + 6 35.27(1 + 1 1 .025 40.00

"
77!) 859 89 68 43.715 + 3 47.881 + 7.718 8S. SI

3 mo. H. 812 822 89 .,1 III. Ill,, 21.000 1 18.20

The mean of these 70 results gives the latitude of the Observatory

40° 0' 40.085.

Assuming them nil to be of equal weight, the probable error of a single

Observation is 1.700" and of the final result .191".

Note,—The value of flu; longitude of the Observatory, standing on our
books, but obtained, we do not know how, Is 6m. 59.8 see Bast of Washington,
"'the time of the Transit of Venus, Washington time was telegraphed to our
railroad station, distant one-half mile from the Observatory and compared with
our local time. The mean of tliroo days' comparisons gave a difference of
«m. 89.6 sec.

On a Grinoid with Movable Spines. By Henry 8. Williams.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, April SO, 1SSS. )

Among the rarer forms of tin' second fauna of the upper Devonian, at
^e base of the Chemung group, Ithaca, N. Y., is a Crinoid with some
interesting features.

In its general characters it agrees with the family Platycrinidai of Reenter,
no. falls under the section Ilexacrinites as defined by Wachsniuth and

Springer in Revision of the Paleeocrlnoidea, Pt. II, p. 50.

I'tOO. AMKEt. I'll I l.OS. SOC. XXT. 114. K. PRINTED .TUNIS 23, 1883.
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It differs from the genus Jlexacrinus Austin, as generally understood, in

possessing a well defined third primary radial similar in size to the second,

and from which the free arms ahruptly diverge.

In respect of one character it differs fundamentally from all the known

representations of the genus, section or family; and, in fact, from all

hitherto described Crinoids, in the possession of slender, acicular spines

which were free from the plates, and were evidently articulated by some

means upon elevated pitted tubercles on the surface of the plates of the

calyx, vault and free arms.

We find so-called spines on a few Crinoids, on the plates of the vault in

the genera Dorycrinus and Amphoraooorinus, and upon the calyx plates

of Ithodocrinus and other genera.

In all those cases, however, the "spines " or tubercles consist merely of

thorn-like expansions of the plates, arid, so far as I can learn, there is no

recorded evidence of the occurrence upon any true Crinoid, of free spines

articulated to the plates as in the Echinoids.

In the absence of the spines themselves, the low rounded tubercles,

pitted at the apex, suggest resemblance to the mamelon of the Echinoids,

but in the specimens herein described, the spines as well as the tubercles

are represented.

Other specimens have been examined in which the pitted tubercles

alone are seen : the spines have been found in only a single locality, but

there upon several individuals.

These specimens, like most of the fossils of the fine sandy shales of the

upper Devonian, are in the condition of hollow impressions preserving

scarcely a particle of the original substance of fhe test, but the impressions

are beautifully perfect, showing the finest details of surface marking and

configuration. On the impressions of some of the slender spines, fine

longitudinal stria;, invisible to the naked eye, are distinctly seen with a.

good lens.

Palaeontologists accustomed to throw aside these hollow impressions of

fossils in the Chemung rocks, as poor and worthless specimens, will be

surprised at the perfection in which all the surface details, external and in-

ternal are preserved.

Many minute characters are visible in such specimens that are rarely seen

in so called perfect specimens from limestone rocks, where the immediate

surface is very generally removed in taking the fossil from the matrix.

In the present case the specimens break along the cavities from which

the test has been dissolved, the inner and outer surfaces of the plates both

appearing, and the spines in place. That they were true spines, and not

prolongations of the plate surface is evidenced by the fact that the spines,

though in place, like bristles radiating from the surface, arc in no case en-

tirely continuous with the impressions left by the removal of the plate
;

there is always a thin film of matrix separating the base of the spine from

the apex of the tubercles, to which in several cases they are closely ap-

proximate.
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When the spines are preserved in relation to the vault, although the
specimen was crushed and thrown out of normal shape, the va«lt plates
and their spines were held together during the process of fossilization.

The evidence is such as to suggest that the spines were united to the
plates by a, tough ligamentous attachment which withstood decomposition
long after the fossil was buried.

The calyx plates were thin and frequently occur detached, but the basal
Plates were thickened toward the center of tho disk where they joined the
column, and were generally preserved together, though separate from the
»st of the calyx.

In studying this genus, I have examined several specimens which agree
with the typical form in the general Character of the plates and the arms in
One case, and possess the pitted tubercles on the surface.

The most important among these is the original specimen of a figure is-

sued by the New York State Museum with the name Platycrinus? puncto-
hraohiatus.

The original is in the Museum of Cornell University. The name was
Proposed by Prof. Hall, but, as he informs me, the species was never de-
scribed. This, with several other undescribed species, was photographed
and the plate was privately distributed abut 1872, with names attached,
out Willi no descriptions. The arms, the shape of calyx, and tho plates
that were preserved, correspond in general with the A. Ithacensis, but the
tubercles on the calyx plates are finer, more numerous, and the pitting
vory indistinct, and the basal plates are relatively larger than in the typi-
cal specimens of that species. Hence we are led to believe that the Ham-
"ton species is distinct from the Chemung specimens, and even if it were
properly described and published, it is probably safe to regard it as a
distinct species. Although the specimen shows no traces of the free
spines, the nature of the tubercles leave little doubt of a generic identity
with Arthroaeantha Ithacensis, and the Hamilton form may he called Ar-
throaeantha punctobrachiata.
in the Museum of Cornell University are two specimens, each a portion

Of the basal disc, which appear to be identical with A. punctobrachiatus.
One is marked Moscow shale, locality not designated ; the other is marked

Hamilton, Period, Delphi, M. T., and is on a soft dark shale with specimens
of Pholidops.

Another specimen, generically identical, but too imperfect for specific
determination, is in the collection of Prof. S. G-. Williams, from the Hamil-
ton group at Ensinore Glen, Owasco lake, N. Y.

yr. Charles Wachsmuth of Burlington, Iowa, informs me of having ex-
amined specimens of apparently the same species, said to have come from
Hamilton group, Ontario, Canada.
A single calyx plate from High-point, Ontario Co., N". Y., has large,

'Oarse tubercles, and the plate is evidently from a much larger specimen
than any seen at Ithaca,
t]nct species.

in the Hamilton group, it is probably a dis-
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A few detached calyx plates with similar surface markings, but propor-

tionately^onger and narrower than those of A. Ithacensis, were found in

another exposure of the rocks near Ithaca.

Tiie tubercles were few and scattered, this may represent another spe-

cies. The generic characters of this new typo of Crinoid may be defined

as follows :

Artli/roaeantha, nov. gen.

(Prom 'dpdpov, articulation and 'dxavda spine.) Calyx obconical or

broadly cup-shaped ; height about equal to the breadth. Basal disc broad,

shallow, hexagonal, composed of three subequal plates.

Following the basal disc are wiv" large subequal plates, five of which are

primary radials, and the sixth is the anal.

The first radials are slightly higher than broad with gently diverging

sides, the upper margin excavated by a deep covered notch occupying

about one third the total width of the upper edge.

In this notch lie the second radials, small and short plates which arch

outward and continue upward the rounded carinalion that begins on the

upper part of the first radial.

The third radial is triangular, smaller than the second and supports the

first plates of tin; free arms which start out from the radial at a broad angle.

The arms arc" ten, and, in the typical species are several times as long as

the height of the calyx, and bifurcate at least twice, and broadly diverge

at each branching.

They are composed of plates which are narrowly wedge shaped at the

base of the arm, the first two or three reach across the breadth of the arm,

but seriatim they become shorter, the wedge points more blunt, and the

outer portion of the margin more nearly parallel, and for the main part

of the arm the plates interlock along the median line, forming a, zigzag su-

ture, the points of the plates from each side reaching less than two-thirds

across the surface of the arm.

Bach arm plate bears a, slender pinnule of five or more joints.

The anals are a little narrower than the first radials, and have less

diverging sides.'

The vault is composed of numerous small plates, and was probably low

and arching.

The surface of the calyx plates is beset with low scattered, rounded tu-

bercles, pitted at the apex.

The same tubercles are seen on the plates of the vault, a single tubercle

for each plate.

Upon the vault there are five narrow spaces, without tubercles, radiating

from the center; they consist of two rows of interlocking plates which

were probably thinner than the spine-bearing plates ; all the intervening

plates have tubercles.

Along the upper rim of the calyx is a row of small plates which lack

the tubercles ; also, the tubercles are wanting on the second and third
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radial plates. The arm plates pretty generally have a small tubercle for

each plate, but there is an occasional exception.

Prom these tubercles proceed slender, acicular spines, bristling outward

from the calyx and arms, and upward from the vault.

These spines were evidently movable, and articulated by ? ligaments or

t muscle upon the pitted tubercles. The spines are also pitted at their

bases.

The typical species, A. Bhacensis, is from the base of the Chemung
group at [thaca, N. Y., from a line, sandy shale, containing Spirifera me-

sooostalis, Productella speaiosa, Strophodonta mucronata, and other Che-

mung fossils, and the specimens are in the museum of Cornell University.

Arthroacanlha Ithaeensis, n. s.

This name is proposed for the typical species upon which the genus

Arthroacantha is founded, and the imperfection of the material and the

actual variation among the lew specimens seen create considerable doubt
as to what may be the permanent characters which distinguish the typical

form from other representatives of the genus. I will give therefore a par-

ticular account of the size and proportions of the parts of Hie typical speci-

mens, and remark upon the variations observed.

The general shape and features are described in the generic diagnosis.

'fhe typical species has the following dimensions:
MM.

Calyx, height 9.5

breadth 13.5

Arms, thickness at base 1.4

estimated length 45.0

Stem, thickness at junction with calyx 1.9

Basal, radius from center of disc to base of lsti

radial i

1st radial, height 4.5

2d and lid radials together 1.1

1st radial, width at base 5.0

" " top 7.0

Tubercles, diameter about 0.(5

number on one basal plate 18-18

" " one 1st radial 21

Spines, length of longest 12.8

diameter at base 0.4

The arms have ten to fifteen joints before they bifurcate. The calyx

plates are marked on the inside by several distinct lines parallel with each

other and with the outline of the plate, arranged concentrically like lines

of growth. This feature is not scon on the specimens from the Hamilton

group.

There is considerable difference in size among the several specimens

from the typical locality, though the majority of specimens are about the
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dimensions given above. A. large basal disk is seen with a radius of 12.2

mm., but with proportions of the other specimens.

Although the specimens show more or less distortion from presure, it

is evident that the basal disk formed a low shallow cup, the depth of

which was about one-quarter the diameter.

The length of spines vary for the same individual. Those within the

protection of the arms, from the vault plates, are more frequently pre-

served, and are longer than representatives of calyx spines seen on these

specimens, but one calyx spine is thicker than any vault spine, and is

broken off; judging from Ihis and the larger size of the tubercles, if is

probable that the calyx spines were fully as long and strong as those on

the vault. The spines are all very straight, slender, aoicular, tapering

evenly to a sharp point, and are finely longitudinally striate on the sur-

face.

The number of the tubercles to each plate varies somewhat, and, com-
paring specimens of different size, it seems probable that their disl rilmtion

was uniform, and that the number Increased with the size of the specimen.

This species differs from the Arih. punetobraehiata of the Hamilton

group in the more distinct and less numerous tubercles on I he surface of

the calyx plates ; the smaller size of the tubercles leads to the inference

that the spines were smaller in the Hamilton form ; the calyx plates were;

apparently thicker in the Chemung species, and the second and third

radial of the specimen Arih. punetobraehiata are higher than those of

Arth. Ithaeensis.

In all these comparisons normal variation (of which we are ignorant),

the effects of different habitat upon relative development of parts, and the

distortion Incident to fossllization, and the very limited and imperfect nature

of the material, lead us to speak with diffidence both as to specific charac-

ter and as to specific limits.

The character of movable spines, were it not so anomalous for the whole
order, might be regarded as of only specific value; on the oilier hand,

from a theoretical point of view it would not be unreasonable to establish

a distinct family for Orinoids possessing this Echinold character.

I have taken the view that for practical purposes the generic distinction

of this from closely related genera is the best that can be done with the

present material.

The character of a, vault composed of two sets of plates arranged in ton

radiating and alternate series is suggestive, anil calls lor further investiga-

tion.

[ have discovered on one of the specimens—somewhat crushed, but ex-

hibiting the main part of the vaultand spines in place—five radiating rows
of plates upon which there are no tubercles, in crushing, the folding has

taken place along the line of these rays, from which it is inferred that

these plates were thinner than the spine-bearing plates which fill the

spaces between them. These smooth plates Seem to consist of two rows
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IT. 8. Williams Del.

Plate Illustrating Ajithboaoantha Ithacensis, not. gen. et bf.
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of interlocking plates radiating from near tlie center to the circumference
of the vault.

This observation persuades me that it is not improbable that the original

plates of Lepidocentrus eifelianus, described and figured by Johannes
Miiller, from the Eifel limestone of Rommersheim, which were detached

plates associated with spines similar in nature to those just described and
borne upon similar tubercles, were plates from the vault of a true Crinoid

like Arthroacantha.

We have here a possible clue to a relationship between true Crinoids

and Perischcecliinidoc, which is worth following up by any paleontologist

who may have good specimens of these rare forms of Echinodermata.

EXPLANATION OP PLATE.

Arthroacantha Ithacensis, nov. gen. et sp.

Pig. 1.—Calyx and part of arms, allowing spines arising from plates of

calyx, vault and arms.

Pig. 2.—Diagram of the elements of the calyx.

Pig. 8.—Enlarged view of part of the vault with spines attached.

Pig. 4—Enlarged tubercle (b) and base! of a spine (a), showing pit In top

of former and in base of latter.

Pig. 5.—Spine about three times natural size.

Pig. 6.—Arm plates, (a) A few joints of arm ; external view, showing
tubercles and jointed pinnules. (b) Section of same,

Pig. 7.—Section of the stem at a distance from the calyx.

Fig. 8.—Lower termination of stem. All enlarged except Pig. 1.

The, Role of Parasitic Protophytes. Are they the Primary, or the Secondary

Cause of Zymotic Diseases f By W. N. Lockington.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, April 6, 1SSS. )

Parasitic unicellular organisms or microbes, usually considered to belong

to tin! vegetable kingdom, are found, in some form or other, in the Interior

of the higher animals, both, when In their normal state of health, and when,
suffering from disease.

Certain rod-like Conns have received the generic name of Bacillus,:

spherical globules that of Micrococcus, while other shapes have been en-

titled Vibrio, Bacterium, and Oladothrix. The idea of those who gave
these titles was evidently that each of these forms is actually distinct under
existing circumstances.

Nomenclature has even proceeded farther than this, since such binomials

as Bacillus a/dhracis exist.
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During the last few years the microscope has been largely employed in

the investigation of diseased tissues, especially in cases of those diseases

called "zymotic;" and the result of this examination has heen to show
that certain specific forms of disease are invariably accompanied by what
appear to be specific types of microbes—or at any rite by types that are

constant in their relation to the disorder they accompany.

In this way Pasteur has made us acquainted with the parasite which ac-

companies anthrax, eharbon, or malignant pustule, and with some others,

Laveran has described and figured that of malaria, and Koch has shown
that consumption lias also its parasitic companion.

So generally have special forms been found associated with special dis-

eases, and so invariahly have these special forms been found to increase in

number of individuals as the disease with which they are associated lias

increased in severity, that a large proportion of scientific and medical men
have arrived at the conclusions that every inflammatory disease (if not

every disease) has its specific parasite ; and that the parasite is the cause of

the disease.

This explanation certainly lies upon the face of the facts, but a little

consideration will show that neither the specific nature of the parasite, nor

its direct causation of the disease, are proved by any series of observations

yet on record.

Observations upon the higher animals have conclusively proved that

they are subject to considerable changes caused by their environment.

Within the limits of a, single so-called species occur so many variations

that the definition of a species lias become difficult. Besides those varia-

tions due to sex and to age; individual, racial, and varietal differences

occur, to such an extent as to render the systematic arrangement of living

forms a most bewildering task, and one respecting which no two biologists

agree.

These variations right and left of the average; of a species are admitted

on all hands to bo produced by natural forces, organic and inorganic, by

gravity, heat, cold, moisture or drouth, plenty or lack of food, confine-

ment or freedom, cultivation (which is an environment of man's making)
or heredity, which is the effect of the continued environment of ancestors.

No man can look dispassionately at bis own physical and mental condi-

tion without acknowledging that, leaving heredity aside, he is what he is

on account of what he has experienced.

The changes of cell- structure which take place in the arm of a man who
abandons the yard measure Cor the blacksmith's hammer would, could

they Ik; examined with the microscope in the same way that we can watch

the changes of an amoeba, bo seen to be a thousand-fold greater and more

complicated than those of that rhizopod.

As instances of what a change of environment can do in creatures built

11 !» of many thousand cells, each cell as complex as is the entirety of the

Parasitic, organisms we are inquiring into, the following will sullice : The

rrtoc. ambr. rniLOS. soc. xxi. 114. i,. rruNTED aujstia 22, 1883.
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same species of trout attains a larger size in large rivers than in small

streams ; anadromous salmon of a large species have, when by accident con-

fined within a small fresh water lake, in a few years so altered, becoming

sexually mature when quite small, that a naturalist who did not know the

cause might take them for a new species ; fishes confined within a space so

narrow that normal growth was impossible, yet supplied with food, have

grown to fit the space ; the clear silvery tints and graceful forms of salmon

when in the sea are so unlike the muddy colors and misshapen outlines

presented by the same individuals after ascent of a river that observers

have founded on them many false species ; and the larva of the conger

eel becomes at times converted into a transparent, colorless pelagic fish

that has received the name of Leptoaephal us Morrisii.

Is it not reasonable to suppose that the outline of a plastic atom of pro-

toplasm, bounded only by a delicate pellicle, is more readily amenable to

the Influences surrounding it than that of the million-celled creatures

which are known to change so greatly?

The vegetable kingdom offers examples of variation as striking as those

of the animal,

It is as hard to find two loaves of the same plant exactly alike as it is to

find two Dromios. The stem-leaves and root-leaves of the same herba-

ceous plan!, differ more from each other than from the corresponding

leaves of a, kindred species. In some trees, as the ivy and the mulberry,

the play of form is so great, Unit one unacquainted with the facts would

certainly believe that forms gathered from the same stem belonged to dif-

ferent species. Each leaf, as truly as each human being, has its own par-

ticular environment, its share of light, licit, nutrition, etc., and these

work changes in its form.

The change effected by the, environment upon a plant goes further than

form, size, or color, and extends to the nature of its secretions, so that,

plants which, when grown under certain conditions, arc good food for man
and beast, become toxic under other conditions. This is true of many of

our garden vegetables; and, to come nearer to our microscopic organisms,

it is true of certain many-colled fungi, such as the common agaric of the

meadows.

In the latter case the fungus is on all hands allowed to be the same, yet

while one specimen it innocuous, another is toxic.

Would it be very remarkable if it, should be proved that an innocent

one-celled microbe, surrounded with diseased and poisonous pabulum,

should, if able to resist the influences around it without perishing, become
poisonous itself?

Against, the usual form of the germ theory, with Its specific germs In-

ducing specific diseases, it is allowable to put forth the following :

The microbes that swarm within the body of the victim of a zymotic disease,

are either the lineal descendants of those which inhabited the same body when

in health, or are the lineal descendants of those which once dwelt in, some other
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body when in health ; and, if poisonous in their nature, have been, so rendered

by the poisonous nature of the secretions around them.

Organisms placed in the midst of matter that lias undergone a chemioal

change, and accustomed to feed upon the products of disease, are likely

to introduce that disease if themselves introduced into a previously healthy

body.

Their substance is permeated with the diseased secretions, their surface

is covered with them. They have fed upon abnormal products, therefore

they excrete abnormal products, and, if placed within a healthy animal,

are apt to Start within it the same unhealthy metabolism to which they

are acclimated.

Even if the parasitic germs have not themselves yet become toxic, it is

a physical impossibility to introduce them unaccompanied by the virus

that surrounds and permeates them.

Yet the primary cause of the disease is an abnormal change in the pro-

cesses of life, affecting first the animal, and afterwards the parasite.

All analogy is, as lias been shown, in favor of this view, and no obser-

vations yet made have weakened, still loss disproved, analogies in har-

mony with evolutional facts.

Many well-known medical men, notably Dr. Lionel Beale, and Dr.

Benjamin Richardson, refuse to believe in the potency of mysterious

specific germs peopling air, water and soil, and ready at any moment to

•uiter upon a work of wholesale destruction, and recently Dr. Formad, of

this city, has announced his adherence to the older and more rational

view, at least in the case of consumption.

We need no microscope, and no doctor, to assure us that germs arc. not

the primary cause of most of the ills that flesh is heir to. lie would be a

bold man who would dare attribute the evils following excessive indul-

gence of any kind to the presence of parasites; the catarrh that follows

facing a rough north-easter, or "cooling oil" in a draught can scarcely

be due to germs ; nor can the pneumonia that succeeds a thorough wetting

and chilling; the rheumatism Of the muscular man who has habitually

exposed himself to cold and damp; or the headache that punishes Intel-

lectual excess, be sot down as caused by microbes,

Yet these disorders are accompanied with more or less of that inequality

of the bodily processes, that undue activity in one spot, and stagnation in

another, which constitutes inflammation; and there is little doubt that,

were a microscopic examination made, it would be found that microbes

were present, probably in larger numbers than usual in a state of health.

Between these ordinary ailments and epidemic diseases there is no

Provable distinction in kind. Tin: products of disease, whether particles

of the diseased organism, or parasites become diseased by a residence In

that organism, arc. dangerous to the health of others, and the danger in-

creases in proportion to the virulence of the disease.

Diseases are processes of dissolution, and dissolution must occur, sooner

°'' later, as the complement of individual evolution.
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The role of microscopic parasites is probably similar to that of the more-

tangible imnim and other worms that live as commensals within the body,

devouring the nutriment intended for it ; or, at the very worst, they are

feeders upon the secretions of their host. In either case, they are fed at

his expense. To one in thorough health they do little harm, but become

a burden to those of weaker powers, and may become, in those attacked

with a grave disorder, so diseased themselves that they may act as car-

riers of the disease to previously healthy bodies.

The power possessed by these parasites, taken from the victim of an

infectious disease, of producing descendants which, for several generations,

are capable of reproducing that disease, is often pointed to as a proof both

of the specific nature of the parasite, and of its potency as the primary

cause of the disease.

Yet these facts, when looked al properly, tend to prove the reverse.

The presumably toxic microbes, removed from their accustomed pabu-

lum, reproduce themselves, it is true, in healthy infusions, which by their

presence are rendered toxic, but at each removal to a fresh environment

some of the toxic power is lost, until at last the virus has become so at-

tenuated that it can safely be used as a, medium of inoculation (as has

been practised largely by I'asfcur upon domestic animals) reproducing

the original disease in a mild form, and thus (in sonic way not easy to

explain) ensuring the subjects treated with it against the fatal form of the

disease

.

What is this gradual enfeeblement of the toxic powers of the parasite

but Its gradual return toward its normal condition—toward the neutral

properties and probably toward the, external appearance presented by its

ancestors when they dwelt within a- healthy animal 1

Let the cultivation proceed for a sufficient number of generations, and

the reversion will be complete.

Observers, principally chemists, who have studied the microbes of dis-

ease, have figured their forms, and in some cases have registered the trans-

formations of a generation ; but much more than this is necessary to prove

their specific distinctness, or their direct connection with the disease.

If, after an examination of hundreds of individual animals, some in

health, others in every stage between health and the crisis of the disease,.

and others in the various stages of recovery, no transition form is in any
one instance noted—no microbe Intermediate in character between that of

health and that found in the disea.se ; the evidence, though still negative,

will be In favor of the ordinary germ theory, but if in only one animal

among hundreds Intermediate forms are found, that one instance will be

positive evidence in favor of the views here advocated ; since the diseased

form, when once produced, can reproduce its characters for several gen-

erations.

Microscopic examinations of the cultured organisms up to the hundredth

generation would throw some light on the subject,
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Identity between a micrococcus-form and bacillus-form lias already been

noted.

M. Miguel, who lias recently studied in a moat thorough manner the

germs found in the air, gives figures of the development of an organism

which, at one stage of its life, has all the characters of a very long bacillus,

and afterwards by segmentation into spherules of equal size, forms chaplets

of micrococci, liable to separate into small groups.

The editor of the Revue Soientiflque, that stronghold of the microbe con-

tagion theory, admits, in a late issue, that the forms found in disease are

probably varieties of habitat, and not species, yet still considers them as

the cause of the diseases they accompany.

After admitting the great variability of these simple organisms, in ac-

cordance with their habitat, is it not arguing in a circle to maintain that

varieties caused by certain conditions are themselves the primary cause

of those conditions?

On the Beversion of Series and its Application to the Solution of Numerical

Equations. By J. O. Hagen, 8. J. Prof. College of the Sacred Heart,

Prairie du Ohien, Wisconsin.

(Bead before the American Philosophical Society, April G, 18S3.)

In a treatise entitled " Die allgemeine Umkehrung gegebener Func-

tionen," which was published in 1840, Professor Schlomilch maintains, that

all the methods of reversing series, based upon the theory of Combinations,

fail in the point of practical application and that even Lagrange's formula

presents an unfavorable form of such reversions. The author then proceeds

to develop two new methods of reversing any given function, the one by

means of Fourier's series, the other by definite integrals. In a theoretical

view, Professor Sehlomilch's methods are no doubt preferable to all the

ancient ones on account of both their generality and their simplicity
;
yet

when there is question about computing the numerical values of the

coefficients of a reversed series, it should not be forgotten, that in most

cases these definite integrals, in spite of their elegant form, can not be com-

puted except by development, thus in many cases causing even greater

trouble than the old method of combinations in the case of algebraic func-

tions.

The treatise here published does not claim to furnish a new melliod, but

is intended to give the recurring formula for determining the coefficients of

the reversed series such a perspicuous form as to render its practical appli-

cation easy, and then to apply the same to the solution of numerical

equations.
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§1. Given the aeries X = 2' A
r y, to find the reversed series y =s 2' Bs X s

,

'" " 6=0
where ,i and B are unknown. Replacing y by the latter series, we obtain

or, applying Waring's formula,

i- m I

1

!
fjt

k=:a, 2 Bs X s

r = o L i o

X = 2'ArK (r) v J,B, ;-V x a
n + 1«, + 8«,+ . . . + „ «„

r = o a,r 7r(ao)T(«i)...7r(«
|ll )

^

In the formula, n(r) = 1-2-3
. . . r, according to the notation of Gauss,

and the series « , tt] . . . a^ represents all such combinations of the num-
bers 0, 1, 2, 8, ... r as satisfy the condition

a, + aj + at + . . . + «^ = r.

The last formula is an identical equation and, according to the theorem
of Indeterminate Coefficients, may be resolved into the following con-
ditions :

1. Case. oa + 1«, + 2„ 2 + . . . + ,L ^ — 0.

This equation admits of the following combinations :

",, "i a, «a r

1 1

2 2

hence we have the condition

1- Ml T! r

r = o T(r)
or

(1)

r rn

2' A
r
B ' = 0.

r — o

Though this equation is of the with degree with regard to B
, yet for

the reversion of series, but one of its roots is fit, because there "is but one
way of developing y into a aeries of ascending powers of X. and indeed we
find that B is to satisfy still another condition.

Putting y = o we have X = A , hence

2 Bs A„s :0.

= 0.In the special case A = we have B :

2. Case. 0„ + l a, + 3«a + . . . + ,, ^ = 1.

This case admits of the following combinations :

«0 «t «2 «.'! «4 r

I 1

1 1 2

2 1 3
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Eence we have the second condition

r m T) T!

. 3. (7as«. 0«„ + l«i + 2«2 + • • + /* <V
:

This equation admits of the combinations :

|
Hagen.

(3)

«0 «l «2 «8 a.,

l I

1 l 3

2 i 3

a<, «i «2 «3 «4 r

3 2

1 3 S

3 3 4

Hence the third condition is

*w^air+«-i^y=°-
.?.. Ca*«. 0« + lai + 2« 2 + • . + // «^ =

The combinations of this case are the following :

a «! o-
2 a, «< »,

i) 1

i o o i o o

2 10

tif. a. a., a..

8 etc. 3

1 8 4

2 3 5

Hence the fourth condition

'" r a.'-1 B. . B r-a BiB 2r Bp^-1 Br ,
B„-» B,B, ^ B,»- B,' "I _

' A
'
n(r) L^IRi) i?M) ^0) 41) *(r-8) *(8)J

- U W
5. Case. .0« + lai + 2«2 + . . + /u aM = 4.

Here we have the following possible combinations :

«0 <h a
2 «., «4 Oj r

1 1

1 1 3

3 1 8

«o «i «
2

fl„ r

1 1 2

1 1 1 3

3 1 1 4

2

1 2

3 2

1

1

1

«, a, a2 r

4 1

14 .

r
)

2 4 6

«0 «I «2 aa r

2 2

1 3 3

2 3 4

Hence the fifth condition :
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(5)

and so on.

Note,.—The lower limit, of r may bo put = 0, because all those terms in

which ti contains a negative argument, are zero.

§2. The equations (!) to (5) may bo transformed in the following way.

We put for brevity's sake

Z, = i
""(J)

A
r B '-« = A8 + . . .

,

(C)

where

r (r—1) (r—2) . . . (r—d + 1)

C,) =F 2 . 3 8

according to the notation of EaUr.* For numerical computations wc
then obtain from (0)

2', = A, + 2 A, B + 8 A„ B,» + 4 A, iy + . . .

2'
2
= Aa + 8 A

:1
Ii„ + 8 A, B a + . . .

Z, - A, + 4 A4 B + . . .

1\ = A 4 + . . .

(7)

Thus the conditions (1) to (5) present themselves in the more perspicu-

ous forms

2. = 1

B, 2', = 1

B
2 2\ + I?,

2 2'
2
= I

(8)

B8
2', + 2 B, B, 22 -I- B,» 2'

:
, =

B4 1\ + 2 (B, B, + J B2
a
)

2'
2 + 3 B,» B

5 2',, + B/ 24
=0.

Tlie law of those series being evidenced from inspection, we deduce the

next following conditions :

B, 2V + 2 (B, B4 + B
2
B

8)
2', + 8 (B,« B, + B./ B

t)
2'

; , + 4 iy B
s 24 +

B
L

6 2'
6
=

B, 2, + ;r(3) (B.B, + B, B4 + J^/W + *(3) (BAB, + % V,l+ "A
• 1Z\£)/ 7T(2) w(o)/

x - + *KI£ b
» + ~;i ';Q -

+

5 * n
>
-• + *• * = °-

and in the general form

B^ 2\ + 7r(2)(B, B„_i + . . .)
2'

2 + -(3)(B, . . . .) 2', + . . . + IV 2>=0,
oacli term with the sign 2'„ having the factor »(„) and each B' having the
denominator jr(«r). The factors of Sv are always v in number, and the sum
of their indices /i.

There is no difficulty in solving the equations (8), except the first,

* Acta Petropolltana, V. 1, p, 89. Though hla notation Is not much used In
American text-books, it is found very handy In operating on serloa.
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which is of the mth degree and will be considered presently.

equations give the following solutions :

1

The other

Bi =: + y
—l

B
2
= — l

V 8
z,

B
8
= - +

1

y r> (
2

I'-, — 1

v? (
B

v y v i v 2

— 1 —2 —3 T *1 -V), etc.

The formulas show, first, that In general we shall have.

(9)

oo, and

secondly, that the series of the coefficients B decreases the faster the

larger ±\ is. For the quotient B ,

x
-s- B^ is of the same order as 1 -+- 1\.

Hence a few terms will suffice to compute ?/ as often as the coefficient A,

is largo in comparison to the followin;>; coefficients.

Now as to the condition
r in

B„ B '

0,

it is evident that its exact solution is impossible as often as m >4, except

in one case, viz.: when A = 0, in which we have also B = 0. The

approximate solution of the above equation by development will be ex-

plained in Part II.

§3. In the special case A = we have B = 0, because X and y are

zero at the same time. Consequently we have 2'
s

(8) may be written in the form

B„ = A„ =
B

x
A, = 1

B
2 A, + B,' As

=
1!., A.

L + 2 B, B
a
A2 + B> A

3
=

IS,, A, + 2 (B, B„ + i B 2

2
) A2 + 3 B,2 B, A, + B* A4 =

B
B A, + 2 (IS, Bt + B, B9)

A
2 + 3 (Bj' B

a + B„» Bx ) A3 +
4 I?!

3 B 2
B

4 + Bf A5 =
their solutions being

1

Aj and the formulas

(8')

etc

B, = +
B

2

B,

B
4
=

A,
I

1

A.,,

+ , . (3A/-A.A,)
(0')

Ax6

1
(5 A 2

S — 5 A! A, A3 -|- Aj2 A4 ), etc.

§4. When

X— A,

Pakt II.

A is not zero, the given series may be written in the form

(10)
r — m= 2'Ar y'

r = 1

FB00. AMKU. PHILOS 800, XXI. 114. M. PRINTED .TUNE 33, 1883.
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Here we have exactly the case of £3 and the formulas ('.)') will at once

give the coefficients of the series

5 =
§5. "When it is required to have y developed into a series of ascending

powers of X itself, we may proceed in the following way. Lot the given

series be written in two different ways,
r = m r = m

X = 2' A
r y

r and X — A„ = 2 A r y',

r = o i- I

and consequently also the reversed series

y=v5
8 X s andy==2; U8 (X-A )«. (11)

t o 8 o

The values of the O are given by the formulas (0'), provided that we

write G instead of B, as has been explained in §4, while the coefficients B
are still unknown. Developing (X — A„)« by the Newtonian formula,

we get

(X - A )« = (- 1)8 2 (- 1)* (f) A «-A X*;
A = o v//

and equating the two series (11), we obtain

IB«X 8 = 2' (— 1)* X A 2 (— 1)« Cs (°) A «-a
;

{=0 A = J— ^^
and finally by the theorem of Indeterminate Coefficients,

Ba = (- 1)1T(-1)« (f)
Cs A„«-A (12)

8 -A V/l/

This formula may be transformed, by changing the index ,J = A + r,

thus :

Ba = (— 1)* 2' (— i) A + '

•CT">A + r A r
, (12')

where instead of ( ~t
J
we may write y r J.

The convergence of

the series (12) will depend upon the coefficients C and must be examined

in each special case ; in general we can state that it always converges,

when we have

lim Cs -|-
, _1_

a — oo ( ,',s ^ —
A„

Example.—Let it bo required to reverse the series

X = 1 + 1 y + i y
2 + i J> +

Here is As = y (<J > 0) and A = 1, hence we obtain from (9'), writing

O instead of B,

1

C =0, C
:
— 1, C

2
— —r^, B

— + _riv C - _,AV etc.,

and in general (except C )

1

ff(8)'

1
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(— l )* + r+l

ffW + r) '

This value substituted in (12') gives for A > 1

r + oo
J (—!)* + * r

~v JL.

7r(<J)

B»=(-l) 1 -H vQ +r)
r + o

<;+r) «w Jt(r)

(—1)A + 1

x e,

r — oo 1

e;

and for A = 0, since C = 0,

r-oo 1

B.—-*
( ,,
= 1

i- i

where = 2.718281828 + is the base of, the Nepierian system of loga-

rithms.

Substituting these values into the first of the formulas (11) we obtain

\ = oo * — w /_ i\\ + i

a=o \"1 ~W
Consequently the given series

ir V 2 V s v4 r = °° vr

X = l + f + -L+J- + -5- + . .. = !+£ X-

is reversed in the following way :

X 4

V T ^ 1.2 1.2.3
T

1.2.3.

4

•)

r = oo Y'
=l_e v (- 1)- w

This last formula may be tested in the following way. The given series

requires that we have at the same time )£ = I and y = 0, consequently

the reversed series requires the identity

1 —
1.8

+
1.8.8 1.8.8.4 T e '

which may be verified without difficulty.

Part III.

The equations (10) and (10') imply 1he approximate solution of algebraic

equations. Putting A = and assuming for X any constant quantity,

say a, we may write these equations in the following way :

r = m B i>

a = 1' A
r y

r
, solution, y =» 2 15s a« (13)

r=l 8—0
The coefficients B are determined by the equations (8) and (9). We do

not say (8') and (9'). because the condition B = is not by necessity

fulfilled in this case, although we have A = 0. While in §1 we have

stated that the reversion of the series admits of but one root of the equa-

tion (1), since there is but one way of developing y into a series of

ascending powers of X, we now have to say, that all the in roots of
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the equation (I) are to be considered, since our equation (13) of the rath

degree admits of to solutions. And indeed, equation (13) being no more

an identity, we cannot say, as we did in §3, that a and y will be zero at the

same time.

Consequently the condition (1) is be taken in its full extent and, since

A =s 0, may be written this way :

i- m
2' Ar B/ = (14)

r i

This equation is at once resolved into tbe following two :

B - and
' | A

r
l!„r-i = 0, (14')

r I

thus showing that the solution of the equation of the mth degree is made, de-

pendent on the solution of an equation of the (ro — T)th degree, as lias been

remarked also by Prof. Schlomilch on page 26 of his article referred to.

For each root B the formulas (7) and (8) will furnish a different set of co-

efficients Bj I5 2 . . . . and consequently a different value of y, and the for-

mulas (9') give at once the value of y for the root B„ sa :

7-+ x,
a - ip A* n2 + if

(2 Aa° ~ Ai Aa) a,::

a','
(5 A

>
8~

B A, A 2 A, + A^ A.
t) a* + . . . . (IB)

As we have already noted in §2, this method is applicable; especially

to such series in which the first coefficient Ax
is large in comparison

to the following ones.

First example.—Let the given equation lie

'

y
2 + 10 y + 1 = 0.

Here we have A2
= 1, A! = 10, a = — 1, and from (14') we get the

two conditions l!
(l

1

7i =

and B„ =.— 10. By the first we obtain from (15>

. . . = — .1010205 ....
1 %__ B

10 "
'

108 106 " W
By the second condition B =b — 10, we compute from (7)

^ = -10, v, = l, 2', = 0, etc.;

and by means of these values from (8) or (9)

B 2
:

10 '
2 10

and finally we have from (13)

y, =-io + 4* - 4 +

B„ = 16T'
B- 10'

j-> etc.

;

+ . . . = — 9.8089795.
10 10s

' 108 10'

A proof of this calculation is found In that y, + y 2
is equal to the nega-

tive cofflcient of y.

Second example.—Let it be required to solve the equation of the fourth

degree

y
4 — 4 y

3 —25 y
2 + 100 y + 1 s= 0.

Here we have A
4
= 1, A_

3
ss — 4, Aa

= — 25, A x
= 100, a = — 1.

The equations (14) are now
B ss and B ;

' — 4 B 2 — 25 B + 100 sa 0.

HHb^H
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The latter admits of being resolved in the following way :

and thus we obtain for B the following numerical values 0,

1. By the first wo obtain from (15)

_1_ ,
85

-5, -f-4, +5.

100

I(i50 118125

iod»
+

loo'100"

= _. 009, 975, 163, 8 . . .

2. By the second we compute from (7)

v- = _ 450, v = + 185, 2'
3
= - 24, 2, = 1, £,

and consequently from (8) or (9)

1 „ . 185 „ 57050
. , etc.,

0, etc.,

B, = -
and Anally from (13)

450>
B

' = +

+

450'' :

185

B, = -

450s ;

Jt — f> + 450 i 450 :

= __ 4.997,775,744,5

57650
~"

430s +

3. In the third case B = + 4 wo find from (7)

2; = — 36, 2', = + 23, 2; = + 12, 2', = 1, 2'
6
= o, etc.

and from (9)

1 „ 23 „ 1490 „ 80707
B,=

86
, Ba 86 a

B8= -

3(!5
B 4
=

367
etc.

hence from (13)

y3 = 4 + TOT +
23 1490 80707

30 "T" 36 :l + W "'"
367 + • • •

= 4.028,296,8. . . .

4. In the fourth case B =s + S we have from (7)

1\ = + 50, 2; = + 65, 2; = + 16, 2'
4
= 1, 2' = 0, etc.,

and from (9)

1 „ 65 „ 7650 „ 1115025
B,

-

B
* — — w 1!;

' ffl '

B
*— "(jot™ otc -;

y* = 5 - ™30

consequently :

85 _ 7650 _ 1115685

50s 506 50? ~ ' "
=5 + 4.979,458,9. . .

A proof of the work is found in the sum of the four roots,

y, = — 0.009,975,103,8

y2
= — 4.997,775,744,5

ya
= + 4.028,290,8

y4
= + 4.979,453,9

+ 4.000,000,

inclusive of the sixth decimal place being equal to the negative coefficient

ofy».
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On the Conversion of Chlorine into Hydrochloric Acid, as observed in the

Deposition of Oold from its Solutions by Charcoal. By Wm. Morris

Dams.

(Bead before the American Philosophical Society, April 6, 1S83. )

The simple fact of such conversion, while of interest in a chemical point

of view, would not justify me in occupying the time of this meeting in dis-

cussing it.

But in its technical application to the cheap and effective deposition of

gold from its solution, both from the novelty and usefulness of the method

it is deemed worthy of your attention.

Preliminary to the description of the process, and necessary to an appre

ciation of its value in a technical sense, the following facts have an im-

portant bearing.

It has been estimated that only about one-tenth of the gold of our coun-

try exists in an uncombined state (as free nulling ores), or as dust and

grains of gold in river sands, or placer washings; such gold is largely

obtained by amalgamation processes.

The remaining nine-tenths is found in veins of the older geologic period,

and is held in combination by sulphides, arsenides and tellurides ; to these

ores the process of amalgamation with mercury lias been found inapplica-

ble ; hence they are generally known as refractory ores.

Two methods have been adopted for Working these refractory ores, viz.:

Smelling or fusion with lead, and chlorination ; that is by first reducing the

combined sulphides, &c, to oxides, and then dissolving the gold by means

of chlorine.

The process of smelting is applicable to refractory ores only, when they

carry a high value in gold, because of the high cost attending the method.

Crooks and Rohrig's "Metallurgy" teaches that " ores containing combined

gold to the amount at $20 per ton cannot be profitably fused with lead;,

even could they be raised without mining cost." As a rule in this coun-

try this process is not applied on ores below the value of $40 per Ion.

By chlorination, ores carrying $20 per ton, can be profitably worked,

mining costs included.

Without entering into the question of chlorination, it may be remarked

that various methods have been devised whereby the solvent powers of

chlorine have been applied to the extraction of gold from such ores. The
process is an old one, is one which has been long in use, and the excel-

lence of the method Is admitted ; it has been found that the solvent power

of a chlorine solution is much increased by operating with the gas under a

pressure equal to two or more atmospheres.

By such proceeding it is evident that the Chlorine solution employed in

the chlorinating apparatus will lie highly saturated with tin; gas ; it was
with such supercharged solutions that the following experiments with car-

bon were conducted. It is taught that water at ordinary temperatures will
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hold in solution two and a half times its volume of chlorine, and that five

cubic feet of the gas will weigh one pound, and it has been found in prac-

tice that under the Mears' system or method, by pressure, the resultant

solution carried such volume of gas as to require an excessive amount of

sulphate of iron, or sulphuretted hydrogen (where these precipitants are

used) to neutralize the excess of chlorine, before they could act in pre-

cipitation of the gold. Thus adding a cost that our low grade ores will

not boar; other difflo&lties and shortcomings, attend the precipitations by

these reagents, not necessary to describe, as they are well known to all

who have adventured on any of the various modes of chlorination, and

which are clearly set forth in Crook and "Rohrig's "Metallurgy," in de-

scribing Plattner's Chlorinating works at Richenstein, upper Silesia..

From the unsatisfactory results of thus precipitating the gold after it is

obtained in solution, chlorination processes have been of limited applica-

tion, being mainly confined to operations on a small scale and to the con-

centrated tailings of other processes.

in the effort to overcome these obstacles to success, and to adapt chlori-

nation to the requirements of enlarged operations, the writer reached re-

sults which are herein described and explained.

In an aqueous terchloride, or normal solution of chloride of gold, very

many substances, both inorganic and organic, will decompose the salt and

precipitate the gold in a, metallic state, or in combination with the sub-

stances employed ; but excepting the proto-sulphate of iron, or sulphu-

retted hydrogen, they are quite inapplicable in a solution surcharged with

chlorine, especially is this the case, in the use of organic substances,

owing in a measure to their rapid decomposition and disintegration by

chlorine.

In vegetable charcoal we find an organic structure capable of resisting

the destructive influences of chlorine, therefore, after numerous failures

with other organic substances, this was adopted as subject of experiment

;

and it was found possessed of a, remarkable power in decomposing the

auric solution, converting the chlorine rapidly into 01H, depositing the

gold upon, and throughout the charcoal, and allowing contained copper

to pass oil' in the escaping fluid. Thus, by a simple regulated How through

charcoal, suiinounting the sob; difficulty to the employment of the chlor-

ine process, on an extended scale of operations.

The gold was retained in metallic form, and of great purity; by long

continued action the gold was observed to replace the wasting carbon,

atom for atom, fibre for fibre, retaining the form and structure of the frag-

ment of coal, so that on the dissipation of the carbon by incineration, and

washing away the ash by SO3
, a brilliant and perfect golden pseudomorph

of the coal was obtained.

The copper in the solution was not affected by the coal, and it passed to

its appropiate tank to be precipitated by iron as cement copper.

In a, report made by Prof. F. M. Endlich, to parties in New York, he

says, "In order to test the efficacy of the process, I took, systematically,
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samples from the receiving tanks, from the collecting tanks, from the pipe

which carried the solution to the filter, and from the slop cock through

wliich the liquid passed after the solution had been in contact with the

charcoal.

"The unvarying results of these repeated tests may he summed up

briefly:

" While I never failed to get copious precipitates of gold from the solu-

tion in the tanks, and from that taken from the faucet through which it

flowed into the filter, I never obtained the slightest gold precipitate from

the same liquid after it had passed through the charcoal.

"The tests which were employed to detect gold in the liquid which had

passed through the charcoal were varied, and entirely sufficient to be con-

vincing. Sulphate of iron will decidedly indicate the presence of one part

of gold to forty thousand parts of liquid.

"Neither with this reagent, nor with any others that were used could a

trace of gold be detected in the liquid taken from the lower spigot of the

first barrel, containing one hundred pounds of charcoal, measuring twenty -

eight inches vertically, after about nine hundred and sixty gallons of tor-

chloride solution had passed through It."

Tiiis amount of solution represented about six thousand pounds of ore,

carrying according to assays, $72 in gold.

He continues, " Briefly restating what has been said at greater length, I

would repeat that the charcoal Alter as here used, is entirely sufficient to

precipitate from a terchloride solution, all the, gold contained therein."

Prof. Bndlich remarked on the disappearance of the chlorine from the

solution after it had passed the filter. At this stage of the experiment the

true cause of the deposition of the gold was not determined, on this point

he writes

:

"As to the chemical exchanges which take place, and produce there-

suit, I cannot speak positively, and have not, at present, the time at my
command to make the requisite Investigations."*

It was not until operations were conducted on an enlarged scale that wo
arrived at an explanation of the reactions which occur in the contact of the

terchloride solution with carbon.

It was known lo a, few antiquarian delvers in chemical records, that

among the multitude of substances which decompose a solution of chloride

of gold, carbon was named by Count Rumford as possessing this property,

but it was only under certain conditions I hat he observed if to act, for he
says, "recently ignited charcoal separates gold, only in sunshine, or at

109°;" further experiment proved that under the Influence of light, or

heat, gold will separate from its solution in the absence of charcoal.

Thus Kane teaches that, "when chlorine water is exposed to the light,

it is gradually decomposed, chloride of hydrogen being formed, and

Prof. E. subsequently writes :
" Your conclusions regarding the decomposi-

tion of water for t lie Formation of cm seem a little forced."
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oxygen being set free, tie further states that heat has the effect of decom-

posing such solution with the same results;" should gold be present, it

will be precipitated in proportion to the disappearance of free chlorine.*

When It thus appeared that the recited conditions alone were sufficient

for the deposition of gold from its solution, then was Rumford's discovery

consigned to the limbus of useless speculations. This remarkable property

Of carbon Is casually mentioned by a lew authors; but it is nowhere taught

that carbon is distinguished by any remarkable energy, or as differing

from the crowd of organic substances with which it was classed.

Neither is it anywhere suggested that such deposition was of any com-

mercial value, and no use has ever before been made in the metallurgic

separation of gold from its solution, nor has carbon been employed in

obtaining gold from Its ores except as a fuel.

Just the opposite has been the case, for when the attention of experts

was called to the claims of this process, they generally agreed that there

was nothing In chemical laws or scientific principles to sustain the assump-

tion, and at this moment well Informed minds are at a loss to account tor

the remarkable energy of this oew agent In reducing gold from a solution

to a metallic state, and the additional fact, that it is inert towards other

earthy and metallic constituents of the solution. Thus serving as a refining

agent also.

As sustaining the claim of novelty, for the hypothesis of the conversion

of chlorine Into (Mil, by carbon, allusion may be made to the contrary

opinion of many chemists, as expressed in correspondence with the writer.

Several Incline to the opinion that the reduction is simply a mechanical at-

traction of the carbon for the gold (corresponding to the action of animal

carbon on the impurities in sugar)
;
this opinion has been held regardless

of the disappearance of large volumes of chlorine, and the formation of its

equivalent of CHI.

Others ascribe the action to the defective carbonization of the wood, and

seek explanation in the "oils, resins, or partially changed wood fibre,"

which are known to precipitate gold.

Some claim that the action is due to the presence of hydrogen in the

gaseous ammonia, which charcoal absorbs with avidity from the air. If

such were the case, the action would be of short duration in the presence

of highly charged chlorine solutions; but, that such is not the case, may

be experimentally shown, by submitting a perfectly prepared piece of

Charcoal to a high beat, and, while in a state of ignition, quenching it In

distilled water (simply for the purpose of cooling), then immediately

transfer it in the dark to a cold surcharged chlorine solution carrying gold

and copper; the effect will be the disappearance of the free chlorine, the

•in the quantitative investigation of this subject by Dr. G. A. Koealg Of the

Pennsylvania University, as published In Journal oi Franklin Institute, May 8,

1882, this property oi heat, to decompose a gold solution was overlooked, ami

his conclusions are Invalidated by Ins employing heat in the digestion oi the

earbon in the gold solution.

114. N. PRINTED JUNE 23. 1883.PBOO. AMUil. PHILOS. SOO. SXI.
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presence of its <lu<> equivalent of C1H, the deposition of the gold on the

carbon, while the copper will be found in the solution. That the action

of carbon in effecting such changes is not evanescent has been shown, but

may be repeated in brief:

A filter containing one hundred and sixty pounds of Charcoal in the ope-

rations of the mill, after a continuous flow of chlorine solution for ten

days, and passing sixteen thousand gallons (representing eighty tons of

ore) was still effective In producing the above results. Some few writers in

their hasty experiments failed in getting satisfactory results and dismissed

the subject as "the wild dream of a mad inventor."

The following formula, is offered as explanatory of the reactions attend-

ing the deposition of gold from its solution by charcoal

:

2 AuCl3 ...

3 Carbon. .

.

Aqua ....

Au2 2 Au free.

CI".

H" .„."::>»„ I:-.-* 6 cm

0».— - •->- 3 CO 2

Chemistry teaches that "Chlorine has a powerful affinity for hydrogen,

and when brought in contact with other bodies, in the presence of water,

will decompose the water by combining with the hydrogen forming CUT
and liberating oxygen. Thus, substances are frequently oxidized by
chlorine to a, higher degree than by nitric acid. Kane teaches that

" Selenious acid (SeO2
) and chlorine in the presence of water is con-

verted into selenic acid (SeO') and hydrochloric acid (C1II).

SeO 2 + CI + HO — SeO 3 + C1H."

Reasoning from analogy, we may explain the reactions in the deposition

of gold : by substituting carbon for selenious acid in this formula; in

which case the carbon is oxidized at the expense of the water, the hydro-

gen uniting with the chlorine to form C1H.

That such are I he reactions may be assumed, a priori, as all the ele-

ments involved are satisfied according to their equivalent affinities, and
form definite compounds, leaving the gold free; and it follows, that the

deposition of the gold is occasioned by the conversion of the chlorine

(which is a solvent of I lie metal) into chlorohydric acid (in which gold is

insoluble), and it is in nowise owing to an attraction or affinity of carbon

for gold.

As copper is soluble in muriatic acid it is not affected by the change in
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the condition of the chlorine, from a free to a combined state, and this

metal remains in solution, as docs every contained substance, which is

soluble In CUT.

That the freechlorine is thus converted into the combined state is shown

by the following experiment, which was made after the carbon had con-

verted two hundred times its volume of chlorine, or the filter of 80 gallons

of coal had received 8750 gallons of the chlorine solution, carrying about

twice its volume of gas :

Of the running solution two samples were taken, one from the surface

before it entered the coal, the other from the bottom after it had passed

through the Biter ; from the first, the chlorine acted powerfully on the

senses ; in the second, no odor was perceptible.

To equal portions of the two samples were added nitrate of silver, the

precipitated chloride was collected, washed and dried with due precautions,

and the weights of the two precipitates exactly corresponded; the one

measuring the sensible, the other the combined chlorine.

In only one experiment of long-continued action, has a sensible diminu-

tion of the carbon been observed; further and more exact determinations

than could be made in a mine laboratory are required to establish this

point.

Neither has it been determined to whal extent the deposit of gold can be

carried by i his method, the button of gold now exhibited weighing eigh-

teen and ahalf pennyweights was recovered from the ash of two ounces

of charcoal ; the filter from which it was taken seemed to have lost none of

its activity. The grains from the surface of this filter yielded the pseudo-

morphs of gold which are before yon. and the weight of the gold is above

one-third the weight of carbon, which has been removed.

As affecting this question, and possibly of interest to the chemist, the

following observation was made on the action of dilute SO 3 on charcoal

taken from a filter after being subjected lo the action of chlorine for six

days :

With the thought that washing Ibis carbon with dilute SO* might clean

the coal and increase ils activity, a portion of it was placed in a glass per-

colating tube, and the above acid passed slowly through it. The solution

from the bottom came away of a, dark- brown color, but retaining its trans-

parency
; on passing this through filtering paper no deposit was retained,

showing that the color was not owing lo dust of the coal. The solvent

action of the acid continued as long as It was applied, and until the size of

the carbon grains were sensibly diminished, when the acicl solution was

replaced by a current of cold water. Now the escaping fluid was almost

black, being many shades darker than the acid solution. This when
largely diluted was ofa rich in-own color, and perfectly transparent. The
carbon grains were rapidly diminishing in size, and seemingly entirely

soluble, when the process was interrupted to test the power of the remain

mg contents of the tube on an auric chlorine solution.

On passing such solution through the residuum, il was found to have
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lost all power iii converting the chlorine or depositing the gold. All hough
the coal in the large Biter from which this portion was taken, retained its

full power for three succeeding days, and, so fur as the eye could judge its

character as a charcoal, remained unchanged ; whilst the portion subjected

to SO8 had lost all characteristics of charcoal in qualities and appearance.

Pressing occupations interfered with a further examination of this method
of reducing charcoal to a soluble condition. This is presented as a new
and interesting feature in the history of chlorine.

from notes of a laboratory experiment in a qualitative examination, tho

following details are given as Illustrative of the methods employed to ar-

rive at reliable results. The novelty of the subject and the importance

of the conclusions, are offered as apology for the minuteness of detail :

A glass percolator, 18 inches deep, was rilled with granular wood char-

coal, without other preparation than expelling enclosed gases, and re

moving adhering substances by immersion in water; a gum tube and

compressor at the outlet served to regulate the flow ; twenty-four ounces

of coal were employed ; 100 gallons of solution were used, carrying chlo-

rine that was evident to the senses in escaping fumes ; inhalation could

not be made at the surface of the coal. This represented 750 pounds of

an ore assaying $15.(15 gold to the ton. Temperature of the, room about
75° F., density of the liquid 3.75 Bcaume

; the rate of How was regulated

to one gallon per hour, and continued uninterrupted until the close of the

experiment, or 100 hours.

At intervals of an hour samples of the escaping fluid were taken, and
tested for gold with sulphide, of iron, in every Instance It failed to detect

gold.

The rich blue color of the escaping liquid showed the presence of cop-

per; remembering that the presence of copper had hitherto Impaired the

action of sulphate of Iron as a precipitant, It remained to be shown that

tho wa,ni of precipitate In the test tubes was a reliable Indication of the

absence of gold
; to test this, every tenth gallon of the filtrate was sub-

jected to the following treatment :

The copper was precipitated by clean iron wire, the resulting cement
copper washed on a filter, then dissolved by SO :1

, and the undissolved por-

tions secured on a. Biter, dried, and Incinerated, and the ash assayed for

gold ; i he return of which wa.s .01 grain. Now as one gallon represented
the ,;,. part of a ton of ore, the above result shows a, loss by reason of the

presence of copper of 2.66 grains of gold per ton = 11J cts.

At the conclusion of the How, the charcoal was washed, carefully incin-

erated In an iron dish, and the ash smelted with borax. The button of

gold weighed 189 grains, as the return from 750 lbs. of ore ; which Is equal

to 371 grs. @4icts $15.77 per Ion.

Assay value of the ore 15.65 " "

A difference of 12 cents pin- ton in favor of the liner determinations of

analysis by solution, over the approximative method of smelting by lire

assay.
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Working on a larger scale, the following result was arrived at, in the

ohlorination works near Salisbury, N. C. :

19015 tons worked ; average assay $0.11 = $11,994.19

Net returns fron U. S. Mint gold = 11,158.82

$835. 37

Which shows a loss in working equal 43 cents per ton.

By careful and constant assays of the spent sands, this loss is accounted

for, by the washing in the leaching tanks being arrested before the last

traces of -«>ld were removed. To thoroughly wash these sands would re.

quire a large volume ol water, and the loss is regarded as an economic

waste,

On this point Dr. Jno. F. Boynton, in a report on an experimental test

of the process, reports :

" The spent ores, or tailings, as found in the leaching vats after washing,

were subjected to rigid examination ; samples were taken of each charge,

and careful fire assays made, and In no case did an ounce assay afford gold

equal to the one-thousandth part of a grain."

Without entering into the technical details or the costs of manipulation,

the above results are presented as evidence that the refractory ores of gold

may be worked on an enlarged scale by the joint chlorine and carbon

processes, and may in the end utilize the vast stores of these ores, which

lie useless in our Southern and Western gold fields.

Stated Meeting, May /,,, 1883.

Present, 13 members.

President, Mr. Fkaley, in the Chair.

Letters accepting membership were received from Prof.

Heilprin, dated Academy Natural Sciences, Philadelphia,

April 4; Mr. A. E. Lehman, dated 907 Walnut street, Phila-

delphia, April 80, 1883; Mr. Philip G. Garrett, dated Fair-

held, Germantown, Philadelphia, May 8, 1888, and Mr. Dill-

wyn Parrish, dated Philadelphia, May 5, 1883.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Verein

fur Erdkundc, at Dresden (108) ; and the Accademia dei. Lincci

at Home (109, 110, 111).
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Letters of envoy were received from the Geological Survey

of India, Calcutta, Nov. 3, 1882; the Royal Saxon Society,

Dec, 11, 1882; the Eoyal Loop. Car. Deutsohen Akademie,

Halle, Dec. 7, 1882; the Royal Akademie der Wiss. at Vi-

enna, Dec. 21, 1882; and the Societe d'Agriculture at Lyons,

(1 to 109), requesting lacking numbers of the Proceedings,

which, however, this Society can no longer supply, their

edition being exhausted, viz., Nos. 5, 17, 21, 28, 26, 29, .'30, 31,

34, 63 and 64.

A letter requesting exchange of publications was received

from the Cincinnati Society of Natural History, 108 Broad-

way, Cincinnati, April 27. On motion it was placed on the

list of corresponding societies to receive the Proceedings.

Donations for the Library wore received from the Acade-

mies at Halle an d. S., Vienna, Buda-Pest, Dijon, and Brussels;

the Societies at Gorlitz, Gottingen and Lyons; the Royal

Saxon and Jablonowski Societies at Loipsig; the German

Apothecaries' Union at Halle ; the Royal Lombard Institute

;

the Mu-ee Guimct; the Ethnographical Institute, Zoological

Society, Geographical Society, Polytechnic School, Mining

Bureau and N. II. Museum at Paris; the Corn. Geographical

Society at Bordeaux; the Revista Euskara; the Royal Astro-

nomical and Asiatic Societies, Society of Arts, and London

Nature ; Mr. C. Piazzi Smyth of Edinburgh
;
Mr. Ed. C. Pick-

ering of Boston ;
the American Antiquarian Society ; Ameri-

can Journal of Science ; New York Academy of Sciences

;

Dr. Daniel Draper; Mr. Thomas Dudley; the Franklin Insti-

tute, Numismatic and Antiquarian Society, and Mr. Henry

Phillips, Jr., of Philadelphia ;
the American Chemical Journal

and American Journal of Mathematics; United States Naval

Observatory; United States National Museum; Bureau of

Education; Cincinnati Society of Natural History; Daven-

port Academy; Mr. Horatio Hale; and the Mexican National

Museum.

Mr. Henry Phillips, Jr., communicated "A brief account of

the more important collections of American Archasology in

the United States."
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Dr. Frazer read extracts from a letter from M. Daubree of

Paris requesting information on the subject of subterranean

waters in the United States; and from his correspondence with

Mr. Selwyn of Montreal, Prof. Fontaine and Prof. Winchell,

endorsing his views of the prepalseozoic age of the South

Valley hill rock.

Pending nominations Nos. 985, 986, were read.

The Treasurer was authorized to receive City Loan matur-

ing July 1, 1883, and the meeting was adjourned.

A Brief Account of the more important Public Collections of American Arch-
aeology in the United States. By Henry Phillips, Jr.

{Bead before the American Philosophical Society, May 4, 18SS.)

To the student of American A rc.h;eology it is a matter of the greatest

importance to know where in his own land there can ho found public col-

lections that will show liim the advances made in the arts of war and
peace by the aboriginal Inhabitants of this Continent. In Europe there

exist several of such exhibitions which are noteworthy and famous, where
prehistoric America can bo studied with great fullness of detail ; in the

United Slates there also are rich and valuable public cabinets of American
archaeology, laboriously and carefully got together, offering a vast field to

the seeker after Truth. As to private collections, their name is Legion.
With a view to diffusing a more general acquaintance with these collections,

I prepared a series of queries which I transmitted to every public institu-

tion where I had reason to believe there existed such a cabinet, and from
the answers received, I have framed the following short account, bringing

together matter never before presented at one view.*

Academy of Natural Sciences, of Philadelphia.

There are five collections of American Archaeology at present in the cus-

tody of this museum, which, with the exception of the Ilaldeman collection

ofarrow-points, stone axes, celts, bannerstoncs, &C, are arranged geograph-
ically, and the locality given where each specimen was found. The col-

*No notlee has bell taken in the following pages of any matter whloh may
relate to collections Otforaign arohseology in the United States ; ltsimply men-
tions the American portion of the cabinets.
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lections, having lately been placed in another apartment, are in process of

rearrangement, which is taking place under the care of Mr. H. T. Ocs-

son, a well-known and careful student of American archaeology.

The collections are as follows :

1. The Poinsett collection of Mexican antiquities, the property of the

American Philosophical Society, and deposited by it in the custody of the

Academy. It numbers about 2800 specimens, consisting of terra-cottas,

objects of obsidian, gold and silver, beads, sculptures, manuscripts, &c,

&c. This very tine collection is unique in the United States.

2. The Haldeman collection (about 10,000 specimens), presented by

Prof. S. S. Haldeman and wife, in 1879.

3. The Buschenberger collection of ancient Peruvian pottery (about 200

specimens), presented by Dr. W. W. Ruschenberger, formerly Presi-

dent of the Academy.

4. The Peale collection (about 1800 specimens), formed by Franklin

Peale, Esq., and presented to the Academy by his widow.

5. The Vaux collection (about 900 specimens), bequeathed by Wm. 8.

Vaux, Esq., in 1882.

The especial features are the pottery in the Ruschenberger, Poinsett

and Haldeman collections ; the valuable and important Poinsett collection

as a whole ; and a Large collection of axes (stone), arrow-points, &c, em-

bracing many rare forms, from all parts of the United States.

American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.

The valuable collections of this Society are deposited with the Acad-

emy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia,, and displayed with its cabinets.

AltCHiEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AmEKICA, Boston, MlSS.

This institution "deposits its collections in existing institutions."

Amebican Anthjuabian Society, Worcester, Mans.

This cabinet was founded in 1812. Its collections, which although not

numerous are valuable, consist of stone implements and mound relics,

whose number lias not been furnished. It is only partially arranged,

catalogued and labeled, and the localities where the specimens were found

are not always given.

Amiiekst College, Amherst, Mass.

This collection is about forty years old, and is mainly comprised of

specimens found in the valley of the Connecticut river, within fifty miles

of the town. The best specimens, some twenty-five hundred, are entered

in the catalogue, an outline of each one being drawn. They are properly

labeled, and the locality given where each was found. The especial fea-

tures of the collection are samples of all the pottery supposed to be of New

England aboriginal manufacture. It is also rich in Indian pipes.
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Bhown University, Providence, ]i. I.

This cabinet was begun in 1872. The specimens, which are numerous
but whose exact number is not known, are arranged for the present typi-

cally. In most eases they are labeled with the name of the place where
found.

DAvisuroiiT Acadkim v of NATURAL SCIENCES, Davenport, Iowa.

This cabinet was formed during the last ten years from finds in the
vicinity of fifty miles of the city. The pottery is mostly from the mounds of
the Lower Mississippi valley ; the shellornaments and bone implements are

also mainly from thence ;
the stone and Hint Implements from Wisconsin

to the Gulf of Mexico, and from Florida, to Colorado. It is classified

Chiefly typically. It possesses inscribed tablets found at Davenport,
carved stone pipes, typical of the Upper Mississippi, i. e, of the "curved
base" pattern, of which there are 57. This is the largest collection of this

type in the United States.

Of other patterns of prehistoric pipes there are. 30

Hammered copper axes 28

awls 16
heads 800

" " knives, &C 5

Prehistoric pottery vessels over 1000, some of them the largest ever
found in North America. :

Flint implements over 10,000

Stone " " , 1000

Haematite " " 52

Obsidian points 25

Shell and pearl beads several hundred.

Gorgets and other shell ornaments 70

Bone implements mostly awls 120

Perforated ceremonial stones, &c, 21 ; skulls of northern mound.
builders, 85 ; skulls of southern mound builders, 33

; skulls of Sioux In-
dians, 807; skulls of Central American, 127, &c.

The collection which is in process of catalogueing, is displayed in glass
eases in such a, manner as to be readily accessible.

The localities are given in the labels, together with many other details
"so that the whole explains itseli to the visitor" writes Mr. W. II. Pratt.
Who kindly furnished the data, for the foregoing account.

Georgia Historical Society, Savannah, Qa.

The collections of this Society were begun in 1889, but, not being very
extensive, are not arranged in a, strictly scientific manner. The specimens
which are labeled, and on exhibition in the Society's Hall, are not cata-
logued.

PROC. AMUR. PHIL08. 800, XXI, 111. (). PRINTED JULY 10, 1883.
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Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City, N. T.

This collection (which is not large) consists of Mexican, Peruvian and

Central American antiquities, and of mound-builder's pottery, all acquired

since 1880, and numbers about 200 pieces. It is classified geograph-

ically. Among the noteworthy features of the collection are a remark-

able Aztec pot and some pieces of Peruvian metal work. The Mexican

terra-cottas are also worthy of remark. A catalogue is now in press in

which the locajities are given of each specimen so far as known.

Maysville and Mason County Historical and Scientific Associa-

tion, Maysville, Ky.

The collections of this Society were begun in 1875, their object being to

illustrate the various implements used by the mound-builders of the Ohio

Valley. The specimens were mostly found within a, radius of fifteen miles

of the town. The collections are not fully catalogued and arranged, but

among the more noteworthy are a, heematlte skin dresser, one leaden

implement, two Inscribed stones, eight discoidal stones, five boat-shaped

stone images, twenty-two stone maize-beaters, thirty-two ground stone

hatchets, one stone Image of a sheep or llama (head and half the body),

ninety-two skin-dressers, sixty two hammer- stones, six chert-choppers,

two flint-choppers, three flint (burial) stones, seventeen Slate ceremonial

implements, two and one-half round sinkers, eleven stone sinkers, one

stone plummet, two stone chisels, one stone roller, fifty-two Hint, drills,

six hundred arrow and spear-points, eighty-seven war arrow-points,

seventy flint knives, sixty-five scrapers, thirteen flint skin-dressers, one

flint gouge.

Minnesota Historical SOCIETY, St. Paul, Minn.

The fine museum of this Society was destroyed by the fire of March 1, .

1881. It now only possesses two stone hammers and a copper chisel.

Missouri Historical Society, St. Louis, Mo.

The collections of this Society are as yet in their infancy, and not cata

logued and arranged.

New London County Historical Society, New London, Conn.

This collection being of recent, origin, has not yet been entirely arranged,

classified, labeled, and catalogued. The specimens number about 2500.

The National Museum, Washington, D. C,

This collection was established In L843, Its possessions then consisting

of the specimens obtained during the Wilkes' Exploring Expedition. In

1858 it, passed into the care of the Smithsonian institution. The general

collection is arranged typically; special collections from mounds, shell-

heaps, &c, are kept together. At present it contains about 20, 000 chipped

implements, arrow-heads, &c. ; about 3000 hammer stones, celts, pestles,
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grooved axes, pipes, ornaments, &0. ; about 800 objects of shell, beads,

&c.; about 600 bronze Implements and ornaments; about 000 shell-heap

remains; about 700 mound remains; and about 800 cave remains. It is

catalogued and the locality given where each specimen was I'oiind. "It

is considered the largest existing collection of North American antiquities,

"

writes Professor Baird. The display is made in sixty-two glass cases, in

a hall 200 feet long by 50 wide.

Pbabodt Museum o\? Ambkioah Akcrsology and Ethnology, Cam-
bridge, Mans.

The Museum -was founded by the gift of $100,000 by Mr. George Pea-
body, in 1868.

The Museum has made a number of special explorations from which
large returns have come, anion!',- which may be mentioned the exploration

by Prof. Harttin Brazil, those by Dr. Flint in Central America, and the

many special explorations in Norlli Ameriea, Including lliose of Dr.

Palmer In various parts of Mexico, and among the Indians of the South-
west; of Miss Fletcher among the Indians of the "West; of the late l>r.

J. Wyman (the first curator) in Florida, and along the Al la.nl. ie coast.,

of Dr. Schumacher on the coast of California
;
Mr. II. Gilman in Michi-

gan, of Prof. Andrews in Ohio, Mr. Dunning in Tennessee, Dr. Abbott
in Now Jersey, Dr. Mel/, in Ohio, Mr. Curtis in Tennessee and Arkansas,
and the, explorations of Prof. Putnam in various parts of the country, par

ticularly of New England shell-heaps, oi mounds and ancient burial places

in the Western and Southwestern Stales, of eaves in Kentucky, etc., ele.

"The Museum" writes Prof. F. W. Putnam, its curator, "contains by
far the most important collections in existence relating to the archaeology
of America, as a, whole. (In ethnological material it, is not SO Well off,

but it, contains pretty large collections of that.) The arrangement of the

collections is based upon a, geographical distribution of the materials in the
several exhibition halls, but, it is made to embrace an ethnological and
archaeological presentatl )f the subject. Every specimen in the Museum
(over 800,000) Is catalogued and numbered, and unless the exact locality
:ill( l conditions under which a, specimen was found is known, il, is con-
sidered as worthless for exhibition, and of 110 value to an arelneological or

ethnological series."

IV.aiiody Aoadkmv or' SCIENCE, Salem,

This collection is composed of those of the East India, Marine Society
(begun in I ('!)'.)), and of the Essex Institute (1820), which in 1867 were per-

manently placed in the East India. Marine Hall, purchased and refitted by
'hi! Trustees Of the Peabody Academy of Science in that year.

I he Department of American Archaeology contains 2890 catalogue
numbers, in all about 5500 specimens; axes, 100; celts, 150 ;

gouges,
1:>()

; club-heads, 50; hammerrstones, 50; long stones (pestles), 100;
discs, 10; spea.r points, 500; arrow -points, 2000; scrapers, 200; bones
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from shell -heaps, a half bushel ; hone implements, 50 ;
grave eon

tents, 3(5 skulls, and long bones and numerous Implements, shell heads,

&<.. ; copper Implements, 2 ; soapstone pots, :>,
; broken pottery (soap

stone), 80 ; clay pots, 5 ; broken clay pottery, 500 ;
core stones and

rude implements, 500; chips, a bushel ; mortars and mills, ; cere-

monical objects, 50; shoes, &C, (salt cave, Kentucky,) 20 ;
imple-

ments showing contact with European civilization, 50 ;
hone spoons

from graves, 4 ; knives, of various shapes ;
piercing tools, 10. The

hulk of the collection is from the Eastern portion of the United

States, very few being from south of Pennsylvania or west of New

York State. They are arranged by types according to the order of

Abbott's primitive industry, and the special features of the collection arc

the specimens figured in that work. Ml are labeled. The "archeology

of Essex County, Mass.," is arranged separately, and made an especial

feature of the Museum. It is in a, ease seven feet high and (oily feet

long. Independent of the usual assortment of axes, celts, gouges, &c.

;

it contains one very flne skeleton intact from a. reburial at Marblehead,

Mass., ami a, number of grave contents, such as beads, wampum and

bones', &c. : also articles from shell-heaps, and Hie entire valuable con-

tents of one shell-heap ope I in L882. The genera,! appearance of these

implements is rude as compared with those from the Western States, and

the finds arc hut scanty in comparison.

Especial attention is called to the manner in which the specimens are

fastened, so that placed in upright cases, every kind of article may

lie placed. Bent headless pins are used to clamp the objects on black

tablets which are placed on easels and In the oases.

"The Museum is one of tin; Urst-class," writes Mr. John Itobinson,

Treasurer and temporary Curator, who has kindly furnished the data for

the foregoing account.

PHILADELPHIA. Tup: Numismatic and ANTIQUARIAN Society of

This collection was begun in January, 1858. It, is at present undergo-

ing rearrangement and classification, by Mr. Edwin A. Barber, Curator of

Antiquities, so that no exact details can be given, but, it; is believed that

by the end or the present year it will be in perfect order; before which

time also the Society expects to receive some remarkable American an-

tiquities, almost unique in this country.

Pennsylvania Museum and School of Industrial Art, Memorial

Sail, Fairmount Park, Philadelphia.

This institution possesses a small but valuable collection of Peruvian,

Pueblo and other American pottery. A large collection of American

archeology at present on exhibition will probably shortly ho removed on

account of the death of the owner
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Polytechnic Society, of Louisville, Kentucky.

This Society "possesses sonic rare and valuable archaeological specimens,"

but they are neither catalogued, classified nor arranged. "Among the more

Important," writes Mr. E. A. Grant, " is a copper spool found in a mound,

much oxidized, but still having the remains of fibrous cord imbedded in

the copper, so that the same can be removed."

Rhode Island Historical Society, Providence, It. 1.

The collection was begun in 1833. It is not at present fully classified ;

the localities of the specimens arc not always given ; their number is un-

known. Mr. Perry, the Secretary of the Society, writes, "Our Indian

relics need a thorough overhauling."

Tennessee Historical Society, Nashville, Tenn.

In its cabinets are many objects of American archaeology (number not

given), including Pueblo manufactures, stone images, arrow-heads,

fleshers, discs, &c., &c. Some are on exhibition in the State Capitol, and.

the Society expects to soon occupy a new hall, where its large and valu-

able collection will be properly arranged and displayed.

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

This collection has "never been classified or catalogued. It is in process

of removal to a, special room where it will be arranged geographically."

The number of its specimens is not known. Among the most noticeable

are Peruvian pottery, and Alaskan implements, &c.

Wisconsin Natural. History Society, Milwaukee, Wis.

This collection has not yet been fully classified nor catalogued, nor are

the specimens all labeled, but It is expected that before long it will, be

properly arranged and put in complete order. " It contains " writes Mr.

Carl Doerfllnirer, the Secretary and Custodian, "some 3500 specimens, in-

cluding 800 arrow-heads, 1.00 stone haul mers, axes, &c, 30 copper Imple-

ments, among which filter are some interesting forms."

They are displayed in table and wall cases.

Wisconsin HISTORICAL SOCIETY, Madison, Wis.

The. collection (which is a large and valuable one) was all found within

the limits of Wisconsin and mainly in the southern part of the State, It

is arranged typically and all specimens are marked with the localities

whence obtained, A catalogue exists in manuscript.

In 1878 the number was as follows : Copper implements, spears, knives

and tomahawks, 100; stone rollers, pestles, scrapers, knives, awls, &c.
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000 ; stone axes (one weighing 8J lbs.) 885; stone pipes and perforated

ornaments, about 250 ; and over 8000 spear—lance—and arrow heads.

The collection has been largely increased since 1870. "The especial

feature of the collection " (writes Mr. I. 8. Bradley, of Madison) " is tbe

great number of large and well made copper implements, and some re-

markably line stone axes."

The collection is displayed in horizontal glass cases.

Wyoming Historical am> Geological Society, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

"This cabinet originated in the year 1858, the date of the foundation of

the Society. The collection is in the main made up of local finds, a few

specimens being from other places at a distance ;
it may, however, be con

sidered as a distinctively local collection. It is classified typically, and

consists of specimens as follows

:

Pottery : 5 specimens as shown in publication No. 4, also 8 specimens ol

such size as to show the shape, size and design of vessel, and about one-half a

bushel of fragments collected for pupose of studying material used in their

manufacture, ornamentation, &o.

Net sinkers, 125; hoes, 5; hand-hammers or hammer-stones, 41; rub-

bing-stones, 5; discoidal stones, 10; ceremonial objects, perforated, 5 as

shown mi page 852 of Abbott's "Primitive Industry," 3 such as shown

on page 856, and I as on page 859, and several fragments of same ;
totems,

gorgets, &c.
t
25, ami fragments ; beids, 5 strings

;
pipes, 15

;
celts, skinners

and chisels, 60 ; and 15 broken specimens; tomahawks, 11; ground- stone

axes, 22
;
ground-stone club heads or death mauls, 17 ;

mortars, stone, SI
;

Mgnumvitas 1 ; shallow mortars or lap-stones, 5, 2 of them bi-concave

;

crushers, 4; pestles, 20 perfect, and 11 broken ;
plummets, «! ;

engraved

itone, I
;
plows, 2 ("I have never seem these implements described, and

call them plows at a venture ;" writes Mr. Sheldon Reynolds, the Curator

Of the Society, who has kindly furnished the description Of the collection),

they are about 18 inches long, 4 inches square at one end, retaining the

square throughout nearly half their length, they are then rounded and the

balance is in shape of a tapering pestle, weighing about 15 or 20 pounds.

Stone last, I : (Roughly chipped stone bearing close resemblance to a, last,

and supposed lo have been used for that purpose).

Pitted stones, 2 : Supposed to have been used for mixing colors in.

Palaeolithic instruments, 4.

1 large flat stone, evidently used for smoothing (dressing) skins, found

covering Indian grave.

Arrow-points, 24.00.

Spear-points, 150.

I copper Spear-point, found in mound in neighborhood.

:; crania ;
''< bows; 2 quivers; 1 canoe; 2 bells wampum.

The collection is believed to represent in a, fair degree, generally the

articles of ornament, domestic Utensils, and weapons of the chase and

warfare of the aborigines.
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It is displayed in glass-covered table eases ;
each object bearing a number

and the name of the person who gave it ; when practicable the number

refers to a manuscript descriptive catalogue.

It is catalogued with the other collections of the Society. A separate

catalogue of each department Is about to be begun.

The localities are given where each specimen was found.

"The stone last is believed to be unique, and perhaps the plows. The

engraved stone is an object of interest as representing growing plants,

resembling tobacco and corn; the stone is broken, of irregular shape, and

about three inches square. (?) Among the arrow-points are some stained

a light purple ; the coloring extends one-half the length. No analysis of

the coloring matter has been made. These arrows are very diminutive,

some not more than three-quarters of an inch over all ; others somewhat

larger. They were found on the Hats opposite the city of Wilkes-Barro.

Arrow-points of this size are said to be of rare occurrence east of the Alle-

gheny mountains."

Notb.—The following list- embraces the names of Institutions to which letters

of inquiry were sent upon Information that they were In the possession of ool-

leotlons <>i specimens of American aroheeiogy, but from which no responses

have been received.

Academy of Natural sciences, Baltimore, Ma.

Academy of Natural Sciences, San Francisco, Cal.

Amerloan Museum of Natural History, New York, N. Y.

Boston Soolety of Natural History, Boston, Mass.

Bristol (town of), Bristol, B. I.

Bronson Library, Waterbury, Conn.

Brook's Museum, University of Virginia, Va.

Clnolnnati Historical and Philosophical Society, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Firelands Historioal society, Norwalk, Ohio.

Franklin society, Providenoe, it. I.

Rentuoky state Geologloal Survey, Frankfort, Ky.

Long island Historioal Soolety, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Macon Public Library, Macon, Ga.

Madisonvillc Natural History Society, Madlsonville, Ohio.

Maine Historical society, Portland, Mc.

Middlebury Historical Society, M iddlebn ry, Conn.

New Hampshire Antiquarian society, Contoooook, N.n.
Newport Historical SOOlety, Newport-. 11. I.

New York Historioal Society, New York, N. Y.

Toledo Historioal and Geographical Soolety, Toledo, Ohio.

University of California, San Francisco.

Vineland Historical and An I i<| naria n Society, V moltuid, N. J .

Western Reserve Historioal Society, Cleveland, Ohio.

Yale College, New Haven, Conn.
Young Men's Library, Atlanta^ Ga.
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Photodynamic Notes, VIII. By Pliny Earla Chase, II. I).

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, May IS, 1883. )

:!7fi. Virials.

The theory of the virial, or mean vis viva during stationary motion, en-

ables us to coordinate all forms of cyclical motion : rotary, orbital and os-

cillatory. The grandest manifestations of the virial, which are given in

cosmical motion, must be governed by the same laws as govern molecular

movements. The complete development of the theory should, therefore,

remove all the obscurity which still clings to the doctrine; of radio-

dynamic unity. The science of comparative kinetics is greatly indebted

to Clausius, (br his presentation of the theory, for the consequent simplic-

ity which it introduces into the solution of problems which would other-

wise be exceedingly complicated and for the facility of explanation, which

it gives for methods which are substantially the same, but which, on ac-

count of their novelty, have been often misunderstood.

377. Virial Postulates,

My photodynamlc and other physical researches have been rewarded

by a great number of cosmical illustrations of virial efficiency, which are

based upon the following postulates

:

1. That cosmical masses represent Internal energies, such as would be

found If they were condensed from some primitive tenuous, elastic form

of matter.

2. That all Chemical elements may have been condensed, In like manner,

from a single primitive element or aether.

8. That, the velocity which enters into the primitive radial virial of the

oscillating eethereal particles is the velocity of light (v.).
A

4. That the stationary motions of central inert masses, which represent the

equal actions and reactions of primitive and derived virials should continue

until the velocity of the primitive virial has been alternately acquired and

lost.

5. That all stationary motions which represent equal actions and reac-

tions should be harmonic.

878. Stellar Virial*.

Solar or Stellar centres of planetary systems are central inert masses

(Post. 4), which are endowed with velocities <>i stationary motion, tend

Ing to give velocities of stationary revolution, sending forth eethereal oscil-

lations with the velocity of light (Post. 8) ana representing Internal energies

like those which would spring from nebular condensation (Post. 1). Their

centra] stationary motions should, therefore, be cyclically determined by

the alternate acquisition and exhaustion of the radial velocity of light

(Post. I), llerschel {Outlines of Astronomy, Sect. 899) discoursed elo-
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quently on the Sun's rays as "the ultimate source of almost evory motion

which takes place on the surface of the earth." We may, therefore, rea-

sonably look to them for evidences of virial efficiency, in various forms,

which will furnish satisfactory proof of radiodynamio unity.

879. Equal Virial Action and Reaction.

Circular orbital velocity which is due to solar action may be represented

by the equation

The limiting value of «n , which it cannot exceed, is found at Sun's sur-

face (r„), where r/
a Is a maximum. It may be represented by

The third and fourth postulates lead to the equation

This equation should hold good for all values ofr in an expanding or con-

tracting nucleus, inasmuch as g varies inversely as r> and the principle of

conservation of areas requires that the time of rotation should vary direct

ly as rl
. The product of the two factors should, therefore, be constant.

380. Numerical Verification.

Taking Sun's semi-diameter (r„) as the unit of length, and the British

Nautical Almanac estimate of Sun's apparent semi-diameter (961. "88) as

the parallactic unit, we find, for Earth's semi-axis major

P>
,s=S14.46r„ 4.

Earth's mean orbital velocity (I) may b(! found by dividing 2 jrn by the

number of seconds in a year (81558149). This gives

«„==. 000000 1 !)!)()()'.)'.),,., 5.

This value varies slightly with varying orbital eccentricity. The great-

est secular range of variation, however, is less than | of one per cent.

Circular orbital velocity varying inversely as the square root of the

radius vector, we find ('J), (4), (5)

[« ]=. 0000029 1562/j =.000625255^ 6.

o
=.OOOOOO39O9445ro

a

7.

Btruve's constant of aberration gives, by (:i) and (7)

ex=gr,t
=314.4l5r

<p
i 497.827 =.480772r„ 8.

Co
=1101876 sec. =13.758 days 9.

This gives for a double oscillation, or complete rotation of Sun. 25.506

days. Laplace's estimate was 25.5 days. The motion oi sun-spots near

the equator is accelerated by centrifugal force, tendencies to orbital velocity,

" repulsion," or some oilier unknown influence. Spdrrr's formula, gives

24.02 days for the period at the equator, where no spols have ever been

observed. His third estimate, for 1886, was 25.284 days.

881. Viriate of Rotation.

The rotating Ethereal tendency of stationary motion, which is limited

rnoo. \mkk.. run. os. SOO. XXI. 111. P. PRINTED JULTJ 10, 1883.
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by equations (2) and (3), gives the followinj

(p ) of orbital and eethereal tendencies :

[May IS,

value for the limiting radius

10.

Laplace's limit (I) of equal rotary and orbital velocity is given by the

equation

-i
11.

The limit at

' give ® is

•which the equatorial velocity of stationary motion would

O 5 -'8 i
-"- =/»»* « 12.

The
give »A

imit at which the equatorial velocity of stationary motion would

as deduced from (10) and (12), is

[!]=/>; -wr. 13.

The limit, of a homogeneous, elastic, relhcreal atmosphere which would

propagate undulations with the velocity of light, is

M nm=pK>+r 14.

382. Virial Centres of Oscillation.

The virials of rotating tendency must influence grosser inert particles or

masses, as well as the SBthereal atmosphere. Loci of important oscillatory

Influence may be found at radii of mean (ethereal momentum (/)„), of

linear oscillation (pa'), of reciprocal linear oscillation , \ of spherical os-

cillation (/)S ), and of reciprocal spherical oscillation (/> c ). Taking p^ as

the common virial locus of these several oscillating tendencies, we have

Pa ~ *Pk 15 '

P, = L5P* ]0 -

f'y
= ^\ 17 -

= %.5p
K

18.

tp, 19.

All of these forms of action and reaction must be called info play by
sohu- and stellar radiation, and they should all be studied in investiga-

ting the maintenance of cosmical energy.

383. Maintained Vibrations.

Lord Raylelgh (Phil May., April, 1883) discusses a vibrating system

which is subject to dissipal ive forces, and the necessity, when the vibra-

tions are maintained, that the vibrating body should be in connection with a

source of energy. In the usual equation

d'O d()

-\- _ .jL n?8 — 20.

Pi

dP dt
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two principal classes of maintained vibrations may bo distinguished

;

the more extensive class being that in which the magnitude and phase of

the sustaining force depend in an approximately constant manner, upon the

amplitude and phase ol the vibration Itself. The only case in which, ac-

cording to (20), a steady vibration Is possible, Is when the complete

value of k is zero, II' any portion of the energy of cosmical masses is dis-

sipated, tethereal energy must be proportionately Increased. The esther

accordingly becomes a "source of energy," and although we are not yet

able to see fully how the connection of this source with solar radiations is

kept up, the equivalence of ®A to v (Note 821) shows that It is kept up,

through cyclical actions which cover a period of about I2f days.

384. Virials of Wave Propagation.

[t has often boon tacitly assumed that there is no actual radial oscillation

in luminous radiation, like that of the atmospheric particles In the propaga-

ti if sound-waves. In 1872 (Proc. Amer. Phil. Soe., xii, 894) I showed

that the secondary centre of oscillation, on returning from the centred

linear oscillation towards the linear centre, is at
J
of the extreme excur-

sion. Hence the tangential vlrial of an oscillating oethereal pari icle (,"„),

is | ofthe radial vlrial of the same particle (/.,). More than Ave years after-

wards (Phil. Mag. [5], 111,458; Iv, 209), Maxwell stated that the ratio of

the virial velocity is (/£, but he gave no reason for his Inference and none

has yet been found among his unpublished papers. His statement and

mine are substantially identical, the only difference being that he looked to

the relative mean momentum ofthe oscillating particles, while I looked to

their relative virials-

p. = 1.8/., 21.

885. Time- Relations of Inertia.

The question of instantaneous action is still, and probably will long con

tiiiue to be, a mooted one. The most impressive form In which it has ever

been presented, is Laplace's statement that gravitating action requires a

velocity which is more than 100,000,000 times as great as I he velocity oflight,

and that it may be assumed to be absolutely Instantaneous at all distances.

Tt is sometimes said that inertia, is instantaneously overcome. This may,

perhaps, be true In some sense, but wo cannot know that it is so, until we
know more than wo have yet learned about the way in which velocity is

transferred from one body to another. In general physical investigations

the element of time, usually in the form of time Integrals, requires consid-

eration whenever there is any change of motion.

888, Correlation of Virials.

Questions of kinetic unify and correlation are greatly complicated by

differences of inertia, and by the lack of generally recognized standards of

comparison. If all formsol force are transmitted through sethereal Interven-

tion, all virials should be capable of representation in terms of fflthereal

mass and velocity. The velocity of luminous undulation then becomes a
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natural standard of velocity. "Whenever velocity is imparted or destroyed

by gradual accelerations or retardations (/), a time can always be found

which will give the equation

ft= ^ 22.

By coordinating the times which are required by this equation in differ-

ent forms of energy, the evidences of primitive kinetic unity may be mul-

tiplied indefinitely.

387. A Natural Unit of Time.

Errors of measurement which are of any specific magnitude, increase

in relative Importance Inversely as the magnitude which is measured. An
error of .0001 inch in any of the dimensions of a microscopic object would

be very serious, but in an object which is a foot or more in length it would

be insignificant. It is desirable, therefore, in studying kinetic unity, to

begin with phenomena which involve kinetic maxima. The most far-

reaching acceleration of which we can make measurements, is that of

gravitation, and the greatest gravitating acceleration of which we have any

direct knowledge (</„) is found at Sun's surface. Substituting in (22) we

have
ft = gj,, = vK

28.

Therefore, Laplace's principle of periodicity (Note :'>:','•!), the collateral

hypotheses of various investigators (Note 278), the fourth virial postulate

(Note 877), the considerations which make «A a, natural unit of velocity

(Note 886), as well as many other correlations of photodynamic and general

Cyclical energy, point to the time of sola,]- rotary oscillation as a, natural unit

of lime.

388. Virial Transfers.

An energy which is wholly transferred from one eathereal mass to

another equivalent eethereal mass, must be accompanied by a, like transfer

of velocity, whether the transfer is in the form of potential («
tt
), work (b^),

gravitation (»
y

), torsion («8 ), electricity («
(

), rotation (vk), revolution («^),

heat (/•„), chemical affinity (<>„), or luminous undulation («A ). We have,

therefore, for limiting velocities when all the units are homologous,

'"a = *>fl
:

»y "« = *« = V
( ~ *1, = V = '"k = "A 34 -

In cyclical movements which are due to virial tranfers, these several

equivalents may be indicated by equations which are based on the third and

fourth postulates (Note 877) and which are analogous to (8).

889. Cardinal Limits.

in sticking further numerical verifications of the foregoing virial equa-

tions, we And the photodynamic limiting radius of orbital and sethereal ten-

dencies (10) by substituting (6) and (8).

p 688.954 r -8.212854^

Substituting (25) in (11), we get for Laplace's limit

1=^-. 38.866r. 20.
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The substitution of (25) in (12) gives

ftA
-+- 7r= 219.801»'

o
L.0226/, 27.

Hence, by (18), we liml for the locus ot v K
in solar rotation.

[J] = 181088. lr„ : 704.538,08 28.

And the solar modulus of light (14) is

M = 474657.8 r = 2218.87 ps
39.

390. Influence of Synchronous Eadial and Tangential ViriaU.

The theoretical variation of rethereal density within the limits of our

planetary system (Note 240) is so slight that the several vector radii may

he considered as indicative of virial projection against a resistance which

is nearly uniform. The radial and tangential virials (Note 884) being syn-

chronous, we may with reason look for cosrnical evidences of the syn-

chronism. Accordingly we find, from (21) and (25), the following regular

series of approximations to planetary loci. The subscripts, 1, 3, 3, denote,

respectively, secular perihelion, mean, secular aphelion.

Mercury!

Venus!

Earth a

Mars.,

Asteroid 108

.hipiler.,

Saturn.,

Uranus.,

Neptune.,

Oeom'l Mean

All of these approximations represent loci of belt-condensation, for the

respective planets, which are in accordance with the nebular hypothesis.

The geometrical means differ by less than j of one per cent. The photo-

dynamic mean represents the semi axis major of' Asteroid 108 ; the

planetary mean, the semi-axis major of Asteroid 122. The second

photodynamic locus (-550!)/,.,) is, within less than one per cent., the

arithmetical mean between the semi axes major of Mercury and Venus

(5552).
891. Photodynamic Centre of Various Oscillations.

The common virial locus (Note 832) of mean momentum, linear oscilla-

tion, spherical oscillation, and reciprocal oscillations, gives the following

planetary approximations by (15), (16), (17), (18), (19) and (25) :

ft, = 6'4258/>
8

pfi
= 4-81 90(0,

,,,. ii i;;iS()„
::

Pi = : 8-0818,08

P 5-3545,0,

Ar. Mean= 0-8537/,
:l

Ge. Mean - 6'6825ft

l-8-.V>

A
= •8060,03

1-8^ = 5509/,;

1-8-V, = •9916/,
3

1-8-
/v

S3 1-7848/,
3

l-8o
,,
a
= 3-3127/,

.,

1-8-
Pk = 5 -7828/33

1-8 2
p = 10-4090/,.,

1-8-''
p = L8-7863/)g

IS* p
1

A
= 88 -7252/j 3

Geom'l Mean = 3-2127,,;

= '*mP 3
80.

— -6722/,
3

31.

= 1-0000/,
3

3,3.

= 1-7305/,
3

33.

= 3 -3 120,,
3

84.

= 5 -51 !);!/,
.,

35.

= 10-3l:!3,,3 3(1.

= L9-1886^
3

37.

= 80-4696/jg 38.

= 3-2200/,., 89.

Cardinal centre = 6.4451/,, 40.

Jupiter, = 4 -8868/,, 41.

Saturn

j

= 9-538!)/,., 43.

.4 Uranus,, = 8-2717/", 48.

Jupiter, = 5 "2028ft
1 1.

Ar. Mean = 6-8690/,, 15.

Ge. Mean — 0-0431/,'., 40.
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It will bo seen from (48) that the second locus ofspherical rotary projection

from
.

t
,k ,

(2-5 x 2*5nA
= 20 -0795

/

o,), Is within the secular orbital range

of Uranus. The. cardinal centre! (40; Is the centre of gravity, at conjunc

tion, of Saturn2 and Jupitera , [t represents, therefore, the locus of mean

rotary momentum for their combined masses, at the time of Jupiter's in-

cipient rupturing subsidence, according to Eerschel's modification of the

nebular hypothesis,

393. Farther Relations of the Cardinal Centre.

The cardinal centre, which introduces the series In the foregoing note,

also represents important relations to the following additional virial loci :

pg = \ZSmp1
t 2m = 9.2448,0, 47.

l>n
= I'm/i + I'm = 7-5238,0, -is.

Pe
~

i (Saturn.,-)- Jupiter.,) = 7-521)1/,, 49.

pl = | (0-4451 + 8-2717) = 7-8584/,, 50.

pK
= J- Neptune., = 7-5084/,, 51.

The locus of mean planetary nebular inertia (47) is in Saturn's orbit,

where the rings, the satellite system and the specific gravity bear witness

to the results of nebular condensation. The locus of mean planetary

nebular momentum (IH) approximates closely to the arithmetical mean

between 8aturn
a
and Jupiter., (40), to the arithmetical mean between the

cardinal centre and the incipient virial locus of spherical rotation for

[Jranus (50), and to the virial locals for the mean linear momentu I' Nep-

tune's semi axis major (51).

893. Primitive Virial Influence on, Mass.

The virial radlusof mean momentum not only determines the centre of

gravity of the two chief planetary masses (15), (40), but it also determines

the relative masses of Sun (ni.J and Jupiter (mj at Initial nebular rupture

(secular perihelion). We find, accordingly,

"',/., = «V«.i 52 -

Stockwell's estimate of Jupiter's secular eccentricity is •0608274, This

gives /,-,, -9891728 X 5-202798 X 214-45 = 1.047-872r„. Therefore (52) :

m„= 1047.872 m
r>

58.

Bessel's estimate is 1047-879. This harmony is the more significant be-

cause Jupiter's nebular locus of Incipient rapture (4
,8868) Is central be-

tween the loci of incipient subsidence of Uranus (20-0702) and Keptuue

(30-4090) at opposition.

894. Successive Orders of Photodynamie Influence.

While Jupiter traverses the primitive nebular centre, Earth traverses the

centre of the belt of greatest condensation.

i (/'in + /'..a) = P>
5fi -
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Stockwell's estimates for the secular limits of the dense belt, (Mercury,

and Mars,) are, />„, = -2974
; pvi

= 1-7865. This gives for (55) 1-0109 pi ,

which is nearly - of the mean proportional (27) between Sun's radius

(r ) and the solar modulus of light (29). These successive Indications oi

virial influence upon Saturn and Jupiter (40), Sun and Jupiter (58),

Uranus and Neptune (54), and the relative positions of the dense planets,

are full of suggestive interest,

395. ViriaU of Secondary notations.

While the rotation of the chief nucleal centre (Sun) is determined by

the velocity of light (8), tire rotations of the secondary centres of nebulos-

ity (Jupiter) and condensation (Earth) are determined, respectively, by

circular orbital velocities at Sun's surface [«„] and at the mean centre of

gravity of Sun and Jupiter [«,].

gt
t, = [»,] = t'V,.'-..

M -

q,t. ee: [i) 1 ee: ]/q )'. *'*•

The data for the solution of (57) have been more accurately and satis-

factorily determined than for (56).

OA =
82-088 88164-08

5280
X = 201 -821 miles 58.

390. Jupiter's Diameter and Density.

Circular orbital velocity varying inversely as y/r, wc find (52), (58),

(fit), (58)

gJl = [» ] =M -+ T/-939 1723 = 27016. miles 59.

[«„]= OJ -:- |/21115 = 18-449 miles 60,

Hall's estimate of the period of Jupiter's rotation ('.)" 55'" 86'.5) gives

f.
t
= 4" 57'" 43.25 = 17803.25 seconds 01

.

Substituting this value in (59) we And

gt
= 70-850 ft. = 2-4887 !h

02.

Hence, by (58) and (69)

m, = 315-38 m, 68.

r6 =ll-257r„ 64.

,\ = '8811a, ,i5 -

Different estimates Of Jupiter's mean apparent semi-diameter give

values for /-,, ranging between 10-Sr, and lt'5r3

397. Sun's Mass and Distance.

Earth's gravitating acceleration and its orbital velocity (60) being known,

we have all the data which are needed \\>r estimating Sun's relative mass

and mean distance.

,
= 81,558,149 [«,] + Ztt = 92,002,000 miles 66,

/>:!'

-

(l .. t- 814 '45 = 488,090 miles 07.
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At Earth's surface, Vgr = 4-9073. It varies as

: 18-4402
: 4-007

v?-
-rherefore (00)

68.
pi ''':]

m„ : 'in,, : : 880483 : 1 69.

All of the results which have been drawn from (8), (56), and (57) in-

volve the principle of persistency of vibrations, by which waves tend to

propagate themselves indefinitely, with the velocity which is duo to their

locus of origination.

898. Manet of Earth and Venus*.

The influence of Jupiter's locus of incipient subsidence on the com-

parative masses of Jupiter and Saturn, finds some analogy in the two

chief planets of the dense belt, Earth and Venus.

Substituting Stockwell's estimate of the secular aphelion of Venus

(piti = -77442:14,,,.,) in (69), (70).

to,, = 426750m., 71.

Hill's estimate is 427240, which differs from (71) by less than £ of one

per cent. The combined, virial estimate of Earth's relative mass (0!))

differs from the purely oscillatory estimate (Note 23) by less than § of one

per cent.

390. Comparisons of Potential.

In order to test, the numerical accuracy of the general equation of

kinetic-velocities (21) we may begin with the consideration of potential

energy, which has been largely treated In thermodynamics. Gravitating

potential is usually measured by the height, of possible fall, or of virtual

fall, since the heights which are considered are commonly so small that

the variation of g is insignificant. The time of fall (£„), or the velocity

which would lie communicated by the fall (»«), might be taken with equal

propriety as the basis of mea.su rement and comparison. Thecosmlcal deter-

mination of Joule's equivalent (Proo. Am. Phil. 8oo., xi\, 20), shows the

importance and advantage of adopting fundamental units which can be

readily employed in the greatest possible variety of directions.

The general equation of fundamental velocity (34) rests on Laplace's

principle of periodicity, "that the state of a, system of bodies becomes

periodic when the effort of primitive conditions ol movement has disap-

peared by the. action of resistances." Hence ('>), (8).

Moreover, the natural standards of time, gravitating acceleration, dis-

tance, oscillation and undulatory velocity which are indicated by the solar

periodicity of synchronous rotation and evolution at Laplace's limit, solar

superficial attraction, Sun's semi-diameter, and luminous radiation, obvi-

ously give the following further equality :

v = v a = «, = »„ = «« = «> 78.
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100. Completion of Correlation.

In Coulomb's formula of torsional elasticity (Note 168), if we substitute

M (29) unci
re- Tor/, gt

gt = v.= v. 74.

Tlio investigations of Weber, Kohlrausch, Thomson, Maxwell, Ayr-
ti)i], mid Perry have shown that

®
A = vt 75.

Notes lis. 90-8, 97 give various ways of co6rdinating chemical and cos-

tnical actions with luminous undulation, so as to get the equation

\ — '"a 76.

in throwing a ball into the air, the thermal equivalent of projectile force

Is equivalent to the product of the miss by the sum of the retarding resist-

ances. In solar superficial radiation, the gravitating reaction is exhausted
In a half rotation, By a simple extension of these principles we have de-

duced equations 73 6, which, when combined, give a complete practical

verification of the general kinetic correlation (24).

101. Phyllotaxy and Harmony of Absorption, Bandit.

Langley's observations with the speclro-bolometer, at Allegheny Obser
vatory and on the summit of Mt. Whitney, show four remarkable absorp-

tion bands in the in Ira red portion of the solar spectrum, at, 0,m94, 1.p14,

l.»*87and L.m88. These wave-lengths are very nearly proportional to the

numbers^, 5, 8, 8, as is shown by the following table :

i [armor* ic. Observed,

a -02 ill

115 114
L-38 1-87

I 'HI 1-83

therefore, the following phyllotactic approximations:

I; a - y = jj ;
»-'- " =

i
'

ft
: <; !• The phyllotactio

is modified by an approximate repetition of the harmonic ratio \.

Harmonic < »bserved.

95 .ill

III 1.14

186.8 1.87

wherever we look, abundant evidence, not only of pri-

mary harmonic influence, but also of secondary and subordinate modifica-

tions which need to lie carefully studied in connection with virial re-

searches.

402. Consequences of Ferret's Late.

The science of Meteorology may, for many good reasons, be regarded as

a peculiarly American science. William Ferrel's discussion of the motion

Of fluids and solids relative to the Earth's surface, which was first published

in the summer of 1856, placed the laws of cyclonisni and anlicyloiiism on

choc. amkk. eiirnos. soc. xxr. 114. tj. FEINTED august ?>, 1883.

1 hey

a :
;-,:

harmony

P
r
is

give,

= 2 x

"„

ft,

r»

We thus find,
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a solid mathematical bask. He showed that, in the northern hemisphere,

all moving bodies are constantly subjected, in consequence of the Earth's

rotation, to a deflection towards the right hand. Hence all atmospheric

surface currents which arc mainly governed by a downward pressure, fend

to curve in the direction of the hands of a watch, or successively through

north, east, south, west. All surface currents which are mainly governed

by an upward pressure, tend to flow In an opposite direction, or through

north, west, south, east.* The heavy winds are called anticyclonic ; the

Hght winds, cyclonic.

There can be no descending currents in one place without ascending

currents in another; therefore, in every atmospheric disturbance, there

must bo simultaneous cyclonic and anticyclonic winds. Such disturb

ances originate either in an unusual coolingand condensation, or in an unus-

ual heating and expansion of air. In the former case the in Mow, in the

upper regions of the atmosphere, will produce an increased pressure. In

the latter, the outflow will produce a, diminution of pressure. In the

restoration qf equilibrium, currents of warm air are often brought info

contact with colder currents. If the currents are both saturated with

moisture, or if they contain more vapor than can be retained under the

temperature of the mixed currents, precipitation takes place, in the form

of rain, hail, or snow. This precipitation reduces flu; weight of the at-

mospheric column and the barometer fells. Accordingly, there Is a con-

stantly increasing tendency to cyclonlsm about storm centres, and there

has been a, very prevalent disposition to look upon all storms as of cy-

clonic origin.

A little reflection, however, will show that the initial mixture of cur-

rents may be due to cither of the causes above mentioned ;
either to the

Mow of warmer air info a (-old depression at the fop of the atmosphere, or

to a How of cold air, at the earth's surface, towards a region of low baro-

metric pressure. In the former case, flic initial superficial currents are de-

termined byadownward pressure, and they are, therefore, anticyclonic ; in

the latter they are determined by an upward pressure and are cyclonic.

A careful study of the weather maps shows that the heaviest rains and

snows occur in advance of the centres of low barometric pressure, or in

the rear of the centres of high barometric pressure. If storms began in

the cyclonic currents, the reverse should be true; the greatest effect fol-

lowing the low centre and preceding the high centre.

The frequent failures of forecasts, during the past winter, seem to have

been mainly due to a, misinterpretation or a misconception of these tacts,

to which the writer first called attention in 1871.

408. Study of Stormy Anticydonnm.

Loomis's discussions (Note 867) show the need of watching the develop-

ment of storms at all stages, from the lirst Indications of atmospheric

*Thli will be evident, If we Imagine ourselves to be lying In the ourrent and

facing the direction towards whloh the pressure tends.
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disturbance, until the restoration of fair weather. The limit between
anticyolouio and cyclonic tendencies, may be approximately assumed
to be midway between the centres oi High and low barometric pres-

sure. All cloudiness or precipitation between the limit and the high

centre, represents anticyclonic influence ; all between the limit and the low
(•(•nirc represents cyclonie Influence, Local cyclonism sets in soon after

precipitation begins, and the anticyclonic influence is thus partially hid-

den
; but a critical examination of the weather maps will show i hat the pre-

vailing currents of the region often continue to be anticyclonic until tint

rain or snow is nearly, or quite over. The evidences of storm breeding
and stormy antlcyclonism will be still more striking, if the changes oi

barometric pressure are studied in connection with the beginnings and

subsequent growth of cirrus, cumulus, and nimbus clouds, as well as with

the rainfall and the flnal breaking up of cloudiness. There are good rea-

sons for believing that such study, systematically and thoroughly contin-

ued under the direction and with the facilities of the Signal Service

Bureau, would raise the successful verifications of the Washington forecasts

to an average of at least ninety-five i>er cent.

404. Presswe of Warm Air.

Dr. Kdppcn, in discussing Ley's work on the winds prevailing in West-
ern Europe, announces four new theorems (Ann. hydr. und magnet.
man'/, meteor., 1889 ; cited by Science, 499). I. The air-currents deviate

from the isobars towards the side of the lower pressure in the lower

atmosphere, and of the higher pressure in the upper atmosphere. 2. An ex-

cess of pressure exists upon the side of the warmer air columns. :;. The
depressions advance approximately in the direction of the air-current

which has a, preponderance of accumulated energy. I. The state of mo-
tion of a, certain mean layer, of which the height is still to be determined,

Can in general be substituted for the onward movement of the vortex. A
Systematic comparison of these propositions with observations and with

Blaslus's discussion of aerial currents (Storms, chapter iii), may contrib-

ute towards a, fuller knowledge of stormy a.nfieyclonistn. If will also bo
Interesting and instructive to see how readily Koppen's theorems can he

deduced from Fen-el's laws.

405. SolOiT-Bo/romet/ric Virials.

The first physical paper which 1 Communicated to the American Philo-

sophical Society (Proc. A. J'. S., ix., 888-8) was based on virial considera-
tions, but the discussions of Olauslus had not prepared the way for their

general acceptance. Accordingly, the method oftreatment was so new, that

many persons looked upon the results merely as curious and, perhaps, ac-

cidental coincidences. The foregoing relations of virial Influence to time
of rotary oscillation enable us to reach the same results in a more sim-
ple way.

The mean barometric fluctuations, both daily and annual, maybe re-
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garded as functions of time, mass and distance. The mean daily disturbances

take place at r
t
= 31)02.8 miles from the virial centre ; the mean annual

disturbances at pt
= Earth's semi-axis major from their virial centre. The

disturbed atmospheric mass and the equilibrating value of g are the same

in both cases. The virtual potential of daily rotation is j X 80104.08' =
23,559,1598.75 miles. G-en. Sabine's means of Ave years' observations at

St. Helena, show a daily barometric range of .067 in., and an annual

range of .185 in. (see Proe. Am. Phil. 8oe., x, 875, foot-note). The geo-

graphical, magnetic and climatic situation of St. Helena is such as to give

the following simple harmonic approximation for pt
(Note 5577 ; 5).

.007' : 1858
: : 89,559,598.75 : 91,590,300 miles.

400. Bncke's Comet.

Dr. O. Backlund (Copernicus, Feb. 1883 ; cited in Science, 531), says

that "the investigations hitherto made of the theory of Eticke's comet

really prove nothing as to the existence of a resisting medium in space.

Even if we should succeed by such an hypothesis to explain sufficiently the

increase of the mean motion and the decrease of the eccentricity during the

period 1819-48, a simple hypothesis like this will not at the same time suf-

fice for the motion of the comet after 1865, as the variation of the mean

movement after that time has most probably become different. Not until

the period 1805-81, and its connection with the earlier one have been fully

discussed, will it perhaps become possible to find indications of the

nature of the unknown forces which act on the comet." Tf an juthereal

medium is set in vibration by the passage of comets or other cosmical bodies,

there will be, as in the case of tidal disturbances, both accelerating and re-

tarding influences. We must know more than wo now do, of the nature

of the medium as well as of the laws of elasticity, before it will be safe to

dogmatize about a resisting medium or about the second law of thermody-

namics. The equality of action and reaction may, perhaps, set limits both

to nuclcal condensation and toicthereal expansion, l.lie two limits being op-

posite phases of cyclical changes which all matter is always undergoing.

The unity.of energy which is Indicated by Mthereal relations of mass and

velocity (Notes 388, 400), gives great likelihood to I lus hypothesis.

407. Hound- Spectra.

Frazer's " Examination of the phonograph record under the micro-

scope " (Jour, of the Franklin Inst, lxxv, 348 ; Pros. Am. Phil. Soc, xiii,

581), showed that each of the alphabetic sounds has a special combination

,, I' vibrations, which may bo visibly impressed upon a metallic sheet. The

harmonic correspondence between the wave-lengths of musical notes

and those of the principal lines in the visible spectrum (Proc. Am,. Phil.

Soc, xiii, 149), increases the probability that there maybe an unbroken series

of waves, from the lowest audible sound to the highest actinic impulse.

Mayer's experiments with the antenna; of mosquitos and Langley's ob-
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servatkms of absorption bands (Note 401), approximate the gamuts of light

and sound and suggest the desirableness of some more sensitive method

for recording audible waves and interferences than is furnished by the

phonograph. The radial virials of light and the tangential virials of sound

(Note 390) furnish a field for research which is almost wholly unexplored.

In view of the wonderful advance of spectral photography during the last

decade, we may venture to hope that the record may sometime be extended

so as to include the interferences of sound-waves.

408. Investigators of Spectral Harmony.

The earliest indications of harmony in spectral lines of which I have

found any record, were given by Prof. Gustavus Hinrichs, in the Ameri-

can Journal of Science for 1864 (vol. xxxviii, p. 31, seq). In the Comptes

Rendus of the French Academy, for 1860 and 1870, Lecoq de Boisbau-

dran published several harmonies of a character analogous to those of

Hinrichs, his first paper being deemed of so much importance that the

Academy allowed its insertion without abridgment, although it exceeded

the statutory length. He referred to a communication of Mascart, on the

same subject, in August, 1808, and also to apli cachete of his own which

was deposited in the archives of the Academy in 1865. O. Johnstone

Stoncy (Jiept. Brit. Assoc., 1870 ; Proc. Boy. Irish Acad., 1871 ; P. Mag.,

1871) and J. L. Soret {Bib. Universelle, Sept. 15, 1871, cited in P. Mag.,

1871, xlii, 464) seem to have been next on the list. My own lnvestiga -

tions began in 1864, with the study of "oscillations moving with the ve-

locity of light" (.Proc. Am Phil. 8oo„ ix., 408), but my first Indications of

harmonic wave-lengths were not published until 1873 {lb., xiii, 150).

< i uiiled by a conviction of the physical necessity that all osthereal undula-

tions must bo harmonic, I have been led into the discovery of a great

variety of spectral and other coordinated harmonics.

409. Velocity of Wane Propagation.

As there has been some misapprehension with regard to my deductiou

of the relation between the moan velocity of oscillating (ethereal particles

and the velocity of wave propagation (Note 384), it may be well to explain

the ground on which it rests. In considering the "uniform wave of oscil-

lation," in a star which is rotating under the condition that g t„ = v K

(Note 379), the vis viva of a revolving particle at I (Note 381), is ^ as great

as the vis viva of the same particle from the indefinite fall* which has produc-

ed centra] condensation. Vis viva varies as distance of possible projection

against uniform resistance ; therefore I and fal may be taken, respectively,

as the measures of the virials of indefinite and of virtual fall. Hence arises

a tendency to the formation of an oscillatory node at i I, together with a

tendency to the radial projection of the node, in the equatorial plane, by

*This is rigidly true only when the fall Is Infinite, butln (alllngfroin Neptune
to Sun the deviation from exactness would 1m- less llian , ! g ol one per cent.
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the centrifugal force of rotation. The direct and reciprocal centres of

linear oscillation, at § I and .', I, tend to throw the node at J I from or to-

ward the centre. The reciprocal centre, .', I, is pivotal La respect to the

direct centre, $ I, thus producing a secondary centre of linear oscillation

at !; I. This Indicates the relative sis wka of radial projection which cor-

responds to an oscillatory tangential 'iris vvoa of 1. The corresponding rela-

tive velocity is |/5.

410. Propagation of Explosive Waves.

Berthelot and Vieille (Aim. ile, Ohim. it <!(' Phys., \.\viii, 298) give the

equation o, = a„ a/ s ' ", in which i\ is the amount of heat set free at the
v

'/

moment of chemical combination ; </, 278 times the specific heat ; ()„ the

velocity of explosive translation ol gaseous molecules-, nu , the velocity of

mean translation afteT the explosive wave has ceased to exert any influence.

They have verified the formula approximately, for a score of gaseous

mixtures of very various compositions, They think that in the act of ex-

plosion a certain number of molecules are thrown forward with all the

velocity corresponding to the maximum temperature developed by the

chemical combination ; tills movement is transmitted from one inll id

edge to another, in a wave which is propagated with a velocity either

identical, or comparable, to that of the molecules themselves.

Introduction to a Study of the North American Noctnidw. By A. It.

Grote, A. M.

{Head before the American Philosophical Society, June IG, 1883.)

In my " List of the Noetuidse," 1874, the "Check Lists " of 1876 and
1882, my " Illustrated Essay " and a number of different papers, I have

explained the characters of Noctuidm, a, family of moths of nocturnal

habit and of very general distribution. These structural features, which
arc used in establishing genera, and other divisions are briefly Summarized
as follows, taking the three divisions of the body in turn :

I. The Head: character and structure of the compound eyes, Which are

either full or ovate, small, large, or more or less constricted, and have their

surface naked orstuckled with hair, and the orbits sometimes provided with

longer hair, dependent over the eye and called lafthes ; the character and
structure of the clypeus or front, between the eyes, which is swollen or

flat and sometimes provided with a tubercle, or horns of various shapes

and sizes, or a depression ; the presence of ocelli ; the shape and size of palpi

and tongue ; the vcstiiure of the different parts.
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II. The Thorax : the shape of the wings, their squamation and neura-

lion ; the structure of the feet, the tiblse being variously spitted, or armed

with claws, or again unarmed, the tarsi which are always spinose show a

variation in the character of the spines ; the shoulder covers or patagia may

be either deflected or closely applied ; the collar which varies in size and

shape.

III. The Abdomen,: its comparative length and form; the male geni-

talia Which vary in shape, the female ovipositor may be protruded or not.

General characters may he drawn from the vestiture and tuftings along

the dorsal lines of the body. The elothing of the thorax varies from hairy

to being composed wholly of flattened scales. I have also used the infra-

Clypeal plate at tin; base of the "front," which is variously produced and

in Shodosea seems slightly mesially projected. Comparative characters

areofiered by the size of the appendages, width of clypeus, the retraction

or projection of the head. Secondary sexual characters are to be used as

of generic value when they are of such a, nature, that if shared by both

sexes they would be held sufficient to found a, genus upon. This would

exclude the antenna; from their variability, so far as the usual pectinations

are concerned, but admits such abnormal male characters as are offered in

the anlenme of the genera, llcnia, Syllcctra, etc.; also the genitalia,, upon

which sections may be founded, but which do not seem to be sufficiently

stable in their modifications to form part of the diagnosis. The color and

pattern of ornamentation often give a clue to the affinities of a species and,

in my opinion, should not he entirely disregarded, but afford no ground

by themselves to establish any structural group. The immature stages,

egg, larva and chrysalis should also be studied, and they will often give

a certainty as to the location of a form not to be attained in any other way.

Unfortunately they are generally unknown; on this account alone our

classification is provisional and it must remain so to a greater or less cxten t

so long as the natural history of the family is not completely known

and studied.

The family Noctuidir, then, may be said to contain moths, having

12-veined forewings, of which vein 5 belongs to the series attached to the

median vein, being nearer vein 4 than vein 6, except in the genus Nola-

p/tniia, where it seems to be nearly central in its location, and having two

Internal free veins on the hindwings. This latter character divides them

from the Pyralldiv, a family which the lower genera of the Noctuidir ap-

proach in general form. The former character separates them from the

ffeometridcB, a family which is lower and next succeeds the Noctuidiv, as

may be seen from the fact that the larval form which is characteristic of

the GeomeiHdm Only obtains in certain lower genera, of Noctuidir, which,

iii the perfect stage, also show a tendency (.Eomoptera) to copy the posi-

tion of the wings in repose, and the ornamentation habitual with the Oeo-

metridcB. The wings in the Noctuidir are entire, except in Eulinlneria, in

which genus the male has a slip on the external margin, a, secondary

sexual character of generic value. They have a, simple frenulum in the
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males, wliich is divided (not "double"; iii the females. The wings may
be said to be short, and narrow ; they broaden in the lower genera and

again in some genera may be said to be long in comparison with the body

(i. e., Cucullia, etc.). The ocelli are almost always present, while in the

(Jeometridm they are almost always absent. The palpi lengthen as we de-

scend to the lower genera, where they assume unusual shapes as in Pal/J/is.

The male antennas are dilate, bristled, brush-like or toothed and pectinate,

the female antenna: being almost always simpler in structure ; lie/da, Zan-

clognatha, and other genera have them furnished with tufts, coils of hair or

nodosities, The "front," orclypeus, isbniad and square as compared with

either the Geometridw or Pyriilida. The maxillary palpi •ire short and con-

cealed. The tongue Is equally stout, but occasionally short, weak or rudi-

mentary. The eyes are lull, and may be either naked or hairy, the hairs

being weak and short in Trichocosmia, but usually prominent as in Mamas-
tra. The orbit of the eye is furnished with a more or less complete circleof

hair iii some genera, and there is often a circle of discolorous scales lying

back from the orbit. The vertex <>f i he bead is sometimes clothed with scales,

differing in shape and position from those on the "front," which areoften

short and converge mossily about a central protuberance varying in char-

acter. The thorax is short and stout, thickly sealed and often tufted On

the dorsal line, with the tufts divided in some genera, and more or less

lengthy and peculiar. The metathorax is short
; the middle region of the

body is well developed as compared with the other families and muscular,

the base of the wings and their framework of veins being usually stout and
stiff ; the Might is most often strong and rapid, and approaches that of the

SpAingida. The habit of hovering over flowers is characteristic of certain

genera, such as Plusia. The abdomen is conical, and usually exceeds the

hind wings, the contour is definite ; it is variously tufted, or again smooth
or with a carina, on the dorsal line ; again It is Battened, seldom weak or

short.

The colors are brown and gray. The hind wings arc quite highly

colored, but, as a rule, simple and slight in their markings as com-
pared with the fore wings; oftenest they are quite plain or with one
or two cloudy lines parallel with the outer margin and a dise.al

spot. The fore wings are usually distinctly lined. They have a basal

half line (b. h. 1.), an inner median or transverse anterior (t. a.) line,

a median shade (m. s.), an outer median or transverse posterior

(t. p.) line, a subterminal line (s. 1.), a terminal line (t. 1.) at the

base of the fringes, There are three stigmata: the orbicular, a rounded
anterior spot on the cell ; the reniform, a usually kidney-shaped spot out

ward the cell ; the daviform, a pointed spot attached to the t. a. line below
the orbicular. In the genus Catoeala there is also a subreniform spot,

while the claviforni is absent, The typical ornamentation is displayed in

such genera as Hadma and Mamestra. Almost always it can be made out

and its presence renders a description recognizable if drawn up with care,

and the different lines and spots, wliich are thus easily executed, fully and
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comparatiyely described. The descriptions in French of M. Guenee seem

to me very good as a rule, and, as a consequence, but few of his North
American species are in doubt. A study of the ornamentation of the JSfoe-

tuidiE is interesting. In related species I found that the differences showed
themselves first on upper surface of primaries, then of secondaries, lastly,

beneath.

I only mention the genus Catocala now to refer to a, paper, published by
me some twelve years ago, in which I identified one species previously

described, and in order to recall the fact that I showed that the origin o!

the subreniform spot to be flu: outer median (transverse posterior) line

itself. It here get bark a. sulcation which became gradually separated

from flu: line, and in some species now appears as an almost round spot

without any connection with its point of origin. In like manner I con-

ceive the stigmata, to have originated. The renil'onii probably form the

median shade, the orbicular and claviform form the Inner median (t. a.)

line. The spols are then developments from the transverse lines, although

it may not be certain whether the renil'onii is no! a relic of a former band,

or perhaps of the outer line, though this is not so probable, judging from

the course of I he median shade, which, in some species, seems to be inter-

rupted by the renil'onii. Every one lias read or should read the best chap-

ter in Mr. Scudder's book on butterflies, that on Classification and origin,

and will remember his theory of the primitive style of marking, a succes-

sion of lines following the shape of the outer margin. It seems quite exact

to me from my previous sludies of the markings of the Noctuidai. It also

works in with my conclusions as to the law of variation in this group,

which 1 showed affected the upper surface of fore wings first, then the hind

wings, and then the under surface, following the exposure of the surface,

to the light and air.

From these characters we may oiler the following resume by which the

student may recognize a Noctuid. The front is square and broad, the

labial palpi are divergent and prominent, obliquely ascending, the second
joint longest and thickly pilose, the ocelli are present, the eyes are full,

the tongue stout, the maxillary palpi concealed, the antenna' thread-like,

ciliate or brush-like, rarely pectinate in the. males. The thorax is heavy
and stout, the prothorax broad and distinct, the patagia relieved, the ineta-

thorax very short, the Banks broad ; the wings still', strong and short, the

secondaries plain, covered by the fore wings in repose, the primaries IS,

the secondaries 8 veined, the latter with two internal veins counted as

one
; the legs are strong, tarsi spinose, tibia; sometimes with claws or

spines. The abdomen is conical, and exceeds the hind wings, its contour

defined. The vestiture is hairy or mixed with flattened scales, usually

dense.

The/orw of the Noctwidm (as insisted on by Agassi/, as a family charac-

ter), united three structurally distinct groups, regarded as families by
Lederer. The first of these is represented in our fauna by a few species,

and is nowhere numerous. No name hitherto employed for it is tenable

rKOC. ambr. thilos. soc. xxr. 114. k. printed auqust 3, 1883.
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under an amended nomenclature. Dr. Harvey and Dr. Packard have

shown that the term Cymatophora is to be applied to a genus of Qeome-

tridip. The terms Bombycim and Nbctuobombyelni liave not a proper form.

Only one of the genera comprising it is beyond dispute, and is represented

in Europe, Asia and America by distinct species, viz. : Thyatira. I shall

call this group, then, Thyatiridm. It. differs by the course of vein 8 of the

secondaries, and the position of vein 5 of the primaries from all the rest of

the Woetuidm. The second family is the Hfoeiuidm proper. It contains

subfamilies, which 1 have designated in my '* New Check List," and which

I discuss here so far as the present paper extends. < Ither writers have seen

in it three principal groups, the Nbn-fasciatir of Horkhausen ( NorUdn./f

of Packard) and the Faxciatti' (= Gatocalirun Pack.) ; also the Deltoides of

l.alreille, so called from the wings in repose forming the outline of the

(ireek letter Delta (J). At the lime of writing his paper, Dr. Packard
seems to have regarded the latter as Pyralidce. It is not possible to sepa-

rate them from the lower JYoctuidtr as shown by Dr. Herrick-Schseffer.

They fall into two subfamily groups : the Merminiirim and Hypenina. The
differences between these groups are a mere extension of the general com-

parative characters by which smaller assemblages of genera may be de-

lined. I have restricted Dr. Packard's terms to two special groups of

smaller extent,, and these I believe to ha.ve an equivalent value to Ids sub-

family groups in the Oe.ometridai, and which I have discussed above. We
have then in the Noctuidse primarily three families

I. THYATIRIDM.
II. N0CTUID2E.
III. ISKK.nilD.K.

This last, again, a group of very limited extent, destitute of ocelli,

broad winged and hirsute, has vein 5 midway between 4 and 6, but.

differing by the neuration of secondaries from the Thtatikid^;.

In the Thyatiridm no subfamily groups seem to me recognizable since

the discovery of our Western forms, Thyatira Lorata and Bombycia nemi-

cireularis. At first sight the genera Leptina and Bombycia (= Oymato-

phiira), and again the genera, Thyatira, Bseudothyatiira and Ilabrosyne

(= Oonophora) seem to -afford two series which in the European fauna,

appear distinguishable, llubner was the first, to associate these genera,,

some of the earlier European writers classifying Thyatira with /'lusia. In

our fauna Pneudotli.yatira stands nearest, to Ilabrosyne, while our species of

Thyatira approach our two /tombi/eide in several respects.

The general characters of the moths of the Noctindtt' I have thus gone

over quite fully, and 1 now mention those of the subfamily groups, after a

few remarks which suggest, themselves to me, since I finally deal with the

subject after a quarter of century of more or less continuous study of it.

As to nomenclature, the Preface to Staudlnger and Wocke's Catalogue

seems to me to give the most practical and feasible rules whereby the

choice of names is to be regulated. There should be a uniformity in
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family and subfamily terminations, and I am finally opposed to the bar-

barous names used by Mr. Scuddei for these groups In the bntterflfes.

There Is a certain amount of natural error which a student may fall

Into while gradually becoming acquainted with a large amount of new and

difiering species, as to which no work was before him, and through which

he had to break a path; All things considered, uo one In my position

could have escaped having to change his views and cancel some or his.

work. I have always quickly acknowledged and corrected my mistakes,

asa.ll who have followed and used my previous writings, 1 think, admit.

With these explanatory remarks, I would now oiler a, risume of my con-

clusion and studies on the family.

It must be acknowledged that the Noetui&m are difficult of limitation as a

family by exclusive characters. They may be shown to differ in turn in

single points from other family groups of moths, but certain genera in

every fauna are difficult to place. As to subfamilies, Lederer shows that

these can only be defined comparatively, and not exactly, or, as he calls

it, scientifically. The groups here recognized are merely tentative associa-

tions of genera to which I have given a. subfamily name ; they contain all

of them genera, which may be displaced by future enquiries, but they help

the comprehension of the family and enable us to consider certain a.sscm

blages together. As to their mimes, I have not followed any rule of

priority ;
Guenee gives some of them a family form. 1 have given them a.

Uniform termination, and derived them from the most prominent genus

they contain.

The summer, that pulse of the year, the Length of whose recurring beat

is at once the measure of the time elapsed since the culmination of flic, last

ice period, gives us a, prevailing northward direction for the winds that sweep

the North American Continent. These offer serial paths along which num-

bers of leathery winged moths are hurried. We have wind visitors from

the West Indies upon our shores during the whole season. Some of these

become partial citizens by breeding here, others do not, and their lodg-

ment upon, our territory is precarious and accidental. The list of species

known to visit us in this manner is already somewhat extensive, while the

southern part of the peninsula, of Florida is occupied permanently by flic

assemblage of tropical insects. This subject, leads us to consider briefly

the distribution of our Nootui&a.

The Geographical DktribuUon of the North American Noetuidm must be

Studied in connection with the topography of the country and the range of

the, food-plants of the caterpillar. If is found that mountain chains afford

the most effective barrier to the distribution of species. Their presence

explains the fact that Ohio insects an: often absent in New York, or not

SO abundant on the north and east of the Alleghanies. A study of the

ranges and lateral branches of the Rocky mountains, as they are deline-

ated, gives an idea of the different fauna,! provinces which are discovered

to be more or less restricted to the valleys between the spurs. It is shown

that, often at, short distances In this region, the character ol the moths in
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adjacent valleys changes. We have essentially one fauna, which is arrested

at the St. John's river by a tropical colony inhabiting Southern Florida.

The Labrador fauna is a true extension of the Canadian, and the Noctuidm

of that region may be found again inhabiting the sides of Mount Wash-

ington. I disagree then with Staudinger, who includes the Labrador with

the European fauna, believing him to be misled by the identity of alpine

.species with our more northern forms. On the west our fauna extends

downwards along the table-lands occupying the centre of the Mexican

peninsula, the hot and low lands on either side being occupied by a differ-

ent and tropical fauna. Singularly enough some more northern west

coast species hare been found In Maine and Canada. There must be a

northern outlet in the mountain ranges of the Pacific coast. The princi-

pal feature in the distribution of our fauna is the migrations, A yearly

zoological wave sets in from Mexico and the West Indies, and carries on

its crest a number of light-winged Nbctuicke, which eventually range up

our entire coast, and are found in Maim; in the foil. The most import-

ant to us of these species is the cotton worm, which I have studied a long

time. This moth, which feeds on the perennial cotton of South and Cen-

tral America, must have visited our mainland for years before the cultiva-

tion of our annual cotton gave it a lodgment on our soil. Now it in-

creases by the rich fields offered as food for its larva, and traverses the

country in successive broods from the South to the Ohio river. Beyond

this it (lies, but it is doubtlul that it again accomplishes its transformations

on a substitute food-plant in the fall. The probability is that it does.

I originally showed that, in the South, if would feed on nothing but cot-

con, from my observations and experiments. I find now that Prof. Riley

occupies my ground, and states that it only feeds on cotton and that its

northern journey is fruitless. I originally discovered that the whole

inquiry, from an economical point of view, hinged upon the discovery

of its successful hibernation, after being the first' to positively ascertain

that it wintered as a moth.

In my paper (1874) I suggested that, this might still be extra limital or

confined to a narrow southern strip of land in Texas or Florida. In this 1

was probably mistaken, and it may be that it has a hold throughout the

cotton belt. But I wish to point out distinctly that this was the matter to be

ascertained, and that my theory is to-day the correct one. It showed thai

the area of successful hibernation was the point for future enquiry, and

I suggested in the Tribune the moans to get this information, and the

preventive measures to be employed, if this region was such as could be

dealt with by preventive measures in the spring. As to its extra limital

origin, Professor Riley finds a short letter anticipating my theory, but

necessarily presenting few facts as the range of North American JYoctuidce

was not then known. However this may be, neither Prof. Riley nor I

knew of this letter, when I read my paper in 1874, five years after I had

formed my conclusions. To suggest that my theme was not original, is

to deal unfairly with the facts. I have shown that Prof. Riley did not
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study the cotton worm in connection with the cotton plant. I protest

against his Cotton Worm Report as doing me throughout grave injustice.

I find even the, moths which I named for Professor Baird, which were

mistaken for cotton moths by unskilled observers, recapitulated in this

report, in which my observation as to the larval feet of Aletia and Anomu

is appropriated. I have named moths for Prof. Riley for twenty years.

lie oven lately tries to make me responsible for his re-description of the

"Corn-bud Worm" of Abbott and Smith, the Lapliygma frugipcrda of

authors, as a new Prodenia autumnalis Riley ; and quotes a fragment of a

private; letter of mine to substantiate the charge. But I never saw the

moths till after he had named them, and my letter merely acknowledges

the specimens, and gives HO opinion on the matter. Since 18(S4 I knew

Abbot's work thoroughly, as shown by my writings on the Spliingida:,

and my identification of his species.

As to practical Entomology I allow myself here to express an opinion

rounded on my experience. The reports of State entomologists often re-

Iterate a good deal, and do not seem to reach the farmers for whom they

are intended. An Inquiry about the way in which the money of the United

States Entomological Commission has been, spent with the results attained

will show, I am confident, that the facts it has published have not reached

the great body of American agriculturists, the principal parties interested.

The system of State entomologists must be changed, and these officials

should lecture before the public schools and institute meetings In the

county districts, and thus bring the outlines of entomology and a knowl-

edge of common pests before the y«ung. In this way farmer boys will

learn to respect robins' nests and pull down the nests of the tent caterpil-

lar instead. As matters are now, it is little use of one man's cleaning out

his orchard while anothernext door keeps a breeding place for the codling

moth. Public education must take charge of the matter, and there will

then be a prospect of saving much that is now wasted. Prom a perusal of

Mr. Wm. Saunders' excellent book* on "Insects Injurious to Fruit

Trees," it is plain that personal labor and mechanical appliances for jarring

and gathering or crushing are better than poisons in most cases, and I re-

iterate here the opinion I expressed at the Saratoga meeting of the American

Association, that the use of Paris green is to he deprecated from the lia-

bility of poisoning to stock, and the persons handling it, to say nothing of

its criminal use which has not (infrequently happened.

In the following arrangement I have given our 'Fhyatiridiv and the bulk

of the Noctuidm down to the OatoeaUnai and Deltoids. All the genera are

here cited, but I have only given the species described by myself as a,

rule; the other species are cited in my " New Check List," and do not

usually give different Characters from those here presented, which I have

* This work (which should be used In publlo sohools), from Its admirably sim-

ple and oorreot style, Its Illustrations and arrangement of material used, Is

entitled to i>c regarded as the best on the subjeot since the now olassloal treatise

of the late I>r. Harris.
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specially studied. I have also omitted the synonyms and subgenera. I

("How this list by a discussion of the twenty-four groups into which I have;

divided the genera, and conclude the paper by special generic descriptions.

I trust this paper will be of general service to the student, and if, is

offered as my probably final contribution to a knowledge of tins interest-

ing group. The paper was written for the most part several months ago,

and was intended to he of wider extent, and include some plates which I

cannot now a-ive.

SYSTEMA NOCTUID/K AMERICA BOREALIS.

I. THYATIRIDiE.

Habrosyne Hiiliu.

Scripta Ootse.

Pseudothyatira m.

Cymatophoroides Ouen.

oar, Expultrix in.

Thyatira Ochs.

Pudens Ouen.

Lorata to.

Bombycia 1 1 ubn.

Semicircularis m.

Emprovisa ////. Edw.

Leptina Ouen.

Ophthalmica Ouen.

Austral is m.

Doubledayi Ouen.

Donnitans Ouen,

Latebricola m.

XL NOCTUID-S].

1. Dicopinm.

Eutolype in.

Rolandi m
Dicopis m.

Muralis <m.

Viridescens Walk,

Electilis Morr.

Depilis to.

Thaxterianus to.

Damalis m.

Copipanolis m.

Cubilis in.

2. ApatelincB.

Andela Walk.

Aci'omyctoides Walk.

Platycerura Pack.

Furcilla Pack.

Charadra Walk.

Propinquilinea m.

Derldeus Ouen.

Dispulsa Morr.

Palata m.

Raphia Ilulm.

Abrupta to.

I
1

'

rater m.

Feralia in.

Jocosa Ouen.

Momaphana in.

( lomstocki m.

Diphthera lluhn.

Fallax II. -8.

Apatela lluhn.

Occidentalis 0. and II.

Morula Q. anil, 11.

Thoracica m.

Falcula m.

Parallela to.

Albarufa m.

Paupercula in.

Vinnula m.

Quadrata in.

Tota m.

A mericana Harr,

Dactylina m.

Spinea to.

Luplni to.
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Vulpina m.
.

4. NocJ.llillir.

Felina m,

Luteiooma <!. and li. Cameadea m.

DistanS to. Masrens m.

Subochrea to. Citricolor ™.

Nootivaga to. Agrotis Bubn.

A 11 1 i<-. t.;>. in.. Badicollls m.

Conneota to. Janualis to.

Harveyana m. Pallidicollis to.

Ovata to. Opaoifrons to.

K.xilis TO. Perattenta to.

Heesttata to. A.ttenta m.

Disseota 0. ami li. Stellaris to.

Sperata to. Phyllophora m.

Edolata m. Rubifera w.

Extricata to. Perconflua to.

Lithospila to. Rosaria to.

Lanoeolarla m. Planalls m.

Insolita m. 1 [ospitalis in.

Arsilonche Led. Viralis m.

! [cnrici to. Bsurialis to.

Quarta to.nir. Bvanidum to.

Copablepharon Harvey. • Apposita to.

Absldum Harvey. Fishii to.

Ml nun Harvey. Normaniana to.

Subflavidens m. Oonchis to.

Longlpenne m. Mi nihil is to.

Harrisimemua m. 1 nnotabills /»..

Trlsignata Walk. Washingtoniensis m.

Treatii to.

'6. Jlryop/dlinm. Junota hi-

Harusplca m.

Cerma llnbn. Musoosa- to.

Com llulni. 1 nven nsla to.

Polygrammate llubn. Terrealis to.

Hebraicum Hubn. Mercenaria in.

Microcoelia Guon. Auxiiiaris m.

Fragllis Gum. car. A.grestis to.

Diphteroides Gum. wm*. Introferens nt.

nar Obllterata to. Peroxcellens to.

Bryophila Tr. (inlaris to.

Lopidula to. Immlxta to.

Cyathissa m. Docilis to.

Percara Mart. ECvanidalls «,.

Chytonix in. lli'i'ilis to.

SensiUs w. Vittifrons to.
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Ensularfs in.

Costata to.

Idahoensis m.

Konnalis m.

Paoula to.

Emarglnata m.

Observabills to.

Bimargtnalis to.

Bicpllaris to.

Lastula to.

< lupida to.

war. Brunaeipennis m.

var. Alternate to.

var. Oupidlssima m,

var. ? Orbis m
Variata to.

Minimalis to.

Placida to.

Disooldalis to.

Bronneicollis to.

Havilte m.

Murxmila G. "in! E.

Dolis in.

Dapsilis to.

Oatenula to.

Atrifera to.

Vernilis to.

Euroides to.

MUleri to.

Vocal is m.

Hollemanl to.

Silcns to.

Allialis to,

( lloanthoides to.

Infimatis to.

Lagena to.

Pluralis to.

Pleuritica to.

Pitychrous to.

Niveivcnoaa to,

Nivcilinca to.

Clival is to.

Quadrideatata 67. o»d R.

Cicatricosa O. and B,

Ridlngsiana to.

Lewisii m.

Versipcllis to.

( iolata to.

Declarata Walk.

var. Campestris m.

var. Decolor Morr.

var. Albipennis in.

var. NJgrlpenais to.

Verticalis in.

Tessellata Harris.

var. Atropurpurea m.

Tesselloldes m.

Strigilis in.

Genioulata G. and R.

Oollaris 6. and It.

Badlnodia in.

Bollli in.

Atrifrons to.

Piscipcllis in.

G-raadipenais m.

Perftisca to.

Velleripennis to.

I'asloralis in.

Baltaitis ».

Friabilis m.

Fuscigera to.

Brunneigera m,

Rubefaotalis to,

Micronyx to.

Fumalis to.

Dollii m.

Eriensis to.

Worthingtoiii to.

Sublatis to.

Munis to.

Violaris (?. o?w2 II.

Wilsonii m..

Specially m.

Basalts to.

Mlmallonls in,.

< .agates to.

( latherina to.

Circumdata »i.

Vancouvcrciisis ///.

Semiolavata m.

Gravis to.

Vapularis to.
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(Enelpennis m. Crotchii m.

Nanalis m. Chartaria ///.

Clodiana m. Defersa m.

Texana m. Bella m.

Pellucldalis m. Pensilis to.

Beata m. Vidua in-.

< !senis m. A.cutipennis m.
Nigrovittata to. ( J nata ///.

TrabaUs m. Glaciata m.

Pressa m. Ouneata m.

Anytus in. Quadrilineata m.

Sculptus to. A [boguttata m.

var. Planus m. Com is m.

Ammoconia Led. Sutrlna to.

Declpiens to. I .usi.rfi.lis in.

var. Parentalis to, Meditata m.

Distichoides m. [nnexa m.

Adita in. ,S|ii<Mili>sa /;/.

< 'hionanthi A. and S. Perrealis m.

Eucoptocnemis in. ( llnnabarina to.

Plmbrlaris Gfuen. var. Ferrea m.

Agrotiphila in. NTveiguttata m.

Montana Mbrr. Leuoogramma ///.

[nsolens m,

5. Iliiilviiiiur.
(f Arietii m.

Fishia m. Trichoclea in.

Euthea to. Deeepta m.

Copimameatra in. Lucerla Von Hein.
( (ccidenta ™. Dellcata in.

Mamestra Ochs. Hadena Schrank.

Purpurissata m. Ducta m.
Discalts m. Separans m.
Ijiiliciis /;/,. < (ccidens to

Beanli /». Bridghamii Q. and R.

Legitima m. Vlolacea m.

Llquida m. Ilulstii m.

Noverca m. Sputatrls to,

Gtoodollii m. Plutonla m.
Vittnla m. Vultuosa m.
Farnhatnl) m. Oristata m.
Nevada: m. Llgnicolor Guen.
Subjuncta G. ami R, var. Queesita m.
Allanlica m. ( (emails m.

Dimmockil m. AuranUcolor m.
Bisulca m. Cucullllfbrmls m.

PEOG. AMHB.[PHILOS. 800. WI.114. S. PBINTBD S.UGTJST 16, 1888.
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Vulgaris Q. and /i.

Idonea to.

Semllunata m.

Discors to.

Perpcnsa in.

Oinofacta in.

Leucosoelis m.

Olorina m.

Ilillii to.

[ndirecta m.

Tusa in.

Tonsa m.

Chryselectra m.

Charactra m.

Genetrix to.

Adnixa to.

Fumosa m.

Longula m.

Divereilineata m.

Tortills m,

Marina m.

Misera to.

Cylindrica to.

Vulgivaga Morr.

Fractilinea to.

var. pr/i'c. ?

Modiola m.

tar. prin;. ?

Hausta to.

Pseudanarta lly. Edw.
Crocca Ily. Edw.

Flava to.

Singula to.

Flavidens m.

A urea to.

Oligia llubn.

Chalcedonia Hubn.

var. Tracta m.

Versicolor to.

Fuscimacula to.

Perigea Guru.

Epopoa Cramer.

Gupentia Cram.

Infelix Guen,

Confederate/, m.

Oondiea Palpalis Walk,

loir: ill..

Xanthioides (in.cn.

var. Fnixa m, pall.

Lusa m.

Falsa to.

A.lbolabes to.

Loculosa in.

Vccors Que/n.

Lussa in.

Nigroguttata m.

Dipterygia Steph,

Scabriuscula Linn.

Hyppa I) up.

Xylinoides Ghien.

Hillia m.

Senesoens to.

Vigilans to.

Algcns to.

Valeria Germ.

Opina to.

1 Conserta m.

Diyobota Led.

Stigmata m.

Arthrochlora m.

Februalis to.

Copivaleria m.

Grotei Morr.

Oncocnemis Led.

I [ayesl to.

Day) to.

Miri Ileal is to.

Behrensl to.

Levis m.

Pernotata to.

Glennyi to.

Homogena m.

Oblita to.

Augustus Harney.

Chandlori m.

Riparia Morr.

Major m.

Aqualis in-.

Curvioollis in.

Cibalis to.

Gracllllma to.

Saundorsiana in.
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Occata m. Conservula m.

Atricollaris Harvey. Anadonta Quen.

Atrifasciata Morr. Trigonophora II lib n.

( Mseicollis m. Perioulosa Gum.
Aterrima m. VOT. V-bruniieuin m.

Homohadeua in. Euplexia Steph.

( Ihorda m. Lucipara Linn.

Badistriga to. Brotolomia Led.

Vulnerea m. Iris Guen.

Kappa m. Nephelodes Guen.

Figurata Harvey. Minians Guen.

Epipaschia to. <oar. Violans Guen.

Induta Harvey. Tricholita in.

[ncomitata Harvey. Semiaperta Morr.

[nconstans m. Fistula Han.

Fortis 'in.. 1 nconspicua to.

'oiir. ? Picina to. Admetovis in.

Aporophyla Guen, ( (xymorus m.

? STosemitse to. Helotropha Led.

Trichopolia m. Reniformis to.

Dentatella m. var. Atra m.

Ptilodonta to. Sera G mid /;.

Pachypolia in. Apamea Tr.

A.tricornis to. Purpuripennis to.

Folia Fr. Nictitans likli.

Acutissima to. Juvenilis to.

Medialis to. Erepta m.

tllepida to. G-ortyiia Mubii.

Palllfera m. [nqusesita G. and It.

<3Edon to. Oerina to.

Theodori to. Rigida to.

Epichysls to. Cataphracta m.

Hadenella in. [mpeouniosa m.

Pergentilis «,. Purpurifasciu (1. and 11.

Actiuolia llulm. Harrtsii m.

Ramosula Guen. Speoiosissima G. and li.

Stewarti to. Oerussata m.

Callopiatria llulm. Necopina -in.

Btrena to.. Serrata to.

Laphygma Guen. Ochria llulm.

Frugiperda A. and S. Bauzalltee in.

Prodenia Guen. Buffaloensis m.

Cominelinse A. and S. Achatodes Guen.

Praflca m. Zeee Harris.

Eupsephopaectes in. Maoronoctua in.

Procinctus ™.. ( (nusta in.
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Euthisanotia Hubn.

TImals Cram.

Lathosea m.

Pulla m.

0. Arzwmiiur.

Sphida in.

Obiiquata Q. and It.

Arzama Walk.

Deusa Walk.

Vulnifica to.

Melanopyga in.

Diffusa to.

liiinosa to.

Pseudargyria Guen.

var. Callida m.

Zosteropoda to.

Hlrtipes to.

Ufeus in.

Satyricus m.

Plioatus to.

dnioolor to.

Sagittarius m.

Pteroscia Morr.

A.trata Morr.

H. 8colecocctmpinos.

7. TfTonagriinm.

Nonagria Oclis.

Permagna m.

Subllava m.

Oblonga m.

Tota in.

Armata m.

Minorala m.

Senta Steph.

Deftcta to.

Platyaenta m.

Atriciliata to.

Anguatiorata to.

Tapinoatola Led.

Orientalis m.

Ommatostola in.

Llntneri to.

Heliophila Hubn.

Oxygala to.

Prffigracttis m.

Patricia to.

Bicolorata m,

Rubripennla G. and It.

Ligata to.

Dia to.

Lapldaria m.

Adjuta to.

Farcta to.

Aclonra, in..

Flabilis w.

Scolecocampa Guen.

Minima Oeyer.

Eucalyptera Morr.

Bipunota Morr.

Obscura m.

Doryodes (Jhcii.

Bistriaris Geyer.

Phiprosopus in.

Callitriohoides in.

Amolita in.

Fessa m.

Cilia in.

Distema m.

9. NoUl;\)h,ani,litt'.

Nolophana to.

Malana Fitch.

Triquetrana Fitch.

Zellerl to.

Labeoula m.

Adipsophanes m.

Miscellus to.

Crambodes (inch.

Talidiformls Guen.

10. Oaradrinm.

Fotella in.

totalis to.

Caradrina Tr.

Miranda m.
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Fragosa to. Parastichtis lliibn.

Civica to. Gentilis to.

Pyrophila llubn. var. Perbellis to.

Tragopoginls (Linn.).

Triquetra m. 12. OHIiosUmv.

1 1. 7 ii'ii ioi'iiiii'/iiiiin. Metalepais m,

Oomuta m.

Orthodes Quen. Pachnobia Quen.

Nil.nns to. Carnea Thanh.

Himella in. Trichorthosia m.

Intraotata (Mori:). Parallela m.

Tasniocampa Q-uen. Pseudoithoria in.

Agrotlformis m. Variabilis in.

Virgula in. Peotlnata to.

Furfurata to. Choephora (i. and It.

Peredia to. Fungorum (!. and 11.

Rufula to. Pseudoglaea m.

Fuerllls to. Teedata ™.

Perbrunnea to. Blanda m,

Oonsopita m. Pceepta to.

Garmani to. Zotheoa in.

Perigrapha Led. Tranquilla m.

Normalis to. var. Viridula to.

Muricina m. var. Virldlfera in.

Iii'lirensianam. Cea m.

Plusiiformis lit/. Edw. Immaoula u>.

Brythrolita to. Calymnia Ilubn.

Transparena m. Orina Quen.

Pl'i^SCS TO. Trichooosmia m.

Crocigrapha in. Inornata m.

Nonuani ra. Ipimorpha Ilubn.

Xylomiges Guen. Vlconectusa to.

Hiemalis in. var. Subvexa to.

Curtails to. Orthosia Ochs.

Patalis to. Purpurea to.

Tabulata to. Crispa Harvey.

Pcrlubens m. Decipiens in.

Dolasa m. Ralla 0. and 11.

Morrisonia in. Knroa 0. and 11.
'

Evicta in. [nops in.

var. Vomerina to. llolva to.

Illlidelis TO. Conradi to.

Anchocelis Guen. Citima in.

Digitalis 'in. Cosmia Ilnbn.

[nfumata m
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Homoglaea Morr

HIrcina Morr.

Carnosa to.

Glaea Hubn.

Viasica m.

Inulta to.

Epiglaea m.

A piata to.

Decliva to.

Deleta m.

Jodia lliil)]].

Rufago Hubn.

Eucinoedia m.

Pamplna (Guen.)

Scoliopteryx Germ.
Libatrix Linn,

Xanthia Hubn,

Togata Msper.

Scopelosoma Cur lis.

Pettiti m.

GrMBflana to.

Moffatiana to.

( leromatica m.

Devia to.

Morrison! to.

VInulenta m.

Sidus Gum.
•ear. Walkori to.

Tristigmata m.

Litholomia in.

Napffia (Morr.).

Lithophane Hubn.

Hemina to.

Petuloa in.

Q-ausapata to.

Perrealls to.

Bettumel G. and It.

Oriunda to.

Semiusta to.

Contents m.

Ocorgii to.

Aittennata Walk.

Cinerea Riley.

LaUcinorea to.

Grotei Riley.

Omerona
j|
m,

[Jnlmoda l/ini.n.

Tepida m.

Baileyi to.

Querquera m.

Viridipallens to.

Pexata to.

var. Washingtoniana m.

Thaxleri to.

Capax G. and B.

Lithomia Hubn.

Qermana Morr.

Calooampa Steph.

Cineritia to.

13. Cucidliinm.

Cucullia Schrank.

Convexipennis G. and /.'.

Montana to.

Cita to.

Serraticornis TAntn.

Cleophana Boisd.

Eulepis in.

Nyctophaeata Smith.

Magdalena llu.hi.

! 'I
. WurMpiiace.

Ripogenus m.

Pulchenimus to.

Marasmalua in.

Ventilator to.

Histrio to.

15. lngv/rinm.

Ingnra Oncn.

Deolinata m.

Praepilata to.

Flabella to.

Oculatrix Gum.

L6. Anomiinm.

Anomis Hubn.
Erosa Hubn..

Exacta Hubn.

Aletia Hubn.
Argillacea Hubn.
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Hostia Harvey.

Pteraetholix m.

Bullula m.

Chytoryza m.

Tecta m.

17. Litoprosopinm.

Litoprosopus in.

Futilis (]. and, K.

18. Oalpintr.

Calpe Tr.

Canadensis Beth.

19. Stiruiiif.

Hypsoropha llubn.

Monilis Fabr.

Bormos llubn.

Plusiodonta Guen.

Compressipalpis Quen.

Basilodes Guen.

Pepita Guen,

Chrysopis to.

Stiria in.

Ruglfrons m.

Sulphurea Neum.
Stibadium in.

Spumosum m.

Aiireolum Hy. IMw.

Chamaeclea in.

Pernana m.

Cirrhophanus in.

Triangulifer m.

Fala in.

Ptycophora to.

Plagiomimicus m.

Pityochromus to,

Expallidus to.

Tepperi Morr.

Acopa Harvey.

Carina Horsey.

Perpallida m.

Incana Hy. Edw.

Neumoegenia in.

Poetioa m.

20. Pliisiime.

Diastema Guen.
Tigris Guen.

Telesilla H.-S.

Cinereola Guen.

Navia Hani.

Behrensia in.

Conchiformis m.

Abrostola Oclis.

Ovalis Guen.

TJrentis Guen.

Deva Walk.

Purpurigera Walk.

Paligera to.

Plusia Fabr.

yEreoides m.

Metallica to.

Contexta to.

Putnami to.

Striatella to.

Formosa to.

Mappa G. and R.

Dyaus to.

Labrosa to.

M< motion m.

Pseudogamma to.

Fratella m.

Pedal is to,

Viridislgnata m.

Bpigsea to,

Sarena to.

Pasiphseia in.

Saokenii to.

21. Heliothince.

Lepipolys Guen.

Perscripta Guen.

Anarta Oclis.

Cordigera Thunb.

Luteola O. and B.

Quadrllunata to.
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Nivaria m.

Subfuscula in.

Submarlna m.

Sympistis I Till in.

Proprius ////. Echo.

Pseudanthoecia Sm.

Tumlda m.

Daaypoudaea Sin.

Lucens Morr.

var. Luxuriosa m.

Meadii m.

Euedwardaia m.

Neumcegeni ////. Edw.

Xanthothrix Edw.
Ranunculi /A//. Edw.

Axenua m.

Arvalis m.

Pseudatamila Sin.

Vanella m.

Perminuta ////. Edw.

Heliaca II.-S.

Diniiiiiitiva in.

Helioaea m.

Pictipennis m.

Heliophana m.

Mitis in.

Heliolonche in.

Modioella m.

Melicleptria I fulm.

Celerls m.

Pulchripennis m.

Villosa m.

Persimilis m.

Honesta m.

Sueta in.

•ear. Californiensis m.

Dyaocnemia in.

Belladonna ////. Edw.

Melaporphyria ///.

Tinmortua in.

Prorupta in.

Ononis Fair.

Heliochilus in.

Paradoxus in.

Heliothia Uulm.

rmiger Hubn.

'our. Umbrosus m.

Lupatus in,

Oupes in.

Pyrrhia Hubn.
Angulala in.

Stilla in.

Oxyloa in.

< Jitrinellus G. and R,

Alaria Wi'stvv.

Q-aurse A. and 8.

Rhodophora Quen.

Florida Quen.

Rhodoaea in.

Julia, in.

Derrinia Walk.

Stellata Walk.

nor. Henrietta m.

Rhododipaa in.

Volupia Fitch (in.).

Miniana in.

iEdophron Led.

SlKlVVi '///.

Lygrantlicecia (J. and It.

Marglnata Saw.

Eivulosa Oucn.

Thoreaui 0. and U.

Saturata m.

Separata m.

tsar. Balba m.

'BWT. Ac.ntiliiica m.

var. 1 Coercita m.

Velaria m.

Terlia m.

Limbalis in.

Aoifrra, (linn.

tsar. Sprague) m.

Brevis m.

ear. A I, riles in.

Meskeana m.

var. Ruflmedia m.

Paokardii m.

Mortua in.

Nobilis in.

Euleucyptera in.

( lumatilis ///.

Tennesoens m.

Tricopia in.

Chrysellus m.
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Hulotla lepper.

Alcucis Han.
Pippona Etarv.

Uim.il lis //urn.

Antaplaga m.

Dlmidiata to.

Sexseriata m.

Grotella lliuv.

Septempunctata Hart).

Dis ilL

Oxycnemis m.

A.drena to.

Triocnemis in.

Saporis to.

Pseudacontia Sin.

Crustarfa Morr.

22. AeontUnis.

Trichotarache in

A s.sinri I is m.

Tarache lliilin.

Plavlpennis m.

Abdominalis m.

Lanceolata to,

Angustlpenrds m.

Butrix 'in.

Blnocula to.

Vii'ginalis in.

Oretata O. and II.

Terrnlnlmaculata to.

Chamyria Gum.
( lerlntha Fr.

Xanthodes Guen.

(?) Buxea to..

Trileuca m.

Rectlfascla m,

Gulnare Streak.

2!!. KuMroUiiiti'..

Lithacodia I In I in

Itel lien la, lluhii.

Annaphila m.

Diva to.

Divinnla to.

PEOO. A Mill:. PHILOS. SOC

Decia to.

Depicta to.

Danlstica to.

Eustrotia ITubn.

Malaca m.

Mltographa m.

Secta in.

Oonoinnimaoula Guen.

•far. Parvimacula m.

Synochitis G. and II.

Musta G. and I'..

Retls m.

DIstincta m>,

< laduca to.

Marise in:

Aerla m,

Dividua to.

Escaria in.

Clauda m.

Euhenlchia in.

Monetlfera Guen.

Thalpochares Led.

.KUiei'ia to.

Orba, in.

Fortunata m.

Perlta to.

Tripudia.

Quadrlfera Zell.

Flavofasciata to.

Baslclnerea m.

Lixiva in.

Gyros lly. Edw.
Muirii lly. Edw.

Spragueia in.

Magniflca m.

Plumbifimbrial.a hi

Pardalls to.

Funeralis m.

Sordida m.

Guttata to.

[norata hi.

Fruva m.

Fasciatella ///.

Obsoleta to.

Georgica to.

A plcella m.

114. T. PRINTED AUGUST lfi, 1888.
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Azenia in.

Implora rn.

Edentata to.

Prothynia 1 1 1 1 1 > r i .

Coccinei fascia m.

Rosalba m.

Orgyaa m.

Plana to.

Xanthoptera Guen.

Nigroflmbria Guen.

Clausula m.

Exyra m.

Semicrocea Guen.

Fax to.

Rolandlana to.

Lepidomys Guen,

[rrenosa ducn.

Metoponia Dup.

Obtusa S.-8.

Perflava Ilarv.

Galgula Guen.

1 tepara Guen,

Subpartita Guen.

24. Byblceina.

Hyblaea Fabr.

Puera Fabr.

1. Dieopinm m. In this section are grouped genera with the headsunken,

the squamation rough or thick, the abdomen tending to be weak and

plump, as in the Apatelince, the tibiae unarmed except by a strong claw on

anterior pair, the ocelli present, the male antennae thick and stoutly pecti-

nate, the eyes naked and lashed, the labial palpi short, the tongue mode-

rate, the chrysalis hibernates, and the mollis appear early in the year. As

to the ornamentation it is typical in Dieopis, and agrees with the Hade-

nines. I believe the group to be really close to the latter, and would bring

the genera either before or after that group. It does not appear to be rep

resented in Europe. As an instance that natural structural characters are

only of subordinate value in arranging the family groups, I would Instance

the genera Dieopit, <!oi>in<ti<:ri.a, Oncociiniilx and Basilodes, all have naked

eyes, unarmed tibiie with a claw on anterior pair, yet we cannot associate

them in a single group, their general appearance and form is so diverse.

Eutolype is singular for a small central chalybeous tuft of thoracic scales

(easily overlooked and removed when the moth is pinned) only noticeable

also in Tolype and Eudryas ; there is a somewhat analogous posterior tuft

in Oxycenrnw. GopipanoMt is a very singular Bombyciform genus, reddish

in color with variably thick median lines, narrower in the female, found

from Massachusetts to Texas. There is a faint resemblance to the Euro-

pean genus Panolis, but on the whole, I think, a mere analogy.

2. ApateUnm m. This is Boisduval's Bombycoidea, The genera are

more or less like Nolidonlidm or DatycMrinm as to moth and larva. Tire

wings are even, the body plump, often the males have pectinate antennas,

though the typical genus was then simple. The larvie are usually hairy,

bristled and bizarre in appearance. Apatella Funeralit has club-shaped

hairs, and represents in our fauna the European A. Mid. Baphia is rep-

resented by two species, of which the neuration of Abrupt® seemed to me

to agree with that of B. ITybris, the European type of the genus which I

have never seen. Oharadra has hairy eyes, and is nearly related, perhaps

not distinct. Audela and Platycrura seem to me related. The term Biph-
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them is first used for the European ApriUna with which our D. VaUax is

congenerical, the term Moma is incorrectly used for this latter form. For

the European Ludiflca, the term THahosea must be used. The genera

Raphia, Oharadra need a re-examination, which now that several species

are described can be profitably undertaken. Apatela falls into sections

wliich may in some cases have; a generic value.

:i. BryopMUnm m. The typical genus has flattened scales on the thorax,

and is of slight form, the larva (ceding on lichens as observed in Europe,

The immature stages of our species are not known. Oyathiisa differs by

its narrow form, and an excision below apices of primaries. Ohytonix is

somewhat stouter, with Hadenifonn ornamentation; the type was de-

scribed by G-uenee under Apamea, but appears to me to be the male form

of Bryophila Palliatricula Quen. The thorax is sealed; the species are

brown with a. while sub-median .spot attached to t. p. line, or the median

field shaded with white. A. new title may he necessary for Cora, which in

many respects is near Trisignata. Perhaps only the three last genera be-

long strictly to this group.

4. Noctuiinmm. This group I place here following Lederer ; it seems

to me really lower than the Sadeniace and to have affinities with the Or-

thouimv,. Ii. comprises the typical genus Agrotis, with naked, unlashed

eyes, nullified abdomen, spinose tibial and smoothly haired thorax with

the normal Noctuid markings. I have lately very fully discussed the

genus in I, lie pages of the Canadian Entomologist, to which paper I refer

the student. Cwneades differs by the mucronate clypeus ; Anytim by Hie

lashed ryes ;
Atjroliphilu by Hie constricted eyes

;
our species of Amrnoca-

nia by the ridge on the thorax, they may not be congeneric with the

European as they seem Blighter, but their essential character refers them

here. Finally, /iJucoptocnemis is used for a species of GaieneVs described

by Mr. Morrison, wliich differs in the claw to fore tibiae, and Adita is em-

ployed for a large species with spinose middle and hind fibi.'e but, unarmed

lore tiblffl provided with a stout claw. Paehnolna is referred by Lederer to

the Oriho&iiwx.

The very numerous species of Agrolis described by me are here again

gone over as far as practicable, and I believe I have retained none but

valid species. The type of Milleri (named for Hie pod,), is in the line col-

lection of Mr. Henry Edwards, and disputes with miliaria and Gircum

ducta, the claim of the handsomest species among many very pretty bul

some plain and even ugly (Goehraim) forms. T have referred to Cupida,

all the forms which arc possibly varieties, but which no one. at first could

be blamed for considering distinct. Alternata is at least a good variety ; I

have seen some reddish specimens approaching Cupula, but Still with pale

terminal field. Oupidissima is represented by specimens, tending to brown-

ish in Mr. Ncumiegcn's extensive collection. Bruimeipenni8 is applied to

sma.ll specimens with obliterate markings, very deep red-brown varying

to bright orange red. Orbii has the orbicular minute, and maybe distinct.

On the other band, Bioollaris, small with a band on the collar, and Variata
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i n 1 t<;li shaded with white are without any doubt on my mind valid species.

I have united under the name Declarata, all the distinguishable forms

allied to the Western type. I think that some of these may turn out dis-

tinet, in particular Albiptimtt with whitish secondaries in both sexes,

while Trinosa and Subgothica may he varieties, this cannot, 1 think, be

predicated of Herilit. The only yellow-winged Agrotit we have, my Gil-

mpeimis, is now held to be the same as Ghardinyi from Siberia. Among
our showiest species are. Mimallonit, BimnrginaKt, Oonchii, Mirabilit,

Grandipennis, Mireivenota, Beataand Dollii, chielly from the West.

5. Eadenina m. This group has the eyes full, naked or hairy, the palpi

well developed. Ihe sceond joint pilose and long, ocelli, the body hirsute,

and often lulled on the dorsal line, the ornamentation normal. Ifishia, has

the labia: spinose, Oncocnernis, Gopimamestra and Oopwaleria have a. claw

on front tibia:, otherwise the tibia: in this group are unarmed. 1'olyplmm.i

herbacea, described by Guenee, is unknown to me. Mamestra lias hairy

eyes ; I ineludein it the species of Dianthm&ia which have the V ovipositor

exserted. Gopimamestra includes the European Brattices, and has a tibial

claw. JIadena has naked eyes, otherwise agreeing with Mamestra. Oligia

is used tor very slight species referred by Oucnce to Oelama in part ; they

are glistening and the usual tufts are obsolete. Perigea also wants the tho-

racic tufts except behind the collar, the eyes are naked, the vesl.iture mixed

with scales, silky. The European species of Dryobota and Valeria have

not been examined by me and our North American forms needs to be

compared with these; the same is true ot the species referred to Aporo-

phyla, and in part of Palia. In this genus the last three species form a,

distinct group ; Pallifera seemed to me a true Folia; while lllepida is aber-

rant, with pectinate cJ
1 antennae and approaches I'aehypolia. I have dis-

covered a true Gallopistria in Florida ; the species formerly referred to

this genus I have removed under Euherriclda to a later group. AS/mt-

toris has hairy eyes and extruded ovipositor, and seems to me best placed

near Mphelodes. Tricholita has the J1 antenna' pectinate, Ihe vestiture

longer, the apices pointed, the. size smaller. Oohria has the clypous niu-

cronate, otherwise the species are similar to the forms I arrange under

Gortyna. Macronoctua approaches the Nonagrians, while as to

Lathosea I am doubtful of its true affinities. The moth is hirsute

with retracted head, and has some resemblances also to the Nona-

grians. The Hadenoid moths belong principally to European

genera,, and should be studied with these in band. After a very

diligent study of European authorities, I find if impossible to arrive

at a certainty without the types of European genera to consult. Our fauna

is remarkable for the numerous species of Oncocnernis. Among the Amer-

ican genera. 1/adenella is to be noted for the clypoal horn and Lutta for the

long iiutulted abdomen and narrow wing, looking like a Pyralid ;
the

genus is from the tropical, fauna] province of southern Florida, and maybe

"West Indian also ; I am not certain that it is rightly placed, it has a, cer-

tain resemblance to Perigea. It is difficult to separate some of the species
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I liavc placed under Oortyna from Orthosia, and perhaps when the early

stages are known, and the species more minutely studied, some ohanges

will be found necessary. The principle changes from my classification,

however, will probably be made with Folia, Dryobota, etc.

The true type of Apamea, is, I believe, Matitans. The genera Gortyna

and Hy&rmia have the same type, Miaacea. I have employed the genus

Oehria, used solely for Flavago in the "Verzeichniss," for our two spe-

cies which have also a elypeal thorn. This character may be trivial,

but it is everywhere used, and cannot he rejected arbitrarily. As with

Bphi&a, it separates here species I would gladly keep united. Prom the

pectinate antennse (the opposite of Nephelodes), the thoracic tuft and the

general contour I would keep Trieholita, with its three species, distinct

from Nephdodea ; the white reniform is characteristic, and allies the mollis

to /Victti/ms. I have a note to Hie effect that Semiaptrta hud been described

previously by Walker, but cannot at the moment find the citation. With

sonic few other changes, the fewer the better, this will be made whenever

the liritish Museum collection is compared with our material. If the Idea

of Justice or injustice can be held to be properly associated with matters

of this kind, it may be held unjust to restore any of Dr. Walker's names

where recognition is a matter of impossibility without reference to the

type. This is the case with about three-fourths of his descriptions in the

Noctuidm. But, disagreeing with Professor Riley, Mr. Walker's descrip-

tion of Xi/lina Anteimata and IT. Signosa are not of these, and the moths

are referred moreover to the right genus.

6. Arzamiu.iv, m. This remarkable group has aquatic larva?, with spira-

cles, as discovered by Prof. Comstock, and the larvffi may be taken in the

leaves of pond lilies and other water-plants and swimming free in the

water. They Inhabit ponds from Canada to Florida, and the chrysalis

may he found under stones and logs on the margin. ObUquata is found in

Niagara river, the pupa having occurred on Strawberry island. Vulnifica

has been found at [thaca, and what Is probably a variety, with the anal

tuft blackish, in Florida hikes. Diffusa has been found in Maine and also

collected by Mr. Moffat in Canada. The moths are very thick-bodied and

heavy insects, remarkable for the large female anal tuft, like that of some

forms of Borribyx. Sphidahas the clypeus miicronafc, Ancma unarmed
;

the difference is very slight and unessential.

7. Nonagriinm m. This, to me the most interesting subfamily of the

group, is equivalent to the JSFonagriadm of Dr. Harris. The eyes are full,

naked or hairy, the thorax smoothly haired, rarely with a crest, the abdo-

men nullified. The wings are rather narrower and longer than usual, most

often of a pale bull, or the color of dried reeds. The mollis are found by

the sea-coast, or in marshy places quite often, and the larvie live on grasses.

Nomujria has naked eyes and a large elypeal protuberance ;
one species

from Florida is of unusually huge size. I class here Tata, which has some-

what ovate lore wings and a triply pointed elypeal horn ; It resembles

Senta m shape of wing, but the ornamentation is hadeniform. Tapinostola
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has one undoubted American species, bul I am doubtful that I have cor-

rectly referred Senta Befleeta, of which I have given a figure (wliicli in

some copies of my Plate is colored). My genus Ommatostola lias been ex-

amined by Dr. Speyer, and found to be valid as compared with the type

of certain European genera not known to me in nature. The moth 0.

Lintneri (the "Dune Wainscot") occurs on the shores of Long island.

HeMophila, the typical genus, has hairy eyes and smooth clypeus, in Om-
matostola the naked eyes are lashed, and the moth is larger than any of

our species of HeUophila. Following the law of priority, I have adopted

this pretty generic name Instead of Leueania, which hitter is proposed by

Oehsenheimer without diagnosis while he quotes HeliopMla of Hubner as

synonymous. Our species are very pretty. Bubripennis is beautifully

Shaded With pale red; Patricia, is a lovely little; Western form with a sil-

very white stripe ; a, lew are obscurely marked and difficult to separate,

hut, aK are very interesting, (htipunrta (the " Army Worm ") is a very

destructive species in the East; Pattens is also European. The eyes are

hairy, the hotly smoothly haired, the fore wings rather narrow and tend-

ing lo be pointed at apices,

Tlic genus ZoMeropmla is remarkable lor the long hairs on secondaries

above and the tufted legs. I/feus is an aberrant flat form, by the form of

the wings referable here, hut resembling Agrotie in the spinose tibia'.

Pteroitea, of which I have seen but not examined the type, is a rough,

rather odd looking insect superficially resembling Ufi'us, but which may
not belong here. I do not know Thawmatopgfo longi/paT/put Mori1

., nor

Mimodet nmoieolora Gkten., the latter may he the same as Oligia Paginata

of Morrison. Under Lmoania Guenee, without studying the structure of

the eyes, ha,s classified SUCh a dissonant species as /'xmidolimacodes Litterii.,

probably misled by its color resemblance to some aberrant European He-

liophila. A number of his species are not known to nic, and the synony-

my may be disturbed when these and the British Museum forms are accu-

rately known.

;!. SeoleweampiruB. I first in the North American Entomologist showed
the relationship of ScoUcoeampa, Mumlyptera and Doryodes, uniting tin;

two former which are certainly very little different. The body is slender,

linear, the palp! long, the legs long, slender, and unarmed, the fore wings

pointed. The ornamentation fends to the development of a central stripe

tapering to apices. There is certainly a, species of Doryodes figured by

Hover, which may or may not be our twiilu.rut. hut seems to me that spe-

cies. Guenee refers the moth to the Seomttridm, hut is corrected by

Clemens, who takes occasion to sharply review Guence's whole work in a

criticism which has become celebrated from the notice taken of it in

Europe. Zeller refers PMprosopm also to the (,'eometridtp, but I detected

ocelli, and the neuration being also Noctuidous I referred the moth origi-

nally to the present family ami as allied to OaVpe. I think now the moth

is best placed next to Doryodes from iis similar form, but it is not without

resemblances as to extra European genera which seem related to Oal/pe.
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My paper, which is curlier than Zeller's, was published while I was in the

South, and the generic name was mis spelled Phyprosopus, how the error

occurred I cannot now say; I derived the genus from pliilo and prosopus,

shortening the first word from the undue length of the combination. T am

led here to review the few cases where my names were misprinted so far

as noticed by me. In all cases 1 mad., the correction as soon as possible,

and in the case of the Pluria in the same volume.

Phiprosopus Callitrichoides as Phyprosopus Callitricholdes.

Phisia, Viridisignata as Plusia Viridisigma.

Perigea Sole as Perigea Scole.

Badena Perpensa as Badena Perpenoa.

Oncocnemis Gracillima as Oncocnemls Graclllinea.

Seliochilus Paradoxus as Beliocheilus Paradoxus.

<) Solaphmirim m. The genus Solaphana was considered a Tortrix by

Fitch and a, Lithosian by Zeller. I detected ocelli, and was disposed to

consider the moth aNoctuld, which Zelleragreed to, and figured the neura-

li„„ Three species are known to me in nature which differ somewhat in

structure; Malaria has pectinate antennas, while Zelleri has them simple,

and in other respects comes nearer my genus Acliprophanes which has a

posterior thoracic tuft and longer, Caradrina-like wings, whereas in Sola-

phema the Wings are somewhat fuller and rounded, and the moth looks

not unlike a Sola, from which ocelli, form of labial pal,., and ncuralion

separate it However, 1 found vein 5 much more removed from 4 than

usual in a preparation of Malaria, and perhaps we may not have the best

location for the moth yet. Orambodes looks a little like the European

Axylia Pu.tris.

10 Oaradrinis, This group contains genera, with smooth vestiture, nu-

llified often flattened abdomen and somewhat narrow palpi. The moths

are closely allied to certain Hadenoid genera, and the material arranged

under OaradHna is possibly not consonant, Fotella resembles in appear,

ance the species figured by Herrich-Schaffier as BryopMla Teratophora. It

l8 more robust, the fringe on hind wings longer, and the moth seems rela-

ted to Aeosmetia. Our species of Pyrophila are fewer than the European.

The moths all have a greasy or silky look, and are fond of hiding under

dead bark, when; I have found Pyrophila Pyramidoides in numbers asso-

ciated with Agrotis Olande.stina.

11 TomiOeampincB m. The forms here grouped have as a rule hairy

eyes retracted head, unarmed tibia', and hairy or woody vestiture. They

are brown in color and usually hibernate as moths. Orthotics and Jhmel-

la are silky like the preceding Garadrinm, Tmniocampa contains species

which resemble Agrotk in look, ami have untufted rather weak abdomen

and thick vestiture; Incwta inhabits Europe and America
;
some of the

forms are rather slight and difficult to separate from Dianthwcia, Peri-

grapba has a medial ridge; Orooigrapha a small tuft behind the collar ;

Xylomiffes is something like Lit, iane in form of thorax ;
Morrisonia lias
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simple antennas with ornamentation recalling Oloanlka ; Anchocdis has

naked eyes with the clypeus mucronate, our species Is much smalleT and
differs slightly from tho European type; Parastiehtis (DyeeJiorieta Led. ),

lias naked eyes and oxserted 9 oviduct, with somewhat the form of Bian-

thoncia.

12. Orthosiinaem. The numerous genera grouped hero seem to fall

in between Tcmiocampa and OueulUa. The mollis hibernate, as in the

former group ; they arc colored yellow and brown like; the autumn leaves

in which they hide, and among them maj be found some of our hand

somest bisects. The eyes are naked, the body as a rule untufted, tending

to be flat, the ovipositor is concealed. Metalepais has spinose tibise, sunken

head, pectinate male antennse, a hollowed out collar, in front discolorous,

untufted thorax, short untufted abdomen, naked, lashed eyes. The moth

lias probably a European congener. PacJmobia Crimea has a, more woolly

thorax, the collar straight ; it it found in richly colored varieties on Mount
Washington and in Labrador ; both these genera have resemblances to

preceding group. The ensuing genera have also spinose tibia). TricJior-

thotia has hairy eyes and sharply pointed wings. Pseudorthosia to the ap-

pearance of Orthosia has spinose tibia;. Choephira is broader-winged with

stoutly pectinate antenna?, and in the body parts resembles ZotJieca.

Pieudoglc&a has a flattened abdomen, and appears related to the European

Metagona. Cea is wide winged, slight and mealy scaled, with naked eyes

and unarmed tibia; ; Calymnia differs by the smooth front. THchoeotmia

with similar habit has shortly-haired eyes Ipi/morpTia (= PlastmCi) has

straight costal margin and sharp apices. The typical Orthosis much re-

semble Iladena ; they are yellow and brown and the genus contains three

stout species. Gonradi, Tmtosa and Citima which would be taken for

Hiiilniim with Untufted abdomen. Qnmnia, is longer winged, and our spe-

cies may be the same as the European Palmacea. Momoglma has pectinate

antennas; G-losa simple antenna) and untufted flattened body; Epiglma

has a, thoracic ridge. Jodia resembles TricJiorlhosia in shape of wings

with naked eyes; the species has sharply pointed wings, and is red in

color, and prepares us for Mucirrmdia with uneven produced external

margin, and ScoUopteryx with angulate wings and exaggeratedly tufted

Battened body, the tufts like EurMpia which the moth approaches in color

and pattern, the flattened body like Lilhophane. Scopelosrma has a flat-

tened body with a small tuft behind collar and even outer margin ; our

species arc numerous, in part variable, whether all strictly belong here is

a question I am disposed to be pretty confident about, but Pettiti and the

yellow forms incline to Xanthia. Our species of TAtJtophane are numer-

ous ; Pexatct, may be, the same as Ingriea and Thaxtcri is regarded as a

geographical modification of the European OvnformAs. Till the stages are

all known and compared, it is safer to keep our forms under separate

names; they should not be united except under complete evidence,

judging from what we know of Ocndentalis for instance, where the larva;

are so distinct. 1 incline to believe IdthomAa Oermana is not different from
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the European Solidaginis ; the genus has a tuft behind collar
; also our

Oaloeampa Iinpera is closer to the European Vc.tmta than I once thought
it to be ; Oaloeampa Gimritia is found across the Continent, and is de-

cidedly a different species from either of the European
; the same (as to

distinctness) is true of the prettier G. Ounimaoula from the East. In this

group Garnosa is beyond doubt the handsomest species ; even the egg laid

in the fall on maple leaves, is of a rich wine-red color. There is a very
interesting study opened by the colors of the moths of this group which
blend with the ripening leaves among which they hide. Mr. Moffat,

a most painstaking observer, has beaten fresh specimens of several Bcope-

lotomm out of oak leaves, in particular 8. G-neftana, 8. Moffatiana and the

deeply red 8. Oeromatioa, with its waxy chalybeous shadings, have been
captured in this way beautifully fresh.

13. Gacidliinm m. The wings are long and narrow, the hind wings re-

duced in size. The eyes are naked. The antennae simple, except in

0. Serraticornu, an anomalous species from the Western coast. The
collar is hood-shaped ; the body cylindrical, heavy, long and tufted on the

dorsum of abdomen which much exceeds the secondaries. Gucullia is rep-

resented by but few species in comparison with the European, yet all the

groups seem represeuted in our fauna, in which G. Convexipennn comes
nearest to the European typo of the genus. CUophana is represented by
two species which have a claw on fore tibkc, the collar hood-shaped, and
the general appearance more like Gucullia than the European species. O.

Eulepit, is a handsomely marked species ; G. Antipoda was erroneously

described as a Gucullia. The genus Nyctophmata was described by me
almost simultaneously as a Heliothid under the name of Epinyotis. The
naked lashed eyes, the hairy vestiture, the absence' of a hood-shaped

collar, the sunken head, the truncate, thickly spined tibia; are all Heliothid

characters, and bring the moth near to Grotella and allied genera. Its do-

BCTlber excludes it from the Heliothians, and does not indicate its position.

After seeing a very fine specimen of the beautiful moth in Mr. Neumce-
gen's large collection I can only place it here from the long narrow wings

and stout body ; but it contradicts the main features of the group so much
that the form alone unites it, and my original position for the moth may
finally be found the most natural. The Rev, Mr. Hulst's paper is, I find,

dated two nionths before my own in "Canadian Entomologist" so that

my G. Notatclla has to be dropped for N. Magdalena. The moth is among
tin; most beautlfhl and elegant of the family.

14. Eurhipiinm m. This group agrees with Gucullia in the small hind

wings. The genus Uipogenut is close to the European Eurhipia, but dif-

fers in detail in the shape of primaries and tuftiugs of the body. The moth
is provided with two terminal abdominal tufts, one on each side, and is

tufted along the dorsal line, with longer tufts on the basal segments

above. The moth is of* a, beautiful brownish-red of various shade, with a

bluish patch on median field below enclosing yellow dots. Apices shaded

Willi bluish-white ; two superposed dols in place of reniform ; transverse

1'ii.oc. AiH"?n. PEIILOS. soo. xxr. 114. u. PBINTKD aucust 17, 1883,
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lines pale, irregular ; the terminal narrow field and the sub-basal field of

a deep rich brown. Hind wings white at base, with a black subtermlnal

shade band followed by a terminal rich brown edge. The margin is angu-

lated on both wings. The other genus Marasmalus is narrower bodied, and

has the remarkable faculty of holding the wings when at rest like a fan.

The two species occur from Maine to Texas ; the larger and handsomer

M. Ventilator is colored like Bipogenus; the other is darker and more

obscurely tinted, and apparently not uncommon. I took the generic

name ot Pulcherrimus from the Indian, as its colors and ornamentation

lent themselves to my fancy as being like the work made by our North

American Indians ; I did not know then, twenty years ago, that it had a

near ally in southern Europe. The names in the other genu's arc sugges-

tive of the fan-folded wings, which my friend Sanborn likened to those of

Tettix, and the way in which the moths seem suddenly to disappear. B.

Pulcherrimus is one of our handsomest Noctuids of this division of the

family. I do not think the European fauna has anything prettier than

our Agrotis IMliana, A. Oircumdala, Onoomemk Atriqfasciata, Ilomo-

glaa Oarnosa, Nyctophilia Magdalena, Bipogemts Pulcherrimus, llhodosea

JuMa, llhodophora Florida,, EuhucypUm OumitUit, Adonisea PulcJtripen-

nis, Basypoudim Lueem and MeadU, while in the i'lusias, those brilliant

gems of color, our Plusia Mappa is hard to beat.

15. Ingurmm m. The genus Ingura is characterized by the antennas of

the male being pectinated at base, the pectinations decreasing suddenly at

tip. This form gives the genus a notodentiform look, which Mr. Walker

has availed himself of to classify some of our species among the Bombyoes.

The abdomen is cylindrical, the wings rather narrow and the rounded

secondaries are rather small. Tliere is thus a certain resemblance to the

preceding groups. Hubner figures a species, which I have not made out,

in the f'Zutraoge," and Ibis seems the earliest notice of any species. The

colors are black and dingy, and the ornamentation offers a certain resem-

blance to Abrostola. But Oculatrix is an exception, the species having

pinkish eyedike markings on the fore wings, and being a showy little in-

sect. In structure it cannot bo doubted the genus stands next to Moral-

malus.

16. Anomiinm m. This subfamily is characterized by the large naked

eyes, the smoothly scaled body, tapering abdomen and close silky vesli-

ture. The wings tend to be wide and perhaps BulepidoMi belongs here.

The larva are half-loopers and approach the Plusia type. Anomis has the

wings angulatcd, and the type Erosa is colored not unlike Xanthiaj the

larva has an additional pair of feet developed as compared with Aletia. In

a study of the false or abdominal feel, of caterpillars, I find that; there is

always some indication in the Noctuid genera which have the superior

pair aborted, of the position of these feet, and that the discontinuance of

use and the consequent arching of the body at this point is very gradual.

Aletia Argillacea, the cotton worm moth, has been studied by me in the

South. It has undoubtedly effected a lodging with us during the latter
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part of the last century, owing to the cultivation of cotton upon which it

feeds. It came every year with the zoological wave which follows the

rising thermometer and the extension of summer over the northern part of

our Continent. I discovered that the moth hibernates with us (where it

occurs) as a moth, and that it gradually proceeds northward, breeding as

it goes, until in the early fall months it has passed the area of cotton

growing, and is found in Maine and Canada in the months of September

and October. In the North it is very probable that it has found a substi-

tute food-plant, though I do not know it, upon which the final brood is

matured. Bui I found out that it was winter-killed over a large region, or

surviving, the wintering moths failed to make a spring brood. How far

North this state of aflairs is complete is not yet ascertained.

To resume my remarks on the Anomiium. Plermtholix has the male pri-

mary provided with a blister-like expansion, and the male of the broader-

winged Ghytoryza has a smaller one. [t is here that the wings, being en-

tire, and broadening, tend to resemble the Ophiminm, and make it likely

that the largo naked-eyed and smoothly-haired Eulepidotis belongs more

naturally in this subfamily. The body structure is very similar in all the

genera here discussed and its type, once apprehended, is easy of detection.

The head is broader and freer than in the Drasteria like group with which

I precede Oatoeala and allies. We have at least two species of Aletia ; the

seoond a Texan form which may have also a more southern parentage. 1 o

form the genus Aletia Is more typical of the group than Anomis with its

angulated wings.

17. TJtoprosopinm m. This group has the terminal joint of palpi

elongated, and resembles 1'lu.na, differing by tins more robust and nn-

tuftcd body. The eyes are naked ; tibiae unarmed. The wings are long

and without the broadening outwardly, and the tooth at anal angle which

characterizes tin; three next groups. Liioprosopus is a tropical Conn, and

Professor Pocy describes a species, L. Ilatney, from Cuba. Our form is

found in Florida.

18. Oalpin.ie m. We have only one genus which is equivalent to the

European, and in fact our single species may not be different from Thalic-

tri. I do not know Ilemiceras Oadmia of Guenoe, nor whether it, really

belongs to the present group.

19. SUriinm m. This group is characterized by rather weak body-parts,

the thorax short, having the toguhe often deflected at the tips, the collar

a, Utile relieved, the abdomen untufted, the ovipositor prominent, the

wings widening outwardly, and often with a projection at anal angle, the

fore tibia', with a claw, the palpi weak and with small third joint, conical

ami more prominent in Basilodes. As a group it oscillates between Galpe

and Plusia in shape of wing and ornamentation, this being sheeny or me

talllo quite often, in armature of tibia and in appearance (Plagiomimieus,

Aaopa) it presents an occasional resemblance to the HeliotMnm. The palpi

differ from the Plutiinm as also the untufted abdomen and theimpromi-

nenthead. I have lately reviewed the genera in "Canadian Entomolo.
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gist." The perfect insects are fond of flowers and one (OirrhopUanus)

appears to be an internal feeder in stems or capsules as a larva.

20. Husiinm m. The head is more prominent, the third palpal article

longer, and the body tufted on the dorsal line. These tufts are prominent

in Plusia, and there is an exaggerated tuft, fan-shaped, on the abdomen in

Behrensia, a genus which is nearest to Abrostola. Diastema Tigris has

been sent to Mr. Hy. Edwards from Florida,, and seems generically dis-

tinct from Telerilla; I have not been able to examine it carefully. The

species of Plusia hover over flowers in the evening like Sphingidm ; a few

species, Ni, Precationis, Dydus, Verruca, I have found active in the day-

time, as are several species in the next group. Our species are both numer-

ous and beautiful, but a little darker and richer-colored, loss metallic per-

haps, than the European. Most interesting are two forms, Thyatiroides and

Formosa, which are mimetic of the genera Tliya.tira and Leptina respec-

tively ; a curious circumstance when we reflect that Tliyatira was placed

near Plusia by certain early authorities.

21. Ileliothinai m. The abdomen is conical, untufted, the vestiture

hairy, the head usually retracted, the antenna simple, ocelli present, eyes

naked or hairy, often narrowed or constricted, the tibia; armed, the ante-

rior tibia: shortened. The colors are bright and pretty, and the species

frequent (lowers ; in the closing blossoms of (Knoili.era Biennis, as de-

scribed by Prof. Kellicott, who has watched the species in all stages, the

moth of Rhodophora Florida conceals itself, flower and moth being of the

same colors. My arrangement of the genera commences with the nine

typical forms Jhliothis and the genus MelicXiptria, which I have sepa-

rated from ITeliothis, and closes with the usual paler, white genera which

show an approach to the following Acontians. As I have shown, I recog-

nized, in 1874, the probable large extent of my genus Lygranthacia. I

kept, however, certain forms distinct upon modifications of tibial struc-

ture, leaving the responsibility of certain genera with Gucnee. But any

student with the microscope in hand, and my remarks before him, could

have come to the conclusion now reached by Mr. Smith, with a show of

originality which is wanting in fact. Mr. Smith unites my species of Trieo-

pis, EuUucyptera and Sahinia with Lygrant/neeia, for which genus he keeps

the term ScMnia, a name which I alone had "resurrected" for the species

described by ITubner, thus destroying my connection with the genus

which is essentially my work. These do, in fact, present but slight modi-

fication of tibial structure, the changeable nature of which is shown by an

excellent plate furnished by Mr. Smith, who, from a comparison of all ac-

cessible types, arrives at conclusions which, as a rule, I teel bound and

glad to accept. But I believe he goes too far in sinking Tricopis and

making EuUucyptera synonymous. I also believe that Terlia, which I had

described under Tamila (under a mistaken view of the characters of that,

genus which Mr. Smith now corrects), will prove, with Oupei, generically

distinct. I refer to some points in the generic descriptions given in this
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paper, and now only notice the most prominent characters of certain of

the genera.

Bhodoaea differs from Alaria hy the fore tibia; having two terminal

claws, else unarmed ; these claws arc on each side at the extremity of

joint ; the other two tibiae are unarmed, although in my first notice I de-

scribed these tibia; as sparely pilose. The genus is remarkable for the

apparent slight exsertion of the infra-clypeal plate at the middle, the shape

of wings, palpi, give comparative characters to separate the roseate, most
delicately colored moth from our Eastern genus Bhodophora. This last I

keep distinct from Alaria, the palpi, colors and pattern of the moth
seem to me sufficiently modified as to warrant a different term. I

draw in Porrima (proposed for Ovia), a term which I employed for

Sanguinea, a moth to which Regia is allied, as not distinct enougli

from Lygrantho&oia, and, except as to the points here discussed, accept

Mr. Smith's conclusions. As to Capes, it is admittedly out of place

in Lygranthatcia, and I keep It in Ildiothis, to which it is at least as

strongly allied, for the present. I used the narrowed eyes to separate cer-

tain genera, and this character is adopted by Mr. Smith, who finds it of

great value. It led me to classify Agrotiphila in this group, and near

Anarta. In this latter genus are one or two species (Sabmarina, etc.), in.

which the hairy eyes are not ovate but Ml, but which from the untufted

abdomen and general aspect and ornamentation I cannot refer to Mames-
tra. Oxi/cnemis is a bright gray moth, looking a little like a species of

Oharadra or even a Dianthmeia eapsularis, which has short front tibia

terminating in a, single claw, and a posterior thoracic tuft of shining

curved scales. It is thus allied to Trioenemis, which has the shortened

tibial joint of the fore feet also corneous, but tridentate, a posterior thora-

cic tuft, of which the scales are similar, while the moth recalls in ornamen-

tation the European genus Oalophana. Derrima, placed by Walker in the

Aaontidm, which led me to overlook this description, has one pretty spe-

cies Henrietta m., quite common in Rhode Island, where Mrs. Bridgham
has collected it. After examining Mr. Walker's type of Stellata, which is

larger and with pink hind wings and an apparent slight modification of

the markings of fore wings, I feel sure that it is only a varietal form of

Henrietta, though this was next to impossible from the description, 1 have

seen no such specimen among hundreds of Henrietta which have passed

through my hands, and the only approach to it was a 9 specimen, collec-

ted by Mrs. Bridgham, which had a faint pink Hush on hind wings. The
genus Eaedwardsia is based on a fine species somewhat stouter and larger

than Xanthotforix Ranunculi, with hairy vestitu re, unarmed tibia;, the clyp-

eus with a projection below a cup-like excavation. The eyes are naked,

the primaries are rather short and broad, with sharp apices, There will be

a difference of opinion as to the value of structure in this group. I do not

agree with Ledererin referring I'tjrrhU Umbra and Oharielea DelpMnii to

One genus. But there is no need of personal criticism, and no mental in-

feriority or biological ignorance implied in separating certain species upon
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slight structural characters. I am inclined to keep in view the general ap-

pearance and pattern of the insects in sorting them into genera, this has

led me too far in the present group, as shown by Mr. Smith, and I have

modified my views in consequence. There may be a, question as to two or

three genera which I here retain, but no harm is done by keeping them

separate, and the natural grouping of the insects is facilitated. In but few

cases have I overlooked the characters as charged by Mr. Smith, I have

rather failed to recognize their true Importance, and, without- the. Euro-

pean types before me, and wanting some rare American species, it was

difficult to avoid making too many genera, considering the strong modifi-

cations in armature exhibited by the different species. After having posi-

tively referred Oxylos to HeliotMt, Mr. Smith as positively now refers the

genus to Alaria. Perhaps, when our species an: all known, the genus may

turn out to be valid ; it, differs very slightly from 1kliotMs as stated by me,

l he shape of the wings divide it from Alaria ; thus I leave it lor the pres-

ent with one or two others, and having again gone over the generic types

accessible to me in this group, the present arrangement expresses my final

decision and comprehension of the matter.

22. Acoidiirui! m. This group contains the large genus TaracJie {Acontia

Ochs.) which is numerously represented in Africa and Southern Europe.

Our American forms are only partially known. The vestiture is scaly,

mossy and short on the front, the eyes are fall, large, naked and unlashed.

The colors are white with shades of olivaceous or purply, on line dark

streaks and scintillant patches. The finest species is Taraohe Laetipennis

Harvey, which simulates OirU WilxonM. Trichotaraehe differs in the im-

portant character of hairs mixed with the body vestiture; it borrows a

Character from the preceding group ; the moth closely resembles T. Flavi-

pmnii in appearance. TriUuaa lias the shining look of Taraohe, and in the

body parts resembles my Ihixea from Texas, which has an European ana,

logue, judging from descriptions. The tibise are unarmed; both forms

hare three pale transverse lines, and axe of a, peculiar lady oehry color.

23. EiMtrotiinm m. This group is equivalent to the Noetuo-Phalamidi of

Boisduval, and contains mostly weak-bodied and frail-winged forms of

which a few are remarkably distinct in structure. Hpragncia differs from

the European Agrophila, by the absence of vein 5 on the secondaries, and

the narrower Core wings, which have the Course of the subcostal veinlets

modified. Thalpooharet lia.s no accessory cell ; I have examined the neu

ration alone of .Klhsria and Patukt. Euherrichia is of a, rich brown color

with silver spots and lines, and has been confounded will) the European

genus Eriopus, of which latter genus we have a. Floridian representative.

Annaphilahe, curious Califoralan genus, the species looking like minia-

ture Gatooalm; the genus appears to me related to Emtrotia. Azenia is re-

markable for the clypoal structure. Exyra has a, roughly haired thorax,

and the species feed, in the larval state, on the Pitcher Plant (Barracmia).

The economies of" nature are very curious. While many flowers, in losing

their honey, have their seeds ripened by the pollen brought to the ovary
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attached to the moth or boo that steals their sweets, in the genus Sara-

tenia the leaves are eaten by the larva of Exyra, the moths of which are

afterwards caught in the trap which first helped them to exist. The in-

sect first devours the plant, and then the tables are turned, and the plant

catches the moth which eat its leaves as a caterpillar. The species of

Bxyra are all pretty, while B. Bolandiana is one of the most beautiful of

our smaller Nocttddm, in fact few equal it in depth and richness of color-

ing. Prothymia coeemeifascia has beautiful waxy, red stripes on its yel-

low wings, while for bright and elegant markings and high color few

natural objects are as exquisite as Spragueia Leo and S. Magmfica. The

latter species, from Arizona, is even handsomer than the species of the

Tineid genus JBta, which these little Noetuidm somewhat recall. I have

worked out the structure of Agrophila (Brotyla), Spragueia and Xanthop-

tera very fully in the pages of the " Canadian Entomologist," edited by

my kind friend, Mr. Wm. Saunders.

24 Ilyblminm m. This group is tropical and is composed of singular-

looking Noctuids, having tortriciform primaries, pointed apices, smoothly-

haired thorax, with pointed palpi. The narrow wings and closely.haired

body give the group a resemblance to the Acontiinee. The hind wings are

black "and yellow, and in many features the group prepares us for such

Catocaline forms as Hypocala. We have one species from Florida, Ily-

Uwa Paera Fabr., which lias been apparently rodoscribed by Mr. Strecker

as a new genus and species under the odd name of " JEnigma Mimndum,"

the genus being based on a " very large number of subcostal nervules,"

an impossible one where it is considered that the number of these veins

is invariable.

FERALIA Grote (1874).

Type : "Diphthera Jocosa Gum.

The eyes are small, naked, lashed. The head is retracted and the palpi

shorter than in Diphthera fallax, which latter I regard as belonging to

Biphthera as Hubner originally intended the genus. The male antenna;

are stoutly but shortly bipectlnate throughout their length. I could not

find ocelli, but Mr. Smith says they are small but present. The vestiture

is very shaggy and hairy. The species varies by becoming suffused with

black ; the fore wings are green, and the female has them pale green with

distinct black mesial bands and lunule beneath.

1. F. Jocosa Ghim. Xoct. 1, 47 ;
Grote, B. B. S. N. S. IL, 58 <?, Can.

Ent. XV., 28 $. Maine ; N. York ;
Canada.

MOMAPIIANA Grote.

Type : M. Comstocki Grote.

This genus is allied to JHphthera, the vestiture being similar, and the

moth otherwise in markings and color resembling D. Fallax. The male

antenna are distinctly pectinate, however, and in this resembles Feraha,

from which it differs by the less retracted head. The single species is so
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rare that I never have had hut one specimen to examine in which the
labial palpi were much shorter than in IHphthera Fallate, The eyes were
fuller than in Feralia, and the body less pilose. The ocelli were present.

The moth stands evidently between the Feralia Joeosa and IHphthera
Fallax, and the genus must be again studied, though I do not doubt its

validity.

1 M. Comstocki Grote, B. B. S. N. 8. II., 59 (Feralia), Stett. Ent. Zeit.

New York.
ADITA Grote (1874).

Type : A. Chionanthi Abbott and Smith.

The moth is allied to Ai/rotis, from which it differs by the fore tibia?,

being provided with a stout claw as in Oncocnemis. Middle and hind
tibiie sparsely spinose, while the front tibia; seem to have only the termi-

nal claw, and to be destitute of spinulcs. Abdomen untufted. Male an-
temiiie bipcetinate, rather long. Head prominent, eyes full, naked. Fore
Wings retreating at anal angle. The thorax is crested behind. The moth
is figured by Abbott in 171)7, and remained undiscovered, and even unno-
ticed again until 1874, when [ found it in a collection made by Prof. Corn-
stock at Ithaca, New York. It is a large, distinctly marked and handsome
species, expanding about 42 mil., and has since been found in Massachu
setts, but is as yet rare in collections.

1. A. Chionanthi Abb. & 8m., II., PI. 98 ; Grote, B. B. S. N. S. II., 63.

Mass. to Georgia.

HILLIA Grote.

Type : Iladena Senescens Grote.

This genus is allied to Iladena with which it essentially agrees, but
dillers by the retracted head and short body, and the Straight costal mar-
gin of the primaries, the wings being wide and short, rather than compara-
tively long and narrow. Male antennae simple, ciliate ; eyes naked,
lashed. A tuft behind the collar and on thorax behind. Tibia; unarmed.
Abdomen untufted.

1. IT. Senescens Grote, Can. Ent. 10, 335, New York.
2. II. Vigilans Grote, B. U. 8. G. 8. 4, 17(5, Maine.
3. II. Algens Grote, Can. Ent. 10, 230, Maine.
I name this genus for W, W. Hall, Esq., of Albany, who collected the

type, and has been exceedingly kind to me in scientific matters.

COPIYALEBIA Grote.

Type : Valeria Grotei Morr.

This form has a roughly haired thorax, the head being somewhat
sunken, the male antenme impectinate. The form is like Ifadena, but it

differs by the claw on front tibiie. The aspect is not unlike the European
genus Valeria, and it is removed from Dicopis by the longer wings and
abdomen.

1. C. Grotei Morrison. Eastern and Middle States.
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HADENELLA Grote (1883).

This genus is bused on a Hadenoid of slight build, having triangulate,

broad wings, the Infra-clypeal plate prominent, a curious projecting

frontal horn terminating in a navel-shaped expansion. The thorax is

tufted behind, the antenna) simple, the eyes naked
;
a small basal lull on

the abdomen. The little moth is gray, shaded over apices and the middle

of the wing with ochreous, thus resembling in miniature Agrotia Pluralis.

It is of the same slight form, but brighter colored than the dusty gray Ila-

dena cylindrical.

1. H. Pergontilis Grote. Arizona.

PSEUDANARTA ITy. Edw. in lilt.

Type : P. crocea JIi/. Edw.
This genus is composed of small Hadenoid forms which have clear yel-

low secondaries with black borders, and resemble Anarta myrtilli in ap-

pearance. The eyes are naked, the head not as prominent as in typical

Hadenoid species. The antennae are simple, the vestiture hairy, the

thorax tufted. It is a color genus apparently as the tibiffl are unarmed,

and beyond the peculiar color, and somewhat compressed form 1 do not

find distinctional characters, although I cannot help believing that such ex-

ist. The species are near, hut I now believe are all distinct. All hut

Aurea have yellow, this has orange secondaries. The lore wings of

Crocea are shaded with ochrey and paler than the others. It is probable

that the 9 oviduct is exserted, which would give a slight character.

1. P. Crocea ////. Edw. Colorado.

2. P. Elava Grote, Col. ; B. Columbia.

TOTA Grote (1883).

Type : T. A rmata Grote.

Size small, form compact, fore wings somewhat torlriciform, shaped

like the European Senta, with hadeniform ornamentation, gray, with taint

markings finely outlined. Tibia; slender, unarmed, fore tibiae with a short

claw. Clypeus with an exceedingly prominent wedge-shaped protuber-

ance, surmounting the greatly exserted infra-clypeal plate. Hind wings

rather full, rounded, the fringe prominent. Two species, one larger with

pale fuscous or smoky secondaries, the second smaller with glistening

white hind wings, resemble each other closely in appearance. On exaini

nation, the central point of the clypcal wedge has a shallow depression on

top in the second smaller form (minorata), in which the head and collar

are distinctly ochrey. The larger form (armata) has :i variety having a,

submedian and discal black streak; this recalls the mr. Bipunctaof the

European species of Senta, although it is the stigmata which are tilled

willi black. The nullified body, the clypcal armature resemble Fonagiia;

the small species have the look of internal feeders.

1. V. Arnala Grote, Can. Ent. 175. Arizona.

2. P. Minorata Grote, Can. Ent. 181. Arizona.

PEOC. AMiilt PHILOS. SOC. X.xr. 114. V. PRINTED ADG.UST 17, 188;!.
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UFEUS Oroto (1873).

Type : U. Satyricns Grote.

A very flat-bodied, coarsely-haired genus with sliiny feet, and simple an-

tennre, the middle and hind tiWSB splnose, as also the fore tiblse in at least

two of the species. The body is untufted, and in form the moths resem-

ble IMiophUa, and arc classified by me at the end of the subfamily group.

Nonagriina m. The naked eyes are lashed. The type is found in Canada,

and the Northern States. I suspect it hibernates as a moth. The early

stages are unknown.

1. U. Satyricus Grote, B. B. 8. N. S. I, 101, PI. 3, (ig. 4. Can. to N. Y.

2 U. TJnicolor Grote, 15. U. S. G. S. IV., 179. Illinois.

3. IT. Plicatus Grote, B. B. S. N. 8. I., 102. Can. to California.

4. TJ. Sagittarius Grote, Pap. III., 81. California.

The ornamentation is simple; Satyrieut, a large species, fuscous, with

cloudy medial lines, unicolor smoky fuscous, unrtasd.

BieatUB is brownish red With medial lines and varies in tint
;

it is smaller

than SaqiUariuK, which has red primaries with a yellow longitudinal

streak on cell Joining the bow-shaped yellow renlform, while beneath the

secondaries have a thick triangulate mark- This species is the most Inter-

esting^ marked In the genus. The flat form, coarse hair, strongly splnose

and powerful feet are unmoth like, and when I examined Satyriem I was

reminded of a cockroach, though I confess it requires a strong imagina-

tion to even suggest such a resemblance.

FOTELLA Grote (1882).

Type : F. Notalis Grote.

This genus is related to Caradrina, and has a slight correspondence to

Aeotmetia In form, the fringes are long on hind wings. Clypeus with a

navd-shaped expansion. Eyes unlashed, naked. Ocelli. Wings full;

the color and markings recall Bryophila Teratophora. TlbiM unarmed
;

body slender, untufted ;
vestiturc silky.

1. P. Notalis Grote, Can. But. 14, 181. Arizona.

ACERRA Grote.

Type : A. Normal is Grote.

This genus is, I believe, synonymous with Perigrapha Led. It has the

characters of Tamiocampa, except that the body seems stouter and shorter,

Bnd I here is a, medial ridge on the thorax. Our species seem to differ by the

[mpectlnate
,
? antennas. The European species have large confluent stlg

mala, and our first two species have them thus, and very prominently

colored, tin- next two have them also coalesced, but not so prominent, and

in the last two the stigmata are separate and inconspicuous. The genus

seems to sustain a, similar relation to Tamiocampa, that Ammoconia does to

Agrotii or Epiglm to Gkm.

1. P. Normals Grote, B. B. S. N. 8. II., 102 ; Check List, fig. 4. Cali-

fornia.

2. P. Muricina Grote. B. B. 8. N, 8. Ill-, 85. Oregon.
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3 P. Behrerislana Grote, Can. Ent VII., 71. California.

4 P Piriformis By. EoZw., Pac. Coast Lep. i, 8, PI. 1, fig. 9. Nevada.

5 P Erythrolita Grote, Can. Ent. XL, 208. California.

P Transparens ffrofe, B. U. S. G. S. VI., 583. Washington Terr.

The genus Stretehia of Hy. Edwards, with the type 8. Phutyormit, is

also synonymous. The handsomest and most striking species is Maricma;

white Erythrolita has much the look of a Tamioearnpa, its larger ally.

Transparent has a certain false look of PhragmatoUa, from Its subtranspa-

rent rufous primaries with their faint ornai tation. The hairy eyes and

the dorsal ridge of scales on the thorax must be observed.

CEA Grote (1881!).

Allied in form texture and vestiture to Trichocosmia, between this and

Calymnia. Eyes naked, unlashed. Vestiture of narrow scales. Antenna..

simple Front wide, rising loan embossed protuberance, around which

the short clypeal vestiture circles j
infra-clypeal plate distinct. Ocelli.

Labial palpi slendor, rather weak, with elongate third joint. The body

has a pale Integument, the outline weak, and the vestiture is not strongly

ll( lhe,enl Tibia', unarmed ;
legs rather short and weak, not hairy. Body

antufte(lj abdomen with dorsal carina. Wings entire, rather broad and

short • apices determinate and outwardly the primaries are full. One spe-

cies with thorax and primaries very pale yellow, almost whip-, immacu-

late. Hind wings pure, silky while above and below, abdomen white, ex-

pands 27 mil.

1. 0. Immacula Grote, p. Ill, 78. Arizona.

CIRBHOPHANTJS Or. (1872).

Type: C. Triangulifer Or.

The eyes are full, naked, unlashed. The clypeus has a central rounded

tubercle. The vestiture consists of hair like scales with broader ones,

arranged like shingles, rising from the thorax, which is short and in shape

allies the moth to this group. The fore tibia1
, are also not truncate, but as

lonfC as in the preceding genera and unarmed. The parts of the thorax re

semhle the preceding genera, but there is a divided posterior tuft. The

patagla are not as deflected as in Plagiomimieus, but do not lie close to the

thorax. The female ovipositor is not exserted. The abdomen is untufted.

The labial palpi have the terminal joint concealed, rind are not unlike,

though longer, the palpi of the genera separated here from Basilodes, bat

unlike that genUS. The antennffi have the basal joint sealed. The palpi

are rather thickly haired. The tibia' are unarmed. Wings ample, without,

tooth, rounded exteriorly, with blunt apices, and running in a little and

forming a prominent angle at internal margin. The genus seems to bo

somewhat Intermediate between the preceding and Plusia. The species is

golden .yellow with orange-brown lines disposed somewhat like the Euro-

pean Ohariclea Delphinii.

1. Triangulifer (Jr. Ohio, Missouri.

Pretiosa Morr. (Ohariclea).
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CIIAMAECLEA Gr. (1883).

Type, : C. Pernana Gr.

Allied to the genera typical of the SUriinm oy the bulging clypeus and

Plusla-shaped wings. Front with a alight depression, rising in the middle.

Vestiture scaly. Tibia unarmed ; in all the examples I have seen the fore

legs are broken off. Fore wings wide, produced at internal angle. The

tegulse are not deflected ; the thorax short. (f antenna; simple.

1. Pernana Or. Arizona. This genus is curious for the way in which
Ohammclea Pernana mimics Gharielea Ddphinii. The type is figured in

my Illustrated Essay on the Noctuidffl of North America, Plate III.

fig. 27.

PLAGIOMIMICUS Gr. (1873).

Type : P. Pityochromus Gr.

Front with an empty and exposed cup shaped protuberance, the frontal

scales being short and mossy. A slender terminal claw on front tibi.'c. In

Tepperi the frontal excavation is less prominent, but otherwise this species

agrees. As compared with allied genera, the three species are slenderer

and have a casual resemblance to the Ileliothid genera Hchinia and Ly-

(jranthiKHa. As in SUbadium the labial palpi are short, here they hardly

reach the top of the more prominent infra-clypeal plate in the more typi-

cal forms. The species are olivaceous fuscous {Pityochromus, JExpallidus),

or of a delicate olivaceous green (7'epperi). Both Mr. Morrison and Mr.

Smith wrongly give the fore tibiee of Tepperi as unarmed.

1

.

Pityochromus Or. Mass to Kansas and the South.

Sehinia media, Morr.

2. Expallidus Or. Montana.

3. Tepperi Morr. Southern States, Arizona.

HELIOSEA Grote (1875).

Type: H. Pictipennis Grote.

A small Ileliothid allied to JMiophana and MeUcleptria. It differs by

the fore wings being more widened outwardly, and the claw to the front

tibia: being single. Mr. Smith says of it : "Very unsatisfactorily distin-

guished from JMiophana and probably identical with it." I cannot re-

examine my type at the moment. When I established the genus, I was

under the impression that the modifications of the armature of fore tibia;

gave generic characters. With the discovery of numerous Ileliothid forms

this opinion has become modified.

1. Heliosea Pictipennis Orole, 111. Essay, p. Plate 3, fig. . California.

MELIOLEPTRIA Ilubn. (1810).

Type : M. Cardut Eubn.

This genus, which I took from llubncr, Is equivalent to Ledercr's first

section of HeliothU as shown by me, and, wii.li the same type, the equiva-

lent of Guenee's genus Anthmcia. I followed Guenee in including in it
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such forms as SagucvrUa, etc., but in my "New Check List" limited it

more rigorously to the purple and black forms. OeUrie, a magnificent

species, is, as T twice showed from examination of specimens, a true Meli-

cleptria, it was misplaced accidentally In my list. Mr. Smith has farther

taken out a few species described under it by Mr. lly. Edwards and Mr.

Morrison, which with similar ornamentation are shown to differ structur-

ally. I cannot now examine all these while he is apparently justified in

his course. I cannot believe he has correctly placed Perminuta, but I only

saw the type, and have never had the species under the microscope, lie

follows Mr. Edwards in regarding my genus Adonism as synonymous. I

suspected as much myself, but the species was too handsome to leave un-

distinguished, and it has a slightly different proportion from the rest,

This insect, which I call "Adonis' Moth," is purply red and blue, the

latter shade a very unusual one in the ornamentation of these insects. I

described the genus with other Californian genera,, but my present knowl-

edge of related forms would have deterred me from doing so. The species

of Melicleptria have naked, small or ornate eyes, which are sunken in the

hairy vesfifure of the refracted head. The middle and hind tibiae are spi-

nose. The fore tibia'i in I'lile/iripeuiiM have a longer inner and two outer

claws, and as in most of the genera the joint is short. Mr. Smith says

"the body is clothed with thin divergent hair, usually of a paler color

than body |?] and somewhat silky." He thus describes the sericeous

somewhat olivaceous or yellowish longer vestiture on thorax and abdomen

which is distinctive and with the purply red wings, with paler median

spots on both pair, is characteristic of most of the species. Mr. Smith

further gives the "claws of tarsi simple <>r but slightly dentate." In the

female the ovipositor is extended beyond the conical and rather short un

tufted abdomen. A typical species is M. Sueta, with its Californian

variety OaMforniensix.

1. M. Celoris Grote, B. B, S. N. 8. I., 148. California.

2. M. Pulchripennis Grote, 111. Essay, 02, PI. III. fig. 31, var. Languida

////. Edw. California.

8. M. Villosa Grote, P. E. S. P., 531, PI. VI., fig. 0. Colorado.

4. M. Pcrsimilis Grate, B. B. S. N. S. I., 117, PI. III. 11. Colorado.

5. M. Gweflana Tapper, Tr. Am. I'

1

.. S. 215. California,

0. M. Bonesta Grote, Papillo L, 77. California.

7. M. Sueta Grote, B. B. 8. N. S. I., 117. Colorado.

mr Californiensis Grote. California,

LYGRANTIKECIA G, and It.

Type : Anth. llivulosa Guen.

The type of this genus was first described as Omnibus Marginatum by

Haworth. It is a sufficient answer to Mr. Smith's prejudiced procedure of

calling this genus ScMnia, and giving himself the air of first discovering

it, to quote my words from my paper in the Buffalo Bulletin II., 220,

which is the only one I had published on the subfamily Ileliothi/ur. "The
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eyes arc full. The fore wings of the usual shape, crossed by two or more

less evident lines. The fore tiblse have a series of three outer claws or

spinose, a single inner longer terminal claw, succeeded by a row of slen-

der spines. The. species are numerous, and I refer them all to Lygran-

thaoia G. and R. They are Una, lynx, brevis, atrites, arcifera, Spraguei,

Packardi, Mortua, jaguarina Marginata, Thoureaiti, saturate/,." It will

thus be seen thai, I referred all the then known species to this genus. I

only left out my Tricopu and liulcucypUra, which to-day I am not willing

to add, as also Buhner's Sehinia then not known to me, or but partly. I

afterwards in my "New Check List," proposed to divide the species into

two genera, but incorrectly. I also described some new species (incor-

rectly, as Mr. Smith has shown) under Tamila. Hut the first attempt to

limit this large genus scientifically is that above given, and to now call

that genus Sehinia, a term " resurrected " by myself out of Ifubner for two

or three of his species, is quite unjust and against the usual comity and

practice, and I hope will not be followed by any one. The species I now

arrange as follows : I have adopted Mr. Smith's conclusions except as

above noted, but the genus is virtually my genus Lygranthmcia, and its

value is not, altered by referring to it a few species hitherto wrongly placed

by me. I had not the type of Tamila, and was misled by Guenee's diag-

nosis, and my own prepossession that the flattened thoracic scales dis-

tinguished Tamila, while in reality all the species have them. The genus

is well distinguished by the full, not ovate or narrowed eyes from its

allies, and thus stands near the typical Jlcliol/ds armiger.

RIIODODIPSA Grote (1879).

Type : it. Volupia Fitch,

This genus is nearest to Lygranthmcia, and differs in detail of armature

from Rhodophora and Alaria. The second species from New Mexico may

not belong here, the front, tibte of the type were imperfect. Both have

light crimson secondaries and honey-yellow thorax. The fore wings of

Volupia are also red with fine pulverulent pale lines, while those of Mini-

ana are clay-color with broader white lines, recalling those of L. Velaria.

Mr. Smith unites the first species with Alaria, and having been so fortu-

nate as to see Dr. Fitch's type, confirms my identification in my Illustra-

ted Essay, p. 68, and elsewhere ; alone from the description certainty as to

the species intended by Dr. Fitch could not, be attained.

1. R. Volupia Fitch; Or. 15. U. S. (1. S. III., 797 ; 111, Ess. (i:i, PI. IS, :S;5.

Texas ; Colorado.

2. R. Miniana Grote, Papilio [., 175; II, PI. I., fig. 1-2. New Mexico.

l'OURIMA Grote (1875).

Type : Oria Sanguines Geyer.

This is a catalogue name proposed by me instead of GueneVs generio

term Oria, preoccupied by llulmcr. I lotind afterwards that, the near-
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est ally of this moth was the Eeliothis Segia of Mr. Strecker, a moth

which' I had previously referred to Lygranthmcia (= Schinia Smith) he-

fore Mr. Smith wrote on the subject. In his "Synopsis," Mr. Smith

says: " Congeneric with this {Maria) are Porrima Gr., and lihodo-

phora Guen. The former seems to differ in being rather more

coarsely haired, more wooly (woolly) beneath, having the primaries

a little wider, and the fringes longer. The latter has the vestiture

a little finer, and the palpi slightly drooping instead of horizontal
;

there is also a very slight difference in the armature of the anterior tibia'.
;

but compared carefully with each other the conclusion that they are identical

is irresistible ; not only do they agree in outine and general characteristics

but even the coloration, slight as it is, would seem to bring them

together" (1. c. p. 19). The italics are mine. In his next paper Mr.

Smith refers Sanguinea to Schinia! I believe Mr. Smith is right in Ins last

conclusion, and I have referred Sanguinea, next to Uegia, to Lygranthmcia.

If this opinion should be reversed by later discoveries Porrima may come

into use for the genus as intended by Guenee. I have quoted Mr. Smith

to show how easy it is to be positive and change one's opinion quite

quickly. A very long continued study and a knowledge of the greater

part of our Noctuidm has shown me that it is better to be not so positive as

matters are at present. I differ decidedly from Mr. Smith's opinion that

Sanguinea is like Florida. The genus Porrima must for the present be re-

garded as not sufficiently distinct from Lygranthmcia. I do not in the

least object to a change In opinion upon such matters, but I object to

bein«- adversely criticised for changing my opinions by one who changes

his own The process in itself is a very natural one, without which all

progress would be impossible. A- scientific man is one who changes bis

views with facility upon the discovery of fresh evidence, and one also who

is quick to see the hearing of fresh evidonce upon the subject in hand.

OXYCNEMIS Groto (1882).

Type : O. Advena Orote.

A Hellothld genus With shortened fore tibia! which are corneous and

terminate In a single claw. Vestiture scaly. Thorax with posterior tuft

of curved scintillant scales, widening towards their tips. Eyes naked, un-

lasbed. Abdomen short, untufted. The moth is gray, brightly marked,

with distinct hadenlform ornamentation, of small size and from its essen-

tia! features I place the moth next to IHoonemis. The type is in Mr. Neu-

moegen's extensive collection.

1. O. Advena Orote, Can. Ent. 14, 182. Arizona.

AZENfA Grote (1882).

Type : A. Tmplora Orote.

Size small, allied to Proihymia. The vestiture is Battened hairy. Eyes

naked, unlashed. Antenna; simple. Legs unarmed and tibia', thinly sealed.

Front with infra-clypeal plate prominent, overshadowed by a parallel,
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long, distinctly tridcntate, flattened clypoal protuberance. Labial palpi

oblique, ratber stout and longer than in Xcmthoptera. The type is pale

lemon yellow with dots in place of median lines and pale fringes. The
Second species is dark yellow without marks and uncolorous fringes ; the

frontal armature has its outer edge roundly scalloped instead of forming

the three sharp teeth of A. Implora.

1. A. Implora OroU, Papilio II., 180. Arizona.

2. A. Edentata Urate, Can. Ent. XV., 25. Arizona.

EUIIER1UCHIA Grote (1882).

Typo : Eriopus Monetifera (hien.

Form slender ; abdomen not exceeding the secondaries, tufted at base,

and especially on third segment. Eyes naked, unlashed. Ocelli. Tiblffi

unarmed. Vestiture consisting of flattened scales mixed with hair. Wings
broad, entire, apices determinate, outer margin retiring below apex, full

at median nervulcs ; a distinct accessory cell ; 9 out of 8 to apices, about

half the length of 8 ; cell open ; 3 twice further from 4 than 4 from 5 at

base. Hind wings with vein 5 a little weaker, indistinctly connected with

median series. The species are rich, reddish-brown ornamented with
silver spots and linos recalling Pluiia and having somewhat the soft rich

color of Plana Mnppa. The species have been mistaken for forms of

Eriopis.

1. E. Monetifera Ouen,

2. E. Mollisslma Ouen.

8. E. Floridensis Ouen,

Can, to Florida.

Can. to Florida.

Florida,

I conclude this paper by briefly referring to the fact that I have deter-

mined my species in many collections. I enumerate those of Mr. Thaxter,

Mr. Keumoegen, Mr. lly, Edwards, Mr. Tepper and in tins Albany col-

lections. A large number of my types arc in Mr. Neumoegen's grand
collection, and I liave figured a good number of the species. There can
thus be but few cases of doubt as to what I have described. I had in-

tended, in memory of many kindnesses, to dedicate a second illustrated

work to Mr. Roland Thaxter, but circumstances prevent mo, and if he will

accept the present paper on his favorite subject, I shall bo glad. I know
of no one who by natural temper and talent is bettor fitted to continue the

description of North American Noclwklm than Mr, Thaxter, could be be

induced to undertake the work,
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A Revision of the LysiopctalMw, a family of OMlognath Myriopoda, with, a
notice of the, genus Oambala. By A. 8. Packard, Jr.

{Head before the American Philosophical Society, June 16, 188S.)

In the course of Home studies on the cave-fauna of the United States, it

became necessary in treating of the cave-inhabiting myriopods to work
carefully over their structure, and as they all, with a single exception,

belong to the Lysiopetalidm, a revision of a group which has been hitherto

much neglected, may prove of service to zoologists.

My material mainly consists of specimens collected by myself for the

Kentucky Geological Survey ; also, some collected by Mr. F. G. Sanborn
for the same survey. I have also been indebted to Mr. E. Burgess, Prof.

0. V. Riley and IT. S. Department, of Agriculture, for a few specimens.

Until 1840, when Brandt described the genus Lysiopetalum (and its

synonym Spiroslropl ), no genus of the family, as it is now understood,

existed. In his Recuell, p. 48, lie referred some southern European spe-

cies to Mis new genus Lysiopetalum, mentioning Julus fmtidissimus Savi

as the type. On p. 00 of the same work he proposed the genus Spiro-

strephon for our more common American species, the Julus lactarius de-

scribed by Thomas Say in 1821.

In 1845, in his classical memoir in the Philosophical Transactions of

London, on the Myriopoda, Mr. G. Newport proposed flic sub family (with

Plafops and Cambala as generic types) Lysiope.talinw, with the following

brief diagnosis : Pedes laminis mobilibus a.ffixi.

In 18(15, in his Myriopoda of North America, published in the Transac-

tions of this Society, Dr. II. C. "Wood, Jr., recognized the family rank of

flic group for which he proposed the name, Lysiopetalidm, with the fol-

lowing diagnosis: "Stoma atrophied, not eoaloscent with or united by
suture l« the scuta,." The type and only genus mentioned is Spirostrephou.

(8. lactarius).

Mr. Ryder's paper in the Proceedings of the U. S. National Museum,
1880, was the first attempt to enumerate the species, and his detection and
account of the genii3 Zygonopus added materially to our knowledge of

the group.

The synonomy of the family will be as follows :

Family Lysiopetaltd/K Wood.

Lysiopctalinm Newport, Phil. Trans., xix, 278, 1845.

Lysiopetalidm Wood, Trans. A mer. Phil, Soc, xiii, 137, 1805.

Koch, Verb. Zool.-bot. Ges. in Wien, xvii, 1867 (Zool.

Record, p. 104, 1808).

Ryder, Proe. U. S. Nat. Museum, iii, 524, 1881.

Packard, Amur. Nat., xvii, 828, March, 18811.

FROG. AMKU. rillLOS. SOC. XXI. 114- w. PRIHTED SEPTEMBBB 15, 1883.
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Synopsis of the Genera.

A. Body not setose ; antennae long ; male legs of eighth pair not modified;

genital armature of normal proportions , .Lysiopetalum Brandt.

Male legs of eighth pair modified, six jointed
;
genital armature small

Pseudotrcmia Cope.

B. Body setose.

Body short and thick, eyes triangular ; antenna) slender ;
seta; one-

fifth as long as hody is thick ; legs short Cryptotriclms Packard.

Body short and fusiform, eighth pair of legs of male two-jointed ;
seta)

half as long as body is thick Trichopetalum Harger.

Body slender ; eighth pair of male legs two-jointed, ending in a claw ;

seta; very long ; eyeless Scoterpes Cope.

Like Scoterpes ; seta) a little shorter ; sixth pair of male legs greatly

swollen Zyyonopus Byder.

Characters of the Family. The diagnostic characters of the group, as

distinguished from the Julidffi, are as follows : Head broad, wider than the

hody in front
;
genie much swollen, front flat ; eyes situated in a triangle,

often partly or wholly aborted ; antenna) seven-jointed, much longer

and more setose than in the Julida), especially the third and fifth joints,

and also the seventh (terminal) joint. Body subfusiform, constricted be-

hind the head, the first and second segments being much narrower than

in the Julida). The segments usually divided into an anterior raised por-

tion, often with longitudinal ridges, and a posterior plain depressed

smaller portion ; on the sides of the anterior portion of the segments of

the anterior half or two-thirds of the body a swollen boss or hump, with

three setiferous tubercles ; the seta', from one-third to two-thirds as long

as the body is thick. Feet very long and slender, as long as the body is

thick, or sometimes longer. The coxffi contiguous, the sterna very rudi-

mentary, not united with the scuta. In the males I he sixth pair of feet

enlarged and swollen (in Zygonopus) ; the eighth pair two-jointed and

rudimentary ; number of body-segments variable ; end of body pointed.

To enter into more detail, the following comparative description of the

family characters may be useful :

The Head. The head of the Lysiopetalid;c is more like that of the Poly-

desmida: than the Julida) ; the geme are remarkably swollen, and as in

the Polydesmidic separated by suture from the rest of I he epicranium ; they

are higher and narrower oval than in the Polydesmida). The front of the

bead Is much flattened, forming a squarish pseudo-clypeal region sepa-

rated by a faint suture from the epicranium ; the sides of the head or genal

region are swollen, forming a, slight median depression on the vertex.

The labrum is much as in the Julidffi, with three median nearly equal

teeth, and with four setffl on each side as in the Julidffi. Finally, in the

form and anatomy of the head, the Lystopetalidro approach the Polydes-

mida) more closely than the Julida) ; the nearest approach to the family in
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the Polydesmidee is seen in the head of Polydesmus oaellatua Pack, and P.

eamcola Pack., both American forms.

The Eyes. When well developed the eyes are equilaterally triangular,

i. e., the ocelli are arranged in a triangular area ;
in Lyeiopetalum lactarium

(here are 40-41 facets arranged in rows. In Oryptotriehue cmnoannulatus,

where the eye is also developed, there are about 24 facets ; as several of the

species inhabit caves, and suffer a partial or total loss of eyes, there is

much variation in the number of ocelli; in P.teuilotremia cavernarum the

eyes are irregularly linear ; the ocelli being arranged in about four irregular

groups, with 11-19 ocelli, the number of ocelli varying in different indi-

viduals of the same species. In Trichopetalum the ocelli vary from 10-19.

In Scoterpes and Zygonopus the eyes are entirely wanting. In those eyes

which are partially aborted, there are a few partly developed ocelli, less

than half as wide as, and scattered irregularly among, the normal ones.

The Antenna. These are much longer and slenderer than in any Julldffl,

and more nearly resemble those of the Polydesmidffl than the former

family; but differ from both groups in the much longer terminal joint,

and in the decided Inequality In the relative length of the joints, the third

and fourth joint boing much longer than the others ; the number of joints

in our American species being invariably seven (not counting tlie basal

undeveloped eminence to which the first joint is attached). The antenna)

are longest and slenderest in Pseudofreniia and Lysiopetalum, and shortest

in Scoterpes, Zygonopus and Trichopetalum. The joints are more setose

in Trichopetalum, and least so, perhaps, in Scoterpes. In all the genera

there are from two to four flattened, enlarged, broad, fusiform tactile hairs

situated on the end of the terminal joint. As observed in Lysiopelalum

and Pseudotremia, these hairs are two-jointed, the basal joint short and

broad ; they are filled with granules like the material filling the spaces in

the nervous fibres between the nerve-cells in the terminal antemial joint,

which is nearly filled with nerve fibres and very small nerve cells, show-

ing that the antennse must be very sensitive tactile organs, especially in

the blind forms,

The Arthromeres. The body-segments of the Lysiopetalidse have a, defi-

nite family form and style of ornamentation, In Lysiopetalum and Pseu-

dofreniia, all the scutes are ornamented with numerous longitudinal ridges,

which end in a point overhanging the depressed, flattened portion of the

scute; in Pseudotremia, which is a modification by cave life of the first,

named genus, the ridges are more or less obsolete and replaced by flattened,

coarse granulations, and the lateral swellings of the scutes are well devel-

oped.

In all til e other genera,, the SCUtes are not, thus ridged, and the lateral

bosses orswellings are distinct; in all except Cryptotrlchus, fho bosses have

three setlferous, acute tubercles arranged in an irregular triangle; in Cryp-

totrichus the tubercles are farther apart, arranged almost in a straight
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line, but one situated on the boss, wbich is smaller than usual ;
the upper

most tubercle is very near the median line of the body. The seta: are

straight and stiff, pointing upward and either forward or backward, and

are longest in Scoterpes, and shortest in Cryptotrichus where they are min-

ute and about one-fourth as long as the body is thick. Below and behind

the lateral boss, the surface is sometimes chased with nearly parallel oblique

lines, or, as in Cryptotrichus, the depressed hinder edge of the scutes is

finely striated longitudinally. The end of the body is usually much more

acutely pointed than in the Julidte.

Having received, through the kindness of Dr. Latzel, specimens of Ly-

siopetalwn carinatum Brandt, from Dalmatia, which is a very large species,

I have been able to examine the repugnatorial pores, which are very dis-

tinct, their crateriform openings being situated each between two ridges

on the anterior edge of the raised portion of the scute. In L. illyricwm

Latzel, from Austria, they are with difficulty perceived, the area In which

they are situated not being discolored with yellow; but they can be de-

tected with a half inch objective. The two European species mentioned

are provided with seta?, while our L. lactarium is naked. Tn the latter

species the repugnatorial pores are situated in the middle of the yellow

lateral spot, between two carina:, which are higher and closer together

than any of the others. They can be seen with a Tolles triplet.

Examining the cave Lysiopetalid, Pseudotremia cavernarum, Cope, from

Wyandotte cave, and a variety, earterenns, which Inhabits the Carter eaves.

Ky., I cannot with certainty discover their site, as they are nearly, if not

quite, obsolete. It is possible that in cave species, where there are appar-

ently no enemies of these myriopods, their pores become at least exter-

nally obsolete.

The Legs. The number of joints of the legs in general is six
;
the second

and third, especially the third, being the longest (this inequality in the

length of the joints is an important) family character); the fourth and fifth

joints are very short, about, equal In length, while the sixth and last joint

is long and slender, ending in a slender claw.

Of the three pairs of primary or larval legs, the first pair are variously

modified in dillerent genera. In Isjnopetalum lactariua the first legs are

rather flat and short ; the third joint from the claw nearly thrice as long

as the second, while the terminal joint is broad, with a series of close set,

stiff setae of nearly equal length, but increasing gradually in length dis-

tally ; the joint is evidently a comb-like structure adapted for cleaning the

body, perhaps the mouth.parts. The first pair of legs in Pseudotremia

are much longer and slenderer than In Lyslopetalum, six jointed, and the

terminal joint is less comb-like, both edges being densely setose, the inner

ed"e, however, having the stoutest, most regular setee.

The sixth pair of legs in Zygonopus are modified for clasping purposes,

the fourth and fifth joints being much swollen, as described in the descrip-
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tion of the genus; in all the other genera, as in all Diplopod myriopods, so

far as we are aware, the sixth pair of legs are like the others.

In each genus of LyslopetaMse, except Lysiopetalum itself, the eighth

pair of legs, i. e., the pair situated on the sixth segment or that hear-

ing the male genital armature, is much modified. In Lysiopetalum lac-

tariurn the seventh and eighth pair of feet, i. e., those before and behind

the male gen ilal armature, areas well developed as the other legs ; it is

probable that, owing to the large and long genital armature, reaching

beyond the basal joints of the legs, that the latter needs no change in form

to assist in clasping the female. Tn Pseudotremia, however, the eighth

pair of legs are much modified, though Still six-jointed ; the two basal

joints are much swollen, of very irregular shape, the coxee being consoli-

dated ; the rest of the leg is much smaller, slender, four-jointed, the third

joint of the leg or basal joint of the free portion being as long as the three

terminal joints less the long claw. In the three lower genera, Trichopet-

alum, Scoterpes and Zygonopus, the eighth pair of legs are on the same
type; the two latter genera being evidently derived from the out-of-door

form, Trlohopetalum. In these three genera, the eighth pair of legs arc

much aborted, two-jointed ; the outer joint about thrice as long as the

basal, and either unarmed or ending in a claw.

The Male Genital Armature.* This apparatus has only been incidentally

studied. In Lysiopetalum laclarium and Pseudotremia the lamina externa

and laming, interna are much as in other Chilognaths. In the first-named

genus the armature is about as large as in the JulidSB; in the Pseudotremia

it is minute. In Pseudotremia and in Scoterpes and Zygonopus there is

developed either upon (Pseudotremia) or at the base of the outer lamina

a minute spinous appendage which wo have not noticed in the figures of

Vosges, Wood or Humbert. In each genus observed by us the armature

presents characteristic features, so that they appear to have generic but no

family characters. In Scoterpes, Trichopetalum and Zygonopus the arma-

ture is minute and rudimentary. In Scoterpes its outer lamina is tridentate

at the enlarged end, while the inner lamina is sac-like and simple.

Lysiopetalum Brandt.

Jului Say, Journ. load. Nat. Be, Phil., ii, parti, 104, 1821.

Lysiopetalum Brandt, Recuell, 42, 1840.

Spirostrephon Brandt, Bull. Sol. Acad., 1841. St. Pet., 1840. Kecuil, p.

00, 1840.

Platops Newport, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist, xiii, 280, 1844.

Lysiopetalum G-ervais (in part), Apteres, iv, 133, 1847.

* The genital armature <>r.i alldse have boon described and figured by B. \'ok<-s

in Zoitsc.hrilt till- wisscnschalUieho Zoologle, xx.vi, 151). IS7H. lie regards the
seventh segment as the "

< !opulationsrlng" of the male, and says, " at the bot-

i.o f the deep sac-like membranous oonnection of the sixth and seventh body-
rings lies the Copulations-Organ" of the female,
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Oambala Gervais, Apteres, iv, 184, 1847. Exped. a l'Amer. du Bud

(Castclneau), Myriop., 17.

Beasia Bugot, Proo. Acad. Nat. Sc., Phil., 109, 1856.

SpiroatrephonWood, Myriop. N. Araer., Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc, 192, 1865.

Cope, Proc. Amor. Phil. Soc, 179, 1769.

Ryder, Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mm, iii, 526, 1881.

Not Oambala Oniy, Griffiths, Cuvier, An. King. Ins., pi. 185, fig. 2, 1832.

" Beasia Gray.
" Beasia Jones, Todd's Cyc. Anat. Art. Myriop, 546.

Body-segments numbering as many as upwards of 60, with as many as

115 pairs of legs ; the body unusually long and slender, tapering gradually

towards the subacute tip. Head with the front flat, high and narrow,

more so than usual; the eyes in a rectangular triangle, composed of as many

ag 40-41 facets, and not depressed. Antennas rather long, thejoints subcla-

vate, joint 6 not much longer than 4
;
joints 3 and 5 of the same length ;

joint 6 rather thick at the end
;
joint 7 short, thick and conical, much

more so than usual.

Body-segments swollen and full, becoming suddenly depressed on the

front edge ; the swollen portion with numerous raised lines or ridges, with

deep concave valleys between ; the ridges projecting behind in an acute

point. The segment next to the head rather narrower than the head, with

the posterior two thirds ridged; the sides of the segments are somewhat,

swollen high up on the sides, but not, so conspicuously as In l'seudo-

tremia. Legs rather stout,, and larger than in Pseudotremia
;
the first

pair rather short, and broad, with a regular comb of SthTsetas on the inner

edge of the terminal joint, The seventh and ninth pairs of legs, i. «., the

pair immediately preceding and following tins genital armor, are like the

Others, not, being in any way modified as in Pseudotremia, etc. The gen-

ital" armature is large and better developed than in any other genus of the

family ; the outer lamina large, stout, spatulate-mucronate at the tip ;

inner lamina much shorter than the outer, and with two long acute forks ;

repugnatorial pores difficult to find.

The genus may be recognized by the long, slender body, tapering to a

point, and by this very short conical seventh antcnnal joint; by the ribbed

swollen segments, Which are very numerous; by the seventh and ninth

pairs Of legs being normal, like the others, and by the short, broad first,

pair, with the regular comb of seta; on the terminal joint.

The genus as here defined will apply to the two Southern European

species Lysiopetalum eaHnatum Brandt and L. illyrieum Latzel, except that

they are setose, while our species is not. I am indebted to Dr. Latzel for

specimens for comparison.

I„ proposing the genus Spirostrephon, Brandt (Hull. Sc. Acad. St.

Pet 1810), regarded Say's Mm laetarius as the type species, and adding

thai, the eyes are in a, triangular area, he indicates its generic difference

from Oambala annulatus, with which it has been so often confounded.

Although I had originally retained Brandt's name Spirostrephon for our
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species, yet, upon receiving from Dr. Latzel authentic types of European

Lysiopetalum, it is plain that our S. lactarius is congeneric with them.

The name Spirostrephon should, then, be considered as a synonym of Ly-

siopetalum. It is difficult to see why Brandt should have separated lacta-

rius from his L. earinatum.

In his Bocueil, p. 42, Brandt thus characterizes his genus Lysiopetalum:

Lamina pediferai omnes libera, mobiles, cutis ope cum parte abdominali cor-

poris eingulorum conjunct®. Frons ante antennas dilatata et deplanata in

marit/us in simul depressa. The two species mentioned under the generic

diagnosis are Lysiopetalum fmtidissimum (Savi) and L. earinatum Brandt.

Again, on p. 90, "Subgenus seu genus II. Spirostrephon Nob." is thus

characterized, and he apparently regards it as a subgenus of Julus : Gna-
thochilarii pars media fossa haud instructa, sede jus loco aream tetragonam

planam, plica seu linoa derataduplici, superiore breviore et inferiore longi-

orc, supra et infra terminatam, sed sutura longitudinal! haud divisam of-

ferens. Spec. 27. Julus (Spirostrephon) lactarius Nob Differt

habitu a Julls genuinis et Julo (Lysiopetalo) foetidissimo et plicato afflnis

apparet. Annul! corporis, quorum posteriores brevissimi, incluso anali

58. Pedum parte 95. Longltudo 10-11 111
; latitude summa J

m
. Oculi tri-

angulares—I ul u in lactarium protypo generis Cambala Grayi habuissem,

quum flgura ab hocce zoologo sub nomine Cambalffi laotarli data (Griffith

Anim. Kingd. Insect., pi. 135, fig. 2). The generic characters are not very

applicable in distinguishing the genus, the mention of the type alone ren-

dering it possible to understand what the genus is.

The synonymy will be farther discussed under Cambala. In. 1844,

Newport, having been misled by the specimen of Cambala annulata alleged

to have been sent by Say as the type of his Julus lactarius, places the latter

in his genus Platops, which he proposes, with a doubt, thus: "Genus
1'latops? rnihi." The generic characters apply well to the present species,

8. lactarius.

Dr. Wood, in his Myriopoda of North America, does not attempt, for

want of material, to define the genus. Prof. Cope characterizes this and

the next genus thus :

Annuli without pores Spirostrephon,.

Annuli with two pores on each side the median line .^.Pseudotremia.

As we have seen, there are pores in Lysiopetalum, while the "two
pores" of Pseudotremia are two of the three setiferous tubercles on the

side of each segment.

The genus appears thus far to be represented in North America by but

a single species, which ranges from Massachusetts west to Iowa and south

to Florida and Louisiana, while in southeastern Europe Lysiopetalum is

ricli in species.

LYSiorKTALUM TjActahium Say.

lulus lactarius Say, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sc. Phil., ii, part I, 104, 1821.

Spirostrephon lactarius Brandt, Bull. Sc. St. Pet., 1840 ; Becueil, 90, 1840.
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Flatopa Kneala Newport, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., xiii, 2(57, April 1844.

Lysiopetalum lineatum, Gervais, Apteres, iv, 133, 1847.

Oambala lactarius Gervais (in part), Apteres, iv, 134, 1847.

Iieasia spinosa Sager, Proc. Acad. Nat. 8c. Phil., 109, 1850.

Oambala lactaria Gervais, Exped. l'Amer. du Sud (Castelneau), Myriop.
17.

" Jieana cltinosa Saeger," Gervais, Exped. l'Amer. du Sud. (Castelneau)

Myriop. 14.

Spirostrephon lactarius Wood, Myriop. N. Amer., Trans. Amer Phil. Soc,
Phil., pi. ii, figs. 11, 11a, 193, 1868.

Cope, Proc. Amer. Phil. Boa, Phil., xi, No. 82,

179. 1809. Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc, iii, 60,

May, 1870.

Ryder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iii, 526, Feb. 10,

1881.

Lysiopetalum lactarium Packard, Amer. Nat., xvii, 555, May, 1883.

Not Cambala lactaria Gray, Griff., Cuvier An. King. Ins., pi. 135, fig. 2,

1832.

Newport, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., xiii, 206, April,

1844.

Two <j\ two ?. Body-segments exclusive of the head, 61, with 115

pairs of legs. Body and head horn-color, usually mottled and banded
with dark blackish horn-color. The head usually with a broad, interan-

tennal, black, conspicuous band enclosing and connecting the eyes. Eyes
(compound) of 40-41 facets. Antennas dull, blackish brown ; tip of the

terminal joint pale, as also the other joints at their articulation. The body
with a median dull yellowish dorsal stripe, and with a lateral row of con-

colorous diffuse spots, one on each longest lateral ridge (the s|>ots vary
much, sometimes covering four or five ridges and extending low down on
the sides of the scute. Each scute has, except those near the bead and at

the end of the body, about twenty-five prominent ridges, the dorsal twelve
larger than those on the sides ; these ridges are high, with concave valleys

between them ; the end of the ridges are acutely conical and project over
the ends of the scutes.

Length of the entire body 35"™
; thickness 2'"'".

The above description was drawn up from the Louisiana specimens which
Were highly colored, banded and spotted. In the Massachusetts specimen
the color is uniformly light brown, without the yellowish dorsal line and
the lateral spots. The antennas are much darker, while the legs are paler

than the body. The head is much paler than the body ; it is dusky on the

rertex between the eyes ; but there is no definite interantennal band as in

the Louisiana examples.

The Iovva, specimens resemble in coloration those from Louisiana, but
the yellowish dorsal band and lateral spots are not quite so distinct, though
the interantennal blackish band is distinct.

Mas.eachussetts and McGregor, iowa. Mus. Agricultural Department,
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Washington, T). 0. (Prof. 0. V. Riley); Pilatka, Fla., and Millikcn'sBend,

La. (E. Burgess) ; "Eastern United States" (Wood); Found under bark

In the mountain regions of Tennessee and North Carolina (Cope); St.

Louis (Tlieo. Pergande).

Although this species is evidently the parent form of the cave-inhabit

ing I'xeudotremia cavemarum,, it has not yet been observed near the In-

diana and Kentucky caves, though undoubtedly yet to be found in their

vicinity, as it Is a wide-spread species, ft probably ranges through Central

into South America, as Dr. Wood remarks :
" I have seen a, single speci-

men, a female, labeled as coming from New Grenada, which apparently

belongs to this species." This specimen I have seen in the Museum of

the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, but did not compare it.

closely with our species ; it is much larger than individuals from the United

States.

PSEUDOTBEMIA Cope.

neudotremia Cope, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc, xi. No. 83, 17!), 1800. Trans.

Amer. Knt. Soc, iii, 67, May, 1870.

Spirottrephon Cope, Amer. Naturalist, vi, 414, July, 1872,

Pteudotrtrrda Harger, Amer. Journ. So. & Arts, iv, August, 1872.

Ryder, Proc U. S. Nat. Mus., iii, 524, Feb. 18, 1881.

Body consisting of thirty segments ; rather long and slender, with as

many as fifty pairs of legs. Head with the muscular area, (gena) behind

the eye very full and swollen, globose;, swelling out far beyond the side of

the succeeding scutum ; front a little longer than wide. Eyes present,,

black, the outline of the eye-patch narrow triangular, composed of about

twelve to fifteen facets, arranged in four or five transverse oblique scries.

Antenme longer and slenderer than in any of the other genera of the fam-

ily
;
joint :i is twice as long but not as thick as joint 2, but equals 5 in

length, the latter, however, being very slender and clavate ; the terminal

seventh joint is unusually long, pear-shaped and elongated towards the tip.

The body constricts in a, neck-like fashion behind tin; head
;
segments

(scuta) 5-20 especially have a lateral shoulder or raised portion character-

istic of the genus Lysiopelalum ; this swollen portion has on each side about

six longitudinal ridges, with deep valleys between ; above, especially

on the posterior half of the body, the dorsal portion of the laterally swollen

scuta is coarsely tuberculated, instead of ridged, and the rounded tubercles

are rather flat and unequal In size. There are no seta; or lateral setiferous

tubercles. The end of the body is as usual in the family, the last segment

with three pairs of small seta; arranged one above flu; other,

Above the middle of the side of the posterior scuta, especially the last

six, is a, tubercle like those in Scoferpes and Zygonopus, but, much smaller,

from which a, minute hair arises, and afiove on the upper part of the

shoulder there are two rudimentary, very small tubercles.

The legs are long and slender, about one-third longer than the diameter

of the body. In the male the eighth pair of legs are much less modified

PROC. AMEIt. riui.os. soc. xxr. 114. X. PRINTED SEPTEMBER 15, 1883.
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than in tlio succeeding genera ; It consists of five joints, wlrile in. Trichope-

tiiluni, Scoterpes and ZygonopuB it is very rudimentary, consisting of but

two joints. The basal joint is large and constricted near the middle, with

a large setiferous tubercle on the inside ; the constriction may represent

an obsolete articulation, and thus the basal joint really represent the two
basal joints of the other legs. The smaller multiarticulate extremity of

the leg is composed of four well marked joints, the basal as long as the

three terminal ones without the claw, which is long and slender, and
nearly as well developed as in the other legs.

The male genital armature is well developed, nearly as much so as in the

Julidos. There is a median very long curved forked chitinous rod, a pair

of median boot-shaped pieces, and a pair of lateral double blades or

pseudorhabdites, composed of the usual lamina externa and lamina interna,

which are variously spined and denticulated at their extremities, one sup-

plementary spine being minutely and densely spinulated.

The genus was characterized by Cope thus :
" Annuli with two pores on

each side the median lino ;" as already remarked, the so-called pores ap-

pear to be simply the lateral tubercles giving rise posteriorly to minute
seta', which are difficult to detect with a half-inch objective.

The genus differs from Lysiopetalum in the slenderer, longer antenna',

the rudimentary eyes, the more swollen and prominent lateral bosses or

shoulders of the segments, while the body has about half as many segments

as in Lypsiopetalum, and is much shorterand more fusiform. The generic

characters are very marked, though the species is clearly enough derived

from the common out-of-door Lysiopetalum laclarium.

PSEDDOTRP.MTA CAVEItNATUTM Cope.

FUeudotremiacavernarum Cope, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc.xi, No. 82, 1.70, 1809.

Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc, iii, 07, May, 1870.

Packard, Amer. Naturalist, v, 749, Dec, 1871.

Spirostrephon cavernartim, Cope, Amer. Naturalist, vi, 414, July, 1872.

Spirostrephon (Pseudotmnia) cavernartim Harger, Amer. Journ. Sc. and

Arts, iv, 118, 119, Aug., 1872.

Ptetulotremia cammarum, Ryder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iii, 520. Peb. 16,

1881.

Eyes black, conspicuous, forming a somewhat irregular, narrow triangu-

lar patch, with from twelve to fifteen facets. Antenna; unusually long and
slender, the joints pilose; joints 3 and 5 of the same length, or IS a little

longer; joints 2 and 6 of equal length ;
joint 7 elongate, pear-shaped,

pilose, the extremity truncated, with two or three sense-seta; not so long

as the end of the joint is thick.

The first scutum next to the head is scutellatc in shape, rounded on the

front edge, somewhat produced anteriorly in the middle ; the margin bo-

hind slightly sinuous; it is about two-thirds as long as broad. The sec-

ond scutum is a little wider than the first ; the third somewhat wider,
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while the fourth is much wider ; dorsal face of first scutum smooth ; the

posterior part of the second scutum a little swollen ; that of the third more

so ; that of fourth scutum swollen and ridged much as in fifth and succeed-

ing scuta. Scuta 5-20 are swollen high up on the sides into a shoulder,

giving a quadrilateral instead of a circular outline to the segment, bulg-

ing out more subdorsally than below ; the swelling has six longitudinal

ridges, while the posterior swollen end of the scuta above, especially on

the posterior half of the body, is coarsely tuberculated, the tubercles being

rounded rather than flat, and unequal in size. No well-marked setiferous

tubercles on the side from the middle of the body to the head ; but on tlie

last six segments there are on each shoulder orsoutal swelling two minute

rudimentary swellings or tubercles ;
but in my specimens I can see no

setie except on the two terminal segments of the body in J 1 and $, where

on the end of the last scuta there is a seta arising from a basal movable

.joint ; there are three pairs on the lateral anal plates (80th segment).

Length 18"'m
; thickness of the body 1.5""".

The young when about half-grown are white, the back of the antennae

and anterior segments having a very slight dusky tinge. In numerous

mature specimens from the Senate Chamber, Wyandotte cave, three miles

in, the body is while, with a slight flesh-Colored tint. In numerous (150)

specimens from this locality, the head and dorsal side of the anterior seg-

ments are slightly dusky ; the antennas are also usually slightly dusky,

except the two terminal joints, which are white.

There is thus seen to be a slight amount of variation in color in speci-

mens collected at, the same date in the same chamber in Wyandotte cave.

Among the 150 specimens taken at one time and place from Wyandotte

cave (Senate Chamber) and individually examined, I could see none

without black eyes, the pigment, being well developed. There was a fair

proportion of males.

Four specimens which I collected in Little Wyandotte cave were ex-

actly the same size as those from Great Wyandotte cave ; they were white

tinged, dusky on the head and fori; part of the body. The eyes are black

and the eye-patch of the same size and shape, while the antennie are the

same.

Six specimens from Bradford cave, Ind. (which is a small grotto formed

by a, vertical fissure in the rock, and only 300 to 400 yards deep), showed
more variation than those from the two Wyandotte caves. They are of

the same size and form, but slightly longer and a little slenderer, espe

daily joints 3 and 5
;
joint 7 is decidedly longer than in any others

;

whiter, more bleached. The antennai are much whiter than in those

from the Wyandotte caves, and the head and body are paler, more

bleached out than most of the Wyandotte specimens. The eyes vary

more than in the Wyandotte examples, one having but 12 facets, another

14, and another 15, with a, few minute rudimentary facets between the

others. It thus appears that the body is most bleached and the eyes the

most rudimentary in the Bradford cave, the smallest and most, accessible,
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and in winch consequently there is the most variation in surroundings,

temperature, access of light and changed condition of the air. Under

such circumstances as these we should naturally expect the most variation

Var. earterensi.t. A decided approach to 8. laetaHui is seen in certain

brown specimens, only partly bleached, found in the Carter eaves, Ken-

tucky, viz. : Bat cave, X cave, and Zwlngler'S cave, besides a cave across

the road from the hotel, which is used as an ice-house.

In the specimens from Hat cave, the antenme are slightly shorter, and

a, little slenderer, particularly joints 3-5 ; but joint 7 is much shorter and

blunter than in the Bradford cave individuals; the antennie, however,

are of the same length, though, slenderer than those living in Great Wy-
andotte cave. The eyes form a, nearly equilaterally triangular area,

with from 23 to 25 facets. The segments behind the head are thirty.

They differ from the Wyandotte examples in the posterior or swollen por-

tion being rather more prominent than in the former, forming more

marked lateral swellings, with about eight ridges on the side of each boss,

and the body is larger and thicker, but the legs are of the same length.

The head is dark in front, mottled above and below with paler horn-

color. The antennte are coneolorous with the head and body, but the

terminal joints are paler, as an; the legs, which are also paler at tin 1
, articu-

lations. The entire body is dark horn-brown, mottled and irregularly

lineated.

Tint smoother anterior portion of the scuta shows a tendency to be paler

than the tubcrculated portion, and of a bluish-gray tint. The tubercles

are no more prominent than in the Wyandotte individuals.

The segments in both the Wyandotte species and var. earterensis rap

idly decrease in size, the penultimate segment being pointed, and each

segment is provided with regular, high-raised parallel prominent ridges

on the Shoulder or lateral boss, about 40-45 on a scutum on the sixth seg-

ment from the end of the body.

Length 23"""
; thickness 2.5""", the body being considerably larger and

thicker than in the Wyandotte specimens.

Two specimens from X cave are exactly in size and color like those

from Bat cave.

Three specimens from the ice-house cave only differ from those in Bat

cave in being somewhat paler, but the eyes and antenna', are the same.

A. large and a, partly grown one from Zwingler's cave was collected by

Mr. Sanborn, Aug. 23 ; these were also paler than those from Bat cave.

With them were associated a Ceuthophilus with eyes well developed, and

Polydesmus.

This form or variety would bo, perhaps, mistaken for Lyniopetalum lae-

tarium, but it is true in all the generic details to Pseudotremia ; at the

same time it is what maybe called a "twilight" species, living in small

caves in situations partially lighted. It is probably derived from L. lac-

tarium, or a closely allied species ; we doubt if it will ever be found living

in the same situations as /-. lacfarwm.
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Prof. Cope's types were first found by hira in Erhart's cave. Mont-
gomery county, and Spencer Run and Big Stony Creek caves, in Giles

county, Pennsylvania ; also, in Lost Creek cave, on the Holston river, in

Granger county; and in other limestone caves of the valley of the Tennes-

see. Prof. Cope afterwards (Amer. Nat. vi, 14) discovered this species

in Wyandotte cave, remarking, " The species is quite distinct from that

of the Mammoth cave, and is the one I described some years ago from
caves in Virginia and Tennessee."

( 'ryi'totukuius,* nov. gen.

Pseudotremia Cope (in part), Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc, xi, No. 82, 180,

1869.

The head seen from in front is wider than long, as usual in the family,

hut the genffl (or sides above the base of this jaws) are not so much swol-
len as usual, being much as in Zi/f/ouo/mx ; the front is broad and not
very long, and is distinctly marked by a ridge from the vertex. The eyes

are large, well-developed, prominent, ami equilateraliy triangular. The
antennas are large and slender, much more so than in THchopetahm or

Scoterpcs, but not so long and slender as in Pneudotrcmia. The joints

have somewhat the same proportionate length as in the latter genus, but

while the second joint in Pseudotremia is about hall' as long as the third ;

in Oryptotrichus-It is much longer, being about two- thirds as long as joint!!;

joints 2 and 4 are of the same length, while In Pseudotremia joint 4 is con-

siderably longer than joint 2
;
joint 5 is a little shorter than joint !5 ; joint

8 is very short and thick compared with that of Pseudotremia, being about
one-third longer than thick, while in Pseudotremia the same joint is over

twice as long as thick and regularly clavatc ; the terminal (seventh) joint

is oval, moderately short and thick, about twice as long as thick ; regu-

larly oval, with two or three sensory flattened hairs of the usual form.

The body consists of thirty segments, including the lateral anal plates
;

it is thick and rather short, having the general proportions of Trichopeta-

lum. The seta' being of microscopic size, the segment's (scuta) appear to

the naked eye to be naked and smooth, each senium (tergite) is divided

into two portions, an anterior plain and a posterior spoiled portion, but
there are no ridges, and hut a, single slightly prominent tubercle project-

ing backwards and situated a little bolow the middle of the side of the

tergite ; each of these tubercles, at least on the posterior hall" of the body,
directly sends nil a line seta, which is directed backwards. Prom each of
the, pale, equidistant spots, extending in a nearly straight line around the

posterior edge of each scutum arises a, minute hair; the same spots in

front give rise to minute conical tubercles.

The legs are long and slender ; as long as the body is thick.

No males have been obtained, so that, the secondary sexual characters

cannot be here given.

* A'/iunw, I conceal; OplSt TptXOfj hair; referring to the minute setffi, diffi-

cult to detect.
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In describing 8. amnoarmulatut, forming the typo of the genus, Dr.
Wood, in his "Myrlopoda of North America," p. 194, remarks: "This
species ought, perhaps, to be the type of a new genus ; but, as I am unable
to make out the generic characters in this family, it seems preferable to

retain it in this for the present."

The genus may be recognized by its slender antennce, its smooth scuta,

and three transverse rows of setiferous pale dots ; in these respects differ-

ing from Lysiopetalum and Pseudotremia.

Cryptotkicilos c^;sioa.nnola.tus (Wood).

Spirostrephon, cmsioarifiidatics Wood, Myr. N. Amer., 194, PI. ii, Fig. 14,

1865.

Pseudotremia midii Cope, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. ,xi, No. 82, 180, 1869.

Two 9- Eyes cquilaterally triangular, convex, prominent, black. Body
horn-brown in color, stained and spotted with darker brown. Head and
antennte concolorous, being dark purplish-brown ; antennae pale at the

articulations of the joints. Feet slightly paler than the antennae, whitish

at the articulations. Segments (scuta) dark brown on the posterior edge,

with three pale rounded distinct spots on each side, and a fourth spot lie-

low, or eight in all ;
from the centre of these three upper spots, on each

side, arise short, microscopic seta:. A median pale dorsal impressed line

along the whole body, which dilates on the anterior part of each segment
Into a short, broad diamond-shaped area,. The extreme hinder edge is

smooth and pale, giving a transversely-banded appearance to the body.

In one of the two specimens the lower white dots are, towards the head,

more or less confluent, forming an irregular lunate spot. Length 15""".

Two ? specimens were kindly collected for me by Mr. C. L. Herrick,

either at Culmana, Ala., or at Ocean Springs, Miss., the bottle containing

Myriopods from both those localities. Dr. Wood's specimens were from

Allegheny county, Penna. ; and Prof. Cope's examples were from Penn-
sylvania.

This is a rather characteristic form, owing to the transverse series of

light dots, and the linear pale transverse line on the hinder edge of each

segment, so that the specific name is well chosen. What Dr. Wood is

disposed to regard as " pores," appear to lie slight tubercles, bearing seta:

on the posterior half of the body. I have been thus far unable, with a

half-Inch objective to detect any repugnatorial pores in this genus or any
except Lysiopetalum, but am not disposed to deny their existence. The
hairs are minute and mostly rubbed oil in alcoholic specimens which have
been transported far. My specimens agree so well with Prof. Cope's de-

scription that I do not, doubt but that his Pseudotremia vudii is this species.

There seem to be no difference ol Importance, The dorsal impressed line

In my specimens Is a faint crease, being uelthera "keel" or "groove."

Cope rem irks that it has twenty-nine segments ; his specimen was eleven

lines in length.
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This Myriopod is a rather characteristic form, and appears to range from
Pennsylvania to the Gulf States.

Tbichopetalum Harger.

Trichopetalum Harger, Amer. Jour. 8c. Arts, iv, 118, 119, Aug., 1873.

Body rather short and thick, fusiform compared with the succeeding

genera, being thicker in the middle and tapering more towards each ex-

tremity than in Scoterpes and Zygonopus. Head of the general shape
of that of Zygonopus, the proportions of the front and vertex being about
the same

; but the gena is much fuller, more globose, and the genal area
is shorter and rounder. The eyes are present, black, the facets 10-19 in

number, arranged in two curvilinear series, the eye-patch being lunate in

shape. The antenna; are short and thick, much more so than in Scoterpes,

pilose, with a few rather coarser seta; than usual ; joint 2 is but slightly

more than half as long as joint 8, and rather shorter than joint 4
;
joint 3

is considerably longer than joint 5, the latter being thick, suhpyriform
and swollen toward the end

;
joint (i is much swollen and rounded, and

about as thick as long ; the seventh or terminal joint is shorter than in any
other genus of the family, being rather shorter than in Scoterpes ; and
with two flattened sensory terminal setffi. Kumber o( body segments, 28-

31 ; number of pairs of legs in the female, 40. The legs are much shorter

than in Zygonopus. The scuta; are posteriorly a little swollen on the

sides, much less so than in the two following cave-genera ; the bosses

being not much over half as large ; from the upper part of the boss or

shoulder arise three warts or tubercles arranged as usual in a scalene tri-

angle, and giving rise to short, rather still' seta;, which are half as long as

the segment is thick.

In the male the three pairs of legs in front of the genital armature are

slightly longer than those behind or in front, but the seventh pair or that

directly in front of the rudimentary eighth pair are not swollen, nor do
they in any way resemble the swollen pair in Zygonopus. The eighth or

rudimentary pair are two-jointed, Hie outer joint without a claw, only
sending off a few small setee.

The genital armature is somewhat similar to that of Zygonopus, but
better developed. I could detect no lateral pores.

Mr. Harger gave the following diagnosis of the genus : "Sterna not
closely united with scuta; third and fifth joints of antennee elongated;
scuta furnished with bristles ; no lateral pores; eyes present." He does
not, attempt to give any generic characters drawn from the genitals, and
in his description of T. Imuitivm, says: "The under side of the seventh
segment of the male (Fig. 3) is furnished .interiorly with a pair of appen-
dages directed backwards and curved upward," and then describes the
rudimentary eighth pair of legs. Our description of the genus has been
drawn up from Mr. Hargcr's types be I raging to the Museum of Vale Col-

lege, kindly loaned us for study. On such examination as we could make
without dissection, the genital armature is evidently more perfectly devel-
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oped than In Zygonppus and Scoterpes, lm,t a number of specimens are

needed for dissection before the structure can be clearly made out. The
number of segments is 28 in T. lunatum ; 30 in T. iulioides, and 81 in T.

glomeratum. The genus appears to be distributed from the Atlantic to

the eastern slope of the Cascade mountains in Oregon, as well as on the

Pacific coast of Oregon.

The following are the known species of the genus which have been de-

scribed by Mr. Harger :

Trichopetalum lunatum Harger, Amer. Jour. Sc. and Arts, iv, 118, Aug.,

1872.* I have found in April several specimens

hybernating under leaves at Providence, R. I.

Trichopetalum glomeratum Harg., 1. c, 118, 1872. Valley of the John Day
river, Oregon.

Trichopetalum iulioides Harg., 1. c, 118, 1872. Simmon's harbor, North

shore of Lake Superior.

Genus Scoterpks Cope.

Spirostrephon (Pscudotremia) Pack., Amer. Naturalist, v, 748, Dec, 1871.

Scoterpes Cope, Amer. Naturalist, vi, p. 4()i), 414, July, 1872.

Body very long and slender, not fusiform ; consisting of thirty seg-

ments besides the head, and with about fifty-two pairs of legs, with the

penultimate joint very long. Head rather large, and unusually broad ;

no eyes present; the genie unusually large, extending high up on the

vertex, but not so globose as in Trichopetalum ; the front is also car-

ried farther up on the vertex than usual, and is much broader than long ;

the clypcus flat, slightly bilobed on the front edge. The antenna) are

moderately long and hairy, with the sixth segment scarcely longer than

in Trichopetalum, but more uniform in thickness, scarcely longer than

thick ; the terminal joint as long as the sixth, the end conical, more pro-

duced than in Trichopetalum or Zygonopus ; at the tip are four rather long

sense setee. Body segments becoming as usual smaller next to the head
;

the anterior of each division of the arthromere much swollen high up on

the sides ; each shoulder with three tubercles, which are arranged in a

scalene triangle and bearing much longer setas than in the other genera,,

though not quite so long as the body is thick. The legs are long and

slender, much more so than in Trichopetalum, and somewhat more so

than in Zygonopus. In the male the eighth pair of legs arc rudimentary,

being two-jointed, the second joint only one-fourth longer than the basal,

and ending in a well developed stout claw. The genital armature minute

and very rudimentary, pale, scarcely chitinous ; the outer lamina short

and thick, with a stout external recurved spine, and two terminal obtuse

points; the inner lamina shorter, forming a truncated angular spine, and

not much more than half as long as the outer lamina ; between the inner

and outer lamina, its base next to the inner lamina is a middle spine end-

ing in an irregular tuft of line spinules.

* Author's extras, published .Inly l.'l, 1872, New Haven, Conn.
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The genus is distinguished from Tricnopetalutn by Its want of eyes, Its

broader head, its long slender body, with longsetse, by the eighth pair of
female rudimentary legs ending In a claw. From Zygonopus it differs in
the shorter sixth antenna! joint; Its broader head ; its slenderer legs, the
sixth pair in the female not being unlike the others, and by the more
prominent shoulders and longer seto. The species of the two genera arc
of the same general form and size.

The genus Scoterpes was proposed by Prof. Cope for the present species
in the American Naturalist for July, 1872, p. 414. The characters given
are the " lack of eyes and of lateral pores;" the absence of the latter hav-
ing been "asserted by Dr. Packard." Ignorant of the difference be-
tween the Mammoth cave blind Myriopod and Lysiopetalum, the latter
being the only genus of the family then known, we referred it to that
genus (Splrostrephon).

SCOTEKPES OOFEI Cope.

Spirottrephon (Pseudotremia) cnpei Packard, Amer. Nat.,v, 748, Dec, 1871

.

Seoterpee oopei Cope, A.iner. Nat., vi, III, July, 1872.

SpiroUrephon copei I larger, Amer. Journ, Sc, iv, Aug., 1872.

Packard, Zoology, Edit. 1-3, 1879-81.

A bout 20 (J
1 and 9 examined. Body white, with no dusky discolora-

tions
; 80 segments besides the head in specimens 11""" in length and 52

pairs of h-jrs
; jn one female individual 8""" long there were 49 pairs of

legs, including the eighth or rudimentary pair ; In other individuals 8m™
long there are 24 segments behind the head. The head Is provided with
short, fine erect hairs of different lengths, especially on the sides of the
genaj. In the absence of a second species, we cannot distinguish all the
specific from the generic characters; for minor specific characters the
reader is referred to figures to be hereafter published by the Geological
Survey of Kentucky.

The males and females are alike in size and form.

"he specimens were most abundant in the Labyrinth in Mammoth cave,
out also occurred in other localities in the cave. It is also common in
Diamond cave, where I collected it, and was discovered by Mr. Sanborn
111 Poynter's cave, 300 yards from daylight. In one of the specimens
"oin the last-mentioned cave, the antennae were rather more slender than
usual.

"he genus 'Scnterpes, and its single species copei, appears to be limited
to Mammoth cave and the others near, in apparently the same system of
caves. It was erroneously reported by me to occur in Weyer's and the
Luray eaves, as the specimens collected belong to Zygonopus whitei.
Without doubt the genus is a modified Trichopetalum, which has become
longer and slenderer in body, with longer legs and antennae as well as
set®

;
whether It is a descendant of Trichopetalum lunatum or not is un-

certain
;

it may have descended from a, different species ; hut there seems
1'itoc. amps, ruiLos. soc. xxi. 114. y. phinted September 17, 1883.
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to be no reasonable doubt but that it is a modified form of a small hairy

Lysiopetaloid form, 'with antennas exactly like those of Tricliopetalum.

Zygonopus Ryder.

Zygonopus Ryder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iii, 527, Feb. 16, 1881.

Body rather slenderer than in Scoterpes. The head differs from Sco-

terpes in being much narrower and higher, the swollen sides or gense

being much less swollen ; the vertex is swollen ; the front as broad as long

with the upper edge a little hollowed, but quite distinct from the vertex

itself. The eyes entirely wanting, as in Scoterpes. The antennae are

rather thick, and in this respect approach Scoterpes, but the sixth and

seventh joints are much longer, and rather more setose ; the sixth joint is

about two-thirds as thick as long, and the last (seventh) joint nearly twice

as long as thick. The sides of the segments are swollen subdorsally as in

Scoterpes, and the setiferous tubercles are arranged as in that genus, but

the setse are shorter ; the lower posterior edges of the arthromeres below

the shoulder or hump is chased obliquely with fine impressed lines. The

feet are less in number than in Scoterpes. The diagnostic characters of the

genus lie in the remarkably swollen sixth pair of feet of the male, in which

the second joint is rather thick, while the third joint is long, and with the

fourth joint remarkably swollen, with a series of about nine oblique re-

tractor muscles diverging from the proximal end of the terminal joint,

which is long and slender and straight, with a well-developed claw. The

seventh pair of the male are of the normal form. The rudimentary or

eighth pair are like those of Tricliopetalum, the second (terminal) joint

not ending in a claw, thus differing from those of Scoterpes. The male

genital armature is entirely unlike that of Scoterpes, though it is rudimen-

tary and minute ; the outer lamina consists of a basal subtriangular portion,

ending in a long slender curved spine, beneath which is a stouter spine,

shorter and less curved ; a minute median setose lamina is present, while

the inner lamina is a weak, slender setose filamentary outgrowth.

Mr. Ryder's generic characters are stated very briefly, as follows

:

" Sixth pair of legs very robust, and with the third joint greatly swollen."

The generic characters are not contrasted with those of Scoterpes.

This genus differs from Scoterpes in the remarkably swollen, clasping

sixth pair of legs, and in the male genital armature, while either sex dif-

fers from Scoterpes in the much narrower head, and longer sixth and

seventh antennal joints.

Zygonopus whitri Ryder.

Spirostrephon copeiVsick., Amer. Nat., xv, 231, March, 1881.

Zygonopus whitei Ryder, Proo. U. S. Nat. Mus., iii, p. 527, Feb. 16, 1881.

Eight J1

, lO?. Body white, long and slender, number of segments 32.

Head with scattered, fine seta; ; antennse with the second joint not quite

one-half as long as the third, which about equals the fifth in length, both
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being rather long
; the sixth is thick, barrel-shaped, not quite one-half as

long as the fifth, but scarcely thicker ; the seventh joint is unusually long,
a little more than three-fourths as long as the sixth joint ; the end thick
and well rounded, with the usual tactile large flattened setae ; the 3-7th
joints with long dense setae, a few in the end of joint 5 longer than any on
joints G and 7. The setso on the body arise from tubercles arranged as
usual in a scalene triangle, and the setae themselves are half as long as the
body is thick

; they are considerably shorter and finer than in Scoterpes.
The number of pairs of legs in the male is 47 in a specimen 8"'"> in length,

in the female there are 48 pairs. The sixth pair of logs of the male are
somewhat longer and much swollen, the suture between joints 3 and 4 is

very slight, the two joints together forming an ovate section of the leg a
little thicker than the length of the second joint ; terminal joint long and
slender, considerably longer than joints 3 and 4 together. The 2-jointed
eighth rudimentary pair of legs are longer- and larger than in Seoterpes
copei, the basal joint nearly twice as long, while the second (terminal)
joint is larger and swollen, and besides being larger, ends in three or four
fine minute setae, instead of a short claw, as in Scoterpes. Length 8mm .

The male genital armature is very minute and rudimentary, and has
already been described in a general way ; with but one species as yet
known, it would be unsafe to assign their specific characters. The two
inner laminsc are quite unequal in length and development, and the arma-
ture in general shows signs of degeneration, as though the species had
originated from some form in which the male armature was more com-
pletely developed. Nine specimens were found by us in New Market
and Luray caves, and about twenty in Weyor's cave, Virginia ; Luray
cave, Virginia (Dr. C. A. White, Byder).
This species in size and general appearance would be easily mistaken

for Saotcrpes copei, which we at first, from a too hasty examination, sup-
posed it to be. Mr. Ryder's excellent description characterizes the spe-

cies, but his figures arc indifferent, the third joint of the male is much
more swollen in our specimens; and the normal leg (his fig. 3) is drawn
too slender, while the front of the head is not correctly rendered. In our
specimens drops of a yellowish secretion were attached in alcoholic speci-
mens to the base of many of the setoB, indicating the presence of repugna-
torial glands, though no pores could be found, On breaking the body in two
nearly ripe eggs occurred in June ; they were rounded, oval ; length
about ?""".

NOTE ON THE GENUS CAMBALA OP THE FAMILY JULID.E.

Cambala Gray.

Jalus Say, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sc. Phil., ii, 103, 1821.

OambalaT. E. Gray, GriiQth's Cuvier's An. King, xiv, Insecta, i, pi. 135,

fig. 2, 2a, 2b, 2c, no descr., 1832.

lieasia R, Jones, Todd's Cyclop. Anat. Phys., Art. Myriopoda, 54G.
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Cambala Gervais, Newport, Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., xiii, 288, 1844.

Apteres, iv, 137, 1847.

Spirobolus (in part) Wood, Mgr. N. Amer., 212, 1865.

Cambala Cope, Proc. Amer. Philos. Boo., xi, No. 82, 181, 1889.

The essential, diagnostic characters of this genus are the linear eyes, the

long slender body, with keeled scutes ; while the antennas are short and

thick, much as in Spirobolus.

The body consists of 50 segments ; the scutes with high keel-like ridges.

The eyes are arranged in a linear row of ocelli, forming a straight line

situated far behind the insertion of the antenna;, next to the front edge

of the first segment. The front of the head Is somewhat longer than

broad; the surface full and convex as in Julus. Antenna; are short and

unusually thick, more so than in .lulus or Spirobolus
;
7-jointed, joint 2 a,

little longer and thicker than 8; fourth shorter and more elavale than

third ; fifth rather thicker at end than fourth, but of about the same length
;

sixth thicker than any of the other, about as long as fifth ; seventh very

short, round, no longer than broad. The feet are slender, not quite so

long as the body is thick. On the fourth lower large ridge is a whitish

microscopic spot, which under a half Inch objective is seen to be a. short

acute tubercle ; these are Say's "stigmata," hut they occur on each Beg

ment, and are doubtless homologous with the sctiferous tubercles in Tri-

chopetalum, etc.

The only speeios known has been mistaken for Lysiopetalum lactanum

by Newport, Gray and Gervais, hence the synonymy of the two genera, is

somewhat confused. Newport, adopting Mr. T. E. Gray's MS. name

Cambala, was the first to characterize the genus, remarking, "I have de-

rived the characters of this genus from the specimens originally sent by Say

to Dr. Leach." It is probable that Say by mistake sent an example of his

JiiIiih annulata Instead of a L. lactarium, as the two species would be easily

confounded, although bis Julus annulatus must have been of course

familiar to him. The mistake was a natural one.

Cambala annulata (Say) Cope.

Julus annulatus Say, .Touro. Acad. Nat. Sc. Phil., ii, 103, 1821.

Cambala lactarius T. E, Gray, Griffith's Cuvier's Animal Kingdom, pi.

135, lig. 2, 2a, 2h, 2c. Insecta i, Vol. xiv, Vol. ii, 784, 1832.

Camhala lactaria Newport, Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., xiii, 260, 184.4.

Cambala lactarius Gervais, Ann. Soc. Entom. France, 1844.

Aplrres, iv, 137, 1847.

' Spirobolus annulatus Wood, M.yr. N. Amer., 313, 1865,

Cambala annulata Cope, Proc. Amer. Phil, Soc, xi, No. 82, 181, 1869.

Trans. Amer. Bnt. Soc., iii, 66, May, 1870.

Body very long hut blunt at the end, consisting of fifty -nine .segments lie-

sides the head ; eyes consisting each of six ocelli arranged in a straight line.

The first segment behind the head is smooth, about half as long as wide,
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evenly convex, considerably broader than the bead ; t/bc three succeeding

segments are of about the same length, and each are about half as long as

the fifth and succeeding segments. On the first segment are about ten bead-
like tubercles seen from above ; on the third about eight longer tubercles

can be seen from above ; on the fifth and succeeding segments there are

about nine dorsal and subdorsal high, prominent, thick, parallel ridges, be-

coming sharp behind. On the middle segments of the body about six

sharp ridges with broad hollow valleys between can be seen from above.
These are mounted on each side lower down by about twelve less distinct

ridges, becoming towards the lower edge of the scuta less and less convex
and distinct, until they are indicated by simple impressed lines. There are

thus about thirty ridges in all on each scute. The segments (arthromeres)

are short, and the smooth spaces between the rigid portions are very short

above. The color of the body is horn-brown, the head, feet and antennas

pale flesh-Colored, and there is a dark median spot on the vertex between
the eyes. The ridges are darker than the rest of the body. Length 30""".

Little Wyandotte cave, Indiana ; and Cave of Fountains next to Weyer's
cave, Virginia (Packard), Zwingler's cave. < Jarter's cave, Kentucky (F. Q-.

Sanborn). Spruce ltun cave in the Kanawha river, Giles Co., Va. (Cope,).

One of the most abundant of the Myriopoda in the mountain region of

Tennessee and North Carolina (Cope).

This species is not unfrequently found in caverns, where L. lactarium

more rarely occurs. This well-marked Species may readily be distinguished

from Lytiopetalum lactarium by the very short, thick antennas, linear eyes,

and by the slenderer body, which, however, ends much more obtusely.

We know of but one other species of Julldffl with the eyes arranged in a,

linear series ; this is the Trachyjulus ceylonicus Peters of Ceylon, figured

by Humbert.
The cave specimens which wo have found are partially bleached, the re-

sult of probably a limited number of generations in the darkness.

On the Morphology of the Myriopoda. By A. 8. Packard, Jr.

( Head before the American Philosophical Society, June Ifi, 188$.)

The, following notes have referenceto the hard parts especially of the

diplopod Myiiopods:

The Head. In the Chilognaths, which are the more primitive and in

some respects the lowest group of the sub-class, the Pauropoda excepted,
the structure of the head is on a, much simpler type than in the Chilopoda.

The eplcranium constitutes the larger part of the head
;

it, may he re-

garded as the. homologue of that of hexapodous insects. Of the clypeus

of Hexapoda there is apparently no true homologue in Mynopods ; in the

''.ysiopetalid ChilognaUis there is, however, an in terantennal elypeal re-
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glon slightly differentiated from the epicranium and forming the front of

the bead. In the Chilopods there Is no well-marked clypetts; onlyashort,

narrow transverse preantennal clypcal region to which the lahrum is at-

tached. Meinert, in his valuable and pains-taking work on Myriopods

designates what we here call the epicranium, the lamina cephaMca; the

division sometimes indicated in front next to the antennas, he calls lamina

frontalis discreta.

The lahrum in (Iks Chilognaths is a short, hut broad, sclerite, very per-

sistent in form, and not affording family or generic characters ; it is emar-

ginate on the sides, wilh a deep median notch containing Ihree acute

teeth. The labrum may on the whole be regarded as homologous wilh

that of the Hexapoda, hut is very broad and is immovable. Very differ-

ent is the so-called labrum of the Chilognaths, in which it consists of two

parts, a central portion which may be homologized with the labrum of the

Chilognaths, but is narrower, with a deep broad median notch at the bot-

tom of which is a central stout tooth.

In Orya barbarica Oerv., according to Meinert, the labrum has a me-

dian suture, dividing it into two pieces, each with numerous fine teeth on

the outer edge.

"In Dignathon microcephalum Lucas (Meinert. Tab. ii, fig. 15), and in

Geophilus sodalis Bgs. and Mein., Meinert figures and describes the lab-

rum as consisting of pars media and two partes lateralis, distinctly sepa-

rated by suture ; no such differentiation as this is known to us as occur-

ring in the labrum of Hexapods.

This labrum is flanked on each side by a transverse sclerite, much
broader than long ; these pieces may be called the epilabra ; to the outer

edge of each is attached the cardo of the so-called mandible {protomala).

What we have for brevity called the epilabra (fig. 1) are the "laminfe

fulcientes labri" of Meinert.*

The so-called mandibles of the Myriopods are the morphological equiva-

lents of those of insects, but structurally they are not homologous with

them, but rather resemble the lacinia of the hexapodous maxilla. For

this reason we propose the term protomala {mala, mandible) for the man-

dible of a myriopod ; mala would be preferable, but this has already been

applied by Schiodte to the inner lobes of the maxilla of certain Coleop-

terous larva;.

The protomala consist! of two portions, the cardo and stipes, While the

hexapodous mandible is iti variably composed of but one piece, to which

the muscles are directly attached, and which corresponds to the stipes of

the myriopodous protomala. The stipes instead of being simply toothed,

or with a plain cutting edge, as in Hexapoda, has, in the Chilognaths, two

* Myriapoda Muiael Haurineinls. isidragt.il Myriapodemes Morphologl og

Hystematik. Vcd Fr. Meinert, af "Naturliistorixk Tidsskrlft," 3K. 7 II., KJiiben-

havn, 1871, p. 106. See Tab. 1, fig. 4. Meinert states that the lamlnno fulcientes

do not belong to the labrum Itself, and that the form of these pieces varies

greatly according to the species.
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outer unequal long teeth ; and within, a series of singular processes like

stout setffl eilged with dense spines on the inner side. This double appa-

ratus of teeth and splnose processes, which may be called the pectinella,

gives the stipes a decided resemblance to that of the hexapodous maxilla.

In the Chilopoda, according to the figures and description of Meinert,

there is a greater variation in the nature of the pectinella of the stipes.

As we have observed in the protomala of Seolopendra and Lithobius,

there are three or more stout teeth, with an inner series of spinulated

slender processes; but in several genera figured by Meinert, as Mesocan-

thus' albus Mein., Scolioplanes crassipes ,Koch, Chmteelielyne vesuviana

Newp., Qeop/iilus sodalis Bg». and Mein., and Meeutocephalus punctifrons

Newp., the cutting edge is provided with spinose processes alone.

For the second pair of mouth appendages of the Myriopoda we propose

the term de.utomala, or second pair of jaws. They form the so-called

labium of Savigny and later authors. In the Chilognaths they have a su-

perficial resemblance to the labium of winged insects ; but the correspond-
ing pair of appendages In Cbilopoda are not only unlike the labium of

llexapoda, but entirely different in structure from the homologous parts

in Chilognaths. The "labium" of Newport, or first maxilhe of Meinert,

have been described and figured by those authors, to whose works the

reader is referred.

The following remarks apply to the homologues of these parts In the

Chilognaths. While most authors designate this pair of appendage* as the

"labium," Meinert more correctly calls them the first maxilla;, briefly

in the Latin abstract of his "Danmark's Chilognathor"* in his diagnosis of

the order describing them as " SUpites maxillares appendicibus instruct!,

detect!
;
" but in bis description of .lulus referring to them as "Lamina la-

blalls parva, stipites labiales modo partim sejungens."

Meinert also describes what be designates as a third pair of mouth-parts,

or labium,, which is enclosed by the second pair, behind which is a trian-

gular plate (lamina labialis) which hi; regards as a sternal part, correspond-

ing to the mentum of insects. He then adds: "In front of the labium

in the Polydesmidee are two short round styles (stili Ungualet), which are

toothed at the end." He also speaks of the curved piece behind the

laminla labialis, which he designates as the hypostmna (see our fig. 2).

It should be observed that Savigny states that the labium (levre inferi-

eure) is in -lulus composed of what he designates as the first and second

maxillae ; bis second maxilloe being Melnert's labium.

It seems to us that the researches of Metschnlkofff on the embryology
of the Chilognaths (Sfrongylosoma, Polydesmus and Julus) leave no
doubt that these myrlopods have but two pairs of mouth-appendages,

which Metschnikoff designates as mandibles and labium. The latter

arises as a pair of tubercles or buds, at first of exactly the form of the man -

*Naturhtstorisk Ttdsskrirt. :i 11. 5 II.

t Kmbryologle der doppeltfusslgen Myriapodon (Ohllognatha), Von EUaa
Metschnikoff. Zoitschrlft fur Wissenschaft. Zoologie, xxlv, 253, 1874.
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dibles, and like the primitive embryonic mouth-appendages of any arthro-

pod. Hence the differentiations of parts and coalescence of the two limbs,

while closely resembling that of the labium or second maxi I lie of hexapods,

really occur in Myriopods in a different pairof appendages, i. e., the second

instead of the third pair. Hence tin; parts (-died labium (many authors)

in Myriopods are really homologous with the first maxilla' of insects ;
and

they should, to prevent, misconception, receive a distinctive name (deuto-

mala:). With the aid, then, of embryology wc have arrived at a clearer

conception of the homologies of the second pair of mouth -appendages in

the Chilognaths. It forms a broad flat plate, becoming the floor Of the

mouth, and forming an under lip; it is differentiated into two sets of broad

plates, an outer and inner stipes ; the outer stipes (stipes exterior) bears at,

the free edge two movable toothed appendages, which may be designated

as the inner and outer maleUtt'. The inner stipes (stipes interior), are

united firmly, and are supported behind by what Meinert designates as the

lamina labialis, behind which is a curved, broad sclerite called by Meinert,

thehypostoma ; a rather unfortunate name, as it has been used by Meigen

and Jiotiehe lor the clypeus of Diptera, Differentiated from the front edge

of the inner stipes, is a piece Usually separated by suture, which, as we un-

derstand it, is the stilus lingualis of Meinert ; it is our malulella. A. median

portion of the deutomala lias been apparently overlooked by authors ; it is

our labiella (fig. 2), and corresponds in a degree to the lingua of

hexapods; it is a minute rounded piece situated between the malulelhc
;

in .lulus minute and single; in the Lysiopetalidce much larger, and divided

into a large anterior, and a much smaller posterior crescent-shaped part;

it, is supported by two long cylindrical divaricating styles,

ft thus appears that the bead of Chilognaths bears but three pairs of ap-

pendages, viz., the antenmc, and the mouth-appendages, the proto and
deiitomahe. Without doubt the Chilognaths, as proved by their embry-

ology ami morphology, and their close relationship with the Pauropoda, the

Simplest Myriopods, represent the primary form of the Myriopods, while

the Chilopodsare a secondary, less primitive group. I'aliconlology appa-

rently supports this view. We may now turn to the struct, lire of the bead

Of Chllopod Myriopoda, which has been fully described by Newport,, * and

also by Meinert.

f

Having already briefly described the morphology of the epicranium or

antennal segment of Chilopods, with the labium and "mandibles" (pro-

tomahe = "true maxilla; " of Newport), which are close homologies ,of

those of diplopod myriopods, we may next lake up the second pairof mouth-

appendages, which are the morphological equivalents of the so -called la-

bium of Chilognaths, These, as seen in Scolopendra, are very different

•Monograph of the class Myriopoda, Order Chllopoda; with observations on

the general arrangement of the Artleulata, By George Newport, Trans. Unfi.

Hoe., xix, p. 2S7.

t Myriapoda Mussel Haiiiiieusis Bldrag til Myrlapodernes Morphologl og

Systematic ved I'Y Meinert. At Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift, ,'i It. 7 B., 1871.
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from the SO-Called under lip of Chilognaths ; they are not united, and arc

separate, cylindrical, fleshy, 5-jointed appendages, but as Newport states

"connected transversely at their base -with, a pair of soft appendages (<-, c),

that are situated between them, and which, as [ have already stated, I re*

gard as the proper'lingua, as they form the floor of the entrance to tin!

pharynx." These 5-jointed appendages are Mr. Newport's "maxillary
palpi;" his true maxillae being the homologues of the "mandibles" of

Chilognaths.

The portion of the head ot Scolopendra and other Chilopods, thus tar

considered, together with the antenna', and proto and deuloinalic, we con-

sider as homologous With the entire head of OhUognaths ; the basilar seg-

ment of Newport, and the two pairs of head appendages have no homo-
logues in the head of Chilognaths. They are, rather analogous to the

maxillipedes of Crustacea, and nothing like them, speaking morphologi-
cally, exist in other Tracheata. We therefore propose; the term malipedes

(mala, jaw
; pes, foot, or jaw-lee!) for the louilh and li fill pair of cephalic

appendages of Chilopoda. At the same time it is easy to see thai, they are

modified feet ; especially when we examine the lasl pair in Scolopendra,
which are attached to a, true sternite, and set; that they are directly homo-
logous with the feet and Btemlte Oi the same animal.

The first pair of malipedes are the "labium and palpi" ot Newport;
the "first auxiliary lip" of Savigny, They, however, bear little resem-
blance to an insect's labium and labial palpi. They are separate, not coa-

lescing in the middle as in flic labium of Hexapods. The so-called labia)

palpi are. .
| jointed, with an accessory plate. They arise directly in front

of the "basilar segment" of Newport, hut appear to have in adult life no

tergite of their own.*
The second pair of malipedes or last pair of mouth-appendages, are the

poison fangs j they are the "second auxiliary lip" of Savigny ; the "man
dibles or foot jaws" of Newport and subsequent authors. The dorsal plate,

or what may be called the second malipedal tergite is tin; " basilar and sub-

basllar plate" of Newport.
As to the number of segments in the head of Chilognaths, both mor

phology and embryology prove that there are but three ; in the Chilopoda,

live. Newport's observation on the young recently hatched Geophllus
(his 1*1. xxxlii, fig. 3), shows that Hie sub-basilar plate is the tergum or

scute of the filth segment; and the basilar plate is consequently the.

tergum of the fourth segment, or second malipedal segment, 'flu; ster-

nite of the sub-basilar plate is usually a, very large plate, deeply in-

dented in front in the middle, with teeth on each side, and forms the "la-

bium" of Newport. It may for convenience in descriptive zoology lie

termed tin; " pseudolabium.

"

* Balfour also states, as we And after writing the above, that the basilar plate
is really the segment on, in- poison olaws, and may rase more or less completely
with the segment in front and behind It, and the latter is sometimes without a
pair of appendages (Lithobius, Soutigera) Comp. Embryology, i, p. 225.

I'KOC. Mtnu. PBXLOS. BOCi XXI. 111. 25. PJUNTED SEPTEMBER 17, 1883.
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As embryological proofs of our morphological views may be taken the

admirable researches of Metachnlkoff* on the development of Geophilus.

Hit Taf. xx, fig. 4, shows plainly the four pairs of mouth-appendages be-

hind the antennae, the latter developed as In Ilexapods from the proce-

phalic lobes. His fig. 15 shows that the pleurum and tergum of two poste-

rior (or fourth and fifth) cephalic arthromeres, with their appendages, are

the primitive scuta of the proto and dentomalar arthromeres which at this

period have coalesced, and are intimately united with the procephalic lobes.

His fig. 18 shows that at a later period the primitive scuta of the fourth

cephalic segment has disappeared, or at least is merged into the fifth

primitive scuta or sub-basilar plate of the adult. An examination of

MetsohnikofFs paper will prove conclusively that Newport's views as

to the sub-segments of the chilopods are not well founded in nature ; and

that they are merely for the most part simply adult superficial markings.

The following table will serve to indicate, in a comparative way, the

number of arthromeres in the head of the three sub-classes of Trachea I.e.

arthropods, their corresponding appendages, and the more important syn-

onyms :

Ilcxapoda. Araohnlda, M vrlopoda.
(Cnllopoda )

M yriopoda.
(Ohilo(rnatna.)

l«tArthromere
(Preoral)

2d Arthromere
(Poetoral)

3d Arthromere

Antennse.

Mandlbula.

1st Maxillae

2d Maxilla;.

5th

Bth 1st pair of bav
nopoda.

Wanting.t

OhelicenB.t
(Mandibles.)

(1'edipalpl,
niaxillffi.)

1st, pair of bee-
nopoda.

2d pair of bse-
nopoda.

3d pair of bte
nopoda..

Antennae.

Protomalai.
(Mandibles Sa-
vigny.i

Deutomnlse.
(1st, Maxilla; Sa-
vigny.)

1st Mai I pedes.
(1st Auxiliary
Hp, Savigny.)

2d Malipedes.
(Anxifl ary
lip, Havigny;
Mandibles,)

1st pair of Pedes

Antenna 1
.

Protomalre.
(Mandibles Sa-
vigny.)

Deuiomules.
(Labium.)

2d pair of Pedes.

2d pairof Pedes.

id pair of Pedes.

General Morphology of the Body. The well-known researches of New-
port on the development of Julus, and the embryological studies of Met-

schnikoff already referred to, show that the larva of Julus and other diplo-

pod myriopods is hatched with but three pairs of feet. In Julus terrestris,

as stated by Newport, the 3d body-segment is apodous ; the 1st, 2d and

4th segments behind the head bearing feet. The number of body-segments

are at first 9; the new segments appearing six at a time. In Strongy-

* Embryologisehes, ttber Geophilus. Von Ellas Metschnlkoff. Zoitschrift fur

Wlssenschaft. ZoiSIogie, xxv, p. 313, 1875.

f Balfour claims that the 1st pair of cephalic apppondages are wanting; and
the fact shown by his Fig. 200 C, D, that the ttomodeeum at first lies between the

procephalic lobes, and that the latter do not even bear appendages appears to

prove his statement.

J On the Organs of Reproduction and the Development of the Myiiopoda
Phil. Trans., L841
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losoma, according to Mctschnikoff, the larva lias eight segments behind
the head, the second segment footless ; in PolydesmUS there are tint seven

body-segments, the second apparently being apodous, though it, is difficult

to determine with certainty from the drawing which of the three first

segments is apodous.

In two embryos of Julus multistriatits Walsh? kindly communicated to

us by Prof. Riley, and which he assures us were freshly hatched right from
the egg, the larva? are much more advanced than in the freshly-hatched

larva: referred to ; still thesecond body- segment is footless instead of the third;

but there are seventeen segments, the 1st, 3d and 4th each bearing a sin-

gle pair of legs ; the 5th-10th segments each bearing two pairs of legs.

In one of the three specimens, which was apparently a little longer out of
the egg than the two others, there were five penultimate short secondary

segments (llth-15th) on which there were rudiments apparently of but a

single pair of legs to each segment, whereas Newport states that two pairs

bud out from each segment, and while in Julus terrestris the n ew segments
arise in s'ixes, in our species they arise in fives. In adult life a single pair
of limbs arises from the second segment, and the first three segments each
have but one pair of legs, the fourth having two as in the fifth and fol-

lowing segments.
It thus appears that, the larval dtplopod Myriopod is a six-footed Trach-

eate, though neither its mouth-parts nor primary legs are directly homolo-
gous with those of the Hexapodous insects.

Looking at the embryo diplopod Myriopod from a deductive or specula-

tive point of view, it doubtless represents or is nearly allied to what was
the primitive myriopodous type, a Tracheate, with a cylindrical body,
whoso head, clearly separated from the hind body, was composed of three

cephalic segments, one pair (if antenna', succeeded by two postoral arthro-

meres, the protomalal and deutomalal arthromeres ; while the hind body
consisted of as few as seven arthromeres, whose scuta nearly met beneath,

with three pairs of six-jointed legs distributed among the first four seg-

ments. It is evident that Hie form represented by the adult is a secondary
later product, and arose by adaptation to its present form. The embryo
G-eophilus, the only Chilopod whose embryology has been studied, leaves
the egg in the form of the adult ; it has, unlike the diplopods, no meta-
morphosis. Its embryological history is condensed, abbreviated.

But in examining Metschnikoff's sketches, primitive Chilognath charac-
ters assert themselves ; the body of the embryo shortly before hatching is

cylindrical
; the sternal region is much narrower than in the adult, hence

the insertion of the feet are nearer together, while the first six pairs of ap-
pendages (the sixth apparently the first pair of feet of the adult) arc indi-

cated before the hinder ones. These features indicate that the Chilopoda
probably arose from a diplopod or diplopod-like ancestor, with a cylindri-

cal body, narrow sternites and with three pairs of legs, which represent
those of the larval Ohilognaths, the two anterior becoming the two pairs of

mallpedes of the present Chilopoda. Thus the first six appendages of the
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embryo G-eophilus correspond to the antennee, two paira of mouth-parts

and three paira of legs of the larval Julus.

The phenomenon of two pairs of limbs to a segment, so unique in Tra-

cheata, may be explained by reference to the Phyllopoda among the

Branchiata. The parallel is quite exact. The larvse in both groups have

but a single pair of appendages to a segment ; the acquisition of a second

pair in the diplopods is clearly enough a secondary character, and perhaps

necessary in locomotion In a cylindrical body -with no sterna.*

ThelarvalJulusand tin; ancestral Chilognaths were hexapod Tracheata,

but sufficiently different i<> indicate plainly that the Myrlopods branched

off from a much more primitive form than the Scolopeiidrclla like hcxapod

ancestor, and which form somewhat agrees with our hypothetical leptl-

form ancestor <>r all Tracheata.

The Myriopods also differ from Bexapoda in that the genital armature

of the male (the females have nothing corresponding to the ovipositor of

Hexapoda) is not homologous with that of tine insects; moreover, the

armature is not homologous with the limbs or jointed appendages of the

myriopodous body. On the contrary, the apparatus of hooks arises from

tin; sternum of the sixth segment, between, but a, little in advance of tin;

origin of the eighth pair of legs. It should be observed that the legs in

Myrlopods are outgrowths between the tergites and sternites, there being

no pleurites differentiated, and in this important point also, the myrlopods

are quite unlike the lle.xapodous Trachea tes.

Affinity and systematic position of the Pauropoda. The nearest living

forms which approaches the larval Diplopod are Pauropus and Eury-

pauropus. These organisms are practically primitive diplopods. Looking

at the lowest Chilognath, Polyxenus, and comparing Pauropus with it, it

will be seen that the latter scarcely differs from it ordinally. Pauropus

has a, head with a, pair of antenna; and two pair of mouth appendages,

The antennse are quite; unlike any other myrlopods, being 5 jointed and

bifurcate, somewhat as in certain Coleopterous larva;
;

tin; peculiar sense-

filaments may be the homologues of the flattened sense seta; at the end of

the antenna'. ot Diplopod iVIyi'iopods.

The "mandibles" are rudimentary, very simple, and are scarcely more

like Chilopod than diplopod protomalee ; there is a second pair of append-

ages which, as Lubbock states, are "minute and conical ;" they bear a

closer resemblance in position an 1 general appearance to the "under lip
"

of Chilognaths, especially the under lip of Slphonophora ; in fact, the

* rt is plain that, as Balfour suggests, Comparative Embryology p. 824, the

double segments have not originated from a fusion of two primitively distinct

segments. There is, however, a mlsc leptlon as to the nature; of the "double

segments." They are not «<> In fact. Tin: scutes are single, undivided, but the

ventral region is alone [mperfei tly double, bearing two pairs of append-

ages, just as single segments of Apodldse may bear from 2-8 appendages; the

differentiation Is confined to the ventral limb-bearing region and limbs alone

;

the dorsal part of the segment does not share in tin; prooess.
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mouth-appendages of Pauropus are much nearer the normal typo of those

of the, true Ohilognaths than the degraded mouth-organs of the Sugentia,

The body of Pauropus is cylindrical, the scutes are as much like those of

Polyxenus as those: of the Chilopods ; the number of body segments is

seven, the same us in the larvre of certain Diplopods ; the feet are (> jointed

as in Diplopods, and there are nine pairs, six pairs to the four penultimate

segments. The three anterior pairs are developed from two segments,
i. e., arise from the ventral and lateral solerites corresponding to two
scutes. This fact Should not, We venture to suggest, exclude them from

the Ohilognaths, as there is a considerable irregularity in the positions of

the three pairs of anterior feet, in larval Ohilognaths. The terminal body-

segment is much as in Ohilognaths. When we examine the larva of Pau-
ropus, we lind a strong resemblanee to the larval hexapodous Ohilognaths.

Hence we scarcely see good grounds for placing Pauropus in a distinct

order from Ohilognaths. Their distinctive characters, and they are im-

portant ones, are we submit, only of subordinate value, and we should

therefore place the Pauropoda as the second sub order of Ohilognaths,

throwing all the genuine Ohilognaths into a lirst sub-order.

Turning to Burypauropus, we find that this singular form is in a degree

a con necting link between Pauropus and Polyxenus; the head has much
the same shape, the antemiie being inserted beneath far hack from the

front edge of the broad top ; the legs are much the same shape, and more
truly diplopod than in Pauropus, as they are arranged nearly in two pairs

to a, segment; there are six segments, four of them bearing legs, there

being nine pairs ol" legs lo four scuta,. The scutes are much as in Polyx-

enus, spreading out flat on the sides, the animal being elliptical oblong,

broad and flat. There are no true sternites like those of Chilopods, ami

though the feet are inserted wider apart, the entire structure of the soft,

membranous sternal region Is muoh as in Polyxenus. We therefore (eel

warranted, although originally accepting the ordinal rankof the Pauropoda,
assigned them by Sir John Lubbock, in regarding them as Ohilognaths,

with aberrant features which would throw them into a, suborder of the

latter group.

The Systematic Position of Scolopendrella. This singular form is usually

regarded as a, Myriopod, while Mr. Ryder refers it to a distinct order,

Symphyln. We have already* given our reasons lor the, view that it

is a Thysanuran.t with only superficial resemblances to the: Chilopdd
Myriopods. Our fresh studies on the: latter confirm our opinion that

the, S-ie.olopondrella, is a, hexapod. The mandibles and maxilla', the

former especially, are like those of the Thysanura, rather than the myrio-
pods, not being- divided into two parts (slipes and cardo). It seems to us

that Scolopendrella with its numerous postcephalic legs may fulfill the

*Amerioan Naturalist, xv,898, Sept. L8SJ

.

h Compare the exosltent figures of the mouth-parts of Scolopendrella In Dr, I.

Muhr, Die Mundthetle In Soolopendrella and Polyzonium, lOer Jahresberloht
liber das Deutsche Staats Gymnasium In Prag-Altstadt, 1881-2. Prag. 1682.
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phylogenic requirements of the early embryo of ITexapoda and Arachnida

in which there are a number of embryonic primitive abdominal append-

ages. Thus it preceded Campodea as a stem-form.

Genealogy of the Myriopoda. The pseudo-hexapodous larval forms of

Chllognatita, including the Pauropoda and the early germ of the Chilopoda

(Geophilus), indicate that the many-legged adults were derived from what

we have called a Leptus-form ancestor. Our present knowledge of the

embryology of the Myriopoda shows that unlike the Arachnida and Ilexa-

poda the embryo is not provided with primitive, transitory legs. There

seems then no direct proof that the Myriopoda had an origin common with

that of insects and arachnida, from a Scolopendrella-like, and perhaps still

earlier Peripatus-like ancestor; but from a six-legged form, which, however,

may have been derived from some worm-like ancestor. The Leptus-form

larva of Myriopoda, with their three pairs of cephalic appendages and six

legs, may, then, be the genealogical equivalent of the six-legged Nauplius

of Crustacea ; which type is generally believed to have originated from

the worms.

A genealogical tree of the Myriopods would then he simply two

branches, one representing the dlplopod and tin; other the single paired

type (Chilopoda), both originating from a Leptus-like six-footed ancestor

(i. «., with three pairs of cephalic and three pairs of postcephalic append-

ages).

Dr. Erich Haase in his "Beitrag zur Phylogenie und Ontogenic dor

Chilopoden " publishes a "stammbaum der Protoehilopodon." He pro-

poses a hypothetical group, Protosymphyla, from which the Symphyla,

Thysanura and Chilopoda have originated. But, as wo have seen, this view

is based on mistaken views as to the relations of the Chilopods to the dip-

lopod Myriopods, and of the homologies of Myriopods with insects. As we
have seen, the Chilopods must have originated from a OhUoguathous stock,

or at least from a branch which arose from Pauropus-likc forms, and the

Thysanura, with Scolopendrella, must have arisen from a separate main

branch, which led to the Hexapodous branch of the Arthropod genealogi-

cal tree.

For the reason stated, also, we should disagree with the views of Haeckel

(Katurliche Schopfungsgeschichte, 1870, 2d edit.) that the Dlplopod My-

riopods were derived from the Chilopoda. In the English transaction

(1876) ho remarks. "But these animals also originally developed out of a

six-legged form of Tracheata, as is distinctly proved by the individual de-

velopment of the millipede in the egg. Their embryos have at first only

three pairs of legs, like genuine insects, and only at a later period do the

posterior pairs of legs bud, one by one, from the growing rings of the hinder

body. Of the two orders of Centipedes * * * * the round double-

footed ones (Diplopoda), probably did not develop until a later period out

of the older Hat, single-footed ones (Chilopoda), by successive pairs of rings

of the body uniting together. Fossil remains of the Chilopoda are first men-

tioned in the Jura period." The Chilognaths, however, as shown by Daw-
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sou, Meek and Worthen, and lately by Scudder, were numerous as far

back as the Carboniferous period ;
the Chilopods are the later produc

tions
;
perhaps not older than the Tertiary period, since Minister's GeopM-

lus prwuus is a doubtful form.

In this connection, reference should be made to the singular fossil, Pa-

leeocampa, from the Carboniferous formation of Illinois, originally de-,

scribed as a, caterpillar-like form by Meek and Worthen, and lately

claimed to be a Myrlopod by Mr. Scudder,* who proposes for the hypo-

thetical groups, of which he considers It as the type, the name, Protoayn-

gnatha. It seems to us, after a careful reading of Mr. Scudder's article,

that this obscure fossil presents no features really peculiar to the. Myrio-

pods ; but that there are as good or better reasons for regarding it as the

hairy larva of some Carboniferous neuropterous insect. Mr. Scudder de-

scribes it substantially thus : "It is a caterpillar like, segmented creature,

three or four centimeters long, composed of ten similar and equal seg-

ments, besides a small head; each of the segments, excepting the head,

bears a single pair of stout, clumsy, subfusiform, bluntly-pointed legs, as

long as the width of the body, and apparently composed of several equal

joints. Each segment also bears four cylindrical but spreading bunches

of very densely packed, still, slender, bluntly tipped, rod like spines, a,

little longer than the legs. The bunches arc seated on mammilla', arid

arranged in dorsopleural and lateral rows."

We do not recognize! in this description any characters ol.a myriopodous

nature ;
on the contrary, In what Is said about thehead, "composed of only

a single apparent segment" (p. 165), and of the legs in the above descrip-

tion, and again on p. 165, where it is remarked : "The legs were different

in form [from modern Ohllopoda], but their poor preservation In tin; only

specimen In which they have been seen, prevents anything more than the

mere statement of the following difference; while the legs of Ohllopoda

are invariably horny, slender, adapted to wide extension and rapid move-

ment, those of Pakeoeumpa are fleshy, or at best subcoriaceous, very

Stout and conical, certainly Incapable of rapid movement,, and serving

rather as props," the author appears to be describing rather a Caterpillar-

like form than a Myriopod. It seems to us that the larva' of the neuropter

OUS BinorpidCB, with their two jointed abdominal prop legs, small head

and singularly large spinosc spines, arising in groups from a tubercle or

mammilla, come nearer to PallBOCampa Hem any Myriopod with which

science is at present acquainted. For these reasons, and while the nature

,,r these fossils is so problematical, we should exclude them, as regards

the Mvriopods, from any genealogical considerations.

We have also attempted to show that the Atehypolypoda \ are a subdl-

• The Affinities ol Palseooampa Meeh and Worthen, as evidence of the wide

diversity of type In the earliest known Myriopod*, by Samuel H. Soudder.

Anna-. Joarn. Science, xxiv, No. 141, p. KM, Sept., LH82.

f The Systematic Positions of the A relii polypoila., a Group Of fossil Myrio-

po'is. Ann-]'. Naturalist, 826, March, 1888,
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vision of Chilognaths, allied not remotely to the Lysiopetalidee ; or at

least that they are true diplopod Myriopods. Hence we are still reduced
for our materials for a phytogeny of the Myriopods to existing orders, Pau-
ropus being, perhaps, a more aberrant and stranger type than any fossil

forms yet digcovered.

EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES.

Fig. 1. Head of Scolopcndra, seen from beneath, showing the "mandible"
(protomala) with its cardo {card. ) and stipes (sti.), also the labrum
and epilabrum.

Fig. 2. So-called under lip or deutomala of Scoterpes copei; hyp., " hypo-

stoma ;" lam,, lab., lamina labialis ; slip, e., stipes exterior; with

the malclla exterior (mal. e.) and malella interior (ml. i.) ; the

stipes interior (stip. i.), with its malulella ; and the labiella, with

its stilus (stil.).

Fig. 3. The deutomala of Julus sp. ; the lettering as in Fig. 2. Author
del.

Stated Meeting, May 18, 18S3.

Present, 9 members.

President, Mr. FkALEY, in the Chair.

Dr. Heilprin, a newly-elected member, was introduced to

the presiding officer, and took Ids seat.

A letter requesting a renewal of correspondence was received

from the Egyptian Institute.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Royal
Societies at Amsterdam and Munich.

Letters of envoy were received from the Egyptian Institute,

and the Eoyal Academy at Munich.

Letters requesting No. 95 from the Manchester Literary and
Philosophical Society, April 26; and requesting 102, 103, 104,
from the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, April 20, were
read and referred.

Donations were received from the Egyptian Institute; Cen-
tral Observatory at St. Petersburg; Koyal Geological Insti-

PKOC. AMKK. l-HfLOS. SQO. XXI. 114. 2A. I'lUNTKID OCTOI1KU 30, 1883.
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tute and Anthropological Society at Vienna ; Koyal Academy

and Observatory at Munich; the National Verein, at Bonn
;

Sociele de Geographic and Kevue Politique at Paris; Societe

de Geographie Commcrcialc at Bordeaux ; Boyal Academies at,

Modenaand Bruxellcs; the Geographical and Geological So-

cieties and London Nature; Literary and Historical Society

of Quebec; Boston Natural History Society; Prof. C. A.

Young; Numismatic, Antiquarian and Zoological Societies,

at Philadelphia ; the Library of Congress, Bureau of Educa-

tion, Engineer Department, and the Philosophical Society, at

Washington; the Chicago Historical Society; and the Bra-

zilian School of Mines.

Photodynamic Notes, No. VIII, by Pliny Earle Chase, were

read by title.

A note on the relic of the native flora of Pennsylvania,

.surviving in Perry county, by Professor E. W. Claypole, was

read by the Secretary, and specimens of the plant, Vaccinium

brachycerum Mich., -were exhibited.

Minutes of the last meeting of the Board of Officers and

Members in Council were read.

Mr. Fraley reported that, after conference with. Dr. Brinton,

he could recommend to the Society to accept the proposed

gift. On motion, the recommendation was approved and

adopted. (See MS. minutes.)

Pending nominations, Nos. 985, 986, and new nominations,.

Nos. 987 to 1004, were read.

A Committee of Five, to co-operate with other Societies in

extending an invitation to the A. A. F. A. S. to hold their

meeting of 1884 at Philadelphia, was appointed, consisting of

Dr. Brinton, Dr. Barker, Mr. Lesley, Mr. Henry Phillips, Ji\,

and Mr. fm. M. Davis. On motion of Dr. Erazer, the Com-

mittee was requested to ascertain if measures can be taken to

secure the fixing of a date for the meeting of the Geological

Congress at Berlin such as would permit those who have par-

ticipated in the A. A. E. A. S. meeting to be present at the

Congress.

And the meeting was adjourned,
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Slated Meeting, June 16, 1883.

Present, 5 members.

President, Mr. FBALEY, in the Chair.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Royal
Academy at Lisbon (10!), L10, 111), and Royal Academy at

Amsterdam ( 109).

Letters of envoy were received from the Royal Academy at

Lisbon, June, 1882; the Museum Teyler; the Societe Ilolland-

aise, March 30; the Royal Academy at Amsterdam, March 1;
and the Surgeon General's Office, Washington, June t>.

Getters from M. J. Yidal, at Cairo; M. Gaston Planfo,

Paris; Dr. A. S. Packard, Jr., Providence, R. I.; Edmund
Goldsmid, of Edinburgh ; and Mr. A. R. Grotc, of Buffalo,

were read.

Donations for the Library were received from tin; Acade-
mies at Amsterdam and Rome; the Societies at Salem, Boston
and Worcester; the Trigonometrical Survey of India; the

Holland Society, and Museum Teyler; Dr. G. D. E. Weyer,
of Kiel; the Geographical Societies at Paris and Bordeaux;
Revue Politique, and Ecole des Mines; British Association,

Victoria
1 ustitute, Royal Astronomical, and Antiquarian Socie-

ties and London Nature; Canadian Institute ; Cambridge Mu-
seum; Medical Journal; Now York Observatory; Rutger's

College; Franklin Institute, Eistorical Society, College of

Pharmacy, II. Phillips, Jr., and Dr. P. Frazer; American
Chemical Journal; Smithsonian Institution, National Muse-
um, Engineers' Department, Bureau of Education and Fish

Commission; Wabash College; Medical Journal, at Indian-
apolis; and the Ministerio de Pomento.
The death of Col. Roberts. Williamson, at San Francisco,

Nov. 11, 1882, was a, >unced by Dr. Horn.
The death of the Hon. Judge George Sharswood, at Phila-

delphia, May 28, 1883, aged 78, was announced by Mr. Fraley.
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Dr. A. S. Packard, Jr., of Providence, K. I, communicated,

through Prof. Cope,

—

1. A revision of the Lysiopetalidse, a family of Chilognath

myriopoda; with a notice of the genus Cambala. (Seepage

177, 195.)

2. On the Morphology of the Myriopoda, with a plate, (bee

page 197.)

Mr. A. E. Grote, of Buffalo, communicated : An Introduc-

tion to the North American Noctuidx. (See page 1134.)

Pending nominations, Nos. 985 to 1004, were read.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, July 20, 1883.

Present, 4 members.

Curator, Dr. Horn, in the Chair.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Koyal

Library, Berlin (112); the Wiirtcmberg V. N. V. (109, 110,

111); the Prague Observatory (107, 108,109); New Hamp-

shire' Historical Society (118), Essex Institute (113), Ameri-

can Antiquarian Society (113), Rhode Island Historical So-

ciety (113), Connecticut Historical Society (113), W. D. Whit-

ney (113) New Jersey Historical Society (113), Buffalo So-

ciety of Natural Science (113), W. B. Taylor (113), Theodore

Gill (113), Wisconsin State Historical Society (113), and Geor-

gia Historical Society (113).

Letters of envoy were received from the Society of Sciences

at Bordeaux, the Hungarian Academy, Lisbon Academy, Bel-

gian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Institut Ethnographique

at Paris.

Donations for the Library were received from the Royal

Academies of St. Petersburg, Berlin, Vienna, Buda-Pest, Mu-

nich Brussels, Lisbon; from the Societies at Bremen, Emden,

Bata'via, Stuttgard, Bordeaux, Dublin; from the Observato-
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ries at Prague, Offenbach, Geneva, New York ; from the Boyal
Museum at Brussels ; Geographical, Anthropological and Eth-
nological Societies at Paris and Bordeaux ; Bevue Politique,

Annales des Mines, Musee Guimet, Bevista Buskara, Boyal
Astronomical Society, Museum at Bio de Janeiro, New Zea-
land Institute, Boston Natural History Society, New Bedford
Library, Yale College, Brooklyn Library, Prof. Guyot ; Frank-
lin Institute, College of Pharmacy, Library Company; Pea-
body Institute, United States Naval Institute, Smithsonian In-

stitution, National Museum, Bureau of Interior, atid Fish

Commission.

The death of Brof. Stephen Alexander, at Princeton, N. J.,

June 25th, aged 76, was reported.

The death of Prof. Charles B. Anthon, at New York, in

June, aged 60, was reported.

The death of Major-General Sir Edward Sabine, in England,

about May 28, aged 95, was reported. (See London Nature
for July 5, p. 218.)

The election for new members was postponed to October

19th.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, August 17, 1883.

Present, one member.

Curator, Mr. IIenky Phillips, Jr.

Letters of acknowledgment from Harvard College Library

(112) ; the Wyoming Historical and Geological Society (113)

;

the Boyal Academy at Copenhagen (110, 111); Mr. Phillips

(113), and the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Phila-

delphia (11 8).

Letters of envoy from the B. Accademia dei Lincei, the

Geological Survey of India, the Boyal Society at Liege, the

Cambridge Philosophical Society, and the Musee Guimet.
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Donations to the Library from the Indian Survey; Royal

Society at Tasmania; Imperial Academy at St. Petersburg

;

Imperial Society at Moscow ; Imperial Geological Institute at

Vienna ;
German Geological Society, Berlin ;

Royal Academy,

Brussels ; Statistical Bureau, Stockholm ; Antiquarian Society,

Copenhagen; Royal Academy and Observatory at Turin;

Accademia dei Lincei, and Geological Committee at Rome

;

International Geological Congress at Bologna; Geographical

Society, Annales des Mines and Revue Politique at Paris ; Geo-

graphical Society, Bordeaux; Revista Euskara; Nautical Al-

manac, Barcelona; Scientific Expedition, Lisbon ;
Royal In-

stitution, Victoria Institute, Royal Astronomical Society, Royal

Geographical Society, Meteorological Society, Geological So-

ciety, Royal Asiatic Society, and London Nature ; John B.

Lawes, of Herts, England ; W. J. O'n Daunt, of Dublin ; Mu-

seum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge; American Jour-

nal of Science ; New York Observatory; C. A. Barratoni,

Ed. of Travel, N. Y. ; Franklin Institute, Academy of Nat-

ural Science, American Journal of Pharmacy, and Prof. E. D.

Cope; the Wyoming Historical and Geographical Society;

American Chemical Journal and Journal of Mathematics

;

National Academy of Sciences; Polytechnic Society of Ken-

tucky, Louisville
;
State Library of Natural History, Illinois

;

American and Oriental Journal ; and Museo Nacional.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Slated Meeting, September SI, 1883.

Present, 3 members.

President, Mr. Ebaley, in the Chair.

A letter was received from Mr. J. B. Lawes, dated Roth-

umstead, Herts, England, July 81, 1883.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Astro-

omico Observatofio National de Faenbaya, Mexico (113);
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Prof. J. J. Stevenson (113); and the Cambridge University

(109).

Letters of envoy were received from the Prussian Academy,
Swiss Society, Belgian Statistical Bureau, Musee Guimet, In-
stitut d'Ethnographie, Greenwich Observatory, and United
States Coast Survey.
A letter requesting information was received from the Uni-

ted States Signal Service Bureau.
A letter requesting the completion of their set of Transac-

tions of the American Philosophical Society was received from
the London Statistical Society. So ordered.

A letter proposing full exchanges from the beginning was
received from the United States Geological Survey, Washing-
ton, D. C. So ordered.

Donations for the Library were received from the Prussian,

Bavarian, Belgian, Turin, Modena and Madrid Academies;
from the Institutes at Venice and Philadelphia; from the
Adelaide, Greenwich, Badcliffc, Yale and New York Observa-
tories; from the. Statistical Bureaus at Stockholm and Brussels;
bom the Societies at Hanover, Glarus, Leipsig, Gorlitz, Lau-
sanne, Leeds and Boston

; from the Historical Societies at New
iork and Newark; from the Geological Societies at Vienna,
London, Glasgow and Dublin; from the Geographical Socie-
ties at Paris, Bordeaux and London; from the Zoological So-
oieties at Paris and London; from the Antiquarian Societies
at 1 aris, London and "Worcester ;

the Ethnographical and An-
thropological Societies at Paris, the Society of Americanists,
Ecole Politechnique, Bureau des Longitudes, M. Loewy, and the
Revue Politique; the Musee Guimet; Eevista Euskara; Ex-
pedition Serra Estrella ; Office of Mines, Victoria; London
Nature; Canadian Naturalist ; American Journal of Science

;

American Journal of Pharmacy; Pennsylvania Magazine of
History and Biography, the Engineers' Club, Dr. Hugh Ham-
ilton, Dr. Charles W. Dulles, and Mr. Henry Phillips, Jr., of
huadelphia; Johns Hopkins University and the University

of Virginia; the United States Naval Institute; the Smith-
sonian Institution, United States Board of Engineers, Signal
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Service, Coast Survey, National Museum and Fish Commis-

sion; C. O. Thompson, of Terre Haute; Dr. Ladislaus Netto,

George Basil Digwell, and the State Geological Survey of

Illinois.

The death of John C. Trautwine, at Philadelphia, Septem-

ber 14, 1883, aged 74, was announced by the Secretary.

The following communications were read

:

From Prof. E.W. Claypole, New Bloomfield, Perry county,

Pennsylvania:

1. On a large Crustacean from the Catskill rocks of Me-

shoppen, Wyoming county, Pa., in the collection of Mr. Lacoe,

of Pittston, Pa., with a small photograph of the head ; a plas-

ter cast of which was exhibited.

2. On the genus Rensselaeria in the Hamilton group, in

Perry county, Pa,

3. On the equivalent of the New York Portage, in Perry

county, Pa.

From Prof. B. D. Cope, a letter to the Secretary, dated

Sully Springs, Dakota, Sept. 7, 1883, was read, as follows:

" I have the pleasure to announce to you that I have within the past

week discovered the locality of a new lake of the White River epoch, at a

point in this Territory nearly 200 miles north-west of the nearest houndary

of Hie deposit of this age hitherto known. The hods, which are unmis-

takably of the White River formation, consist of greenish sandstone, and

sand-beds, of a combined thickness of about 100 feet. These rest on

white calcareous clay, rocks and marls, of a, total thickness of 100 feet.

These probably also belong to the White River epoch, but contain no

fossils. Below this deposit is a third bed of drab clay, which swells and

cracks on exposure to weather, which, rests on a thick bed of white and

gray sand, more or less mixed with gravel. This bed, with the Overly-

ing clay, probably belongs to the Laramie period, as the beds lower in the

series certainly do.

"The deposit as observed, does not extend over ten miles in north and

south diameter. The east and west extent was not determined.

" The fossils, which indicate clearly the age of the formation, are the

following •

Pisces.

Ehineastee, sp. nov.

Aminurus, sp. nov.
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Lacebttlia.

Sp. indct *

Testudwata.

Trionyx, sp )

Trionyx, sp (

Stylemys, sp

KOBENTIA.

Cantor, sp

Carnivora.

'aUcynwi grer/arius

IIoplop7wneus, sp

? Iloplophoneun, sp *
•

'

Perissodactyla.

Aceratherium,, sp

Aceratherium, sp

Anchitherium, sp

Almo-DACTYLA.

Motherium ramosum
Jlyopotamun, sp

Oreodon, sp

Oreodon, sp '

Oreodon, sp

Leptomeryx, sp

Jlypertragulus, sp

Total species ^0

"Interesting features of the above catalogue are : The absence of Hyra-

codon and Poebrotberium, so abundant in the beds of this age elsewhere
;

the presence of fishes, not hitherto detected in them ;
and the presence of

the genus of tortoises, Trionyx. The latter genus has not hitherto been found

In our Western lacustrine beds of later than Eocene age
;
while they are

abundant in our modern rivers. This discovery partially bridges the in-

terval. The same is true of the fishes mentioned, which represent the

order Nematognathi."

From Mr. Joseph Lesley, a letter to the Secretary, dated

Princeton, Mass., August 22, was read, and specimens of seeds

exhibited which had germinated between blocks of ice in the

ice-house attached to the hotel of Mr. Edwin Grimes.

"In 1882 Mr. Grimes noticed that, seeds, which had been dropped in

packing the ice, had thrown out stems and roots. In the winter of

1882-'83, he experimentally scattered seeds of rye, barley and wheat be-

PBOO. AMBK. PHIL08. SOC. XXI. 114. 2l!. PRINTED OCTOBER 30, 1883.
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twecn the cakes. To-day (Aug. 22) I was called to look at some of the

results, and I send you a rough drawing of one of the germinated rye

seeds. You will notice that the roots pushed out laterally between two

blocks of ice ; the shoot, or stem, did the same (or half an inch, but then

turned upwards at a right-angle and penetrated the solid ice vertically for

a distance of two inches.

"No matter how the sced'lay, whether with its germinating point up,

down or sideways, the growth was always in the true vertical through the

solid ice.

" I have seen, in 1882 and 1883, at least fifty similar cases occurring In

this ice-house."

Periding nominations, Nor. 985 to 1004, and new nomina-

tions, Nos. 1005, 1006, were read.

The President reported that lie had received, and paid over

to the Treasurer, $182.75, being the interest ou the Michaux

rentes, tast due.

And the meeting was adjourned.

The Perry Ooun.ii/ Fault. Note on an important Correction in the Qeo-

logieal Map of Pennsylvania. By K. W. Olaypole.

{Bead before the American Philosophical Society, April SO, 18SS.)

The District immediately South ok New Ki.oomfield.

The country lying immediately south of Mahanoy ridge, is one of

the best collecting grounds that I have found in the county for the fossils

of the Hamilton and Chemung groups. The Upper Hamilton shales are

there exposed better than I have found them elsewhere, and the Chemung,

especially the lower part of tin: group, may also be examined in many
small wayside cuts and Held exposures.

But very soon alter beginning to work this field I became aware that

some difficulty hitherto unrecognized stood in the way of deciding the

horizon from which Hie fossils came. It was impossible to recognize the

different rocks according to the views expressed iii the preliminary map of

Perry county. References to this geological map of the county will show
that the ground between Mahanoy ridge and Dick's hill is I here repre-

sented as a close syneline hounded by outcropping edges of Hamilton

sandstone, the middle of which is occupied by a, sheet of Chemung rocks.

But a very short examination sufficed to show that the Haihilton Upper

shales extended much farther out into the valley from Mahanoy ridge
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than the bounding line drawn on the map. Hamilton fossils were found

farther and farther out from the ridge in the grounds represented as Che-

mung on the map, until it become evident that in the western part of the

basin or trough the Hamilton Upper whales were repeated by the ex-

tension to the eastward of one of the anticlines represented at the end of

the trough. Crawley hill is a mass of Hamilton sandstone rising imme-
diately to the south of the township road running to Little Germany at a

point not more than three miles from Bloomfield. The influence of this

anticline is to bring up the Hamilton Upper shales again to the surface so

that the lower beds crop out at or near the school-house on the branch road

to the south. Continuing along the branch road these Hamilton shales

still occupy an immense space, far more than their thickness, and yet they

dip very steeply. Another anticline, running up from the south-west, pro-

duces another repetition. The crest of the Hamilton Sandstone ridge which

encloses on the east the Perry Furnace valley throws up the upper shales

again, so that in passing south, about half a mile from the New Bloomfield

and Little Germany road, one passes over two anticlines rising first to the

top layer of the Upper Hamilton sbale3 or perhaps even into the Genesee,

then descending to the edge, of the Hamilton sandstone, again rising over

the syncline and again descending on the second anticline. Noris it until

both the ridges have been passed over that one finds the strata regularly

dipping outwards at an angle of almost 90° from the last anticlinal axis.

The consequence is that the Chemung rocks do not occur, as represented

upon the map, along the middle of the eastern part of the valley. The whole

of this area is occupied by I lamilton shales. The area, colored to represent

Hamilton rocks on the map, between the roads leading to Perry Fur-

nace and to Gibson's rock is occupied by rocks of later date. Most of

them are the equivalents of the Portage-Chemung, very similar in appear-

ance.

In fact, among the slight though rather numerous exposures of shale oc-

curring in this valley, it would be almost impossible without the assistance

of palaeontology to determine their different horizons. Even with this aid,

the difficulty, although diminished, is not removed. Many of the beds are

totally barren ; but, by the study of the fossils yielded by others the folds

and varying angles of dip were followed out and Chemung fossils and

rocks were found to occupy the whole southern side of the Middle basin,

close up to the foot of its bounding range, Dick's hill and Iron ridge.

Inasmuch as the base of these hills is in many places occupied by lime-

stone, it is evident that two so distant horizons can only be brought into

contact by a fault.

Following the various roads out of New Bloomfield it is not difficult to

trace this fault through the county.

No. 1. The Ridge road to Carlisle. On this line the successive formations

occur in regular sequence from New liloomfiold for about two and one-

half miles, when the ground suddenly changes from Chemung shale to

Lower Helderberg limestone.
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No. 2. Old road to Carlisle. The same result is obtained along this

line. At about two miles from New Bloomfleld is a small roadside eut-

ting showing Chemung shale and at about one hundred yards further on
is an indistinct but manifest Oriskany ridge. Between the two is a narrow
strip of Lower Helderberg limestone.
No. IS. West road to Gibson's rock. At about two miles and a half from

New Bloomfleld, the lower Portage bed (Cardiola shale) dipping at

nearly 90O crops out on the roadside, and within one hundred yards the
road passes over the Oriskany sandstone (near Mr. S. Brown's).

No. 4. Koad to Montebollo narrows. This road, running almost due
east, passes over a great distance of Chemung shales rising to a higher
horizon than along either of the roads already mentioned. But on turning
to the south at the entrance to the narrows two cuttings, only one hundred
and fifty yards apart, show the Chemung shales and the lower Helderberg
limestone.

No. 5. Road from Perry Furnace to Gibson's rock. The old Perry
Furnace lies upon the lower Helderberg limestone. The Oriskany sand-
stone does not make any conspicuous ridge along this road. But at a few
hundred teet south of the Furnace the base of the Hamilton sandstone is

seen and passing through the narrows its upper limit may be easily de-

tected. Following this at a distance of about four hundred feet comes in

the Oriskany sandstone, forming a distinct ridge of rocks. The fault there-

fore comes through in this interval, bringing the Lower Helderberg lime-

stone in contact with the Hamilton Upper shale. The throw here is less

than farther east, not exceeding 1650 feet measured at right angles to the

beds, or 2300 feet if measured vertically.

No. fl. ltoad to Losh's run (Polecat road and Ohio Wharf road). This
road strikes the line of fault about six miles east from New Bloomfleld.
The exposures are not quite so striking as in tin; places already mentioned,
but the fault is equally conspicuous. Chemung shales occupy the ground
south from Mahanoy ridge to Dick's hill with, so far as can be determined,
a tolerably uniform dip of about 40°. Immediately at the northern foot of
Dick's hill the lower Helderberg limestone is quarried. Though no cut-

ting showing the shales can be seen close to the quarry, yet the surface of

the fields shows the presence of the Chemung sandstone, and, from the
color, it is apparently nearer the top than the bottom of the group. Some
indications also are present, which seem to show that the yellow shales and
brown sandstones of the bods underlying the limestone, are brought up into

contact with the Chemung. The throw of the fault here is consequently
greater than at any one of its western exposures, amounting, if measured
square across the beds, to about 4(550 feet, or vertically 0510 feet.

Westward of the lines hitherto followed the fault may be traced. It

cuts off the Hamilton sandstone of South Furnace ridge, which declines in

consequence to the general level of the country. This extinction of the

Hamilton Sandstone ridge takes place about two miles south-west of the
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Perry Furnace. It cuts through the OriBkany ridge, almost at the point

where the two outcrops are about to meet, and passing out of the Oris-

kany near the, high point behind A.dam'6 (Jlcn school-house, near Landis-

burgh, cannot be followed through the monotonous red shale, of which the

valley consists. There is, however, no ground for supposing that it con-

tinues into the Blue mountains, no traces of displacement being visible in

Kennedy's valley or on Pilot Knob.

Eastward beyond the display near Montebello narrows, described above,

the fault continues, and its investigation becomes difficult. After leaving

the exposure at No. 0, which is about a mile east of the narrows, and

where the throw is greatest, it suddenly diminishes. The Hamilton sand-

stone which has been faulted up and has formed the monocllnal ridge of

Dick's hill, suddenly sinks and vanishes underground. The land being low it

is not easy to find evidence; of its presence, but sections along the river and

in Watts township show that it continues to Half Kails mountain.

From the facts that have been collected the only possible conclusion is

that the fault lien; d on Ides itself and rapidly diminishes. The I i in; a I ready

traced continues nearlyalong the course of Losh's run and forms the most

southern of the, four separate ranges of Hamilton sandstone, which to-

gether form Half Falls mountain. About the meridian line on which tin;

sudden descent of tin; Hamilton sandstone takes place and Dick's bill dis-

appears, a subsidiary fault develops itself about half a mile northward, near

the end of Mahanoy ridge and continues to and across the river where it

throws u'p a third ridge of Hamilton sandstone immediately south of the

second and nearly equaling it in height.

These two minor faults—extensions of the Perry County fault—run

westward along the range of Half Falls mountain to a, distance which, it is

not possible to determine without a, greater expenditure of time than tin;

oilier work mi the county would justify. The southern fault probably has

but a. short range, but the northern not improbably runs for two or three

miles.

The fault here described is thus shown lobe one of no trifling extent, hav-

ing been traced in the above notes about eighteen miles along its outcrop

from B. N". E. to W. S. W. The changes which it renders necessary on the

map are considerable. The whole outcrop of tin; Hamilton rocks ranging

along the north side of Dick's hill must be canceled and its place occupied by

( 'heinung shales. The great patch ofChemung shales in the western end of

the valley must be replaced by Hamilton and the Hamilton by Chemung.
These changes may be scam in a, moment by comparing two sketch maps

accompanying ibis paper with one another. The narrow middle valley of

Perry county is not a synoline but a, monocline. Half of it has been re-

moved and elevated above the level of the rest, from which height it has

been washed by atmospheric action and swept into the Atlantic.

The mass of material thus removed will be evident when the diagram

shown below is compared with the maps and with tin; figures show-

ing the amount of "throw" of the fault. This section, though not
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drawn minutely to scale is yet sufficiently accurate for our present purpose.
Itoccurs at Montebello narrows about fourmlles from New Bloomfleld and
shows what would be seen, If the exposure of the rocks permitted, along
the whole course of the fault. The details, such as the amount of throw
and the horizons brought into juxtaposition, would vary to some extent,

but these variations do not in any way affect the principle.

The fanlt is Indicated on the surface only by a slight and interrupted

depression, not many way noticeable ; but along at least a part of its course
It is marked by a lino of strong springs. So evident is its course, when the

structure of the county is understood, that a man can Stand with one foot

on the Chemung shales and the other on the Lower Helderberg limestone.

Tltrow.—In estimating the throw of this fault it must be remembered 1 hat
It is not everywhere Of the same extent. At its greatest the olive shales of
No. 8, the Chemung, are brought Into contact with the limestone of No.
6, the Lower Helderberg. If we then calculate the throw where it is

greatest we shall get the following results. The part of the Chemung ap-
pearing at the surface at the fault is as near as l can determine about 2000
feet above the base of that group, including the Portage :

Feet,

Partial thickness of Portage-Chemung (lower portion). .2000

Total " " Genesee shale 200

" Hamilton Upper shale BOO
" " " Hamilton sandstone 000
" " " Lower Hamilton shale 500

" Marcellus Black shale 100

" Marcellus limestone and shale 50
" " " Oriskany sandstone and shale 100

Partial " " Lower Helderberg limestone 200

Total " " rocks thrown by the fault 4050

This, within certain small limits of error, is the amount of throw Calcu-

lated at right angles to the bedding. The total dislocation is, however,
much greater. The tangential or horizontal thrust, to which is due the

folding of the Appalachian strata and their accompanying or subsequent
fracture, forced the the rocks on the S. E. side of the fault over those on
the N. W. side, along a slope whose angle cannot, be determined. It has

been represented in the section at 45°, but was probably less. If the

amount above given be now increased in the proportion of the sine of this

angle to the radius, or multiplied by about 1.4, we shall obtain as the actual

displacement of the strata, along the line of the fault about 5G00 feet,.

Tun Littlk Germany Fault.

Further investigation has developed another fault parallel to the first

and at the distance ol' about a, mile to the northward.
It develops Itself near the hamlet of Little Germany, in Spring town-

ship, and runs east-north-east into Centre for nearly five miles. Though
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liar inferior in length and throw to the Perry County fault it yet produces

much complication and several noteworthy changes in the topography and

landscape.

The most westerly point at which I have been able to detect the fault

is on the hill west of Little Germany, where it produces a fork in the Oris-

kany sandstone, one ridge, continuing on its previous course, while the

other diverges slightly to the southward. The latter thrown up by the

fault is cut off at a short distance, the ridge terminating in a field.

In thus bringing up the Oriskany to the surface, the dislocation has also

brought up the Lower Helderberg limestone adjoining it, and the result is

that limestone has been quarried and burnt at one place, while at the

distance of about 100 feet northward, or geologically speaking below it, lies

Flo. 5.

Map of the Eastern End of the Perry

County Faults.

H. 1. Hamilton sandstone and Lower shale. L. Limestone.

II. 2. Hamilton Upper Shale. F. F. Fault.

O. Oriskany, &c. C. D. Fault.

the Marcellus Black shale with no intervening Sandstone ridge. The

Marcellus thus occurs on both sides of the narrow belt of limestone. Fol-

lowing the line of fault a little farther to the east, we find the Lower Ham-
ilton shale brought up on the south side against the Marcellus on the

north, and farther yet the lower shale, about 500 feet thick, occupies both

sides of the fault. As we approach the township line, which lies on the

watershed parting the south fork of Montour run from the tributary of the

Little Juniata, a high connecting ridge of Lower Hamilton shales rises on

the south side of the fault, exposing the Marcellus at its base, into which

a tunnel six feet square in section has been driven in search of coal.
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The north side is occupied by the Hamilton sandstone, through which
the fault here cuts obliquely and the throw having increased it causes a
lateral displacement of nearly a mile, through which the road passes from
the Lower to the Upper shale, without crossing any Sandstone ridge.

Entering Centre township, the fault passes along the strata as they rise

to the Crawley arch, leaving the synclinal west end of Mahanoy ridge

separated from the anticlinal east end of Crawley hill. The latter is so far

eroded as to expose the Hamilton Lower shale for more than two miles
from Little Germany.
The throw is greatest near the watershed on the township line, where

the lower part of the Lower Hamilton shale is brought up against the
Upper Hamilton shale and may be estimated thus :

Upper Hamilton shale (part) 150 feet.

Hamilton sandstone 600 "

Lower Hamilton shale (part) 400 "

1150

But as the beds dip at about 45°, the actual vertical displacement is more,
being in proportion to the sine of the angle of dip. Tins will give 1000
feet. The Little Germany fault extends into Centre township almost to

Bloomfleld, gradually dying out. Hut it may be traced by a slight valley,

and by the increased thickness of the Hamilton Upper shale, as far at

least as the residence of Mr. William Brunner. Its total length is about
four and a half miles.

Intbkmbdiatk Fault.

Yet further in this connection, a third fault of small dimensions passes

between the two above described. Manifesting Itself near the house of
Mr. George Meek, it causes a repetition of the Hamilton sandstone, bringing
the middle and upper beds to the surface after they have dipped south from
the Crawley anticline.

This fault is of no great extent, apparently disappearing in a mile and a
half. Nor is its throw more than about 200 or 300 feet. But it makes a,

distinct short ridge of Hamilton sandstone, and a deep intervening valley
between it and Crawley hill.

N. B.—In consequence Of the discovery of tin's third dislocation, a slight

correction is rendered necessary on the map representing the eastern end
of the Perry County fault. The middle one of the three short anticlines
there represented, is the small ridge thrown up by the third fault, and is

therefore monocllnal, with south-east dip, and not anticlinal in structure.

PKOC. AMUR. PHILOS. SOC. XXI. 114. 20. PRINTED NOVEMI51SH 2, 188R.
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iVote on a relic of the Native Mora of Pennsylvania, surviving in l'erry

County. By M. W. Claypole.

(Head before the American Philosophical Society, May 18, 1883.)

One of the inevitable, but, to the biologist, Oeplorable consequences of

the spread of cultivation, is the extinction of many of the native or wild

species of plants and animals. Could we have complete catalogues of the

original flora and fauna of any country where nature has been long and
entirely subjected to man, we should find many a name which would to

us represent no existing being. It would be the name of a member of the

aboriginal races which had proved unable, essentially or accidentally, to

maintain its ground in the changed circumstances against its former com-
panions, and had consequently died in the struggle. Or it might be, in

the case of America, the name of one that, though able to hold its own
against all its native competitors, failed In I lie contest with some of the

new species introduced from more highly developed Europe, where for

centuries the struggle has been more intense than here. In either case the

result has been the same to the species—ultimate extinction.

It is a notorious fact in geology and botany, that many animal and vege-

table species from the Old World have crossed the Atlantic in the traces

of the white man, either as his friends or his foes, and have squatted on
the lands of America, and made: themselves as completely at home here

as in Europe, some of them much more so. Without entering into the

subject at any length, it may suffice to mention among the former, the

house fly, the honey bee, the brown rat, the cabbage butterfly, the Eng-
lish sparrow, the currant and apple worm, the wheat midge, and, though
some have disputed this, the Hessian My. Among the latter may be

named the white weed, the purslane, the carrot, the parsnip, the chicory,

mullein, toadflax, catnip, &c, &c. All these have proved themselves

fully competent to hold their own against the native races of America, and
even to conquer them by one means or another in the struggle for exist-

ence.

Cultivation, however, is a more deadly foe than competition to many of

our native species. The axe and the plough change the conditions of life

so suddenly and so greatly that many a plant and animal are deprived at

once of both food and shelter. Confining our attention now to the former,

the plants, we may notice two or three principal causes of the destruc-

tion of some of our aboriginal species.

1. The loss of shade resulting from the destruction of timber. The
plants of our woodlands and forests cannot all endure the brilliant,

blazing sun that pours down upon them when the trees are felled. The
direct heat seems fatal to many. The resulting drought destroys more.

The moisture-loving ferns, without exception, dislike! the sunshine, and

though some of them, such as the common polypody, do not require much
water, yet they shrivel and die when deprived of shade. It is not loo
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much to say that were It not for cool, moist glens and cares, where plough

and ploughman can never come, many of these beautiful plants, the love-

liest ornaments of the herbarium and the garden would have long since

disappeared from the land. As it is, many of them, both here and in

Europe, are almost extinct. They linger on, their lives hanging by a

thread, which accident, or the hand of a ruthless collector, or of an over-

eager botanist, may at any lime snap asunder. Such are the elegant, Kil-

larney fern in Ireland, and the Trowbridge fern in England, and such may
before long be the condition of the Hartstongue and the Climbing fern

in this country.

3. The competition of native races, and of introduced species under the

new conditions, is another element in the problem. Enough, however, has

been said above on this point.

3. The cultivation of the ground is a most potent factor in the desfrue

tion of many native species. Few, except annual plants, can long sur-

vive this incessant disturbance of their roots. Of these consist, for

the most part, our weeds. But the perennial species, especially

those which require several years to produce seed, and then produce it

sparingly; those that are choice of soil and conditions, cannot, maintain

themselves under cultivation, and soon fail and die.

There are certain species, I may say certain groups, which arc less

tolerant of man and the conditions which he introduces than others. The
gap between them and civilization seems wider than It Is In other cases.

They are the real "wild" flowers which cannot be tamed, and usually

die if the. attempt, to tame them is made. Like the wild Indian tribes ot

this continent, who are so far removed from the white man and his ways
that, their civilization seems scarcely possible, these "wild" denizens of

our "wild land" refuse to acknowledge man's supremacy, and die if he

tries to assert It.

Among these truly wild Bowers are many of the Kicatu Family
; spe-

cially attached to the moor and the forest. Their very mime is synony

mous with wildness and freedom. The heather of Scotland brings up
vividly the breezy moor and brae ami fell. It, is an emblem of tin; "land
of brown heath and shaggy wood." But the Scotch heather, like many of

its relations, refuses to be confined within the garden fence. If is difficult

to transplant and difficult to nurse even if successfully transplanted. It

seems as a, mountaineer imprisoned in a. dungeon. Impatient of its confine-

ment, and rather than live in such conditions, reluses to live at all. The
Mayflower, gem of the spring in North America, manifests similar impa
tience of confinement, and the same is true of several other members of

the family.

In Perry county there lingers one of these survivors of our native Bora

doing battle for its existence against conditions in which no member of its

family can long survive, if is struggling against the inroads of Cultivation

on its native haunts, and struggling against heavy odds.

In the " Flora of North America," MichaUX described Vacciiiitim,brachy-
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cerum or purnilum, the box-leaved huckleberry, a low evergreen plant

of the Heath Family, giving as its habitat "near Winchester." Its dls-

covery was a testimony to the thoroughness and minuteness of his work In

a day when traveling for botanical investigation in North America meant

hardship, privation and even danger. The county was unsettled and un-

inhabited, and the botanist was compelled to wander over pathless moun-

tains, and through forests where the lumberman's axe had never been

heard, and to carry with him the results of his labors on his shoulders, or

at best on horseback. Yet in some cases he and his fellow-workers lighted

On plants to find which again has required long and painstaking search or

lucky accident.

•Michaux's description and specimen remained for many years the only

evidence of the existence of the Box Huckleberry in the world.

About the year 1846, Prof. 8. F. Baird, now Secretary of the Smithso-

nian Institution, was engaged in teaching at Carlisle. Cumberland Co.,

Pa., when he was informed bya friend living in New Bloomfleld (Thomas

Mclntyre, Esq., recently deceased) that a plant called in the neighbor-

hood " Boxwood," was growing wild near that town. He paid a visit to

the place under Mr. Mclntyre's guidance, and obtained specimens of the

plant both for the herbarium and for cultivation. The latter he sent to

the Botanical Garden at Cambridge. This was Michaux's plant, Vaecini-

wm brachycerum. Its existence in Pennsylvania had been previously un-

suspected, and it was thought to be a, lost species. Prof. Gray kindly

informs me that those specimens planted in the Garden nearly forty years

ago, are still living, and that, the plants bloom, but never produce any

fruit. Evidently the climate; of New England does not suit the specieB,

or it resents the attempt at domestication.

Its Habitat in Pebby Cootty.

Vacciiiimn brachycerum, Michaux, Oaylussacia brachycera, Gray, now
occupies in Perry county a spot of about ten acres, one mile south of New
Bloomfleld, the county-seat. This tract lies on a, hillside sloping princi-

pally to flic north-west, and occupied by small timber and laurel. Culti-

vation has encroached upon it, and so far as I can determine its range was
somewhat, greater only a few years ago. This is, however, not, certain,

as Professor Baird does not very clearly recollect how far it spread in 1846.

One of the most remarkable facts connected with it is the very sharp line

which marks its limit. The wood in which it occurs extends for somedis-

tanee along the road, hut the Box Huckleberry only grows as far as a hollow

occupied, in wet weather, by a small stream. A long the right bank of this

stream it is found freely, on the left side I have never seen a plant. Hence

it is quite possible that- the plant has been restricted in its range lor a.

longer time, and that it did not previously occupy the rest of the wood.

This is rendered more probable by the fact that in other directions its

range is equally restricted, and its limits as sharply defined, [t is per-
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fectly easy to walk round the space on which it grows, and sec a thick mat
of it on one side and noi a plant on the other. No difference, so far as I can

discover, exists to account for this limitation. The soil and subsoil are

alike on both sides. Both are timbered, and with the same kind of trees.

Slope, exposure, sunshine and drainage are the same. Yet the limitation

exists, and is most emphatic.

The most probable conclusion is that wo have here a plant to which the

conditions of life are becoming or have become unfavorable, and which
is very gradually yielding to (heir ill effects. These have, perhaps, been
at work for ages in restricting Its range, and would in time have destroyed

it. Cultivation, however, is its most formidable foe—a foe which may, in

a single season, inflict more injury than natural enemies could accom-

plish in centuries. Two seasons of ploughing would blot the species out

of the county, and, saving the garden specimens at Cambridge, probably

out of the world ; for Professor Gray informs me that it cannot now be

found at the locality given by Miehaux in his description, " near Win-
chester," or at that given on his specimen, "Warm Spring," and, with

the exception of one small habitat in Delaware, no other place is known
In which it has ever been seen.* One or two other supposed habitats,

Which have been mentioned to me turned out on examination to be erro-

neous or doubtful.

In its native dwelling place in Perry county, it is now (May, 1883) in

abundant blossom, but judging from the appearance of the fruit of last

* With regard to this habitat for the Box Huckleberry l had not, been able to

obtain any definite information at the time of writing the above, paper. Since
then, however, i have been favored by A. Commons, Esq.., of Faulkland, New
Castle Co., Delaware, with a tew particulars concerning it. I give an extract
from Mr. Commons's letter :

"Tho Box-leaved Huokleberry was found by mo some years ago growing on
the banks of the Indian River, near MLilUborough, in Sussex Co., Delaware. I

have oolleoted it there at various times but none very recently. Another local-

ity was reported to me when at Millsborough, said to lie about a mile from the
town in an opposite direction, but I did not visit it. 1 am not aware of its oo-

ourrenoe elsewhere in this state, and the patoh here is not large. The locality

is at the head of tidewater on this river, it extends along the steep bank which
is here 10 or 12 feet in height from a few feet above the water-line to the top or
tin! bank, but not beyond this. My Impression is that it may have been Intro
dueed by tidal agency."
A hill-side in Perrj Co. and the bank of a tidal river in Delaware, are places

affording very different oonditions, but Mr. Commons lias kindly sent me spec-
imens between which and those from this oounty i oannot dlsoover the slight-
est difference,

I may further add that while gathering some of the plants I. one day founda
small caterpillar feeding on the leaves and spinning them together to form
a- nest. I put it into a box and II almost Immediately went info a, ehrysalid and
in about a in on ih emerged a small Tlneid moth, with black (brewings speckled
witii white, l sent it to v. 'i'. Chambers, Esq.., of Covington, Ky., who has made
a special study of Ihis family, and he informs mi! that if belongs, almost with
certainty, to a species described by himself as Qelechia iluhilrlla, Cham!)., and
Which has been reported to feed on the llogwccd or 111 tferweed, Ambrosia iirtu-

mixii/olia.
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year, it docs not produce seed very freely. If this is true, one potent
cause of its diminution and decay is obvious.

Like some oilier plants apparently also verging towards extinction,
such as the Big Trees of California, this little survivor of I lie old Mora of

Pennsylvania shows no disposition to spread in Perry county, even in

directions where it is unmolested. Ground lost by such a species cannot
well be recovered. Point after point has been ceded to its foes; it has
been killed oil. here and headed hack there till now it lingers on this hill-

side, its last stronghold in the Stale, and almost in the world. What
special causes have enabled it thus and there to maintain its ground
against its foes it is Impossible to say, but iis position is very precarious.
A little more cultivation, a little more ploughing and harrowing, a little

more "clearing up" and "burning of brush," by the fanner, unaware of
the value of what he was destroying, and the little Box Huckleberry will
be numbered with the things that were and are not. Its only chancelies
in the steepness and sterility of the hillside, which all botanists must hope
will enable it long to maintain the unequal contest against so many dan-
gerous foes. Perry county and Centre township will then continue to

boast the possession of a natural botanical garden, containing one of the
most Interesting vegetable relics on earth.

Al'T'KNDIX.

August, 1883. The fruit of the Box Huckleberry is now ripe, and com-
pared with that of other species is scanty. The berries grow singly and
not one plant in ten is productive. They are edible, but lack sweetness,
and are hence perhaps less attractive to animals. The blossom in early

May was profuse, more so than thai, of iis kindred species. The fruit is

of the same sizes as theirs and is covered with a, hi i like that of the low
blueberry.

On the Equivalent of the New York Portage, in Perry County, Middle Penn-
sylvania.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, September St, 1883.)

Tun Cardiot.a Siiat.e.

About 200 feet above the Penestella shale, the topmost bed of the 800
feetof Hamilton CJpper shale, which in Perry county is the highest layer
in which a Hamilton fauna occurs, is a mass of shale differing in some
respects from thai, above and below it. Though no sharp plane of limita-
tion can be drawn at its base to separate it from the 200 (?) feet of barren
black- slate which is here the representative of the New York Genesee
shale (so far as hitherto determined), yet a good physical distinction be-
tween the two is afforded in the field by the bleaching of the latter under
the action of the air and light., This is so complete that a bank of weath-
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ered material from these (Genesee) beds is quite white, whereas a fresh

broken mass is nearly black. The shales of which I am now writing do
not manifest any so marked Change of color, but retain much more firmly

their original black tint. Theyarc very smooth and free from sand, usually

dark, but sometimes greenish. They may be distinguished somewhat
roughly in the

1

field from the overlying Chemung proper, by the former of
these characters and especially by the absence of those even-bedded, thin,

flne-grained, square-fracturing beds of sandstone which so distinctively

mark the Chemung proper in this region.

The beds below these Cardiola shales, that is the representatives of the

Genesee of New York, are remarkably barren, and have thus far yielded
me no fossils in Perry county. The lower beds of the Chemung proper
have also proved unprofitable ground. But the 200 feet of shale to which
I have assigned the above name, though by no means rich in fossils, have
nevertheless yielded a few species which enable me with confidence to

assign them their place as representatives of flu! Portage group of New
York. Some of those are peculiar to these boils, and must therefore be,

considered " characteristic" for the district. Chief among them, and
almost everywhere present where these beds are exposed, is the small but

beautiful lamellihranch figured in the Geology of the Fourth District of
New York, by Prof. Hall, under the name of Aoicula speciosa, now Car-
diola speciosa. This shell was confined in its range to the Portage group
of New York at the time of publication of the Geology of the Fourth Dis-

trict, but is reported in the later volume (vol. v. p. 1) to occur also in the

Genesee. In Perry county this species occurs toward the top of the beds
that lie between the summit of the Hamilton and the base of the Chemung
proper, and there is consequently little precipitancy in referring them to

the Portage, a conclusion which is in full accord with the evidence fur-

nished by stratigraphy.

I have not yet succeeded in establishing any wide or general physical

plane of demarkation at which the fossils given on the next page cease and
the Chemung fauna proper begins. The beds are somewhat barren with
the exceptions here noted. But a very convenient local horizon is afford-

ed by a heavy bed of sandstone which occurs about, 200 feet above the

top of the equivalent of the Genesee slate.

This bed of sandstone does not crop out in many places, but, I have
found it on the north side of the Buffalo hills on the road running from
the old Juniata Furnace, where it forms the bank of the stream, and is

thicker and more solid Mian anywhere else, il is also exposed on the road
from Bloomield to Newport, about a, mile (Void the latter town.
Adopting this view we have, for Perry county, the following section in

this part, of I he column :

Keel.

Chemung shale and sandstone

Portage-Chemung sandstone 20

Cardiola (Portage) shale 200
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Feet.
Genesee sh;ile 200
Fenestella shale 15

Tropidoleptus shale 15

Hamilton Upper (Ochrey) shale 150

Hamilton Fossil ore and Paracyclas shale 5

Hamilton sandstone

The Cardiola Shale and Portage Bkds of Perry County.

List of Fossil*.

1. Cardiola speciosa, Hall.

2. Styliola flssurella, Hall

8. Lunulieardium fragile, Hall.

4. Amboccelia fimbriata, n. s.

5. Strophodonta pcrplana, v. parva, n. v.

6. Goniatites complanatus ?, Hall.

7. Coleolus acicula, Hall.

8. Poteriocrinus, sp. ?

i). Aulopora tubiformis, Hall.

10. Streptelasma, sp. ?

11. Pleurotomaria ?

Details on I lie palaeontology and descriptions of the new species are de-
ferred for want of time.

The new species Amboccelia fimbriata named in the preceding list very
much resembles the kindred species from the Hamilton, Ambocmlia umbo-
nata Hall, but differs from it chiefly in being set with small, fine spines in
regular concentric rows, a feature of which I have seen no trace in the
fossils of this genus from other horizons in the county. The presence of
these spines gives the casts of A. fimbriata an appearance much like those
of ttpirifera fimbriata, Hall.

Wherever the two beds can be examined in position I have found that
those containing Ambocmlia lie above those containing Cardiola. In most
sections only one of these fossils can be obtained, the exposures being
usually small. Both are, however, so far as I have observed, strictly
limited to this horizon, and consequently either is available for determin-
ing it.

The best exposure of the Cardiola shale in Centre township is about two
miles S. W. of Hew Bloomfleld opposite the house of Mr. Samuel Brown,
and for some distance thence toward the hill (Iron ridge) where a small cut
shows the shales containing Cardiola speciosa and Ambocmlia fimbriata in
abundance. Measurement of their thickness is difficult on account of the
concealment of I heir base and the uncertainty of dip which is not uniform
in either degree or direction. Considerably more than 100 feet is exposed,
and towards the upper part of the section the typical Chemung sandstones
begin to appear among the shales. The Genesee slate is entirely con-
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cealed, tinless its topmost layers yield the loose material shown in the

roadside cut nearly opposite Mr. Brown's house. This part of the section

has yielded no fossils.

The Cardiola shale also appears in the side of the road leading to Perry
Furnace near the house of Mr. Quigley. It is here a very smooth, yel-

low green shale, and has yielded

Cardiola speciosa.

Strophodonta perplana v. parva.

Amboccolia fimbriata.

Styliola fissurella.

Goniatites oomplanatus ?

A third exposure of these beds is at the mouth of Losh's rup, in Wheat-
Held township, where, in a cut on the roadside, the lower or Cardiola
beds may be seen and their fossils collected. I have obtained here,

Cardiola, speciosa.

Strophodonta perplana v. parva.

A fourth exposure of these Portage beds is on the south branch of Losh's
run, about two miles west of the Juniata and near the cross-roads, at
the house of Mr. D. Bosdorf. Here the upper bods only occur, yielding

Amboccolia fimbriata,.

Strophodonta perplana v. parva.

A fifth exposure of these shales is on tin: road leading south from New-
port to the ore works on Limestone ridge, near Pine grove. Near the
house of Mr. J. Ramer occur dark smooth shales by the road yielding

Styliola fissurella.

Cardiola speciosa,.

Coleolus acjcula.

A sixth exposure of the same shales occurs near Newport, on the upper
road to Baileysburg, soon after leaving tin; river. Here the Portage-
Chemung sandstone is cut twice at a bend in the road, and close under-
neath it come the shales yielding the usual fossils. Only a few feet of
tin; highest part of the Portage are exposed, but the following species
were found after a, short search :

Cardiola speciosa.

Amboctelia flmbriata.

Styliola fissurella.

Aulopora l.ubiformis.

Strophodonta perplana v. pa,rva.

This exposure has also yielded me a small crinoid Potenocrinut, appar-
ently undescribed, and a Htreptelasma, both of which I have been unable
for want of time to examine minutely.

I have little doubt that the fauna, of this Portage group might be much
increased by longer search. One or two additional species have been
already obtained by recent visits to some ot the other places mentioned
above.

PKOO. AMKH. PHILOB. SOC. XXI. 114. Ul>. PRINTED NOVKMBBB 2, 1883.
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The following extract from the Geology of the Fourth District of New-

York will show the close resemblance between the rucks at the two places:

"The thick-bedded sandstones at Portage form the terminal rocks of the

group." "The upper part consists of thick-bedded sandstone," "The

arenaceous strata of the Portage group are always more argillaceous than

those of the Chemung group."

It appears from Prof. Hall's description of the group that it begins with

beds very free from sand—the Cashaqua shale—and ends with a heavy

thick-bedded sandstone. At least this is its character at its eastward ex-

posures on the Genesee river. Farther west the sand, as usual, disappears

and the group contains little except shale.

The Portage group in ferry county comes, therefore, as near to the typical

Portage group in New York, as can be expected—near enough in strati-

graphical and palseontological characters to give full confidence in their

identification.

i may add, in conclusion, that some of the shale beds near the Portage-

Chemung sandstone are much, valued locally as whetstones. These ap-

parently occur both above and below the sandstone.

In one placet also, a, bed of light colored brown hematite has been exposed

lying on the top of flic sandstone and about eighteen Inches thick. This

is the only ease of the occurrence of a bed of iron ore of any appreciable

thickness in the Chemung of Perry county. No trial has yet been made

of it, but judging from appearance it would not be of high grade.

The facts given above are useful in that they enable us to separate 400

feet from the great mass of olive shale, in Perry county. The separation of

200 feet, as the Hamilton Upper shale, was mentioned in the beginning

of this article. The total thickness of tint olive; shales of VIII has been

given in flic neighborhood of Newport, at about 5500 feet, thus divided :

Chemung 3800

Portage (100 about.

Genesee 1120

55:20

But these measurements are much exaggerated. They have apparently

been made along the Juniata, without noticing a, fold which occurs at

Inoculate run, and the died of which extends beyond the river. The

ground is very difficult, but the following figures, which I have ob-

tained with considerable trouble and checked as carefully as was possible

with the limited time at my Command, are certainly nearer the truth for

the neighborhood of Newport :

Chemung 8000

Portage 200

Genesee 200

;i400

It thus appears that after the separation of the 000 feet above mentioned.
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the thickness of -which is only approximately given here, there yet remains

an Immense mass, the subdivision of which Is more difficult, but would not

perhaps he impossible if sufficient time were allowed.

I am unable as yet to say if these Cardiola shales extend far north and

south, no exposures having been yet found. But the places above men-
tioned trace them through the middle of the county from south-west to

north-east, a distance of seven or eight miles. Their farther extension is

very little less than certain.

Appendix,

Since the above paper was read I have spent a few hours with Prof. I.

C. White, now engaged in the survey of Huntingdon county. With his

assistance I found the bed here described and most of its fossils near

Huntingdon. The thickness, I hough shortness of time prevented meas-

urement, seems also very nearly the same,

Note on the Genus Rensselacria in the Hamilton Group in Terry Go. By
/<!. W. Glaypole.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, September 21, 1SSS.)

The Genus Rensselaerla, Hall, was established to receive certain Brach-
lopods, some of which were new, and others of which had previously been
known under other names. They were distinguished by their general
outward form and certain peculiarities of internal structure from other

Brachiopods nearly allied to them.
The Genus Rensselaerla is limited in Eastern North America to the

Lower Helderberg and Orlskany groups, four of its twelve species occur-
ring in the former and seven in the latter. One only, a, small species, 11.

Johanni, Hall, has been described from the Upper Helderberg of Water-
loo, Iowa. Of (his Prof. Hall speaks doubtfully, referring it to this

genus only on account of its external characters.

Prof. Hall informs me that ho has since that time removed this species

from the genus. It, is, therefore, rather surprising to find well-marked
specimens of Rensselaerla high up in the Hamilton group of Middle Penn-
sylvania. Yet the sandstone, so conspicuous a, feature of this group in

Perry and adjoining counties, yields, near its middle, a bed which is in

some places little more than a, mass of shells of a, form which can scarcely,
if at all, be distinguished from B. Marylaiidiat of the Orlskany sandstone.

In some places this shell is found almost, alone, but in others it occurs

mixed with Spirtferaformosa, or a species so like if that, I cannot distin-

guish them. This Spirifera is the most abundant fossil in the Hamilton
sandstone of the county, occurring sometimes in myriads.
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The Hamilton sandstone is a peculiar deposit of sand in the midst of a

vast accumulation of shales, [t covers a district extending from the nine

mountain northward for about fifty miles and eastward to the neigh-

borhood of the Schuylkill river. Westward its limit cannot be traced, as

it is destroyed by erosion, but from appearances it was as great as in the

east. It lies between a mass of shale above and another mass below, and

at its greatest development is about 800 feet thick, at the Susquehanna

gap. Some of its beds, especially toward the middle, are very bard and

flinty, but it grows more and more shaly as it recedes from this point.

Apparently it exists at some distance from its point of greatest develop-

ment as a sandstone mass below and another above, with intervening

shales.

Note on a large Crustacean from the OatsMl Group of Pennsylvania. By
E. W. Claypole.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, Sept. 31, 1883.)

I have lately received from Mr. R, I). Lacoe, of i'itfston, a, slab of green

sandstone, from flic Catskill group of Wyoming county, containing a well-

preserved head of some creature. Though not complete, yet enough re-

mains to enable me to form a good idea of what the full form of the bead

must have been.

It measures eight and a half Inches across the broadest part, and the

same; from front to back. The outline is semi elliptical, the part preserved

corresponding to a piece cut from one of the ends of an ellipse. Tt is

somewhat distorted, and may when perfect have been more nearly semi-

circular. The outline is slightly wavy, but this also may be due to distor-

tion. Fortunately the right side is almost perfect and, being symmetrical,

it is not difficult to reconstruct the other. A good idea of its general shape

may be suggested to a palaeontologist by saying that it resembles the head

of Cephalaspis.

A longitudinal median ridge runs from near the front margin almost to

the back of the portion preserved, dividing the head surface into two

equal parts. This ridge rose; near its front end into a low tubercle, or

perhaps a, spine, and near its hinder end into a, distinct and boldly elevated

spine which is, however, crushed down almost Mat. Posteriorly the ridge

narrows and tapers down to the general surface.

At the place of the posterior spine another ridge, less distinct, crosses

the formerat right-angles, and Itself rises at Its two ends, midway to the

outer margin, into low prominences from which two semicircular ridges,

convex outwardly, run curving in toward the median line at both their

ends, one in front, the other behind tint cross ridge from which they si art.

Each cross-ridge, with its semicircular branch, resembles in outline an
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anchor-shank with its two arms. BigUt and left of the anterior tuber-

cle, and not quite naif way between them and the margin, arise two
broad, rounded prominences anteriorly, elongated and connected with the

median ridge by a scarcely perceptible elevated tract.

The whole surface of the bead is covered vvilli small wrinkles or tuber-

cles, the former chiefly in front, the latter behind, and the margin is

marked by a narrow groove about one-eighth of an inch in breadth, resem-

bling that which often marks the head of a, trilobite.

No trace of bone can he found upon the specimen, so that there is no
ground for supposing that it is the head of a fish. But the greater part of

the surface is covered with a thin, black, perhaps carbonaceous, coating,

highly suggestive of the carapace of a crustacean. This is, beyond doubt,

its nature, and the fossil represents a large species hitherto unknown, and
from an horizon which has thus far yielded nothing similar to it. The
only crustaceans yet announced from the ( latskill are some small enfomos-

tracans mentioned by the writer at the meeting of the American Associa-

tion at Montreal. The specimen in question possesses therefore an un-
usual interest.

From so small a portion of the specimen it is difficult to assign it its ex-

act place in the animal scale, but among the crustaceans we are led im-
mediately to look at the allies of the existing king crab, Limulus, and
those of the fossil Eurypterua and Pterygotua. Both of these possess the

peculiar trilobltic head-Shield, and may, therefore, supply useful informa-
tion concerning this species.

But the general outline of the fossil being semi-elliptical, does not well

agree with that of Limulus, and its fossil allies, which is semicircular.

Limuloid forms descend to us from Silurian days, but they all present a

semicircular head shield similar to that of the living king-crab, Limulus
Polyphemus, or Moluceanua, of the east coast of America, and the Molucca
islands. The same form of head shield characterizes all the fossil genera

allied to Limulus— Hemiaapia, Bunodea, Euproopn, BeUnurus, and Holy-

ane. It is, consequently, impossible to refer our specimen to the dagger-
tailed family of Xyphosurans.

Not better does the outline of the head agree with that oi the rounded,

oblong head-shield of Pterygotus and Eurypterus. Yet, In some respects,

it reminds us of these. But the discrepancy is too great lo allow of its

reference to any established genus of the Eurypterlds. This will be evi-

dent on an examination of the accompanying outlines.

Tho eyes being undlsooverable In the fossil, the important evidence

which they might afford towards settling its relationship is not available,

but very important and conclusive testimony is derived from the markings
on the surface of the carapace. Beside the wrinkles or tubercles men-
tioned above, the crest is covered with sina.ll, delicate, crescentiforin sculp

ture, resembling that which is characteristic of the Eurypterlds, and a.

representation of which is given in the plate.
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Considering all these facts I have determined to place the fossil in a new
genus established to receive it, and named from the elongated head Dol-

ichocephala. Tlie generic and specific descriptions are necessarily Im-

perfect, being founded on imperfect specimens, but the characters of the

head are distinct.

a. '

d.

a. Eurypterus remipes,

b. Stylonurus Loganl.

c. Pterygotus Anglicus.

d. Limulus rotundalus.

e. Scale-like sculpture of Dolichoeephala, aat. size.

DOLICHOCEI'UAI.A, II. g.

Genus of Crustaceans allied to Eurypterus. Head shield only known.
General outline semi elliptical (the length lining parallel to the major

axis of tlie ellipse). Surface slightly convex ; margin furrowed. Medial

line marked with an elevated ridge, beginning near the front, and rising

into spines or tubercles at different points along its course, sinking again

to the general level posteriorly. Another obscure and Interrupted ridge

or row of tubercles lies between the median ridge and the margin, and

another, more or less defined, crosses the median ridge at right angles

near Its binder extremity.

Whole surface marked with small, low tubercles, and, beside these,

with minute delicate scale-like sculpture.

Dolickooephala Laooasfa, n. S.

General outline as in genus; margin with two narrow furrows and a

fillet between them, the whole almost a half an inch wide. Median ridge
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well marked, rising anteriorly in a low spine or tubercle, and again in a

larger or more prominent one at Its hinder end. A lower ridge crosses

this at right angles, extending about half-way to the margin, and at the

end of this are two semicircular ridges curving inward half-way to the

median ridge, and sinking to the general level. In the hinder angle, be

tween this and the cross ridge, is a roundish mark which may Indicate (he

place of the eye. Another elongated tubercle or short ridge lies between

the anterior end of the median line and the margin.

Hui face! marked with crowded, low tubercles, and with the delicate,

scale-like sculpture of the genus.

The fossil was found in the sandstone of the Catskill group at Meshop-

Pen, Penna., and is the property of R. D. Lacoe, Esq., of Pittston, to

Whose kindness I am indebted for the use of the specimen, and in whose

honor I have Darned it.

There is a species of Eurypterus described by Prof. Whitfield, Ln the

forthcoming volume of the Paleontology of Ohio (New fossils from Ohio.

Pamphlet), of which, lie says :

"The cephalic shield is proportionately broader than that of E. remipes

or E. lacuatris, and is more regularly rounded or arched on the anterior

border, lacking that subquadrate form characteristic of those species."

This species, Eurypterus Eriensin, from the hydraulic limestone of Put-

in-Bay, Ohio, show's a manifest departure from the ordinary type of the

head of Eurypterus, but the variation seems rather in the direction of

Limulus or Euproops, than in that of Dolicocephala. As Prof. W. does

not mention the size of his specimen, it is impossible to say how nearly

the two approach in that respect. The horizon from which it comes in

Ohio is the equivalent of the waterlime of New York, to which the genus

Eurypterus Is almost entirely confined. Two species are described from

the Coal Measures, and one from the Devonian, of Pennsylvania,.

Slated Meelwj, October 5, .

Present, 10 members.

A photograph of Professor James Morgan Hart was pre-

sented for insertion in the Album.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Smith-

sonian Institution (118), and the Soeiedad Economics de Va-

lencia, September 16.
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A letter of envoy from the Department of the Interior was
read.

Donations for the Library were reported from the Annales
<les Mines, Revue Politique, Commercial Geographical Society

at Bordeaux, Meteorological Committee and London Nature,

Essex Institute, Boston Natural History Society, American
Journal of Science, New Jersey Historical Society, Franklin In-

stitute, American Medical Association, Journal of Pharmacy, H:
Phillips, Jr., United States Fish Commission, Surgeon-Gen-

eral's Office and United States Geological Survey.

An. obituary notice of the late Henry Seybert was read by
Mr. Moncure Robinson.

The death of Prof. J. Reinhard Blum at Heidelberg, August

22, aged 80, was reported.

The death of Prof. "W. A. Norton at New Haven, Connecti-

cut, September 21, aged 72, was reported.

"The Zone of Asteroids and the Ring of Saturn," by Prof.

Daniel Kirkwood, of Bloomington, Indiana, was read by the

Secretary.

Prof. Barker brought to the attention of the Society a num-
ber of electrical novelties: small batteries which can be sealed

up and applied to special practical purposes, such as lighting

gas lamps, treating nervously diseased patients, ringing an
alarm bell when the heat of a room becomes unduly raised,

&c, and a new and much cheaper method of coiling and insu-

lating wire, by winding the naked wire and a cotton thread

together on the same spool. These inventions of Mr. Clarke

of Manchester, were exhibited and explained.

Pending nominations Nos. 985 to 1006 were read.

And the meeting was adjourned.
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OBITUARY NOTICE OF HENRY SEYBEKT.

B V MONCURK ROBINSON.

(Redd before the American Philosophical Society, October 5, 18S3. )

Mr. President and Gentlemen :

I have occasionally, when asked to write an obituary

notice of a departed friend, felt, as a prominent citizen

in the earlier days of our Republic is said to have

replied, when asked if he would accept a nomination

to the Presidency, "The office" (his reply was) "is one

not to be sought or declined." The eminent and vir-

tuous citizen who, sixty years ago, made this reply,

made it in view of the immense responsibility of the

office. But, Mr. President, more or less responsibility

attaches to the performance of all the duties of life,

and the writer of a brief sketch of the life of a de-

parted fellow-citizen, for the information of the public,

is obliged to recollect the motto " de mortuis nil nisi

verum" as well as that " de mortuis nil nisi bonum."

Norn: of us, sir, are infallible, or free from the frailties

which pertain to our humanity, and we should act

tenderly and affectionately, as well as truly, in dealing

with either frailties or mistakes, especially when, as in

the case of our departed friend, they were o\\\y peculi-

arities not amounting to a fracture, or a flaw, or even a

blemish, in the escutcheon of a life of blended useful-

ness and goodness.

The friend, Mr. Seybert, of whom you have re-
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quested me to write an obituary notice, was at the

time of his death the oldest member of our Society;

one who at an earlier period in the annals of societies

would have borne the tide of its Dean. He was

elected one of its members January the 16th, 1824,

three weeks only after the twenty-second anniversary

of his birth, at a period when the Society had on its

list of members as many distinguished and learned

men as at any period before, or since, when (as I pre-

sume is still the case), new members were nominated

and elected without the slightest previous knowledge

of their nomination being proposed, and when in the

case of rejected nominations, no one besides those

present knew that their names had been presented for

consideration. On the 5th of March, 1824, between

six or seven weeks after his election, Mr. Seybert

read to the Society a clearly written and most inter-

esting analysis of the chrysoberyls of Hadclam (Con-

necticut), and Brazil, a mineral and gem next to the

sapphire in hardness, and which had for some years

previous attracted much attention on account of its

rareness, rather than its value. This inaugural dis-

course of Mr. Seybert will be found in Volume 2d,

Article No. 3, of the new series of transactions of the

Society, page 117.

It is proper before proceeding farther, to tell you

something of the parentage and early training of Mr.

Seybert, which will explain how he became a member

of our association at an earlier age than any member
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who preceded or succeeded him, since its foundation

to this day.

His father, Adam Seybert, was a Philadelphian by

birth and education, and distinguished as a chemist

and mineralogist, who represented his native city in

Congress during eight successive years, three of them

(the years 1812, '13 and '14), years of great trial, and

at the time characterized as the period of our country's

second war of independence. Between the: close of

this war and 1818 Mr. Seybert found time to prepare

and give to the world, whilst performing faithfully his

duties as a member of Congress, and in his laboratory

his "
Statistical Annals of the United States ofAmerica"

a work reviewed in the Edinburgh Review of January,

1820, by the Rev. Sydney Smith, in an article which

speaks of it as "a book of character and authority,"

" which will form a pretty complete portrait of Amer-

ica, and teach us here to appreciate the country, either

as a powerful enemy or a profitable friend."

As a chemist and mineralogist he is spoken of in a

work by Professor Benjamin Silliman, of Yale College,

entitled "American Contributions to Chemistry," page

36, as follows:

" Adam Seybert is one of the few American chemists

who enjoyed the advantages, rare at that time, of a

training in the School of Mines at Paris, late in the

last century. He has left lew papers, but his memoir,

read before the American Philosophical Society March

io, 1797, entitled, 'Experiments and Observations on
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Land and Sea Air,' is of interest, as the earliest exam-

ple of such a research on our records. It relates the

results of twenty-seven analyses of air made by the

author at sea, in a voyage across the Atlantic, and also

the comparison of these results with other analyses

made by him on land, near Philadelphia, by which

comparison he reaches the conclusion that the air over

the sea is purer than that over the land; that, while

the latter varies with locality, the former is nearly con-

stant ; and he then ventures the suggestion that 'per-

haps the impurities are absorbed by the agitation of

the waves,' a conclusion to which modern investiga-

tion, by the use of more exact methods, has also

arrived. Considering the imperfect condition of

eudiometric methods in Seybert's time, his research

and conclusions therefrom are decidedly creditable to

his skill and sagacity."

The mother of Henry Seybert was Maria Sarah,

daughter of Henry Pepper, Esq., of Philadelphia, one

of its wealthy and respected citizens. Mrs. Seybert

died during the early infancy of her son, and the care

of him in infancy, and responsibility of his whole edu-

cational training, thereby devolved exclusively on his

father, who remained a widower until his death, in

Paris, on the 2d of May, 1825.

I met there a few clays after the death of his father,

Mr. Plenry Seybert, who had accompanied him to

Paris, and been there his constant companion and

solace, during the critical disease which ended his
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father's patriotic and useful life, at the comparatively

early age of fifty-two years. He was in deep mourn-

ing, and, being naturally reserved, had but few ac-

quaintances among his countrymen in Paris, themselves

then comparatively few in number. Being within a

few weeks of the same age with him, and sincerely

sympathizing with him in his profound sorrow, we

became, naturally, in a short time well acquainted.

This acquaintance ripened, during our travels together

in England the following .summer, into a respect and

friendship which continued uninterrupted, until we

were separated by his death on the 3d of March last.

At that time, and indeed until recently, I knew but

little of the honorable and valuable life which Mr. Henry

Seybert had been leading for several years previous

in his native city. His disposition was taciturn, and

he preferred generally listening to the opinions and

conversation of others to taking part in conversation

himself, and but for the request of the Society to pre-

pare this tribute to his memory, I should probably

never have known how highly he was estimated at the

time of our first meeting, by eminent chemists and

mineralogists, of both Europe and America. Professor

Benjamin Silliman, in the volume before quoted from,

in which he speaks of Mr. Adam Seybert, makes the

following mention in page 74, of the same, of the son :

" Like his father, Adam Seybert, he was educated in

the School of Mines in Paris, and was an early con-

tributor to our knowledsje of the constitution of Ameri-
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can minerals. In 18S2 he analyzed the sulphuret of

molybdenum from Chester, Pa. ; chromate of iron from

Maryland and Pennsylvania; the tabular spar pyrox-

ene, and colophonite, of Willsborough, N. Y., and the

Maclurite (chondrodite) of New Jersey (in which he

independently discovered fluorine as Dr. Lanstaff had

done before). He also analyzed the manganesian

garnet, found with the cheisoberyl at Haddam, Conn.,

and the chrysoberyl of the same locality. In 1830 he

analyzed the Tennessee meteorite of Bowen, since

which date I have been unable to find any further con-

tributions from Mr. Seybert, whose attention was un-

fortunately diverted from science, to which his early

life was so advantageously devoted, to other and less

fruitful lines of investigation."

It is to be regretted that Professor Silliman knew

but little of the occupations of Mr. Seybert after the

death of his father in the spring of 1825. Being the

only living descendant of his father and mother, he

inherited a large fortune, and it is certainly not singu-

lar, that a young gentleman of twenty-three years of

age, who had inherited a fortune estimated by his con-

temporaries at $300,000, who had been occupied

closely for several years in the laboratory, in chemical

and mineralogical investigations, which had made him

an honored member of our body, and given him a

name and reputation among the scientists ol Purope,

at the early age of twenty-two, but who had at that

time seen nothing of the great world, should have
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been tempted to give up for some years, to a great

extent, the laboratory, for the pleasures of society and

travel. To this, is no doubt ascribable the fact that

after May, 1825, the period of his father's death, Pro-

fessor Silliman was unable to find "any further contri-

butions from Mr. Seybert," besides the analysis of the

Tennessee meteorite of Bowen in 1830.

It has been sueeested that the last sentence above

quoted from the discourse of Professor Silliman, had

reference to his spiritualistic investigations. If so,

Professor Silliman labored under a great mistake as

to Mr. Seybert's occupations between 1830 and 1850.

I during all that period he was certainly much more of

a Materialist than a Spiritualist, but I think more of a

Christian, though for a time a doubting one, than

either. But notwithstanding his religious doubts, and

perplexities, he gave, during that period, both in this

country and Kurope, where he passed much of it, his

attention and aid to works of charity, and valuable en-

terprises. Among the latter I recollect his perfect

confidence, speedily verified, notwithstanding the de-

cided opinions and predictions of Lardner and others

to the contrary, in the general adoption, within a brief

period, of steamships between America and Europe.

It may indeed be doubted whether the large acces-

sion of fortune to Mr. Seybert, on the death of his

father, was a fortunate feature in his history, and it very

probably was not. Had it been less, he would proba-

bly have continued a co-laborer with his friends in
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Europe and the United States, in his previous employ-

ments, and his reputation as a chemist and mineralo-

gist, would probably have increased in a corresponding

ratio with theirs. Rut it may fairly be inferred from

what we now know of his traits of character, that he

was one of those who believed in doing their duty in

that state of life in which it pleases the Almighty to

place them, and if so, he naturally inferred that duty

in his own case, was materially modified by the posses-

sion of a large fortune, which, properly employed,

might enable him to be more widely useful to his fel-

low-citizens and fellow-men, than he could be even if

enrolled with the Elie de Beaumonts of Europe or

the most distinguished chemists and mineralogists of

America.

The change in the views of Mr. Seybert as to the

life most proper for him in the future, was probably

adopted soon after the death of his father, and a few

weeks previous to his visit to England, in the summer

of 1825, referred to in a previous page. We had the

good fortune to have as traveling companions in this

visit, that pun: and excellent man and Christian gen-

tleman, Mr. Nathaniel Chauncey, of Philadelphia, and

Mr. Jaquelin Ambler, of Virginia, a member of one of

the old and honored families of that State, in its better

days.

We harmonized wonderfully in our views as to the

places and objects to be visited by us ; our scientist,

Mr. Seybert, preferring, like the rest of us, a view of
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the magnificent residences, and beautiful parks, and

venerable Gothic temples of the past, with a brief stay

in her manufacturing- and commercial cities, to any

other disposition of the time at our disposal. We
found, in short, our companionship in England so

agreeable, that we sought to continue it on our return

to Paris by dining frequently together at the same

restaurants, and table d'hotes, and passing our even-

ings at the same theatres, especially the Theatre Fran-

cais, which, in the winter of 1825 and '26, still num-

bered Talma and Mars among its attractions. But

there was one place in Paris especially attractive to

our partie carrce. This was the residence of Madame
d< v

L., who had been unfortunate in her marriage, but

was blessed with a lovely and beautiful little daughter,

at the time only five or six years old, who was the pet

of all of us. The husband of her mother, though well

connected, was extravagant and wasteful in his habits,

and had expended not only his own fortune, but a

large part of that of his wife, thus creating the neces-

sity of her receiving table boarders, and occupants of

rooms, in order to secure the accustomed comforts to

herself and daughter. Mr. de L. was occasionally, but

not often, one of her guests.

Their daughter, who still retains a great deal of her

own and her mother's grace and beauty, sent to my-

self, as well as Mr. Seybert, two or three years ago, an

admirably executed photograph of herself, with a re-

quest, which I promptly complied with, that we would

PROC. AM Kit. PHIL08. 800. SXI, 114. 2F. PRINTED NOVEMBER 7, 188;!.
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send her ours. But my excellent though modest

friend, Mr. Seybert, would not be persuaded that the

wish expressed by her, was anything more than a com-

pliment, and I do not think, at the time of his death,

that he had sent his. I was truly gratified to find from

his will, that though the compliment paid us was not

responded to by him, Mr. Seybert did not doubt her

warm and affectionate regard.

I ought here to say on what this regard was found-

ed. It was the result of one of those incidents or ac-

cidents of life which cause us to realize that "truth is

sometimes and not unfrequently stranger than fiction."

The fact of Messieurs Chauncey, Seybert, Ambler, and

myself dining together at the apartments of Madame

de L. made us all feel a strong interest both in Mad-

ame de L. and her lovely little daughter. Mr. Sey-

bert remained in Europe for a year or more after the

return home of his fellow-travelers, and afterwards

divided his time for many years between Europe and

the United States, and thus had the opportunity, which

they had not, of witnessing the development, in form

and feature, as well as in intellect and beautiful nature,

of the gifted daughter of Madame de L., and profited

of the opportunity to offer to Madame de L. the ad-

vance of any funds she might require during the im-

portant period between girlhood and womanhood, to

procure for her daughter the best instructors in lan-

guages and music, and such oilier accomplishments as

she might deem appropriate and desirable for her.
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A few years later, when Madame de L. found it

necessary to obtain what is termed in France a divorce

"dc corps et de Mens" from her husband, in order to

protect a small remainder of her property, Mr. Sey-

bert, believing in her ability to manage a large Hotel

Garni, well and profitably, advanced to her the means

of leasing and furnishing one, advantageously situated

on the Rue Castiglione. The enterprise was so suc-

cessful that, in. an unusually brief period, Madame de

L. was enabled to return to Mr. Seybert his advances,

and leave for herself a modest but sufficient property

for her support in her declining years.

It has been forty or more years since; these services

were rendered by Mr. Seybert, and Mile, cle L. had

become within that period the wife of ail honorable

and respected citizen of Paris, and the mother of at-

tractive and accomplished daughters worthy of their

descent. But the services rendered by Mr. Seybert to

her mother, now no more, and herself, will never be

forgotten by the lovely and accomplished daughter,

Madame de Saivre, who was for many years a con-

stant and regular correspondent of Mr. Seybert, and

whose affectionate and grateful remembrance was re-

markably evinced, during and since, the illness which

preceded his death.

Not hearing from him for a longer period than usual,

she feared he might be ill, and wrote me asking me to

inform her if he was seriously, or dangerously so. In

compliance with her request, I gave her several tunes
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information of him during his illness, writing on each

occasion as encouragingly as I could, in view of her

evident solicitude. When requested by you to write

an obituary notice of Mr. Seybert, I thought it proba-

ble she could give me, in regard to his views on many
subjects, information of interest to his American

friends, and expressed in a letter to her the hope that

it would be agreeable to her to do so. In reply, I re-

ceived, in the month of June last, a letter from Madame
de Saivre, from which I have copied and translated into

English the following extract. It is impossible, I

think, to read it carefully without coming to the con-

clusion that the course of action of Mr. Seybert, dur-

ing the last half of his life, is most correctly and satis-

factorily explained by it.

"
I hiring the long period (says Madame de Saivre)

of our acquaintance in France, he occupied himself,

at first, a good deal in reading scientific works, and

attending lectures on History and Chemistry, but it

seemed to me even then that his principal vocation

was in doing good. He aided the unfortunate and

improvident in their efforts to recover themselves,

and lead an honorable existence, and in order to en-

rich himself to promote this object, I know estab-

lished several persons in America ; often, also, I have

known that he was not repaid money advanced by

him to persons who had profited of his confidence

and credulity, but were not in haste to repay the
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money borrowed by them. Nevertheless he did not

weary in being charitable.

" Years ago Mr. Seybert spoke often to me of his

studies in Spiritualism, and of a great mission with

which he was charged here below. I confess I did

not at the time divine what the mission might be. I

asked myself only whether mediums, more or less

sincere, were not abusing his confidence, in order to

guide him, after their fashion, in their interests.

Though I made many inquiries, Mr. Seybert never

explained himself clearly on the subject of this mis-

sion. But now, aided by the knowledge of his last

will, I think I understand that beautiful mission which

he has made the object of his life, and can inform

you what has given rise to it.

" I recollect hearing Mr. Seybert say (I was then

about sixteen years old), that he was discouraged and

saddened, that he was studying uselessly, and seeking

vainly the shortest and surest way to save his soul,

which, in spite of his efforts, he could not see clearly.

He had read in the Holy Scriptures that a rich man

could no more enter Paradise than a camel could

pass through the eye of a needle, and he was tor-

mented with the thought that all his attempts to lead

a good life were useless, as regarded a future life,

because he was rich. Our poor friend was really very

unhappy, and, I recollect, sought conference with our

eminent religious men and casuists, and went even

to Rouen to see the Prince de Croy, the Archbishop,
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" on the subject. They all assured him, that this sen-

" tence was addressed to the sinful rich only, and not

" to those who gave of their goods liberally to the

" poor. In fine, they affirmed to him that a really good
" rick man should fructify his property, with the object

" of distributing it among the poor, and needy, and

" that on this condition only, could he be sure of reach-

" ing the Almighty after his death. From this mo-

" ment, dear sir, the vocation of our friend has been

" fixed. He has lived modestly, even economically,

" having reference to his large fortune, in order to ful-

" fill here below the Christian mission of the good rich

" man ;
that is to say, he has fructified (increased) the

" estate which God had confided to him, in order to

" be able to bestow more on those who suffer ! Is not

" this exemplary and magnificent? May we not feel

" assured that God has already rewarded our friend?

" As regards myself, I am persuaded that he was drawn
" into his studies of Spiritualism, by the hope of finding

" in it some day the assurance that he was in the best

" of ways—that of charity."

We see in the above extract why Mr. Seybert ex-

ercised so close an economy in his personal expenses,

and reserved his large benefactions until his death.

Why he bequeathed so small a proportion of his for-

tune to his relations and attached friends, most of

whom were in easy circumstances, knew his views, and

expected nothing from him, and others who, like Mad-
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ame de Saivre, knew and approved them, and would

not have desired them to be changed.

Few men certainly have lived of more expanded be-

nevolence, but he was especially devoted to the repu-

tation and welfare of his native city, and his views were

well defined as to what should be done by him from a

sense of duty as a citizen, and to relieve want and suf-

fering1

.

Many of our older citizens probably recollect that

thirty or forty years ago he gave his time and expended

large sums of money, in endeavoring to substitute ex-

tensively in Philadelphia, soda and other mineral

waters at low prices, for alcoholic drinks. At a later

period he improved, at considerable cost to himself

and with much personal trouble, the bread of the city,

and within the last eight years he gave to Philadelphia

"a magnificent clock and bell, for which, at a special

meeting of the Select and Common Councils of the

City," on the ioth of July, 1876, the thanks of the city

were tendered him. This clock and bell as yet, it is

believed, unsurpassed by anything yet executed for a

like object in our country, have been doing good ser-

vice night and day since, " from the tower of Indepen-

dence Hall," to a large proportion if not to all the in-

habitants of our extended city.

The above services of Mr. Seybert to his fellow-

citizens could not have been "done in a corner," and

were necessarily known to many of them, but those

who were acquainted with Mr. Seybert knew that his
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object in rendering such services was not to be talked

about, but to be useful. His acts of charity to individuals,

manifold more numerous, were known only to their

recipients and those whose co-operation was neces-

sary to their being carried out. He was faithful all

his life as far as possible to the injuction of our Saviour,

in His sermon on the Mount, " Let not thy left hand

know what thy right hand doeth."

In the commencement of this discourse, I alluded to

traits of character in Mr. Seybert which I termed

" peculiarities," but most of which might more prop-

erly be termed exaggerated ideas of duty. To one of

these Madame de Saivre alludes in the extract read

by me from her letter, in which she refers to the eco-

nomical habits of Mr. Seybert, with the object of in-

creasing the amount he purposed giving to the poor at

his death. We may, I think, reasonably believe that

the Almighty could not have intended that the liberal

man, who gives liberally of his goods during his life-

time to the unfortunate and needy, should also econo-

mize closely in expenditures probably essential to his

health and comfort in order to add to the larsje

amount he designs giving at his death. The opposite

of this I cite as one of the peculiarities of this most

estimable gentleman. Another equally remarkable

and equally creditable has attracted my attention in

reading his will
; this is naming the endowments au-

thorized in the will after one or both of his parents.

No one can respect more than the writer of this obitu-
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ary notice does, the feeling of reverence and affection

which dictated this direction ; but his mother had died

in his earliest infancy, eighty-one years ago, and his

lather fifty-eight years ago, and he, himself, was an aged

man.

He could, therefore, not reasonably have been sup-

posed wanting in respect and reverence for his parents

in letting the endowments bear his own name instead

of theirs, but the memories of his youth and the fifth

commandment, "Honor thy father and thy mother

that thy days may be long upon the land which the

Lord thy God giveth thee," seem to have been always

primary and paramount considerations with him.

Madame de Stael in one of her works, but which of

them I cannot at the moment recall, expresses herself as

having no veneration for any being in the universe but

God and her father. Mr. Seybert has been for many

years a sincere believer in the Christian religion, and

of course could have used no language as little rev-

erential to the Almighty, as that of Madame de Stael,

but he has appeared to me to have had, ever since I

have known him, a sincere veneration (which he would

have been unnatural not to have had) for his father
;

for though that father was what the world would now

perhaps call a hard father, Mr. Adam Seybert was so

in consequence of his profound affection for his son,

whom he desired to make at least his equal and if prac

ticable his superior in the sciences of chemistry and

mineralogy, to his knowledge of which he was mainly

I'KOO. AMUR. PHILOS. 800. XXI. 114. FEINTED NOVEMBER 11, IMS;',,
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indebted, at a comparatively early period of life, for

both reputation and fortune, and the importance of

which, in the future to his country and the world, he

fully appreciated.

In speaking of Mr. Seybert's will I am reminded of

his delay and difficulty in determining its provisions.

This was the result of what he believed to be informa-

tion from on high ; that though he had long since

passed the three score and ten years allotted to man,

enough more years would be allowed him to enable

him to witness great moral changes in the world, and

the commencement of the " Heavenly Kingdom on

earth." The excellent health he had for many years

enjoyed, due to his regular habits and even temper,

naturally aided in encouraging this idea, and but for a

protracted illness growing out of a very slight cause,

he would probably have postponed indefinitely signing

and executing a will, which, in such a contingency, he

would probably have deemed superfluous and perhaps

undesirable.

The slight cause alluded to, was his wearing for the

first time, about three years ago, at a dinner party in

the country, some twenty miles from Philadelphia, a

pair of boots not before used, the pressure of one of

which for six- or eight hours (the day being warm)

upon a bunion on one; of his feet, produced a serious

swelling ending in inflammation of the whole foot and

its suppuration, by which he was confined to his house

and bedroom for many months; preventing, during
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that period, his usual exercise in walking and driving-,

and causing thereby a corresponding diminution of

appetite and strength. This great change produced,

naturally, doubts in his mind as to his previous antici-

pations of his life being much longer extended, not-

withstanding the assurances of the Spiritualistic medi-

ums consulted by him, and a gradual though slow

improvement in his health and appetite during the

spring and summer of 1882, by visits to the Saratoga

and Richfield Springs and the Coney Island baths, near

New York, and these doubts caused him to consider

and act on the presumption that he and those who

looked to his life being prolonged were probably mis-

taken, and the early and close consideration by him of

such a will as would carry out as nearly as practicable

his views.

He had frequently in previous years, asked my
opinion as to what I would do in Jus place, and with his

views; that is to say, if I were unmarried and had no

children and my near relations were all in easy cir-

cumstances. I had always replied to the inquiry that

I knew of no charity which, in my opinion, would be so

beneficent and valuable to Philadelphia as an institu-

tion having from the Legislature paternal powers to

take up little boys and girls, neglected or abandoned

by their parents, and who were crowding our streets

either openly as beggars, or in the guise of "News-

paper boys," or on other pretexts, and who would

necessarily grow up unfitted for any useful occupation ;
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but who, if under the care and control of a benevolent

association, duly authorized to apprentice them to

proper parties at the proper times, would be fitted for

lives of usefulness in the occupations selected for

them ; that I believed there would be no serious diffi-

culty in getting the proper legislation for such an

institution, and in finding competent, honest, honora-

ble and benevolent gentlemen to act as trustees in it,

if he wouldfound it and act as one of its trustees during

his life time, and that such an institution would proba-

bly live and do its work for centuries, if the trustees,

carefully selected, were not only authorized but re-

quired to fill promptly vacancies by death or other

causes as they occurred. Mr. Seybert was impressed

by these views, and at an earlier period of life, and

previous to his belief in Spiritualism, when he could

have acted as a member of the trust, would probably

have adopted them. As it was, realizing that he

could not reasonably expect to live more than two

or three months, he deemed it best to give up the idea

of an early trusteeship for the proposed charity, and

do what he could to promote the object in his will

which was signed, sealed and executed on the 25th of

December last.

A reader of the will will find in one of the last

clauses of it, that he directs his body to be " cremated

at the Lemoyne Cemetery at Washington, Pennsyl-

vania." I knew that cremation had been for many

years preferred by him to the usual mode of sepul-
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ture, or any other plan yet adapted for disposing of

the human corpse, and here was one of his most re-

markable singularities or peculiarities as I termed them
in the first paragraph of this memoir : for it was whilst

he was considering, or had perhaps determined on,

cremation for himself that he was planning the trans-

fer of the remains of his father from Paris, where

they had for many years previous been interred in [I

think] the Pere la Chaise Cemetery ; and those of his

mother from her supposed last resting place many
years earlier in Philadelphia, to the older portion of

the Laurel Hill Cemetery of our city, where he wished

their remains to be interred side by side, and where he

expressed to me many years ago the desire that any

ashes which might remain from the cremation of his

own body should be used in sprinkling their graves,

and causing the flowers and turf thus to grow fuller

and more perfectly over them ! Such was his respect-

fid and affectionate reverence for both father and

mother

!

Peculiar and even paradoxical as Mr. Seybert some-

times appeared to be, he had the high respect and re-

gard of those who knew him well, and during his last

serious illness, he was not only comforted, but his life,

it is believed, prolonged by the thoughtfulness of

ladies, who sent him delicately prepared food which

nourished and sustained him, and without which he

would probably have died some months earlier than he

did, but which made his more sanguine friends, even
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as late as January last, hopeful of his recovery. About

that time, it was ascertained by his able physician, Dr.

Pepper, that " Bright's disease existed in a latent and

" unsuspected form. Although, therefore, he con-

" tinucd able to drive out daily for some time, and

" was able to discuss business subjects, as well as all

" other topics, until within a very few days before his

" death, he failed gradually but steadily," and his death,

which occurred on the 3d of March following, was an-

ticipated by him.

I have said, I think, enough in this memoir to give to

those who may read it a fair impression of Mr. Sey-

bert and his peculiarities. I do not think that any one

understood him better than myself, or enjoyed more

his confidence, and knowing his charitable views I was

happy to give him counsel and aid when it was desired

by him in investments, or in any other way. For these

services he would, I have no doubt, have offered com-

pensation if he had not been satisfied it would be de-

clined, during his lifetime, and would not be expected

at his death.

No one could have regarded death more firmly or

with more composure, and it pleased the Almighty

that his death should not be a painful one. To the

last days of his life, he was occupied in charitable acts

or suggestions, and directing as to the funeral services

to be performed at his house, previous to the transfer

of his remains for cremation at the Lemoyne Cemetery.

His composure and firmness in death might naturally
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have been expected in one who, not only in the close,

but during the greater part of his matured life, had

been eoverned in all his acts by a paramount sense

of dtity.

I met with, some years ago in a newspaper, the fol-

lowing lines, of which I have not been able to ascer-

tain the author, but whichseemed to me so applicable

to Mr. Seybert that I gave him at the time a copy of

them, which will probably some day be found among

his papers :

I slept, and dreamed that life was beauty,

I woke, and found that life was duty;

Was thy dream then a shadowy lie ?

Toil on, worn heart, unceasingly,

And thou shall find that dream to be

A truth, and noon-day light to thee.

The Zone of Asteroids and the Ring of Saturn. By Professor Daniel Kirk-

wood.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, Oct. 5, 1SSS.)

Evidence in support of the following theses was published by the

present writer in 18(50-7:

In those parts of the zone of minor planets where a simple relation of

commensurability would obtain between the period of an asteroid and

that of Jupiter, the original planetary matter was liable to great pertur-

bation. The result, of such disturbance by the powerful mass of Jupiter

was the necessary formation of gaps in the asteroid zone.

II.

The great division in the ring of Saturn may bo explained by the dis-

turbing influence of the satellites, and the more narrow division discov-
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ered by Encke may bo regarded with much probability as the eflcct of a

similar cause.*

The recent able and noteworthy papers of General Parmentler.t of

Paris, and Dr. Meyer,! of Geneva, have Invested these older discussions

of the same subjects with fresh Interest and importance. The actual dis-

covery of chasms In the asteroid ling was the result of a previous theo-

retical determination of the parts where void spaces would bo produced
by Jupiter's influence. The definite claims of the writer then are :

(t.) To have designated the theoretical positions of gaps in the /.one ol

asteroids

;

(2.) To have shown that these divisions actually exist ; and
(8.) To have first assigned a physical cause for the divis oris of Saturn's

ring.

A restatement of the principal evidence, showing the harmony of re-

cent discoveries with the conclusions announced seventeen years since, is

given below. The portions of the ring in which the periods would be

commensurable with that of Jupiter are :

1. The distance 0.277(5.

At this distance a, planetary mass would make precisely two revolu-

tions while .Jupiter completes one. Hence, as has been frequently shown,
a chasm in the ring would be the probable consequence of Jupiter's dis-

turbing influence. How far is this theoretical inference sustained by facts?

An examination of the table of distances shows
Between 8.083 and :!.220 37 asteroids

8.220 and 8.857

8.357 and 8.494 8

That is, the part of ihe zone jusi, within the distance at which a, planet's

period would beone-half that of Jupiter, contains the extraordinary num-
ber of thirty-seven minor planets, while the next space of equal breadth
(that containing the distance 8.2770), is a, total blank, not a single asteroid
having yet been found within it. The exterior space Immediately ad-
jacent, and of the same extent, contains eight. The confirmation of the
theory is thus most striking in precisely thai part of the zone where we
have most reason to expect it.

II. Tun distance 2.5012.

Here an asteroid's period would be one third that of Jupiter. The order
of commensurabllity would he less simple, hid, the results of perturbation

would be of the same nalure. The part of the zone, included between the

distances 2.80 and 2. ho contains 14:! minor planets
; 48 within the critical

* Sec. Proo. A. A. A. si., 1888 anil 1875; Met. Ast. Oh. xiil; Monthly Notice, It.

A. S., Jan. 1889; Proo. a. P. s., vol. .xii, p. n;:!; Smithsonian Bop., 1876; London
Observatory, .July, 1882.

t L'Astronomle, for Jane, 1888.

J A»tr. Nach , No. 2627.
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distance and 98 exterior to It. The average interval between adjacent

members is 0.00849, while that containing the distance 2.5012—between

Thetis and Ilestia— is 0.0538(1, or more than fifteen limes the average. Or,

If we take spaces adjacent to the chasm and of equal breadth with It, wo
lind twenty asteroids in the interior and eighteen In the exterior.

III. The distance 3.70.

Here five periods of a minor pla,net would be equal to three of Jupiter.

The distance falls in the wide hiatus interior to the orbits of Hilda and

Tsmcne.

IV. The distance 2.82.

At. the distance 2.82 five periods of an asteroid would be equal to two

of Jupiter. The difference between the two terms of the ratio is three.

and hence the conjunctions would occur at angular intervals of 120°.

Between the distances 2. 758 and 8.808 we lind twenty-three minor plan-

ets. In the next, space of equal breadth, containing the distance 2.82,

there is but one This is No. 188, Menippe, whose elements are still some-

what uncertain. Met ween 2.858 and 2.903 we lind ten asteroids.

Several other gaps have been noticed, but they become less distinctly

marked as the cases of commensurabillty become less simple. Those con-

sidered are the only cases in which the conjunctions would occur at less

than four points of the asteroid's orbit.

The orbit of Eilda Is doubtless nearly, If not quite, the outer limit of

the zone. Its mean distance is 8.9528, and in the space immediately be-

yond -at the distance 8.9688—an asteroid's period would bo two-thirds of

Jupiter's. It may be observed, moreover, that at the distance 2.003, just

within the orbit of Medusa, a minor planet would make tour revolutions

to Jupiter's one.

Auk THE G-APS in 'run ZONE ACCIDENTAL 1- In 1870, before half the

asteroids now known had been discovered, Mr. Proctor, the well-known

astronomer, wrote :

"The question may be suggested, however, is it not possible licit the

gaps thus apparent are merely accidental, and their accordance with the

mean distances simply another accidental coincidence? It may seem, at

first sight, that we have not as yet determined the orbits of a sufficient

number oi asteroids to decide very positively on this point. If another

hundred were discovered, it might well happen, one would suppose, that

the gaps would he tilled up. But, in reality, the doctrine of chances is

wholly opposed to this supposition. A law, such as that exhibited in tin'

figure,* does not present itsell without, a cause!. Irregularity is to be ob-

served in all chance combinations, and the figure may be said to exhibit

Irregularity. But Irregularities resulting purely from accident, never by

any chance (when a, fairly large number of cases is taken) simulates, so

graphic representation of the group

PROC. \Ml<:c. PHIL08. SOC, XXI. 111-211. PRINTED NOVEMBER 14, 1888.

* Mr. Proctor's diagram was merely
and chasms or the /.one.
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to speak, the operation of law. Therefore we may assume that when
many more asteroids have been discovered, the law exhibited in the figure

will appear even more distinctly."*

One hundred and twenty minor planets have been added to the list since

this passage was written, and, as was then predicted, the chasms in the

zone have been rendered the more obvious.

In three portions of the ring the clustering tendency is distinctly evi-

dent. These are from 2.35 to 2.40, from 2.53 to 2.80, and from 3.05 to

8.22 ; containing forty-three, ninety-six, and forty asteroids, respectively.

We have thus an obvious resemblance to the rings of Saturn ; the partial

breaks or chasms in the zone corresponding to the well-known intervals

in the system of secondary rings.

Tub Rings op Saturn.

In the writer's Meteoric Astronomy, published in 1807, the same princi-

ple employed to explain the chasms in the ring of minor planets was
shown also to account for Cassini's division in Saturn's ring ; and, in a

paper read before the American Philosophical Society, on the 0th of Oc-

tober, 1871, the division discovered by Enckc was explained in like man-
ner. The details of these calculations need not here be repeated, espe-

cially as Dr. Meyer has quite recently discussed the whole subject, not

only confirming the conclusions of the present writer, but indicating also

other parts of the ring where the satellites unite in exercising special dis-

turbing influences. So exhaustive is Dr. Meyer's discussion that "the

correspondence between calculation and observation, as to the division of

Saturn's rings, would now seem to be complete."

OBITUARY OP JOHN FORSYTH MEIGS, M.D.

By William Pepper, M.D., LL.D.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, Oct. 19, 1883. )

There are many men who, in their quiet, unobtrusive

course, are of incalculable value to the community,

and yet who leave but scant material for the biogra-

pher. The record of their life-work is to be sought in

the cherished recollections of thousands who owe what

* Intellectual Obsorver. vol. Iv, p. 22.
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they hold most precious to their skill, energy and

devotion.

Nowhere are such men found so frequently as in

the ranks of the medical profession. Battles which

call for the display of varied knowledge, ready re-

sources, quick resolution, and unflinching courage and

self-reliance in the face of tremendous dangers and

responsibilities—and for these in such large measure

as would win the world's applause if shown on some

conspicuous stage—are waged by the physician in

many a silent and secluded chamber against disease

and death. And the man who turns aside from all

allurements of personal ease, and, seeking no noto-

riety or other reward for his labors, save the conscious-

ness of duty done, and of good results wrought out

of perilous conditions, wages ceaselessly such warfare

year after year, must rank as truly great.

Eminently such an one was the subject of this me-

moir, which, as I well know would accord with his own

wish, shall be plain and brief in statement. John

Forsyth Meigs was born in Philadelphia on October

4, 1818, and died there on December 16, 1882, at the

age of 64 years. In an eloquent and instructive

memoir of his eminent father, Charles D. Meigs,

M.D., which he read in 1872, before the College of

Physicians of Philadelphia, a full account is given of

the staunch stock from which he was derived. Cer-

tainly no one who enjoyed familiar acquaintance with

that remarkable man, the elder Dr. Meigs, as I myself
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did, though his junior by half a century, could doubt

that there would be transmitted to his children unusual

and notable traits of mind and character. Of these

children it is not fitting that I should now allude to

any but the immediate subject of this sketch.

After being educated at Dr. Crawford's well-known

school, John Forsyth Meigs began the study of medi-

cine at the University of Pennsylvania, at the prema-

ture age of 1 6 years, and received his degree in 1838,

when he was still under 20 years of age. He then

served as Resident Physician in the Pennsylvania

Hospital for eighteen months, and in April, 1840, he

went abroad, remaining until August, 1841, a con-

siderable portion of which time he spent in Paris, en-

joying the then unrivaled advantages of that city

for students of medicine. Immediately after his return

he began the practice of medicine in Philadelphia, and

from that time until a few days before his death, he

continued the practice of his profession with almost

unequaled assiduity.

His chief public service was in connection with the

Pennsylvania Hospital, which institution he served as

Attending Physician from 1859 to 1881, when he re-

signed* and was succeeded by his son, 1 )r. Arthur V.

* Resolutions passed Nov. 28, 1881, by the Board ol Managers of

Pennsylvania Hospital, upon the resignation of Dr. j. F. Meigs:

Dr. John F. Meigs having presented his resignation as one of the

attending physicians of this hospital, which, at his request, has been ac-

cepted, it is therefore

Resolved, Thai this Board desire to record their grateful recognition

,ind appreciation of the faithful and efficient work done by Dr. Meigs in
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Meigs. He was also Consulting Physician to the

Women's Hospital, to the Blind Asylum, and to the

Children's Hospital.

The services he rendered to the Pennsylvania Hos-

pital were most devoted and loyal, as has been the

case with so many of those connected, as managers or

as members of the medical staff, with that venerable

institution. For many years Dr. Meigs sacrificed a

large part of whatever summer recreation he other-

wise might have enjoyed, for the opportunity of devot-

ing to the cases in his hospital ward more time daily

than would have been possible had he chosen a term

of service during the months when his private practice

was most pressing in its claims.

He was a model Hospital Physician. His manners

to the poor sick seamstress or servant girl in his ward

were as kind, courteous and attentive as though he

were in the chamber of his wealthiest patient. The

care given to the study of each case, though with no

thought of preparation for publication, was most thor-

ough and minute.

the various positions in the medical department of this hospital, which he

has filled for twenty-five years past, and which has added largely to the

reputation our Institution now enjoys.

Resolved, That in addition to the faithful discharge of all his official

duties, this Board recognizes the obligations of this hospital to Dr. Meigs

for other ways in winch he has testified his interest for the Institution,—
notably in procuring for it pecuniary aid, and in the thorough manner in

which he has completed the historical record of the hospital to the year

1876.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions !» engrossed, signed, on

behalf Ol the Board, by the President and Secretary, and sent to Dr.

Meigs.
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An insatiable reader of medical literature, he was

ever acquainted with the latest views as to the nature

and treatment of disease, and while his extensive

opportunities of observation had rendered him con-

servative and critical of mere theory, he was always

willing to recognize and profit by real advances in the

healing art.

He employed a special assistant, whom he paid lib-

erally, to make full records of every case under treat-

ment in his wards, and I have had many opportunities

of knowing that these records, embodying as they did

his own accurate observations, and wise or ingenious

suggestions, were admirable specimens of clinical work.

But here, as in all his medical work, it was clear that

his great and abiding interest was the welfare of his

patients, and the actual relief of their sufferings.

During the entire period of his connection with

the hospital, he took his full share of the public clinical

teaching, which has been carried on there for 107

years. His lectures were unlike any others to which

I have listened. With no pretence at oratorical effect,

but with, on the other hand, the most perfectly natural

and conversational style, there was such an air of can-

dor and utter truthfulness, so much delicate and

refined disclosure of his own nature and thoughts,

upon many other subjects than the medical question

immediately under discussion ; such varied and rich

illustration of the question from the stores of a curi-

ously retentive memory, charged with ail the details of
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thousands of instructive precedents ; and, above all,

such uniform advocacy of the purest and highest and

most disinterested aspects of medical work, as com-

bined to render these lectures strikingly suggestive

and valuable. But in addition to this routine work,

though done with such spirit and enthusiasm as showed

that it was always fresh to him, there were occasionally

important original investigations suggested by him

and carried out with his assistance. The most extend-

ed and complete of these special studies was that

upon " The Blood in Malarial Fever," which was based

upon an unusual series of cases of severe malarial

fever from Southern seaports admitted to the Penn-

sylvania Hospital in 1866. The results of this investi-

gation were highly important, and established, certainly

for the first time in this country, certain additional

facts in regard to the nature and mode of action of

this singular poison. It was characteristic of the lib-

erality and courtesy with which Dr. Meigs invariably

treated his junior colleagues, that in publishing these

results he insisted upon the names of his collaborators,

who were then the resident physicians serving under

him in the hospital, being associated in the authorship.

How many times have I heard him, when about to

leave the hospital, after several hours enthusiastic

work in the wards, in the microscope room, or in the

pathological laboratory, exclaim that if it was only

possible he would prefer infinitely to spend his life in

a hospital, devoting himself to original researches
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upon the nature and treatment of disease, to any other

conceivable plan of existence. I have mentioned these

details because they illustrate the character of the

man, and indicate the value of his public services, and

especially of his influence upon all those who were

fortunate enough to be brought into close contact with

him in the discharge of these duties. It is no small

tribute to the genuineness and disinterestedness of

a man's devotion to science that, year after year,

when overburdened with lucrative professional work,

he should forego pleasure and much needed rest to

spend laborious hours in such eager study in hospital

wards as would stamp with distinction a young and

enthusiastic investigator.

I have incidentally alluded to some of Dr. Meigs' writ-

ings, but it may at once be stated that, although not a vo-

luminous author, he possessed admirable literary quali-

ties and a most attractive style. The fact that he

never sought any chair in either of Philadelphia's great

medical schools, and that from an early age he was

absorbed in the cares and fatigues of a large private

practice, explain why he wrote no more and, why, with

one notable exception, his writings were not of an

elaborate character. He suffered also, as the sons of

greatly distinguished men must do, from being viewed

as an author in comparison with his gifted father, who

was one of the most eloquent and facile writers ever

produced by the medical profession of this country.

But in fact the writings of Dr. John Forsyth Meigs
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stand successfully the strictest criticism. As an exam-
ple of his style, and as proof that he possessed literary

gifts which, if leisure had been afforded, or if his am-
bition had been in the direction of more frequent pub-

lication, would have won him high rank as a writer,

I would refer again to the memoir of his father, which

seems to me a charming piece of biographical writing,

abounding in evidences of correct taste and of delicate

delineation of character, and written throughout in a

pleasing, vivacious and sustained style of narrative.

The following list comprises the more important of

his shorter writings

:

April, 1847. History of Seven Cases of Pseudo-

membranous Laryngitis or True Croup; with Remarks
on the treatment, and the distinction between it and

other Laryngeal Affections of Children. Vol. 13, N.

S. Amer. Jr. of Med. Sciences, page 277.

October, 1848. A Practical Treatise on Diseases of

Children.

April, 1849. History of Five Cases of Pseudo-

membranous Laryngitis or True Croup, in three of

which Tracheotomy was performed. Vol. 17, N. S.

Amer. Jr. of Med. Sciences, page 307.

November, 1850. Pneumonia in Children. Vol. 1,

N. S. Trans. Coll. of Physicians and Surgeons, page 5,

June, 1852. Remarks on Atelectasis Pulmonum, or

Imperfect Expansion of the Lungs, and Collapse of

the Lungs in Children. Vol. 23, N. S. Amer. Jr. Med.

Sciences, page 83,
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October, 1856. History of Three Cases of Inter-

mittent Fever, Showing the Natural Course of the

Disease. Med. Examiner, page 56.

October, 1859. Remarks on Chronic Gastritis,

Duodinitis and Colitis. Vol. r, Proc. Path. Society,

page 243.

September, i860. Clinical Lecture on Diabetes

Mellitus, delivered at Pennsylvania Hospital.

June, i860. Remarks on Transposition of Arteries.

Vol. 2, Proc. Path. Society, page 37.

January, 1861. Remarks upon Intestinal Concre-

tions in the Appendix Cseci, causing Perforation and

Fatal Peritonitis. Vol. 2, Proc. Path. Society, page 77.

April, 1864. Heart-clot as a Cause of Death in

Diphtheria. Vol. 47, N. S. Amer. Jr. Med. Sciences,

page 305.

October, 1865. On the Pathological Appearances

presented in Marsh Fever. Vol. 50, N. S. Amer. Jr.

Med. Sciences, page 305.

April, 1868. On the Morphological Changes of the

Blood in Malarial Fever, with Remarks on Treatment.

Vol. 55, N. S. Amer. Jr. Med. Sciences, page 475.

January, 1869. History of Two Cases of Embol-

ism ; in one following Scarlet fever, with recovery
;

in

the second, connected with Disease of the Aortic

Valves and Coarctation of the Thoracic Aorta, ending

fatally. Vol. 57, N. S. Amer. Jr. Med. Sciences,

page 24.

January, 1869. Address on the Opening of the New
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Lecture and Operating Room of the Pennsylvania

Hospital. Published September, 1871.

July, 1869. History of Two Cases of Cercbritis
;

one from unknown cause, the other traumatic, with

recovery under active depletion. Vol. 58, N. S. Amer.

Jr. Med. Sciences, page 146.

November, 1872. Memoir of Charles D. Meigs, M.
D. Vol. 1, N. S. Trans. Coll. Phys. and Surg., page 417.

January, 1875. A Case of Pneumo-Hydroperi-

carditis. Vol. 69, N. S. Amer. Jr. Med. Scs., page 81.

September, 1876. A History of the First Quarter
of the Second Century of the Pennsylvania Hos-
pital.

September, 1878, Atelectasis Puhnonum. Proc.

Obstet. Society.

January, 1879. Cases of Collapse of the Lungs and

Cyanosis in Young Children. Amer. Jr. Obstetrics,

Vol. 1, page 79.

February, 1880. Lecture on Water.

1880. Annual Address before the Alumni Society

of the University of Pennsylvania.

The work, however, by which Dr. Meigs will be

longest and best known, is the treatise on " Diseases

of Children," the first edition of which was published

in 1848, and which immediately attained the position of

a standard authority. A second and third edition ap-

peared in rapid succession, and were quickly exhausted,

after which, owing to his excessive occupation, it was
allowed to become out of print. In 1869, he requested
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me to associate myself with him in the task of bring-

ing the work up to date, and the fourth edition, which

appeared in 1870, has been followed by three others,

the last having been published in 1882. The estima-

tion in which this has come to be held may be appre-

ciated from the language of the London Lancet: "It

is a work of more than 900 good American pages, and

is more encyclopaedical than clinical. But it is clinical,

and withal most effectually brought up to the light,

pathological and therapeutical, of the present day.

The book is like so many other good American medi-

cal books which we have lately had occasion to notice

;

it marvelously combines a resume of all the best Euro-

pean literature and practice, with evidence throughout

of good personal judgment, knowledge and experience.

There are few diseases of children which it does not

treat of fully and wisely in the light of the latest physi-

ological, pathological and therapeutical science."

But unquestionably, it is as the wise and trusted phy-

sician that Dr. Meigs will be most vividly and fondly

remembered, so long, at least, as any of those survive

who had the benefit of his ministrations and advice. I

doubt whether there could be found, in any other large

city, prominent physicians occupying precisely the rela-

tion to the community which has, for a hundred years

past, been borne by a succession of eminent medical

men in Philadelphia.

For the most part, as communities enlarge, the lead-

ing physicians are forced by the demands upon their
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time to assume more and more the role of consultants,

and to abandon, in large measure, the more intimate

and personal relations with their patients which is occu-

pied by the family physician. But in this city, despite

its rapidly enlarging proportions and population, the

case has always been different. There have ever

been physicians in Philadelphia, whose important hos-

pital positions, popular and authoritative writings, and

eloquent teachings, have combined to render deserved-

ly illustrious, but who have continued willing to devote

themselves to the daily routine of family practice. It

need not be indicated that such a course has displayed

singular unselfishness; since such combined labors

have involved almost superhuman exertions and ap-

plication, while their personal services have been, ren-

dered for remuneration scarcely greater than that re-

ceived by their less experienced and less eminent col-

leagues. But this self-sacrifice and devotion to the

interests of their patients, has been repaid by a degree

of affectionate gratitude and loyal attachment on the part

of the community, which has rendered almost unique

the position of the leading medical men of Philadel-

phia. Of this long line of distinguished practitioners

Dr. John Forsyth Meigs was an excellent example,

and it is scarcely too much to say that, owing to a

variety of causes which cannot be here discussed ap-

propriately, he was the last of that line. Whether

the people of Philadelphia will gain or lose more by

the changes which, during the past decade, have: rapid-
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ly come over the relations between the medical profes-

sion and the community, is an open question. But it

is evident that such changes were unavoidable, and the

only matter of surprise is, that they could have been

postponed so long by the conservative spirit, so strongly

prevalent here, and by the respect paid by the medical

profession to its deeply rooted traditions. In this re-

lation of trusted and confidential adviser, Dr. Meigs

could not have been surpassed. Of spotless integrity

and purity of character ; with a lofty conception of his

duty as a physician, and with unselfish devotion to the

pursuit of medical science ;
with such courtesy and

charm of manner and conversation as made him one of

the most agreeable companions; with infinite tact, pa-

tience, gentleness and sympathy with the sick and suffer-

ing ; and yet with firmness of will, vigorous energy, calm

and dignified self-reliance which commanded implicit

confidence and obedience in the hour of most urgent

and deadly danger ; it is not easy to conceive or por-

tray the large and important place such a man filled

in the lives and affections of hundreds or thousands

who cherished him as their physician. I well know that

this poor tribute would be re-echoed in stronger and

warmer accents from many a sick chamber, which is

to-day deprived of its brightest cheer and strongest

comfort through his death.

But few details of his private life need be added to

this sketch. He was married Oct. 17, 1844, to Miss

Ann Wilcocks Ingersoll, daughter of the late Charles
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Ingersoll, Esq., and was so unfortunate as to lose

this amiable woman by death on Dec. 30, 1856. He
remained faithful to her memory and never married

again. Eight children were born to him, of whom the

eldest and the youngest died. His son, Dr. Arthur V.

Meigs, after graduating at the University of Pennsyl-

vania in 1 87 1, has devoted himself with signal success

to the profession followed by his distinguished father

and grandfather, and already occupies the same im-

portant public positions in connection with the Penn-

sylvania and Children's Hospitals, which were formerly

held by his father.

His habits of life were extremely simple and almost

austere. He clung to the simplicity of his early days,

and lamented the luxury of our own time. His

constant and absorbing occupation, as well as his own

tastes, prevented him from moving to any considerable

extent in general society, or, during his later years,

from even attending the meetings of the scientific or

medical societies to which he belonged. Although he

worked incessantly and arduously, it is certain that his

strength was never great nor his health robust. He

had two serious illnesses, pleuro-pneumonia in De-

cember, 1854, and a second attack of pneumonia,

complicated with hemorrhage from the lungs, in De-

cember, 1863. His last illness was also pleuro-pneu-

monia, which was contracted in December, 1882, by

exposure during a professional visit, when he was re-

duced by a heavy cold; it ran a rapid course, and

ended fatally on the eighth day.
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Stated Meeting, October 19, 1883.

Present, 12 members.

President, Mr. Fbaley, in the Chair.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Fayen-

baya Observatory (112), the Pennsylvania Historical Society

(118), and the Franklin Institute (Cat.).

A letter of envoy was received from the United States De-

partment of State for the Government of the Netherlands.

A letter from Edmund de Schweinitz, President of the So-

ciety for the Propagation of the Gospel among the Heathen,

dated Bethlehem, Pa., October !), 1883, requesting the return

of the Zeisberger and Perlasus MSS. to their owners, was read

and referred to the nexl Stated Meeting for consideration, the

Curators being instructed to examine into the subject in the

meantime and report. (Sec page 284.)

Donations for the Library were received from the Royal

Academy of Science at Pome; Royal Venetian Instil. nte;

Soeiele de Geographic and Revue Politique, at Paris; Sociele

de Geographic Oommercialc, Bordeaux; Observatory at San

Fernando; London Nature; Boston Natural History* Society
;

Rhode Island Historic:].! Society; New York Academy of Sci-

ences; Cornell University
;
Journal Medical Sciences ; Chemi-

cal Journal; United. States Naval Institute; United States

National Museum; and Mr. II. T. Cresson, of Philadelphia.

An obituary notice of Dr. John Forsyth Miegs was read by

Dr. William Pepper. (See page 206, above.)

Mr. T. U. Walter was excused from preparing an obituary

notice of the Late John Trautwine, as he had already read one

-.lore the Society in Washington, which would be published,

The death of Dr. J. Lawrence Smith, at Louisville, Ky.,

October 12, aged 64, was announced.

A memoir entitled " The history of the Mexicans, from their

Paintings," was communicated by Mr. Henry Phillips, Jr.,

being an annotated translation of the Ramirez MS.
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A memoir on the " Course and growth of the fibro- vascu-

lar bundles in Palms," by J. C. Branner, was read by the

Secretary.

Dr. Frazer exhibited a map of Radnor township and the

adjoining districts of Delaware and Chester counties, on which

he had delineated the Sienite belt and the outcrops of Serpen-

tine, the stratigraphical relationships of which he discussed,

dissenting from Mr. Band's theory <>(' their echelon structure

and exogenous origin.

A communication was rend from Mr. Hillborn T. Cresson,

of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, respect-

ing the minutes of March 15, 1888, Proceedings of American

Philosophical Society, pages 648, 649.

"The statement that the instruments In question were studied by Mr.

Cox is a mistake. The gentleman above named (Mr. Cox) was employed

by me as a professional musician to verily and illustrate, with the Boehm
Hute, the points of a. lecture upon Aztec music, delivered by me, before

the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia during their seance of

April 17th, L888, having previously furnished him -with a score showing

all the notes, fingering and stoppings necessary, and by reference to

which he so manipulated the instrument in question that, upon the Mexi-

can flutes or flageolets the entire chromatic scale was obtained ;
and upon

those instruments denominated by me pitch-pipes or whistles (made of

like material) an octave was obtained ;
also, aninth, eleventh and twelfth,

the tenth note being missing (or the instrument made to produce it, lost,

or otherwise destroyed, and if will rest with musical experts to determine

whether this note really existed). If is t\m; Mr. Cox to state, that 1 men-

tioned him in my pamphlet entitled 'Aztec Music,' on account of the val-

uable hints h<: gave me in regard lo modern music, formation of orches-

tras, &c, as my musical knowledge is limited. It was simply my inten-

tion, as an archaeologist, to call the attention of musical experts to facts

first observed by me while arranging certain collections of antiquities ill

Prance and [taly, trusting that they might be of interest, and serve to

aid investigations In this branch of ethnology, about which little is known
at, present, tt is necessary to make a, distinction between the two kinds

of instruments borrowed by me from your Society, as they are entirely

different In construction and character, viz. i (bur holed (lutes, made of

baked clay or terra,, colt a, and those instruments of like material, which I

have denominated 'pitch-pipes,' both kinds of which instruments are of

Mexican origin. I beg leave to ask that, at, your next slated meeting,
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you will kindly correct tlie mistake above shown and published in your

Proceedings, and kindly insert the following, viz.. :

" ' The Curators reported the sale return of the four-holed Mexican flutes

or flageolets of terra-cotta, and the "pitch-pipes" or whistles of like ma-

terial, which were borrowed and studied by Hillbom T. Cresson, who
found that the first-mentioned four-holed clay flageolets could be made to

produce the entire chromatic scale by proper manipulation and finger

Stopping. The Mexican whistlesor pitch pipes gave in regular succession.

from tonic to octave, a full diatonic scale; also, a ninth, eleventh and

twelfth existed, "the tenth being absent," giving in all an octane and a quar-

ter.'

"I regret to say that this is somewhat, long, yet the faCtB deduced by the

investigation of these instruments, owned by your honorable Society,

prompt me to ask you lo record them, merely claiming that they are in-

teresting facts, and, if lam correct, first noticed I?// myself. Please state to

your Society that, for the past eight months, I have devoted my spare

time to the arrangement and classification oi the Mexican antiquities con.

tained In the Poinsett and Keating Collection, and that I hope in a few

g eeks to have these unique specimens of art so arranged that they can be

properly labeled and catalogued."

Pending nominations, Nos. 1)85 to 1006, were reml.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, Nov. #, 18S3.

Present, 9 members.

President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

After reading the minutes it was resolved that the Seoreta-

taries be instructed to cancel the concluding part of the rough

minutes of the last meeting.

Letters of acknowledgment were rceeived from the Royal

Society at London (102, I 10 and 111 to complete set), and the

Statistical Society, October 15 (1 12).

A letter of envoy was rccei ved from the United States Naval

Observatory.

Donations for flic, Library wen-, received from the Geological

and Trigonometrical Survey of India,, flic Danish Society of
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Antiquaries, tlie Congress of Americanists ; the Societies at

Konigsburg, Giessen and Geneva; the Geographical Societies

at Vienna, Paris, Bordeaux and London, the Royal Academics

at Berlin and Dublin; Zoological Societies in Paris and Lon-

don; Professor Paul Albrecht, of Brussels; Revue Politique and

Bevista Euskara; the Royal, R. Asiatic and Linnasan Soeieiie*

in London, Greenwich Observatory, Cornwall Polytechnio So-

ciety; Boston Natural History Society
; American Academy of

Sciences; American Journal of Science
;
New York Observa-

tory, United Sliiies Observatory; Franklin Institute; Mr.

Henry Phillips, Jr., and the Mexican Museum.

The death of Oswald Eeer, of Zurich, at Lausanne, Septem-

ber 27, aged 74, was announced by the Secretary: I he reading

of a, letter from Mr. Leo. Lesquereux, of Columbus, was post-

poned io the next meeting. (See page 286.)

'PI,,, death of Joachim 15arran.de, at Prag, aged 88, was re-

ported by the Secretary.

Mr. Clias. A. Ashburner gave a brief description of Dr.

Kintses's fire-damp indicator which he had recent l\ examined

in conjunction with a Committee of the Franklin institute.

Although lit; did not, feci at liberty to state the conclusions to which Hie

Committee had arrived in regard to this special apparatus, lie expressed

grave doubts as to Hie practicability of any such appliance to prevent mine

explosions from fire-damp, and the consequent toss of life, Fire damp is

not the most deadly foe of the coal miner as is popularly supposed. It is

an acknowledged fact that anthracite contains Hi" greater quantity ol fire-

damp ; and greater risks from gas explosions are experienced in anthra-

cite mines.

lie slated that in the decade from 1800 to 1870 less then II percent

of the fatal accidents in the Pennsylvania anthracite mines resulted from

fire-damp explosions ;

while during the year 1882 only Hk percent of the

fatal mine accidents were to be attributed to this cause. In most

cases the tire damp, whose presence was already known, and therefore

no automatic Indicator was necessary to locate it, was lired either through

the carelessness or recklessness of a miner, from a, neglect, to comply

with the superintendent's orders, or from criminal disobedience to the

mini! laws.

In his judgment, in no case during the year 1882 would an automatic in-

dicator have prevented an explosion. The greatest foes of the coal miner

are his negligence, his disobedience and his recklessness.
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The experience of the English miner with automatic Are-damp indica-
tors, particularly Ansell's, which the speaker thought a more sensitive
fire-damp detector than Dr. Kintses's, goes to prove that the use of such
instruments is not practical. The mine laws if rigidly enforced would
diminish the risk of fire-damp explosions and the resulting loss of life more
than any other means. The experience of Mr. Ashburner In fiery mines
was adduced iu support of his views.

The reading of pending nominations Nos. 985 to L006 was
postponed.

The Report of the Curators on Bishop de Schweinitz's letter

was read and accepted, and the, resolution recommended there-

in was agreed to. (See below.)

Mr. Praley reported that he had received and paid -over to

the Treasurer the interest on the Michaux Legacy due Octo-
ber 1st, amounting to $132.43.

Mr. Lesley was authorized to insert in the minutes the fol-

lowing correction of the note in his communication on the
Progress of the Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, in

Chester county, read January 19, L883 (Proceedings No. 113,
page 539, lines 1.7, 18), which lie desired to have read as fol-

lows :

"The delay in tin; publication was caused by an unforseen and un-
avoidable delay in the receipt of Dr. Frazer's notes whirl, form the latter
part of the volume."

A Committee of live, consisting of Dr. Brinton, Mr. Price.
Dr. Eorn, Mr. Phillips and Dr. Frazer was appointed to report
what improvement, if tiny, can ho made in the mode of ballot-
ing for members, and the meeting was adjourned.

Letter of Bishop de Schweinilz.

To the President and Directors of the American Philosophical Society:

Gentlemen
: Tn accordance with a, resolution adopted by the Directors

of the "Society for Propagating the Gospel among the Beathen," I here
with respectfully request you to return, at your earliest convenience, the
seven Manuscripts by Zelsberger ami Pyrlams on ln,ii ;m languages,
which Manuscripts are the property of said Society, ami which were de-
posited in your Library subject to a, ca.ll from our Board. Their titles

and the fact licit they were deposited by our Society, are set forth in Vol. I
of your Transactions, 181.!). I inclose a list of these Manuscripts,
The reason why we now claim them is, that the Church has made com-
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plcte arrangements for preserving nil its documents and papers here at

Bethlehem j that its library and collection of manuscripts are properly

ordered and displayed in its " Archives ;" that a most valuable library of

Moravian literature lias recently been presented to us ; ami that we wish

to bring together all the papers which we own, especially with regard to

the Indians, and arrange them in our collection. At the lime that the

Manuscripts for which we ask wen; deposited with the American Philo-

sophical Society, none of the conveniences existed which we now have
for preserving such documents.

I remain, gentlemen,

Yours, very respectfully,

Edmi no of, Schweinitz,

President of the 8. P. 0.
Bethlehem, Pa., October 9th, 1883.

Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, Vol. I,

1S10. By its Historical and, Literary Committee.

p. xlvii. " Deposited, by the Society of the United Brethren of Bethlehem :"

1. Deutsch und Onondagoiscb.es Woerterbuch, von David Zeis-

berger. 7 vols. 4to.

p. xlviii. 2. Essay of an Onondago Grammar, or a short introduction to

learn the Onondago, alias Maqua Tongue
; by David Zeis-

berger. 4to, 67 pp.

!3. Onondagoische Grammatica ; by the same. 4 to, 87 pp.
• 4. Another Onondago Grammar in the German language; by

the same. 4to, 17(> pp.

5. Afflxa Nominum et Verborum Linguse Macquaicee. Auctore

Chr. Pyrhco. 4to, 25 pp. [With this work are bound

several Iroquois Vocabularies and Collection of Phrases, the

whole together making 178 pp. 4to. ]

6. Adjecliva, Nomina, el l'ronomina LlngUffi Macquaic-e, cum
nonnullis de Verbis, Adverbis ac Prsepositionibus ejusdem

lingua'. Pyrlseus. 4to, 8f> pp.

7. A Collection of Words and Phrases in the Iroquois or Onon-
dago Language, explained into German. By the Rev. Chr.

Pyrleeus. 4to. 140 pp.

Report of the Curators on the subject of the Zeieherger and I'l/rhvus MSS.
November S, 1888.

It appears to the Curators that these MSS. were deposited by "The
United Brethren of Bethlehem," and therefore cannot be given up except

lo them or by their order, The present demand comes from Hie " Society

for Propagating the Gospel among the Heathen." We have, therefore,

no right to surrender these MbS. to an alien Society.
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If the "Society for Propagating the Gospel, &c," be the successor of
"The United Brethren," we should be formally and legally notified to

that effect, and likewise the resolution of request should be under seal, If

we were to accede to this demand without a greater knowledge of the cir-

cumstances we might be liable to a demand from the real owner of these

MSS. with which the Society could not comply. We, therefore, recoin-

.

mend thai the Society adopts the following resolution :

That Bishop Schweinitz lie requested to inform the Society by what
right the " Society for Propagating, &c," demand from us these MSS.
deposited by "The United Brethren."

Phillips, i „
n „ tt - Curators.
Geo. II. Horn, (

Nov. 2, 1888,

Notes of Reference Appended.

Deposited, 1819. Trans. Vol. I, page
1863. Dee. 1. (Proo. Vol. X, p. 187.) I). W. Fiske writes in rela-

tion to the Zeisberger mss.
Dee. 15. (I'roc. Vol. X, p. 198.) Letters read in reference thereto.

Contents not given.

Literary Committee made a recommendation which was referred to the

Secretaries to report on.

1866, Feb. Hi. Vol. X, p, 205. The Secretaries reported they had
found these MSS. noted as deposited, &c. The United Brethren were re

quested to allow the American Philosophical Society to publish them.
March 2. (Vol. X, p. 2D7.) Mr. Fraieyetateg that the United Brethren

desired themselves to publish these Mss.
March 10. A letter from Bethlehem in ea re read.

The matter ended there, and nothing further appears on the minutes to

this day.

dlo. H
P

Horn, }
Ouraior>'

Nov. 2, 1883.

Letter of Leo Lesqucreux.

Oswald Ileer, the celebrated Professor of Zurich, was horn atGlaria in

ISO'J. Bis father was a doctor. lie first studied theology, and was ordained
as minister, hut afterwards studied medicine, and became interested in the
science of Natural History, He has lived at Zurich since 1882. In 1887
he was Professor either at the University or at the Polytechnic School,
and Director of tin; Botanical Garden, lie was for a few years a, mem
her of the t'oiinc.il of Zurich, hut resigned Ids seat to he able to attend
entirely to his studies. In 1869 Zurich received the celebrated scientist as
an honorary citizen (member of the city Bourgeoisie).

The letter of communication of the family, 29th September, says only
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this : "Prof. Dr. Oswald Heer was called to God at the ago of 74 years,

27 days, after a short illness, lie died at Lausanne on the 27th." Berth-

oud, who writes me also on the 39th, gives me a few details on Ileer's last

days. Hi' says : "I come to be with you to deplore the loss of your friend

and to share your sorrow, lleer is dead, lie was of late very tired. In

order to get, some rest, he went to MontreUX, that fine warm place on the

borders of the Lake of Geneva, where he expected to regain some strength

for new works. There he had after a few days an attack of bronchitis.

Well knowing the danger of thai, disease (or a man advanced in years, lie

hurried to his brother at Lausanne, where he died the day after his

arrival."

Heer had worked the Whole winter beyond human forces, to bring to a

close the seventh volume of his Arctic Flora which came out in July. The

great Swiss exposition of industrial products, held at Zurich, gave him

constant occupation and some excitement by the numerous visits he re-

ceived. The meeting of the Society of Natural History of Switzerland of

which he was President was also held at Zurich, Increasing his work of

course, and forcing him to long and severe exertion. In his last letter, end

of August, he writes me that Ids task is nearly finished, and that he feels

that it is time to close his work.

A Swiss Journal announcing the death of Prof, lleer says, that the loss

is irreparable, and this expression is echoed by many. The loss of a, mem-

ber of our poor humanity is never irreparable ;
that of Heer has left a

vacant pla.ee which will be unoccupied lor a, long lime to come. Why?
Allow me to trace a short outline of his career as tin; more tilling answer

to the question.

1 know little of the early years of the celebrated Professor of Zurich.

His family came from St. Gall, lb' Studied first, theology in Zurich, I be-

lieve But then, prompted by bis ardent love of nature, he abandoned his

calling for the study of entomology and botany. From the beginning of

his career, he took a high standing in the world of science by the publica-

tion of a memoir on the relation of the insects with the plants, enumera-

ting and describing a large number ol species ol plants with the insects re-

lated to each by their habitat, their food, their mode of life, etc. lie had

already given his attention to fossil bolany, when, in 1848, he began to

collect materials (or the preparation of a fossil flora of Switzerland and

the adjoining countries, lie went to work, helped by most favorable cir-

cumstances ;
by the rich collections of the Museum of Zurich

;
by the com-

munications of numerous friends, among I hem the celebrated Alex. I '.rami,

later Professor.of Botany at the University of Berlin, and Director of the

Botanical Garden - especially by the resources of a rich lady, Mrs. von

Bumine This lady, endowed with a great love of science and of admira-

tion for the works of lleer, who was already a protcssor of reputation,

opened upon her properly near Lausanne quarries and funnels for the dis-

covery and collection of fossil plants, materials which were sent to Zurich

by tons to be studied by Beer, A large pan of the specimens figured in
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the Flora tertiaria Helvetica came from that source, One cannot read

without a deep feeling of admiration a, note of thanks written by Heer in

honor of that lady in the beginning of the third volume of that work. The
third volume ends the Tertiary Flora of Switzerland. The work was then

supposed to be complete, but, a, fourth volume, Flora fossilie Helvetica was
published in 1876, containing descriptions and figures of plants of the Car-

boniferous, the Trias, the Jurassic, the Cretaceous and of the Eocene of

Switzerland. This great work in 4tO, with a very large number of splendid

plates, is too well known to demand description, It, has given to the author
the first place in the ranks of Phytopaleontologists of our time.

A kind of antecedent resume
1

of this work was already published in 1865

Under the name of Die JJrvne.lt der Schmit* (the Ancient World of Switzer-

land). It is a large P° volume of 600 pages, splendidly illustrated by figures

representing fossil remains of plants and animals of the different geological

periods. The best proof of the worth of the volume is the fact that though

relating only to the paleontology of the geological formations of Switzer-

land, the book lias had already three or four editions, and been translated

into six different languages.

At this time 1 icer was requested by professors and directors of museums
to determine and describe numerous collections of fossil plants, and as a

result of his researches published many separate memoirs on the plants of

divers localities of Europe. Among the more important ones 1 may men-
tion : The Flora of the clays of Borey Tracy, England (I8(il). The Baltic

Miocene flora ; the Eocene flora of Bornstaedt (I8(i;s and 1869). The Creta-

ceous flora, of Moletin ; that, of Quedlinburg (1871). The Phyllites creta-

cies of Nebraska, the Fossil flora of Alaska,, the fossil plants of Vancouver,
contributions to the fossil (lorn, of Sumatra,, and a, number of others, half a

dozen of which arc mentioned in the catalogue of Heer's work by Schim-
per.

During this time Heer was already at work on his most, important pro-

duction, the Flora fostilii Aretiea, which, begun in 1862, was finished by
the publication of the seventh volume a few months before his death.

Considering only the large number of the publications of Heer, they

already constitute a, weighty monument as the result, of the life of a man.
But that number is not the essential value. Other paleontologists, Hrong-
niart, Sternberg, linger, Goepperl, Sehimper, Lindley and Button, among
the illustrious dead, have left works which maybe compared to those of

Heer, though in a, far reduced degree of value. None of them, however,
lias raised fossil botany to a high degree of importance in the scientific

world. None of them has, like fleer, opened new fields for the exercise

of the mind, and prepared for vegetable paleontology an honorable place

in the domain of science enlarged by researches in that specialty.

In the Arctic Flora Heer has brought, to light, for the polar regions of

Greenland, Spitzberg, Sachalin, a, subtropical vegetation, attesting, dur-

ing the Tertiary period for those northern^ regions, a climate about like

that of Florida and the Gulf shores at the present time, lie lias recog-
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nizcd an analogous kind of vegetation in following the data furnished by
remains of fossil plants southward to the shores of the Baltic sea, and
even to those of the Mediterranean in Italy. This fact of course concern-
ing the distribution of plants during the Miocene or Tertiary period has
forcibly modified the views formerly admitted respecting the physical cir-

cumstances which have governed the earth during geological times, and
has compelled physicists and geologists to renew their researches for the
solution of important problems concerning the distribution and the cause
of heat, and changes in the temperature of the globe. Heer has described
also a Cretaceous flora from Greenland bearing evident relation to that of
the same period observed in North America and in Europe ; a flora

representing a number of types which, persisting through the floras

of the more recent formations, are still present in the North American
vegetation of the present epoch, lie has thus evidenced by his Arctic
flora the gradual development of vegetable types since the times when
the first traces of dicotyledonous plants are recognizable. lie lias com-
pelled the admission of vegetable paleontology into the domain of geol-
ogy by the manifest determination of the age of any formation from the
characters of its plants only. With only one mistake on that subject has
he been unjustly reproached, viz., his reference to the Tertiary of three or
four Cretaceous leaves of which he had merely poor sketches to base his

determination on.

The noble characterof Heer has greatly contributed to give to his works
a degree of authority superior to that acquired by any paleontologist be-
fore him. Simple, modest in the highest degree, of a serious though con-
templative mind, his life was resumed on the fulfillment of the duty of
every clay. When the University of Switzerland was established at
Zurieh, he bad been named Professor of Natural History and Director of
the Museum. His lectures at the University wore always followed by a
large number of students

; so full of interest were they that even strangers
and common town people requested the privilege of attending them,

never missed an opportunity to show his deep interest in the scientific
and moral progress of the Students. Even in Ids days of sickness (for all
his life he has had to light against attacks of severe illness), he gave his
lessons in his own room, lecturing from his bed. Ho had -been called
once by his countrymen to a highly honorable position as a, member of the
Council of State; but he found that the new duty required too much of
his time, and he gave in his resignation in order to continue without hin-
drance his scientific pursuits.
What can T say more of the friend with whom 1 have been in intimate

relationship long years. Heer united in himself a powerful intellect,
trained by severe studies, with the simplicity of a child and the conscience
ot a true Christian. His works are the expression of the principles of his
lite.

L. Lesqttbrexjx.

piwo. ameu. fhilos. soc. xxr. 114. 2k. pbintbd januaky 10, 1884.
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Stated Meeting, November 16, 188S.

Present, 12 members.

President, Mr. Fealey, in the Chair.

Mr. P. C. Garrett was introduced to the presiding officer, and

took his seat.

A photograph of the Chev. Damiano Muoni was received

through Mr. Phillips for insertion in the album.

Letters of acknowledgment were read from the BostonPublio

Library (XVI, i) ; American Antiquarian Society (XVI, i);

New Jersey Historical Society (XVI, i); United Slates Military

Academy (XVI, i); State Historical Society of Wisconsin

(XVI i,), and the University of the city of New York (118, i).

A letter of envoy was received from the Academy of Sciences

at Rome.

Donations for the Library were reported from the Mining

Engineers at Melbourne, Mad. 0. Iloyer of Paris, the Geo-

graphical Commercial Society, Bordeaux; the Geological

Society and Senor Goodolphim of Lisbon; London Nature;

American Astronomical Society, Boston ;
Harvard University

;

Mr. Scudder, Mr. Phillips, the Brooklyn Library, the American

Chemical Journal, Mr. Gatschet, the editor of Scandinavian,

and the Astronomical Observatory of Mexico.

Dr. Brinton read an obituary notice of Oswald I leer, in a

letter from Mr. Lesqucrenx to Mr. Lesley.

The death of Dr. John Lawrence Le Conic, one of the Vice-

Presidents of the Society, at Philadelphia, November 15th,

aged 58 years, was announced by the Secretary.*
i

• John Lawrence Lc Conte, the son of T>\\ John Le Conte, was born May 13th,

1828, ni New Vork, and graduated at the College of Physlolans and Surgeons In

1848. He traveled extenilvely on this continent on tours of scientific tnveitlga.

tion. lie served as surgeon and medical director In the volunteer and regular

armies during the war of the Rebellion. In 1878 lie was eleoted Preildent of the

American Association for fhe Advancement of Science. He was an active

member of the Academy of Natural Solenoes In Philadelphia. Dr. Le Oonte was
a Bon-.ln.-law of .the late .fudge Grier, of the United Slates ( llrcult ( lourt.
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Mr. Lesley desired to express his feeling that while the Society has sus-
tained a serious loss In the death of one of its estimable Vice-Presidents,
science has suffered a lamentable blow by the withdrawal of one of the
best investigators and one of the truest philosophers that ever did duty in
her service. Not a common soldier only has fallen—not a non-commis-
sioned officer—not a mere colonel of a single regiment In her army—but a
general of high rank, a leader of forces, one who could phi id execute
I Ik! manoeuvres of a large and long campaign, an organizer, a ruler in her
realm.

My private grief, said the speaker.at the loss of an old and intimate per-
sonal friend gives me no peculiar right to tell his virtues and abilities in
this hall where he has been known and honored for so many years ; but it

gives me the power to speak of these virtues and abilities with the confi-

dence of absolute knowledge. Others have known and loved him, and will

regret his death, ami will speak of him affectionately and respectfully in-

side and outside of this hall. But it was my good fortune to be one ol his

special companions for the past thirty years j and he often expressed the
wish that if I survived him I would place on record some memorial of his

life. Once, when 1 felt vigorous and hopeful, I promised to gratify his

wish, although he was the younger of the two, and had a natural right to

give what, he desired to receive. But now, how is it possible to do more
than say

:
". Le Conte is dead, the precocious youth, the affectionate son,

husband, father and friend, the just and truth-loving man, I lie accurate
and precise observer, a, master in the divine art of classifying facts, a, per-
fectly trained and nobly developed genius in science."

Le Oonte is a famous name In American science. The foundations of its

fame were laid by the father, and bull! up by the son. Both these have
passed away from the eastern shore of the continent ; but on Its western
shore two brothers, children of the father's brother, prolong and enhance
the reputation of the name.
A memorial of the life of our fellow member and friend would be incom-

plete without a, personal description of old Major la: Conte, to whose vig-
orous Intellect, excellent common sense, and great experience in zoologi-
cal studies, John owed not, only his extraordinary abilities, his aptitude for
mathematics, his eye for form and color, his exactness, his imagination,
his love of the study of languages, his taste lor historical metaphysics, and
especially mythology, and his pronounced capacity for practical ly pulling
things in order and managing affairs, hut also the opportunity for cultivat-
ing and displaying all these various, and, as many people vainly Imagine,
contradictory mental powers.

I say vainly imagine. For, it, is a vulgar prejudice to suppose that a life
spent m counting the number of segments and legsofbugs, and describing
tne microscopic foliation of their antennas, incapacitates a man lor com-
prenending the Mfoanique Oeleste, or the writings of Plotlnus; for the
enjoyment of the Mahabahrata, or the safe conduct of bis hereditary
estate. What stamps

l he character of Le Conic as a genius is precisely
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what gives the lie to this vulgar prejudice, lie was as fine a mathemati-

cian as he was minutely true with the microscope. His wide and varied

learning checked any tendency to narrowness in study, and gave him a

power and richness of language which reacted on his reason to enrich it

with a copious store of generous and noble ideas. The infinite variety of

insect forms was not more attractive to him than the infinite variety of

words in the languages which lie studied; nor the infinite variety of myths

with which the imagination of past ages has attempted to explain, or at least

to portray, the mysteries of the Universe. Will it excite surprise then in

any well equipped mind, that Ihe skill which nature gave Mm to arrange

facts of the organic world, relationships of numbers, and the ideas of men,

availed him quite as well in the leasing of his father's storehouses in New
York, the reorganizat ion of the wards of an army hospital, and the conduct

of the business of the United States Mint?

All this went together, and comes quite natural to a superior genius. It

matters little what the man regarded as work, and what he regarded as

play ; his work was creation and recreation in one, and his recreation was

all good work. Every hobby a true genius mounts becomes under his man-

agement a trained war-horse or sagacious hunter. The contradictory

occupations of such a man would be a reproach to less gifted mortals ; hut-

in the career of such a man they are merely alternately diverging and con-

verging careers of usefulness. The recognition of this truth by Major Le

<!onte was gratefully acknowledged by his son in narrating such anec-

dotes as the following

:

Young Le Oonte was put to school at St. Mary's College, in George-

town, D. C. The discipline ot the class-room was very strict. Everybody

was kept to silent study ; none could leave his seat without command or

permission. The Major visited the school to learn how .John was getting

on. The master said that he was good and diligent, hut regretted to add

that he was too much interested in a sort of knowledge which lay apart

from his regular studies, lie hoped that the fill her would endeavor to re-

press these inclinations in his boy. The Major asked the master what they

were. The master replied—a love of birds and bugs, shells and stones, in

fact, everything that grew, or moved in the air, on the ground, or in the

water. If he indulged in such pursuits he would never excel as a mathema-

tician or linguist. "Is my son behindhand then in his studies?" asked the

father. "No," replied the master, " he recites well, and is as good a, scholar

as the best of them
; tint we wish him to excel all the rest, as he evidently

might do if he gave his undivided attention to the studies of his class."

"I am not of that opinion," quoth the Major, with the twinkle in his eye

for which he was famous among his cronies—all now dead " I am not at all

ofthat opinion, and I must request that you will not discourage my son in

obtaining a kind of knowledge; which I have myself pursued all my life*

and which I believe will make; all the other kinds of learning which John

will get here all the more useful and noble."
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The good sense which prompted this request from the side of the father,

prompted the master also to grant it, and thenceforward the young natu-
ralist, while being subjected to the same; rigid discipline, was not repressed
in his inclinations for extra scholastic investigation, on a small scale.

One day silence reigned in the school -room. Everybody was conning
his task at his seat. The tutor was silently reading at his desk. Suddenly
there was a great fracas—John Le Conle was seen starting from his seat
and scrambling on the door in the middle of the room. He was called
up to the tutor's desk to give an account of himself, He held in his hand
two beetles. He explained that they were rare, that he could not help try-
ing to catch them, that he had to be quick about it, that he did not know
that he would make such a noise, etc. The other scholars in great. excite-
ment sat expecting dolorous consequences for John. But they were dis-
appointed. The tutor remembered the Major, or perhaps had received
orders from the upper region, lie merely sent the boy back to his seat
with his beetles, and a warning not to make so much noise another time.
But lie received less mercy from his schoolmates. One holiday the boys

were on an excursion in Frederick county. John captured two remarkably
fine and rare coleopterids 1 forget their nam,', but lie always gave it when
he told the story—and put, them into a. pill box. A.t night two of his com-
panions Stole the box, threw the bugs away, neatly substituted two quids
of tobacco, and returned the box to its place without detection. Great was
John's grief at the discovery, lint he never thought on any kind of re-
venge. II,, ,li,l not k lll)W enough Horace then to comfort 'himself with
the barren consideration, that Quid quisque vitet nunquam lion.ini satis
cautum est in horas

;
but he thought it all the same, in a, schoolboy's way,

and learned by this experience to keep his shiny-backed pels out, of the
reach of profane Angers. Dr. Horn can best describe to us the care he
took of his great collections.

Le Conte loved to tell such personal stories of his early life, and during
the week preceding his death his mind lived entirely in those remote years.
He laughed heartily to himself at the recollection of his adventures, lie
wished to have them published. Why? Was he vain? He was the re-
verso of vain

;
he was a, man singularly free from vanity. Why should ho

have had so set a desire to he memorialized after death ? I answer with-
out a shade of hesitation, because he had inherited a loving disposition had
led an affectionate and sympathetic life, and wished above all thi.,.-, tore-
tain forever his kind and good relations with his fellow-men His love of
his kind was strong. Sis sympathy with his fellow-workers in science was
not only strong but unalloyed with baser sentiments, Even when his line
scorn Of fraud, duplicity, pretension and untruthfulness evoked denuncia-
tion, I never knew him to depreciate any kind of talent, lie was exceed-
ingly just to just men, and generous towards those who had not had
talents or opportunities sufficient to give them distinction. lie honored
the old and loved the young. He honored the masters and loved the stu-
dents of science. Ho worshiped the shade of his father, and never spoke
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of himself and his own attainments and accomplishments as anything

more than an effort to follow in the footsteps of him who had given him

the ability and opportunity to do so.

I dwell principally upon the moral qualities of our departed friend, be-

cause I trust that the Society will obtain a complete account <>l his scien

tific abilities from Dr. Horn, who has been first his pupil and then his col-

laborator for twenty odd years. Let us place on our records that memorial

of a blameless career in science, and its application to the uses of human
existence.

For myself I can only speak of what (ills my heart to the exclusion of

all other thoughts—of the lovable nature of the friend whom we shall never

again see. Let the world reverence his memory as a discoverer, as a

philosopher, as a, genius. 1 can only remember John Le Conte as an en-

gaging friend, a faithful friend, a speaker of the truth, a judicious adviser,

a companion to think with, a reliable coadjutor to deal with, but still,

above all, as a most affectionate and trustworthy friend.

I place above all his other exceptionally shining qualities his affection-

ateness. He was a lover; and all the world loves a lover. But good lovers

are said to be good haters. I doubt the truth of the saying. Selfish lovers

may he good haters, hut the perfect lover is incapable of any hate that de-

serves the appellation, Le Conte was one of the men who liked to be

c.tlled John. 1 1c bad a regularly woman's heart. And yet he could not

hate anybody. "When he tried, he simply made himself ridiculous. I have

often laughed at his wrath ; it would no more counterfeit real haired than

a crystal of smoky quartz can counterfeit charcoal. His innate lucidity of

good nature could not be veiled ; it was as if a cherub knit its brows.

And this innate good nature, allying him will) the universe, was the sal-

vation of his science, for it protected bis mind against those damaging and

delaying passions which futilize the career of men of talent, hough, their

horses and steal the linchpins from their chariot-wheels.

Lovingly he lived and worked many, many years—as many as were good

for him. The world wants us all ; and yet needs none of us. It is of no great

consequence who is who, or what or how much any one does. What one

leaves another takes; what one begins, some one else is sun; to finish

But surely tin; memory oi'a, friend is blessed, and such, a friend as has just

left us can never be forgotten.

Memoir ofMm I. LeConte, M.D. By George II. Horn, M.T>.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, December 7, 188,1. )

John Lawrence LeOontewas born in New York City, May 18, 1825, am!

died in Philadelphia, November 15, 1889. He was Hie son of Major John

EattOD LeConte and Mary A. II. Lawrence. "When but, a few weeks old

his mother died, and the father thenceforth seemed to live solely for the
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care and development of his only child. Tlie devotion of the father was

rewarded in living to see the son take a foremost place among the scien-

tists of his day, honored at home and abroad. The father had already made
the name well known in science, when the son entered the field and added
greatly to its renown.

After arriving at a suitable age, the hoy was placed in St. Mary's Col- .

lege, Maryland, from which he graduated in 1842. Prom the Doctor's ac-

count the discipline of live school was severe, the training accurate and
thorough, and the tutors conscientious in I he discharge of their duties. At
this early period of his life lie exhibited I he tastes of a, naturalist, and he
has often recounted the annoyances and ridicule to which lie was subjected

by his fellow-pupils, who had no sympathy with his pursuits. His teachers,

even, feared that his, to them, more important studies would be neglected,

and the father was made acquainted with their suspicions. Finding that
the pupil was in no respect deficient in his regular duties, the father

directed that these tendencies should not be repressed. The boy made
rapid progress, and exhibited a peculiar aptitude for the study of languages
and mathematics, and, doubtless, in this manner laid the foundation lor that

accuracy and retentivoness of his memory so characteristic of his maturer
years.

After the completion of the collegiate course, he returned to New York,
and entered the College of Physicians and Surgeons, receiving his medical
degree in 1816. Before this dale, his first essays in original work made their

appearance, and, to use his own language, gave unmistakable evidence of
his youth and Inexperience.

During 1849 he madescveral visits to the upper shore of Lake Superior,
collecting largely, and publishing the results, with many new species, in

Aga,ssi//s work on thatreglon, In the autumn of L850 he visited California,
stopping for a, short time at Panama, remaining .absent during the greater
portion of the following year. His explorations in California were' made,
for the most part, south of San Francisco, at San ,!ose, San DlegO and their
surroundings. From the latter point he crossed the Colorado desert, then
and for many years after a, terror to travelers, going as tar eastward as the
Pima villages. The entire region was a new one to science, and he made
abundant use of his opportunities. On his return the results of his journey
were published in the "Annals of the Lyceum" of New York. The new
material was, however, so abundant that some yet remains in his cabinet
unstudied.

In 1852 the LeContes removed to Philadelphia, and the works of both
have, with lew exceptions, been published in the periodicals of our socie
ties since that time.

For a few mouths in 1857 he accompanied the Honduras Inter-Oceanic
Survey, under the command of the late John ('. Trautwine, publishing his

observations in that region in the report of the survey. At the same time
he visited the Fuente de Sangrc, publishing his account of that phenome
non in Sipiier's Nicaragua.
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After these voyages, his scientific studies were uninterrupted until the

early years of the war, when he was appointed surgeon of volunteers, and
shortly after medical Inspector, with the rank of Lieut. -Colonel, in which
he showed that his capability for direction and organization was adaptable

to wider uses than the cabinet to which be had hitherto confined himself.

During the summer of 1SC7 he accompanied General W. W. Wrigbt on
the survey for the extension of the Union Pacific Railway southward to

Fort Craig, in the capacity of geologist. His report, which in no way de-

tracts from bis reputation as an entomologist, was published as part of the

report of the survey.

In the autumn of 18C>9 he determined on a visit to Europe, in which he

was accompanied by his family, remaining abroad until near the close of

1872, visiting also Algiers and Egypt. His residence abroad interrupted

somewhat his authorship, but not his studies, and Ins letters to me, now
doubly valuable, gave abundant evidence of Ids activity. He visited all

the accessible public and private museums, and bis wonderful memory of

the species in his own cabinet enabled him to settle many hitherto doubt-

ful points of synonymy. Those who met him abroad weredeeply impressed

by bis thorough scholarship, and bis quick and accurate perception of the

affinities of insects never before seen by him. On his return to Philadel-

phia his work continued, with but slight interruptions by periods of sick-

ness, until within a week of bis death.

The lives of men eminent in science are rarely fertile in events of gen-

eral interest, and LeConte's is no exception. Trained from his boyhood

as a naturalist, with no cares, and no interruptions by daily professional or

business duties, his life was passed in the pursuit of his favorite studies

and the pleasures of social life. The father died in I860, leaving the son

in possession of an ample estate. The following year Dr LeConte married

Helen, daughter of the late Judge Robert C. Grier, who, with two sons,

survives her husband.

The account of the life in science of LeConte should properly begin with

that of the father—the one is the result and continuation of the other. An
abler pen than mine lias already traced the life of the elder LeConte, and
I merely purpose to recall such incidents in his life as seem to have a bear-

ing in determining the subsequent studies of the son.

Major LeConte contributed a short entomological paper to the "Annals
of the Lyceum," of New York, as early as 1824, describing a. tew new spe-

cies, illustrated bya plate drawn by himself. At ibis time Say and the elder

Melsheimer were at the height of their career, and entomology, through

the labors of Latriellc in France, was assuming a, higher position among
the sciences. The Major was an ardent collector, and, desiring the light

not. attainable at home, much of his material was sent abroad ; be, bow-
ever, retained either carefully compared specimens or drawings to permit

the future identification of the species. The cabinet thus formed, small in

comparison with what we now have, made the basis of the subsequent

work of the son. In 1845 the father and son contributed entomological

....... I
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papers to the Boston "Journal of Natural History," the former a mono
graph of Histeridse, the drawings for which wore made by the son, the
latter a small paper of little moment.
The first paper by Dr. LeConte appeared in 1844, in the "Proceedings of

the Academy of Natural Sciences," having been transmitted by the Ento-
mological Society of Pennsylvania, an association with no permanent
locality, consisting of, probably, not more than a half score of enthusiasts,
who met at long intervals at the house of one or another. Among the num-
ber we And the two Melsheimers, Ziegler and Haldeman, while the Rev.
J. G. Morris, D.D., of Baltimore;, alone survives to recount their history.

I he early papers by LeConte gave very little evidence of his analytical
power until, in 1850, he published his "Monograph of Pselaphidtc," pro-
posing an arrangement which remains at present the basis of the general
classification of these minute insects. In the same year appeared the com-
mencement of his " Attempt to Classify the Longicorn Coleoptera of Amer-
ica north of Mexico," requiring several years in publication, a work of
much wider application than Indicated by its title, contributing much that
was new to science, and aiding greatly in the rational classification of these
favorite beetles.

1 rom this period his contributions to entomology were for the most part
monographic, and from their importance soon attracted attention abroad,
many of them being reprinted in foreign journals, winning for their author
the reputation he Justly deserved. In their scope his papers cover nearly
every portion of his specialty. They contain evidences of patient and
Original research, and added greatly to science. His work was in every
case an improvement on what had previously been done ; he left a subject
better than he found it.

Several of bis vrorks ,„|1 for 8peoia] mention. In 18.
r
>!) he collected the

entomological works of Say, with notes on the species described, In I his
he was assisted in their specialties by Baron Osten Sacken and Mr. P. R.

ller. The writings of Say were widely scattered in almost inaccessible
publications, his typical collection almost entirely destroyed, and the spe-
cies depended practically on traditional knowledge; and while some of
Says cotemporaries were yet living LeConte gathered the information
possessed by them, and placed it in permanent form.

Realizing that his specialty needed greater assistance, he undertook, at
ic request ofthe Smithsonian Institution, the "Classification of the Cole-

optera of North America," with the "List of Species." and descriptions
<> new ones. The first parts appeared in 18(il and 1862 ; iis continuation
was interrupted by the war and his absence abroad. It was resumed in
18/.., but never completed. The assistance thus given to students vastlyin-
creased then- number, and the limited edition soon became exhausted, and
it became necessary to decide either for a reprint or a new book.

Before a new edition could be completed, it became imperative to study
tue Knynchophora, and at this point LeConte made one of the boldest
strokes of his career in the Isolation of that series, and purposing a, classi-

l'KOC. AMEK. PUILOS. SOC. XXI. 114. 2L. PKINTBD JANUARY 10, 1884.
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flcation as remarkable Id novelty .is it was true to nature. This was fol-

lowed in 1870 by the "Species of Rhynchophora," published asa separate

volume nl the Proceedings of our Society.

The preliminary studies having been completed, LeConte's desires

seemed to be concentrated In the preparation of a new "classification,"

which should be complete, in all iis parts, lie Invited my cooperation in

the preparation of monographic essays, hoping thereby to lighten his own
labor, and prepare the work in a shorter lime. Two years ago, when he

realized that his health was failing, lie expressed the desire that I should

join him in more active authorship in the work, The first pages went to

press in January, 1882, and the book was completed In March of this year,

in time for him to realize that it has been, at least, well received. For

obvious reasons I cannot dwell upon the merits even of his share of this

work, except to say that ids earlier edition is the basis of the present ; with-

out the former the latter might not have appeared. Evidences of his in-

fluence will be found on every page, and whatever it was my privilege to

contribute was made possible entirely by his early instruction and guid-

ance.

Since last spring he has done but little study, his general health, uncer-

tain vision and unsteady hand having unfilled him for close application,

He, however, continued work in the form of "short studies," until with-

in a few days of his death, and the incomplete manuscript now in my
hands will appear in the form in which he desired to present it.

While LeConte's reputation as a, naturalist will rest upon his entomo-

logical writings, be did not limit himself to this field. Mention has already

been made of several Important geological contributions ; there are others

of less moment. He has contributed a, number of articles on Vertebrate

Paleontology, and several synopses of some genera of rodents. His "Zoo-

logical Notes of a Visit to Panama," Illustrate the extent of his study in

another department of science. Ai least one article on purely social

science, has emanated from his pen.

In a genera] review of LeConte's writings, wo And them remarkably free

from controversial tendencies. He gave to science the results of careful

Study, knowing thai in time whatever was worthy would be adopted. His

dissen;, from the views of another was always couched in the mildest

terms, lie was above the limit of those petty jealousies which, too often

prevail between those working in the same field.

Numerous were the demands for his advice and assistance from all parts

of the country ; rarely did he repel them, and no small portion of his time

was consumed in the determination of specimens for correspondents, with

no other reward than the hope that the seed thus sown might some day

bear fruit.

The results of LeConte's works in Coleopterology in America are plainly

marked. He entered the field ten years after the death of Say, who seems

to have had no higher ambition, If indeed capacity, than the description of

the species which he collected. LeConte, on the other hand, began the
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framework of a systematic structure which lie lived to see completed in all

Its parts. He reduced chaos to order. His influence in entomological

progress in general is admitted on all hands, and so rapid has been the

advance that we now have nearly as many purely entomological societies

and clubs as then; were interested Individuals forty years ago. At that

time the American literature consisted of very little beyond the works of

Say ;
to-day five periodicals are devoted solely to entomology.

Some idea, of the actual work performed by LeConte may be obtained
from a summary recently published, in which more than live hundred
genera and nearly five thousand species are placed to his credit, Ihree-

fourths in each series remaining valid. If would, however, be unfair to

estimate the value of his work from a, mere numerical basis ; Others have
done much more, but flic systematic, analytical studies, spread over the

vast field of Ooleopterology, show the real power of his mind. While he
was quick to perceive specific differences, he was not always happy in ex-
pressing them

;
in his analyses his reasoning was always clear without I he

slightest ambiguity.

That bis work has been appreciated at home and abroad is shown by the
number of societies which have elected him to membership. Diplomas
from fifteen American and seventeen European societies may be seen in
his portfolio. Prominent among them are the diplomas of honorary mem-
bership in the entomological societies of London, France, Berlin, Brussels
and Stettin, an honor randy conferred and given only to the most worlliy.

in 1874 LeConte was elected President of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science, and his address on retiring, regarding the
relation of the geographical distribution ol Coleoptera to Paleontology,
opened a new line of investigation, showing how a combination of the
lads of two such dissimilar sciences might result in advantage to both.
He was one of the founders of the American Entomological Society, and

at the time of bis death its President
; of our own Society he was a Vice-

President, and has been a member nearly thirty-one years.
We all knew him as a cultured scholar, a refined gentleman, a, genial

companion, a true friend. To me he was more. For nearly twenty-five
years our association has been of the most intimate nature, 'l sought his
advice and instruction as a neophyte in entomology, finding a welcome
winch I had no reason to except. Our friendship ripened to an intimacy
never shadowed by the slightest cloud. My last visit to him, two day's
before h,s fatal attack, will never be forgotten

; bright, cheerful and much
clearer m mind than he had been for weeks before, he seemed lo have re-
gained h,s mental and bodily strength, and gave mo strong hopes that, we
might for some time enjoy his society. When called to his bedside two
days after, the change from brilliant intellection to death portending coma
was almost too great to realize. His life closed painlessly, without a
Struggle. A lew short hours sufficed to extinguish a, bright light in
science, and inflict on us an irreparable loss.
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Dr. Horn testified to the .scientific ability, activity and repu-

tation of Dr. LeConte; and Mr. Fraley to his personal

worth.

On motion of Mr. Eli K. Price, Dr. Horn was appointed to

prepare an obituary notice of Dr. LeConte, and accepted the

appointment.

Dr. Brinton reported his reception as delegate of the Society

to the Congress of Americanists at Copenhagen, and described

the proceedings.

Mr. Phillips, the other delegate, explained that he had been

unable to attend the Congress.

General Thayer described the trial balloon which he is build-

ing, and explained the principles involved in the problem of

of aerial navigation, (See 801.)

Professor Cope described the geological formation and fossil

wealth of the valleys and mountains of New Mexico, traversed

by him during his recent explorations.

Pending nominations Nos. 985 to 1008 and new nominations
Nos. 1009 and 101.0 were read.

The minutes of the last meeting of the Board of Officers and
members in Council were read.

The Committee of Five reported the following resolution,

which was adopted :

Resolved, That hereafter at the stated elections for members of the So-

ciety, the presiding member shall appoint two tellers to open the ballot-

boxes, and report to him the result of the poll.

On motion of Mr. Law, the following was adopted:

Resolved, That Dr. Brinton be authorized to translate and prepare for

publication the Kakchiquil Grammar now in ihc archives of the Society,

and that the same be published in the Proceedings in such type as the
Secretary may deem best suited to the purpose.

Mr. Phillips noticed an ambiguity in Sec. 3, Chap. T, of the

By-Laws, and Mr. Fraley recounted the traditional interpreta-

tion of it by the Society.

The meeting was (hen adjourned.
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Aerial Ships. By Russell Thayer, O. IS.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, Nov. 16, 188S. )

At, Ihc close of an interesting paper on the subject of aerial navigation,

read before the Institution of Civil Engineers, by Mr. William Pole, F.R 8.

M. Inst. C. B., the following conclusions arc, slated, viz. :

"The problem of aerial navigation by balloons is one as perfectly

amenable lo mechanical investigation as that of aquatic navigation by
floating vessels ; and its successful solution involves nothing unreasonable

or inconsistent with the teachings of mechanical science.

"It has been fully established by experiment that it is possible to de-

sign and construct a balloon which shall possess the conditions necessary

for aerial navigation, i.e., which shall have a form of small resistance,

shall be stable and easy to manage, and, if driven through the air, shall

be capable of steering by a proper obedience to the rudder.

"If, by a power carried with the balloon, surfaces of sufficient area can
be made to act against the surrounding air, the reaction will propel the
balloon through the air in an opposite direction.

"The modern Invention of the screw-propeller furnishes a means of ap-
plying power in this way, to effect the propulsion ; and the suitability

and efficacy ot such means have been shown by actual trial.

"Sufficient data exists to enable an approximate estimate to be made
of the power necessary to propel such a balloon with any given velocity
through the air.

"The recent great reduction in the weight of steam motors has rendered
it possible to carry with the balloon an amount of power sufficient to pro-
duce moderately high speed, say twenty or thirty miles an hour through
the air

;
and by taking advantage of other recent improvements it would

also be possible to carry a moderate supply of fuel and water for the
working.

The practical difficulties in Ihc way are only such as naturally arise
In the extension of former successful trials, and such as may reasonably
be expected to give way before skill and experience."

In the discussion of the question, Mr. Pole considered the propeller as
being the only known available means of utilizing the force generated for
the propulsion of the aerial ship; and the deductions above quoted are
based upon tins means being used to apply the force. My Investigations
and experiments, however, have induced me to believe that for the pur-
pose desired the propeller is a most clumsy and unsuitable contrivance;
indeed, the immense size that would be required for the propulsion of even
aerial ships of ordinary dimensions renders its use impracticable.

^

I
1 or the past year I have been making somewhat of a study of this sub-

ject, with the object in view of ascertaining whether any practicable
method of propulsion could be devised which would enable an aerial ship
properly constructed lo have a rapid motion through the air, in any direc-
tion, entirely independent of the atmosphere or medium in which it floats.
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An investigation of the methods heretofore devised to accomplish this

object, viz., wheels, propellers, wings, etc., convinced me that all plans

bo for suggested are quite Impracticable; and my experiments led me to

[lie following discovery, based on the well -known law of mechanics that

"action and re-action are always equal, contrary and simultaneous."
My invention is simply to make use of the reactive force of a. powerful

jet cfair, gas or vapor, acting rearwards under pressure ; thus producing*
a re-action forward equal in every respect to the pressure backwards.
Under these circumstances the aerial ship will be forced forward at rates

of speed depending upon the amount of pressure applied, and it is surpris-

ing to note the small pressure required to send a structure of considerable

size through the atmosphere at rates of speed varying from ten to fifty

miles an hour, without the assistance of the wind, which, under some
circumstances, could be most beneficially employed in generating very

high rates of motion.

For the following formula: and values of co-efflcients below mentioned,

lam Indebted to Mr. Pole's paper above referred to; and I have con-

densed my ideas on the subject In the following memorandum of notes,

giving all the salient points of the problem :

Shape.

d = diameter midship section,

e = length of axis.

Shape, cylindrical, pointed at both ends (fore and aft), the best form
wherein e = 8$d,

Ascending fflorce of (las.

Ad 5
l, in which A is a co-efflcient, depending on the shape of the vessel

and on the specific quantity of the gas compared with that of the surround-
ing air, may lie laken : .03.

The levity of 1 cu. ft. of hydrogen =: .07E1 lb.

Resistance to Motion through the Air.

x = . 000193 d2 v 2
, in which V = velocity in feet per second. The re-

sistance varies as the square of v.

Propelling Force.

The propelling force should act in a horizontal line with all the resist-

ances, which would be a little below the line of the axis (Pole). This
force would be produced by air, gas or vapor, acting sleru wards under
pressure; preferably compressed air, forced through a nozzle suitably

connected with a high speed air- compressor.

Machinery Required,

Boiler, sfcam-cngine, air-compressor (receiver), OUtlet-pIpe With nozzle

steam condenser, with chemical refrigerating mixture.

*Qenl. Thayer bas taken out patents for ttiis Invention,
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To Raise and Lower Ship without using Ballast.

Use an interior air-vessel connected with air-pump,the exterior balloon

being connected with a strong light receiver containing hydrogen gas
under high pressure. To lower ship, pump air into interior sack and re-

move hydrogen from exterior balloon. To ascend, remove the air from
the interior sack and allow hydrogen to (low into balloon underpressure
from receiver; the hydrogen in the receiver would also be Utilized to sup-
ply loss from leakage.

To Steer Ship.

Use rudder and also a movable nozzle, through which the force of pro-
pulsion is applied.

To Elevate or Depress Bow.

Shift ballast or elevate or depress nozzle.

Miscellari eons Da ta

.

In landing, turn the head of the aerial ship to the wind, thus avoiding
all danger from dragging, etc. In navigating, it is only necessary to go
high enough to clear terrestrial objects.

Weight of motor, 40 lbs. per II. P., loss about 15 per cent.
Fuel, 4 lbs. per Indicated II. I', per hour.
Water, 28 lbs. per II. I', (condense the steam).

Giffard made envelopes successfully to contain gas with scarcely any
loss.

In conclusion, I would say that the general appearance of the aerial
ship would be as follows, viz. :

A, balloon
;
B, upper deck

; C, lower deck for machinery ; D, smoke
slack; E, nozzle; F, rudder; a', interior air-sack.

.Example.
d= 80' 1 m ,i ,. „

1 = 110' j
lotal ascendmg force Ads

l = 2070 lbs.

Resistance to passing through the air at a speed of twenty miles
an hour = 29.;;:; tin. feel, per sec, 000193 d' v« = 149.5 lbs.,

a force that can readily be obtained and applied, as I have suggested.
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Detailed Section of Chemung Rocks Exposed in the Gulf Brook Gorge at Le

Hoy, Bradford County, Pennsylvania. By A. T. Lilley, of Le Boy.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, December 7, 1S8S.)

Feet.

1. Cap of Chemung with Atrypas and many unrecog-

nizable forms in light shale. (Spirorbis among
(hem) 1

2. Productella bed in gray sand 10

3. Green shale 15

4. Red shale 4

5. Green shale 20

6. Gramm,ysia bed and gray shale 2.5

7. Iron ore, with Spirifer, Pterinea, Crinoids, Grammy-
sia, and fish remains. (Spirorbis among them)... 4

8. Green shale 20

9. Red fticoid bed 8

10. Green sandstone 20

11. Red shale and sand with unrecognizable fossils 4

12. Conglomerate with pebbles, lime, Spirifer, Produc-

tella and fish remains 6

18. Green shale 10

14. Pink shale 2

15. Green shale 40

16. Green sandstone 2

17. Gray sandstone 19

» 18. Gray sandstone 1

10. Green shale 52

20. Strophomena bed 1

21. Green sandstone 14

22. Green shale 40

2:). Brown sandstone, with Spirifer and Productella 1

24. Gray sandstone, with Crinoids and plants 8

25. Green shale

2G. Green sandstone and shale, with Crinoids and Spiri-

fers 8

27. Gray sandstone and shale 60

28. Green sandstone, with shells and fish remains 53

29. Red shale and sandstone 14

30. Rrown sandstone, with shells and fish remains 39

31. Green shale 6

32. Red sandstone, with iron ore and shells 8

88. Gray shale 8

34. Calcareous iron ore and sandstone 12

35. Brown shale 20

30. Calcareous iron ore (red) and sandstone 11
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37.

38.

89.

40.

41.

43.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

58.

54.

55.

58.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61,

02.

68.

n . Feet,way sandstone and shale with carbonized plant
stems, sulphate of iron and shells 2

Brown sandstone, with shells io
Brownish sandstone, with Spirorbis and shells 85
Crimidal limestone 4
Bluish shale

\\ 8
Calcareous red sandstone 9
Brown sandstone 18
< I "'i'ii sandstone

'

'

'

$
Calcareous sandstone 4

<

J

ii'i'ii sandstone and shale 90
( 'aleareout sandstone 5
Light gray sandstone and shale 180
Grayshale 03
Conglomerate, with shells

;;

Green shale
, [

10
1

1 reen sandstone and shale 270
Limestone, with shells 3
Gray sandstone and shale, with sheik 220
Gray sandstone, with fucoids 1
Groen sandstone 42
Blackish shale, with Lepidodendra 50
Green and brown sandstone and shale 100
Green shale 25
Upper Ambocmlia bid, with Lo.ronema, Spirifer,

Orammysia and Bellerophon 2
Unexposed for 70
Lower Amboco&lia bed in green shale of. 50
Unexposed to line of Granville township, Bradford
county, Pa 50

Mr. Lilley has made extensive collections of fossils from these rocks,
some of which have been studied by Prof. Claypole, of the Second Geo'
logical Survey. Recently he has added largely io his number of Bsh from
the Chemung and Lower Catsklll rocks; some of the forms seem new

lhe Upper Mansfield red beds occasionally contain vast numbers of
"18 plaies and scales Of fish large and small

; he has one perfect scale that
measures more than four inches across,

.

Mr. Lilley has found Spirorbis in Nos. 1, 7 and 39 of lhe section : that
is, at Intervals of 74' and 540' respectively.

He. has found a, Eoloptychius scale marked on a rock which contains ten-
laeuhtes, spirifer, amboaoslia, pterinea, and numerous minute shells the
species ol which lie cannot recognize, In the Gulf lirook among the debris
oitne Mansfield red beds. The rock resembles that of one of the Mansfield
red bed,- outcropping in a small gorge a. quarter of a mil.' west of (lull
tsrook, and containing also tentaeulites, an orthoceras, fishbones, crinoids
and concretionary balls about the size of mustard seed.'

PBOC. AMER. TiriLOS. SOC. XXI. 114. 2m. PRINTED JANUARY 17, 1884.
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Stated Meeting, December 7y 1883.

Present, 12 members.

President, Mr. FBALEY, in the Chair.

The resignation of Judge Thayer was received and accepted.

Letters of acknowledgment were read from the Astor Li-

brary (XYI, i), the Franklin Institute (XVI, i), the American

Statistical Association (113) and the American Ethnological

Society (113).

Letters of envoy were received from the Natural History

Society at Chemnitz ; the Second Geological Survey of Penn-

sylvania ;
the Society of Natural Science, at Poughkeepsie

;

the United States Geological Survey, and Prof. J. J. Steven-

son, of the University of the City of New York.

A letter from the S. N. M. S., at Cherbourg, was read, re-

questing numbers of Proceedings of American Philosophical

Society to complete a set.

A letter of inquiry was received from W. F. E. Gurley,

dated Danville, 111., Nov. 30, 1883.

Donations for the Library were reported from Mr. B. S. Ly-

man, late Chief Geologist of Japan ; the German Geological So-

ciety; the Anthropological Societies at Vienna and Paris; the

Natural History Society at Chemnitz, ; the Royal Academy

at Brussels, and Prof. Paul Albrecht; the Musee Guimet; the

Revista Euskara and Kevue Politique ; the Commercial Geo-

graphical Society at Bordeaux; M. Claudio Jannet, of Paris;

the Annates des Mines; the Royal Astronomical Society and

I ,< mdon Nature ;
the editor of Cosmos ; the Canadian Institute

;

Littlefield, bookseller, of Boston ; the Bunker Hill Monument

Association (Hon. R. C. Winthrop) ; the Boston Natural His-

tory Society ;
Cambridge Museum of Comparative Zoology;

Harvard University; Essex Institute; American Journal of

Science, New Haven; Meteorological Observatory, New York;

Vassar Brothers' Institute ; Franklin Institute
;
Dr. D. G. Brin-
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ton; American Journal of Pharmacy; Mr. Herbert Welsh;
Mr. H. Phillips, Jr. ; the Secretary of the Geological Survey
of Pennsylvania; the United States Naval Institute ; United

States Fish and Education Commissioners; United States Geo-
logical Survey (G. E. Dutton) ; H.L.Abbot; S. W. Rauck,
of Lexington, Ky. ; and the Old Charter of the Hudson's Bay
Company, with Arthusen's description, De Boy's and Le
France's maps from Prof. J. J. Stevenson.

Dr. Horn read an obituary notice of the late Vice-President,
Dr. John L. Le Conte. (Sec page 294.)

The death of Dr. Charles W. Siemens, at London, Nov. 20,
aged sixty-three, was announced by the Secretary.

A section of 1856 feet of Chemung rock at Gulf Brook, Le
Roy, Bradford county, Pa., by Mr. Lilley, was read by Mr.
Lesley. (See page 304.)

Prof. Cope communicated the following papers

:

1. On the distribution of the Loup Fork formation in New
Mexico. (See page 308.)

2. A second addition to the knowledge of the Fauna of the
Puerco Epoch. (See page 309.)

3. On the Trituberculatc type of molar tooth in the Mam-
malia. (See page 324.)

The Synchronous Multiplex Telegraph, invented by Mr.
Patrick B. Delaney, of New York, was described by Prof.

Houston. (See page 326.)

The Treasurer's annual report was presented.

Pending nominations Nos. 985 to 1010, and new nomination
No. 1011 were read.

The Curators were instructed to obtain expert advice from
some member of the Society as to the better preservation of
the portraits in oil of former officers of the Society.

And the meeting, was adjourned.
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On the distribution of the Loup Fork formation in New Mexico. By E. D.

Cope.

{Head before the American Philosophical Society, December 7, 1888.)

In his report on the Geology of New Mexico to the Secretary of the

Interior by Dr. .V. Bayden, in 1869, this eminent geologist described

the Santa F6 marls in their principal physical features. In 1874, In my

report to Capt* George M. Wheeler, U. S. Engineers, I showed Unit this

formation Is a member ofthe Loup Pork division of Hie Miocene Tertiary,

ac iluslon clearly deducihle (nun the remains of vertebrata which it

contains. An illustrated report on the latter was published in the fourth

volume of the report of the United Slates Geographical and Geoldgical

Survey, W. ofthe 100th meridian, Capt. G. M. Wheeler in charge (1877).

Since that time the writer has made several visits to part of New Mexico

not previously explored, and I am able to show that, the Loup Fork for

mation has a, much wider distribution in that Territory than has hitherto

been supposed to lie the case.

In descending the Rio Grande, beds appear on the west side of the

river which strongly resemble those of Santa Fe. They extend along

the eastern base ofthe Magdalene mountains, and as far south as Socorro,

in considerable extent, and thickness. South of Socorro they appear, but

less extensively. The eastern part of the plain which lies bc.l ween the

Rio Grande and the Miinbres mountains is composed of beds of this age

where cut by the grade of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa 16 railroad,

west of Hatch station. West ofthe Mimbrcs mountains the valley ofthe

river of the same nam.; is filled with debris ofthe bed of eruptive out How

which once, covered the country, as far as traversed by the railroad from

Demingto Silver City. Us age [ could not ascertain.

A greal display oi the Loup Fork formation is seen In the drainage basins

pf the heads ofthe Gila river. In traveling westward from Silver City, its

beds first appear in the valley of Mangus creek, which enters the GHa

from the east, Crossing the Gila, the mail route to the west passes

through the valley of Duck creek, which flows eastwards into that river.

Though bounded by eruptive bills and mountains and their outflows, the

valley was once lillcd with Loup Fork beds, which have been extensively

eroded, the principal exposures being on the north side of the valley,

forming the foot hills ofthe Mogollon range. On the divide between the

waters of the Gila and Han Francisco rivers the formation rises in bluflts

of 800 feet elevation. The descent into the valley of the San Francisco

brings to light a still greater depth of this deposit. The valley which ex-

lends from the canon which encloses the river south from the moulh of

Dry creek to I he Tulerosa. mountains on the north, and between the Mogol-

lon's on the east and the San Francisco range on the west, was once filled

with I In; deposit of a Loup Fork lake. This mass has been reduced by the

erosive action of the San Francisco and its drainage, to a greater or iess
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extent, as it has been protected by basaltic outflows or not. When so pro-

tected, the river Hows through comparatively narrow canons. Where
the outflow is 'wanting, the valley of the river is wider, and the Loup
Fork formation remains as wide grassy mesas which extend to the feet of

the mountain ranges.

The age of these beds would have remained problematical hut for the

fortunate discovery by Mr. Robert Seip, of the skull of a species of Rhi-
noceros of the typical Loup Pork genus, Aphclops. It is apparently the
A. fossiger Cope, a species abundant in flic Loup Pork beds of Kansas
and Nebraska. It was found near the mouth of Dry creek in a conglom-
erate bed of the formation.

In the valley of the San Francisco the Loup Fork beds reach a thick-

ness of 500 feet, and consist of sand, clayey sand, soft sandstone, and
conglomerates of larger and smaller pebbles of eruptive material, having
a near resemblance to those of the region of Santa F6.

Second Addition to the Knowledge of the Puerco Epoch. By K. D. Cope*

(Head before the American Philosophical Society, December 7, 1SS3.)

Recent Collections from the formation above-named, include! many finer

specimens than have been, previously obtained. Skulls of several species

in calcareous concretions were received, so that their characters can be de-

veloped more fully than heretofore. I mention especially Deltatherium

fundaminis ; Peripiychus rhabdodon and P. coarctiilim ; Haploeonus linea-

tue ; 11. entoconus ; Anisonchus sectorius ; Protogonia 'plicifera; Mioclcmus
turgidus, M.ferox, M. subtrigonus and M. ciispidn/ns, Bp. nov. Some species

hitherto rarely seen, prove to be abundant, as Uemithlaius kowalmskianus,

Protogonia plicifera, Mioclmnus minimus and M. subtrigonus. With the

additional species now described, the number of Mammalia from the de-

posit of |,|, e. Puerco epoch amounts to seventy lour species.

DlDYMICTIS l'MMUS, Sp. IIOV.

That the genus Didymictis existed during the Puerco epoch, has been
already demonstrated by Hie discovery of the D. haydenianus Cope. This

species is of aberrant form however, so that it remained to prove that the

typical form had appeared so early in Tertiary time. This is now shown
to have, been the case by the discovery of the present animal, which is

allied to the D. leptomylus of the Wind River and Wasatch epochs.

The Didymictis primus is known from two maxillary bones with teeth,

*The " First Addition" appeared in the Proo lings of the A.merloan Philo-

sophical Society for 1888, beginning at page 545. si nee thai date i nave described
in the Proceedings of the Philadelphia Aoademy, 1888, p. 188, the following spe-

cies : Periptyohua conrctatua, Pantolambda oavlrictue, Zetodon graeilis (g, ».) and
Conoryctcs diirigonus.
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and a part of a mandibular bone with the last two molars in place, all be-

longing to different individuals. The inferior sectoiial tooth is much like

that of the D. leptomylus, but the tubercular is only two-thirds as long, and

is not only absolutely, but relatively narrower posteriorly. It has the

usual three cusps in a reduced condition. In the first superior true molar

the external cusps are conical, and there is a small cusp between the ante-

rior one and the produced anterior angle of the crown. There is an ante-

rior intermediate tubercle, hut no posterior one. The eingulum does not

extend all round the inferior base of the crown, as it does in D. protenus.

The sectorial has a distinct anterior basal conic lobe. The Internal lobe is

in transverse line with the last named, and is conical and not large.

Measurements. M.

T.. • r * i.i / anteroposterior 0188
Diameter inferior sectorial { ' ..._

I transverse 0055

„. •<-,! i
./anteroposterior 0050

Diameter inferior tubercular < l

I transverse 003.!

Depth of ramus at M. i 0098

T.. . . , ,-.T t . [anteroposterior. .. .0110
Diameter superior sectorial (-No. 1) < nnnn

(-transverse 0000

„. . . , /AT „v I anteroposterior . 0050
Diameters superior sectorial (No. 2) < nnnn

I transverse 0<)!)0

The fourth specimen is especially important as presenting almost the

entire dentil ion including canines and incisors, and the anterior part of the

skull from (he line of the eoronoid process of the mandible. The specimen

shows that the species differs from the species of the Wasatch period with

oval inferior tubercular, in the absence of the posterior cutting lobe of the

third, and probably fourth inferior premolar. The corresponding superior

premolars are also simple. The first premolars in both jaws are one-

rooted. The canines are long and acute, and are directed vertically. Both

have flat facets on their external (Hie only visible) faces : on the superior

canine I count four lateral, and one nearly anterior. On the inferior I sec

three lateral and one nearly anterior. There are three small superior in-

cisors, of which the first is the largest, and has a subcorneal crown. The

infraorbital foramen is large, and is above the anterior border of the supe-

rior sectorial.

MecuuremenU. M.

Length of superior dental series to front of canine 041

" crown of superior canine 01

1

" " superior true molars 0105

Depth of ramus at inferior sectorial 0090

In its simphi premolars this species agrees with the D. luiydenianus, and

is more primitive than the Wasatch species.

Tiu'isoDON iuisTrcus, sp. nov.

Founded on a portion of the mandible which supports the first two true

molars and part of the last premolar. The species is of the type of T.
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levisanus, but is much larger. I give here a synopsis of the species of the
genus, so that its affinities may bo better understood. In general, the
genus Tnisodon is characterized by the rudimcntal character in the infe-

rior molars of the anterior cusp. It is thus like Mops, but differs in having
the fourth premolar different from the true molars and like the premolars.
From Miodmnus it differs in having the anterior and posterior cusps of the
inferior molars unequal ; the anterior forming together an elevated crest

with two apices, while the posterior are low, and on the borders of a heel.

I. Cusps of inferior molars compressed.
Anterior cusp very low T. quivirensis.

II. Cusps of inferior molars not compressed.
Anterior cusp very low ; T. rustieui ; T. levisanus, and T. assurgens.

Anterior cusp as high as other anterior cusps to which it is closely united.

T. conidens and T. hcilprinianus.

In dimensions the T. rusticus is about ecpaal to the T. quivirensis, thus
exceeding the other species excepting the T. conidens. The interior ante-

rior cusp is nearly as elevated as the exterior, and is united with it nearly
to the apex

; the anterior cusp is a tubercle which projects forwards from
its anterior base. The heel of the tooth is wide, and is rounded poste-

riorly, and supports three tubercles, an external, a posterior and an inter-

nal, all in contact with each other. On the second true molar the internal

anterior tubercle presents a slightly projecting edge anteriorly and poste-

riorly, which bounds a shallow vertical groove of the mass which repre-

sents their united bodies. This is not apparent in the first. The enamel
is smooth, but the animal is rather old.

Measurements. M.

!

anteroposterior 0123

transverse 0()(!8

.. , tin front 0068
vertical 1

, , „„„„
I at heel 0038

C anteroposterior 0137

Diameters of m. ii } transverse 007

( .. , /anteriorly 007We,'tlca1
lathed... 00G2

D. Baldwin, discoverer.

TmisoDON assuugbns, sp. nov.

This is the least species of the genus, and resembles in its inferior denti-

tion the species of Diaeodon. It is very much larger than the 1). alticuspis,

the larger species of that genus, which is found in the Wasatch formation.

The T. assurgens is known from a mandibular ramus which supports the

last four molars, the last premolar having lost its principal cusp. The

peculiarity of the true molars is seen in their generally more produced

character
; the anterior cusps are higher and the heels are longer. The an_

terior cusp is very small and basal ; the principal anterior cusps are united
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to near their free summits. There are the usual low marginal tubercles on
the heels. That of the fourth premolar is a short simple edge.

Measurements. M.

Length of four molars on basis 038
" three true molars 0212

" " second true molar 008

Elevation of cusps of molars 0045

Length of last true molar .00(17

Width of last true molar
, 0080

Elevation of last true molar in front 0085
Pound by 1). Baldwin.

MtOCr./RNUS CUSPIDATUS, Sp. 110V.

The species of this genus known to mo are, with the present one, nine
in number. They range in size from that of a rat (M. minimus) to that ot

a wolf {M. ferox). The general osteological characters of the last named
species are best known, and are described in the Proceedings of the Amer-
ican Philosophical Society, 1883, p. 547. In two of the species the supe-
rior dental scries only is more or less known, and one species rests on
mandibular dentition only. In the remaining seven species the dentition

of both jaws is more or less known. The species may lie arranged in

groups as follows :

I. The posterior heel of the second inferior molar bordered by a curved
edge or crest.

a. Posterior cingulum of superior true molars obsolete ; M. minimus.
aa. Posterior superior cingulum weak j M. turgidus.

acta. Posterior superior cingulum large, angulatej M. corrugatus ; M.
ferox.

II. The posterior heel of the second inferior molar supporting a cusp.

a. Posterior inner cusp of superior molars small, present on m. ii only
;

M. cuspidatus.

aa. Posterior inner cusp large, present on m. i and m. ii
; premolars

small, M. sublrigonus ; premolars large, M. opistJtacus (llemitldmus mild

olim).

III. Second lower molar unknown. 31. protogonioides, and M. mandib-

ularis.

The supposed M. baldwini, resembles closely the species of .llemitMa'us.

It is probable that two genera are here included under the head of Mio-

clmnus. If the character is permanent, these will be distinguished as fol-

lows :

Third superior premolar with internal tubercle. Miodamus.

Third superior premolar without internal tubercle Oxyclcenus.

The species of Mioclcenus are M. turgidus (type) ; and very probably

M. opisthacus, minimus and M. subtrigonus ; but the diagnostic tooth has

not been seen in them as yet. The species of Oxydmnus are : (). cuspidatus
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and 0. corrugatus ; and very probably, 0. ferox. The position of the M.

protogonioides, M. baldwini and M. mandibular is is uncertain, though the

last two are probably Oxyelami.

The Mioelwnus euspidatus is distinguished among its congeners, by the

transverse character of its superior molar teeth, that is, by the relatively

smaller anteroposterior diameter as compared with the transverse
;
and by

the prominence and acuteness of their principal cusps. They thus stand

at the opposite extreme ol the genus from the M. turgidus, where the teeth

are characterized by the robustness and obtuseness of the cusps, although

in the triangular basis of the second superior molar they agree. The ex-

ternal cusps are compressed cones, and in contact at, the base
; the inter-

mediate tubercles are small and distinct. The internal cusp is large and

prominent. The base of the fourth premolar is T-shaped, and is as long

as wide. Its internal and external cusps are well developed. The cingu-

lum of the true molars is complete all round on the last one, and on the

two others except at the internal base, where it is interrupted. The second

molar only displays a posterior inner tubercle of the cingulum, which is

small, and does not give a, truncate interior outline of the crown, charac-

teristic of M. opisthacus, M. ferox, etc. On the ins. i and ii, the cingulum is

expanded at the external angles of the crown, most so anteriorly. The an-

terior expansion rises in a low cusp in the P-m. iv. The enamel is smooth.

Tins species need only be compared with M. opisthacus and M. subtri-

gonus, which arc of about flic same size. Passing by the differences

already mentioned in the ladle, the fourth premolar has a different form

from that of the M opisthacus. In the latter if is narrower anil more trans-

verse, and with larger conical cusps, much as in M. turgidus ; in the pres-

ent species if lias the trilobate outline seen in M. subtriijonus. As to the

latter species, the teeth are wide, and the cusps smaller and separated

at the base, and the cingulum is crenale and lobafe, in a manner quite

different from (he smoothness and compactness of structure seen in the

M. euspidatus.

Measurements. M.

Length of base of last four superior molars .020

" " three true molars 01!)

ni , P ii • ( anteroposterior 008
Diameters of P-m. iv {

l
„„.

I transverse 004

Diameters of m. i. \
»»"'<«P"«i"iOT °™

c transverse 006

Diameters of m. ii {
anteroposterior 0004

I transverse 008

Diameters of m. iii {
anteroposterior 0045

I transverse 000

D. Baldwin, discoverer.

GtUUAlHlS TKQNCATUB, sp. nOV.

The genus Ohriacus m. was characterized in the Proceedings of the

l'Koc. AMion. PHILOS. soc. xxi. 1.14. 2n. i'kinted januaky 17, 1884.
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Academy of Philadelphia, 1883, p. 80, and two species were mentioned,

G. pelvidens (type) and G. angulatus. The former of these is from the

Puerco, the latter from the Wasatch formation ; the former is the larger

species ; the latter quite small. I now add two species to the genus which

are intermediate in dimensions between those already known.

I. Posterior cingulum of superior molars with large tubercle.

Large species ; <!. pelvidens; small species, 0. truncatus.

II. Posterior cingulum with small tubercle ; small species ; G. angulatus.

III. Posterior ciugulum without tubercle; small species; G. simplex.

In the 0. truncatus the posterior singular (inner) tubercle reaches the

largest development, but is not present on the cingulum of the last supe-

rior molar. The anterior cingulum is weak on that tooth and on the first

true molar, but on the second it is thickened into a small anterior or

inner tubercle. This, with the posterior inner, gives the crown a truncate

internal outline, as is also the case in the G. pelvidens. The intermediate

tubercles are distinct, and the external cusps are separate at the base. An
external cingulum. The fourth premolar has a triangular base ; a single

compressed external cusp, and a small acutely conical internal one. The

internal tubercle is small and acute on the third premolar. The second pre-

molar is small and probably one-rooted, and it is possible that there is no

first premolar. The canine is directed vertically downwards, and the base

of the crown is oval.

Besides the considerably smaller size, the posterior internal cusps are

relatively larger than in C. pelvidens.

Measurements. M.

Length of superior dental series including canine 039

Length of true molar series 014

Diameters P-m. iii {
anteroposterior 004

I transverse 003

t-.. . ,, f anteroposterior 004
Diameters P-m. iv <

'

I transverse 005

„. , T .. (anteroposterior 005
Diameters M. u {

'

t transverse 0064

T... ... f anteroposterior 0033
Diameters m. in <

1

t transverse 005

Two individuals from New Mexico. D. Baldwin.

Chbiactjb SIMPLEX, sp. hot.

This species is represented by a part of the left maxillary bone, which

supports the true molars except a part of the last one ; and by parts of the

mandible, with t In; first and second true molars, and perhaps one of the

premolars. The true molars are about the si/.e of those of the G. truncatus,

but of very different detailed structure, as already pointed out. The pos-

terior cingulum is stronger than the anterior, but does not support a trace

of a cusp, and they do not unite on the inner face of the crown. External
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cingulum present. External cusps rather small, separate. Intermediate

cusps present ; V large and distinct. Enamel smooth.

The inferior true molars support Vs ; In the second the anterior is

smaller and is more elevated than the posterior. The latter is continued

as a raised posterior, and partly Interior border of the heel, without promi-

nent cusp. The crown has a distinct external and a very faint internal

Cingulum. In the supposed first true molar, the anterior V is more pro-

longed anteroposterior^ as in the corresponding tooth of Mioclamus fwex,

etc., and the fourth premolar of Phenaeodue primmvus. The anterior

cusp is the lowest. The heel supports three low cusps, of which the ex-

ternal lias a crescentic section, and the posterior is the smallest.

It is probable but not certain that the fourth premolar has an internal

cusp, as the tOOth, presumably this one, is injured at that point, Should

the internal cusp bo absent, this species cannot be referred to Chriacm.

Measurements. M.

Length of superior true molars 0185

I anteroposterior 005
Diameters of first true molars ^ *ran8Verge. . . .000

, r anteroposterior 0053
Diameters o second true molars <

t transverse 007

„,, ,
. [anteroposterior 0034

Diameters of third true molar <
, ,. AA ,,

I transverse 000

,
[anteroposterior.. .005

Diameters of first inferior true molar
[^^^ 0()35

[anteroposterior .0050
Diameters of second Inferior true molar

( transverge 0043
D. Baldwin, discoverer.

TbIOENTES CEASSICOLIilDENS, gen. et sp. nov.

Char. gen. This genus is Ohriacus with only three premolars in the su-

perior, and probably inferior series. The canines are well developed, and

lateral in position, leaving space for small incisors, thus differing from the

genera of the Mixodeetidai, Mixodectcs, Microsyops, and Cyn.odontomys, on the

one hand, and from Neerolemur on the other. It has, so far as known, the

dental formula of several genera of typical Lemuridee, but differs from these

in the following points. The orbit is open posteriorly ; the inferior molars

have the anterior triangle of three cusps ; and the fourth inferior premolar
has an interior cusp. I have demonstrated the last mentioned characters

on the type, T. crassicolliileiis only, but suspect its presence on some or all

of the other species. In their details the Superior true molars are like those

of Mioclaanus, as distinguished from those of Pelycodus,
To this genus belongs the Mindainus subtrigonus, and probably, from the

small size of its fourth premolar, the HI. hn.cmden.tus. I add to these three
a fourth, T. incequidens, and remark that it is yet uncertain bow many pre-

molars are present, in the Chriacw simplex. Should the bitter possess
three only, it will be properly referred to Tricentes.
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These species differ as follows :

I. Posterior cingulum of true molars i and ii, wide, rising into a small

cusp.

Length of true molars, M. .01 55 erassieollidens.

II. Posterior cingulum distinct, thickened inwards.

Length of true molars (m. ii inferential) .0175, crowns narrowed, trans-

verse bueculentus.

Length of true molars .0170 ; crowns quadrate subtrigonus.*

Length of true molars .01135 ; crowns narrowed, transverse

( Ghriaeus) simplex.

III. Posterior cingulum weak, disappearing inwards.

Length of true molars .0105, crowns transverse except (lie third, which is

very small ineequidens.

Char. Specif. The Tricentes erassieollidens is about the size of the

Chriacus truncatus and resembles it a. good deal. The latter has, however,

a, more transverse form of true molars, as compared with the present spe-

cies, where the form is subquadrate. In the present animal the premolars

are smaller, and if the third (second present) has an internal cusp, it is

much more insignificant than in the O. truncatus. These two species and

the Mioelmnus opisthacus resemble each other in (he similar size, and in the

true molars having the posterior inner cusp more distinct than in other spe-

cies. They differ in the dimensions of their premolars, those of the M.

opisi/uieiis being the largest, and those of G. truncatus being intermediate

in size. In the T. erassieollidens the anterior cingulum is also distinct. The
external cusps are conic, and arc well separated, and the internal V is dis-

tinct. The internal cusp of the fourth premolar is small and compressed,

so as to be transverse. The base of the third premolar is triangular and
much longer than wide. All the superior molars, except tin; first premo-

lar, are furnished with an external cingulum, which rises into a, more or

less distinct apex at its anterior and posterior angles. The first premolar

is a, simple cone. The alveolus of the canine tooth is of large size. The
last true molar is not much reduced, and tin; first is as large as the second.

This is not the case with the T. buceulentus, where the first is considerably

smaller than the second.

Measurements. M.

Length of dental series to canine, exclusive 088
" diastema 008

" " premolar series 011"

" " true molar series 0152

Diameter of P-m. iv
f

anteroposterior 0042

' transverse 0042

*Tbere may lie two species confounded under this name. A specimen (inured
in Vol. Ill ofthe final (4to) Report of the Hayden Survey, Plate XXIV, f, fig, 4,

ii;i,s four Inferior premolars, all simple*
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Measurements. M.

,,. - -.T , r anteroposterior 0058
Diameter of 1. 1

1
„„_„

t transverse 0050

-,-.. . c >«- Hi f anteroposterior 0030
Diameter of M. m-i ' „„.„

t transverse ouio

A pair of mandibular rami, found on the same day, and at or near the

same place, probably belong to the same species, if not to Hie same animal,

they support all the teeth, but only the P-m iv and the M. 1 and ii have

yet been disengaged from the matrix. The I'm. iv is rather large and

robust, and lias a short wide heel, and an anterior cusp which leaves the

main cusps half way to the apex, or at the same elevation as Hie internal

cusp. The anterior three cusps of the irue molars are elevated above the

heel, and the anterior is nearly median, forms no blade with external ante-

rior, and is smaller than the anterior internal cusp. The heel is well de-

veloped, and its borders rise in two obi use openVs, whose apices look away

from each other. The internal supports two cusps, the external, but one.

No cingula
; enamel smooth.

Measurements of inferior teeth. M.

,,. ., „ . f anteroposterior 0060
Diameters of P-m. Ivs „„,._

I transverse 0085

t.. . „ „ f anteroposterior 0050
Diameters of m. n , .„,„.

I transverse 0089

Length of bases of m. i and m. ii 0110

From Upper Puerco ; D. Baldwin.

Tkiokntks IN.UCIIIIDKNS, S|>. nov.

This species is represented by two mutilated crania, obtained on the

same day and near the game locality as the preceding species. One of

these, which [ select as type, embraces the muzzle and palate anterior to

the posterior border ol Ihe maxillary bone.

Besides its interior size, other characters distinguish this species. The
Simplicity of the superior molars is seen ill no other, and the very reduced

Size of the third superior molar is no! found in any of its allies. This is

correlated with an oblique reduction of the maxillary bone behind, which
gives the second true molar an obi i( pic external bolder instead of the longi-

tudinal one scon in the other species. The external cusps of the molars
are conic, and are not in contact at the base. The internal cusp is also

conic, and is larger than Ihe external. The internal cusp of the fourth pre-
molar is large. It is probable that the third premolar supports an internal
Cusp, as the crown base is as wide as long. The premolars are spaced in

this species, as in the last, but Ihe diastema, is shorter than in Ihe '/'. traSSi-

collidens, not exceeding the premolar Interspaces. The external cingulum
is quite weak. The canine alveolus is large. The incisors are wanting;
but the premaxillary region is wide. The inferior dentition is unknown.
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Measurements of superior teeth. M.

Length of dental series, including canine 0272

" from canine to m. i, exclusive • • .0180

Length of true molar series 0100

-r.. „ ,, ... r anteroposterior 0028
Diameter of 1 -m. m < * AAO _

I- transverse waa

T-. <• t> • r anteroposterior 00<!0
Diameters of r-m. iv 1

L „» .„
I transverse ,Wk&

r,. , ,T .(anteroposterior- 0038
Diameters M. l {

' „„, Q
t. transverse 004«

„

.

,, .. f anteroposterior 0089
Diameters M. n <

'

nftKO
l transverse ooo.i

T,. , T ... f anteroposterior 0015
Diameters M. m <

L
»,.„,

1 transverse ou«J4

Upper Puerco ; D. Baldwin.

Induodon' malaris, gen. et sp. nov.

Char. gen. Family Anaptomorphidse, suborder perhaps Lemuroidca, as

indicated by the dentition only. It differs from Anaptomorphut in three

points. First, there are three superior incisors ; second, the first (third)

premolar has no internal lobe ; and third, there is a distinct posterior in-

ternal tubercle on the first and second superior molars.

The animals of the Eocene period of the family of the A&api&m, may be-

long to the Lemuroidea, but the evidence which I have derived from the

feet of Rslyeotkll* ha» led mo to refer thcm| to the Insectivorous division

of the Bunotherta, to the neighborhood of the Tupseidse and ErlnaceideB.

At the same time I retained provisionally the genera with three and two

superior premolars in the suborder Lemuroldea, although the foot struc-

ture of these extinct genera is yet unknown. I also indadvertently defined

the Lemuroldea as liaring quadrttuberoulate superior molars, a character

which I well knew to be wanting in various extinct and recent genera

where they are tritubercular. Two families were proposed!' for the Eocene

lemuroids, which arc defined as follows :

Superior premolars three Mixodectidm.

•
•

•
• two Anaptomorphidre.

The genera of the first named family are defined as follows :

I, Canine teeth large and lateral, well separated.

First superior premolar without internal lobe ;
superior true

molars tritubercular with cingula Tricentes.

II. Canine teeth median in position or much reduced in size.

«. Last inferior premolar without internal tubercle.

Inferior premolars all one-rooted ; canine and incisor small. .Necrolemur.%

• Report of TJ. 9. G. G. Survey W. of 100th Mer., G. M.Wheeler, lv, p. M0.

t Proceed i n gl Aeademy Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, 1883, p. 78-80.

I
Kilhol Eteoh. Phoarph. Querey.
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First premolars only one-rooted
; canine small ; incisor very

lal-ge Mixodectcs*
aa. Last inferior premolar with internal tubercle.

A. very large ? canine ; first premolar only, one-rooted Mic,rosyops.\

A very large ? canine
; first and second premolars both one-

rooted
_ Cynodontomys. %

The genera of Anaptomorphidffi, which on dental characters includes
Indrodon, differ as follows :

a
. Incisors three.

First superior incisor without inner lobe
;
posterior inner tu-

bercle present on first and second tubercle Indrodon.
an. Incisors two.

First superior incisor with' Inner lobe ; no posterior inner
tubercle on superior molars Anaptomorphus.

The superior dental formula of Indrodon is I. t
; C. -1- ; P-m. *

; M. i.
The canine is compressed and acute ; Hie (bird premolar is compressed
conic, and has two roots. The fourth premolar has but one external cusp.
lhe external cusps of the true molars arc conic and acute, and are con-
nected with the internal cusp by ridges which form a V. Posterior inner
cusp distinct on ms. i and ii, a part of the posterior cingulum. Intermedi-
ate tubercles present, small. The superior incisors are well developed,
and display no tendency towards the rodent type. A portion of lower jaw
adheres to the skull, and may belong to the same animal. It supports
the last two molars. These have two anterior, Opposite, approximated
cusps. The heel of the penultimate molar is rather large, and has a, raised
edge, which develops low tubercles at the angles.

Char. Specif. The first and third superior incisors are a little larger
than (lie second. Canine preceded and followed by diaslrmata, each of
which is 1.5 times as long as the long diameter of the base of the crown.
Premolars separated from each other and from the first true molar by in-
terspaces half as long as the diastema. Neither tooth has any basal
tubercles, but the posterior has a weak external cingulum, which is
stronger posteriorly. The internal cusp of the same tooth is anterior is
acute and elevated. The superior true molars have a strong external
cingulum, which rises into a small tubercle opposite the space between the
external principal cusps. Of the latter, the anterior is a, little more conic
than the posterior, and both are well within the external border On the
last molar, Hie posterior external cusp is continuous with the external in-
termediate tubercle, and forms a cutting edge within the posterior margin
of the crown. The posterior inner tubercle is rather large, and projects
further inwards than the apex of tnc anterior V on the second true molar,
but not so far as in the species of Anisonclms and Ilaploconus.

•
Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 188.'! ,» 559

I
Leldy Report IT. 8. Geol. Survey, Terrs I

Cope, Pal, Bull. No. 84.
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The surface of the cranium is too much obscured by cracks and films of

matrix to permit a view of the sutures and foramina. The face is wide, as

the posterior part of the maxillary and the malar bone arc expanded out-

wards. I have not yet been able to ascertain Ibc condition of the orbit

posteriorly. The mandibular ramus is rather slender.

Measurements. M.

Length of dental series from posterior base of i iii 0218

" " bases of superior Incisors 0060
" from, 1 iii to P-m. iii, exclusive 0074

" of premolars on maxillary bone 0060
" base of P.m. iii 0020

Pm. iv 0028

Width " " 0088

_

.

. r anteroposterior 0030
Diameters m. i < ...„„

I transverse 0082

_. .. r anteroposterior 0088
Diameters m. n < . „„,„

l transverse , 0040

p.. . ... f anteroposterior 01)80
Diameters m. in < * „„,„

(. transverse 0040

t>, , . „ . ., r anteroposterior 0032
Diameters Inferior m. u{ . „...

(transverse 0030

Depth of ramus mandibuli at in. ii 0070

The skull Is about the size of that of the Hassans astuta. D. Baldwin,
discoverer.

The discovery of this type in the Puerco formation is a fact of interest.

In the shortening of its dental series it is the most specialized genus of

the epoch, while the (onus of its true molars are like those of the simpler

Creodonta, and more specialized than those oi Anaptomorphus, and the

lemurs generally. In the simplicity of its premolars, however, it main-

tains the general character of the I'uerco fauna, and is more primitive

than the forms jus^ named. Its nearest ally of the Puerco yet known
is Chriacus.

AMSONCIIIiS AliAI'KTir/f.US, Sp. 110V.

This species is founded on parts of six mandibular rami, none of which
has more than four continuous molars in position, Including the last. It is

not entirely certain that these belong to a, species of Anisonchus, because

the superior molar teeth by which that genus is distinguished from Haplo-

conui and Bsmithlaua, are wanting. The inferior molars have the ante-

rior inner cusp moderately well developed, as in Ardtonchut gillianus.

The crowns of the true molars consist of two Vs ; of which the posterior

base of the posterior One, is rendered irregular by flic presence of a, sina.ll

posterior median tuberMe. Of the anterior pair of cusps, the external is a

little the more, elevated, and the internal is more elevated than any oi Hie

posterior ones. The internal posterior as well as the external posterior
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cusp has a V-shaped section, because its anterior border is continued as an
oblique ridge to the base of the anterior internal cusp. Internal (singular
none

;
a slight one on the external base of the large anterior external

cusp. The heel of the third true molar is well developed, and rises into
an acute cusp. That of the fourth premolar is short and flat. The anterior
cusp of the same is basal and rudimental. This tooth is not enlarged as is
usually the case in the PeriptycMdat, and it first here differs from these
animals, and ag;;ees with the unguiculate types in that its lateral faces are
unequally convex.

Measurements. M.
Length of last four molars on base 014

" fourth premolar 0035
Elevation of " ••

(l0;w
Length of second true molar OOill

^i<UU
" " " (greatest)....

'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

!o08
Length of third - •• „

004K '' " " " 0028
ueptn of ramus at second true molar 007

AsTISONCIIUS COIM1ATKR, sp. I10V.
A mandibular ramus supporting three molars, two of them true, is all

hat I nave seen of tins species. Its proportions an, the same as those of

inimTT '
'''

"' """" Smi1""'' thM the A SmanuSl and the

ue n nr %
mU°h m°re "^ "'•" °f °ther«™ rfthe genus. The

FirLthenif ,

fr°mtl
:

08eoftheA «W^^ in two strong characters.

I is outs U TT- °U8P " ln8lde th6 ''"" " f "'" "™' Oi the crown,tha is outstd the bordering edge, and is therefore very distinct from th,;po
s
erior median eu.Pi It Is a sharp cone

; secondly, there is a dngulum^ingftom thh cust.round the Internal base* of the internal anterior

3s o

S

:

'

K
"T l

he bBSe °fthe eXternal anterior c«»P. which con-

Jelv wider
'

«
7 °? ',?

i " , ' !,i '"' m°lar
'
The »-"""''• *** «• **

1^« T T7 V reli" iv< "y '"°re contracted, than in the 4.K!

:^^^i^^^rr at r a

r°;
lartrer than n„. u- i T

premolar is equilateral, and

Measurements.
]yj

("horizontal {
""^"Posterior 0083

Diameters of m, ii 4 '•transverse 0080

(vertical (
anterior 025

1 posterior Q018

n . „ f anteroposterior 0048Diameters of P .m. m or [v v„lica| (restored^ _ -JJJ

D. Baldwin, discoverer. ^ transv8r8e 00S8

CHIHOX PLIOATtTS, gen. et sp, nov.
Char. gen. These are known from three superior molars

; viz : the kit
PBOC. amer. philos. soc. xxi. 114. So. minted January 28, 1884.
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premolar, and the second and third true molars. The fourth premolar lias

two external, and one internal cusps, and the true molars have four cusps

each. The cusps are of peculiar form. The second true molar resembles
a convex body which has been divided by two cuts at right angles to each
other, from which the quarters thus produced have spread away from each
other subequally. The external faces of the cusps are convex. The
apices are acute. The last superior molar is larger anteroposteriorly than
transversely. The fourth premolar (supposed) is two-rooted.

These molar teeth remind one of the inferior molars of Ptilodus, through
they differ much from them. The genus is probably nearer to Gatopsalis,

and belongs to the Marsupial order. The presence of only two series of

cusps in the superior molars, distinguishes it from these genera, which
have presumably three series of such cusps. Lemoine has shown this to

be the case in JVeoplagiaulax.

Char, specif. The external cusps of the fourth premolar are flattened

on the external side, and lean a little inwards. The internal cusp (proba-

bly homologically the anterior) is opposite the anterior external, and
has a convex internal face. Its apex is acute and compressed ; the apices

of the external cusps are trihedral and acute.

The cusps of the second true molars are more widely separated trans-

versely than anteroposteriorly ; that is, the longitudinal fissure is wider
than the transverse. The apices are all acute, the internal trihedral, the

• external more compressed.

The transverse diameter of the last true molar is smaller than that of
the second true molar, while the longitudinal is nearly the same. The
crown projects convexly posterior to the posterior pair, and there is a small

tubercle at the anterior base of the external anterior cusp.

None of the teeth preserved display cingula. The bases of the crown
are smooth, but the cusps are sharply and finely parallel-grooved on their

external faces.

Measurements. M.

^.. . „ n . r anteroposterior 0030
Diameters of P-m. iv { . „„ „

I transverse 00.58

_. „ .. (anteroposterior 0088
Diameters of m. n 1 . „.„„

? transverse 0035

_. . ... r anteroposterior 0035
Diameters of m. in < , „„„.

I transverse. 0030

D. Baldwin, discoverer.

Catopsalis fissidens, sp. nov.

This Marsupial is represented by a portion of the lower jaw which sup

ports the molar teeth. The first, which is probably the fourth premolar, is

represented only by its single root, which fills a round alveolus near the

anterior base of the first true molar.

In size this species is intermediate between the small G.foliatMS and the

large O. pollux. The first molar is the longer and narrower, and the
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second tlie shorter and wider, as in the known species. The first molar
differs from that of both the latter, in having the tubercles of one side sepa-
rated nearly to the base. These tubercles are conic, and not flattened as
in ft foliatua and O. pollux, and the two rows are separated by a distinct
valley, as in the first named. There are live tubercles on one side, and four
on the other side of the crown, and in addition, two small cusps at the an-
terior extremity of each row, and another at the posterior extremity of one
of the rows. These additional cusplets are not present in the other species.

rhe last molar is relatively wider than in the other species. Its crown
is a good deal worn, but there are probably more than two rows of tuber-
cles, as there are some appendicular rows on one side of the crown at least.

Measurements. M.

Diameters M. i {
anteroposterior

, . .0185
< transverse 0050

Diameters M. ii $
anteroposterior 0080

t transverse 0075
The Upper Puerco ; 1). Baldwin.

General remakes on thb characters of the Mammalia or the
Puerco Epoch.

I have already called attention to the fact that the Mammalia of the
uctco epoch possess, with but few exceptions, superior molarteeth whose

crowns include only three of the component tubercles of the normal
mammalia,, molar, in a condition of full development.* In the number
01 species of supposed placental now known, sixty-seven, the proportion

species (1), with quadrituberculate superior molars is even smaller,
being only four to sixty-three. The premolars display equally primitive
characters, and to these I wish now to draw attention.

•
The presence of two internal tubercles of the fourth superior pre-

molar is unknown as yet in the fauna.

_

3. The presence of two external cusps of the same tooth is known or
inferred in only five species in the sixty-seven, and in two of the five it is
of reduced size.

4. The presence of one internal cusp of the fourth superior premolar is
demonstrated or inferred in all of the placental species.

•

r
>. The presence of the internal cusp of the third superior premolar is,

on the other hand, only demonstrated in twenty-two species. In seven-
teen it is wanting.

Referring to the inferior premolars :

6, No species presents an internal cusp of the third premolar.
7. An internal cusp of the fourth premolar is present in only fourteen

species. In twenty-nine species it is certainly wanting.

Natura^M^!W^ ^^'^ »UOiophi«l Society, ,883, 56*. America!,
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8. In no species of this formation is the fourth inferior premolar like a

molar tooth.

It is thus evident that the dentition, of the mammalia of the Pueroo

fauna presents a much greater degree of simplicity than does that of the

species of any of the later Eocene or other age. This result coincides

with the results I have already obtained from a study of the structure of

the feet, etc.* These may be summarized again as follows:

1. The species in which the number of toes is known, have them 5-5.

2. Those in which the feet are known are plantigrade.

3. No species is known lo have Interlocking carpal and tarsal bones,

excepting the two species of Pantolambda (carpus unknown).

4. No species is known to have well grooved astragalus (its presence is

inferred in two species of Dissacus).

5. No species is known to have a faceted radius or ul no-radius, adapted

to the separate carpal bones of the proximal row.

(>. In no species is the tongue in the metapodio phalangeal joints devel-

oped on the front of the inetapodial bones.

7. The /.ygapophyses where known are all flat, except in some species

(probably all) of Oxyclamus, where they are simply convex-concave, and

not doubly so.

On the Trituberculate Type of Molar Tooth in the Mammalia. By E. D.

Cope.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, December 7, 1883.)

It is now apparent that the type of superior molar tooth which pre-

dominated during the Puerco epoch was triangular or tritubercular ; that

is, witli two external and one Internal tubercles. \ Thus, x>f sixty-seven

species of placental mammalia, of which tin' superior molars arc; known,

all but four have three tubercles of the crown, and of the remaining sixty-

five, all are triangular, excepting those of three species of Periptychus, and

three of Couoryctes, which have a, small supplementary lobe on each side

of the median principal inner tubercle.

This fact is important as indicating the modi; of development of the

various types of superior molar teeth, on which we have not heretofore

had clear light. In the first place, this type of molar exists to-day only in

the insectivorous and carnivorous Marsupialia ; in the Oreodonla, and the

tubercular molars of such Carnivora as possess them (excepting the plan-

tigrades). In the Ungulates its persistence is to be found in the molars of

the Coryphodontldee ofthe Wasatch, and Dlnoceratao) the Brldger Eocenes.

In later epochs it is occasionally seen only in the last superior molar.

It is also evident that the quadritubercular molar is derived from the tri-

tubercular by the addition of a lobe of the inner part of a cingulum of the

* American Naturalist, 18S8, p. 1056; Science, 188U, p. 275.

f See American Naturalist, April, 1883, p. 407.
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posterior base of the crown. Transitional states arc seen in some of the

Periptychidffl (Anisonchm), and in the sectorials of the Procyonidffi.

The tritubercular or triangular superior molar is associated with a corre-

sponding form of the anterior part of the inferior molar. This kind of in-

ferior molar* I have called the tubercular sectorial, and is very variable

as to the degree of development of the sectorial cutting edge. The anterior

triangle is formed by the connection by angle or crest, or the median and

anterior internal crests with the anterior external. Its primitive form is

seen in Didelphys, PelycoduS.Pantolambdaand the Arablypoda generally ;

in Centetes and Talpa ; and in its sectorial form, in Stypolopbus and

Oxyscna, etc.

The mechanical action of snch teeth is as follows : Of course, it results

from the form of the superior molars that the spaces between them are

wedge-shaped, the apex externa,!, the base opening to the palate. The base

Oi the triangular section of the anterior part of the inferior molar is inte-

rior, and the apex exterior, and when the jaws are closed, this triangular

prism exactly tits the space between the superior molars. The lower heel

of the inferior molar receives the impact of the crown of the superior

molar. Thus the oblique edges of the inferior triangle shear on the edges

Of two adjacent superior molars. The anterior parts of the inferior molars,

and the superior molars, form an alternate dental series as distinguished

from the prevalent opposed dentition of most mammalia. In so far it re-

sembles the reptilian dentition.

Tins primitive dentition has been modified in two directions ;
viz., to

form the grinding and the sectorial dentitions. As already remarked, the

superior molars gradually acquire a posterior internal lobe, which produces

the quadrituberculate type. This lobe, by opposing the anterior internal

lobe of the next posterior interior molar, precludes the entrance of the an-

terior triangle of the latter between the two superior molars. Hence we

find in the types which possess quadritubcrcular superior molars, that the

anterior triangle of the inferior molar is not elevated, if present, as for in-

stance in Rhinoceru3. It is, however, more frequently atrophied, and dis-

appears, forming the inferior quadrilubereular molar so well known.

On the other hand, as I have pointed out,f the anterior internal cusp

of the triangle of the inferior molar may be more developed antero-

posterior^, giving the anlero-internal edge of the triangle much greater

Obliquity than the posterointernal. In correspondence with this modi-

fication, the superior triangular molar loses its equilateral character

by the more anterior position of its internal angle, thus elongating the

posterior internal side of the crown. The latter thus fits the correspond-

ing form of the triangle of the inferior molar, forming with it the shear of

the sectorial tooth.

* See Report a. M. Wheeler, D. Chief of Engineers on Explor. Surv. W. 100th

Mer, Vol. IV, pt. ii ; on the Creodonta.

t On the origin of the sectorial tooth of the Carnivora, American Naturalist,

1875.
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In a former article, "On the Homologies of the Molar Teeth," etc., I

traced the modification of the superior and many of the inferior molars ot

the ungulate mammals to a parent quadrituborculate type. In a subse-

quent essay* I traced the origin of the inferior sectorial to a primitive five-

tubercled, or "tubercular sectorial" type. Farther than this I did not go,

and made no attempt to derive the few cases of triangular superior molars
I lien known, nor the type of the superior sectorial. The revelations of the

Puerco fauna show, that the superior molars of both ungulate and unguic-
ulate mammalia have been derived from a tritubercular type; and that

the inferior true molars. of both have been derived from a "tubercular
sectorial " type. Shall we look for the origin of the latter in a trituber-

cular tooth also, i.e., tubercular sectorial without heel; and will the
crowns of the true molars of the primitive mammals alternate with, in-

stead of oppose each other? This is a probable result of future discovery.

On the Synchronous-Multiplex Telegraph. By Prof. Houston.

(Bead before the American Philosophical Society, December 7, 1888.)

Prof. Houston said: "It Is with considerable pleasure, Mr. President
and gentlemen, that I am here this evening to call your attention to a dis-

covery in electricity that appears to me to be of very great practical value
to the world. The present decade has witnessed such marvelous progress
in electrical inventions that many of US have perhaps been disposed lo be-
lieve that hut little new could reasonably he expected, but, unless I am
greatly mistaken, the invention which I am about to describe to you, is

greater even than that of the telephone.

" Before proceeding to the details of the Invention of the synchronous-
multiples telegraph system ofMr. Patrick B. Delany, it will, perhaps, be best
that your attention should first be called lo some of the practical purposes
for which it. is applicable. Briefly stilted, the value of this Invention is lo

lie found in the fact, that by iis use the simultaneous transmission of
numerous telegraphic dispatches over one and the same win; is readily ac-
complished. Hitherto, this only system thai accomplished ibis, to any con-
siderable extent, In actual practice, was the quadruples system, and this,

as you well know, is not only limited to the simultaneous transmission of
lour dispatches, but these are necessarily sent, two each, in opposite direc-

tions. You will, therefore, readily understand the great value of Mr.
Delany's wonderful invention, when 1 Inform you that not only can the

number of simultaneously transmitted dispatches he very greatly Increased,
even Indeed as far as seventy two, but that all of them can he sent in the

* Journal Academy Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, March, 1875.
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same direction, or any part in one direction and the remainder in the op-

posite direction.

"It would be difficult, on the eve of an important discovery like that we

are discussing, to predict the extent and nature of the effectits practical In-

troduction will have on the world at largo; but this 1 think will appear

evident, that the synchronous-multiplex telegraphic system will do for the

most distant cities of our country, what the telephone has done for the la-

habitants Id the same city, or for those of neighboring cities, with, how-

ever, this difference, that in the ease, of the synchronous system, a perma-

nent record is obtained of all dispatches sent or received, while in the tele-

phonic system of transmission there is none.

"Without, however, seeking to look further into the future, let us pass

to the descriptions of the details of this remarkable invention.

"The multiplex system differs radically from the quadruple*, winch, as

you are probably aware, is based on the balancing of resistances, or the dii

ferential method. The multiplex system, on the contrary, is based on the

synchronous rotation of two trailing contact arms which are connected to

the ends of the line, one at each end of the main line. Series ol contacts,

on the face of discs, swept by the trailing arms, are in electrical connection

with the various operators thai desire to use the line. By the rotation oi

the arms, the main line is brought successively into electrical contact with

each of i be operators, and carried from one to another, and again given back

to each successively, so rapidly, that before any of them can realize that

he has been disconnected from the line, it is again given lo him, so that

(In. line is at his disposal, to the. same extent as if he, alone was using it.

»The appliances whereby Mr. Delany maintains practically absolute syn-

chronism in the revolving arms at each en. I
of the line are of remarkable

simplicity. A few of the contacts before referred to, as being placed on

the face of the discs, are reserved for the maintenance of synchronism,

Some of these contacts are connected to a, battery and others to cor-

recting devices at each end of the line, while others are left open or un-

connected with anything. If the synchronous rotation of the two arms

is maintained, no correcting impulses pass over the line, since, although

one end thereof is In electrical connection with one of the. batteries, the

other end is on an unconnected segment, and the battery circuit being

open, no current flows ; should, however, the line at one end be brought

in contact. With a, pari of the disc, Very slightly in advance of its position

on the disc at the other end, then the 'battery is connected, and an electri-

cal Impulse Hows over the line, and slows the rotation of the arm.

"The manner in which this correcting impulse, is made a, retarding one is

as follows : the rotation of the trailing arm at each end of the line is main

tained by an electric magnetic device, Invented by La-Cour, of Copenha-

gen, and' termed by him a, phonic-wheel. The rapidity of rotation of this

wheel is depend,- nf on tin' rapidity with which an electrical current tra-

versing the. coils of its electro-magnet, is made and broken.

"The makes and breaks in the circuit of the motor magnet of the phonic-
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wheel, are governed by the vibration of a tuning-fork, maintained in its
vibration by the action of a voltaic battery. Since the rate of vibration of
the fork governs the rate of rotation ofthe arm, it is <ml y necessary to main-
tain the synchronous vibration of two forks, placed at each end of the line,

"Although the duration of vibration of a fork, like the oscillation of a pen-
dulum, is sensibly the same for all amplitudes, provided the amplitude is
wry small, yet, as youare aware, the duration beeomes longer, or the
vibration slower, if the amplitude of the oscillation be very sensibly in-
creased. Now the inventor obtains the requisite slowing of that fork's vibra-
tion, that is connected with the phonic wheel that bus gained on the
other, by causing the electrical impulse that Bows over the line to in

creese the strength of the electrical current that is traversing the battery
circuit that is keeping it in vibration. This he accomplishes by cutting a
resistance out of this circuit, and tbus allowing more current to pass.
"In order to avoid the disturbance produced by the static charge, that is

generally found in long lines, the Inventor bus provided a series of extra
contacts, placed between each of the separate contacts that, at each end
oftheline, are connected to the transmitting or receiving Instruments.
These extra contacts are connected together and to the earth, so that when
the line Is disconnected froaa one instrument, it is put to the earth before It

is given to ibc next Instrument, and is thus completely freed from its
static charge. These discharge contacts are absolutely necessary to the
successful operation of the synchronous system, where the length of line
employed is extended.

"Since; the circuit of any operator is constantly made and broken, as
often as the line is taken and again returned to him, the use of an ordl
miry Morse relay would be inapplicable in the practice of this system,
since all the impulses (a number or which make upasingle character, as
well as the characters sent into the line from the transmitting key of the
operator connected) would be recorded. In order to avoid this confusion the
kfwsmiss attery is split and grounded In the middle, and polarized
relays sabstit d for the ordinary Instruments. Since these relays re
spo.nl, not to makes and breaks in the circuit, but i<> changes of polarity"
only, the receiving Instruments are influenced only by the characters sent
by the operators, and not by the successive makes and breaks.
"The successful solution of the problem of maintaining synchronism

by the methods 1 nave explained, render many things possible thai without
it would nave bean impossible. Ajnorigthese] may mention the various ap
plications of fac simtlies, and autographic telegraphs. Without attempting
to go into the details of their application, ii, will suffice to say that the proba-
ble applications of Mr. Delany's system arc so numerous and important,
as to entitle him to a very high rank among the world's inventors."
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Stated Meeting, December 21, 188,3.

Present, 8 members.

President, Mr. Fkaley, in the Chair.

A letter from Bishop de Schweinitz, dated Bethlehem, Dec.
12th, enclosing a certified extract from the minutes of the

"Board of Directors of the Society of the United Brethrenfor
Propagating the Gospel among the Heathen" was read, and, on
motion, it was

Resolved, That the Curators be authorized and requested to velum the
Zeisberger and Perlseus documents to their proper owners, and lake a re-

ceipt Cor the same.

Donations for the Library were received from the Society
at Riga, the Royal Society of Victoria, Royal Academy
and Prof. Paul Albrecht of Brussels; Geographical Society of

Paris and Bordeaux ; the Institute of France; Royal Academy
at Madrid ; Meteorological, Zoological, and Royal Asiatic Soci-

eties at London
; Cambridge Museum of Comparative Zoology

;

American Oriental Society; Prof. Oswald Seidensticker, Prof.

Edwin J. Houston, and Mr. Henry Phillips, Jr.; Mr. Wm,
Hand Browne of Baltimore, American Journal of Mathemat-
ics; United States National Museum; J. L. Smithmcyer; Ohio
Mechanics' Institute of Cincinnati; and the American Anti-

quarian and Oriental Journal.

Also framed phototypes of the Smithsonian Institution

Building, and of 1 fenry W. Longfellow, presented by Mr. F.

Guiokunst of Philadelphia.

The death of Dr. Thomas S. Kirkbride, Superintendent of

the Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane, in West Philadel-

phia, on the 17th of December, aged 74, was announced by
the President, who was requested to appoint a member of the
Society to prepare an obituary notice of the deceased.

A communication for the Magellanic Premium was re-

ceived through the President from "Time is Money," consist-

ing of a description and model of "A Universal Time-piece."
Referred to the Board of Officers and Council.

I'EOC. AMEH. PIIILOS. SOC. XXI. 114. 2l>. PRINTED JANUARY 28. 1884.
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Prof. Kothrock read a paper entitled :
" The microscopic ex-

amination of timber with, regard to its strength
;
a contribu-

tion from, the Eli K. Price Botanical Laboratory of the

University of Pennsylvania, by Prank M. Day." Kemarks

were made on the interesting subject of the paper by Dr.

Brinton, Mr. Ingham and Mr. Price, and the Treasurer was

authorized to pay for necessary illustrations. (Sec page 333.)

Mr. Phillips communicated " A note respecting the correct

name of the last letter of the English. Alphabet?"

Mr. Lesley exhibited a small copper-plate map of Pennsyl-

vania which he had colored geologically according to the

system of Major J. W. Powell, Director of the United States

Geological Survey, as a contribution to a general map of the

United States now in preparation at Washington for illustrat-

ing the coloration adopted by Major Powell, and intended for

presentation at the Congress of Geologists to meet at Berlin

in 1884.

Dr. Allen read a paper " On a case of human congenital

malformation," and exhibited two photographic views of the

subject.

The reading of pending nominations was postponed.

Mr. Phillips reported that the Curators were consulting with

Mr. Kothermel respecting the oil paintings of the Society.

The Ecport of the Finance Committee was received.

The annual appropriations for 1884 recommended therein

were passed.

And the meeting was adjourned.

A Mote respecting the Correct Name of the Last Letter of the English Alpha-

bet. By Henry Phillips, Jr.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, December 31, 188S.)

A dislike of what seemed to be a growing evil, one which had greatly

increased within the past twenty years, the misnomer of the last letter of

the English alphabet, by which it was called zee instead of zed, led me to

investigate so far as the material was accessible to me into the origin of

this usage, and into the authorities by which it was countenanced. I have
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accordingly consulted various English Dictionaries, of which I subjoin a

list, from the year 165G to the present time, with the following results,

viz. :

1. That the name zee for zed (or izzard,* as the letter was formerly termed),

seems to have made its appearance in the first edition of Webster's Dic-

tionary of the English Language, published in 1828. But in the editions of

that work, published respectively in 1800, 18(54 and 1809, and possibly

earlier, zed is given as the English name of this letter, while zee is the

American. It is noteworthy that Webster seems to have no authority for

his change of nomenclature, nor can I rind in his published writings any
reason therefor, unless it be perhaps that some petty local peculiarity in

the small country towns of New England led him to believe that no other

pronunciation could be a correct one. In a Dictionary of the English

Language, "by an American Gentleman," published in Burlington, Hew
Jersey, in 1813, the name is given as zed.

As conclusive of former usage, the passage in Lear, Act II, Scene 2,

may be quoted :

" Oh thou Zed! thou unnecessary letter."

I have not been able to find in Ben. Johnson's English Grammar any

Usage bearing on this point.

2. The analogy with the similar letter z of the German alphabet, of

which the name is tselt, certainly deserves respect.

Freeman, in his impressions of the United States (p. 84), writes: "I
think I see another instance of the schoolmaster in the name which in

some parts of America is given to the last letter of the alphabet. This in

Hew England is always zee; in the South, it is zed, while Pennsylvania

seems to halt between the two opinions. How Zed is a very strange name.
* * * Does it come from the old form izzard * * which I was de-

lighted to find remembered in America. * * * But zee is clearly a

schoolmaster's desire to get rid of the strange sounding zed, and to make z

follow the analogy of (some) other letters. But this analogy is wrong; z

ought not to follow the analogy of b, d, t, but I, m, n, r, and above all of

its brother s, so that if we are not to have zed, the name should clearly be

ez."

But there seems no necessity or reason why any change whatever

should take place in this respect.

3. From the forty-seven dictionaries which I have consulted I obtain the

following result :

Name of the letter given as zed , 24

' given as zee (none earlier than 1828, and all American) 3

" of letter not given at all 20

47

* Niires' Orthoepy, i, 138, London, 1702, speaks ofthe letter as izzard; than which,
however, he considers that the name zad would be " more elegant and proper."
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LlS'l ' DlC'I'luNAltlliS CONKULTRD.

1050. T. It., London, not given.
1878. Phillips, World of Words, " not given.
Willi. Sewell, Dutch and English, not given.
1720. Phillips, not given.
[788. Bailey, London, not given.
I7i:t. Junius, Oxford, not given.
175.-). Johnson, London, zed.
17.')7. Berenlus, English and Swedish, Nykoping, zed.
1771. Skinner, London, not given.
1775. Ash, " not given.
1780. Sheridan, " not given.
1782. Cox, ii zed.

1788. Kendrlck, " not given.
1788. Barclay, <i not given.
1781. Ware's Orthoepy, " zed.
1785. Johnson, Dublin, not given.
1789. Sheridan, Philadelphia, not given.
1705. Ash, London, zed.
1707. Walker, " zed.
1801. Jones, " zed.
1805, Terry, ii not given.
1811(1. Johnson, " zed.
1813. Barclay, Bungay, not given.
1818. " An American Gentleman," Burlington, N. J zed.

1818. Johnson, Philadelphia, zed.
1810. Johnson. " zed.
1821. Wall; ci'k Rhyming Dictionary, London, zed.

1828. Webster, first edition. zee.

1835. Booth, London. not given.
1885. French, German and English, I jeipzlg, zed.
1841. Fleming and Tlbbln, French and Engllsl zed.
1815. Snowies, London, not given.
1810. Bolles, Phonographic Pronouncing, New London, zee.

1,851. Richardson. Philadelphia, not given,
1 85,'!. Todd, Johnson and Walker, " zed.
1853. Mlllhouse, Italian and English, Milan, zed.
1850. Ogllvie'S Imperial, London, zed.
1857. Ware's Glossary, •' zed.
1800. Worcester, England, zed

; ii the U. S. zee.

1880. Johnson, London i Bohn), zed.
1802. Kciir, Russian, French, Gorman and Eng lish, zed.
180!. Wilson, French and English, " zed.
180 1. Webster, Springfield, zed (also Izzard)
1800. Grieb, German and English, Philadelphia, zed,
1800. Webster. Springfield, zed.
1880. Webster. " not given.
1832. 8Iteat, Oxford, not given.

This brief note is simply Intended us a suggestion to call the matter to

the attention of those better qualified to consider it than myself.

Kotk.—Since the foregoing went to press I have found in reading Tay-

lor's History of the Alphabet (London, 1883), the following matter bear-

ing upon this subject, and confirmatory of my views :

" The name zed is a survival of the early tsadde. (Vol. II, p. 137). * * *
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Z was the last introduced of the letters of the Roman alphabet. * * *

It crept into English during the fifteenth century from the French, and in

use is now pretty nearly restricted to foreign loan-words * * * qediUa

means little zed: zedirjlia is the diminutive for zeticula." p. 13S.

The Microscopic Examination of Timber with regard to U> Strength. A.

Contributionfrom the Eli K. Price Botanical Laboratory of the University

of JPenneyhania. By Frank M. Day.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, December 2), 188$,)

The valuable paper of Dr. J. T. Rothrock upon "Some Microscopic

Distinctions between Good and Bad Timber of the Same Species," re-

cently read before the American Philosophical Society, has opened a broad

field for original investigation. The question there suggested as to the

possibility of approximately determining the Strength of timber by micro-

scopic, examination (involving as it does the question of the " differences

in the strength of wood due to the molecular differences in the structure

of the fibre ") is one that can be answered only after the most extended

and carefully conducted investigation.

As long as we confine ourselves to the examination of various specimens

of the same species the task of distinguishing the good pieces from the

bad, and of roughly predicting the relative strains which they will resist,

is comparatively easy.*

Plate I showing transverse sections of two pieces of Rock Elm (Ulmus

racemosa Thomas), furnishes illustrations of the general differences be-

tween good and bad wood of the same species. The upper figure is a sec-

tion of the wood used by a well known (inn in their highest grade of

hubs
; the lower is a, section of wood which they declare to he practically

worthless. It is evident from a glance at these drawings that the good differs

from the bad, in 1st, The much smaller area occupied by ducts ; 2d, The

smaller bore and consequently thicker walls of the woody fibres ; 8d, The

more compact arrange lenl of the woody fibres, giving them a polygonal

rather than a circular outline; 4th, The much greater annual growth.

These are the elements which it is but, reasonable to suppose would give

strength to the wood. They are further those which are found to do so

in the great majority of cases.

The strength of the cellulose of which the wood is composed, is, in va-

rious species and under various conditions, by no means (be same. For

example, Buttonwood (Platanus occidentalue L.) rapidly loses the greater

part of its strength, by a natural process which the woodsmen call "doat-

ing," the only indication of which is a bleaching of the tissues. Hence
any statements as to the strength of limber, made from an examination of

the structure alone are open to question.

* 'this it will be urged oan be done by the practical eye without the aid of the
mlorosoope, but It must be remembered that the entire Investigation or the
subject is, at its present stage, of theoretical rather than practical Interest.
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We are, however, able to leave this uncertain element out of consider-
ation when wo turn our attention to the following experiments upon the
transverse strength of the coniferous woods, the results of which point to

an aim. ..si identical value for the strength element of the cellulose in the
several pieces tested. Each piece was exactly one and-a half inches
square by two feet nine inches long, and rested upon rounded edges at a
distance of two feet six inches apart. The pressure was gradually applied
at a point half way between the supports, and the deflection was taken at
each hundred pounds.

Plate II shows, side by side, transverse sections of three pieces thus
tested. The detail of the experiments are exhibited in the following table :
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These results, taken in connection with an examination of the flections,

indicate a great probability that in the coniferous woods the strength de-
pends chiefly upon the ratio of the number of thickened autumn-fibres to
the total number of fibres formed during the year, becoming greater the
greater the number of thickened fibres. Tims it is seen that in II, by far
the strongest of the three pieces tested, the thick-walled fibres occupy
almost half the year's growth, while in B they form a mere strip at the
end of the growth. In connection with this statement it may be well to
remark that the absolute breadth of the annual growth in the coniferous
woods does not seem to be as important an clement in the problem of
Strength as in the so-called " hard-woods " (Angiosperms). The reason of
this is the absence of the ducts which in the "hard woods" are formed,
as a rule, in the early part of the annual growth. After this the solid
wood is formed. Hence, the value in them, other things being equal, of
a large annual growth.

The ease with which the results of the tests upon the coniferous woods
are explained gives place to the greatest difficulty in the case of the hard
woods, important factors in this case, and ones which wo have not been
called upon to consider in the coniferous woods, are, 1st, the weakness due
to a greater or less abundance of ducts, and second, the strength added by
more or less highly developed medullary rays.* The following table con-
tains the results of eight experiments as to transverse strength made in
exactly the same manner as described In the previous case. The pieces of
timber were In all cases carefully selected and accurately dressed. Tiny
* The medullary rays being much less conspicuous in the Oonlferw,
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were free from shakes and all other imperfections that might tend to viti-

ate the results :
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Each of the numbers given in the columns headed, Length of Woody
Fibre, Exterior Diameter of Woody Fibre and Interior Diameter of
Woody Fibre is the average of twenty mlcrometric measurements. The
numbers in the column beaded Duet Area represent the area occupied by
duels In one square Inch of transverse section. Each of the results there
given Is the average of planimeter measurement of three camera luclda
drawings taken at various parts of a section.

The results of the first four of the above experiments may be summed
up thus

: A and I) stiff hickory and white oak had small annual growth,
moderately large duct, area, and moderately thick fibre walls ; whereas /)

and C, elastic hickory and white oak, had moderately large annual growth
small duct area and thick fibre walls. Whether the general difference
between elastic and stiff timber is chiefly due to a difference In the char-
acter of the cellulose, or whether it is chiefly due to a difference of cell
structure is a question that wotdd require a, much more extended series of
experiments than the above to settle finally. The results given, though
too few In number to he of great value, point, to the latter view of the
case

;
while the fact that the same piece of wood will, at various ages, ex-

hibit various degrees of elasticity, inclines us to the former. The experi-
ments G, /, ./and ST show the difficulty of comparing woods of different
species. For Instance, the pieces Q and /had almost, the same annual
growth, duct area and fibre thickness, Vet, they broke with strains of
respectively 1750 lbs. and 900 lbs. An observation that brings out more
clearly than before the fact that differences of Strength in woods of different
species are largely due to differences in the cellulose.

The measurements of length of woody fibre given In litis and in the
table of the results of experiments upon the coniferous woods, furnish ex-
cellent, proof oi the correctness of the statement made by \>i: Rothrock,
that the relation between the absolute length of fibre and the strength of
timber is a very Slight one.

The importance of the medullary ray as a strength giving element,
though suggested, has not, heretofore, been insisted upon with sufficient
positiveness. The following experiments, undertaken with reference to
this point, show thai, in woods such as Oak and Hull on wood, in which I lie

rays are highly developed, a large part, of the strength is due to their
presence. From cubes of wood, the edges of which measured six inches,
plates six inches square and one inch thick were cut in a direction trans-
verse- to the woody fibres. Prom these, pieces of a shape suitable for
testing in a cement testing machine were cut, in such a, manner thai, half
Of the. pieces had : he medullary rays running in the direction in which
the tension was applied, and half of them in a, direction perpendicular to
this. In each the area subject to strain was one square inch. The result
gives, of course, the lateral adhesion of the fibres, with and without the
strength added by the medullary rays.
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The five pieces tested with

the rays running in the direc-

tion of the tension broke at. .

Average

The five pieces tested with

the rays running perpendicu-

lar to the direction of tension

broke at

Average

Live Oak,
(Quercus virens, Ait.)

Lbs.

1265
000
1250

930
1225

1120

500
710
480
590
(ISO

51)2

Red Oak,
(probably either Q.
rubra or Q. palustris. )

Lbs.

440
490
480
425
470

401

245
195
155
190
160

189

The surprising fact will be observed that in the Live Oak the force re-

quired, to overcome the lateral adhesion of the fibres when reinforced by

medullary rays is almost, and in the Red Oak more than twice that re-

quired When not so reinforced. Similar experiments upon Buttonwood

(Hatams oeeidentalis, L.) would probably show an equal, if not greater,

difference. While Hemlock, Tine, Tulip-Poplar or other woods with

weak rays, it is but reasonable to expect, would show but slight differences

in the two directions.

In view of the above results it is easy to see that resistance to splitting,

although usually ascribed to "crookedness of grain," is also in a large

measure due to the binding action of the rays. Where, however, we

have both of these qualities present, we find a wood admirably adapted

for certain purposes, as for example the manufacture of bubs. Hence it

is that Hock Elm'(Z7fr»iM racemosa) and Black Gum or Tupelo (Nyssa

mulUflom, Wang.), in both of which abundant rays are found coupled with

great contortion of fibres, are much in demand by hub makers.

In Lignum Vila; {(! lutiticum officinale) the crossing of the fibres of dif-

ferent, layers is very apparent, and in a specimen of Black Gum, fibres

were found which deviated from the vertical as much as ten times their

breadth in their own length.

Plates HI and IV are given as illustrations of the statement concerning

the resistance to splitting or wedging made above. The upper half of

Plate III shows a transverse section of Buttonwood, enlarged 125 times.

The drawing is made from the wood of the butt of a tree which portion

presented such great, resistance to wedging that it was finally reduced to

manageable size by the use of gunpowder. In it, are, seen the abundance

PEO0, mm-. 1'IIICOS. SOC, XXI, HI- 2<J, CK1NTK11 KKC.HI'AUV 1, 1884.
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of ducts and great size of medullary ray characteristic of this wood.

Below It is placed a transverse section of Tulip-Poplar (same amplifica-

tion), a wood which splits as easily as Pine. In it the abundance of ducts

and weakness of medullary rays are shown. Plate IV gives the same

woods, with the same amplification in tangential section, thus cutting the

rays transversely and showing the contortion of the fibres in Buttonwood

and their straightncss in Tulip-Poplar.

To Dr. J. T. Itothrock, for his kind assistance and advice during the

preparation of the present article, the writer wishes to express his sincerest

thanks. Thanks are also due to Mr. Simmonds, of the University, for

his careful preparation of the specimens tested, and to Messrs. Iliehlo

Bros., upon whose machines the work of testing was performed.

Kxrr.A-NATION OF Il/LUSTRATIONS.

The drawings were all made by the aid of the camera lucida.

In Plate II the amplification is 75 diameters.

In Plato I, III and IV the amplification is 125 diameters.

Plato I, a, Ulmus racemosa. (Good.)

b, Ulmus racemosa. (Bad. )

Plate II, a, Pima (sp. ?)

b, Abies Canadensis.

e, Pinus Strobus.

Plate III, a, Plalanus oecidentalis, ) ,

, r . . , , ,„,••/. y Transverse sections.
b, LvnodenaTon Tuhpifera,

j

Tangential sections
Plate IV, a, Platanus oecidentalis, )

b, Liriodendron, Ttdipifera,
j

In all the illustrations the following lettering is used :

W W—Woody Fibre.

D—Duct.

M It—Medullary Ray.
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Stated Meeting, January 4-, 188Jp.

Present, 7 members.

President, Mr. FRALEY, in the Chair.

Donations for the Library wore received from Captain

E. C. Temple, Allahabad; MM. August Berger and Fried.

Pressel, Ulm ; Prof. Paul Albrecht, Brussels ; the Geological

Commercial Society, Bordeaux
;
the Geographical Society and

M. Luciano Oordeira, of Lisbon; the Rsvista Euskara; Revue
Politique; Mr. II. M. Stanley; Mr. W.Marriott; Mr. John
Hampden; London Nature; Meteorological Society; Royal

Astronomical Society, Victoria Institute; Kew Observatory;

Eoyal Geological Society of Cornwall; Mr. F. B. Hough, of

Concord, New Hampshire; the Essex Institute; B. N. U.S.;

Science Record ; Meteorological Observatory at New York •

Philadelphia Library Company, Franklin Institute, Mr. Henry
Phillips, Jr., United States Pish Commission and United States

National Museum.

The death of Sveu Nillson, at Lund, November 30, 1883
aged 96 years, 8 months, 22 days, was announced.

The death of General Thomas Leiper Kane, at Philadelphia,

December 2 b', L883, aged (M. years, LI months, was announced

by Mr. J. S. Price.

The death of General Andrew A. Humphreys, at Washing-

ton, December 27, 1888, aged 78 years, was announced by Mr.

Kraley, who was, on motion, authorized to select members of

the Society to prepare notices of General Kane and General

Humphreys.

Mr. Lesley offered to the inspection of the members a photo-
graphic print of one of Mr. George Simpson's beautiful draw-
ings of Mr. Mansfield's cannel coal shale specimens, on which
was exhibited a. nearly perfect specimen of JJolichopterus

Mansfieldi C. E. Hall (see Proceedings American Philosophi-
cal Society, Volume XVI, page 021, 1877), lying across a mass
of broken ferns and stems, Pecopteris, Neuropteris, Annularia,
Sigillaria, &o. Twenty-five figures of Eurypterids, in whole or

in part, with enlargements ol scales, &c, will be published by
the Second Geographical Survey, with the; three plates of simi-
lar forms nim Warren county, drawn and described by Mr. C.
E, Beecher.
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He exhibited also a quartz •pebble, with' coal adhering to

its sides, about the size of a goose egg, found in the floor of Mr.

Mansfield's Cannel coal bed, at his mines near Cannelton, in

Beaver county, Pennsylvania. Pour such bad been found at

different times in the progress of mining this bed. Similar

finds have been made in oilier coal fields ill America, and

in Europe. One very large rock of limestone in the body of

a, coal bed in Fayette county, Pennsylvania, was reported by

Prof. J. J. Stevenson. Such events could only have taken

place beneath very slowly running water bearing along upland

trees with stones attached to their roots, and dropping those

stones one by one into the marsh vegetation through which
the water moved.
Mr. Lesley communioated a note, or suggestion, in mytho-

logical studies, respecting the original meaning of the animal

ideograph of the god Set.

Dr. Brinton, Mr. Phillips and Mr. Lesley were appointed a

Committee to examine the Mexican manuscripts belonging to

the Society, now on deposit with the Academy of Natural

Sciences of Philadelphia, to report on the propriety of prepar-

ing any of them for publication, and with power to reclaim the

same.
Mr. Lesley was nominated Librarian.

The Report ol the Judges of the Annual Election was read,

by which the following officers were declared duly elected for

the ensuing year, L88 I

:

/'rcsii/ent,

Frederick Fraley.

Vice-Presidents,

Eli K. Price, E. Otis Kendall, Pliny E. Chase.

Secretaries,

Geo. 1*'. Barker, Daniel G. Brinton, Henry Phillips, Jr.,

J. P. Lesley.

Counsellors J'di- three years,

Daniel ( I. < looilwin, W. S. W. Uusehenbijrger, Henry Winsor,

Wm. A. I ngham.

Curators,

Geo. II. Horn, Charles E. Ames, Philip II. Law.

Treasurer',

J. Sergeant Price.

And the meeting wa.s adjourned.
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A GRAMMAR OF THE CAKCHIQUEL LANGUAGE OF
GUATEMALA.

Translated from a MS. in the Library of the American Philosophical

Society, with an Introduction and additions,

Br Daniel G. Brinton, A.M., M.D.,

One of the Secretaries of tJie Society.
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Introduction.

§ 1. The Cakchiquel Nation.

The Oakohtquel language was, and continues to be, spoken by the na-
tives in the vicinity of the city of Guatemala,. It is a dialect of the Maya,

group of languages, and is very closely related to the Eiche and Tzutuhil

dialects, and mora remotely to the Chord, Mam, Pokornam, Ixil, Pokon-
Chl and Kekchi, all yet extant In that part of Central America.

At the time of the Conquest, the Cakchlquels were divided into two
Statos under the senior and junior branches of the same reigning house.

The capital of the elder branch was called PaMnamit, The City, par ex-

cellence, or leimche, the name of a tree, a species of BroUmium, fam. Arto-

oarpeacem, but it received from the Aztec Invaders the name Teepan
Guatemala, The Royal House of Guatemala, by which it is usually en-
tered on modern maps. The junior branch had its seat at Zolola, sit-

uate on a lofty summit north of Lake Atillan, a site called by
the Aztecs, Teopan AUtlan, the Royal House of Atltlan.* The whole of

this district is elevated, and the climate temperate 1

; but there were also a

few Cakohiquel colonics in the hot lands near the Pacific Coast, as at Patu-
lul, Oozumelguapam (celebrated for the inscribed slabs lately discovered
there) and oilier places. Here they were in immediate contact with the

Pipilcs, of Aztec descent, and speaking a slightly corrupted Nahuall
dialect.

As the city of Guatemala was founded In the midst of a Cakehiquel-

speaking population, this language early attracted the attention of the

missionaries. The first bishop, Francisco Marroquin, appointed to the See
in 1584, was himself an earnest student of the tongue, and secured the

publication of a doctrinal work in it. When in 1078 the University of

Guatemala was formally founded, a chair of the Cakchiquel language was
created, the first occupant of which was Fr. .lose Senoyo, a Dominican.
In 1743 Guatemala was raised to the dignity of an Archbishopric, and
thereafter it was customary to call the Cakohiquel "the metropolitan

tongue," la lengua metropolttana, or la lengua Ouatemalteca. It was regu-

larly taught in the University until the dissolution of the political depend-
ence of Guatemala on the Spanish Crown (1822), since which event, I bc-

*Por the full explanation of these and other Nahuatl namos found In Guate-
mala, see Uuschmann, Ueber die Aztekischen Ortmamen, I VIII.
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licve, no Professor of Cakchiquel has been appointed, and no systematic

instruction given in the tongue.

The meaning of the name GakaMquel is obscure. A passage in Herrcra

gives it the translation, "eagle," with the explanation that it was the

name of the site on which the city of Guatemala was founded, and was

derived from the custom of the war chief of that nation carrying an eagle

as a, banner.* The dictionaries, however, do not support this derivation.

Evidently Herrera's informant took the name from cakix, the ara or gusi-

camaya, Trogon splendens, a bird of beautiful plumage, held sacred by

most of the Central American tribes. But the derivation is too violent,

The root aik means "red," or more correctly, something red; cM, is

mouth, literally and metaphorically, hence speech, language, dialect
;

and

in such proper names as Pokonchi, Kakchi, etc., it, apparently has this lat-

ter signification, as the dictionaries translate GakcMquelcH by "the Cak-

chiquel language." The last syllable quel, has been translated "stone,"

though I do not And this form in the dictionaries, but only the allied ones,

qual, a term applied to all precious and supposed medicinal or sacred

stones, such as were used for amulets, and qeley, brick, a connection

strengthened by the adoption by some writers of the form Cakchiqd.\

Dr. Berendt suggested that the three syllables could thus be fairly trans-

lated, "The Red Mouth of the Rock, " or mountain ;
the reference being

to the active volcanoes whose fiery outbursts have so often desolated that

region, and which we know were regarded and worshiped with supersti-

tious veneration.

The natives, however, derived their name from a mythical tree, the caka

thee, or red tree, which they brought with them from Tullan, their an-

cient home beyond the sea. This is expressed in the following sentence

from the Annals of Xahila :

" Xa ka hun chi caka chee ka qhamey ok xoli pe xi qo ka qama pc chu

chi Tullan, quereqa ka binaam vi Cakchiquel vinak."

The Oakachee is now the name of one of the dye woods which grow in

Guatemala.

I have said the language was called CakcMqueUM, and they spoke ot

•"Laoindadd* Santiago de Guatemala, culo sltlo llamrt Oachequll, que sIk-

nlflea Axilla, porque el General de esta Nacion.quando salia a la Guerra, lleva-

ba nn A.gulla por Ponacho, etc." llerrera, Description de las Indias Occidentals,

Cap. XII.

t The anonymous dictionary ofthe Cakchiquel, lately In the possession of Mr.

E. G. Squier. usually gives this form.
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themselves as aJicakehiquele, but generally by the simpler term Oakchi-

queles.

II. History of the Present Work.

The present Grammar of the Oakchiquel is the translation of a portion

of a Spanish manuscript presented to the Library of the American Philo-

sophical Society in 1836, by Senor Mariano Galvoz, then Governor of

Guatemala, and obtained, it would appear, from the library of one of tho

religious houses. I have described this MS. in a previous publication, and

will transcribe what I have there written :

"The nextwork is a small quarto of 109 leaves. Unfortunately, tho first

leaf with tho general title is missing. The top of the second leaf com-

mences in the midst of a sentence in a Doctrina Christiana in Oakchiquel.

This covers ten loaves, and is followed by two leaves of 'Preguntas de la

Doctrina,' all in Oakchiquel. Next comes a ' Confessionario breve en

lengua Oakchiquel.' The Spanish translation of each question and answer

is also given.,

"After tho Confessionario are three leaves, unnumbered and blank, ex-

cept that on the recto of the second is a Latin Prayer to the Virgin, diffi-

cult to decipher.

" On tho recto of the next leaf is the following :

" 'Arte || de la lengua cak
||
chiquel.'

"It is written in a clear small hand, covers fifty-four pages, with an

average of thirty lines to the page, sometimes with one column, some-

times with two, and closes with the colophon :

"
' Martos a 21 do Junto de 1092 aiios dia del Nacimionto de S. Juan

Bsptista se acavo el traslado de oraciones y Arte en Kakchiquel.'

"From the close of this to the 90th leaf there is another series of doc-

trinal questions in Oakchiquel.

"Then follows another 'Confessionario breve en lengua castcllana y

oakchiquel, ' 12 pages in length, differing considerably from the previous

•one. The rest of the volume is taken up with ' Platicas, ' short discourses

on religious subjects. * * The characters of Parra are employed in all

the divisions of the book, and the writing is generally quite legible.

"There is no hint throughout where the original was written nor by

whom. * * * Tho linguistic value of tho Arte Is considerable."*

As no part of tho collection presented to the Society by President

*A Notice of Some Manuscripts in Central American Languages, by Daniel G.

Brinton, American Journal of Science and Arts, March, I860.
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Galvcz, lias over been published, it was resolved at a meeting toward the

close of 1883 to have this short grammar translated and printed, and the

task was referred to me.

A close examination of the MS. showed that the copyist had not been

always accurate, sometimes failing in a consistent orthography, and once

or twice having manifestly neglected the observance of the proper order of

the original. Where there was no doubt al t such negligence, it has

been corrected in the translation ; but elsewhere the original has been

adhered to, even when another disposition of the subject seemed prefer-

able to the translator.

Fortuhately, the exhibition of the language could be rendered more sat-

isfactory by the aid of two manuscript grammars in my own library. One

of those is that of Fray Benito do Villacanas, a Dominican who died at

the Convent of Guatemala in MilO, at the age of 7:! years, and who for

more than thirty years had been a, missionary among the Cakchiquels. 1 1 is

knowledge of the language, therefore, dated back to the first century of

the Conquest, and his works represent it in its primitive form. The second

Grammar is by Fray Estevan Torresano, and was written shortly after the

publication in 1758 of the Oakehiquel Grammar of P. Ildefonso Joseph

Flores, and with the especial object of improving mid correcting that un-

necessarily complicated and ill-arranged book. Torresano's is, I believe,

the latest grammar of the Oakehiquel which has been composed, as that

of Villacanas is the earliest now in existence, and they therefore offered

particularly useful aids in this undertaking.

All these grammars take as their plan that of the Latin or Spanish lan-

guages, and apply it to this American dialect. To scientific linguists it is

needless to say that this method is quite erroneous, and that it forces

American tongues into a form wholly uncongenial to their spirit. But it

would have been impossible, 1.0 have adopted any better system, and at the

same time to have maintained the semblance of a translation. Therefore,

I have confined myself to an obedience of the plan chosen by the authors

I had to follow, trusting that the material furnished for the study of the

language will be sufficient to allow the linguist to complete a scheme of

its organization and to arrange its elements in accordance with the de-

mands of modern science.

III. Literature of the Oakehiquel Language.

The Maya group of languages, of which, as I have said, the Oakehiquel

is a member, has several points of peculiar interest. It was the linguistic
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expression of one of the most cultivated indigenous races on the continent

;

it was, and still is, maintained with a singular tenacity
; it is largely-

composed of monosyllabic or dissyllabic roots ; and its gramtrialical con-

struction presents a marked contrast to that of its near neighbor, the Na-

huatl (Aztec), and si ill greater to the native tongues of the United States

with which we are most familiar, the Algonkin, Iroquois, Dakota, Musko-

ki, Cherokee, etc., by its very much more pronounced analytic tendency.

The latter trait prevails through all its dialects, though more obviously in

some than in others. Especially for the latter reason its examination is

important to students of languages, as indicating the feeble development

of polysynthesis in an American tongue.

Moreover, the Cakchlq-uel lias been, as I have above intimated, one of

the most thoroughly studied of native languages. There is a large body

of theological literature extant in it, and several scniidiistorical works by

native writers, Very little of this has been printed. So far as I know the

following memoranda show all that has been put to press.

155G. According to Remesal, Historic de Chiapa y Guatemala (Lib.

Ill, Cap. VII), there was printed at Mexico in this year a Doctrina Chris-

tiana, in "the Utlatoca language commonly called the Quiche," by order

of the first Bishop of Guatemala, Fray Francisco Marroquin. Remesal

adds, "although the title of the book sets forth that the work was accom-

plished with the aid of the friars Juan do Torres, and Pedro de Santos

(read, Betanzos), of the Franciscan and Dominican orders respectively,

yet this was owing to the humility of the Bishop, who could readily

write in the native tongue without their aid, but who was anxious to have

the terms used in the translation satisfactory to both orders."

Although no copy of this edit ion is known to exist, I have no doubt

that Remesal was in error when he said that the above work was in the

Utlateca or Kiche dialect. Elsewhere he himself says it was in "the lan-

guage of the country " {la lengua de la tierra), which, with reference to

Guatemala, would undoubtedly mean Cakchiquel. But the most conclu-

sive evidence is the following title from a work, evidently another edition

of the above :

1724. Doctrina Christiana en lengua Guatemalteca : Ordenada por el

Reverendissimo Senor Don Francisco Marroquin primer Obispo de Guate-

mala, y del Consejo de su Magistad, y con parecer de los interpretes de
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laa Religiones del SeSor Santo Domingo y S. Francisco : Frai Juan da

Torres y Frai Pedro de Betanzos.

Fronting the above :

Christianoil tzih pa Oakchiquel, qhabal, relecan ahau Obispo Francisco

Marroquin ; nabei Obispo Cakchiquel, rn poponel Emperador. Qui hu-

nam vach erah cakcbiquol chi Santo Domingo Santo Francisco, Padre

Frai Juan de Torres, Frai Pedro de Betancos.

Colophon :

En Guatemala con licencia de los Supcriores, por el B. Antonio Vclasco,

1724.

The volume is small 4to, 32 unnumbered loaves, the first 30 in two col-

umns, Spanish in theflrst, Cakchiquel in the second. The 1st and 2d leaves

contain a "Prologo" in two columns, Spanish and Latin ; leaves 31 and

82 contain a Declaration of Faith, Act of Contrition, and a Prayer, all in

one column and in Cakchiquel only.

The only copy known of this work is in a private collection in Guate-

mala, and the description given above is from Dr. C. 11. Berendt's notes,

taken from the book itself. It is not mentioned by any of the bibli-

ographers. I think the title leaves no doubt but that it is a reprint of the

Doctrina referred to by Rsmesal, and that he was in error in speaking of

it as in the Kielie.

1753. Arte de la Lengua Motropolitana del Reyno Cakchiquel 5 Guate-

malico, con un Paralelo de las Lenguas Me tropoli tanas de los Reynos

Kichd, Cakchiquel, y Zutuhil, que hoy integran cl Reyno de Guatemala.

Compuesto por el P. F. Ildefonso Joseph Flores, hijo de la Santa Provin-

cia del Dulcissimo Nombre do Jesus de Guatemala, de la Regular Obser-

vancia de N. Seraphico P. S. Francisco, Ex-lector do Phylosophia, Predi-

cador, y Cura Doctrinero por el real Patronato del Pueblo de Santa Maria

de Jesus. En Guatemala, por Sebastian de Arebalo, ano de 1753. Small

4tO, pp. 387.

I take the above title from Squior's Monograph of Authors who have writ-

ten on the Languages of Central America (New York, 1801). The work

has now become very scarce, although about half a dozen copies are known

to be extant in private hands.

1840. M. Ternaux-Compans in his Vocabulaires des Pricipales Langues

du Mexique, published in the JYouvelles Annates des Voyages, Tome IV,

printed about 500 words of the Cakchiquel, taken from an anonymous
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MS. dictionary in the National Library, Paris, and accommodated to the

French orthography.

1857. Extracts, in the original with a French translation from the

-Manuscript Cakchiqucl ou Memorial de Tecpan-Atillan " in Brasseur

de Bourbourg, Ilistoire des Nations Civilisees du Mexique et de VAmerique-

Centrale (Paris, 8vo). Two pages, in two columns, French and Cakchiquel.

The Abbe frequently referred to this document and considered it, with

reason, one of the most important extant on the pre-Columbian history of

America as well as for its great linguistic value. It was the work of a

native Cakchiquel noble, Francisco Ernantez Xahila, who wrote most of

it about 1570, and after his death it was continued by a relative, Francisco

Oebuta Queh.

1862. Carlilla Breve traducida en Lcngua Quiche y Cakchiquel al pie"

de la Letra para el uso de los Cristianos Indigenas. 2 pp. Pp. VII and

VIII of the' Grammaire de la Langue Quichee, by the Abbe Brasseur de

Bourbourg (Paris, 8vo, 1862). The orthography is brought into con-

formity to French types. The Abbe does not give the origin of this piece.

The same volume contains a comparison of the three dialects, Kiche, Cak-

chiquel and Tzutuhil, and a Vocabulary of Boots common to the three,

both derived from the works of Father Francisco Ximenez.

With the exception of a few unimportant vocabularies, by Galindo,

Scherzer, and others, and the discussion of the Cakchiquel in general

works on language, such as those of Hervas, Pimento], Lucicn Adam,
«tc, the above includes all the printed material relating to the tongue

known to me.*

I should not omit, however, to mention the interesting studies in com-

parative grammar, which have been made with reference to it and its

allied dialects by M. Hyacinthe de Charencey. His observations are based

on a critical and conscientious analysis of the hitherto accessible materials,

and are aided by an extensive acquaintance with the idioms of the Old

World. The articles he has published, and which I name in a note, throw

more light on the structure and relations of the whole group of languages

* Since the above was In type, I have received Dr. OttoStoll's oxccllent mono-
graph, Zur Ethnographic dcr Jlcpublik Guatemala (Zurich, 1884), In wblob, pp. 129-

158, he gives a grammatical sketch of the modern Cakchiquel as spoken In the

vicinity of San Juan Sacatapequcz. lie also adds many words and phrases In

the tongue.

1'ltOC. AMEIt. PHII.OS. SOC. XXI. 115. 2s. PBINTKD APRIL 2, 1884.
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to which the Cakchiquel belongs, than the production ofany other philol-

ogist whose writings I have met. Those who would use the present gram-

mar to the best advantage should acquaint themselves with these essays of

M. de Charencey,*

The follo'vjing alphabetic list contains a brief reference to all thewriters

and works which have been produced in Guatemala in or upon this tongue :

Alau.(!on, BaLTASAE DB. Flourished 1600.

Franciscan. Collected a volume of sermons written in Cakchiquel by

various members of his order. In the Brasseur collection.

Alonzo, Juan. Flourished about 1550.

Native of Guatemala (?). "Dominican. Composed a Galepino or Dic-

tionary of the Cakchiquel, yet, extant.

Angel, Fk. About 1700.

Franciscan. A Grammar and Dictionary attributed to him wore in the-

Brasseur collection.

Betanzos, Pebko de. f 1570.

Native of Spain. Franciscan. Composed a Grammar and Vocabulary

of the Cakchiquel, and prepared, assisted by Juan de Torres, the Doctrina.

printed at Mexico 155G, and Guatemala,, 1724, described above.

Corrat,, Felh'u Ruiz. \ Hi30.

Native of Guatemala, Prepared >. Grammar and Vocabulary of the

Cakchiquel for the use of the priests.

Coto, TOMAS. Franciscan, 17th century.

Native of Guatemala. He is the author of Vocabulario de la Lenguat

Cakchiquel vel Ouaiemalteca * * Kn que Be eontienen todos los modos if

frases elegantes eon que los Naturales la Jtablan, folio, 476 leaves, 2 cols.

MSS. in the library of the American Philosophical Society. B, is complete

down to the word vendible, but the last few leaves are missing.

* Sur lc« lots plionUupies dans les idiomes dc lafamille Maya-Qnichl.

Sur le pronom personnel dans les idiomes de lafamille Mayii-Quicht.
]

Sur le systeme dc numeration chez lez peuples de, lafamille Maya-Quiehl.

Rscherehes sur les noms de nombres cardinaux dans lafamille Maya-Quiche.

Sur la lani/ue dtie Mame oil Zaklo-pakapi.

Those are Included in Mtlanges de Philologiecl de Paleoarapliie Americaines par

le Comte de Charencey, Paris, Kniest Leroux, 188JS, except tlie last two, which are

later and separate publications. I am glad to add that we may expect shortly

from the same competent hand a thorough analysis of the verb in this lin-

guistic i,'i'oup.
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DmIjOhado, Damian.

Order of Preachers. Prepared a Grammar and Dictionary of the Cak-

chiquel.

Flokks, IiiBBFONso Joseph. (•1773.

Native of Guatemala. Franciscan. Professor of Cakclriquel in the

University of Guatemala,. Wrote the only published Grammar of the

tongue, which has already been described.

Guzman, Pantaleon db. Flourished 1700.

Order of Preachers. Cura of Santa Maria de Jesus Pache. Wrote a

Thesaurus Verborum and a Doctrina. A copy of these is in my possession.

Hillon, Joan db.

Dominican. "Maestro gravissimo y.niui gran lengua." Goto. His

works are not known.

Irondo, Juan Francisco.

Native of. Guatemala. Franciscan. Wrote in Cakehlquel an Exposition

del Simbolo de San Atanasio.

Maldonado, Francisco. Flourished 1640.

This minorite friar wrote a Bamillete, manual para los Indios sobre la

Doctrina Christiana, and an Explication de la Doctrina Christiana, copies

of both of which, made in 1748, arc in the library of the American Philo-

sophical Society, in folio. lie is frequently quoted by Coto for the purity

of his style.

Marroquin, Francisco, f 1563.

Native of Spain. Franciscan. Bishop of Guatemala, 1533 to 1503.

Was the first to reduce to writing the Kiche language. Wrote a Cakchi-

quel Grammar, and ordered the preparation of a Doctrina in that tongue

by the Brothers Betanzos and Torres. See above.

Mendoza, Juan, f 1019.

Native of Mexico. Franciscan. Wrote a Doctrina, Lives of the Saints,

and Doctrinal Sermons in Cakchiquel.

Ordonez, Diego. 1490-1007 (?).

Born in Spain. Franciscan. Said to have been the first to reduce the

Cakchiquel to writing. Composed in it a Doctrina and a number of ser-

mons.

Parra, Francisco de. f 15G0.

Native of Spain. Franciscan. Devised the five peculiar characters
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of the Cakchiquel alphabet, and composed a trilingual vocabulary of

Kiche, Cakchiquel and Tzutuhil.

Paz, Alonzo. 1 1610.

Native of Guatemala. Franciscan. Taught Cakchiquel and wrote in it

a work entitled Scala Oozli, frequently quoted by Coto as an authority.

Qukh, Francisco Gebtjta. 1580.

A native Cakchiquel. Wrote a continuation of the Annals of Xahlla, q. v.

Kodrigoez, Juan.

Native of Spain. Franciscan,

of the Cakchiquel.

Composed a Grammar and Vocabulary

Salcbdo, Francisco.

Native of Chiapas. Franciscan. Professor of native languages in the

University of Guatemala. Wrote a Grammar and Dictionary of the Cak-

chiquel.

Saz, Antonio.

Native of Chiapas. Franciscan. Wrole Sermons in Cakchiquel and an

improved Grammar called Manual en la Lengua. Also Manual para lo»

Oasados. His works are often quoted by Coto as models of style.

Sotomayor, Pedro. \ 1631.

Native of Guatemala. Franciscan. Wrole a Grammar, Vocabulary

and Sermons in Cakchiquel.

Torres, Juan de. Flourished about 1550.

Native of Spain. Dominican. Assisted by Pedron de Betanzos, he pre-

pared, by order of 15ishop Marroquin, the Doctrina in Cakchiquel, subse-

quently printed.

Torresano, Estevan. Flourished 1750.

Native of Guatemala. Wrote an improved Grammar of the Cakchiquel,

described above. A copy is in the national library of France, and another

in my collection.

Varea, Francisco. Flourished 1G00.

Native of Spain. Franciscan. Wrote a Oalepino or Dictionary of Cak-

chiquel, a copy of which, made in 1699, by Fray Francisco Ceron, is in the

library of the American Philosophical Society. Squier in his Monograph

erroneously gives his name as Varela. The volume is small 4to, 239
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leaves in all, closely written, and gives the translation of about 4000 Cak-

chiquel words.

Vico, Domtngo. f 1555.

Native of Spain. Order of Preachers. Composed a Grammar and

Vocabulary of the Cakchiquel, and in it some sacred poems, and the cele-

brated Theologia, Indontm. A copy of the latter is in the library of the

American Philosophical Society.

ViLriACAffAs, Benito de. \ 1610.

Native of Spain. Dominican. Wrote a Grammar and Dictionary, both

preserved, and copies of both are in my collection.

Viu.egas, Antonio Piueto de. 17th century.

Commissary of the Holy Office. For thirty years benejiciado of Matza-

tenango. Thoroughly versed in Kiche. Wrote Tratado sobre el Baile

Lotztun. Goto.

Xahii.a, FitANCrsco Eiinantez Akana. tlB(?).

A native writer. Composed the Annals of his nation, the so-called Me-

morial de Tecpan-AtitUm. Copy in the Brasseur collection and another in

Ximenes, Francisco. Flourished 1710.

Native of Spain. Dominican. Wrote a Catechism and Confessionario

in Cakchiquel, and a Comparative Grammar of the three dialects, printed

by Brasseur de Bourbourg. See above.

To the above should be added various anonymous productions and

those whose authors are unknown. Among the last mentioned is the

work now printed, to the authorship of which I have obtained no clue.

In the National Library at Paris there is a fine 4to MS., of 202 pp., in

Cakchiquel, dated 15515, said to be a translation of the Pentateuch (?).

That library also possesses an anonymous Vocabulario en lengua Oastel-

lana y Quatemalteca, a recent copy of a much older work.

I have in my library a Galendario de los Indios de Guatemala, 1085, in

Cakchiquel, a copy of an original in the city ot Guatemala, and I have

heard of other written calendars in various parts of that country.

g IV. Phonology of the Cakehiquel.

The Spanish missionaries complained of the idioms of Guatemala as ex-

cessively rough and guttural, con asperisima pronunciation gutural, as the
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historian Juarros says.* Nor do they seem to Impress recent travelers of

Other nations more agreeably. One of the latest of these, an Englishman,

writes : "When au Indian speaks, it is always in a high, unmusical tone
;

the language is hideous, and sounds like a person speaking without any

roof to his mouth. "\

In the present work, as in most that have been written in or upon the Oak'

chiquel, the phonetic basis is the Spanish alphabet. Of that alphabet the

following letters arc used with their Spanish values, a, b, e, <j, e, i, 1, m, n,

o, P, q, i', t, y, /,.

The following are not employed :

d, f, g, j, s, tt, ii.

The following are introduced, but with sounds differing from the

Spanish :

h. This is always a decided rough breathing or forcible expiration, like

the Spanish j, or the strong English h ; except when it follows c or q when

it is pronounced as in the Spanish eha, che, &c.

k. This has never the sound of c, but is a rough palatal, the mouth being

opened, and the tongue placed midway, between the upper and lower

walls of the oral cavity, while the sound is forcibly expelled.

v. This letter whether as a consonant (u) or a vowel (a) is pronounced

separately, except when it is doubled as in vuh (uuJi), book or paper, when

the double vowel is Very closely akin to the English w. The Spanish

writers are by no means consistent in their orthography of the Cakchiquel,

in distinguishing the vowel » and the consonant v.

'tf! In Cakchiquel and its associated dialects, this letter represents the

sound of ah in the English words s7ie, shove, etc. It is of very frequent

occurrence in all of them.

Besides the above, there are five sounds occurring in the Cakchiquel,

Kiche and Tzutuhil, for which five special characters were invented or

rather adopted by the early missionary Francisco de la Parra, who died

in Guatemala in 15G0. They are the following:

& & 4 t %
*He adds " y que con solo pronunciar con mas 6 menos fucr/.a las palabrus mu-

<lan de slgnlflcado." Compendio de la Hisloria de la Ciudad de Guatemala. Per

«1 Pr. Don Domingo Juarros,Tomo II, p. 30 (2d ed. Guatemala, 1857).

t Across Central America. By J. W. Boddam-Whetham, p. 204 (London, 1877).

The particular dialect he refers to Is the Kekchl of Coban In Vera Paz.
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The origin and phonetic value of these are as follows :

This is called the tresillo, from its shape, it being an old form oi

A the figure three, reversed, thus, g. It is the only true guttural in

** the language being pronounced forcibly from the throat, with a

trilling sound (.castaneteand'o).

From its shape; this is called the cuatrillo, Parra having adopted for

A it an old form of the figure I. U is a trilled palatal between a hard
^ and/.

The name applied to this is the cuatrillo con coma, or the 4 with a

4^ comma. It is pronounced somewhat like the c with the cedilla, c,

only mon; quickly and with greater force

—

ds ordz.

This resembles the " 4 with a comma," but is descibed as softer,

"fe the tongue being brought into contact with the teeth.

A compound sound produced by combining the quatrillo with

a forcible aspirate is represented by this sign. •^3
Naturally, no description in words can convey any correct notion oi

these sounds. To learn them, one must hear them spoken by those to the

manner born.

Unfortunately, there is no uniformity about the use of Parra's signs

among the writers in Cakchiquel. Of the considerable number of

Cakehiquel. MSS. I have examined, I find scarcely two alike in this

respect. Most of them use the tresillo and the cuatrillo ; some discard all

of them; and but few fully carry out the scheme he suggested. The

writers differed in nicety of ear, and the same word occurs written In more

than one way.

In the printed works no special type has been obtained to imitate these

characters. I have some recent publications from Guatemala in the Kiche

dialect where the figure three reversed, g, and the figure 4, are employed

in the type to represent the tresillo and cuatrillo.* Brasseur used a g, and

introduced hyphens and apostrophes in his editions of Kiche writings, but

those were all foreign to his original manuscripts, and cannot therefore be

approved by exact scholarship.

I think there are sound objections to using Arabic numerals to express

* I refer to some songs, etc., In Kiche, published In El Federal Indiano. Quin-

cenario de antujuedades histdricas, costumbres indipenas i jeiieralidades, published

at Totonicnpam, 1883, by the eminent Guatemalan linguist and antiquary,

Seftor Don Manuel G. Elgueta.
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phonetic elements (though I am aware it has obtained in books printed in

Iroquois), and I agree with those who advocate employing rather the

European alphabets with diacritical marks. In the present work, there-

fore, I have concluded to adopt for the tresillo the somewhat similar Greek

sigma S; and for the cuatrillo the full-faced q, this having, indeed, the

authority of Varea in his Oalepino and also of the native writers, Xahila

and Queh, who use a modification of this letter for the cuatrillo of Parra.

The cuatrillo con coma is then readily represented by a full-faced q, with

a comma, and thus the necessary phonetic distinctions are observed'

without going beyond the resources of an ordinary printing office, and-

without presenting to the reader figures or signs which he cannot possibly

connect with any sounds whatever.*

* On the general subject of the phonology of the dialects under consideration,

the student will And the best Information In Dr. 0. H. Berendt's essay, An

Analytical Alphabet/or Hie Mexican and Central American Language* (New York,

1869, published by\he American Ethnological Society) ; and In Dr. Otto Stoll'S

work, Zur Ethnographie der Republik Gautemala, pp. '10-11. Tho description

given In the text of the peculiar sounds is taken from that In Torresano's-

Grammar.
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GRAMMAR OF THE CAKCHIQUEL LANGUAGE.

Chapter I. Op the Noun.

Declension of Nouns.

The first matter which it is necessary to discuss is the declen-

sion of the Noun. In this language there is no declension

of cases, as in Latin, as the singular serves for all cases of the

singular, and the plural for all cases of the plural. The follow-

ing rules will explain which nouns have plurals, and which
have not

:

%. Every noun which signifies an inanimate thing lacks the

plural ; as abah, stone, die, wood, stick, vleuh, the earth.

1". Every noun which signifies an animate thing without

other relation or any accident,* has no plural. Such are gene-

ric and specific names, as, chicop, animal or brute, tziquin, bird

queh, horse,f balam, tiger.

1". An exception is yxok, the female, which makes yxohi,

the females, and balam which is found with the plural balami,

the tigers.

1[. It is to be noted with reference to these rules that when
such nouns are united to the primitive or derivative pronouns

of the plural number, then they have a plural, not in expres-

sion but in signification. For example, mani hoohoch, we have
no houses; qo hapop, we have mats.

If. When any of the above nouns are united to the primi-

tive or derivative pronouns, in metaphorical expressions, prais-

ing or blaming, then they have the plural form
;

as, yx quere

aSe, you are like liens; yx quere balami, you are like tigers.

j. The nouns referred to in the above two rules also have a

plural by union with words signifying plurality, as qij, much,

conohel, all, and with the ordinal numbers; as quiyache, many
sticks, oxivay, throe loaves, tzatchi vinak, many people.

* Here used in ils metaphysical sense.

f Properly "deer." .

PROC. AMEIl. P1-IIL08. SOC. XXI. 115. 2t. PRINTED APRIL 9, 1884.

.
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T. Names of animate things which signify an accident of

nature as "the young," "the old," etc., or of fortune as "the

poor," "the rich," and also participial nouns form their plural

by adding to some a, and to others y; but which termination is

to be added must be taught by use. Examples, mama the old

man, mamae, old men; q_ahol, the youth, qahola, youths;

aqual, the child, dquala, children; ala, the boy, alalxm, boys;

Ihpoh, the girl, SopoMf, girls; 1'inom, rich, Sinoma, rich people;

me5a, poor, mebai, poor people.

*[. Nouns ending in «, or to form their plural in a; as ahti-

co ft, the owner of a cacao plantation, plural, ahticona ; ahtzi-

gom, a tailor, plural, aJi.l.zicoma.

T". Participial nouns ending in a form their plural by adding

y; as ahtzeola, the rower, a/dzeolay, the rowers; akhSola, the

buyer, ahhl'olay, the buyers; ahpilzol.a, he who makes works

in feathers, ahpitzola/y leather- workers. There are some adjec-

tive nouns which have a plural form, as nirn, great, plural,

nim,ak; ehtOim, small, plural, chutih. To express that a road

is lofty or extended, one would say in the singular W*/, large

or extended or distant, and in. the plural naldih ; nima ya, a

great river; chuti ya, a small river or small rivers.

This particle he or e added to the noun forms a plural, as,

zah he qui 2V-, they ha.ve white clothing.

The Grammars of Villacafias and Torrcsn.no give some farther particu-

lars of plural forms. The general rule is that nouns denoting inanimate

objects have no plurals, and those denoting animate objects are pluralized

either by the terminations a or i (= ?/), or by the use of words conveying

plurality. Of the latter the most common is he or e, which is simply the

plural demonstrative pronoun, these or those. This pronoun is also in-

serted even when the noun has the plural termination, as Xe be he a/q'-

aH ehi eoehoeh, the plasterers went to their houses, It carries with it a

specific and definite meaning, and is omitted even with animate nouns

Without plural forms when those are employed in a general sense. Torre-

sano shows this by the following two examples : conohel he nuqahil xe be,

pacaman, all my sons have gone to the village corn field ; but, indefinitely,

ronohel vinak xe be pa earnah, all the people have gone to work.

There are also a number of nouns signifying animate objects which are

used absolutely, without the pronominal prefixes, and which may be plu-

ralized by prefixing the e. Of these are tata, tataatz, or tataixel, the father,

not stating whose, qahol, qaolatz or gaolaxel, the son, not stating whose,
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hi, hiatz, or hiaxel, the son-in-law. These approximate to verbal forms,

and appear to be confined to nouns Indicating family affinity.

Abstract nouns may be constructed by adding the termination ah to the

concrete. They do not form plurals, but contain the notion of plurality.

Thus, nu tzam, is "my nose," but tzamah, is "the nose," without refer-

ence to person. So Set, hand, nu 2«, my hand, tdlah, the hand, which
also -means the two hands, as they are always associated in nature.

§ I. On the Use of Adjectives.

The adjective noun is always placed first, and then flic, sub-

stantive noun, and between adjective and substantive is placed

ono of tin! following particles, winch by themselves have no

signification :

a,—
y,
—ilah,—o lah,—lah,—ah,—o lah,—v lah,—e lah.

Examples: nirn, large, nima che, large stick; qy,'ih.uch, qi/a

calul, much fruit; gak, white, caki qui, white cToa'k; riaht,

high, nahtik vinafo, great persons; vtz, good, vtzilah ya,, good

water; q,il, dirty, q,ilolah qui, a dirty eloak
;
mel'en, hot, rae-

lenalah ya, hot water; cliaom, pretty, chaomalah lopoli, a

pretty girl
;

tea, cold, teulah ya, cold water; qa.y, bitter, qcvyl&fa

ya, bitter water; ytzelulah huyu, a bad descent ; hi, beloved,

Ic-Iolah tata, beloved father; chua\huh, maimed, chuajiuhilah

ahauh, a maimed ruler; xchc, Bterile, xoheelah yxok, a sterile

woman.

1. Other words add ic, as mdem, joined or married, qulanic

yxok, a married woman; hebel, something pretty and pleasant,

hebelie qui* pretty clothing.

^f. Note that when one substantive noun is united to another

substantive noun, with the signification of an adjective, one of

these particles, cdah or ylah, is placed between them; as abahi-

lah bei, a stony road; yixalah huyu, a thorny mountain; chico-

pilah vinak, a bestial person.

T. The particles elah and vlah are also placed between such

substantives, as q,echelah ticon, a cacao field neglected and

overgrown
;
civanilah bei, a rough road.

*§. And take notice that, the least important substantive is

placed first, and used as the adjective; as, give, a thorn, bet, a

road, gixalah bei, a thorny road.

*The generic word for clothing Is qid ; the specific term is 2«; the

latter is varied, the former is not. (Goto.)
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Tf. Observe that when any derivative or possessive pronoun

is united to the first noun in such a connection, then, one of the

following particles is added to the noun, al, el, il, ol, vl ; as,

ahauh, lord, rahaual vinak, the lord of the people ; ru yaal bo-

hoi, the water of the jar ; ru cheel hai, the wood of the house,

. ru caSulil che, or rua che, the fruit of the tree ; ru baltil balam,

the bone of the tiger; ru bohoil cab, the jar of the honey; ru

popol hai, the rug of the house. And this is not only the case

with third, persons, but with all persons, both singular and

plural, as:

vahaual Jesu Christo, My Lord Jesus Christ.

auhaual Jesu Christo, Thy " " "

rahaual Jesu Christo, His " " "

kahaual Jesu Christo, Our " " "

yahaual Jesu Christo, Your " " "

cahaual Jesu Christo, Their " " "

To make the above explanation clearer, it should be stated that in

Cakchlquel, as in most American tongues, there is no such separate part

of speech as an adjective. The word nim, does not mean "great," but "a
great thing ;" hebel, " a pretty thing," etc. Such words only assume the

sense of adjectives when used to express the quality of a subject. Hence
the Spanish grammarians divide the Cakchiquel nouns into the two
classes, "adjec'ive nouns," such as the above, and "substantive nouns,"
which can express being without relation.

Of the terminations alah, elah, ilah, olah, ulah, Torrcsano states that the

most frequent are alah and ilah, as these may be added to almost all

nouns, both substantive and adjective ; olah is used only in the word
loSolih.

On the terminations al, el, il, ol, vl, Villacafias has the following import-

ant remarks : "The possessive pronouns unite with both substantive and
adjective nouns, and it is to be noted that when the pronoun conveys the

notion of ownership, no termination is added to the noun ; but when the

pronoun expresses the connotation of a quality or accident, and not

ownership, then one of the following particles is added to the nouns, al,

el, il, ol, 1)1. For example, nuuh, my book, the book which I own; nu
uhil, my book, that in which matters relating to me are written ; nu colob,

my cord, l he cord I. own, nu colobol, my cord, the cord with which I am
bound, etc. When these particles are added to adjective nouns, they ex-

press the quality in the abstract, as zaa, white, zacil, whiteness ; viz, good,

vtzil, goodness. These abstract nouns can rarely be used with the personal

.possessive pronouns, although we might say, nu zacil, my whiteness."
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Chapter II. Of the Peonouns.

Tf. There arc primitive and derivative pronouns. The
primitive are

:

yn, I. oh, we.

at, thou. yx, you.

ha * that one. A<?,f these.

Other pronouns are: yra, otf, Aa, oA, yx, here.

Genitives of these words arc:

vichin, my or of inc.

avichin, thy.

rriclrin,% of that one.

Datives of these genitives:

chuichin, to or for me.

chavichin, to or for thee.

kichin, our.

yvichin, your.

quichin, their.

chihichin, to or for us.

chivichin, to or for you.

chirichin, to or for that one. chiquichin, to or for those.

The following are datives of the same sense 'and rendering^

chike, to or fqr us.

chive, to or for you.

cinque, to or for those.

chihih, against us.

chivih, against you.

chiquih, against those.

chue, to or for me.

chaue, to or for thee.

chire, to or for thai, one.

Accusatives of these words:

chuih, against inc.

chavih, against thee.

chirih, against that one.

Those words also mean, of or from me, of or from thee, etc.

Torresano adds the explanation: "This accusative has two other sig-

nifications (besides the one given above). One is 'at my cost,' or 'in

my care,' as, 'It is in my care to aid you and to look after you,' Chuih
qohvi ytooic iq'cti navipe. The other is, 'behind me,' 'behind thee,' as,

' The garment is behind thee, ' Chahoih qoh to" qui

'

' So Coto gives the ex-

ample : Chuih ahilam viri, "This is at my cost or expense.
"

* Should read ri; ha is the demonstrative.

f Or, e.

| Better, richin.

% This form is not given by either of the other grammarians.
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In the reciprocal accusative Torresano doubles the terminal vowel, and
also adds another form as follows :

chinubil vij, within myself.

chabil avij, within thyself.

chubil rij, within himself.

chihibil kij, within ourselves.

chibil ivij, within yourselves.

chiquibil quij, within themselves.

It is used as in the following example : qns mahaniok tuinaldricah Dios

cah vleuh xaki chubil rij xqohe vi, Before God created Ihe heaven and the

earth He was within Himself. The term bil is here used witli the posses-

sive pronoun and the preposition chi.

In reference to vocatives the same author remarks that they have no
peculiar form in this language, and that in place of them they use the

second persons, singular and plural, as, Yx alabon, Boys, come hero (lit-

erally, You, boys).

The following accusatives are used in the present tenses:

quin, me. Jcoh, us.

cat, thee. quia:, you.

que, them.

There arc other accusatives which are used to form recipro-

cal verbs, e. g. y
tin loSoh vi ; I love myself; and thus in the

other persons prefixing the particles tin, la, lu, as:

tin—vi, to myself,

ta—avi, to thyself.

tu—ri, to himself.

The ablatives arc:

vumal, by or from me.

aumal, by or IVom thee.

runuil, by or from that one.

iiha—qui, to ourselves.

ti—ivi, to yourselves.

tique—-qui, to themselves.

kwmal, by or from us.

yii/DKiJ, by or from you.

cumal, by or from I hose.

There are other ablatives vvhieh signify, with me, with thee,

etc., to wit

:

viquin, with me. Jciquin, with us.

aviquin, with thee. yviquiv,, with you.

riquin, with that one. quiquin, with those.

|. Possessive pronouns or particles to distinguish the pps-
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session of the object; these sire, for nouns beginning with a

vowel

:

v, my. k, our.

av, thy. iv, your.

rr, that one's. c, their.

Thus, vochoch, my house, avochoch, thy house, rochoch that

one's house, kochoch, our house, yvochoch, your house, cochoch,

the bouse of those. And in this same way many other nouns

are declined, as vahauah, my lord, vahtih, my master, vetam, I

know or am acquainted with, an expression used to signify

that one knows or understands some art.

The following particles are used with words beginning with

a consonant

:

nu, my. ha, our.

a, thy. y, your.

r?<, of that one. qui, of those.

As, nuvach, my face; avach, your face; ruvach, his face;

kavach, our face
;
yvach, your face

;
quivach, their face. In

the same way the following and many other words are de-

clined :

nutata, my father,

nute, my mother.

nu^ahol, my son.

numial, my daughter.

nuyavaliil, niv sickness.

nutzih, my clothing.

nuqazlibal, m v soul.

nnqazlem, my life.

All the following nouns arc

and wm :

nunimial, my elder brother.

nuchal, my younger brother.

vana, my sister.

numama, my ancestor.

««/«/, my ancestress.

rauqucc, my heart.

nuqirieotem, my joy.

nughahomonel, my wash-wo-

man.

nuhalon tzih, my false testi-

mony.

nutzih, my word.

nupixa, my word.

nurnac, my sin.

declined by these particles v
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numam viy, my grandchild.

vican nutata, my uncle.

nute, vana, nutata, my aunt.

vicoS, my nephew or niece.

qechan, or nubaluc, my brother-in-law.

vixnam, my sister-in-law.

vali or valibatz, my daughter-in-law.

jim hinam, my father-in-law.

nuhite, my mother-in-law.

nuchas nunahti nimal, my male cousin.

nunahti ana, my female cousin.

nuchi, my son-in-law.

nuyahtata, or, nutata bal, my stepfather.

nuyahte, or nutebal, my stepmother.

"j[ . The women say among themselves:

nuxibal, my elder brother.

nutjhuti xibal, my younger brother.

minimal, my elder sister.

nuchaZilatz, my younger sister.

valinam, my father-in-law.

valite, my mother-in-law.

nunahti xibal, my male cousin.

nunahti nuinal, my female cousin.

The women call the nephew va£ and the niece also, and to

know if it is a son or not one asks: Kitzih pe aval? Is it

really thy son? If it is she says: Val ; and if not, Iialqual

nuxibal, it is the son of my brother; and of the niece, Eumeal
nuxibal. Aval pe? Is it thy son, or thy daughter ? She re-

plies, Val, my son.

The following table from Villacanas and Coto exhibits the terms of con-

sanguinity and affinity as used by the two sexes :

By males. By females.

my son nu qahol val

my daughter nu mini vixokal

my elder brother nu nimal nu xibal

my younger brother nu cfiaZ nu ahuti xibal

my elder sister vana nu nimal
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By males. By females.

my younger sister nu qhuti vana nu nimalatz

my spouse vixhail mchahiil
my father-in-law nu hinam valinam
my mother-in-law nu Mte mlite

my brother-in-law nu baluc, nu hi vechanim
my sister-in-law mxnam vali

my son by a former marriage nu yah aaJiol nu yah al

my daughter by a former marriage nu yah mial nu yah ixok al

my male cousin nu chaX nu nahti xibal

my female cousin nu nahti ana nu nahti nimal
my grandson nu mam my
my granddaughter nu mam my

Many of these are compound words, whose meanings are easily

reached
; nimal is from nim or nima, large, great ; ghuti, is small, little

;

ixok, female ; xibal, male
; yah, the organs of generation of either sex (nu

yah qahol = the son of my body) ; naht or nahti, remote, distant. Baluc
and hi do not mean brother-in-law in our sense, but are applied to all

males of the chinamitl or gens into which the speaker has married. The
general word for parentage is aca, which is used as in the following sen-

tence : qoh pe aca quichin qui chiquibil qui vac qulubel ? Is there any rela-

tionship between these who are about to marry?

The terms given as used by women only do not in any manner indicate

a different linguistic origin. It will be seen that several of them are from
the word al, used above for son and daughter (ixok al — female al) ; this

is a form from alan, to bring forth, to give birth to, and is no doubt con-

nected with al, a load, a burden, as in English we say of a pregnant
woman, "She is carrying." These terms, therefore, must be considered

specializations of relationship which are used only by the women because
they are from points of view, which, in the nature of things, are peculiar

to that sex. Strictly speaking, they are not linguistic peculiarities at all.

These particles, ri, ha, hari, mean "this;" as ta baria ri, do

this. Ila may be used demonstratively as in this sentence, lla

tahox tiban avvmal, This is proper, that it be done by you. It

may also be used for ille, ilia, Mud; as: Dios xbana call vlevh

xaviha xba.no ronohel a.etom maqui q,etom (tzetom). God
made the heavens, the earth, and He made all that we see and

do not see. The particle hari may stand for iste, isla, istud, as

in. this example: Hari vae tzih tavi tibijx chivichin hitzih

chi hi, These words which I speak to you are truly precious.

It may also be used for ipse, ipsa, ipsum, as, Mixcam ri Pedro,

PBOO. AMEK. PHILOSi SOC. XXI. 115. 2U. PRINTED APRIL i), 1884.
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Pedro has died. Nakchi Pedro ? Which Pedro? Ilari xa
q,et pa bei, The one you saw in the road.

Other compositions are made with these pronouns in the

following manner:

xavi yn ri, I myself.

xavi at ri, thou, thyself.

xavi ha ri, that one himself.

xaviohri, wo ourselves.

xavyxri, you yourselves.

xaviheri, those themselves.

The following particles carry with them a, notion of benefit

or of injury. I give an example of benefit: Xax in vi tool yvi-

chin, I am the same ally to you as heretofore. Of injury:

Xax in vi agutel, I am your opponent.

xax in vi, I the same. xax oh vi, we the same.

xax at vi, thou tin; same. xax ix vi, you the same.

xax ha vi, that one the same, xax lie vi, they the same.

Another composition : vac means the same as eoce, Dehold

;

as, Vae nulzih, Behold my words; Vae amac, Behold your
sin..

yn vae, I the same. oh vae, we the same.

at vae, thou the sn.me. yx vae, you the same.

ha vae, that one (lie same. he vae, those the same.

Thus it, is used by one who knows himself and humbles him-

self: Yn vae inqazhol, in macol, I, that same evil sinner.

Another composition is:

yn va, behold me here. oh va, behold us here.

at va, behold thee here. yx va, behold you here.

ha va, behold him. here. ha va, behold them here.

As: Yn va in ahauh, Behold me here, me, a. lord; it is

Used in pointing out, in this manner, greatness, or wisdom, or

strength, or pride.

The particle ha placed at the beginning of a sentence corre-

sponds with va,e ; as, 17a bin ya chavichin vae tin ya, This is

! .y«what I have to giv<

Quts vol Qui. Who.

Nah and ehinalc signify "who." Nak ca tvx? Who art

thou'/ Nak,? Quid est? Nak achock ychin ri? or, Nak ah
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ychinri? Whose is this? Nak pe ah ychin? or, Nak pe qo

rrichin ri? Whoso is this? Or, To whom docs this belong?

Nak chiquichinf To whom ? Nak chiquichin xtin ya vi? To

whom am 1 to give it? or, To which of them ?

Nak chinak, whom or what, to or in whom or what. Nikchi-

nak chirih qo vi ri mac? In whom is this sin? Nak chinak xa

camicah? Whom or what have you killed?

Disteibutive Words.

He or helak signifies "all" or "everyone." These two

words are much used, as Ta ya he (or, hetak) qui vai vinalc

alabon ri xtani, &c., Give bread to eapb ope (or, to all) of the

persons, hoys or girls, &o. Ta 'ya he (or hetak) qui vuh aquala,

Give the letters to the boys, and to each one of them (the sense

of the words being distributive).

vonohel, I all. konohel, we all.

avonohel, thou all. yvonohel, you all.

ronohel, that one all. conohel, they all.

It may be remarked of this word that the first and second

pronouns singular are not used, although they say: Qui be

vonohel auqifi e val nuQahol, 1 shall go with all my people

and sons. Cat be avonohel qitqm eaval eaqahol, Thou shalt go

with all thy family. Hut it is chiefly used with the third per-

son singular and the plurals.

1". Note, that the third person singular forms the plural,

when united to inanimate nouns as: ronohel yxim, all the

maize; ronohel abah, all the stones; and yve must not say,

conohel abah. Further, this third pronoun singular, when

added to collective names of plural signification, forms their

plurals; as: ronohel amal', all the town; ronohel vinak, all the

people; hole rmohel, we shall all go; baix ley ronohel, you

shall all go; que be ronohxl, they shall all go.

Compounds of quis or qui.

*l\.
Naktux, means who, which or what.

nakchique, which of them.

bilataon, something.

huhunal or chuhunal, to each one.
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The numeral hurt, one, is sometimes used for the indefinite article,

and at other times as an indefinite pronoun ; as, hun chivUhin xqui ya in,

one of you must give me ; hun vinak, a man. Reduplicated it means
each one, as luihun cliimcMn xtiqamo hun che. Each of you must bring
a stick. For "somebody," the verb qoh, to be in a place, is used, as,

qoh xbano, somebody did it, i. e. : "There was (who) did it."

The termination ion, means "alone," and is used with the possessive
pronouns which precede consonants, it being a curious rule which holds
good throughout this language that two initial vowels have the phonetic
force of a consonant ; thus :

nuion, I alone. kaion, we alone.

aion, thou alone. yion, you alone.

i-uion, he alone. quiion, they alone.

The negative "nobody" maybe formed from hun, manihun, no one,
as, manihun tibe chi rochoch, let no one go to his house.

Cuattee ITT. Of the Verbs.

The verbs are rather difficult in this language on account

of the variety of their compounds', and their number and
diversity, because they have a particular verb for each specific

act; thus, to eat, in. its absolute sense is qui va, I cat, cat va,

thou eatest, etc. For eating bread they say, tin vaih; for

eating fruit or eggs, tin to; for eating anything toasted, tin

aix; for eating vegetables, tin vechaah. For this reason

the whole difficulty in this language is in learning the verbs

and their properties, and therefore something must be said

about them, although, it is a difficult topic.

There arc two kinds of verbs; one kind governs cases and
the other does not. All those which govern cases arc held to

be active, although in the Latin language I hey may be neuters,

or deponents or common. Those which do not govern eases

are neuter, and it is necessary to know this, because there are

four classes of verbs, active, passive, neuter and absolute. The
passive and t he absolute are formed from the active verb, so

that; the active being known, the passive and the absolute can

be formed, because, as ] say, these are Conned from the active

Sum, es,fui.

In this language there is no proper word to express this

verb, and those who up to this time have employed a, definite
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word have taken that which corresponds to sto, stare, or to

habeo, habere; for the word qoh, docs not mean "to be"
(Spanish, ser), but "to be in a place" (Spanish, estttr). To
translate this sentence, "

I am good," we may not say, yn qoh
ulz. To express all that we say by the verb sum, es,fui, the
Indians make use of the following method: They take the

primitive pronouns in the appropriate person and number, and
place them before any adjective or substantive noun, and thus

form the verb ; and by various additions and circumlocutions,

they express themselves as freely and with as many moods and
tenses as we do.

The above statement about the verb "to be" agrees with that in the

grammar of VUlacaSas, but is attacked by Torresano. lie writes, "Al-
though other grammarians who have written of this idiom have stated

that it does not possess the verb sum, es, fui, the contrary is clear enough.
In certain tenses the primitive pronouns can be used with the verb ux,

which, although usually conjugated with the pronouns of the passive voice,

may also be conjugated with those of the active, and in that case it has
the proper sense of sum."
Father Goto, who has a long note, covering several folio pages, on the

rendering of the Spanish verb eer, cannot be said to endorse the above.
He observes, "This verb was seems to me to correspond in some way to

the Latin flo, fis." The word to express the essentia, or natural character
of a thing, he gives as aohlem, which is generally strengthened by the

affirmative particle xax and the correlative vi, as xax aohlem abah m, it is,

In its nature, a stone ; but it may also mean custom, habit. This
was the most appropriate word found in Cakohiquel to express the being
of God. The declaration of the persons of the Trinity runs thus : Que-
reqa xax oxivi ru vinakil, xaqa hun qui aphlem, hurt nampe Diosil, clii xax
huna Bios vi chupam ru aphlem, Truly three are the persons, one, the
Being (of God), and one, God, and one, God in His Being. This highly
abstract expression shows the capacity of the tongue for recondite

thought : certainly it is not less clearly put in the Cakchiquel than in

any European idiom.

Indicative Mood.

Present tense,

yn utz, I am good. oh ulz, we are good.

at ulz, thou art good. yx utz, you are good.

ha utz, he is good. he utz, they are good.

This present is in very common use, and very properly tak es
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the place of I am, thou art, etc. In phrases of the third per-

son, with a noiri i n.'i.ti vo expressed, the ha is dropped, as, ulz

Pedro, Pedro is good.

Imperfect preterit.

Tl lis tense is formed by adding to the primitive pronoun

the particle naek.

yn naek utz, I was good. oh naek utz, we were good.

at naek utz, thou, wast good. yx naek utz, yon were good.

ha naek utz, he was good. he naek utz, they were good.

This is a circumlocution., and to complete its signification a

word must he added, a,s in Latin when we say, tu eras—
the phrase rests in suspense; hence we must say, yn naek utz

oher, I was good in past time, thus conveying the sense of an

action whieh was begun but not completed.

Perfect preterit.

The perfect preterit is formed from the present by suffixing

a particle of past, time, a,s oher or xueri, formerly
;
ylrir* yes-

terday
; c&bih'ir, day before yesterday, dropping the pronoun in

the third person singular.

yn utz oher, I have been oh, utz oher, we have beet)

good. good.

at ulz oher, thou hast been yx utz oher, you have been

good. good.

ha utz oher, he has been good, he ulz oher, they have; been

good.

Pluperfect.

To form this tense the Letter a; is prefixed to theprimitive

pronounsand after them is placed the noun; except in the third

person, of the singular, where the pronoun is not used, but

merely the x. This tense requires a sentence to follow it, for

its explanation, and at its close is placed the particle vi ; as:

xin utz vi rnahanioh cat ul, I had already been good before

thou earnest. But the vi may also bo omitted, as, xin ulinak

*Ibir, Goto.
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tek xai ul, I had already arrived when thou earnest. Such a

use of tliis tense is quite customary and elegant. Thus to

speak of God as a great .Lord before heaven or earth was made,

we say, Xaha vi xUinorrl vi xtiail vi Dios nim.a.hauh malianiok

tu ban cah vleuh. Such expressions are aided by a manner of

speaking current among those Indians to express nature or

habit in anything, although the time is not the same as in the

tense we are discussing. Thus they say, Xax ru gak vi ri ya

cak ruach, This water is by its nature white. Xax ru qohlem

vi ri Pedro nima elelom, Pedro makes a habit of stealing.

Torresano gives several methods of forming the pluperfect, none pre-

cisely corresponding with the above. Thus :

haxinvi, I had been.

hax at vi, thou hadst been.

hax ha vi, he had been.

Another i#

yn ok, I had been.

at oh, thou hadst been.

lia ok, he had been.

hax oh vi, we had been.

hax, ix vi, you had been.

hax he vi, they had been.

oil ok, we had been.

yx ok, you had been.

he ok, they had been.

As, You had been sick when T came, Ix ok yavai tok xin ul. It may
also be formed by the particles chi, ok, as, at fiscal ehi ok toxibe, thou hadst

been fiscal when I went ; or the particle chic may be added, as, In xax

vinak chic tok xai ul, I had been well when thou earnest.

Future Imperfect.

This future is formed from the present by adding the verb

quin ux, to have become (ser hecho).

yn utz xquinux, I shall have become good.

at utz xcat, ux, thou wilt have become good.

In the third person the particle ha is not used, but the pi 1 rase

is expressed thus:

utz xtux Pedro, Pedro will be good, or will have become

good.

This tense may also be formed by placing at the end an ad-

verb of future time as,

yn utz ch/iuik, I shall be good lo-morrow.

Also the particle chic, more, may be placed before the said

adverb, as:

yn utz chic chuah, I shall be more good to-morrow.
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The original omits the future prefix * in this tense, but I presume this

is a fault of the copyist, and I restore it, following Torrcsano. He adds
this example of its employment : Ix lol xquix ux chire Dios ve ti2il ioiipan

imac, You will become the beloved of God, if you abstain from your sins.

Future Perfect.

This tense is formed from the pluperfect by dropping the

vi and suffixing the adverbial particle toh, when, and then the

verb ; as

:

xin utz tok cat ul, I shall have been good when thou wilt

have come.
xat utz toh tul Padre, already thou wilt have been good

wlien the Father comes.

For this tense Torresano simply postfixes the particle chic, as :

yn nimanel chic, I shall have been obedient.

at nimanel chic, thou shalt have been obedient, &c.

It is difficult to appreciate the precise value of chic as a temporal par-

ticle. The following examples of its use from the Calepino of Varea will

illustrate its force : At mama chic, already thou art an old man ; xul chic

he had returned ; xcamican chic, he returned again to killing, etc.

Imperative Mood.

The imperative is formed from the present of the in-

dicative by adding tin; particle ok alter the pronoun and be-

fore the adjective-noun; but in the third person singular the

ha is not used, and the oh is placed after the adjective noun
;
as

at ok utz, be thou good.

utz ok Pedro, let Pedro be good.

Note that this form of expression is more appropriate where,

for example, one asks for a stone and, they bring him a stick,

and he says, Abah ok, maqui che, A stone, I say, and not a

stick. They make ch use of this verb, quin ux, cat ux, tux

which is, in Latin, fio,fia,fit, as an imperative, giving it its pro-

nouns and numbers, as,

quin ux, may I become.

cat ux, may thou become.

tux, may he become, and so the rest of the persons, repeat-

ing them after the imperative forms, as,

at ok utz cat ux, become thou good.
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They also use this imperative thus

:

utz oh, let it be well done.

hebelo oh, be it well done.

Also in commands, as xan oh, bring bricks, dbah oh, bring

stones.

Future perfect of future time.

This future is formed from the present of the imperative by
the use of one of the following particles : ckioh, qa/eqa, chui,

chuhach, chirih, chupantok. Thus, to translate the following

sentence, Be thou good, after thou shalt have been baptized,

At oh utz hahinah chioh, ru ya Dios pan avi. Again: Thou

shalt be baptized and afterwards thou wilt be made good,

Ti Jcahna ruya Dios pan avi aateaa at utz cat ux.

Optative Mood.

Present tense.

This tense is formed from the present indicative by inserting

the particle tah between the pronoun and the noun which fol-

lows it, except in the third person of the singular where the

pronoun is dropped.

yn tah utz, would I were good

!

at tah utz, would thou wort good

!

utz tah Pedro, would Pedro wore good I

And so on for the other persons.

Torresano observes that there is but one form in this tongue for the

optative and subjunctive mood, and he gives the above and the following

tenses as subjunctives. He translates the particle tah in this connection

by utinam, but adds that it has other significations. Si, if, the subjunctive

sign, is vc or mta, and it will be seen that by its use, and some changes in

the particles, our author frames his subjunctive mood.

Imperfect preterit.

This tense may bo formed by adding to the present of this

mood the particle toh and adding what sentence we wish, as:

Yn tah utz toh xirah oquecax chi ahauarem, oh, would I had

been good when they wished to make me cacique I

PBOC. AMKK.rHILOS. SOC. XXI. 115. 2v PRINTED APRIL 10, 1884.
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It will be noticed that the author directs this and the following tense to

be formed alike. This is no doubt an error of the copyist. Torresano
forms the imperfect preterit by adding quin ux, as, yn tah naonel quill ux,

I should be understood ; and the perfect preterit by repeating the primitive

pronoun and adding the perfect particle inak :

yn tah mitih in ux inak, I should have been careful.

Preterit perfect.

This tense is formed from the present of this mood by add

ing the particle tok, and afterwards the sentence that we wish,

as in the preterit imperfect. Example : Yn tah utx tok xin ul

vave, oh, if I had been good when I came liere!

Preterit pluperfect.

This tense is formed by the present by prefixing to the pro-

noun the letter x, and beginning the following sentence with

tok, as xin tah utz tok xul ru tzih IJios, oh, if I had be< ai good

when the word of Grod came ! Xatah, ahau tok xin ul vave,

oh, if thou hadst been ruler when I came here! Xalmu tah,

Pedro tok xibe, oh ! if Pedro had been ruler when I went

away I

Torresano forms this tense by prefixing the particle xatavi (x
-f-

ha +
tah

-f-
vi) to the pronoun.

xatavi xin nimanel, would I had been obedient

!

Future.

This is formed from the present in the same manner, by add-

ing some particle of future time, as chic, chuak.

Torresano prefixes vetti, if, and adds ux, as :

veta in nimanel quin ux, if I shall be obedient.

Subjunctive Mood.

Present.

The present of this mood is formed from the present of the

indicative by prefixing the particle vetah, as: Vetah yn utzilah

christiano qui be chi cah, if I be a good Christian, I shall go to

heaven. Note that a common use of this tense is in sentences

like the following: If I were a, sinner, I would say that I am'
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but it is not true that which they charge me with, Vetah yn
ahmac xquichatah, xaka maqui quere xa tan tih atox chirih.

Preterit perfect.

This tense may be consistently formed like that of the opta-
tive by dropping the tah and putting in its place ve; as: Ve
yn utz toh, qui cam mani tin xibih vi rumal Diablo, If I should
have been good, when I die I shall not fear about the Devil.

Preterit "pluperfect.

Tins tense is like the optative, dropping the tah and putting
in its place ve or vetah, as, Vetah xax yn Sinom vi chila Cas-
tilla, maqui tah xin ulvave, If I had been rich there in Castile,

I should not have come here. Vetah xax at vi ahauh, maqui
tah quere catzihon vi, 1 f thou hadst been ruler, thou wouldst
not speak in this manner.

Future subjunctive.

This tense isl'onne.l from the present by adding some adverb
of time or some verb referring to the future, as, Vetah yn utz,

quin ux xavi cat utzir vmal, If I shall bo good, let it make
thee good.

Infinitive Mood.

This is formed by a circumlocution, taking the present of
the optative and varying it with the verb tivaho, I wish, lava-
ho, thou wishes!;, etc. Thus, yn tah utz tivaho, I wish to be
good, etc. The Indians also use many other methods of speak-
ing in this mood, as

utz tah nuqux tivaho, I wish to have a good heart.

utz tah nuqohlem tivaho, I wish to have a good life.

utz tah qui qohe tivaho, I wish to be in peace.

quinutzir tah tivaho, I wish to be good.

tirah tah nuqux yn tah utz, I wish that mv heart may be
good.

yn tah hebel, to be handsome.
yn tah chaom, to be beautiful.
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The preterit can use the adverb oher or the others already

mentioned, as, Tivaho tah nuqux yn tah utz oher, I wish to

have been good formerly or in past time.

Future.

This tense is formed by placing the verb quin ux, before the

desiderative verb, as, at tah utz cat ux, tavaho, Thou hast a de-

sire to be good. It may also be formed in other ways, as, Tiaho

tah nugux yntah utz, quinux, My heart wishes me to be good;

or, Yn tali, nuaohlem, tivaho; yntah utz huna caba, yntah utz

chic tivaho.

*\\. Note. As there is no proper word for this verb in any of

its moods, tenses or persons, but it must be expressed by cir-

cumlocutions, its translations are numerous; and this is not

surprising; it is enough to say that although there is no proper

word for it, every one of its forms found in the Latin can be

rendered into this tongue.

The verb cat ux, in the second and third persons singular

and plural, maybe uscd.toa.sk questions, like sum, es, fui

;

as: Nak cat ux? Who art thou? Answer, Yn, I. Asking

again, Nakchi at ? Who art thou? Answer, Yn Pedro, So

in thep lural, Nak qui xuxf Who are you? When, seeing

a person, the question is asked, Nak cat ux? Who art thou?

it is equivalent to Nak atah chok chinamitlf Of what- elan or

lineage art thou? To ask, What wood is this? we say, Nak

che el vi? and to ask of what dignity or position is this man, we

say, Nak ri kalem ri vinak?

After a similar attempt to render into Cakchiquel the Spanish verb ser

in its different forms—an attempt which is evidently out of place, as it lias

no correspondent in the tongue—Torresano translates the conjugation of

the Spanish estar, in which lie succeeds better, as that is properly trans-

lated by the Oak, qoh. I will give the first persons of the tenses with their

Spanish equivalents, the Spanish grammar being richer in flexions than

the English.
Indicative Mood.

Present : tan in qoh, yo estoy.

Preterit Imperfect : xlan in qoA, yo estaba.

Preterit Imperfect Negative : xtan in qohmmt, yo no estaba.

Preterit Perfect : xi Qphe, yo cstnve.
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Preterit Pluperfect : yn ok qohevinak chic, yo habla estado.

Future Imperfect : xqui qohe, yo estare\

Future Perfect : yn qoh chic, yo liabriS estado.

Imperative Mood,
cat qohe, esta tu.

Optative and Subjunctive Mood.

Present, qui qohe tah, yo esti5.

or, ve qui qohe.

Preterit Imperfect, xqui qohetah, yo estaria.

Preterit Pluperfect, xiqohe tah, yo liubiese estado.

or, veta xiqohe, si yo liubiese estado.

or, veta in qohevinak.

Future, veta xqui qohe, si yo estuviera estado.

Infinitive Mood.

Present, tan tivah qui qohe, yo quiero estar.

Preterit Perfect, xivao xi qohe, quise estar.

Future, xtivaho qui qohe, querre estar.

Gerunds.

Genitive, qui qohebic, para que yo est 6.

Dative, hata qui qohevi, para quo yo est6.

Participles.

Present, qoh, el que esla.

Future, qohlel, el que ha de estar.

As I have already stated in the Introduction, this arrangement, on the

plan of the Latin grammar, is forced, and violates the spirit of the Cakchi-

quel, as it would of all other American tongues.

On the Conjugation of the Verbs.

Active Verbs.

As has been already said there are four kinds of verba in

Ibis Language, active, passive, absolute and neuter.

The verb never varies its termination in any mood or tense.

The mood and tense are distinguished by certain particles

which in some tenses are placed at the beginning, in others at

flic beginning and end of the verb.

Active verbs are of two kinds, those winch begin with a

consonant, and those which begin with a vowel; and each of

these has its appropriate particles to distinguish the number,

person and tense.
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The particles of active verbs, both of one or more syllables,

which begin with a consonant are:

tin or tinu, I. tika, wo.

la, thou. ti, you.

tu, that one. tiqui, they.

The form tinu for the first person is rarely used in the pres-

ent, but more frequently in the future.

Present tense,

ti Ian, I do. tika ban, we do.

ta ban, thou dost. ti ban, you do.

hi ban,, he does. tiqui ban, they do.

All the verbs of this class, of one or several syllables, are

conjugated in like manner; as, of one syllable:

tin ya, I give.

tin q'ef, 1 see.

tin qam, I seize.

tin tah, I send.

tin yak, I lift.

tin pie, I wrap.

ten tea, [spill.

Of several syllables; as:

tin lo~\)h, I love.

tin bij'h, 1 say.

tin rapah, 1 whip.

tin tihoh, I teach.

ten qahicah, I flog,

And many others of one or more syllables

tin quir, I untie.

tin too, 1 aid.

tew toll, I pay.

ten roiif, I cut.

tin qat, I burn.

tin qutuh, I ask.

tew chahih, I keep.

te>i a^,apih, I shut.

te'w chomiricah, I direct.

Preterit.

The particles for the preterit of both these classes of verbs

are,

xin or rinn, I. cc/ca, wo.

xa, thou a;*', you.

xa, that one. cegtte, they.

The forms xin or m« are used indifferently by the natives,
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Perfect preterit.

xin ban, I have done. xka ban, we have done.

xa ban, thou hast done. xi ban, you have done.

xu ban, that one has done, xqui ban, they have done.

And so of all the above verbs of one or many syllables.

xinpiz, I have wrapped.

xin lie, I have spilled.

xin quir, I have untied.

xin too, I have aided.

xin q,«i, 1 have burned.

xin ya, I have given.

xin q^et, I have seen.

xin qam,, I have seized.

xin tak, I have sent.

xin yak, I have lilted.

And also,

xin loSoh, I have loved.

xin bijh, I have said.

xin rapah, I have whipped.

xin tihoh, I have taught.

xin qahigah, I have Hogged.

arc'ra autuh, I have, asked.

xm chahih, I have kept.

am q^,a.pih, 1 have shut.

a;m chomiricah, I have directed.

To form the pluperfect the particle inak is suffixed to the

perfect as,

xin ban inak, I had done. xka ban inak, we had done.

xtaban inafc, thou hadstdone. xi barn, inak, you had done.

xu ban inak, that one had xqui ban inak, they had

done. done.

Future imperfect.

To form the future imperfect, the particle x is prefixed to

the present tense.

xti ban, I shall do. xtika ban, we shall do.

xta ban, thou wilt do. xti ban, you will do.

xlu ban, he will do. xtiqui ban, they will do.
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And so ;i,l 1 these verbs, whether of one or more syllahlesl

xtin ya, I shall give, xtin q,ef, I shall see, xtin loloh, I slial,

love, etc.

Future perfect.

This tense is formed by prefixing the following particles,

nu, a, ru, and suffixing the adverb chic.

nu ban chic, I shall have ha ban chic, we shall have
done. done.

a ban civic, thou wilt have y ban civic, yon will have
done. done.

ru ban chic, he will have qui ban ch/ic, they will have

done. done.

This future is also formed with the particles, v, av, rr, as,

vaqaxah chic, I shall have heard.

avaqaxah chic, thou wilt have heard.

raaaxah ch/ic, he will have heard.

Jcaqaxah chic, we shall have heard.

yvaqaxah chic, you will have heard.

qui aqaxah chic, they will have hoard.

Another future is formed by the particles of the present

and the suffix na.

xin loZoh na, I shall have loved.

xa lol'oh na, thou wilt have loved.

xu lo-ohna, he will have loved.

xka lo-oh na, we shall have loved.

xi loSoh na, you will have loved.

xqui lo-oh na, they will have loved.

These tenses are conjugated both with the primitive and

derivative pronouns; as,

yn lo^'on inak, I bad loved.

at lolon inak, thou hadst loved.

ha lolon inak, he had loved.

oh lolon inak, we had loved.

yx loSon inak, you had loved.

he lolon inak, they had loved.*

* Either an error of the copyist for yn loZoh inak, etc., or an euphonic
change.
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And so, yn ban inak, I had done.

yn rapan inak, I had whipped, etc.

II . The particle tan prefixed to the present of all verbs,

active, passive, neuter or absolute, carries the notion of present

action of the verb, as,

tan ti ban, 1 am doing.

tan ta ban, thou art doing.

tan iuban, lie is doing.

tan tika ban, we are doing.

tan ti ban, you are doing.

tan tiqui ban, they are doing.

And so,

tan tibijh, I am saying.

tan tin ya, 1 am giving.

tan tin loZoh Bios, I am loving God.

•f.
Particles for active verbs which begin with a vowel.

These are for the present tense, tiv, tau, tir, tik, tiu, tic.

tivaho, I wish. tikaho, we wish.

tavaho, thou wishest. tiuaho, you wish.

tiraho, ho wishes. iicaho, they wish.

And so,

tivetamah, I know (cognosco).

tivoquicah, I obey.

tivvqa,ah, I carry.

tivaqa,xah, I hear.

tivulicah, I cause to come.

tivutziricah, I bless.

tivatinicah, I cause to bathe.

tivelegah, I take out.

1". Tlie particles for the preterit of these verbs beginning

with a vowel are: xiu or xu, xau, xr, xk, xiu, xc ; as,

xivaho, I wished, or, have wished.

xauho, thou ({ (1

xraho, he a II

xkaho, we 1! II

xivaho, you [f 11

xcaho, they {( II

[>EOC. AMElt. PHILOS. SOC. XXI. 115. 2W. PittI'UIKTED APKII. 10, 1884.
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xivetamah, I knew, or, have known.

xiuagaxah, I heard, or have heard.

xiuuaaah, T carried, or, have carried.

The pluperfect is formed from the perfect by adding the

particle inalc :

xiu aqaxah inalc, I had heard.

xau aqaxah inaJe, thou "

xr aqaxah inalc, he "

xlca aqaxah inalc, we "

xiu aqaxah inak, you "

xca aqaxah inalc, they "

T[. The following particles are used with neuter, absolute

and passive verbs, which begin with a vowel, quin, cat, t, Jcoh,

quix, que

:

quin ul, I come.

cat, ul, thou comest.

tul, he comes.

Again,

quin uquia, I drink.

cat uquia, thou drinkest.

tuquia, he drinks.

And so,

quinuxlan, I rest.

quinoc, I enter.

quinel, I go out.

The particles which arc used for the preterits of these verbs

are, xin, xat, x, xoh, xix, xe ; as

:

xinul, I came, or, have come. a:oAw£, we oame. or, hare come.

Jcoh ul, we come.

quix ul, you come.

que ul, they come.

Jcoh uquia, we drink.

quix uquia, you drink.

que uquia, they drink.

quinoS, I weep.

quinoleh, I weep for some-

thin tx.

xalul, thou, "

xul, he, "

And so,

xinuquia, I drank.

xinuxlan, I rested.

xinoc, I entered,
i

xixul, you, " "

xeul, they, " "

xinel, I went out.

xinoS, I wept.

xinnol'eh, I wept for some-

thing.
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The pluperfect is formed by adding the particle inalc to the

perfect ; as,

xinul inak, I had come. xohul inalc, we had come.

xatul inak, thou " xixul inak, you "

xul inak, he " xeul inak, they "

1|. The following are the particles used with passive, neuter,

and absolute verbs which begin with a consonant : qui, cat, ti,

koh, quix, que, as,

quipe, I come.

catpe, thou comest.

tipe, lie comes.

Again,

qui be, I go.

cat be, thou goest.

ti be, he goes.

Another,

qui va, I eat.

cat va, thou eatcst.

ti va, he eats.

Again,

qui var, I sleep.

cat var, thou sleepest.

ti var, he sleeps.

And others, such as,

quixuque, I kneel.

qui bigon, I am sail.

quiqaze, I live.

The particles for the preterit are : xi, xat, x, xoh, xix, xe,

xipe, I came or have come. xohpe, we came or have come.

kohpe, we come.

quixpe, you come.

quepe, they come.

koh be, we go.

quix be, you go.

que be, they go.

koh va, we eat.

quix va, you eat.

que va, they eat.

koh var, we sleep.

quix var, you sleep.

que var, they sleep.

xatpe, thou "

xpe, he "

And
xibe, I went or have gone.

xatbe, thou " "

xbe, he

xixpe, you

xepe, they "

xohbe, we went or have gone.

xixbe, you "

xebe, they "
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And
xiva, I ate, or have eaten. xohva, we ate or have eaten.

xixva, you "

xeva, they "

xatva, thou "

xva, he "

So also,

xivar, I slept, or have slept.

xixuque, I kneeled, or have kneeled.

The verb vah is a neuter and means "to wish."

kohvah, we wish.

quixvah, you wish.

quevah, they wish.

hohquicot, we rejoice.

quixquicot, you rejoice.

<?«e quicot, they rejoice.

quivah, I wish.

catvah, thou wishest.

tfwaA, he wishes.

Thus,

quiquicot, I rejoice.

catquicot, thou rejoicest.

tiquicot, he rejoices.

The verb qoA, to be in a place (Span, eslar).

yn qoh, I am. oh qoh, we arc.

«/ qoh, thou art. yxqoh, you arc.

/*« qoA, he is. he qoh, they are.

The following convenient presentation of the verbal particles is taken
from Torresano's Grammar :

Verbal Particles.

1. For active verbs which begin with a consonant :

For the Present Imperfect and Future.

1. tin- tika __

2. ta "--"^uS"*" lo2o7i. ti •"•"'•~~.?u~- loloh.

3. tu tiqui-
—"""

The particles are used in the Present with the prefix tan : in the Future
with the prefix x, and in the Imperfect by prefixing x to the Present, as

tan tin lolioh, I love ; x tin loloh, I shall love ; x tan tin loVoh, I was
loving.

For the Perfect.

1. tein—-—____ xka «

2. Xa -"-V-prr ;,*».. loloh. XI — —
'.'"'.'.VTTfiwm loTLoh.

3. xu
"

xqui^.

The particle mi is prefixed to these when the action is recent ; xin loZoh,

I have loved ; mi xin loXoh, I have recently loved.
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2. For active verbs which begin with a vowel

:

For Present, Imperfect and Future.

1. tin — „i tik~--

3. Wr
— toe—

—

The same prefixes are used, tan tin oqueqah, I believe ;
xtan tin oqueqah,

I was believing ; xtin oqueqah, I shall believe.

1. xiu
""

2. aw
3. xr '

For Perfect.

xk __

..oqueqah. xiv.

xc or xqir
;.v?li-!""' oqueqah.

-be.

3. Particles for absolute, passive and neuter verbs.

For Present, Imperfect and Future.

1. quin or qui,---. koh—
2. cat —£-~-^Ss»».i«» go. gydx '-'::--

8, t or ti
'

que — "*"

To these tan is to be prefixed for the Present, xtan for the Imperfect,

and x for the Future.

For Perfect.

1. mb"—---_._ aws/i-—

—

2. aai "-V.Vr.~--- =_..*"> have xix '•~'£;SS***'bt>

3. x •
' goue. xe .—— "

As in active verbs, the particle mi may be prefixed to these to denote

recent past time (the Preterit Proximate).

*[. The rules for the formation of absolute and passive verba

from, acti ve verbs of several syllables arc as follows :
The verb,

bSoh, for instance, drops the final h and takes in place of it n,

and thus forms tlie absolute verb. This form may be used

without an object, as qui lolon, I love, not saying whom.

But when the pronouns yn, at, etc., are prefixed, it has the force

of the active, as yn loEon Dios, I love God; yn quirrapan

alabon, I whip the boys. This is the general rule for all active

verbs of several syllables,

1". Passive verbs are formed from active verbs of more than

one syllable by dropping the h and substituting x, as qui loSox,

I am loved. After this form the ablative of the person must

be used, as, qui loSox rurnal Dios, I am loved by God; qui

rapax rurnal vahlih, I am whipped by my master. This is
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also the formation of the passive in verbs of several syllables

which begin with a vowel, as quinaqaxan, I hear, quinaqaxax,
I am heard.

1. Active verbs of only one syllable form their passives in

two manners.

^

The first is to drop the particles of active verbs, which are,

tin, la, tu, etc., and substitute those of neuter verbs which are,

qui, eat, ti, etc., as,

tin ban, I make. qui ban, I ana made.
tin ya, I give. qui ya, I am given.

And so with all verbs of oik; syllable.

The second form of the passive is by adding the particle tah
to the verb preceded by a vowel like that in the verb, as, ban-
atah, yalah, etc.

The Imperative.

All verbs of one syllabic or vowel if it is a, e, or i, form
their imperative in a in both singular and plural, o. g.,

tiban, I do; imper. tabana, do thou; pi. libana, do you.
tinq,et, I see; imp. taq,eta, see thou; pi. tiq,eta, see ye.
tin quir, I untie

: imp. taquira, nntie thou
;
pi. tiquira, untie

ye.

tinpiz, I wrap; imp. tapiza, wrap thou
;

pi. tipiza, wrap ye.
Those of one syllable with the vowel o form their impera-

tive in o, as,

tin bot, I wrap up ; imp. taboto, wrap thou up
;

pi. iiboto,

wrap ye ap.

tin col, I scrape; imp. tacoto, scrape thou; pi. ticolo, scrape
ye.

tin hi) I buy; imp. tahZo, buy thou; pi. liloZo, buy ye.

^

Those of one syllable with the vowel u form their impera-
tive in u ; as :

tinqut, I appear
: imp. taqutu, appear thou : pi. tiqutu, ap-

pear ye.

tinchup, I quench; imp. iachupu, quench thou; pi. tichupu,
quench ye.

But if the verb is of more than one syllable, the imperative
has the same form as the indicative, and one of these particles,
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is added: tah, iaoe, or oc ; and these particles can follow all

verbs, active, passive, neuter and absolute. Id tin's case no

vowel is added to the verb. For example, taban tali, taban taoc,

tola noc, do thou. This form is deprecative, rather asking

than commanding.

The pronouns ru, first person singular, and ka, first person

plural, are often used with active verbs instead of these parti-

cles. For example : Nua,eta na missa, qateqa quibe, Let me
first see the mass, and then I shall go. Ka lihala na xoZohauh

Sancta Maria, qateqa tin bijh ru qohlern sancto, Let us first

salute the queen, Holy Mary, and then we shall speak of the

saint.

Another imperative and prohibitive is formed by dropping

the first letter of any one of the above mentioned particles, and

substituting the letter b or m ; as, baban, do it not ; machup,

do not quench it. In this case no vowel is added to active

verbs of one syllable, but the simple form of the verb is used,

whether it be active, passive, neuter or absolute.

Optative Mood.

The particles of the optative mood are the same as those of

the indicative, with the addition of the particle tah; as: tin

lol'otah, would I loved God ! xin lo^otah, would I had loved

God!

The particle tah is also placed after the particle of present

time tan, and before the verb; as, tan tah tinu q_,et nu tala,

would I could see my father now!

/Subjunctive Mood.

The particle vetah is used for this mood ; as, vetah tin hloh

Bios, qui lolox rumal Bios, If I loved God I should be loved

by God.

Infinitive Mood.

This is formed in a variety of ways.

The first is by taking the verb tirah, he wishes, preterit

xrah, in the third person, without variation, and for the sub-

ject the pronouns nu, a, ru, or, if the verb begins with a vowel,

v, au, r ; and then the active verb, and not a passive or neuter

;

as, tirah nu hloh Bios, I wish to love God.
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But if the sentence includes any of those accusatives above

mentioned, to wit, quin, cat, hoh, quix, que, the infinitive is

formed by placing first this accusative, next, the verb rah with-

out any particle, then the pronouns nu, a, ru, or, if the verb be-

gins with a vowel, v, au, r, and lastly the active verb ; as, cat

rah nu loSoh, I wish to love thee.

T- Note that if the verb tirah, rah, is followed by a passive,

neuter or absolute verb, then this verb tirah, is to be conju-

gated with the particles of the neuter verb ; as

qui rah, I wish. hoh rah, we wish.

cat rah, thou wishest. quix rah, you wish.

ti rah, he wishes. que rah, they wish;

It agrees in number and person with the person who acts

and is followed by the passive, neuter or absolute verb without

a particle ; as,

qui rah var, I wish to sleep. hoh rah var, we wish, to sleep.

cat rah var, thou wishest to quix rah var, you wish to

sleep. sleep.

ti rah, var, he wishes to que rah var, they wish to

sleep. sloop.

Another method of forming the infinitive is by taking the

verb tivaho, I wish, and then placing the active, passive or

absolute verb with its pronoun in number and person, as,

tivaho tin loloh Dios, I wish to love God.

tavaho la, loloh Dios, thou wishest to love God.

tivaho qui var, I wish to sleep.

tavaho cat var, thou wishest to sleep.

tiraho ti var, he wishes to sloop.

tihaho hoh var, we wish to sleep.

tivaho quix var, you wish to sleep.

ticaho que var, they wish to sleep.

tivaho qui lolox, T wish to be loved.

tavaho cat lolox, thou wishest to be loved.

tivaho quitihon, I wish to teach.

tavaho catihon, thou wishest to teach, etc.
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Of the Gerund with the Accusative, and the First Supine.

To form a sentence containing a gerund with accusative,

they make use, for the present and future tenses of the verb

tibe, and for the preterit of xbe, both from be, to go.

They also use for present and future the verb tul, preterit

xul, to come,.

Both are used in the third person, and are not conjugated, but

are followed by nu, a, ru, or, v, au, r, of the subject, the latter

when the active verb begins with a vowel, and this active

agrees in number and person with the subject. Examples: tibe

nu loSoh Dios,I am going to love Cod; tul nu rapah ala,l

come from (I have just been) whipping this boy.

1". Note, that Wei I her of these verbs signifying movement,

which are used in forming gerunds, tibe, xbe, tul, xul, is followed

by a neuter, passive or absolute verb, then the verb of move-

ment is conjugated with the proper particles of a neuter verb,

and agrees with them in number and person, and the neuter,

passive or absolute verb follows without variation. Examples.

qui be var, 1 am going t( koh be var, we are going to

sleep.

quix be var, you are going to

que be var, they are going to

sleep.

sleep.

cat be var, thou art going to

sleep,

li be var, he is going to

sleep.

quin ul tihox, I am going to be taught.

catul tili,ox, thou art

tul tihox, he is

kohul tihox, we are

quixul tihox, you are

que ul tihox, they are

quibe va, I am going to eat. kohbe va, we are going to eat.

catbe va, thou art
" quixbe va, you

tibe va, he is
" quebe va, they

xinul xuque, I come from kneeling down.

xatul xuque, thou comest

xul xuque, he comes from

PKOO. AMKR. PHILOS. SOO. XXT. 115. 3x. l'lUNTBD APRIL 10, 1884.
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xohul xuque, we come kaeeling down.

xixul xuque, you

xeul xuque, they "

Example: Quibe tihon chuitak amaS, I am going to teach

in all the villages.

If. Note that if a sentence with a, gerund contains one of

these accusatives, guin, cat, ti, the accusative is placed first,

then the verb be, or ul, without a particle; next, the pronoun

nu, a, ru, for the subject; and last the active verb, without a,

particle; as:

Quixbe nu loSoh, I am going to love you.

Kohul i(^,eta, you are coming to see us.

If with this accusative form it is desired to express a wish,

as, I wish to go to see you, in this case the verb tirah, to wish,

is inserted between the accusative and the verb of movement, as,

Quix rah be nu(^,eta, I wish to go to see you.

Koh rah, ul y camigah, you wish to come to kill as.

1". Note that when in a sentence like the above we place the

subject first, or use the pronouns nah, who, or, ha, he, then the

arrangement is, first the subject, next the verb be or ul, and

lastly the absolute verb, not the active, and the pronouns nu,

a, ru, are omitted ; as,

Ahq,hamix xibe qamo chi vochoch, the Alguaoil was going to

my house to take rue.

Nak xat rapanf Who whipped thee? Ha xin rapan, That

one whipped me.

In such sentences the absolute formof the verb isu sed,

T. Observe further that when we speak in the imperative,

using a gerundive sentence, as, Go call the fiscal, or, Go and

bring bread ; such sentences are not formed with the verb tibe,

but with the verb hat, go thou, or, hi, go you, a syncopated

form from the same verb, the x being dropped ; this is followed

by one of the pronouns, nu, a, ru, for the subject- and then the

active verb ; as,

Ha taha fiscal, Go thou and call the fiscal.

Hi qamar vai, Go you and bring bread.

Ha velegah manteles, Go thou and take the mantles.
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Chapter IV. On the Formation op Participles and

Verbal Nouns.

There are participles and verbal nouns derived from active,

passive, neuter and absolute verbs.

Verbal Nouns from Active and Absolute Verbs.

Verbals with the prefix ah. These verba] nouns are formed

from active verbs by prefixing ah to the root; as loloh, to love,

loS, a thing loved, ahloS, lie who loves, or, in whom love is;

tih, teaching, ahtih, the teacher. These are declined by

means of the primitive pronouns, .'is.

yn ahtih, 1 am a teacher. <>h. ahtih, we are teachers.

at ahtih, thou art a teacher. yx ahtih, you are teachers.

ha ahtih., he is a, teacher. he ahtih, they are teachers.

yn ahlol'oh, 1 am a lover, or bave love, (sic.)

at ahloloh, thou art
"

ha dhlol'oh, he is
"

oh ahlol'oh, we are lovers, "

yx ahloloh, you

he ahloloh, they .

"

These do not oovern any ease after them.

This particle ah, prefixed to nouns signifies, native country,

nation or business; as qliamiy, the staff of office ; (i/iqhamdy, the

person who carries it, the Alguaeil; ahpanSan, a resident of

Guatemala.

Verbals ending in y. LoSoy, he who loves. This termina-

tion corresponds to the -tor or -trix of the Latin, amator, ama-

trix. It is suffixed to active verbs of more than one syllable,

and if they terminate in h, this letter is dropped. A primitive

pronoun is prefixed, and the verbal governs the genitive,

which is placed after it, as,

yn loloy avichin, I am a lover of thee.

at loloy vichin, thou art a lover of me.

ha loSoy kichin, he is a lover of us.

oh loUoy quichin, we are lovers of them.

he lo-oy yvichin, they arc lovers of you.
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Verbals ending in yam. LoSoyom, he who loves; this parti-

cipial is formed from an active verb of more than one syllable,

the terminal A being dropped, and yom substituted, as, loloh, to

love, loZoyom, he who loves; chahih, to guard, chahiyom, he

who guards; etamah, to know, etamayom, he who knows.

Dios etamayom ronohel ha banoh, God knows (is the one who
knows) all our works. In rare eases these verbals govern cases

after them.

These participials can also be formed from absolute verbs do

rived from actives of but one syllable, as q,erf, to see, a,etoyom,

he who sees. The following sentence contains examples: Mani
^etoyom, mani aqaxayorn, ri tuya Dios chiquichin eloSoy

richin, literally, They are not seen, they are not heard, those

things which God has to give to those (who are) lovers of him.

Verbals ending in el. Lo2onel,)ie who loves. This parti

cipial is Conned from absolute verbs of more than one syllable

by adding el, as, active, hloh,. absolute, lolon, loZonel, he who
loves; active, rapah, absolute, rapan, rapanel, lie who whins.

It is preceded by the primitive pronouns, and does not govern

cases after it.

In some cases, but not in all, this participial may be formed

from an absolute verb derived from an active of only one sylla-

ble; in which ease the termination added is n*el ; as, colo, to set

free, colonel, he who sets free ; tionel camicanels aaxtok, a biter

and a slayer is the Devil. These do not govern cases.

Verbals ending in inak. LoSoninak, he who loved. This

participial is formed from absolute verbs of more than one syl-

lable by adding inah, as, hl'on, loloninak. From these parti-

cipials is formed the pluperfect tense, as has already been
stated. They arc used like the last mentioned and do not

govern cases, as, yn loEoninak, I am he who loved.

Verbals ending in ic. This participial is formed from the

absolute verb by adding ic, as, lolon, lolonic. It signifies the

result of the action of the verb from which it is derived, as

lolonic, a work of love. They are not much used.

Verbals ending in em. This participial is in common use.
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It is formed from absolute verba by adding em; as, foi'on,

lol'onem, that is a work of love. It is not united to pronouns,

but is used absolutely, as tan tiban loSonem, even now a work

of love is performing; tan tiban rapanem, even now a work of

whipping is performing ; tan tiban Sihalonem, now a work of

praying is performing, or, they are at prayer.

Verbals ending in bal. This is a verbal form, in very fre-

quent use; loZobal, the love with which 1 love. It is formed

from an active verb of one syllable by adding bal, as, ban, to

do, Jcm&aZ, that with which anything is done; and from those

of more than one syllable by changing the terminal h, if there

is one, into bal. It is conjugated by prefixing the pronouns

nu, a, ru, and governs the genitive after it; as, nu loSobal

avichin, my love, or manifestation of love for thee; so, when

an Indian brings a present, he says : Nu lolobal avichin vae,

This is the manifestation, or proof, of my love for thee.

Verbals ending in ol or ul. These are formed from active

verbs of one syllable;, as, ban, to do, banol, he who does; q,e<,

to see, q,ctol, he who sees; if the vowel in the verb is u, the

termination is ul, as, cup, to snatch, cupul, one who snatches.

They are used with the primitive pronouns prefixed, and fob

lowed by the genitive, as, yn q,<
jlol avichin, I am one who sees

thee, thiti; is, I come to see thee.

Verbals ending in oh or uh. These are formed from active

verbs ol' oik; syllable. They signify the result of the action of

the verb, as, ban, to do, banoh, that which is done, the work;

hox, to fornicate; hoxoh, tin; deed of fornication; hi, to buy,

loSoh, the work of buying. They an; used with the pro-

nouns /a//., a, ru, as, nu banoh, my work.

Verbal Nouns from Passive Verbs.

Verbals in el. These correspond to those in Latin in dus

;

they are formed from passive verbs by adding el, as, lolox, to

be loved, loloxel, that which is to be loved, Latin, amandus
t

da, dam ; Jan, to be done, banel, that which is to be done.

They are conjugated by prefixing the primitive pronouns, and

require the ablative after them, as, ha banel vumal ri, it is to
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"be done by me
;
Dios loloxel vumal, God is to be loved by me

;

at loloxel rumal Dios, thou art to be loved by God.

Verlals in inak. This is a past participle formed by adding

inak to the passive verb, as, lol'ox, to be loved, loSoxinak, the

having been loved. It is conjugated by prefixing the primitive

pronoun and requires the ablative after it, as, yn loEoxinak

avumal, I have been loved by thee; at rapaxinak rumal

ahtih, thou hast, been whipped by the teacher.

Verbals in ye. These are formed by adding yc to the pas-

sive, and signify the passive action, of the verb, as, lol'ox, to be

loved, loSoxyc, the condition of being loved. They require the

possessive pronouns to be prefixed, as, nu loloxyc rumal Dios,

the love with which I am loved by God ; a loloxyc vumal, the

love with which thon art loved by me.

Verbals in om. These correspond to the Latin tus, ta, turn,

and are formed from passive verbs of more than one syllable

by changing the Una! x into m, and when the verb is of one

syllable by adding om,, or, if the vowel in the root is u or a, by

adding urn or am; as loZox, loEom, that which is loved; hanom,

that which is done; chu/p, to be quiet, chupum,, that which is

quieted. They are conjugated with the; derivative pronouns,

as nu banom, the thing that has been done by me; nu q,etom,

that which has been seen by me; nu loSom, that which has been

loved (or bought) by me; maihax, to be held in reverence, nu

maiham, thai, which is held in reverence by me. This particip-

ial is in very common use.

Verbal Nouns from Neuter Verbs.

The participials and verbal nouns formed from neuter verbs

may be understood from the following examples:

Verbals in el. Oc, to enter, oquel, he who has to enter, as,

vac nu qahol oquel pa escuela, this is my son who has to enter

into the school.

Verbals in inak. Oquinak, the thing which has entered.

These are conjugated with the primitive pronouns, as, yn

hiJ,oquinak pa hay,hay. I am he who has entered into the house;

oquinak pe ha that one has entered.
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Verbals in ic. Oquic, the entrance. These are conjugated

with the derivative pronouns, as, voquic, my entrance, avaquic,

thy entrance.

Verbals in bal. Oquibal, the entrance ; this word conveys all

the meanings which I gave to the passive verbals in bal. These

are used with the derivative pronouns, as, mani voquibal aviqin,

I have no entrance with you, or, I have nothing to do with

you ;
mani roquibal nu va,y ; I have nothing for its entrance (to

enter with) my bread, that is, I have no meat to eat with it.

Verbals in em. Oquem, the entrance, signifies the action of

the verb. It does not admit any pronoun before it, as, xban

oquem, pa hay, an entrance was effected into the house. To de-

note whose action it was, the genitive is used, and then the sig-

nification becomes of the present time, as Oquem richin hahaual

Jesu Ghristo pa templo tan qoh chi la Jerusalem—Our Lord

Jesus Christ, entering into the temple which is in Jerusalem.

Of certain, Pronouns.

In sentences like some of the above, and like, "I love thee,"

"Thou lovest me," etc., there are five accusatives which serve

for the presents and futures. They are:

quin, me. koh, us.

cat, thee. </<"'', you.

que, them.*

The following are for past time :

xin, me. ^oh, us.

xat, thee. xix, you.

xe them.

To form a sentence, we must, first place the appropriate ac-

cusative as above, next, the derivative pronoun, nu, a ru, or, if

the verb begins with a vowel, v, au, r, and then the active verb

without a particle; as,. cat nu hSoh, thee I love; qui nu hloh,

. myself I love
;
quix ka hSoh, you we love.

It will be noted that the n of the first person of the present

accusative is dropped when the subject of the verb is of the

« In the future these are preceded bj the future sign, x.
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third person singular or plural, as qui ruloZoh Padre, the father

loves me
;

qui loZoh vtzilah vinah, good men love me.

Observe that in these sentences the subject of the verb is

placed at the end ; and if we place it at the beginning of the

sentence, as in using nah, who, or, ha, that one, then we must

use the absolute and not the active form of the verb
;
as nah

xat bano 1 Who made thee ? Bios xi bano, God made me.

Nah xat vinahirican f Who created thee ? Dios xi vinaMri-

qan, God created me. Pedro xoh camigcm, Pedro killed us.

There arc some reciprocal pronouns, which, although, they

have already been spoken of, must be mentioned here. They

are:

vi, myself. ki, ourselves.

avi, thyself. Vv\ yourselves.

ri, himself. 1uh themselves.

They are placed after active and absolute verbs, as follows:

tin b2oh vi, 1 love myself.

taloSoh avi, thou lovest, thyself.

ti loloh ri, he loves himself, etc.

The same meaning may be expressed thus :

qui bSon vi, I love myself.

cat loZon avi, thou lovest thyself.

ti bSon ri, he loves himself.

These accusatives may also be used with verbal nouns, as:

oh loZon hi, we Love one another.

And with passive participials in on,. as,

nu lol'on vi, I love myself.

cat bSon avi, thou lovest thyself.

ru camican ri, he is killing himself.

The'particlc rijl, placed at the end of verbals ending in bat,

conveys the idea of universality, as, loSobalrijl, the love which

one has for all; mailutbalrijl, the reverence which one has for

all.

This explanation of what arc called the "Transitions " is not very full.

but contains the essehttalt. The other grammarians note some elliptical
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forms. Thus with the negative adverbs ba and ma, there is a synthesis of

pronoun and adverb, as :

Una (ba -\- quin + a) camiqah, thou dost not kill me.

bat (ba + cat) nu camiqah, I do not kill thee.

bohi (ba + koh + i) camiqah, you do not kill us.

be (ba -f que) a camiqah, thou dost not, kill them.

In the same way :

mina (ma + quin + a) camiqah, thou dost not kill me.

Chapter V. Of the Composition and Derivation of

Verbs.

Verbs may be formed from almost nil nouns, both substantive

and adjective, by adding one of the following particles: ar, er,

ir, or, ur, according to the usage of the Indians, as mama, an

old man, ti mamar, to grow old ; utz, a good thing, tutzir, to

make oneself good ; teu, something cold, titeur, to grow cold.

Active verbs may be formed from nearly all neuter verbs by

adding the particle igah or egah ;
as tutzir, to become good.

tuteirigah, to make another good ;
titeur, to grow cold, titeurigah,

to make something cold.

The particle beh added to active verbs of one syllable, and to

those of more than one syllable, dropping the terminal h,if Aey

have one, forms an instrumental verb; as, ban, to do, tibanbeh,

to do something with an instrument; ti hlheh, to show love

with some act, as by giving a gift. Tipe halal ya tin chahheh

nuZa, Bring a little water that T may wash my hands with it.

Ta ya hun tomin, tin loSbeh nu vay, Give me a tomin that I

may buy my bread. A passive may be formed from tins l»y

changing the final h into x; as, Vae hun abah ti camigabex q,i,

Here is a stone, with which the dog may be killed. These in-

strumental verbs, whether active or passive, may govern geni-

tives after them ;
as, Vae hun cob taximbeh avikam, Here is a

cord for tying thy load; or, Vae hun colo tixvnbeh am/cam,

Here is a cord with which thy load may be tied.

Neuter verbs may be treated in the same manner, though less

frequently than actives, except that with them the form ibeh is

employed. Actives and passives of these instrumental neuters

are also used, as, neuter, oc, to enter, instrumental oquibeh, pas-

PBOO. AMEB. PHILOS. 800. xxi. 115. 8t. piunted mabch 10, 1884.
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sive form, oquibex. Thus, Xoquibeh Pedro avochoch, Pedro
entered thy house; Xoquibex rumal Justicia avochoch, Thy
house was entered by the police.

Active verbs are formed from substantive nouns by adding

one of these particles, ah, eh, ih, oh, uh ; as achbiil, a companion,

tivachbilah, to take one as a companion ; tzeb, laughter, tintze-

beh, to laugh at one.

Of Neuter Verbs, endimj in e, of more than one /Syllable.

There are in this language some neuter verbs, of more than

one syllable, ending in e, n,n,pae, to stand up, qwqwe, to sit down,

qule, to marry, hote, to ascend. All these form active verbs

by dropping the e, adding the initial vowel of the root, and suf-

fixing the particle ba ;
thus, pae forms paaba to erect

;
q?/qwe

forms quqiiba, to set down
;

qwfe, qjduba,, to give in marriage

;

hole, hotoba, to lift up. Qui pae, I stand up, tin paaba, I erect

something; qui quque, I sit down, tin auquba, I set something

down.

From these verbs ending in e certain partioipials are formed

of frequent use, by changing the e into I; as xuque to kneel

down, xuqul, he who is on his knees
;

pae, to stand up, paal, he

who is on foot. The plural of these partioipials is formed by
changing the final / into the initial consonant of the root and

adding oh or uh ; as paal, he who is on foot, paapoh, those who
are on foot; caal, clothing or anything else laid out to sun,

caacoh, all the things laid out to sun. An exception is aulan,

married or united, plural quluquh.

Prom this participial in /, are formed some active verbs with

instrumental signification by adding ibeh. As this is a difficult

point, it is best shown by examples. Qui qotzc, to lie down

;

its participial is qptzol, he who is lying down; tin aptzolibeh, I

lie down upon something. Tipe hun varabal qui, runin hun
pop, tin qotzolibeh, Bring me a sleeping dress, and a mat, so that

I may lie down upon it. So, qui quke, i sit down, ti aukuliheh,

I sit down upon something; Dios nima ahauh, ru qukulibeh

xi tan q,hacat puakin, God, the great Lord, is seated upon a seat

of gold, or emeralds.
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Of Frequentative Verbs.

These include frequentative verbs properly, and also distrib-

utive verbs.

Active verbs of more than one syllable, ending in A, change

the h into la, as, tin gipah, I divide, tin giala, I divide many

times, or among many persons. Active verbs of only one syl-

lable add the vowel of the root, and then the particle la, as, tin

Chap, I seize, tin chapala, I seize often or many things. There

are not many frequentatives proper, with an active sense, m

this language.

With regard to the passive verbs derived from these fre-

quentatives, they are not formed as the other passives and abso-

lutes above mentioned, but as follows: the a in which the fre-

quentatives end is changed into o, and then the absolute is

formed in on, and the passive in ax; as, tin gipala,! divide

often, qui gipalon, I divide out, qui gipalox, I am divided out

frequently.

Chapter VI. Of some Particles and Adverbs.

The particle vi is much used in this language, and for many

purposes.

Whenever time or place is specified before the verb, the lat-

ter must be followed immediately hy vi ; as chi rochoch Dios

qo vi Padre, In the house of God is the father. But if the verb

is placed first, the vi is not used ;
as, qph ehi rochoch Bios, he is

in the house of God (the church).

Again, in employing the dative, if it precedes the verb, the

latter must be followed by vi; as, chi richin Pedro taya vi, to

Pedro thou must give. But if the dative is placed after the

verb, the vi is not used ; as, xnu ya chirichin Pedro, I gave it

to Pedro.
.

It has also the signification of the instrument, if it immedi-

ately follows the verb; as, abah xin camicah vi tziqmn, with

a stone I killed the bird ;
but if the instrument is placed after

the verb, vi is not used, but the particle chi, as, xm camigah

teiquin ehi abah, I killed the bird with a, stone.
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Whenever the verb is preceded by the particle ha, the parti-

cle vi must follow ; as, Ha quix colotah vi, With this you will

ascend to heaven.

In other cases vi is used to convey affirmation, as, Kitzih chi

xaban vi mac, Certainly you committed a sin.

The particle ach has no signification by itself; but joined to

nouns it conveys the idea of participation in their signification,

and it is used with the possessive pronouns; as, ahmac, sinner,

achahmac, he who sins jointly with another ; vachahmac, my
accomplice in sin; achbilaiz, lie who goes with another; vach-

liil, my traveling companion.

The particle querela, is i Unlive, and corresponds to enjo or

igitur, therefore, then, for that reason. Whenever it precedes

a verb in this sense, the latter must be followed by the particle

vi; as Quereqa ta hl'oh vi Dios, Therefore love thou God.
1". There are four very important verbs which, are placed

absolutely at the end of sentences containing a gerund with ac-

cusative. They are el, departing, apon, arriving, hah, descend-

ing, pe, coming; and this particle Eaneh, or alaneh, which
means " upward."

The verb el is used by the Indians thus: ta qama el ri plalo,

Take out, departing, this plate; ta tixa el ya qoA chupam
xarro, Pour forth, going out, the water which is in the pitcher.

The Zutuhils are accustomed to add o when the sentence ends

in el.

The verb apon means "arriving there," not "coming here."

It is used as follows : ta biih apon chire fiscal chuac quin apon

chire, say to the fiscal on arriving there (or, when thou arrivest

there) that to-morrow I am going there. Ohuah tel apon nu
camahel ruqin Padre, To-morrow will go forth my messenger

to the place where the Father is.

The verb hah,, is used when one being in an elevated location

speaks, or writes, or sends to one who is situated lower. Tims,

when one is in Atitlan and speaks of the coast, he would use

this hah, as, tile qamar hah q;i,h laZah, they are going t.o curry

flowers, descending (or down) to the coast.

The verb pe, to come, is used as follows : ta tzih pe candela,
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light, coming, a candle (come and light a candle). Thus the

preacher says to the people, that they be attentive during the

sermon : Ti ya pe yqux, ti ya pe yxiquin, tivaqaxah pe, vae

lololah tzih xtin biih chivichin, Give your hearts hither (coming

hither), give your ears hither (where I am), listen (in this

direction), they are precious words which T shall speak to you.

The particle al'aneh, means upward, Latin, sursum, as, qui

mulcu aZaneh, I look upward.

The particle can means "remaining;" as, xu biih can ha-

haual Jesu Ghristo, the aforesaid our Lord Jesus Christ ;
xi ru

pixabah can nu tata toh xbe panZan, my father discharged me, I

remaining behind, he going to Guatemala
;
quere nu tzih, nu

pixa, vac xtin ya can xtin qoh ba can, These are my words, my
commands, which T give to remain, as 1 shall go away. The

expression xambey can, means, remain behind; ehuih can, in my

absence, after I had left.

The particle na 'has no signification when used alone; but

when joined toother words it has various meanings, it is from

nabey, first, or, the first. Thus it may mean "until," Latin,

donee, as, cat nu chubigah na chieam tiqo na nuqux chavih qate

ti tulccr nuqux, I shall punish thee and shall not be satisfied

until I have visited on thee my anger. Tul na Padre qaleqa

caibe, Do not go until the father hears thee
;
qahaolc na Padre

libiin ru chohmil chuo qateqa tinu hiquih, I shall not consider it

true until the father tells me. A^" qux na tahoon tinu ya

chaue, Until my heart desires it, ] shall not give it thee. Tin

biih na ruchohmil Juslicia, In the first place I shall tell the

truth to the magistrate
;
qacamic na, until death

;
qe ta na, pres-

ently, alter a while. A boy about to bo whipped will say, hu-

mul chita na, pardon me this time, wait until the next time.

The particle bala means " somewhere." Ba qo vi Padre?

Where is the lather? Bala qo vi, Somewhere, I don't know

where. It also corresponds to all four of the adverbs of place,

ubi, unde, quo, qua. Ba xpe vi Padre? Whence came

father? Bala xpe vi, I don't know whence he came.

el, or, nak che el t How ? In what manner ?

the

Bi che

Bilanah, ' something," " anything." Toh bilanak ti biin
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chaue ylzel tziih, m.a qutuba, When any one speaks evil words

to you, do not answer him. Mani bilinak xu biih Padre chue,

The father did not say anything to me.

Other particles: qabala, from time to time; it may be used

with repetition ; aahantdk lanunantil,the same; q« runaht,the

same
;

qo quipe, q^ q« mani, sometimes 1 go, sometimes not

;

mani humul vakan chirochoch, not one time have I put foot in

his house ; vave, here
;
varal chire, there or then ; chila, over

there, far; halal, a little; halal chic tiraho tijh; the food lacks a

little, it is not ready, an Indian phrase; halan-halqat, differ-

ently, pi., halahoh qui qohlem ahaua, the modes of life of the

chiefs are different; halahoh, que tzihon, they speak differently,

some well, some ill; xere, only this; huqi'gic xa xere tin biih

ri, only this do 1 say to thee; huqicic* xtin ya chavichin re, or

vae, this only will I give to thee ; hiquil, intimates a fixed pur-

pose, as, hiquil nube ic chuak, My departure to-morrow is cer-

tain; kitzih, truly, certainly; chi hitzih vi chi, the same;

hitzih utz Dios, truly God is good. The following are used

with reference to past or future time in narration or reference,

haok, katok, tok ; but in asking about past time they say,

xhaniqa.1? How much time? And for future they say, ha-

ruh, when? TJaruh cat be? When wilt thou go?

* The word Iiuqiqic Is a compound of the numeral one, 7iun, and the

verbal qi<;ic, from qiz, to finish, to end, hence, "that which ends in one,"

or in alone. (Goto.)
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SUPPLEMENT.

The following additional material, necessary to a grammatical survey

of the tongue, I have culled from the various MS. sources heretofore men-

tioned.

COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES.

This is accomplished by the use of the particles chic, as, nim chic halal,

a little larger, ki, and atea, as, atza quixan pe, conic a little nearer ; and

by adding the past participles, iaovinak and yalaqultinak, which mean to

pass beyond, to exceed, as, iqovinak chi nim, greater (it exceeds in great-

ness), yalaqultinak chi utz, better (it surpasses in goodness).

Interjections.

Ahkook! or akookeef Ah 1 Alas! Ob! Expressive of sadness or com-

passion. This is much used by the priests in their sermons.

Acay ! When one is beaten or ill treated.

Aqe! When one is suffering pain, as, for example, when bitten by

some animal. The correlative of this interjection in the particle S«, which

is placed at the end of the sentence, as, Aae, xqui cam Se ! Alas ! 1 shall

die!

0, A, Ac, are exclamations of admiration as in the compounds, A bin aa,

O maihan re, etc.

Aco! Oh! expressing a wish, as, Aco mtoat huqul, Ob! that thou

hadst come !

Kitah, kilari, kilanari, kitcmaaa, kitanaan, queretah, queretare ; all these

are desiderative or deprecatory. The root of the first five is the particle ki

which is used to ask a question In a confident and friendly manner, hence

kitzih, the truth.

Adverbs.

Affirmative Adverbs. Kitzih, truly; kiteihan, very truly ; miqa,

also ; no, he, xaviutz, it is well ; haquere, be it so ; haqaquere, in the same

way.

Nboativjs Adverbs. Afani or maqui , not ; xax manivi, by no means, not

at all ; mahani, not even ; maquiam queretah, it is not so ;
mahaniok, is a

negative indicating past time, as, mahaniok tikaWi tok mi xinol, the sun

had not yet set when I came. The particles ba and ma are used as nega-

tives in the singular number, second and third persons, especially with im-

peratives, as, ba ban ri, do not thou do that ; ba malih aaux, do not be

faint-hearted. In the plural these words become bi and mi, as, mi ban ri,

do not you do that ; bi polconariqali ivii, do not abuse one another. The

form maqui tanaan, a compound of maqui, not, tan, particle of present

time, and an, an emphatic particle, is a negative, corresponding to the

affirmative ki tanaan; they have the meanings, "not now at any rate,"

and, "even now at any rate." The compound mamanion, is a negative

interrogative, or alternative, as, aw.taam pe, mamanion? Dost thou know
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me, or not? Avetaam pe nu qohlem, mcmaniont Dost thou know me,

or not? Querepe, mamanion? Is this so, or not?

Interrogative Adverbs. The general interrogative is nak ? What,

or, What is this? Who? Which? Nak quixoxvi? Who art thou? Nak

laqanmal? For what reason ? Nak pari? What is this? Bos, where?

Bapeqom? Where is he? Balaqa qo mruchohm.il? Where is the truth

of this? Bi and be also have interrogative force, as, Be chok ia vetamah

to ri? How didst thou know it? Been xa ban? How didst thou do it?

La kitzih, truly? as, La kitzih pexabiih ri? Truly, didst thou say this?

The particle maki'm in very common use for the affirmative interrogatives,

well, well then, etc., as, Maki tekumu halal ya? Then, thou willst not

drink water?

DUBITATITB A.DYEBB6. The particle la expresses a doubt as to whether

the action referred to hasoccrured ; as in answer to the question, Has the

father come? The reply, Mi la ml, or Mi ml la, means, He may have

come, it is possible. A much used compound of similar signification is

pachiom qavacJi, from pachZom, to turn, to change ;
it is used with the

possessive pronouns, as, pachZom ru vach nuqux, I am in doubt, literally,

my mind (heart) changes its face.

Numerals.

41

—

hunroxqal.

42

—

cay romqal, &c.

60—oxqtil.

(if

—

hun ru 7iumuq7i, &c.

80

—

humuqli.

100

—

oqal.

101

—

hun ru vakqal.

120

—

vakqal.

121

—

hun ru vukaal.

140

—

vukqa,!,.

160

—

vakxak qal.

180—belehqal.
200—otuc.

300

—

volahuhqal.

400—omuq/i..

500

—

omuqfi oqal.

600

—

omuah otuc.

700

—

omuqh volahuh qal.

800—cd%o,
900

—

oxqal roxo^o.

1000

—

otuc roxo^o.

8000—hu chumj.

joined with the possessive pronoun loses

. Verbals are formed from these numbers,

1—hun.

2

—

cay.

'X—oxi.

4

—

cahi.

5

—

noo.

6—vakaki.

7

—

vuku.

8

—

vakxaki.

9

—

belehe.

10

—

lahuh.

1 1—hulahuh.

12

—

cablahuh.

13

—

oxlahuh.

14

—

cahlahuh.

15

—

voolahuh.

16

—

vaklahuh.

Yl—vuldahuh.

18

—

vakxak lahuh.

19

—

beleh lahuh.

20

—

hu iiinalc.

21

—

hu vinak hun, <&c.

40

—

ca vinak.

The numeral voo, live, when

its initial letter, as, roo, his five

as from other radicals.
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The ordinal numbers are formed from the cardinal by prefixing the pos-

sessive pronoun and.dropping the final letter.

ruhu, first. TOO, fifth.

ruea, second. rwoakak, sixth.

rox, third. ruvuk, seventh,

rucah, fourth. ruvakxak, eighth, etc.

The use of numeral particles is very frequent. I take the following list

from Torresano's Grammar In the order he gives them.

pah, for counting words. Wilh this particle the numerals lose their last

vowel', and vakaM its last three letters, as, hupah, eapah, oxpah, vakpah, &c.

rabah, lor counting skeins, threads, or tilings sewed ; hurabah, carabah,

etc.

la, for counting hands, and fives, hula, ca2a, oxZa, etc.

aulah, for counting pairs.

mol, for counting haudfuls, or fists.

Up, for the same.

a'nh, for counting drops.

MS, for counting chips and crumbs.

lie, for counting spoonfuls,

yaeah, for counting large things, as beams, logs,. and weights.

remah, for counting provinces.

ahob, for counting districts.

nolah, for counting spherical things, such as eggs, balls, etc.

cholah or ley, for counting things arranged in order.

tzeah, or chiah, or quiah, for counting bundles of things tied together.

ehaeah, for counting bundles like those of sarsaparilla, tied together.

vi, for counting shoots and stems of trees, etc.

telah, for counting armfuls of wood or grass.

ram, for counting clubs or sticks.

molah, for enumerating the differences between things.

tat, for counting high things, as the ceilings of rooms, or the upper

rooms of a house.

rap, for counting strokes or blows.

perah, for counting paper, the leaves of a book, tortillas, or other thin

articles which are laid one over the other.

buqah, for counting things that are doubled or folded, as pieces of cloth.

q'j'z, for counting sewed sheets or other sewed articles.

hah, for counting armfuls of woods, sticks, etc.

yatah, for counting bundles or other tied articles.

leteh or borah, for counting small bundles of grass or wood which can

be carried under the arm.

cep, for counting sites of villages.

bolah or Sur, for counting bundles of straw.

qutah, for counting pieces of sown land.

tzobah, for counting small patches of corn-land, of good soil.
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autu, for counting spans.

xaZ, for counting paces.

le, for counting spaces between floors.

tanah, for counting degrees, chapters, sins, law-suits, etc.

Sato, for counting cacao grains, by scores.

vinalc, for counting months according to the method of the Indians, from

20 to 20.

a, for counting years.

may, for counting years by twenties.

mul, for counting repetitions.

on, for counting with exclusion, hunon, one only, cayoc, two only, etc.

2at, for counting long strips.

h,al, for counting change*,

aliay, for counting businesses.

To these from Torresano may be added from other sources :

We, for counting songs, words, or blows, as hubic chibix, one song.

• lah, for counting 14 at a time.

palal, for counting loads, hun patal aqam, one load of salt, etc.

To express that a quantity is finite and can be counted, the word clwyol

is used ; to express that it is infinite or cannot be counted, they have the

word ramal; or the negatives maqui clioyol, maqui latal, Innumerable.

To express a half, the word tanal is placed before the numeral, which

takes the possessive, as tanal ru cay, tanal rox, tanal ru call, etc.

Pabtici,es.

In American tongues the study of the particles is preeminently required

in order to gain an insight into the shades of meaning between similar ex-

pressions. To them also we must turn if we would trace these tongues to

their primitive forms, and gain a clear conception of their organic pecu-

liarities. By some writers these particles are considered worn down verbal

or nominal roots, but I rather hold that this is the exception, and that

most of them are true radical forms themselves, and must be ranged under

a grammatical category foreign to any known to the Latin grammarians.

This question need not be discussed here,, and it will be enough for

practical purposes to arrange in alphabetical order the principal but by

no means all the particles found in the Cakchiquel.

Aco. Expresses satisfaction, as if one had found that which he was

searching for.

AXa-nch. Verbal particle, see p. 404.

An. Particle to say that it is well. Utzan, it is well.

Aiiah, or Avahich. Generic part, applied to any animal, bird, or bee,

such as builds itself a, bouse.

Atza. Enough; atM qph, taqamape, "trae bastante."

Jia. Imperative and prohibitive particle.

Benakil. Many times ; benaldl nu bijm chaue, I have often told you it.
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Beh. Particle added to verbs to signify the instrument with which the

action is accomplished.

Ben. Particle to express "since" or from a certain time; xruliben

Padre, since the Father came ; xu ka hi hem (sic) ya panuvi manttan qui

qitle, since I was baptized, I have not sinned.

Can. Particle signifying past time ; nu biin can, I have already said.

Gani or eanih, soon ; canicabe vacami man chic catqohe vane, ahora

lucgo vete ya no estes aqui.

Co. Particle to concede or grant something ; coco, all right, very well,

yes.

Oohol, between ; cohol hay, between the houses.

Chic. See p. 376.

Ha, that one ; also, it is, or, it is so ; ha ri, it is thus ; also in causal

sense, ha nim m ri Sancto, because the Saint is great ; something great or

strong, ha lih, a hot sun, ha hab, a heavy rain.

llak, to open out, or to separate things joined ; tahaka ru nakavach,

open your eyes ; haluil mill, the book is open ; ti haka yxiquin, open your

ears, i. e,., listen attentively.

Ilaz, to shut up, hence a 3ecret, in secret ; hazhapa ru xiquin, to tell in

the ear.

Ho, interjection intimating going ; hoho, come along, let us go hence
;

applied to the woman who offers herself to a man ; tu, ho ri yxok, the

woman offers herself; of the day which goes quickly (as holoho) ; xJiolo

yan 2»7i, the day is soon gone ; xholoho ranima, his soul departed (he

died) ; hote, to go upward, rise ; cat hote chirih queh, get on your horse ;

hotoba, to lift, to raise up ; hotay, the sprouts of trees which shoot up, also

the descendants, offspring of a man ; enuliotay, my descendants.

Yan, particle denoting brevity ; xatul yan, you have just come ; xqo yan

xinttl, I have already come. Thus this particle may mean both a short and

a long time.

Yx, part, of past time.

Ycluil, part, denoting plurality.

Yben, part, joined to names parts of the body to distinguish them, as

aalqnzibeni (sic), ri xa, the water came to my knees.

Ka, part, of direction, downward ; as verb, ka, to descend, mix ka chi,

xibalhay, he descended into hell ; to tear down a house ; to set (of sun or

moon) ; to diminish (of a boil) ; to descend in health, to grow sick, etc.

in. 1. An interrogative, putting a question in a friendly manner ex-

pecting a truthful reply. 2. In space, that which is locally nearest, as,

hakiha vochoch ri qo oc chachi bey, my house is nearest the road.

La, particle to intimate that one has not seen what has taken place ;
ex-

presses a doubt.

Ley, part, to denote that something is one of a class, hu ley vinak, a per-

son of one, age, nation, dress, color, etc.

Na, first, in all senses. Hence, as a verbal, to be first, to await others
;
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nare, before me, thee ; etc ; naek, but, although (*. e., = consider first)
;

navipe, or naype, then, next, and.

Naht, far, deep; of lime, long.

ifoc, a word of disfavor, or disapproval ; used, for instance, when one

counts erroneously, or makes a, mistake,.

Paid, at once, Immediately, tin banpaki, I do it at once.

Pam, or Pa, in, within ; hence, the stomach, belly or bowels, as the

"inwards" of old English writers.

Pe, toward this place, hither; as a verbal, to come hither.

Ta, a particle of courtesy used by and to married people ; as, Bios ca

chahin ta, God protect you ; hence, ta ta, lord !

Tah, particle to express like or desire, used in asking something which

one is uncertain about receiving ; as a noun, pleasure, satisfaction ; as a

verbal, to desire, to wish.

Tallin, particle of present time, as tan, pe que laJiin yxoki chiiqm xie nu

va,y? are the women now grinding my corn? Ans. Tan que ta hin,

They are even now doing it. In the combination qatahin, it means "a

little," a short time.

Tak, conveys the idea ot repetition. With reference to events it signi-

fies that they happen recurrently ; added to numbers above live it means

a division among many. Thus they say of intermittent fever, hu tak petie

rax text chuvih, I am suffering from recurrent chills. It is also used to form

certain plurals which have an implied idea of recurrence, as, ronohel tak

mul, all the time, every time.

Tan, part, of present time, see tahin, and page 885.

ToZe, an exclamatory particle used to call a person who is near.

Va, a particle of assent, or of intimation that one is near what he is

seeking.

Ye, primarily expresses a doubt, and from this a concession, hence is

used to signify consent or yielding to a request ; ve ta, be it so.

Vi, see page 403.

Xambey, after others ; as, xambey can, he comes after, either in space or

time.

Xe, below or beneath ; xe Jioy, beneath the house ; ru xe che, the root ot

a tree.

oil, conveys the idea of a short distance either in space or time, as, qa

tan tul Pedro, Peter came a short time ago
;
qa aaiial yq, the new moon

;

na aqual Pedro, Peter is young yet ;
qa tan tahin missa, they are still say-

ing mass ; qa aqa hay, a newly-built house.
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On a Case of Human Congenital Malformation. By Harrison Allen, M. D-

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, December SI, 18S3.)

I desire to place upon record the facta in the case of a man born with

rudiments .of the superior extremities. Similar eases, it is true, have been

recorded, and in a sense, this history lacks the claim of a positive contri-

bution to knowledge. But it is well to record eacli example of unusual

conformation, when novel facts pertaining to the adult state, to habit and

to acquired deformity, can be demonstrated,*

The case is one of a group denominated Perobrachia and is embraced

in the following account

:

John E. Casey, aged sixty-four years, one of a family of seven well-

forined children of healthy parentage was examined Nov., 188;!. The

subject was four feet and seven inches in height. In the place of the left

superior extremity a small pedunculated lobule one inch in length was

suspended from the axilla, a short distance behind the group of axillary

hairs. This lobule retained a slender rod of bone which could easily be

determined, and which doubtless was homologous with the bones of the

normal left superior extremity.

The right superior extremity was a small unidigitate member, bent at

the middle SO as to resemble a letter L and when at rest so disposed to

the trunk as to correspond in length to the side of the thorax.

The humerus was apparently dislocated upon the dorsum of the scapula

on an outward extension of the glenoid cavity, and the bone was thus

held in an exceptional relation to the scapula. The shall, of the humerus

was bent at the distal third so as to present a convexity outward and

yielded a short distance above the elbow to its lateral side, a, small spine

which while detected with ease, did not form an elevation of the skin.

The position of the olecranon and that of the elbow-joint could be read-

ily determined. The remaining portion of the extremity represented ele

ments in a single axis excepting at the terminal phalanx. Within this

axis the, hones of tin; forearm, of the metacarpus, and the two phalanges

of one digit, could be identified.

The hones of the left shoulder -girdle Were small but complete.

Of the right elements it, was found that those of the shoulder-girdle were

unusually well developed. Both scapulas were elevated, and the clavicles

obliquely placed, the sternal ends determining the lowest, and the eleva-

*A somewhat similar specimen to the one described is reported by Otto

(Monstru. Tab. xvi, figs. 7, s, p. 188). The condition was symmetrical, the radius

absent, and the single finger was Identified as the fifth, sin oe the ulnar nerve

passed to it. Thesubjeot was an unviable female fcatus, of the seventh month.
I'Virstcr (Mlssblldungen) refers to several cases; references Imperfect and not

reliable. See also Anger (Nouveaux Elements de I'Anat. Chirurgloale, 578, 5T4).
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tion of the scapulas (through the agency of the trapezii, rhomboidei and

elevators of the angle of the scapula) the highest levels.

Fio. 1.

FlGr. I —Front view of a'easc of Perolmiehia, showing the nidim en t of the left

upper extremity, and the undigltable right upper extremity.
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 2.—Hack view of a ease of Perobraohla, showing the rudiment of the left

upper extremity, the disproportion between the scapulas, the deviation of the

vertebral column, and the relaxation of Die muscles of the buttock.
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The measurements were as follows :

Left SirJe.

The length of the spine of scapula B".8'"

Greatest length of scapula 5''. 6"'

Distance from angle to tip of acromion 6". 6'"

Length of clavicle 8".8'"

Right Side.

The length of spine of scapula 5".(i'"

Greatest length of scapula 5".(i'"

Distance from angle to coracoid process (!".'.)'"

Length of clavicle li".0'»

Length of humerus 10". 0'"

Distance from proximal border of exostosis to the

elbow 4".0'»

Distance from elbow -joint to wrist-joint 2".0'"

Length of first phalanx VMS'"

Length of second phalanx 0".'.)'"

The motions of the left extremity were confined to upward traction of

the scapula as already mentioned, and backward traction of the lobule.

the latter apparently through the agency of a pannlcular muscular sheet.

The motions of the right extremity embraced the powerful effects of the

tractors of the scapula, and the flexors and extensors of the forearm. The

shoulder joint being anehylosed, the extrinsic, muscle of the shoulder-

girdle, the trapezius, tin! serrafus magnus, the levator anguli scapula,, and

the eerratus magnus, and possiblythe sub-clavlus, were mainly effective in

moving the extremity. The peotomlls major was also powerful. Abduc-

tion of the arm (probably rhomboirlal) was associated with marked median

(i. e. vertebral) deviation of the scapula ; adduction (pectoral) with equally

marked lateral deviation. Abduction was limited, the arm not being

carried out from the trunk beyond an angle of 45°. Adduction on the

other hand was powerful and complete.

The motion of the elbow permitted all the portion of the limb placed

disially to the joint to be moderately extended. At the end of extension

the elbow was distinctly angulated. At the end of flexion the forearm

and hand are doubled up to the median side of the humerus. The termi-

nal phalanx when the limb was at rest was strongly addueted, and a re-

entering angle was formed between tin! median border of the first and Hie

second phalanx. When the limb was flexed this angle was directed up-

ward and outward ; hut when the limb was extended it was directed out-

ward. From this circumstance it may hi; said that the flexion and ex-

tension at the elbow-joint was accompanied with sub-rotation.

Together with the primal or congenital defects numerous acquired ones

were present. The most Conspicuous of these was a lateral deviation of

the vertebral column to the right, the result probably, of the una.nta.gon-

i/.od traction of the muscles of the right side, and in part also to imperfect
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ossification in the bones comprising the column. As a result of this devia-

tion the scapula, of the left, side was displaced and the angle lodged behind

the upper border of the ilium. It thus appeared to be wedged down in the

pelvis. A second acquired defect was found in the muscles of the buttock

and the back of the thigh. The gluteus maximua of each side was feeble,

and in no position of the. body became tense. The entire labor of holding

the trunk erect was thrown upon the hamstrings which, particularly the

biceps flexor, was on each side of enormous size.

Under the head of habits, the result of the defects described, may be in-

cluded till! manner by which tin; subject could attend to acts of the toilet

and to the handling of tools, etc. Like most persons whose anus are either

defective or absent, the toes and lips become highly functionali/.cd, and

flit! methods of their use are in this case no different from others recorded.

Casey has supported himself, honorably, as a, farm laborer and peddler;

and lias, for a, period of years extending beyond the average longevity,

preserved good health and character, For many years he was em-

ployed as a. driver of oxen. The guiding stall' was held by the powerful

pectoral muscles between the arm and the chest. A nail can be driven

with accuracy and force by placing the handle of the heavy hammer be-

tween the arm and the chest wall, holding flu; nail upright between the

first and second toe of the left fool, and while standing erect on the loot

ol the opposite side, he Ilexes the left leg at the knee. In this position the

body is supposed lo be: standing on the right leg, the left leg flexed and the

left foot raised upon a bench or stool. The motion of striking the blow

is secured by throwing the trunk suddenly forward from a, position of hack-

ward traction or extension ; the shoulder muscle being occupied keeping

the hammer in position between the arm and the trunk. The act, ot

writing is accomplished by holding the pen between the flexed arm and

the side of the head, the lips being used in guiding the pen. Other tuts

such as dressing, shaving, etc , are possible.

Rbmakks.-The modern method of studying congenital defects, as for-

mulated, by Meckel and Si. Ililiare, father and son, is based upon the

assumption that every embryo exhibiting an aberrant disposition of parts

is an example of perverted or arrested development. Tin; school of St.

Ililiare accepts the conclusions that, such perversions and arrests arc exhi-

bitions of and reversions to the characteristics of lower animals.*

While these statements cannot be in all respects controverted, an error

is prevalent, as to the systematic value of aberrant structures. An exam-

* "These (specimens) compose organic entitles perfectly characteristic, amen

abletolawbut plaoed In another kind of regular arrangement. When mon-

sters are thus rigorously determined, I propose to group them after ihezooioKi-

cal method and to determine for them genera ami species." (Etlenne Geoffrey

St. HUiare, Aim. So. Nat,, xlv, 1828, 108 )

"An animal exhibiting anolnaly which Is essentially the same in structure as

a part normally developed In a. tower form, may tie said to be degraded, and

thus to have taken on the oharaoters or creatures lower in the scale than Itself."

(Isodore Gcoll'roy St. Hlliare, Propositions, etc., (it.)
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pie in the form above described, of a solidungulate extremity would sug-

gest, to the evolutionist a comparison with the foot of the horse ; the single

unguis, the nearly straight though multi-articulate axis from the unguis

to the elbow, the main lines of motion, are identical in the two instances.

But it is equally like the wing of a bird, and an analogy might be instituted

with that limb: the extreme degree of flexion possible between the two main

segments, the presence of two bones in the forearm, are the same in both.

Such a method of comparison is no more conclusive than the likeness of

clouds to camels and to whales. We can say with Polonius, such things

are very like, and yet be no nearer in the end to a conclusion than in the

beginning. The real comparison and only comparison which is profitable

to make is with the general history of the superior extremity studied as

a distinct subject, no matter what special form of limb may be differen-

tiated in various animals. The presence of the exostosis upon the humerus
is In this way comparable to other spinous outgrowths such as are seen in

long slender shafts (as in the ribs of fish and of birds), and in many ex-

amples of diseased and perverted action in the long bones of man.

While such strictures are applicable to the various regions of the body,

they cannot be made to apply to t lie subdivisions of a given anatomical

system. The variations in the muscular system of man, tor example, are

often precise instances of reversion to the normal arrangement as met
with in lower forms. In this way the study of minute variations In the

shape of a muscle, or in the distribution of a nerve or a blood vessel, is

more valuable for the purpose of the student of evolution than is the inves-

tigation of monstrous deformations.

Stated Meeting, Januarrj 18, 188//,.

Present, 17 members.

President, Mr. FBALEY, in the Chair.

The resignation of Dr. William Camac was received in a

explanatory letter dated Woodvale, January 7, 1884, and, on

motion, accepted.

The receipt of the Zeisberger and Perlajus MSS. was ac-

knowledged by letter, signed Edmund de Schweinitz, dated

Bethlehem, January 7, 1884.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Anthro-

pological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland (110-112), and

Yale College (XV, i).
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Letters of envoy were received from the Geological Survey

of India, U. S. Coast Survey and Smithsonian Institution.

Donations for the Library were received from the Societies

at Batavia, Bonn and Freiburg; the Geological Survey of

India; the Society of Antiquities, Copenhagen; Royal So-

ciety, Upsal ; Meteorological Institute, Vienna ; Royal Acade-

my and Bureau of Statistics, Brussels; Geographical Societies

at London, Paris and Bordeaux ; Geological Societies at Dres-

den and London ; Nature; American Journal Science; Frank-

lin Institute; College of Pharmacy; Profs. H. C. Lewis, E.

D. Cope and II. Phillips, Jr. ; Wyoming Historical Society;

U. S. Coast Survey ; Fish Commission ; National Museum and

Dr. Alex. Graham Bell.

The death of Strickland Kneass, at Philadelphia, January

14, 1884 (born July 29, 1821), aged 62 years, was announced,

and the President empowered to appoint a member to prepare

an obituary notice of the deceased.

Dr. Thos. G. Morton was appointed by the President to pre-

pare an obituary notice of Dr. Kirkbride.

Mr. Wm. V. McKean, for that of Gen. Kane.

Mr. II. L. Carson, for that of Gen. Humphreys.

Prof. Cope exhibited fossil specimens of genera and spe-

cies of the family of the Oreodontidse, and described their char-

acteristic structure and geological relations.

Commodore E. Y. McCauley's colored drawing of a sar-

cophagus in Memorial Hall, Fairmount Park, Philadelphia,

was exhibited by the Secretary, who described the legends

on its cover,*translated by Com. McCauley.

Dr. Frazcr communicated a table of barometric levels taken

by him recently in Texas and New Mexico, and described the

geological structure of the neighborhood; also, specimens of

Maguey needle and thread ; and a specimen of the cheap hand-

made waterproof Mexican blanket. Prof. Cope remarked that

the valley formation was Tertiary.

Mr. Lesley was elected Librarian for 1884.

The Committee on Mexican MSS. was continued.
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The following new members were elected :

[Fob.

Prof. Win. L. Stevens, of Brooklyn, New York.

Prof. Henry M. Baird, University of the City of New York.

Hon. William D. Kelley, of Philadelphia.

Col. James Worrall, of Harrisburg, Pa.

Mr. Ileber S. Thompson, C.E., of Philadelphia.

Prof. John M. Maisch, M.D., of Philadelphia.

Capt. Kichard Mead Bache, U. S. C. S., Philadelphia.

Prof. John Ashhurst, M.D., of Philadelphia.

Hon. George II. Boker, of Philadelphia.

Hon. James R. Ludlow, Judge Court Common Pleas, Phila.

J. Solis Cohen, M.D., of Philadelphia.

Mr. Henry Flanders, of Philadelphia.

Hon. Richard Vaux, of Philadelphia.

Prof. Ellerslie Wallace, of Philadelphia.

Prof. Isaac Sharpless, Havcrford College;, Pa.

Col. William Ludlow, Chief Mug., Water Dep., Philadelphia.

Prof. John Bach McMastcr, University of Pennsylvania.

Lord Coleridge, Chief Justice of England.

Prof. Allen C. Thomas, Haverford College, I 'a.

Eev. Jesse Y. Burk, Gloucester co., N. Y.,Sec,B. I. Un. Pa.

Mr. Isaac, Burk, of Philadelphia.

Prof. M. B. Snyder, Central High School, Philadelphia.

Staled Meeting, February 1, 188//,.

i

Present, 18 members.

President, Mr. Fbaley, in the Chair.

Letters accepting membership were received from Henry M.
Baird, James Worrall, Ileber S. Thompson, E. Meade Bache,

John Ashhurst, George II. Boker, Richard Vaux, [saao Sharp-

less, ffm. Ludlow, John 15. McMastcr, Allen C. Thomas, Jesse

Y. Burk, Isaac Burk, and M. B. Snyder.
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A letter declining membership for sufficient reasons was re-

ceived from Henry Flanders.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Tacu-

baya Observatory, Mexico (110, 111), and the Franklin Insti-

tute (118).

Letters of envoy were received from the Central Physical

Observatory of Russia; the Ministry of the Dutch Colonies,

through the Department of State, U. S., Washington, D. C,

January 25.

A letter requesting full exchanges was received from the

Johns Hopkins University, dated Baltimore, January 26.

On motion, the Secretaries were authorized to furnish back

volumes and numbers of Transactions and Proceedings to the

Johns Hopkins University.

A letter requesting information was received from the

Oneida Eistorical Society, dated Utica, New York, Jan. 29.

A letter respecting the discovery of Penn MSS., and request-

ing information was received from John Lyon Denson, dated

21 Upper Northgate Street, Chester, England, January 11.

The subject was referred to the Secretaries to report action.

Donations for the Library were received from the govern-

ment of the Dutch Colonies and the Society at Batavia; the

Geological Survey of India; the Imperial Austrian Academy;

the Statistical Bureau of Sweden; the German Geological So-

ciety ;
Kortseliritte dcr I'liysik and Garten Zeitung ; the Leo.

Car. Academy of Science ;
the Geological Society at Dresden

;

the Societies at Greil'swald, Freiburg and Bonn; the Danish

Academy and Society of Antiquaries; the Belgian Academy
;

M. Henri de Saussure, of Geneva ; the Aeademia dei Lincei

;

the National Academy and Geographical Society at Bordeaux

;

the Zoological and Anthropological Societies and Boole Poly-

technique, llevue Politique, and Science et Nature; the

Meteorological and Astronomical Societies in London, and

London Nature; Dr. T. S. Hunt; the Boston Natural History

Society, and American Academy of Sciences; the Museum of

Comparative Zoology, and Cambridge Observatory
;
Magazine
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of American History ; Franklin Institute, Academy of Natural

Sciences, Board of Health, Richard Vaux, Lorin Blodget and

H. Phillips, Jr. ; the Johns Hopkins University ; IT. S. National

Museum
;
Dr. Peter, of Frankfort, Kentucky ; Isaac Smucker,

of Newark, Ohio, and the Statistical Bureau of Mexico.

Professor Cope exhibited specimens and described his classi-

fication of the fossil Creodonta.

The President reported that he had appointed the following

Standing Committees for 1884

:

Finance.

Eli K. Price, Henry Winsor,

J. Price Wethcrell.

Publication.

D. G. Brinton, G. II. Horn,

CM. Cresson, Persifor Frazer,

J. Blodgett Britton.

J. Sergeant Price,

Hall.

C. G. Ames.

Win. A. Ingham,

1*1. K. Price,

E. .). Houston,

Library.

Henry Phillips, Jr.,

Wm. V. McKean,

Thomas H. Dudley.

The President reported that he had received and passed to

the Treasurer the quarterly interest of the Michaux legacy,

last due, amounting to $J 33.07.

The Committee on Aztec MSS. reported that they had re-

claimed some of them for publication.

Mr. Phillips offered a resolution respecting the order of

business, which was, on motion, referred to the Board of Offi-

cers and Council.
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Stated Meeting, February 15, 1884-

Present, 12 members.

President, Mr. Fkaley, in the Chair.

Messrs. Parrish, Ashhurst and Cohen, new members, were

introduced to the presiding officer and took their seats.

Dr. Maisch accepted membership by letter, dated Philadel-

phia, February 17.

Letters respecting missing publications were received from

the Batavian Society at Batavia, the Geological Society of

France, and the Johns Hopkins University. (See rough min-

utes.)

Letters of enquiry respecting publications were read from

Mr. 1). Lyman, of the IT. S. Eevenue Department, and Prof.

A. L. Guss, of the U. S. Treasury Department ; and a letter of

envoy from Col. Jas. Worrall, of Ilarrisburg.

The Lee MSS., 2 Vols., having been returned to the Library,

the Librarian read a letter of explanation from Mr. Justin

Winsor, dated Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 9.

Donations for the Library were reported from the Geo-

logical Survey of Victoria
;
Eevue Politique ; Geographical

Societies of Paris and Bordeaux
;
Annales des Mines; B. Acad-

emy of History, Madrid; Eevista Euskara; London Nature,

E. A. Peacock, and B. Ward Eichardson ;
the Glasgow Philo-

sophical Society ; the Geological Survey of Canada ;
the Bos-

ton Natural History Society ; Museum of Comparative Zool-

ogy ; American Antiquarian Society; American Journal of

Science; Astor Library; Academy of Sciences and Prof. J. S.

Newberry, of Now York ; American Journal of Pharmacy,

and Numismatic and Antiquarian Society; Col. Jas. Worrall,

of Ilarrisburg ; the U. S. Naval Institute ; the U. S. War De-

partment, and Mr. H. Phillips, Jr.

The death of Arnold Guyot, at Princeton, N. J., February 8,

1884, aged seventy-six years and four months, was reported,
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and the President requested to appoint a member to prepare

an obituary notice of the deceased.

An obituary notice of Dr. Kobert Bridges was read by Dr.

Ruschenberger.

Mr. Blodget described the transfer of certain manufacturing

industries from England to Philadelphia.

Sections of the Anthracite Coal Measures, recently executed

by the Geological Survey of the State, were exhibited.

Dr. Frazer exhibited copies of prehistoric hieroglyphs,

found in the Puerco San Antonio, Coahuila, Mexico, 25 S. E.

of Coahuila, not previously described, sharply cut. Also, his

discovery of a granite sacrificial stone, of great weight and

age, lying sixty or seventy miles distant from any rock of that

kind in the region. Size, 5', Q" by 8', and 4' high
; shape pe-

culiarly curved; edges full of fine sharp serrations
;
weight at

least five and a half net tons. A natural ravine cut in the stone

would allow the blood to flow off without overflowing the

stone. The locality is a narrow mountain pass, which has a

history both ancient and modern.

The minutes of the last meeting of the Board of Officers

were read and their consideration postponed.

The Committee on Aztec MSS. reported progress.

Stated Meeting, March 7, 188Jh

Present, 12 members.

Vice-President, Eli K. Price, in the Chair.

Mr. Lehman, Mr. Isaac Burk and Professor Pancoast were

introduced to the presiding officer, and took their seats.

Acceptance of membership was reported from Dr. Ellerslie

Wallace, Dr. J. Solis Cohen and Lord Coleridge.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from Lc Minis-

tere des travaux publics (Annales des Mines), February 4
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(XVI, i ;
want XIV, ii, and 07 and 100) ; the Society of Nat-

ural Science, Cherbourg, January 81 (118; want 16, 37, 46);
the Royal Institution, London, February 2 (XVI, i, 118) ; the

Society of Antiquaries, London, February 20 (XVI, i, 118); the

University Library, Cambridge, February 14 (113); Radcliffe

Observatory, March 7 (XVI, i, 113) ; Cambridge Philosophical

Library, February 11 (XIII, i ; XIV, ii ; XVI, i, 62, 71-8,

113); Essex Institute (114); New Hampshire Historical So-

ciety, Concord (114) ; American Antiquarian Society, Worces-
ter, Mass. (114); Brown University (114); Connecticut His-

torical Society (114); W. P. Blake', Now Haven (114); Uni-

versity of the City of New York (114) ; Prof. J. J. Stevenson

(114); Astor Library (114); United States Military Academy
(114); Chemical Society, University Building, Washington
Square, New York (114) ;

New Jersey Historical Society

(114); Historical Society of Pennsylvania, (114) ; Numismatic
and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia (114) ; Mr. Henry
Phillips, Jr. (114); Prof. Thomas C. Porter, Easton, Pa. (114);

Wyoming Historical and Geological Society (114); Rev.

Joseph A. Murray, D.D., Carlisle, Pa-. (114); Asaph Hall,

Washington (114) ; Theo.Gill, Washington (114); William B.

Taylor, Washington, I). C. (114) ; J. M. Hart, Cincinnati (114),

and the University of Michigan (114).

Letters of envoy were received from the Philosophical So-

ciety, Washington; the Netherlands Legation and Henry B.

Dawson, of Morrisania, N. Y.

Donations to the Library were reported from the Asiatic

Society of Japan ; the Society at Wiesbaden ; Royal Acade-

my, Brussels ; Flora Batava
;
Royal Academy, Rome ; Geo-

graphical Society, Bordeaux
;
Geographical and Ethnographi-

cal Societies at Paris ; Revue Politique; Congres des Orient-

alistes; Royal Astronomical Society and London Nature
; Geo-

logical Survey of Canada ; Essex Institute ; B. S. Lyman, of

Northampton, Mass. ; Museum of Comparative /oology ; Har-

vard University ; Prof. Henry Draper ; Boston Society of Nat-

ural History; Science Record
;
American Journal of Science

;

Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences; Franklin Institute;

moo. 4MI5U. pin los. soc. xxi. 115. 3b. printed apbil 28, 1884.
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American Journal of Pharmacy ; Pennsylvania Magazine

;

American Bar Association; Mercantile Library, Philadel-

phia ;
Haverford College ; Wyoming Historical and Geologi-

cal Society; Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania;

Pennsylvania Secretary of Internal Affairs ; Eichard Vaux, of

Philadelphia; American Journal of Mathematics; United

States Light-house Board; Bureau of Education; Dr. Hay-

den's Geological Survey ; Colonel Charles W. Whittlesey

;

American Antiquarian Society, Chicago; Bichard Mansill,

Kock Island ; the University of Michigan ; "Wisconsin State

Historical Society ; and the San Francisco Mercantile Library

Association.

A letter from Mr. Jedediah Hotchkiss, Staunton, Va., was

read, requesting permission to have photographs taken of the

plates of the Natural Bridge from DeChastellux's Travels in

North America ; the photographing to be done in the rooms

of the society. On motion, the request was granted.

The death of Prof. George Englemann, at St. Louis, Febru-

ary 11, aged seventy-five, was announced.

Mr. Lesley was appointed to prepare an obituary notice of

Professor Guyot.

Professor Cope read a paper entitled, On the structure of the

skull in the Elasmobranch genus Didymodus.

Mr. Ashburner presented some notes " On aneroid hyp-

sometry," and exhibited a self-registering field instrument.

Mr. Hotchkiss explained his request regarding pictures of

the Natural Bridge, and spoke of the fine photographs recently

made of it by order of Mr. Kemble, 333 Walnut street, Phila-

delphia.

Pending nominations, Nos. 1012, 1013, and new nominations,

Nos. 1014, 1015, were read.
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OBITUARY NOTICE OF DR. ROBERT BRIDGES.

By W. 8. W. Rdsciienbergeb M.D.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, Feb. 15, I8S4. )

A man whose honest conduct and toil through a long life

contribute, in any marked degree, towards the comfort, or en-

lightenment of his fellows, or the good name of the community
in which he lived, earns a claim to kindly remembrance after

he has left the field of his labor forever. It is good for the liv-

ing to know something of his ways and services, though he may
not have won a foremost place among the leaders of science or

of letters. Even an imperfect sketch of the life of a man who
has striven to increase or to diffuse knowledge, is more or less

valuable, because if, may incite others to emulate his example,

and toil patiently among followers till <) u;il ilicd to fill a chief's

place. If the reputation of a workman is in proportion to the

quality and quantity of his work, then a fair relation of what

Dr. Bridges has done will suffice to secure, without aid of rhet-

oric, the degree of encomium which his life deserves in this

connection. A kind and generous disposition enhanced the

merit of his work. He did much that brought no pay beyond

the satisfaction which comes from doing to help others, and to

contribute to the common progress. His life was characterized

by uniform, unremitting labor.

The details of this sketch may be somewhat tiresome, but as

they contain the gist, all the testimony in the case, they may
be patiently heard at least, if not excused.

The ancestry of Dr. Eobert Bridges is traced to Edward
Bridges who, in 1648, was a lieutenant of the English army.

Edward, his eldest son, who was an architect, married in 1692.

He left two sons. The elder, named Edward, married Cathe-

rine Bullen. He was a merchant in Cork. He had six sons

and two daughters. Edward, the eldest of the sons, who also

was a merchant in the city of Cork, married a second wife in

Rotterdam, Cornelia, the second daughter of Thomas Culpeper,

of Kent county, England. By her he had four children.
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Edward, their third son, settled in Philadelphia, and, in 1739,

was established at a corner of Front and Walnut streets, in the

dry goods trade. His place of business was commonly called

"the Scales."

He left three sons : Edward John, who was born in Potter -

dam, in 1786, and died in Jamaica, surgeon of the Africa, a

sixty-four gun ship; Culpeper, who died a midshipman on

board of the Northumberland, at the siege of Louisbuig, Cape

Breton, 1758, and Eobert, who was born in Philadelphia, No-

vember 18, 1739, and married, in 1769, Jemima Sheppard, of

Bensalem township, Bucks county, Pa. lie had five sons, Barns-

ley, Eobert (who probably died young), Culpeper, Eobert and

Edward; and five daughters, Cornelia, Mary, Sarah, Harriet

and Emily.

Eobert Bridges was a sailmaker. His residence was at (old
,

number) 259 South Front street, and his sail-loft was on the

wharf, Delaware avenue, north of Lombard street. James For-

ten, an almost " colorless colored man," was his foreman, and,

in 1800, when Eobert Bridges died, succeeded him in busi-

ness.

Culpeper Bridges, the third son of Eobert, the sailmaker,

was born in Philadelphia, December 21, 1776, and died Decem-

ber 29, 1823. He was trained to be a merchant by John

Leamy, whose " counting-house " was at the south-east corner

of Walnut and Third streets. He married, February 21, 1804,

Sarah, the fifth daughter and eleventh child of William Chil-

ton, of Southwark, a blacksmith and machinist, and had two

sons, William Cliffton, and Eobert, the subject of this sketch,

who was born in Philadelphia, March 5, 1806.

We are what our mothers make us, and therefore it seems

proper to state that the iron master, William Cliffton was born,

probably in Philadelphia, March 4, 1729, and died February

24, 1802. He married, September 2, 1.763, Catherine Hallo-

well, by whom he had twelve children in the course of less than

nineteen years. She died July 16, 1786. They were all mem-

bers of the Society of Friends. One of the sons, William, who

died November 25, 1799, was a poet as well as blacksmith. It
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was said that lie was "read out of meeting," expelled from the

society, for the reason that he indulged in the frivolity of writ-

ing verses. If no other cause of expulsion existed, it is demon-

strable that Friends of the present time are not so austere as

they were then. But there is proof that other reasons probably

influenced the decision. The preface of a volume of "Poems,

chiefly occasional, by the late Mr. Cliffton," printed for J. W.
Fenno, in 1800, claims that he was " an expert swordsman, a

scientific and admirable musician, an accomplished painter

and a graceful dancer," clearly showing that his acquirements

were of a kind not likely to be commended in the community

of Friends.

William Cliffton, blacksmith, resided, 1785, in Water street

between Almond and Catharine streets,* and in 1797, at No. 74

Swanson street,f About this date he seems to have transferred

his business to his sons, William and John, for the City Direc-

tories of 1798, and subsequent years, give his residence at No.

76 Swanson street, and style him "gentleman," a term used in

those days to designate a man of income sufficient to live at

ease without work or a vocation.

This outline of lineage, which is purely English, implies that,

the ancestors of Dr. Bridges were vigorous, enterprising, intel-

ligent, industrious and respectable.

Both sons were liberally educated, botli were pupils in the

University Grammar School. William Cliffton graduated from

the department of arts of the University of Pennsylvania in

1821. Eobert was for a short time one of the sophomores of

the University—there was no freshman class at that period

—

and then, for no assigned reason, entered Dickinson College,

Carlisle, Pa., from which he graduated 1824. In July of the

same year he was elected a member of the Societas Philosophise

Consociata of the College.

Immediately after his return to Philadelphia he became a

pupil of Dr. Thomas T. Hewson, and remained under the

*The Philadelphia Directory, by Francis White, made up to September 1, 1785.

It was the first work of the kind published in the city. Up to that time num-
bers hud not been attached to the houses.

t Philadelphia Directory, hy Cornelius William, Stafford, L798, 1802.
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instruction of that eminent medical teacher and surgeon nearly

four years. He had associated with him, in teaching his large

class of students, several assistants. His office was a two-storied

house, on the north side of Library street nea,r to Fourth street.

In it were a students' reception-room, a laboratory and a lecture

room, and, in the rear of the house, a dissecting-room.

In Dr. Hewson's private medical school Dr. Franklin Bache

taught chemistry. He appointed young Bridges his assistant

very soon after he began his medical studies. In this capacity

he served Dr. Bache through many years, in the courses of

chemical lectures delivered by him in the Franklin Institute,

in the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, and at the Jefferson

Medical College. This practical training made him an expert

chemist and an admirable teacher of chemistry.

His close attention, habitually given to whatever he might

be doing, qualified him in a high degree to assist the lecturer

on chemistry. In May, 1827, upon pouring water into an iron

mercury flask, which had been used for obtaining oxygen from

nitre, for the purpose of washing it, lie noticed a lively effer-

vescence. He proceeded at once to investigate the nature of

the gaseous matter, and found it to consist of oxygen of a purity

of ninety-five per cent, as he ascertained by Dr. Hare's accurate,

sliding-rod endiometer. He observed the same phenomenon,

November 27, at the Franklin. Institute, and found in this

instance that the oxygen contained only one per cent of im-

purity. He suggested that this residuum, which Dr. Hare con-

jectured to be peroxide of potassium, would furnish pure oxygen

to the experimenter without trouble. He was anticipated in

this discovery. Mr. Richard Philips, of London, had made the

same observation and given the same rationale of the phenome-

non, an account of which he published in the Annals of Phi-

losophy, for April, 1827. Nevertheless, \)r. Franklin BacliCj

published in the North America?! Medical and Surgical Journal,

for January, 1828, a note of the observation of " Mr. Robert

Bridges, student of medicine," on the " Residuum of Nitre after

exposure to red heat."
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The circumstance indicates his character as a student and at

the same time Dr. Bache's kind appreciation of his worth.

Dr. Bridges graduated from the medical department of the

University of Pennsylvania, March, 1828. " Neuralgia" was the

subject of his thesis.

He immediately opened an office at the south-east corner of

Vine and Thirteenth streets, where he remained till 1837. He
did not obtain a lucrative practice. His mother died, February

19, 1889, in the fifty-eighth year of her ago, a loss generally

among the saddest in man's experience.

A carefully prepared tabular record of 2099 cases of vacci-

nation under his observation, between April 1, 1880, and May,

1840, indicates that he was a vaccine physician of the south-

western district of the city during ten years. An ordinance of

January 2, 1830, divided the city into four districts, designated

as the North-eastern, North-western, South-eastern and South-

western Districts, and directed the Mayor to appoint a vaccine

physician to each on the first Monday of January every year.*

The Board of Health appointed Dr. Bridges, July 17, 1832,

the cholera year, one of the attending physicians in the district

which, included the Eastern Penitentiary, then at the north-

west corner of Broad and Arch streets. The work was ardu-

ous. Entire nights were passed in the prison ministering to

cholera patients. The remuneration for this perilous service

was very small.

Dr. Bridges was a constituent member of the Friday Even-

ing Medical Club, which was formed in 1835 or '36, and ceased

to exist about 1872. The meetings were held, in turn, at the

houses of the members. The entertainment was limited to tea,

coffee and biscuits. The object of the club was to promote

social intercourse among members of the medical profession in

the city.

He was elected a member of the Academy of Natural Sciences

of Philadelphia, January 1835; of the Franklin Institute, Jan-

* Vaccine physicians were appointed In the Northern Liberties under an ordi-

nance of May 15, 18a), and in Kensington, under an ordinance of December 4,

1,822.
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uary, 1886
; a resident member of the Philadelphia College of

Pharmacy, December, 1888; a fellow of the College of Physi-

cians of Philadelphia, July, 1842; and he was chosen a mem-

ber of the American Philosophical Society, January 19th, 181 I

.

He was a councillor of the Society from January, 1855
;

chairman of its publication committee six years, from 1860,

and served on many special committees.

His first work in the Academy of Natural Sciences was the

preparation, in conjunction with Dr. Paul B. Goddard, of an

Index of the genera of the Herbarium, which was presented

August, 1835. He served on the Botanical Committee twenty-

one years, from January, 183G. In May, 1848, he presented a

new Index of the Academy's Herbarium, and an Index of

Menke's Herbarium, works which, were long the main guides

to the Academy's botanical collections.

He was librarian from June, 1836, till May, 1889, when he

resigned. The thanks of the Society were presented to him

for "his able and efficient discharge" of the duties of the

oil ice.

lie served as Eecording Secretary five months in 1839 and

'40 ; and as Corresponding Secretary from May, 1840, till De-

cember, 1841. He was an Auditor six years, from December,

1843, one of the Vice-Presidents more than fourteen years, from

September, 1850, and was elected President, December, 1.864.

He declined re-election December, 1865.

1 1 e served twenty-three years on the Publication Committee,

declined re-election in 1872
;
twenty-nine years on the Library

Committee, from December, 1842 ; seven years on the Com-

mittee on Proceedings ; five years on the Committee on Finance

;

seventeen years on the Committee on Entomology and Crusta-

cea. He labeled and arranged anew the collection of Crustacea

according to the nomenclature and classification accepted at

the time as the best. He was a member of the Committee on

Herpetology and Ichthyology nine years, from January, 1857
;

on Physics ten years, from January, 1866; on Chemistry live

years, from December, 1 870, and a member of the Council more

than five years, from December, 1869.
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When the Academy's building was extended in 1846, and

the extended building was raised and improved in 1855, lie

served on the building committees, and aided in obtaining sub-

scriptions for the work on both occasions.

Again, December, 1865, Dr. Bridges was appointed a mem-

ber of a committee to solicit subscriptions to erect a fire-proof

building for the use of the Academy; and, January 8, 1867, lie

was elected one of the Board of Trustees of the Building

Fund, and by it a member of the Building Committee, Janu-

ary 1.1, 1867, on which he served faithfully until the Society

was established in its new quarters, January, 1876.

The official positions to which he was annually elected, his

appointment to several standing and many special committees,

imply that he had the respect and unreserved confidence of his

I'el low-members. Among them none was more constant, none

who worked more industriously. He promptly discharged all

duties imposed upon him and, during forty years, was seldom

absent from the meetings of the society. In addition to his

valuable services, he contributed to its funds, to its library and

its museum as liberally as his modest income justly allowed.

As a token of their estimate of his worth, a number of mem-

bers presented to the Academy a portrait of him which, painted

by B. Uhlc, an eminently skillful young artist of this city, will

soon be hung in place among the portraits of the presidents oi

the society.

His remarks "On infusoria, found in stagnant water" arc re-

ported in |, he, Proceedings of the Academy for May, 1812; on

"The influence of the contact of copper in preserving human

bones," and on "India,!) reliques," May, 1843; on "Estimates

of the length of the year," and on the "Formation of lithoid

carbonate of iron," in the volume for 1848.

At the Franklin Institute Dr. Franklin Baohe taught chem-

istry, as lecturer and professor,* from September, 1826, till

1831. Dunn-- the whole period, five years, Dr. Bridges was

lus assistant. After that time he did not participate in the

*Dr. Baohe wns appotn eturer on ohemistry, September, 1826, and protes-

tor, March, 1828,

PROC. AMUR. PHILOS. SOC. XXt. 115. 3c. PRINTED APRIL 28, 1884.
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proceedings of the Society though he was occasionally present

at its meetings.

As already stated, he was an active and prominent member
of the Academy of Natural Sciences, but all his time was not

given to it. He labored most earnestly in another institution,

the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, with which his career

was so closely associated, that, to understand it clearly, a state-

ment of the circumstances which attended the origin and pro-

gress of the College seems necessary.

A National Convention of Physicians assembled at Wash-
ington, I). C, January 1, 1820, for the purpose of devising a

code of formulas, and establishing it as the sole standard for

medicinal preparations. The object was to have them made
exactly alike in composition and strength by all physicians and

apothecaries throughout the land.

At that period the London, the Edinburgh, the Dublin and

other pharmacopoeias were recognized authorities in the United

States. Their directions wore not alike. Therefore, as every

apothecary followed the standard he considered best, officinal

preparations of the same name, found in the shops, differed

from each other just as the standards differed. The composi-

tion and potency of the physician's prescription were contin-

gent, in an important degree sometimes, upon the pharmaco-

poeia followed by the apothecary who dispensed it.

It is obvious that the interest of both patients and physicians

required that these several authorities should be superseded by
a single standard. To attain this end, to establish a permanent

authority in the premises, and obtain for it general confidence

and respect everywhere in the United States, it was determined

that a national convention composed of delegates from the

medical colleges and incorporated medical societies of the

country should be convened every tenth year; that each dele-

gation should be invited to submit to the convention a report

of suggested amendments to the work ; that from the reports

presented the convention, through the agency of a select com-

mittee appointed for the purpose, should compile and publish

a revised edition of the Pharmacopoeia every ten years. An
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advantage of this plan is, that each revision represents at the

date of publication the common opinion of the profession, and

the work is kept in accord with the progress of pharmacy and

of medical knowledge.

The result of the labors of the convention of January, 1.820,

was the publication, at Boston, Mass., December 15, 1820, of

the first Pharmacopoeia of the United States of America, and

since, of decennial revisions of it, the sixth of which is now in

use.

The achievement is notable. The pharmacopoeia of every

nation of Europe is a public work directed and paid for by the

government. Without the influence of a statute of any kind

to sanction or enjoin its use, this, through the force of public

opinion created in its favor, has been established as the law,

the standard in the premises, which is generally respected.

The, work is purely charitable. It has been done, for three-

score years at least, at the cost of the labor, time and money of

many medical men without any compensation to the workmen
for their work; and the results of it have been freely given for

the common good.

Dr. Bridges was among the most skillful of those wholabored

to perfect the Pharmacopoeia. The Philadelphia College of

Pharmacy appointed him, March, 1847, one of a committee to

revise the issue of 1840, and prepare the report on it to be

given to the National Convention of 1850, the first in which

pharmacists wore represented. He assisted on a committee of

the College of Physicians, appointed February, 1868, to report

on the fourth decennial revision ; was one of the delegates from

the college to the meeting of the National Convention of 1870,

and was a member of the committee on publication of the fifth

decennial revision. .In July, 1877, the College of Physcians

appointed him one of a committee to revise the Pharmacopoeia

of 1870, and prepare a report on it for the National Conven-

tion of 1880.

The labor of those committees of revision is considerable.

Inspection of materials, pharmaceutical experiments and thera-

peutic observation are often necessary to determine the value
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of a formula. Each committee held 'weekly sessions of about

two hours, and, on an average, required two years to complete

its work. All the institutions which participate in the prep-

aration of a revised edition of the Pharmacopoeia, give it like

attention, so that it is not easy to conjecture the aggregate of

labor bestowed upon it. So much care merely signifies that,

in the estimation of the profession, accuracy in all the details of

the work is very important.

About the time when the first National Convention met,

the drug and apothecary business was regarded as a trade,

rather than as a profession based on scientific principles, as it

is now. It was known that deteriorated drugs were sold, and

that valuable preparations in daily use were adulterated or

made of materials of inferior quality. Such abuses were

charitably ascribed to ignorance of pharmacy which was sup-

posed to prevail among druggists and apothecaries generally.

To remedy this lamentable condition of the apothecary's

vocation, sonic three-score of intelligent, philanthropic men,

including a large proportion, of members of the Society of

Friends, associated in this city and founded, February 23, 1821,

the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, a society which was in-

corporated, March 30, 1822, with all legal authority necessary

to establish and support a school of pharmacy.

The University of Pennsylvania had then recently provided

for teaching pharmacy in connection with materia medica, and

conferring the degree of Master of Pharmacy, which was con-

ferred the first time in the spring of 1821 on sixteen graduates.

This action of the University, it was said, greatly influenced, if

it did not determine the formation of the Society known as the

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy.

It consists of active or resident, honorary and foreign mem-
bers. The conduct of its ordinary affairs is confided to sixteen

trustees, one-half of whom are elected semi-annually by the col-

lege. The stated meetings of the board of trustees are monthly,

and of the college, quarterly.

The first courses of lectures, which were limi ted to materia

medica and chemistry, were given in the winter of 1821 22,
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but the degree of " graduate of pharmacy " was not conferred

till the spring of L826, when, there were three graduates.

The lectures were delivered in a building on the west side of

seventh, between Market and Chestnut streets, the site of which

is now occupied by the Gas Office of the city.

In 1832 the society erected for its use a building on the

south side of Zane, now Filbert street, west of Seventh, and

occupied it until the college was established in its present well

adapted quarters, No. 145 North Tenth street, September, 1868.

Under the authority of the Society, the American Journal

of Pharmacy, which is devoted to the advancement of pharma-

ceutical knowledge, and the advocacy of thorough education

of pharmacists, was established in 1825. It was issued quar-

terly, till 1853, then bi-monthly till 1871, since that date

monthly, and continues to be a prosperous periodical.

Dr. Bridges was assistant editor of this journal about six

years, from 1839 till 1845, and contributed several original

papers to it.

The college grew very slowly. But the strict probity ob-

served in its management and the great care taken to select

onlv the most competent and conscientious teachers, have

enabled it to surmount all impediments in the way of its pro-

gress.

Now, graded courses of instruction are given on materia

medica, botany, the theory and practice of pharmacy, chem-

istry (practical and analytical), and pharmaceutical manipula-

tion, by a faculty consisting of four professors and three assist-

ants. The teaching is very thorough. Since the establish-

ment of the school 7109 students have matriculated
;

upon

2049 of whom, 28.82 per cent., the degree of graduate in

pharmacy has been conferred.*

Dr. Bridges entered the college, May, 1831, as private assist-

ant of the professor of chemistry, Dr. Franklin Bache, and

was elected an active member of the society December 18,

1838, and, March 25, 1839, a member of the Board of Trus-

• Sixty-third Animal Announcement oftho Philadelphia College of Pharmacy.

1888.
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tees, and also of the Publication Committee, to which he was

annually elected, till 1861, twenty-one years, when he declined

re-election. He was elected chairman of the Board of Trustees,

October 9, 1860, and, being annually re-elected, held the posi-

tion till the close of his life.

When Dr. Bache gave up the chair of chemistry to take

the professorship of the same department in the Jefferson Medi-

cal College, Dr. Bridges was a candidate for the vacant place,

but Dr. "William E. Fisher was elected, May 31, 1811, by a

majority of two votes. Pie resigned the following April, and

Dr. Bridges was unanimously elected Professor of General

and Pharmaceutical Chemistry, May 16, 1842. Still he contin-

ued to be the private assistant of Dr. Bache, till his death, in

1864, severed their continuous laboratory association of forty

years. Dr. Bridges, also aided Dr. George B. Wood in his work
while he held the professorship of materia medica in the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, from 1835 till 1850.

Besides the routine work of the professorship, Dr. Bridges

did his full share on standing and special committees, delivered

many introductory and other addresses, and represented the

College among its delegates to the American Pharmaceutical

Association and other bodies.

It is related substantially that, prior to 1851, the average

number of graduates annually, from 1826, was less than seven,

and that the public commencements were biennial. That

year the matriculants numbered 82, and the graduates 19. The
class determined that the commencement should be attended

with more demonstration than had been made on previous occa-

sions. The ceremonies had been conducted in an apartment

of the college, not capable of seating comfortably a hun-

dred persons. Other arrangements were proposed, but opposi-

tion to them from an unexpected quarter was strong. The
president and some of the trustees of the college belonged to

the Society of Friends. They are notably conservative of their

customary ways and averse to ostentation. The commence-

ment had consisted in the delivery of diplomas to the graduates

by the president according to a prescribed form, and a suitable
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address by a professor in the presence of invited friends. The

ceremony was sedate, without manifestation, of that sense of

triumph which, successful young candidates are supposed to feel

on such an occasion. As many Friends regard the fine arts,

painting and sculpture, as frivolities, things not only unneces-

sary to happiness, but in their influence detrimental in some

indefinite way to a proper observance of purely moral life ; and

music, by its charms, as likely to allure to evil ways, to divert

the mind from industry and the pursuit of substantial things,

their aversion to the proposed display was entirely in harmony

with their ancient opinions in this connection. Bather than

assent to the proposed arrangements some of them resigned, or

purposely were absent.

Nevertheless, the commencement was held, April 4, 1851, in

Sansom Street Hall, in the presence of a large audience, attended

by a band of good music. Those most concerned were highly

pleased. The vacancy caused by the resignation of the presi-

dent was well filled on the occasion by Dr. Bridges, who con-

ferred the degree of " graduate of pharmacy " on those entitled

to the honor.*

The painstaking and kindly ways of Dr. Bridges in teaching,

won for him affectionate and enduring respect from those whom
he taught. At the commencement, March, 1867, a portrait of

him, in oil, was presented to the college by the Flu Zeta

Society; and the graduating class, at the commencement, March,

1877, presented to him a stem-winding gold watch.

The additional labor imposed by adopting the method of

teaching in graded courses, induced Dr. Bridges, in June, 1878,

to procure an assistant. And in January, 1879, at a meeting

of the Board of Trustees, he stated informally that his impaired

health constrained 1dm to announce that he would relinquish

the chair of chemistry at the close of the course.

On hearing of his intended resignation, the graduating class

of one hundred and fourteen members, representing eighteen

States, held a meeting and adopted a preamble and resolutions,

*Seo The Annual Address before the Alumni Association of the Philadel-

phia College of Pharmacy. By James Stratton, Ph. G., 1879.
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expressing regret, sympathy, and, for themselves as well as

their predecessors, "profound respect for Dr. Bridges as a

chemist, and their most grateful esteem for him as their friend

and instructor," and earnestly invoking the divine blessing

upon his remaining years.

He tendered his resignation in a letter dated March 4, 1879.

At a meeting of the Board of Trustees, March 14, a preamble

and resolutions were unanimously adopted, stating in substance

that ho had devoted his time and abilities to a conscientious

discharge of the trust assigned him for a long period, during

which the professors received a scanty remuneration, that "to

his sound judgment and patient labor" the success of the col-

lege is much indebted ; that the good work he has accomplished

has its record in those who have been his pupils in the college

—about live thousand—and that he has the sincere thanks and

sympathy of the Board.

At the celebration of its twenty-fifth anniversary, March 11,

1879, the Phi Zeta Society, which is composed of alumni of

the college, created a scholarship and named it the Robert

Bridges scholarship, as a token, of its high estimation of his

character and official services.

The Board of Trustees after due deliberation, " in view of

his faithful and efficient labors," conferred upon him, May G,

1879, the title of Emeritus Professor of Chemistry, with an

annual salary of one thousand dollars, to be paid in equal in-

stallments quarterly, in advance, during his life, from the Qrst

day of.Inly ensiling.

By this spontaneous act of benevolence, the Trustees have

shown themselves to be worthy of honor as distinguished as that

which they conferred on Dr. Bridges ; and they have set, an ex-

ample eminently proper to be followed by all incorporated

educational institutions. There are no skilled laborers whose

work is more important to the community, and yet none so

inadequately paid, as professors and teachers in our colleges and

schools of every name. During the vigorous period of their

lives their remuneration affords them and their families a very

modest living; but it is too scanty to permit investment of a
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part of it annually to create resources sufficient for invalid days

and old age, even after continuous toil during thirty or forty

years. Possibly better than increased remuneration for these

beneficent servants of the people would be a college fund from

which those professors who have become incapable of perform-

ing their official duties, "by age or otherwise, might receive a

moderate pension or retired pay ; at any rate the emeritus pro-

fessor should have a salary.

When the professorship of chemistry in the Jefferson Medi-

cal College was vacated, in 1864, by the death of the incum-

bent, Dr. Bache, Dr. Bridges was one of seven candidates for

the vacancy. It was idled by the election of Dr. B. Howard

Rand.

While discharging, efficiently and most acceptably, his duties

at the Academy of Natural Sciences, and in the Philadelphia

College of Pharmacy, he found time to teach medical chemistry

in the Philadelphia Association for Medical Instruction, to

attend the meetings of the American Philosophical Society,

and of the College of Physicians of Philadelphia, and render to

it valuable service. He was one of its delegates to the National

Medical Convention held in Philadelphia, May, 1847, and sub-

sequently was one of the representatives of the college in the

American Medical Association.

He analyzed the collection of one hundred and eighty-five

urinary-calculi in the Mutter Museum, which belongs to the

college, and. made a catalogue of them.

In January, 1867, he was elected a member of the library

committee and appointed librarian. The duties of the office

occupied him daily from 11 o'clock, A.M., till 3 o'clock,

P.M. In January, 1879, lie declined re-election to the library

committee, arid failing health induced him to resign the office

of librarian, January, 1881, having filled it during fourteen

years. Then, on motion of Dr. DaCosta, it was unanimously

resolved "that the thanks of the college be tendered to Dr.

Bridges, for his long, .faithful and intelligent services to the

college, and that they deeply regret that failing health will

deprive the college of his labors; that as a slight token of ap-

PHILOS. soc. xxi. 115. 3d. printed may 3, 1884.PROO. AM UK.
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preciation of his long service?, his annual dues be hereafter re-

mitted." And at its stated meeting, January 26, 1881, the

library committee presented to Dr. Bridges "the expression

of their sincere regret that the care of his health obliges him to

retire from the office of librarian, which he lias held Cor so

many years, and in which they have learned to appreciate his

industry, fidelity and courtesy. They sincerely hope that he

may find in repose and recreation the means of improving his

health, and the opportunity of observing the. growth of the

library with whose early history he has been identified."

Cultivation and teaching of the medical sciences have ever

been among the pursuits which contributed to the good name

of Philadelphia. The excellence of the medical colleges in the

city is generally acknowledged. This high character is ascrib-

able, in some degree at least, to aspiring young physicians who

joined together in little bands to lecture and teach the several

branches of medicine while the incorporated colleges were

closed. Tn past times this recess continued during six or seven

months of the year. Those engaged in the summer schools, as

they were called, soon became trained teachers, well qualified

to fill professorships. Several of the most distinguished pro-

fessors in our medical colleges were partly indebted lor their

appointment to the preliminary training, and reputation

acquired in a summer school.*

In the si ring of 1842, the Philadelphia Association for Medi-

cal Instruction was formed. The constituent members or

founders of it were Dr. John F. Meigs, who taught obstetrics

till 1845, and afterwards lectured on the diseases of children

;

Dr. Joshua M.Wallace, who taught surgery ; Dr. Robert Bridges,

chemistry; Dr. Francis Grurney Smith, Jr., physiology; and

Joshua M. Allen, anatomy. Dr. Bridges, was the only con-

stituent member of the Association who remained in it until it

was dissolved at the close of 1860, a period of eighteen years.

-*Tho History of the Philadelphia School of Anatomy and Its relations to

medloal teaching. A lecture delivered March i, in7.">, at its dissolution, liy Wil-

liam W. Keen, M.D. (published by .1. I!. Uppincott & Co.).

Many of the associations for medical teaching in Philadelphia are sketched or

referred to in this very Interesting paper.
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Several retired to accept professorships in medical colleges, and

their places were supplied by new appointments, so that during

the career of the Association the names of many distinguished

physicians are recorded on its list of members.*

Dr. Bridges was elected professor of chemistry in the Frank-

lin Medical College in 1846, and Idled the office till the insti-

tution was dissolved in 1848.

His contributions to medical and scientific literature are

valuable, but not very numerous.

His papers in the American Journal of Pharmacy are

entitled, " Chemical symbols," and " Pyroacetic spirit and its

derivative compounds," in 1830; "The manufacture of sul-

phuric acid," and the "Adulteration of lac sulphuris," in

1840; " Notice of Professor Kane's researches on ammoniacal

compounds," " Poisoning by long continued use of acetate of

lead," in 1841; " Observations on two species of aristolochia

which afford serpentaria," "Observations on the action of ether

on galls," " Report on Procter's hydrated peroxide of iron," in

1843 ;
" Experiments on the absorbing power of anthracite,"

" Precipitated carbonate of lime," " Solution of iodide of iron,"

"Solidification of carbonic acid," in 1844; "Pil hydrargyri,"

in 1846, and "Southern prickly-ash bark," in 1865,

In July, 1845, Dr. Bridges "edited with additions" the

American reprint of Elementary Chemistry, Theoretical and

Practical, by George Fownes, and subsequently several editions

of this popular volume. The latest American, from the twelfth

English edition of the work, was issued May, 1878.

He also edited, 1852, the American reprint of Graham's

Elements of Chemistry.

From. 1854 till 1877, inclusive, he contributed very many

bibliographical notices and reviews, chiefly of works on chem-

istry, to the American Journal of the Medical Sciences.

* David If. Tucker, William V. Keating, .1. II. B. MoClellan, Mllerslie Wallace,

Addincll llcwson, John II. Brlnton, S. Weir Mitchell, Alfred SfilKS, Morton

Still*, ,T. M. DaCosta, Francis West, .lames Darrach, and Edward Hurtsliorne,

were teachers in Mils Association. Including the constituent members, a corps

of better qualified instructors than those associated In this summer school could

not, be easily found anywhere.
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He assisted Dr. George B. Wood in the preparation of the

twelfth, 1865, the thirteenth, 1870, and the fourteenth, 1877,

editions of the United States Dispensatory, a loading work on

materia medica and pharmacy of such acknowledged excellence

and accuracy as to be generally accepted as authority in the

premises.

During the last few years of his life, Dr. Bridges endured

most patiently the constant molestations and frequent pain

which attend chronic cystitis. His repose at night, broken into

a series of hourly naps, did not bring to him for the next day

the refreshing effect of normal sleep ;
and so his physical vigor

was continuously abated, and his mental pursuits greatly dis-

turbed. But in spite of worry from this condition of his health,

he was serenely cheerful and manifested his usual interest in

scientific topics.

Within a few days of the completion of the seventy-sixth

year of his age, he died, February 20, 1882, in the house he had

occupied with his brother and family twenty-eight years.

He was never married. His generous and sympathetic kind-

ness, self-sacrificing spirit and habitual amiability won the

almost filial love and respect of his brother's many children.

Their devotion to him is conclusive evidence of the excellence

of his domestic qualities and the tenderness of his nature.

Frugal in his living, punctual and loyal to all duties, accu-

rate, learned, unremittingly industrious, rigidly self-respecting

and pure in conduct in every sense, lie worked faithfully

throughout his long life, but did not reap compensation com-

mensurate with his toil. He lacked of that self-asserting, aggres-

sive spirit which leads many a good man to fortune under cir-

cumstances in which one of far greater intrinsic worth often

fails only because he is too shy, too modest to assert his claims

to consideration. He was always content to leave to others the

appraisement of his worth.

Without being ready in debate or at all eloquent in speech,

he was an admirable and efficient .teacher, as thousands of his

pupils can testify. They will teach his lessons and thus long
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continue and expand the beneficent influence of his instruc-

tion and example.

Though he was baptized in the Protestant Episcopal Church,

and was occasionally present at its services, he seemed to hold

views in harmony with the tenets of the Society of Friends, of

which his mother and her ancestors were members. As long

as the golden rule squared and regulated the daily practice of

his life, the sunday observance of church ceremonies and lis-

tening to continuously iterated inculcations were insignificant,

and, to our philosopher, seemingly without profit of any sort.

The purpose of his life was to learn truths demonstrable to the

senses. Of the kind of palpable truth, which is patent to the

expert naturalist who perceives that the Creator is everywhere

present in all His works, the church rector does not often

speak; and if he did, could teach him nothing. To one earn-

estly engaged in the study of God's visible works, the attrac-

tions of pulpit teachings are comparatively feeble. To him

doctrines and dogmas of every kind, though, he may compla-

cently listen to them, are of very small importance, because he

knows that all doctrines and theories are unstable, and that

the ascertained facts of the creation are permanent forever.

He lived and believed as a christian, but without adhesion

to any sect.

Dr. Bridges was notably reticent about himself among his

most intimate friends. He left no letters or papers bearing

testimony to his merits. A friend who had been intimate with

him during a third of a century, says, in a letter, September

10, 1881: "Few men in this world—and I have met many

who are good and generous—have ever, in my judgment, with

such self-sacrificing generosity, bestowed as heartily their

sympathy and their best efforts to gladden the lives of those

around them, as our friend Bridges has always done. And the

quiet, earnest and unflagging way in which he has bestowed

the best energies and all the small rewards of his life among Ins

friends is beautiful to behold.

"I am quite surprised to hear that he is able and enjoys so

much exercise as to go twice a day to the cool hall of the
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Academy to read in the library. I am very glad of it, and,

especially, as he will there have the benefit of the refreshing

atmosphere of that large room ; and will enjoy the very best

thing for him, not infrequent meeting with old acquaintances,

and always find most congenial topics of conversation. I never

shall forget the force with which, before I was well acquainted

with Dr. Bridges, an assertion of Leidy one day struck me.

Leidy said, he thought he had as much broad and general

knowledge and accurate learning as could be found among us,

and that he was a man of most sound and solid judgment.

This I have found to grow upon my convictions of his mind

and acquirements for the period of thirty-three years since

Leidy spoke of him so sincerely and soundly."

His knowledge of natural history in general was extensive,

accurate and always at command. He was a well-informed

botanist, thoroughly versed in materia medica and chemistry,

and a skillful practitioner of medicine. Naturally modest,

almost shy, his manner to strangers was somewhat reserved,

but cordial with his friends, all of whom regarded him with

affectionate respect, because they recognized his perfect integ-

rity, sincerity, extensive learning and good sense.

In the annual oration before the Alumni Association of the

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, March. 13th, 1882, Mr.

Frederick B. Power, spoke of him, as follows:

" I cannot refrain from adding my tribute to the memory of

him whose loss we have so recently been called, upon to mourn
—the late Professor Dr. Robert Bridges. His faithful teach-

ings, during an unparalleled period of service of nearly forty

years, will long be held in grateful remembrance by those who
were permitted to listen to his instructions, while his generous

and noble nature, so beautiful in its simplicity, so approach-

able and free from ostentation, had endowed him with attri-

butes well worthy of emulation, and endeared him to his

pupils by ties of affection which will be ever fondly cherished."

In his valedictory address to the graduates of the college,

March 15th, 1882, Professor Samuel P. Sadtler said :

.

" The Philadelphia College of Pharmacy lias just lost, in the
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death of Professor Eobert Bridges, her Emeritus Professor of

Chemistry, one, who, while he added much to her present sub-

stantial reputation, will he remembered and revered by those

who knew him, chiefly because of his eminently lovable and

unselfish character, his devotion to duty, and his faithful labors

for the institution with which he was so long and so honorably

connectedJ

"If we, younger men, and especially you, young gentlemen,

just about starting upon your life's career, will emulate these

qualities of character, we may expect some day, when the cur-

tain drops upon the drama of our life, to have it said of each

of us, as it is now said of him, ' his was a noble life.'

Addition to these just eulogies seems redundant. But truth

suggests that the most lender and considerate of all the testi-

mony of his worth should be recorded. The Philadelphia Col-

lege of Pharmacy did not limit its manifestation of respect to

memorial resolutions or laying flowers on Ins bier Its sense

of sympathy and regret was substantially expressed m a spon-

taneous act of pure generosity. It asked, as a privilege muring

to long and intimate fellowship, to be permitted to defray the

expenses of his funeral and to pay to his heirs an extra quar-

ter's salary of the emeritus professor. Such homage is rarely

offered
;
and when offered is seldom declined, even by opulent

people.

Stated Meeting, March 81, 1884..

Present, 6 members.

President, Mr. FBALEY, in the Chair.

An acceptance of membership was received from Prof. W.

LeConte Stevens, dated the Packer Collegiate Institute, Brook-

lyn, New York, March 11.

Acknowledgments of the receipt of Proceedings were re-

ceived from the Museum of Comparative Zoology (U4);
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W. L. Stevens (114); IJ. S. Naval Institute (114); Leander

McCormick Observatory (114) ; Cincinnati Observatory (114);

Br. Eobert Peter (114), the Chicago Historical Society (114);

the Wisconsin State Historical Society; the Christiania Uni-

versity (112) ; the K. L. C. Deutschen Akademie at Halle

(108, 110, 111, 112 ; wants 109), and the Natural Historical

Society, Northumberland, &c. (XVI i, 114).

Letters of envoy were received from the K. L. 0- D. Akade-
mie, November 3, 1883 ;

Prof. W. L. Stevens ; the Proprietors

of Locks and Canals on the Merrimac river ; James B. Francis,

of Lowell, Massachusetts (wants 75, 96) ; the Department of

Internal Affairs of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania ; and the Cincin-

nati Observatory.

Donations for the Library were received from the Egyptian

Institute ; the Society at Stuttgard ; the Revista Euskara
;

Revue Politique, Geographical Societies of Paris and Bor-

deaux; J. A. K. Newlands and J. Hambden, of London; the

R. G. S. Cornwall; Canadian Becord ; J. B. Francis, of

Lowell; American Chemical Society; American Bookseller;

W. L. Stevens ; II. Phillips, Jr. ; Second Geological Survey of

Pennsylvania; U. S. Bureau of Education
;
T.Gill; American

Chemical Journal; American Journal of Philology; Univer-

sity of Cincinnati ; C. Whittlesey ; Chicago Historical So-

ciety; A. T. Andreas, and the A. A. A. S.

The death of Dr. Alfred L. Elwyn, at Philadelphia, March

15, aged 80, was announced by Mr. J. S. Price, and, on motion,

the President was authorized to appoint a suitable person to

prepare an obituary notice of the deceased.

The Librarian reported that he had received from Dr.

Brinton the trunk of documents mentioned in the minutes of

April 6, 1883, and requested orders respecting its disposal.

Pending nominations Nos. 1011 to 1015, and new nomina-

tions Nos. 1016 to 1022, were read.

An obituary notice of Strickland Kneass, by Mr. Fred.

Graeff, was read by the Secretary.

A communication was received from Prof. Claypole, of

Oberlin, Ohio, entitled, " On the Clinton and other Shales,
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&c, composing the Fifth Group of Rogers, in the First Survey

of Pennsylvania."

The amendment of the Eules was referred to the consid-

eration of the President.

The Committee on Aztec MSS. reported progress.

The Committee on the Michaux Legacy reported as follows :

That under last year's authority of the Society, the sum
appropriated was expended in the delivery of fourteen lec-

tures in the Fairmount Park, during last year, according

to annexed schedule, to increased and interested audiences.

The Committee recommend that the like appropriation he

made for the present year, of two hundred and eighty dollars,

for fourteen lectures, according to schedule annexed, and fifty

dollars for advertising.

Free Lectures in Fairmount Park on Botany and Tree Cul-

ture, by Prof. J. T. Eothrock, on Saturdays, at 4 r. m., 1884.

April 19. Relation of American forests to American pros-

perity.

26. Plant freaks.

May 3. Insects and plants.

10. Insects and plants.

17. How timber matures, how it decays and how to

use it.

24. Natural selection as related to increase of plants.

31. What evolution has done for science and for edu-

cation, and where its possibilities stop.

Sept. 6. Plants in literature and in superstition.

13. Plant life during winter.

20. Stray plants.

27. Bread plants.

Oct. 4. Water plants.

11. A talk about trees.

18. The extinct plants of our land.

Mr. Fralcy announced that he would send to the Society an

original copy of the draft of the agreement proposed to be

executed between the City and the Society when the latter

PROC. AMEK. FIIILOS. SOC. XXI. 115. 3e. PRINTED MAY 8, 1884.
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entered into the tenancy of the building. It recites the status

between the City and the Society, which has lasted until now.

Stated Meeting, April 5, 188J,.

Present, 10 members.

President, Mr. FRALEY, in the Chair.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Peabody

Institute, Baltimore (110, 111, 113), the U. S. Surgeon Gen-

eral's office (HI), and the Society at Winnipeg (I 14).

A letter of envoy was received from Dr. A. C. Fryer, dated

Elmhurst, Wilmilon, Cheshire, England, March 10.

A circular letter from the Accademia dei Lincei, announced

the death of its President, Sig. Quintino Sella.

Donations for the Library were received from the Acade-

mies, Societies and Observatories, at St. Petersburg, Moscow,

Vienna, Berlin, Halle, Marburg, Turin, Bordeaux, Liverpool

and Winnipeg ; from the Swedish. Statistical Bureau
;
from

the Ethnological and Geographical Societies; the Museum
of Natural History and Bevuc Politique, Paris; from the

Boyal Institution, Astronomical, Geographical, Asiatic and

Geological Societies, A. C. Fryer and Nature ; James Free-

man Clarke, of Boston; James Hall, of Albany; the Bhode
Island Historical Society; American Journal of Science; the

New Jersey Geological Survey
;
the American Journal of the

Medical Sciences; Academy of Natural Sciences ; Franklin

Institute; Dr. II. C. Chapman; Prof. Wm. Dennis Marks; H.
Phillips, Jr. ; the Johns Hopkins University

; U. S. Fish Com-
mission

; Washington Philosophical Society ; and the Illinois

State Museum of Natural History.

Dr. John Curwen, of Warren, Pennsylvania, accepted the

appointment to prepare an obituary notice of the late Dr.

Kirkbride.

Mr. Lesley read Mr. J. F. Carll's correction of a wrong hori-
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zon assigned to a specimen of Eurypterus pennsylvaniens
1

found 72' + top of Pithole wcl], Venango county, Pennsyl-

vania, which, places it 167' above top of Pithole (Berea) grit

struck in the well ; therefore, a considerable distance beneath

the Garland or Olean (Pottsville conglomerate bottom member)
conglomerate. In Proceedings American Philosophical So-

ciety, Vol. XVI, page 621, its horizon is wrongly made to be

above the Garland conglomerate, and therefore in the Pottsville

conglomerate No. XII. Mr. Lesley remarked that Prof. James
Hall's description of this and other Eurypterids, beautifully

drawn by Mr. Simpson of Albany, was about to be published

in Eeport of Progress, P. 8, of the Second Geological Survey of

Pennsylvania.

Mr. Blazius read a paper on the unhealthy conditions of

certain portions of great cities, produced by prevalent winds

from certain quarters, and on the necessity for providing for

their inhabitants means of rapid transit to and from the sur-

rounding country.

Pending nominations Nos. 1012 to 1022, were read.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Obituary Notice of Strickland Encase. By Frederic Graff.

{Head before the American Philosophical Society, March SI, ISS4.)

On the morning of January 14, 1884, one of the valued members of this

Society, Mr. Strickland Kneass, died at, his residence in this his native city.

We realize with sincere regret the loss of one intimately identified with

the local affairs of this city, and the valuable railroad interests of the State

connected therewith, and present this brief sketch of his life, as a record

of a worthy and useful man.

Mr. Kneass was born July 29, 1821. His father, Mr. William Kneass, was
an engraver of some note, and for several years employed in that capacity

by the Government In the Mint in this city.

Mr, Kneass obtained his early education under the care of Mr. James
P. Espy, who was one of the first to devise and suggest the present

methods of anticipating changes in the weather, though from the lack of

telegraphic communication at- that time they fell short of the completeness

that they have since attained.

After leaving school Mr. Kneass decided to adopt the profession of Civil
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Engineer, and an opportunity soon offered for the commencement of .his

practical training as such, under the care of his eider brother, Mr. Samuel

H. Kneass, assisting in the surveys then making for the Delaware and

Schuylkill Canal, and later took part in the surveys and construction of

the Philadelphia and Wilmington Railroad.

Upon completion of this road, wishing to become grounded in the scien-

tific part of engineering, be became a student in the Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute, at Troy, New York, whence he graduated, in 1830, as Civil

Engineer, taking the highest honor.

Soon after this Mr. Kneass was made assistant engineer and topographer

on the State survey for a railway between Harrisburg and Pittsburgh ; he

then became draughtsman in the Naval Bureau of Engineering at Wash-

ington, and was afterward employed by the British Commission in prepar-

ing the maps of the northern boundary, between the United States and

the Provinces ; and subsequently, by the Federal Government on the

general map of the boundary survey.

At a later date, 1800, he was appointed, jointly with Colonel James Wor-

rall, a commissioner to settle the boundary between Pennsylvania and

Delaware. The location of this line permanently and correctly (an arc of a

circle of about twelve miles radius) required great care, for the accom-

plishment of which Mr. Kneass's remarkable thoroughness peculiarly

fitted him. The proposed lino was not accepted by the Delaware com-

mission.

In 1847, Mr. .T. Edgar Thomson, Chief Engineer, selected.Mr. Kneass as

one of his assistants in conducting the preliminary surveys, which result-

ed in the construction of the Pennsylvania Railroad. He was soon pro-

moted to the position of Principal Assistant Engineer, and engaged in the

construction of that part of the road from "Jack's Narrows " to Tyrone,

including nine bridges and Tussy Mountain tunnel.

Under his supervision, and from his designs, the first shops and engine

house at Altoona was erected.

The construction of the road from Altoona to the summit of the Alle-

ghenies was a work of much difficulty, and called forth engineering

ability of a very superior order, in the accomplishment of which Mr. Kneass

proved himself fully capable. We must remember that at that lime none

hut hand-drills were used in rock excavation and tunneling, and no high

explosives or steam excavators employed.

In 1853, he resigned to accept the position of associate engineer with

Mr. Edward Miller, Chief Engineer ot the North Pennsylvania Railroad,

in which capacity he remained two years, leaving to accept the office of

Chief Engineer and Surveyor of the consolidated City of Philadelphia, to

which position he was elected by Select and Common Councils, March 20,

1855, and subsequently re-elected three times, namely, April 12, 1800;

April 12, 1805, and April 14, 1870, each for a term of live years.

Mr. Kneass's services in the Department of Surveys were of great value.

The City proper and the seven adjoining Districts were, up to 1855, en-
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tircly distinct and separate corporations, each having its own boards, offi-

cers, surveyors and engineers, working without any concert of action, or

connected fixed plans either of grades, standard of measures, or de-

signs of sewerage. Even the records of the old Districts were deposited in

discriminately in a City warehouse, and had to be collected, arranged and
classified.

It therefore became necessary to establish a general plan of grades, sew-

ers, &c, &c, that would combine as far as possible the disjointed work
previously done. To this task Mr. Kneass applied himself with all his

energy, engineering knowledge, experience and capacity for classification,

Maps were made of the whole area of the consolidated City, from which

the grades were adjusted, the drainage areas carefully computed, and a

standard of size for sewers established, 1hat was intended to be useful not

only for the sewers built whilst he was in office, but which amply provid-

ed for the entire future drainage system of the City.

Up to 18(55, there was no record or plan by which the ownership or di-

mensions of an individual property could be ascertained. Under an Act of

Assembly, passed March, 1805, Mr. Kneass organized and put into suc-

cessful operation, what is known as the Registry Bureau. By an exceed-

ingly simple system of plans, and records, arranged in book form, the

information in regard to any individual property can be obtained in a very

few minutes. The record is of very great value and importance to the

genera] public, and exceedingly useful in getting data for an equal assess-

ment of taxes, to effect which object the Act of Assembly was mainly in-

tended.

The method devised and employed has since been adopted by other

cities, without any attempt to improve upon it.

During Mr. Kneass's term of office several very Important bridges were

required to be built across the Schuylkill at various points, the first and
most important being at Chestnut street.

In 1857, Councils advertised for designs for a bridge at that street, and

appointed a Commission, consisting of J, Edgar Thomson, Ashbel Welch,

and John C. Crcsson, to decide upon the merits of the designs, which were

all presented anonymously, being simply distinguished by the private

marks of the designers.

Mr. Kneass considered it his duty to present a plan, and did so in the

manner described above. This plan was fully approved by the Commission,

and recommended to Councils for adoption.

The design was for the cast iron arch bridge, essentially as erected, ex-

cept in respect to the width of roadway, and length of the approaches; in

regard to which the suggestions, and first plans of the engineer and sur-

veyor were not adopted by Councils, because of the increased expense, a

matter much to be regretted, now that the traffic has increased so much
beyond that anticipated by Councils, but foreseen by Mr. Kneass.

This is believed to have been Live first cast-iron arch bridge constructed

in this country.
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The location of the bridge, and particularly its western abutment and
approaches, presented some difficulties of construction, but were believed

to have been fully guarded, and at the time considered by the board of

commissioners and all connected with the work as ample to insure its per-

manency.

In 1866, a commission was appointed by an Act of Assembly to build

a bridge across the Schuylkill at South street, under the general supervis-

ion of Mr. Kneass, as Chief Engineer and Surveyor. The plans received

from a number of bridge builders were referred by the commission to Mr.

Kneass, who reported upon their relative merits, and recommended that sub-

mitted by John W. Murphy, with certain important modifications ; among
them the substitution of iron girders and cast-iron piers for the stone and
brick arches over the marsh on the west side of the river. These suggestions

were at first fully approved by the commission, but by subsequent action

his advice was neglected, and the erection of the brick arches which he

had condemned, and which have since failed, show their error in not

being guided by the Chief Engineer and Surveyor.

In April, 1869, under direction of Councils, plans of a bridge were
called for at Powelton avenue, or Bridge street. Mr. Kneass recommended
the site of the old wire suspension bridge at Callowhill street, and a

double roadway truss bridge. The general plans for such a structure were
approved October, 1868, but owing to the tardy action of Councils in au-

thorizing a loan, and making the appropriation, the contracts for the

bridge wen; not fully entered into, and the work commenced, until after

he had resigned his position ; but the original designs wore fully carried

out by his successor.

During the war, in 1862, in company with the late Colonel C. M. Eakin,

he was engaged in making reconnoissance of the military approaches to

the city, extending along the Susquehanna river, from Duncan's Island

to Havre de Grace. The work in the field and accompanying maps were
highly useful at the time of Lee's last raid into Pennsylvania. This report,

with the maps, are now deposited in the office of the Department of Sur-

veys.

Mr. Kneass built the first street passenger road (the Fifth and Sixth or

Frankford and Southwark) put in operation in this city, and then devised

and established the form of tram rail, now used on all similar roads in this

country. He subsequently acted as chief engineer of a number of the pas-

senger roads of the city.

In 1871, Mr. Kneass was selected as one of two engineers to make a, sur-

vey, and report upon the best means of draining or culvcrling Jones

Fails, Baltimore, Md.
During Mr. Kneass term of office he was officially one of The Hoard ot

Commissioners of Fairmount Park, and rendered essential service in that

capacity; his knowledge of the ground covered by the Park and its sur-

roundings being very useful.

April 12, 1872, Mr. Kneass resigned his position as Chief Engineer and
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Surveyor to accept the post of assistant to President ,T. Edgar Thornton,
of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and subsequently occupied the same posi-

tion under Thomas A. Scott, and Mr. George B, Roberts, the present
President. In connection with this office he served as President of the fol-

lowing companies, viz.:

Belvidere and Delaware Railroad Co.

Columbia and Port Deposit Railroad Co.

Freehold and Jamesburg Agricultural Railroad Co.

Lewisburg and Tyrone Railroad Co.

Mifflin and Centre County Railroad Co.

Philadelphia and Trenton Railroad Co.

Pomerey and Newark Railroad Co.

Philadelphia and Long Branch Railroad Co.

River Front Railroad Co.

New Jersey Warehouse and Guarantee Co.
Cressons Springs Company.
He was also a Director in forty-four of the companies identified with

the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Mr. Kneass was a member of the American Philosophical Society, the
Franklin Institute, the Historical Society, the American Ssciety of Civil
Engineers, and the Engineers' Club of Philadelphia, of which Club he was
President during the; year 1881.

He was one of the early members of the Union League, of this city, and
one of its Board of Directors from December, 1879, to December, 1883.

Mr. Kneass was married, in 1853, to Margaretta Sybilla, granddaughter
of the Hon. George Bryan, of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
Mr. Kneass was a sincere Christian, a member of the Seventh Presby-

terian Church
;

in 1858 was elected a member of its Board of Trustees
;

acting as Secretary until 1872, when he became President, His principles
of honor were of the highest character, always just and impartial ; as a pub-
lic officer, most carefully guarding the interests of his employers, whilst
at the same time he was mindful of the rights of employes. A warm and
reliable friend, kind and generous, his sound judgment caused him to be
looked up to by those requiring his advice. His manner was courteous
to all, inspiring respect from those with whom he was associated.

Note on a possible Geographical Meaningfor the Set Griffin. By J. P. Lesley.

(Rend before the American Philosophical Society, Jan. jjth, 1SS/,.)

This chimerical animal sits on his haunches, with ears and tail erect, his

breast and fore legs being vertical ; his back slopes at 45°, and the end of

his vertical straight tail is on a level with his head, so that the whole
figure resembles a capital Roman letter N.
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There is nothing peculiar about the animal except his ears and tail. lie

is evidently a jackal, fox or dog. But his ears are very long, stiff and

straight in the air, diverging; and his rod-like tail is forked at the end.

He is usually called a griffin; by some a giraffe.

Set was the genius of destruction and mischief, in some radical way con-

nected with the sea, and I believe was the demon of the Red sea He was

the demon of the desert also. The Red sea is the sea of the desert lying

between the Lybian and Arabian deserts. Egyptologists are familiar with

the varying history of the religious worship of this deity, its opposition to

the systems of Nile worship and Osiris worship, and its later fusion with

the Sutech-Baal worship of the Syrian immigrants.

I wish to point out a plausible geographical explanation of the original

idea of Set, derived from the shape of his ideograph.

In hieroglyphic inscriptions running from left to right, the animal sits

facing the west, his back slopes south-east, and his ears are often portrayed

not only diverging but pointing a little forward, a little west of the verti-

cal. I fancy that a representation of the Red sea, with its two gulfs of

Suez and Akabah, was intended ; and that its tail was meant to represent

the Persian gulf, forked to represent the Euphrates and Tigris rivers.

A forked vertical tail to an animal so simply constructed in the ordinary

shape of a jackal was certainly a most extraordinary freak of fancy, if

there lay no hidden meaning behind the design. It cannot be objected

that the old Egyptians were not good geographers. The orientation of the

pyramids in the fourth dynasty, and the expedition of llannu to l'unt, in

the 11th or first Theban dynasty, are in evidence to the contrary. But it is

a question how early the Egyptians knew Mesopotamia or Chaldue well

enough to represent its two rivers (.the rivals of their Nile) by the fork of

a tail to their ocean deity, or otherwise. The god Set appears to have been

worshiped by the mother of the builder of the first pyramid. The cam-

paign of Kedarlaomer was a comparatively late event, probably subse

quent to the 12th dynasty ; but It suggests similar movements on a less

heroic scale in much earlier days ; and no one has yet made out the direct,

tion from which the pyramid builders came to take, possession of Egypt.

It is evident that they introduced a foreign Ra, and Hor worship ; but

whether they brought with them Ilathor and Set, or found them in Egypt

is not known.

I think the Ata-Tela-nomenclalure of the very first dynasty is good

evidence that the pre pyramid rulers had come from Yemen ; but the

pyramid builders would more likely come in from Syria, and stop at

Memphis. If so, they would undoubtedly be familiar to someextent with

Mesopotamia, if only through wandering merchants, or, if there were none

such, through that transmission of information from region to region which

has characterized all ages.
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Stated Meeting, April IS, 1884-.

Present, 12 members.

President, Mr. FBALEY, in the Chair.

Mr. Vaux was introduced and took his scat.

Letters of acknowledgment were read from the Vienna Ccn
tral Institute for Meteorology (113), Royal Danish Society

(1 12), Yale College (114), Vassar Bros, [nstftute (1 11), Mary-
laud Eistorioal Society (114), and the Franklin Institute (du-

plicate numbers of their Journal).

Donations for the Library were received from the Egyptian

Institute; the Geological Survey of India ; the Imperial Bo-

tanical Garden, St. Petersburg ; the Royal Academy, Bruxelles

;

R. Accademia dei Lincei, Archives of the Chamber of Depu-
ties, Rome; Society of Natural Sciences, at Pisa; Societe de

Geographic, Annales des Mines, and Revue Politique; Socio e

de Geographia Commerciale; Journal of Forestry and London
Nature; Robert Atkinson, LL.D., Dublin

; Canadian Institute;

Boston Society of Natural History; American Journal of

Pharmacy, Engineers' Club, A. E. Foot e, Persifor Frazer and

Henry Phillips, Jr., Philadelphia; Johns Hopkins University;

U. S. Naval Institute; U. S. Department of the Interior;

Chicago Historical Society, American Antiquarian, and Wil-

liam Bross, of Chicago.

A letter from Mr. William Brooke Rawle, Secretary of the

Historical- Society of Pennsylvania, to the President of the

American Philosophical Society, dated April 17, 1884, was

read, explaining the delay in returning the Perm and Logan

Correspondence MS., loaned to the Historical Society April

18, 1879, and requesting permission to keep them a short time

longer for the copyist. On motion, the request was granted.

Mr. Phillips having prepared a Register of written com-

munications printed in the Proceedings of the American Philo-

sophical Society, Vols. I to XX, inclusive, it was, on motion,

ordered to be printed.

rilOC. AMKR. PHILOS. SOC. XXI. 115. 3P. rlHNTKD MAT 12, 1884..
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"Photod3m.am.i0 Notes, No. IX," was communicated by P.

E. Chase.

Extracts from a report on the Hams Fork coals of Wyo-
ming Territory, by P. W. Sheafer, were; read by the Secretary.

Mr. Lesley exhibited a model of the Nittany valley and

Bald Eagle mountain, east of Tyrone City, Pa., made by Mr.

E. B. Harden, from bis own surveys.

Also a model of the Jones' iron ore mine in Berks county,

by J. H. and B. B. Harden, after their own surveys.

Dr. T. S. Hunt gave an. account of his examination of this

and other like iron ore mines in Pennsylvania, assigning tlicm

all to the horizon of Prof. H. D.Bogers' Primal slates, although

they lie in immediate contact with the Triassio rocks.

Dr. Frazer described the ambiguity of data respecting their

true horizon, with facts to prove that while some; of the mines

(as at Dillsburg in York county) penetrate the Trias, these

may be merely the redeposited detritus of more extensive

Primal Slate iron ores.

The President, to whom the resolution on a change in the

Order of Business Ruleshad been referred, reported an emenda-

tion of it, which was Laid on the table for consideration at the

next meeting.

New members elected:—
Eichard L. Ashhurst, of Philadelphia.

Samuel Dickinson, of Philadelphia.

Bev. Joseph K. Garrison, M.D., of Camden, N. J. .

John R. Baker, of Philadelphia,

Prof. Edmund J. James, of the University of Pennsylvania

Wharton Barker, of Philadelphia,

James H. Hutchinson, M.D., of Philadelphia.

Francis Jordan, Jr., of Philadelphia.

Herbert Welsh, of Philadelphia.

1'rof. Henry S. Frieze, of the University of Michigan.

Francis Wharton, LL.D., of Philadelphia.

'
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The Course and Growth of the Fibro- Vascular Bundles in Palms. By John
Casper Branner, B. 8. >

(Bead be/ore the American Philosophical Society, October 10, 188$.)

The classification of phffinogamous plants as endogens and cxogens was
based upon the theory of the supposed course and development of the
flbro-vascular bundles In the stem of the palm. That a question of so

much importance botanlcally has received no more careful attention, is

probably due to the faet that the original theory of endogenous growth
was considered so simple, satisfactory, and self evident from a transection
ol a palm trunk, that its very simplicity was an impediment to investigation.

Comparatively few botanists have given especial attention to the subject

of the structure of the palm stem, and those who have done so, have en-

countered so many difficulties in obtaining proper material,* and in

gettingsatisfactory results from material to lie had, that Our certain knowl-
edge upon tin: origin and course of the flbro-vascular bundles is still cori'

fused, and the theories and explanations of growth unsatisfactory and
even perplexing. The best observers failed to grasp the whole subject,

while others have given us masses of useless, irrelevant, and erroneous
matter with only here and there a useful fact, From such results it is so

difficult lo select that which is useful, that it is simpler to leave the whole
to one side and do the work all over from the beginning.

The difficulty, almost Impossibility, of tracing the course of the fibro-

vaseular bundles in the hard, complex palm stem, has added not a, little to

the uncertainty and doubt that everyone lias felt who has advanced a
theory ol' growth, or tried to prove their direction by actual dissection.

The peculiar structure of the trunk of the palm was mentioned about
300 IS. 0., by Theophrastus in his Jlisloria, I'lantaruin, Ilk. [,, Chap. IX.

In the sixteenth century, Kuinphius, French Consul on the Dutch Is-

land of Amboyna,, called attention to (he same point, and in the seven-

teenth century his observations were confirmed by those of P. Labaf, hi

the West Indies, and also by those of Desfonlaines, made in Tunis and
Algiers.

As a botanical question it may bo said' to have been opened by Desfon-

taines, member of the French Academy of Sciences, who, while he pro

pounded a theory, personally took very tittle part in Ihe discussion he had
raised, f A general statement of his theory given by Mirbel:]: is sufficient 'or

present purposes. In the "Fragment d'un voyage dans tea Regenbes''de
Tunis et d'Alger, fail, de 11788 a 1788," p. 290, Desfonlaines says: " La'

* Mirbel went to Africa to study the structured' the dale palm, but oven there
found It almost Impossible, to obtain a grs«WJ one, and wasa.boul to abandon
bis work when a gentleman gave bim a speed men.
t Ills views were published in the " Memoires de i'lnstitut National," Vol I.,

1798, pp. 478-602.

X (Jomptes Rendus de l'Aoadflmie des.Sciences, 18t:i, Vol. I., June 12.
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moelle des Dattiers est placees dans l'interval dos fibres qui vont toujours

en se serrant du centre a la ctrconfeVence, en sens contraire des autres

arbres, et elles ne sont pas placets par couches eomme j'ai en mille fois

l'occasion de 1'observer sur des troncs couples."

Although Desfontalnes kept comparatively quiet upon the subject,

pupils of his, and especially Daubenton, took up his theory, and did all in

their power to give it general acceptance in the scientific world. We know
how successful they were, for, in 1819, de Candollo published the classifica-

tion in which all phainogamous plants were divided lntoendogens and ex-

ogens. This classification was based upon the theory of Desfontalnes, and,

after its publication, was accepted without question of importance up to

1824, when Hugo ,von Mold published his "De Structura Palmarum."
Previous to Von Mold, however, Moldenhawer had denied the theory of

Desfontalnes. As stated by Mirbel,* Ibis theory of Moldenhawer was, that

the fibro vascular bundles in monocotyledons take the place of the woody
layer in dicotyledons, and that the lignification begins at the centre, and
gradually approaches the circumference. If Mirbel's be a true statement

of Moldenhawer's theory, I see no reason for considering it of much im-

portance, as it was only proposing to replace one error by another.

The next work upon palm structure is that of Hugo von Mold, published

in 1824, as an introduction to Dr. C. F. P. von Martins' " Genera et Spe-

cies Palmarum."f Von Mold's work was done so carefully and conscien-

tiously that although his theories have been attacked, and more or less

modified by Meneghini and Mirbel, they have been generally and justly

accepted as the best, if not the true ones, up to the present time. And,
however much one may disagree with Von Mohl's conclusions, he cannot
help feeling that his work would have been more thorough and more sat-

isfactory if he had had more extended opportunities for observation. He
admits that he had only young specimens, and portions of full-grown

palms to work upon, \ and any one who has tried to investigate this sub-

ject, can appreciate the difficulty or impossibility of demonstrating any-

thing satisfactorily in a short section of a mature trunk, and may well

wonder that Von Mohl came so near the truth with such unsatisfactory

material from which to gather his facts and draw his conclusions.

Writers upon palm structure are continually referring to the difficulty of

dissection and investigation, and in the literature of the subject we find

them admitting their inability to make out certain points^ on account of

the impossibility of following the bundles.

Next after Von Mohl came Meneghini in his "Recherche sulla Strut-

tura," etc., J published in 1830, and followed in 1843 by more recent

observations, under the title of "Intorno alia Struttura," etc. II

• Oomptes Rendui do l'Aoad. des Set., 181,% Vol. I., p. 121C.

tSee under Von Mohl In literature at end.

\ V. Ray Society, 1819, pp. 7H-77.

J Ray Society, 1849, p. 85.

I V. literature at end, under Meneghini.
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In 1830 the French Academy of Sciences sent out one of its members,

M. C. F. B. Mirbel, to Africa for the purpose of investigating the structure

and manner of development of the date palm, and in 1843 the results ot

Mirbel's work were given to the Academy.* The following year Mirbel

contributed a paper on the structure of Dracmna australii, in which lie also

referred to the question of palm structure. f Contributions to the subject

were made by LestiboudolsJ in 1840, and by Unger§ in the same year.

In 1845 Dr. C. F. P. Von Martins gave a statement of his theories upon
the subject.

||
Sachs, in his text-book^ refers to Niigeli,** and Millar-

det** as authorities upon the direction of the flbro-vascular bundles, but
there is nothing in his own explanations to lead one to suppose that these

writers differed materially from Von Mohl.

These are the names of the principal contributors to the literature, and
since Von Mohl published his appendix in reply to Mirbel and Meneghini

in 1845, it will be seen that little or nothing has been done in the way of

original Investigation. \\
I will now briefly restate the theories held by the principal investigators

in regard to the more important characters of palm structure.

First, we have the theory of Desfontaines, Daubenton and de Candollc,

which prevailed up to 1824, and which lias scarcely yet been completely

eradicated from text-books on botany .%\ This was the theory of endogenous

or inward growth. It held that the inner flbro-vascular bundles in a pa-lm

trunk ran to the new fronds, and the outer ones to the old. This theory

was probably largely due to the fact, that in a transection of a palm trunk

the outer bundles are hard and bony, while the inner ones are tender, and

generally of a lighter color. Considering the state of botanical knowledge

at the time this theory originated, it was perhaps a natural conclusion to

draw from so limited an investigation of the subject. A hemisection of a

palm trunk, as they understood it, would be represented diagrammatically

by fig. I., and a transection by fig. II. Fig. II. has the fibro-vascular

bundles displayed just as we find them in fact, the softer and lighter-col-

ored ones through the centre, and the hard bony ones next the periphery.

This crowded condition of the outer bundles was supposed to be the result

of the growth of the new bundles at the top of the trunk, which pressed

* Oompteg Rendus <le l'Acad.. 1848, Vol. I., p. 1213.

fComptes Rendus do l'Acad., isn, Vol, II.. p. 888.

X " Etudes sur 1' Anatornie et le Physiologic; des Vfeetaux."
f'TJeber den Bau unci das Waonstum dos Dlootyledonstammes," isto, p. 35.

lOomptes Hen. ins de 1'A.oad., 1845, Vol. I., p. 1033.

1[ Oxford ed., 1875, p. 552.

** V. literature at end.

ft Dr. Gray refers (Text-Book, 8th ed ,187!), p, 71, foot note) to a memoir of recent
date by (Jul Hand: " Reoherches sur r Anatornie Oompare'e et )e Developpement
des Tissus do la Tlgo dans les Monocotyledones." Ann. Scl. Nat., Ser. (i, V., 1-178,

1877. I have: not soon this work.
]::|: Dr. Gray says that the word "endogenous" Is still retained for the purpose

of Indicating a peculiar stem structure.
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them out, and packed them closely together. This was also supposed to

account for the even size of petal trunks.

The theory of Von Mohl, based upon careful study, completely over-
threw the theory of Desfontaines. His investigations showed too that the
structure of the palm trunk was no such simple matter as had been sup-
posed. The leading features of Von Mold's theory are as follows : Dissect-

ing out a fibro vascular bundle from the base of a frond, it curves in to the
centre of the stem, and downwards, and after a short course through the

centre of the trunk gradually approaches the periphery, and then runs
down into the base. Later Von Mohl modified this statement, recognizing
the fact that his investigations bad been made noon too young specimens,
and that in a full grown stem the bundles did not reach the base • lie

then concluded that their lower extremities ended blindly on the periph-

ery, and that at their upper ends they grew into the phylophore. | He
observed their difference of structure in different parts, their varying size,

their hardening, coloring, the slight growth in size of One bundles blend-
ing, and, after it was called to his mind by Meneghini, recognized their

spiral direction (though he attached no importance to itf), and that the

course of the fibre-vascular bundles was the same in all palms.
Meneghini laid stress upon the oblique course of the bundles, and ex-

plained if as a, mechanical result of unequal growth of stem and frond scars.

He supposed the trunk to outgrow the leaf so much that the base of (he

frond was thrown out of its former relalion to the other fronds, and that

the bundles were thus drawn to one side, causing this obliquity in their

direction. The occurrence of fronds at the same angle to each other on
the stem was accounted for in the following manner : In the apex, as he
believed, the fronds were arranged in a helix, which, in the course of
growth, became a spiral line upon the stem, the fronds all having been
drawn aside equally. He also advanced a, theory of the Creation of the

fibro-vascular bundles by currents of sap in the phylophore, and thought
they were lo "be regarded as descending from thj nascent leaf in the

centre of the bud." §

•Duchartre, in his " Elements de Botanlque," p. 170, gives Von Mold's theory
in its original form, and in a, BgfOre represents the flbrO»V8MSftla* handles as
all running into the base.

T Thcre has been no little misunderstanding of Von Mold's theory and descrip-
tions. Miil„.

I diii not know whether he meant that the hoodies grew down-
wards from the bases Of the fronds ((lomnfos Itendus, 181ft, p. 1218, rt.m/.|. In
staling Von Mold's theory, he says Mint, " scion M. Mohl, les filets * * * » *

partent del feuiUes," and a tittle further on he declares that he does not know
What Von Mohl means by saying that "les diets partSBt des lenities et deseend-
en I, vers la hase."

Iliieliaifre in his " fclimetlW de Botan ii|iie," p. 177, In explaining Von Mold's
theory, s ;! ys of R Mhro-vascular bundle: "11 descend vertiealement sur one ©eft
talno longueur."

:j: Duoliartre hatoredlted Von Mohl with the discovery of the spiral direction of

the bundles (" KliSments de I5otanii|iie," p. 177), but Von Mohl confesses
that he laid no stress upon It, leaving us to infer that lie bail observed It. Kay
Society, 1849, p, 82, third line from bottom.

I
Bay Society, 1811, p. 90.
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Mirbel stated that the fibro-vascular bundle originated in a utricle at

tbe periphery of the phylophore, and grew upwards into it, whence it

curved outwards and entered a frond base on the side opposite the one
upon which it originated.* " Le plus grand nombre, si n'est pas la tota-

litl, nail, a la surface interne du phylophore * * * * one partio

d'eiltre eta s'ullODgent et moats a pen de distance de cetto surface, puis

sc courbe tout, a coup vers la p6riph6rie et va jolndre la, base cles feuilles,

qui elles rencontre ehemin fnixant." He believed the number of bundles in

a stem might increase indefinitely, and in this way he accounts for the

spindle-shaped trunks of certain palms.

Gaudiohaud's theory was, that the bundles all originated at the frond

hasesf la the phylophore, and grew downwards to the base, and out to

the ends of the roots. Says M. Oaudic.lia.ud ::[. "M. Mirbel soutent que

c'esl, de has en haut qu'elle astlt ; moi je prouve par des faits, par tons ceux

que j'ai observed que e'est de haul, en bus, des bourgeons aux racines *

* * lis inarelient done !"

At the close of the reading of his seventh and last paper on this subject

before the French Academy, he says, that whatever the Academy may
think about, the matter " il no me rostera plus qu'ii, nfeerire, moi aussi : Et
pourtant ils doscendent'I"^

Dr. Von Martins stated,
||

that, all libro-vaseular bundles connected wit li

fronds
; that they originated in the phylophore, exterior to and below the

others ; that the points of origin were organic
; and that they grew up-

wards and downwards. lie believed the bundles to end blindly below in

the periphery, and that they might mini! to the surface above, either on

the same side of the stem, or on the side opposite.

It is not my purpose to offer just here the objections that might be raised

to the theories of these different authorities, but to present the result of

my own observations in order, and to point out wherein they differ mate-

rially from those of Others.

A transection of a, full-grown palm trunk shows a number of hard

flbro-vascular bundles scattered through it, without any further arrange-

ment than that they are more numerous, harder, and generally colored

near the circumference, while the parenchyinous or pithy part prevails in

the centre. A hemisection from base to apex shows (Figs. Ill, IV,) that

the bundles have, for the most part, the appearance of being parallel,

while at short intervals a few of them are seen to curve out from the

centre of the stem to the fronds, or to the spadiccs growing in the axes of

the fronds, or in case both spadices and fronds have fallen, to their old

scars.

In trying to tract! any one of those bundles, we find that it, sooner or

* Oomptes Rendu* de l'AJoad , isn. Vol. ir.,p. 880,

f Oomptes Remduj de I'Aead., 1846, Vol. 1 1., p. 894.

% Loe. olt.

$ Loo. olt., p. 272.

||
Oomptes Rendus do l'Acad., L845, Vol. 1 1., p. 1038.
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later, becomes entangled in the mass, or that it has been cut across in

making the section. With a hard stem this is invariably the result, but if

the stem be a decayed one, in which the cellular tissue has disintegrated

and left the bundles more or loss free, the direction of a bundle maybe
followed with more or less certainty. Beginning with one of these where
it curves inward and downward from the base of a frond, it may be traced

inward to or near the centre, then downward, gradually approaching the

circumference again. In this lower part of the bundle, however, the

angle of divergence from a parallel with axis and periphery is so small in

most palms, and the little curves made by the bundle in crossing others

so misleading and confusing, that it is with some difficulty one can appre-

ciate the tact that the bundles are not all parallel to each other and to the

axis of the stem. If, however, the internodes are short, and the trunk is

comparatively large, we may expect to find this angle more defined. This
is very marked in the rhizomes of the so called trunklcss palms* upon
which the fronds are crowded in the shortest possible length of trunk. In
these rhizomes this direction of the lower extremity of a division of a
fibro-vascular bundle is visible at a glance. On approaching the per-

iphery of the trunk the bundle is found to decrease in size, and finally it

breaks off and appears to end blindly in the mass of other bundles near
the surface. As far as can be made out then, in a full grown stem, by
this method of dissection, this is what we find the course of the fibro-vas-

cular bundles lo be : from the base of the frond they curve sharply in-

wards to the centre, and then gradually outward to the surface, and there

end. If it were possible lo take up the bundles in any part of a stem, and
follow them upwards, one after another, it would be found that they all

connect, sooner or later, with fronds or spadicesf (or their scars), and
that none of them end blindly on the internodes. :|:

So far I have spoken of tracing a bundle downward from the insertion

of the frond. To this method of dissection is largely due the uncertainty

about the lower extremity of a division. By examining the apex, or

growing part of the trunk, it, may be seen that these bundles do not end
blindly at, their lower extremities upon the surface of the stem, but that

they are connected in sections or divisions! from the base to the apex,

one with another, and one on top of another.

* In classifying palm stems according to their structure, Von Molil made a
sub-division of the rhizomes or trunklcss palms, but, made no Investigation of
them on account of lack of material. V. Hay Soc, 1849, pp. (i-7.

f Dr. Von Martins does not mention bundles connecting with spadices.

J In liis "Text-book on Botany" (Kd. of 1879), Dr. Gray gives a figure of a palm
trunk which represents tlic flbro-vaseular bundles coining to the surface very
much at random, and bending outward all through the stem. This is not what
Is seen In a palm stern, especially if tho internodes are of any considerable
length, but tho bundles turn out to tin: fronds or scars only, and never lo inter-
nodes.

5 1 have spoken of tho parts of a bundle between the points of branching as
divisions.
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I will first show how these divisions came about, and then show how
this effects the whole system of structure. From the points of connection

with the fronds or spadices, the fibro-vascular bundles branch, one part

having the Immediate external growth (either frond orspadix), developed

in connection with it, and the Other continuing to form part of the stem

proper above this point.* It will be seen later that these divisions of the

bundles reach their greatest developement within the stem just at this

point, of branching. Whether it is on this account, or for some other

reason, whenever a bundle has a frond developed in connection with It,

the development of the stem branch Is retarded. The attenuation of the

lower extremity of a division, consequent upon this retarded development,

renders it impossible, in most cases, to trace out the connection between

the divisions, however carefully one may work. The elimination of the

harder part of the bundle renders the observation of <the connection still

more difficult and uncertain. f In cases where this connection has been

observed, it has been mistaken for blending, ]: which often occurs, but

which is quite another matter. Blending may take place in any part of

a bundle's course, and may be in almost any direction, while the branch-

ing I here refer to, always takes place somewhere between the point

where the bundle is tangent to a line parallel with the axis of the stem,

and the point of insertion of the frond, and is always in the direction of

the apex of the trunk. Blending may be upwards or downwards or side-

wise, and may lake place in any pail, of the whole length of the stem.

It is often observable that just above the point of branching another

bundle is developed on the inner side of the main division, but this piece

is not continued as a distinct bundle, but as a part of the principal one.

Beginning then at the base of a palm trunk, a bundle is traceable Into

a frond, at the base of which it branches ; the stem division gradually ap-

proaches the centre of the stem, ;uu\ there curves sharply outward to con-

nect with another frond, and so, curving in and out, it connects with

frond scars and spadices from base to apex.

Let us now consider these two directions of the fibro-vascular bundles :

the gradual approach toward the centre of the trunk above the point of

branching, and the comparatively sharp curve outward to connect with

the external growth.

Why does a bundle always return to the centre of the stem, instead of

going in a straight line from one scar to another?

First : the development of a fibro-vascular bundle is always in the

•The connection between the divisions is seldom easily found, iome species

show II, much more plainly than others, The specimens in which I have seen it

most, often and most distinctly were of Raphia tcedigerct.

t Von Mohi admits his Inability to determine how these small bundles ended
below. Bay Society, 1840, p. 00.

Duohartre ("ftlimentl 'lo Botanlqne," p. 170) soys: "Ilseredult A I'ttat do

filament d6Ue h son extremlte Inl'erlcure."

{Blending is mentioned i>,y Lestlboudotl (V. Literature at end), by Ungor,

and by Von Mohl. Kay Society, 1849, p. 8.
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direction of the apex of the phylophore. When in the process of develop-

ment, a bundle has a frond or spadix formed in connection with it, it is

clear that the base of this frond, being left behind by the. growth of stem

and bundle, must at some time become a scar upon the side of the stem,

and as the developing point of the bundle is always near the apex, t lie

bundle will be formed more or less in a line connecting the scar or point

of branching and the apex of the phylophore which is iii the axis of the

stem. But although the handle is formed in this line, it does not, follow

that on the growth of the trunk it will be found in a, straight line from

the scar to the apex. In reality we find the lower extremity of the divis-

ion as nearly as may he parallel to, and very near the side of the stem.

This will be better understood from figs. V, VI and VII.

Let be the apex of the phylophore at Which a bundle branches. In

the process of growth of the phylophore, the point C will be left behind

at, I), and the growing division of the bundle, pointing always toward the

centre, will be developed in the direction 1)0 or ,11, practically very nearly

parallel with the side; CHD, Now when the apex is far beyond the origi-

nal point of branching Of this bundle, say at A, while the original point

of C is at B, this part of the bundle that was formed drstaftei the branch-

ing took place, will still have its original relation to the side of the stem,

that is, it will be about parallel to it. When the point C is left at B, the

direction will be still further changed, and will be 1 IC , farther from the

periphery, and when IK is left far behind it will be in a position like MN
in figure V. Then again when the point is left at 1? (Fig. V) we shall

have the part II, forming, and thus will the growth of the bundle in length

gradually approach it, l<> the axis of the stem. Upon its arrival al a, sutli-

cicntly advanced stage of development to take its place again, and again

have a frond developed in connection with it, it will have crossed in its

eburse all I he bundles that have branched since it branched at (' original-

ly. I would suggest that this development of the libro-vascular bundles,

always in the direction of the apex, is due to the light. This apex, at its

central point, is very pulpy and translucent, while its sides are enveloped

by the young and growing fronds, which render the parts surrounding the

centre more or less opaque.

The outward curve of these bundles is a simple matter. It marks the

line traversed by the base of the frond from the time it originated at the

apex of the phylophore until it. reached its place on the side of the trunk.

In figure VIII, let be the centre of the growing part, at which the frond

and bundle connect. Now when the apex has grown to C, the point will

have been left, behind at A upon the side of the growing cone, and when

the apex is at (!"", the point Which was originally at C will have taken

it's place al, E upon the side of the stem. In this outward curve, the

longitudinal growth of the bundle is shown. In figure IX if C be the

former position of the apex at which a frond was developed, and which

takes its place later upon the surface of the stem at D, it might be inferred

that CF were the vertical distance grown by this section of the stem from
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tbo time the frond originated at C until it reached D. But such is not the

case, for some allowance must be made for the increase of altitude caused
by the side CO- becoming parallel with the lower part of the stem. Tak-
ing GC as a radius and describing CI, the distance IB must be deducted
as this difference in altitude of the point C when it reaches I, and the
length grown by the whole section is FL or DI. It is true that when C
reaches D, CF will be the difference in altitude made hy 0, but this is not
all due to the growth in the length of the libro-vascular bundles. In
actual hemiscctions of palm stems it is noticeable that the curve CD is not
an even one, but has a shorter radius near the point D. This is due to the
fact that during the younger stages growth was principally in length,

while as the part approached maturity, the lengthening was less marked,
and the lateral growth predominated. This growing in size after prolon-

gation has ceased is a characteristic of the fibro-vascular bundles in the
palms. In the phylophore, the lengthening of the bundles is still possible

to a limited extent, but it will be shown later that the growth in size con-
tinues even below the phylophore. It will also be seen later that this in-

crease in the size of the bundles, and consequently in that of the whole
stem after longitudinal growth has ceased, causes the fronds to droop
more.

It has already been observed that the fronds are developed in connection
with the central bundles in the phylophore. In regard to the origin ot

the bundles it is sufficient at present to say that they originate at the apex
of the phylophore, and are developed in it, with it, and as a, part of it.

Von Mold and Mirliel maintain that these bundles grow up into the

phylophore; Gaudlchaud that they grow downwards from it—from the
frond bases ; Von Martins that they grow both up and down, while I

maintain that they arc; perfected in all directions at the same time, though
the lateral growth continues to a certain extent after the longitudinal

growth has ceased, and that they can no more be; said to grow upwards or
downwards than can it be said of tins bones of the body that they grow
outwards into the limbs. It is true that the general lengthening of the
bundles takes place; at the superior end, but there is a growth beside this.

At the first appearance of the fronds at the apex of the phylophore the

fibro-vascular bundles are already connected with them, and just as in-

timately as they are in the perfectly developed frond. The internodes at

this point arc very short, but the bundles are the same in number, and
have exactly the same connections, directions, and relations to each other
that they have in later life. But in the perfected frond we find them
larger, longer and harder, and in the perfect stem the internodes are

longer, the stem and bundles larger, while the whole plant has grown
both longitudinally and laterally. In view of this general growth, the

relations of the parts remaining the same, it is clear that growth does
take place in all directions. In figure IX, p. 471, the upward and down-
ward growth of a bundle is represented approximately by the line CD.
This line cannot be upward growth alone, for the point D was once at C,
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and when there, was a point on the surface of the phylophore. Now it

lias become a point on the surface of the trunk, the distance ('I) be-

yond its original position, so that the whole bundle must hare grown in

this part.

The theory of downward growth from the frond to the base, as held

by M. Charles Gaudichaud, appears to me, as it did to Von Mold,* un-

worthy of serious consideration. Mirbel's theory of upward growth of

the fibro- vascular bundles was denounced by M. Gaudichaud as a physio-

logical impossibility
; and it might be said of M. Gaudichaud's theory,

that downward growth, as held by him, is a mechanical impossibility.

From the course of the bundles, as already explained, it is seen that to

grow downward, they would have to pass through the bony outer layer of

1 lie trunk twice : once on entering it, and again on approaching the sur-

face lower down. Moreover the bundles at the base of the trunk would
either have to be extremely small, or the base itself very large, neither ot

which is the case. It will be seen later, also, that the lower extremity of

a bundle division hardens first, thus precluding all possible growth.

The reason that the fronds are always developed in connection with the

central bundles, is because the central bundles are the ones there present,

and tint ones in the most advanced stage of development. It has already

been noticed that when a frond is developed and a bundle branches, the

part in connection with the frond is developed rapidly and at the expense

of the part leading upwards. Having its development thus retarded, and
being carried to one side by the growth of the trunk, this ascending di-

vision is attenuated at its lower extremity. Other bundles gain upon it

in point <>r development, and take its place at the centre of the growing
part. But in the course of time this division regains its vigor, and its

place at the centre of the phylophore, where it is again the most advanced

in development, and again has a frond or spadix formed in connection

with its brandies, and is again curved outward.

At the time of branching tin: formation of the (rond is the Immediate
object of the bundle, but provision is at the same time made for other

fronds higher up.

The branching goes on from the base of the trunk to its apex, varying

only as the tree heroines old, and its vital powers diminish, the result ot

which is shorter internodes, and consequently shorter divisions of the

fibro-vascular bundles.

The number of bundles may be said to be the same in all parts of the

Stem, and it is to this fact, taken in connection with the average even

size of the bundles themselves, that the equal size of the palm trunk must
be attributed. In specimens of which I have estimated the number of

bundles at different aliitudes, there has generally been a difference in

favor of the base of the stem, but this difference is so 3light that I believe

the decreased vitality of the plant is sufficient to account for it. It is also

* Ray Society, 1819, p. 52.
|
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possible that the same number of bundles was present in the upper sec-

tions as in the lower ones, but that being smaller, they escaped my atten-

tion. In this connection I will refer to Mirbel's explanation of the spindle-

shape of the stems of Iriartea nentricosa and Acrocomia lasiopatha. Re-
ferring to Von Mohl's theory, as originally stated, that all bundles ended
in the base, M. Mirbel said :* "II est un fait dont sans doute M. Mold a

connaisance, c'est qu'il existe des Palmiers pourvus d'un stipe mince a la

base, mince au sommet et notablement renflee dans sa partie moyenne.
Ce stipe resemble done a une enorme fuscaii * * * * * .Te demande
a M. Mohl comment il explique cette anomalie en restant fidele a son hy-

pothese. Pour moi, rien de plus simple depuis que j'ai reconnu dans le

Dattier que les filets naissent de bas en haut, de tout le pourtour interne

du stipe, et a toutes les hauteurs. A la naissance de 1'arbre fusiforme, la

vegetation est faible, les filets sont peu nombreux, et par consequent la

stipe est grele. A mesure que 1'arbre s'eleve, la vegetation devicnt de
plus en plus active, le nombre des filets augmente sensiblement, le stipe

grossit. Mais quand 1'arbre a atteint une certaine epaissure la vegetation

s'affalbllt, le nombre des filets diminue, le stipe va s'amincissant jusqu'au
sommet."
Had M. Mirbel ever examined the trunk of one of these fusiform palms,

or had he even read a description of their method of growth, he never
would have tried to explain this increase in size in this manner.

I am not able to give at present the physiological reason for this pecu-
liar growth, but I am able to give some explanation of how it occurs. In
transections these palm stems show the same number t'.f bundles in the

swollen part as in the more slender parts both above and below it. When
there is a difference, it is such as may be found in any palm having a cy-

lindrical trunk. In the swollen part there is a great increase of cellular

tissue, and a very slight increase in the size of a few of the fibro-vascular

bundles. M. Mirbel represents this enlarging as taking place during the

growth of the tree, and at the top, whereas it does not occur until the

palm has attained almost its full growth. The young Iriartea ventricosa

never shows this enlargement in any part of its stem, and when it does
occur in the grown plant, it is at a considerable distance below the grow-
ing part.f In some species of Acrocomia, the swelling takes place near the

summit, but always after the crown of leaves or phylophore has passed
the part. In one species examined at Asuncion, in Paraguay, the trunk
has no certain point at which it swells, but may swell out either at the

base or the summit, or anywhere between the two parts, and there are

many cases in which there are swellings both at the base and just below
the fronds. Neither is the tapering of a few palms like Oreodoxa oleracea

and Euterpe oleracea to be explained by a decrease of the number of fibro-

vascular bundles toward the top. In examining many trunks of Euterpe,

I found the number of bundles near the base and near the top about the

* Comptes Itendus de l'Acad, 1843, II, p. 1123.

t Wallace's "Palms of the Amazon," p. 37.
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same, but I always found, where there was a decided tapering of the trunk

from base to summit, that, there was a difference in the size of the bundles,

slight to be sure, but quite as marked as the difference in size of the two

parts of the trunk. This difference in the size both of the trunk and of

the bundles is more noticeable in Oreodoxa oleracea, or the royal palm,

than in any other palm which came under my observation.

I have spoken of the branching of the flbro-vascular bundles and their

return always to a frond base, as if their course was on the same side, of

the trunk and in a vertical line. Neither is the case. It often happens

that instead of returning to a frond base upon its own side, the bundle

crosses through the whole stem and connects with one on the side oppo-

site.* Mirbel claimed that in the dale palm, the bundles all crossed from

one side to the other. I shall not say this is not true of the elate palm,

for I am well aware that there is a great, variation of structure an g

palms, but I have never found this crossing from side to side to be the

rule, although it often occurs, and is more marked in some palms than in

others.

In addition to this occasional crossing the stem, the bundles have a

winding direction, so that their course is not directly vertical, but spiral,

both right and left, about the stem, part of them going to one side and

part to the other. From base to summit then, a bundle may be said to

have a spiral plane within which it grows, and whether it returns to the

surface upon the side on which it originated or upon the opposite side, it

is always in this spiral plane. Meneghini tried to explain this spiral direc-

tion of the bundles as a, mechanical result of the growth of the tree where-

by the relative sizes of the trunk and frond bases became changed, lie

supposed the fronds upon the apex to lie arranged in a, helix, and that, as

the tree grew this helix developed into a spiral line upon the stem, lie

believed tin' leaf bases to be always of the same size, both upon the grow-

ing cone and upon the stem. The growtli of the trunk then, and the un-

changed size of the bases of the fronds necessitated a drawing of the

bundles toward these bases, which resulted in the spiral direction.

Hut I have observed that the relative position of the fronds is always

the same, a matter which Von Mohl was in doubt about. The spiral

direction of the bundles is in no way a, mechanical one, but exists alike in

stem and phylophore as I have often observed, and until some belter

reason can be assigned for it, must be considered as organic.

The existence of a palm having its fronds arranged in one planef would

of itself be sufficient to upset, Meneghini's theory of the helix ami spiral.

This spiral direction of the flbro-vascular bundles is an important one,

* Dr. Von Martins believed this to be the case, as will be seen In the Comjites

Rendus de l'Aoud., 1846, Vol. I, p. l»:ss.

t About Par* and the mouth of the Amazon a distichous palm is very com-
mon. It Is popularly known as the baoedba, ami is tne (Knocarpus bacceba
of Martins. Urania speciosa and U. amazonica are other distichous monocot-
yledons,

PBOO. AM 14 It. PHILOS. SOC. XXI. 115. 3l[. ritlNTED MAY 29, 1H84.
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both in connection with the structure of the plant, and in its influence

upon the plant's general appearance.* It varies greatly in different specieB,

and may be almost wanting. In trying to split palm stems, those in

which the spiral direction is less marked, split more readily than those in

which it is more decided. It is not very marked in Mauritia carand, Euterpe,

and Iriartea, while in Maximiliana and Manicaria it is a very prominent

feature.

It is not in the trunk alone that spiral direction is to be seen, but it is

more or less observable! in the fronds and spathes. The trunk may have

a very decided spiral direction in its fibro-vascular bundles, which maybe
wanting in the fronds, and vice versa. Raphia tmdigera (vulg. Jupatf/),

for example, has a marked spiral direction of its bundles in the trunk,

while the petioles of the fronds split with almost perfect evenness. Spiral

direction in spathes is well shown in the spathe of Manicaria saccifera

(vulg. Ubussu), which resembles coarse cloth somewhat.

In the petioles and midribs of some palms, modifications of spiral direc-

tion give rise to peculiar and characteristic forms of midribs, resulting in

changes of the leaf planes from a horizontal to a vertical position, which

are characteristic of the species in which they occur.

It has been noticed by those who have studied and observed palms in

their native forests, that, after a certain amount of experience in familiari-

zing one's self with the general appcarace of them, the common palms can

be distinguished at almost any distance at which they are visible, if only

the fronds can be seen. In those having pinnate fronds this is very largely

due to the effects produced by changes in the leaf planes, which are the

result of changes in the shapes of the midribs, which, in their turn are

the result of the direction of the fibro-vascular bundles. In the Maximil-

iana regia Mart. (vulg. Inaja) and Attalea excelsa (vulg. Urucuri/) of the

Amazon region, and in Acurtf,\ of the upper Paraguay, the bundles in the

midrib are turned to one side as shown in figure X, page 477.

In No. 1 is shown a section across a midrib not far from the trunk,

where it has the usual shape of a midrib. In No. 2, a section further out-

ward, the bundles of the side OB (1) have moved up and gone to form an

extension of AB, while a corresponding number from the side AC have

taken their places on CB. The result is a figure like No. 2. No. 3 rep-

resents a section still further out, and No. 4 is one near the tip, this direc-

tion to one side being more marked the nearer we approach the end of the

frond. The midrib assuming these forms, it is impossible for the frond to

maintain its horizontal position, whereupon it changes its leaf plane from

a horizontal to a vertical position, and droops over on its edge. It might

be supposed that this twisting of the frond is due to some arrangement of

the leaflets with reference to the light, but in the Maximiliana regia

(Inaja) the tips of the fronds are completely inverted in a great many

* I have not studied the relation of the spiral direction of these bundles to

the phylotaxis, but I suggest that the two are related,

f Botanical name not known.
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cases, if not always, so that -what was originally the lower side of the

frond is turned upwards.

In a number of transections of a large, living and nearly grown palm
stem, in those made near the base, it is found that the fibro- vascular bun-
dles are all black, if black be the characteristic color of the mature bun-
dles,* except a few in the centre. A section made anywhere below a cer-

tain distance from the fronds would show the same general character as

regards hardness and color. But on coming near the growing part the
sections appear less and less colored, and above the fully-matured fronds
they are all found to be colorless. Dissecting out these bundles in the
phylophore we find that those already colored, or nearly so, connect witli

the lower or more mature fronds, while those connecting with the younger
fronds are, for the most part, colorless ; and, when showing any color at

all, it is only at the lower extremity of the division. We find, then, that

there are uncolored bundles near the base of the trunk at the centre, and
also all through the section near the top. I therefore place these facts

against the theory of Mirbel, that the color of the bundles is due to age
alone, f and also against that of Von Mohl, which is that color is due to.

position alone. In regard to this coloring, the element of age is a neces-
sary one when the division is considered longitudinally, for in this case
the bundle is colored for a short distance at the Upper end where it passes
in to the centre, then follows a part in which it is comparatively uncol-
ored, while the remainder, and larger part, is colored. But in considering
a transection of a trunk with reference to the coloring of the bundles,
position is the necessary element. This is because the lower extremities
of the divisions begin to color and harden before any other parts, and, as

has already been explained, these lower extremities lie next the surface of
the stem.:):

Thee omplete hardening and coloring of the flbro-vascular bundle divis-

ions does not lake place until the frond or spadix, with which they arc con-
nected at their upper extremities, have fallen or died. As lias already been
mentioned, the bundle divisions begin to harden and color at their lower
extremities before the iroiid or spadix dies, but not before it is unfolded
and active. At the fall or death§ of the frond the hardening and color-

ing are complete, and this marks the limit of growth of the division bun-
dles originally connected witli it. As far as these hard, colored bundles.

* Some palms have the mature flbro-vascular bundles of a waxy color, such
as Oreodoxa, Euterpe and Geonoma; others have thern of a deep, reddish-black,,
like Mauritia; while the majority of them are black. Examples! Acrucomia,.
Uuilielma, Astrocaryum, Bactris, etc., etc.

t Kay Society, 1819, p. 82.

JThe edible part of the "palmito'' Of Brazil and of the "cabbage palm" of the
West Indies, is the long phylophore In which all the flbro-vascular bundles are
soft and colorless.

2 I mention the falling or death of the frond because In some palms the fronds
fall as soon as they die, while In others they cling to the trunk for a long time
after death. Ex. : Acrocomia lasiospalha.
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are concerned, the growth of the whole stem is at an end. In fact, how-

ever, the stem does continue to grow to a certain distance below the phylo-

phore, but this growth is lateral and not, longitudinal. A palm trunk

may grow laterally as long as the flbro-vascular bundle divisions of the

given part are in connection with active fronds.* It is plain, then, that

there can be no longitudinal growth below the lowest active fronds. But

in regard to lateral growth, there is no practical line of demarkation be-

tween the full-grown and growing parts of a trunk, because full grown

and growing parts overlap each other. Theoretically the growth has

ceased below the lower extremity of the bundle divisions connected with

the lowest active fronds. Practically it varies much with the species, age,

vitality and circumstances of the individual.

Being impossible below the fronds, longitudinal growth is necessarily

confined to the phylophore or part above the lowest active frond. We
may therefore naturally expect to find palms that have long phylophorcs

attaining considerable heights, and having the Internodes long. In almost

all young palms, whatever the species, we find the phylophore very much

longer than in full grown ones of the same kind, and the internodes

longer in the same proportion. The young Mauritia flexuosa has its active

fronds covering it down the trunk four or five times as far as an old indi-

vidual of the same species, and the same is true of all the palms I can now

call to mind. But this long phylophore gradually shortens with ago, while

the internodes shorten in the same proportion, and the fronds have a, more

decided drooping. In genus Desmoncus the trunk is covered with active

fronds for a large part of its whole length, or, in other words, it is nearly

all phylophore, and, as might be expected, we find it attaining enormous

lengths,! with a very slender stem and long internodes, in comparison to its

size. The length of the phylophore in this genus, as compared to its size,

has caused it to assume the habit of a clambering or climbing palm. It

reaches so great a length before any of its fronds cease to be active, that

is, before any of its nbro-vascular bundles harden, that it is incapable ol

sustaining Its own weight. If an Assai (Euterpe oleracea) palm retained

its fronds active to the same length proportionally that Desmoncus does, it

would grow to be about a hundred feet long before its fibro- vascular

bundles hardened near the base, anil the result would be that it would

(all over and become a, clambering palm. The slender trunk alone of

Desmoncus is not sufficient to account for its habit, for if falls over

while if is still a, mere shoot, not more than three or four feet in length.

Then too there are many palms even more slender than Desmoncus, palms

* Baohs (Text-Book, p, 852), says that "each portion of the stem, when once

formed, maintains the thickness which It had already attained within the bud

near tin; apes of the Stem." There may be some palms Of which this is nearly

true, but it, is far from being true in all eases, while it leaves the swelling of

spindle-shaped trunks as badly accounted for as do the explanations of M.

Mirbel.

fl have seen this palm over thirty metres long with a, stem but little more

than one centimetre In diameter.
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whoso trunks are not larger than an ordinary lead pencil, but which,
having the phylophore comparatively short, have the fibro-vascular bun-
dles hardened early, and are consequently perfectly upright in habit.

I have not seen the Asiatic genus OaUmus growing, nor have I been
able to see any careful description of it, but judging from its slender stem
and long internodes, I venture to guess that it has a very long phylo-

phore, and to suggest that its great length and clambering habit is to be
explained in this same manner.

Speaking of palms in general, in the same individual, the length of the

internodes has much to do with giving it character as seen in its general

appearance. As the length of the internodes, the age and vigor of the

plant, and the drooping of the fronds are all intimately related, I will speak
of these subjects in the same connection.

The drooping of fronds which is so much more marked in old palms
than in young ones, in feeble than in vigorous ones of the same species, is

caused :

First. By a decrease of the strength and vigor of the fibro-vaseular

bundles of the midrib. This variation in the strength of the midrib effects

the drooping of the frond throughout its whole length.

Second. By the decrease of the vital powers of the whole plant, from
which it results that the angle made by the outcurving bundles with the

axis of the stem js larger than in the case of more vigorous growth.

*

This effect can be seen by diagram, figure XI, in which C is the

point of the phylophore where a frond is originated. In a case of feeble

growth, the frond would stand out at B, making a large angle with the

axis of the stem, while in case of vigorous growth, it would stand out at

A, making a comparatively small angle with the axis. The result of dif-

ference in growth is very distinctly seen by comparing the young plants

with old ones of the same species grown on the same soil. In the young
ones the internodes are invariably |- longer, and just as invariably the fronds

are more erect. The fronds being continuations of the bundles, the angle

made by the bundles with the side of the stem is continued into the fronds

under slight modifications. The effect of this angle upon the fronds is also

noticeable in the phylophore, for the angle at which the bundles cross the

periphery being smaller in the cone-shaped apex, the fronds have a more
nearly erect position. In figure XII, the upper fronds make a smaller

*ilence the angle of drooping In fronds, taken alone, Is not always a speelflo
characteristic, as stated by Wallace In his "Palms of the Amazon," p. 5.

t Peculiar circumstances may change tills, as X onco saw well illustrated in the
ease of a Maurttiaflexuosa near Para. The whole trunk was about thirty metres
high, and about six metres below the fronds, the old scars wore very close
together, and the trunk had every appearanoe of having completed its growth
at that point. Above this, however, the trunk appeared to have renewed its

youth, and the internodes were long and smooth like those of a vigorous palm.
In seeking the possible explanation of this new growth, I found that the place
where the palm stood had, a great many years before, been a forest, and that it

had originally stood in the edge of a itagnant pool which had been drained.
Whether these were the causes of the renewed vitality there were no means of
ascertaining, but the evidence of that vitality was unquestionable.
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angle with the surface of the apex, and are more nearly erect. But when,
In the course of time, the fronds which are now the highest, come to he

the lowest, the angle they make with the periphery will have been much
increased by the lateral growth of the trunk, which will bring the fronds

out at shorter radii, and the result will he a more decided drooping of the

lower fronds. In this arrangement upon the growing part is a provision

for the weakness of the young fronds, which could not sustain their own
weight if the angle made with the trunk were a larger one. I have already

explained that the shorter radius at the surface, as seen in the lower fronds,

is due to the lateral growth being greater than the longitudinal, and, of

course, takes place as the fronds come to be the lowest in the crown.

I have also stated that; in palms having perfectly cylindrical stems, the

libra-vascular hundles average the same size from the base to the upper
end Of the full grown part. They vary however in each division, reach-

ing their greatest development within the trunk just, where they curve

outwards to connect with the external growth, and beyond this to a dis-

tance in the petiole varying with the length and weight of the norma,!

frond. The variation in size appears to be due to the purpose which the

bundle serves at the given part. En those palms which have long and
heavy fronds, the bundles are greatly developed near the base, and in

addition, they assume structural forms capable of adding to their strength

in the manner needed by the tree, while in those having short, and light

fronds there is comparatively little development of the bundles at the bases

of the petioles.* The frond of Baphia tmdigera (Jupatf/) is noted for its

great length and weight. f In this palm the fibro-vascular bundles are

cylindrical, or reach their greatest lateral development just at the junc-

ture of the frond with the Klein, and are Battened laterally in the base of the

petiole, the upper edge being the thicker. This shape gives them about, three

times the strength they would have In the ordinary cylindrical shape, for

supporting a weight applied as it is in this part of the petiole. There is

another structural peculiarity about these bundles in Raphia taaiigera,

which I have not sufficiently investigated. When a frond dies, it breaks
oil just beyond the enlarged part of these bundles, and in time the broken

petiole that, remains fast to the trunk decays, leaving the larger flbro-vas-

cular hundles exposed. In this condition, one might expect to find

them bont downwards by the strain of great, weight sustained by them
from the beginning until they became rigid. But so far are they from

being warped downwards, they ar not even straight;, but bend back

* JupaM/, pataud, mm-nrrmnl, uriicnrf/ and uauasxii all have large fronds, and
proportionately large flbro-vasoular bundles in the bases of the petioles. Assat,
the marajds, the paxiUbas and muoarfda have small fronds, and smalt bundles in

the bases of their petioles.

t I have measured fronds of this palm that were fifteen metres long. Wallace
says he has seen them fifty feet long. V. Wallace's "Palms of the Amazon,"
P. S8.
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in exactly the opposite direction to that given them by the drooping of
the frond.*

Gaudichaud maintained that the fibro-vescular bundles of the palm-
trunk ran down into the roots. My own observations agree with those of
Von Mohl, that there is no such direct connection between the bundles of
the stem and those of the roots. Anyone acquainted with the habits of
such n pn!m as Iriartea exorrhim could never have conceived a theory so
out of keeping with the facts of the case. This palm puts out new roots

continually, as do almost all palms, and always above the older ones. If

the bundles of the trunk ran directly into the roots, the same roots would
have to serve the tree through its whole lifetime, for the number of bun-
dles in the trunk does not increase. To be sure, Gaudichaud maintained

that the bundles descended from the fronds to the roots, and granting his

premises there might have appeared to be some reason in this conclusion.

But the supposition that the bundles ran downwards necessitates, as a

consequence, a base much larger than the upper pari, of the trunk, as well

as a continually increasing one) or else very small bundles at the base.

None of these things are found to be so, but it is found that the bundles of
the trunk do not run into the roots.

Von Mohl considers the spines on the aerial roots of Iriartea exorrhiza

to be aborted rootlets, and directly connected with Hie libro-vascular

bundles of the roots. I also found them to be aborted rootlets, but they
are as Independent of direct connection with the bundles of the roots

proper, as are the roots themselves of the bundles of the trunk.

In conclusion I find : (1) that all fronds and spadicos originate at the

centre of the phylophore
; (3) that the flbro-vascular bundle division con-

tinues to grow until its frond reaches maturity
; (3) that the growth of a

palm trunk continues as long as Hie bundle divisions of the part are in

active connection with living fronds, and no longer ; and (4) that the

growth of palms is therefore an Internal growth, and the term endogen is

not a misnomer as far as palms are concerned.

From another point of view I find, that the outward appearance of a

palm, the form of its trunk, the plume-like drooping of its fronds, the
motion given them by the wind, the breaking and twirling of its leaflets,

and its general picturesque beauty are only the outward manifestations
of the laws of its internal growth and structure.

* A n (H,l km- inter, stiiij!; point, in regard to the bundles In the fronds is 1,1, c direc-
tion in winch they face. (For want of a better definition i have spoken of the
side of the bundle connecting with tin- parenchymous system as the faoe.) I
have not made a, sn llielen I, in nil her of observations to enable me to speak mi-
thorltatlveiy upon the subject, tint in the lew instances in which I observed
this facing of the bundles, they tended to face the centre in the petiole and
midrib Just, as they did in the trunk. In order to assume' this position the
bundles in the lower side of a frond retain the position they have on leaving
the trunk, while the upper ones twist one way or another in what seems an en
doavor to turn over and la.ee I, he centre of I, lie new s(em—that is, of the petiole.

1'llOC. AMBK. PHILOS. SOC. XXI. 115. 87. miNTKD MAY 29, 1884.
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Note :—The, preceding discussion is based upon direct personal obser-

vation and study of a large number of specimens of the following genera,

together with others, the botanical names of which I do not at present

know :

Acrocomia, Desmoncus, Mauritia,

Attalea, Euterpe, Maximiiiana,

Astrocaryuin, Geonoma, (Enocarpus,

Bactris, Guilielma, Oreodoxa,

Copernicia, ITyospathe, ltaphia.

Cocos, Iriartea,
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Stated Meeting, May 2, 188Jh

Present, 9 members.

President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

New members, Mr. Bilker, Dr. Garrison, and Prof. James,

were, presented to the presiding officer, and look- their seats.

Acceptances of membership were read from

Prof. E. J. James, dated Philadelphia, April 22.

Mr. Wharton Barker, "Wynoote, Jenkintown P.O., Apr. 23.

Dr. Joseph F. Garrison, Camden, N. J., April 25.

Mr. Francis Jordan, Jr., Philadelphia, April 25.

Mr. Jno. E. Baker, Philadelphia, April 25.

Mr. Rich. L. A-shhurst, Philadelphia, April 25.

Prof. Henry S. Frieze, Ann Arbor, Mich., April 28.

Mr. Francis Wharton declined membership by letter dated

Philadelphia, April 29, assigning as a reason his inability to

attend the meetings.

Change of address, Geo. L. Vose, Prof, of Civ. Eng., in the

Mass. Inst, of Technology, Boston.

A circular Letter to attend its 25th anniversary on the 11th

of May, was received from the Offenbacher Verein.

Acknowledgments were received from the Royal Bavarian

Academy of Science (two copies of XVI, i; and of 110-113);

Holland Soeiety of Science (XVI, i
; 112, 113); E. II. R. Peters

(114); and the Smithsonian Institution (114).

Envoy letters were receivrd from the Belgian Ministry ot

the I interior and the Musec Guimet.

.A letter was received from Brentano Bros., booksellers, New

York city, appointed agent for the Bib. Nat. dc Paris, desiring

the Society's publications and hill for the same.

A letter of advisement was received from the Royal Institute

of Eighefl Studies at Florence.

Donations for the Library were reported from the Depart-

ment of Mines, at Melbourne; Royal Society, New South
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Wales; Central Bureau of Statistics, and Bibliotheque Koyale,

at Stockholm
.

; Accademia dei Linoei; SocietS de Geographic,

Eevue Politique, and M. Paul Ohevallier, at Paris; Victoria

Institute, Royal Astronomical Society, Royal Meteorological

Society, Mr. William Marriott, and Nature, London; Royal

Society of Edinburgh; Boston Society of Natural History;

Massachusetts Historical Society; S. E. Cassino & Co. ;
Library

of Harvard University; American. Journal of Science; Me-

teorological Observatory, at New York; New Jersey Histori-

cal Society; Franklin Institute, Hibernian Society, Commis-

sioners for the erection of the Public Buildings, Charles A.

Ashburner, and Henry Phillips, Jr., of Philadelphia; M. II.

Boye, of Lehigh county, Pa. ; the Second Geological Survey

of Pennsylvania; Johns Hopkins University, and United

States National Museum.

Mr. Phillips made a communication "On a supposed Runic

inscription near Yarmouth, N.S.," and exhibited a photograph

of a squeeze from it.

Mr. Ashburncr exhibited recently printed sheets of Cross-

sections, made by the Geological Survey, in Schuylkill and

Luzerne counties, and explained some of their curious exhibi-

tions of structure.

Mr. Fraley reported that be had received the Michaux

rentes last due (April 1), amounting to $188.89, and had paid

them over to the Treasurer.

The pending resolution on change of Order of Business was

postponed for consideration at another meeting.

And the meeting was adjourned.
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Stated Meeting, May 16, 1884.

Present, 10 members.

President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

A photograph of Prof. II. S. Frieze, of Ann Arbor, Michi-
gan, was received for the album.

An acceptance of membership was received from Mr. Samuel
Dickson, dated 901 Clinton street, Philadelphia, April 20.

Letters of envoy were received from the Batavian Society of

Sciences, through the Minister of the Netherlands and the

United States Department of State; Fondation Tyler; Cen-
tral Observatory of St. Petersburg ; Musee Guimet, and the

United States Census Bureau.

Donations to the Library were received from the Batavian
Society of Arts and Sciences ; the Eoyal Academy of Bel-

gium; the Accademia dei Lincei ; the Eoyal Academy of

Arts and Sciences in Modena ; the Geographical Society at

Paris; the Geographical Society at Bordeaux; the Meteoro-
logical Council of the Royal Society ; Dr. Benjamin Ward
Richardson, and London Nature; the Toronto Observatory;
the newly organized Bostonian Society in the old State House;
the Museum of Comparative Zoology; Dr. Samuel Abbott
Green; the American Chemical Society; the Meteorological

Observatory in New York ; the American Journal of Phar-
macy

;
the Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography

;

Mr. Richard Vaux, Mr. Henry Phillips, Jr., Dr. Persifor

Frazer; the American Chemical Journal; the American
Journal of Mathematics ; the United States Naval Institute

;

the United States Fish Commission ; and the American Mete-
orological Journal.

The death of Dr. Samuel D. Gross, at Philadelphia, May 6,
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aged 78 (born July 8, 1805), was announced; and Dr. DaOo.sta

was appointed to prepare an obituary notice of the deceased.

Prof. Cope described the rich collections of vertebrate fossil

remains in the Museo Nacional under the care of Dr. Barcena,

and in the Museum of the School of Mines in the care of Prof.

Ant. Oostino, which he had examined during a recent visit to

Mexico—Glyptodon, Mastodon, Blephas, Equus, Llama, Bear,

Dog and Deer, and the several genera and species into which

they seemed divisible, some of them being undescribed. Im-

portant geological points he reserved for another communica-

tion.

A question from Mr. Hale elicited the opinion, that while

no certain proof that man was coeval with either mam-
moth or elephant had yet been obtained, yet that facts calcu-

lated to give the supposition much probability multiplied.

The discovery of human facial bones in an uplifted silico-calca-

reous bed, on the shore of Lake Tescuco, remained incomplete

until the beds had been searched for other fossils.

New nominations Nos. 1023 to 1028 were read.

A special Committee on the renovation of the oil paintings

in the Hall, consisting of the Curators, with Mr. Phillips and

Mr. Eothcrmel, was appointed and requested to report at the

next meeting in June.

A resolution respecting the entertainment of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science, by Mr. Fraley,

was called up and passed.

And the meeting was adjourned.
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On a supposed Runic Inscription at Yarmouth, Nova Scotia* By Henry

Phillips, Jr.

On the shore of the Buy of Fundy, opposite the town of Yarmouth,

stands a rock weighing about four hundred pounds, which, about the end

of the last century, was discovered by a man named Fletcher. It has

been well known for nearly an hundred years, and those who dwell in its

vicinity have always accepted it as a genuine relic of antiquity, no breath

oC suspicion ever having fallen upon it. The glyphs thereon have been

at various times copied and sent abroad to men of learning who have made

more or less attempts at deciphering them, more than one savant seeing

traces of Semitic origin. In 1875, a rubbing procured from the stone was

placed in my hands for investigation. Since that time I have carefully

considered the circumstances of the case, and have become ultimately sat-

isfied of its bona -fide nature, that the inscription was neither a modern

fraud nor the work of the wayward playfulness of the leisure hours of the

sportive redskin. Having become imbued with a belief that no deception

was intended, or practiced, I entered upon the study of the markings with

a mind totally and entirely free from prejudice ; so far from believing that

the inscription was a relic of the pre-Columbian discovery of America, I

had never given any credence to that theory. I therefore approached the

subject entirely unbiassed in my opinion, in fact, somewhat prejudiced

against the authenticity of any inscription on this continent, purporting to

emanate from the hardy and intrepid Norsemen.

The difficulty of interpreting these markings was greatly increased on

account of the nature of the material on which the rubbing bad been taken,

and the fact that in the Runic alphabets the letters frequently have many

varying values and forms. But like as in a kaleidoscope, word afterword

appeared in disjointed forms, and each was in turn rejected until at last an

intelligible word came forth, followed by another and another, until a real

sentence with a meaning stood forth to my astonished gaze : Ilarkussen

men va/ru, llako's son addressed the men.

Upon examining further, I found that in the expedition f of Thorfinn

Karlfsefne, in 1007, the name of Hakl occurs among those who accom-

panied him. I confess that I was staggered by the remarkable coincidence

and began to waver, and the finishing touches were placed to my unbelief

when I observed the map, and saw how short the distance was from

Iceland to Greenland, compared with the stretch of water from Norway

to Iceland. It seemed more than probable thatthe fearless race that actu-

ally did cross the latter expanse of ocean, were not likely to be deterred

*The squeeze of the inscription was made by Mr. T. J!. Flint, BarrlsteT at

Law, of Yarmouth, N. S., and photographed by Mr, E. B, Harden, of Philadel-

phia.

t On this voyage " they came to a plaoe where a flrth penetrated tar Into the

country. Off the mouth of it was an island, past which there ran strong cur-

rents, which was also the ease farther up the : flrth."—Antiq. Amerioanro, p,

sssi, Hafniee L887.
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from navigating the former. As to the reason why SUOh a memento

should be left of the visit, of course no definite answer can be given,

but it is a fact well known thai, memorials were often made or erected,

engraved or placed at localities where events had taken place, and the

address of the chieftain to the men may have been of some noteworthy

matter, perhaps oven to commemorate the fact of having landed at that

spot.

In conclusion, I would say, that, the circumstances are worthy of con-

sideration, if not absolutely convincing.

On the Clinton and other Shales, (fee., composing the Fifth Group of Sogers

in the First Survey of Pennsylvania. By Prof E. W- Glaypole.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, March 21, 1884.)

This group has been the field for considerable discussion in regard to

the propei- place of its different beds when compared with those supposed

to be of similar or nearly similar age in New York. It has not been easy

to prove where one formation began and another ended. By throwing all

those shales into a single group Prof. Rogers avoided discussion on this

point and No. 5 became a local or Pennsylvanian term. The group 1ms

the merit of being a very natural one regarded from a physical standpoint.

Based on the massive Medina sandstone, and capped by the conspicuous

Lewistown limestone, there was no question of its physical limits in the

State, and all further differentiation was postponed.

But with the advance of geology, the necessity arises for closer com-

parison and correlation. It is not enough l,o suppose that the fifth group

of Rogers corresponds with the New York beds between the top of the

Medina sandstone, and the Lewistown or Lower Helderberg limestone.

More exact division and definition are desirable, and my recent work in

Perry county has put into my hands the means of examining this question

in a, new method—by the means of the fossils. Palaeontology has hitherto

done little towards its solution, and by paleontology alone in many cases

can the true solution be reached.

In the present paper I propose to examine these rocks constituting the

fifth group of Rogers, and to set forth the evidence thus far attainable,

both stratlgraphical and pahcontological, for the places assigned to them

among the palaeozoic rocks.

The Clinton Group.

Beginning at the fop of the Medina sandstone regarding the age ol

which there has been no question I will consider first the beds lying upon

it in Perry county. These are shown in the following section :
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Section of the Bocks in Perry County correlated with the Clinton Group of

New York.

Fossil haematite and limestone 2 feet.

Sandrock ,

5

Haematite 1

Sandrock 5 "

r Shale, green ICO

Iron sandstone 2

Upper green shale
j Fossil ore 1 "

Shale, green 20<» "
10''

Iron sandstone iu

Hard fossil block ore
°

Lower green shale (|(W

989

Medina sandstone.

The thickness hen' assigned to the different beds is not a constant

quantity, and the diagram does not represent any actual section. It is,

with this exception, accurate wherever the whole series crops out in the

county. The measurements have been taken or estimated where it was

possible to obtain them, and the details may be found in the forthcoming

report on Perry county.

Comparison with the Clinton Rocks ok Nhw Yobk.

Ft. New York. Ft. Perry Co., Pa.

18.4 Limestone. 3 Limestone and heematite.

5 Sandrock

1 Haematite.

Iron Ore. 5 Sandrock.

24.0 Upper green shale. 868 Upper green shale and fossil

ore.

15.3 Iron ore and limestone. 18 Iron sandstone and fossil ore.

88.0 Lower green shale. 100 Lower green shale.

Thickness, 80 ft, inches. Thickness, 989 feet,

Points OF Dikfkkknce.

Diversity of opinion may prevail in regard to the identity of the beds

of iron ore on the above diagram, but this is of little moment, They are

usually discontinuous and probably their horizons vary. This is the case

even within the limits of Perry county and cannot therefore excite sur-

prise at. the distance of several hundred miles.

No sandstone is shown on the New York section and little limestone in

Pennsylvania, but the sandstones in the latter are thin, only 10 and 20 feet

thick respectively, and the same is true of the limestones of New York.
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Beds so thin arc not likely to be continuous over so great a distance. Such
discrepancies are due to difference of conditions during deposition. They
are no argument against correspondence.

Points of Resemblance.

It is impossible to avoid noticing the close correspondence, in general,

between the two sections looked at us wholes. The lower parts of the two
sections are absolutely identical except in thickness. And in Perry county
the lower portion includes 065 feet out of the 989 which represent the

total mass. In New York it includes 02 feet 2 inches out of the total 80

feet inches. That is, practically, the column presents a close resem-

blance in the two sections through three-fourths of its length in New
York and through forty-nine fiftieths of its length in Perry Co., Pennsyl-
vania. Closer correspondence could not be looked for.

This reduction of its mass also brings the group in Pennsylvania into

rather closer resemblance in thickness, to that which it possesses in New
York. It is still vastly thicker, but this is the usual condition. If the

whole of the shales of the fifth group be included the disproportion is

enormous.

The resemblance can be traced even into more minute detail. Prof.

Hall describes the Lower green shale as consisting of thin smooth laminra

containing lenticular masses of limestone. If sandstone bo substituted

for limestone, these words exactly describe the Lower green shale of

Perry Co. Of the Lower limestone he says: "This mass is composed al-

most entirely of thin beds of impure limestone which alternate with thin

layers of green shale.
-

' Again the change of the word will adapt the

description to the iron sandstone and ore of Perry Co. Of the Uppr.r

green shale we read (p. 04; : "This is readily distinguished from the

Lower green shale by its being everywhere fossiliferous ;" a, statement

also true of the two shales in Pennsylvania. The Lower has yielded me
almost nothing, while from the Upper I have obtained a fair collection.

Stratigraphically, therefore, it is almost impossible to expect a closer

agreement between two correlated beds than thai, which we actually And
here. And unless contrary evidence be found elsewhere, it is not only a,

reasonable, but an Inevitable inference that these beds must he considered

equivalents.

PAL2EONTOLOGIOAL EVIDENCE.

It is not possible at present to give in full the evidence furnished by
palaeontology in favor of the classification above adopted. The suspension

or termination of the work of the survey in this department will delay

for a considerable time the working out of the collection I have made and

the making of a larger one. So far, however, as I have been able in the

Intervals of field work to study this material, it is decisively in favor of

the views here set forth. A few details are appended, the parts of the

group being taken in order.
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Lower Shale.

Omitting the lower shale, in consequence of the scarcity of its fossils so

far obtained, and the fact that there is no question of its affinity, I pass on

to the next member of the series ascending.

Iron Sandstone and Block Ore.

The [ron sandstone is in some places very fossiliferous, and, aside from

the fossils which relate to my present purpose, has yielded me some which

promise to be of considerable interest to palaeontology. Two species,

however, boar on the present subject.

Beyrichia lata, Vanuxeni.

Calymene Clintoni, Vanuxem.

Both are distinctly Clinton species described from that group in New

York.

Upper Green Shale.
, -

The three species already recognized from this bed are

Beyrichia lata, Vanuxem.

Calymene, Clintoni, Vanuxem.

Claymme Niagarensis, Hall.

All are Clinton species in New York, the last extending its range into

the Niagara group also.

Ore Sandroc.b,

This rock is in many places abundantly fossiliferous. Again we find

Beyrichia lata, Vanuxem.

Calymene Clintoni, Vanuxem.

Sandvein Ore Bed.

The same evidence comes from this horizon. 1 have recognized

Beyrichia la la, Van.

Calymene Clintoni, Van.

Ormoceras vertebratum, I [all.

Thus wo find the results of a study of the fossils completely in harmony,

so far, with those deduced from the stratigraphy. Clinton fossils range up

to and into the Sandvein ore bed.

On the other hand in all these beds I have not yet found a single speci-

men belonging to any other horizon. Negative evidence is therefore con-

firmatory. We have consequently paleaontological evidence, at present

scanty, it is true, but unmistakable, of the persistence of the typical Clinton

fauna of New York up to and through the Sandvein ore bed.
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Limit of the Clinton Fauna.

At this horizon tho Clinton, fauna, pure and alone, altogether ceases.

Above the Sandvein ore bed (or limestone in some plaees) comes a mass

of green shale and thin hard limestone bands about 150 feet thick, in which

fossils arc scarce, but from which I have obtained a few species. Among
these the only ones yet recognized with certainty arc :

Lingula oblonga, I [all.

Beyriclda notatu, Hall.

The former of these is a Clinton species in New York, and the latter

was described from the Lower Helderberg rocks. We have here, there-

fore, a mingling of the faunas of the two groups indicating passage beds-

from one to the other.* This commingling of species is limited, so far as T

have yet observed, to the belt of green shales and limestones above men-

tioned. Immediately over il lies the great (Bloomsburg) Bed shale, which

is almost, barren, but which will be discussed below. Here it will suffice

to observe that no Clinton forms have been found in it.

Paleontology, therefore, fully bears out the division above adopted for

the lower part of this great mass of shales and sandstones, which have

been hitherto thrown together into that Limbo of shale, No. 5 of Rogers.

The arrangement deduced from the above train of reasoning is as given

below :

Tabh of tht Clinton <ir<>n,>> as proposedfor Perry eounty.

Red shale.

Green shale and limestone.

{ Sandvein ore bed.

Ore sandrock and leematite.

Upper green shale and fossil ore.

Iron sandstone.

Hard fossil block ore.

Lower green shale.

These, beds are thus correlated, with those in the Report of the First

Survey of Prof. Rogers (Vol. I, p. 132), of which they are here considered

equivalent.

Red shale,

i Green shale and lime- i

I stone

Ore sandrock and ore.

Upper green shale 1

and ore

Iron sandstone and

ore

- Lower green shale

Onondaga group.

150 Passage beds.

989 Clinton group.

11.19

Onondaga.

Passage beds.

Clinton ..

Surgent red shale.

Surgent upper shale.

Ore sandstone.

Lower shale, Upper slate.

Iron sandstone.

Lower slate.

• Later examinations render probable tin- presenee of several other Clinton

forms in these green shales and limestones, which wilt give a, more decidedly

Clinton aspect to the fauna without Invnlldatlng the conclusions here reached.
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The Onondaga Salt Group, or Gypseous Group
Perry County, Pa.

OE New YoitK, in

Having thus, In appearance, satisfactorily placed tlie lower portion of

Rogers' fifth group on the horizon of the Clinton of New York, I proceed

to consider its upper portion.

'Phis, in the district under consideration, consists of a vast mass of shales

with almost no variation, except that caused by a few thin layers of sand-

stone. These Shales are red at basis but graduate upward with gray beds,

the red color disappearing as we ascend through the series. The lower or

red portion is about 700 feet thick, and the upper or gray portion about 150

or 200 feet. These are separated by about 700 feet of what have been

called the variegated shales, consisting of alternate beds of red, green and

ashen-gray color with a, few interbedded sandstones.

It would be of course natural to correlate this shale with the limestone

immediately overlying the Clinton in New York, but for reasons, which

will appear presently, I have preferred to make it the equivalent of the

Onondaga group of New York, which Immediately overlies the Niagara,

and thus to leave the latter unrepresented in Perry county.

Stratigraehical and Lithological Evidence,

The Onondaga group of New York consists, like that just described, of a

mass of variegated shales, and, as some of its names imply, it there yields

Salt and gypsum. Its total thickness, given by Vanuxem in the Report of

the Third District, is about 700 feel, and it is divided as shown below.

The section in Perry county is given in another column for Comparison,

New York. Perry County, Pa.

Magnesia.n rock Limestone with

Stylolltas.

Gypseous bed (upper).

Porous (vermicular) linierock.

GypseOUS bed (lower).

Variegated shale (red and green).

Ura
3
v, calcareous marl.

(redVariegated shale

and green).

Red shale.

Thickness 1000 feet.

Red shale.

Thickness 700 leet.

.Very close correspondence exists between the beds at the two places.

At both they consist, at base, of a thick mass of red shale. At. both,

overlying the red shale is another mass ol varying color. At both, these

two beds form the bulk of the group. So closely do the two sections re-

semble one another, that tin' description given of these lower beds in New
York may be copied and applied literally t.o those in Perry county.

Mr. Vanuxem says (Report on Third District of New York, p. 90) of

the red shale :

"The great, mass is of a blood red color, line grained, earthy in fracture,

breaking or crumbling into irregular fragments."

PROO. AHHII. PHILOS. SOC. XXI. 115. 8k. PRINTED JUNE 5, 1884.
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And of the variegated shale he says (p. 97)

:

"It consists of shales and calcareous slate of a light green and drab

color, intermixing and alternating with the red shale at its lower part.

"Thus we have at tin; lop of the series, green, then red under it, green,

red, bluish, green and yellow, this latter by exposure to the air; then

green and red layers with a little, white; .and greenish sandstone, being

several repetitions of the first two, and finally red shale as the lowest vis-

ible mass.
'

'

No better description can here be given of these two shales as they

occur in Perry county.

The thickness of the separate beds is not given in Vanuxem's Report,

but the total mass varies from 700 to 1000 feet. In Perry county the two

lower masses—the red and variegated shales—measure 1400 feet, making

the whole group, as usual, much thicker in Pennsylvania than in New
York.

Again (p. 97.), "In several localities the red shale shows numerous

green spots, varying from one inch or less to several inches in diameter.

"The red shale presents a thickness of from one to nearly 500 feet, yet

nowhere has a fossil been discovered in it, or a pebble or anything ex-

traneous, excepting a few thin layers of sandstone."

Similar green spots occur in the red shale in Perry county (near

Wagoner's mill, for instance). The great scarcity of fossils is also re-

markable, though these are not totally absent in Pennsylvania as will be.

mentioned farther on.

Advancing one step more let us compare the third division in Perry

county with the similarly situated beds in New York. Here again we

find the description of Vanuxem applicable to a great extent. He says

(p. 99):

"The great mass of the deposit consists of rather soft, yellowish or drab

and brownish colored shale and slate, both argillaceous and calcareous."

It contains "argillaceous and calcareous slates, and more compact masses,

which are hard." So in Perry county, though seldom exposed, this is the

nature of the mass.

But one very important difference in these gray marls at the two places

must be mentioned. No trace exists in this part of Pennsylvania of those

concretions of gypsum which characterize tin; upper part of the Onon-

daga in New York, and which, together with its brine springs, render it

the most valuable stratum in the State. These gray shales contain no

valuable mineral, except the lime which enters largely into their composi-

tion. Such deposits as the gypsum and salt in New York rarely extend

over very great tracts of country. Their absence in Perry county is not

an objection sufficient to invalidate the argument. Indeed, the gypsum

is not present over all the Onondagan outcrop in New York. Professor

Hall says (Geol. of 4th District, p. 120), "There is a. considerable space in

the western part of Monroe county where no beds of gypsum are known."
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Q-ypsum and salt, like iron ore, occur usually in scattered and discon-

tinuous bods.

No closer correspondence can reasonably be looked for than that which

I have here established between the Onondaga rocks in New York and

those in Perry county, which I. have placed in correlation with them.

Only the uppermost stratum, called the Magnesian limerock, is unrepre-

sented in the Pennsylvanian section. This is of inconsiderable thickness,

measuring only twenty-four feet.

PAT, Ml I N T< 1 1 ,O0 I C

A

h E V I DI5NCES.

The great barreness of these shales, which lias been already alluded to,

prevents the production of very strong evidence derived from their fossils.

Only a single species bearing on the subject has rewarded a considerable

amount of search. This is Leperditia alta, Conrad, which has been found

in the Red shale in a few places abundantly, near Buffalo Mill, for ex-

ample, in Saville township, [t is also found in the second division—the

Variegated shale—in Centre township, and becomes exceedingly abund-

ant in its upper part, whole slabs being completely covered with its casts.

These gray shales aflord few opportunities. of examination, but this spe-

cies runs up into and through the massive limestones, forming in this

county the lowest division of the Lower llelderberg rocks or Water Linn;

of New York. Above this horizon I have not found it.

In regard to this species Vanuxem says (I.e. p. 90) :

"At one place only I succeeded in finding fossils in the second deposit

(the Varigated shales), ' consisting of Cylherimc ' (Leperditia:) about

half the size of those in the group above."

In this respect, therefore, the correspondence is exact.

No fossils having been reported from the Red shale in Now York, the

presence of Leperditia alta in those of Perry county is not without inter-

est, though it supplies no additional means of Identification,

Ct has been mentioned that Beyrichia notata occurs in the passage bed

below the Red shale. It may, therefore, be looked for in the Onondaga

group, but 1 have not been able to find it. Its range, at present, is from

the passage Shales to the basal beds of the Lower llelderberg in Perry

county, but it is yet known only in its extreme limits.

Summing up the evidence now presented, it is impossible to dispute the

inference that the rocks above described are the real equivalent in Perry

county of the Onondaga series in New Fork. By adopting ibis view,

order is introduced into a mass of deposits hitherto the home of much
confusion and uncertainty.

Below is added the correlation of these rocks with those of the First

Survey.

Gray calcareous shale. Scalent gray marls.

Variegated shale. Surgenf variegated marls.

Rod shale. Surgeut red shale.
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The Niagara Group of New York absent from Perry County, Pa.

From the identifications hero established it. follows that nothing is left

to represent the Niagara group in Perry county. If such a representa-

tive existed it must lie on the top of the iron ore capping the Clinton

group. But the green shale of the passage beds has yielded no fossils

that can belong to a bed of that age. It holds, as above shown, a mingled

fauna of the Clinton and Lower Helderberg ages. There is, consequently,

no conclusion possible, except to infer the absence of the Niagara group

from Perry county.

The rapid thinning of the Niagara rocks in New York lo the eastward

prepares us for this conclusion. Two hundred and forty feet thick at

Niagara Falls, it dwindles down to about one hundred and thirty feet in

Wayne county, near Rochester. No other exposure occurs until we reach

the slope of the Cincinnati anticline in Southwest Ohio, where it scarcely

exceeds fifty feet.

Tmc Upper Limit of the Onondaga Group.

It is scarcely necessary to follow this subject further, as no doubt oxists

concerning the age of the mass of Limestone overlying these shales. The

Lower Helderberg group in Perry county lias a, well-defined Summit,

being capped by the Oriskany sandstone, but an Ill-defined base where it

meets the Onondaga gray shales. Difference of opinion, consequently,

may exist concerning the exact plane at winch the separation should be

made. A short statement, therefore, of the facts and argument bearing

on this point is appended.

The Lower Helderberg rocks in Perry county as here defined, consist

of the following :

10' White flint shales.

80' Yellow flint shales.

8' Black cherty limestone.

150' Lime shales.

100' Massive limestone.

Oriskany Sandstone.

Lower Helderberg 848',

Onondaga Gray Shales.

Regarding the age of all these beds, except the lowest, there is no room

for doubt.* The Lime shales and the White flint shales both abound in

the fossils that characterize the Lower Helderberg group in New York.

The following partial list is sufficient to support this assertion.

Fossils Common to the Lime Shales of Perry County, Pa., and

the Lower Helderberg Rocks of New Yore:

Diaoina discus, Hall.

t Strophomena, rugotot, Dalman.

Rensselaeria mulabilis, Hall.

lUtynchonella nucleoid la, Hall.

Uliynchonella formosa, Hall.

Merista lams. Vanuxem.

Merista, bella, Hall.

Megambonia aviculoidea, Hall.

Murchisonia minuta, Hall,

This doubt Is now removed by the noli! added helow.

f This species and Spirifera maoropUwa, Con., abound
shale.

in the White Hint,
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In regard to the lowest bed given in the section above, it must be ad-

mitted that in the determination of its horizon palaeontology affords

very little aid. Still palaeontology is not our only guide In the solution

of such problems. Indeed, she is only at best a guide whose authority is

borrowed from stratigraphy, but nevertheless invaluable and Indispensable.

Comparison of the Lower Helderbbrg Beds of New York with

THOSE REFERRED TO THAT GROUP IN PERRY COUNTY, Pa.:

. ^
CD rj

II
w

El

O
a
C

New York.
' Upper Pentamerus limestone.

Encrinital limestone.

Delthyris shaly limestone.

Lower Pentamerus limestone.

Water lime (Tentaciflite bed.)

Magnesian rock.

Vermicular rook.

Gypseous marls.

Perry County, Pa

Flint shales with Crinoids.

Lime shales.

Massive limestone.

Gray calcareous shale.

If the identifications previously made are accepted, there is no alterna-

tive but to admit the correlation of the Massive limestone with the Water

lime, or to deny it any equivalent in the New York series. It is so closely

connected with the overlying lime shales that to separate these would lie

in the highest degree illogical. They graduate into one another and can

only be distinguished by the Ihinness of the beds and the abounding fos-

sils of the upper strata. Their physical resemblance to the water lime is

exceedingly great, but nowhere in Perry county have I been able to find

any hydraulic beds. All slake equally when burnt.

Pai./Kon'J'oi.ooicai. Evidence.

In a case when stratigraphical evidence is so conflicting, the slight aid

winch palaeontology can afford becomes exceedingly valuable. The Mas-

sive limestone being almost barren of fossils, Hie argument must rest on

one or two species.

The Water lime is characterized in New York by abundance of Leper-

dUia alia. As already mentioned, this fossil occurs for the last time, so far

as yet observed in Perry county, in the massive limestone, where it is very

abundant and often very large.

Occasionally, also, corals have been seen in this limestone, resembling

species occurring in the lime shales above it, thus forming a link between

the two. Below this limestone no fossils of this kind have been found in

the shales.

Considering the high probability that this class of evidence would be

increased by closer and wider search, especially in other counties, there can

be no doubt that this Massive limestone should be Included in the Lower

Helderberg group of which it must then form the base. (See note, p. 502.)
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If, however, any should prefer to relegate It to a .system of "passage-

beds " connecting the Onondaga and the Lower Helderberg, no valid ob-

jection can be raised to the course pending the discovery of further and

conclusive evidence. It will not affect the arrangement above proposed.

I must remark in conclusion, that the suggestions now made are pro-

visional, and therefore subject to change, according to future evidence.

It does not seem probable, however, that the main outline of the plan will

be altered.

Ni>//:. Since this paper was written I have obtained an excellent speci-

men of Pterygotm Osborni, Hall, from the massive limestone of Juniata

county. This may be considered a proof of the identity of this limestone

with the Water lime, of New York. For this specimen I am indebted to

Mr. .las. Stevenson of this city (Akron, O.), a former resident; of Juniata

county, Pa.

SuMMAllV OK THE GROUPING DETAILED ABOVE.

, 60

> s Jp XI
o »-<

>—* rr-.

New York.

I
J

I >l>f r Pentamerus limestone.

Encrinital limestone.

Dclthyris shaly limestone.

K

o

Lower Pentamerus limestone.

Water lime (Tentaculite bed).

f.
Magncsian rock.

Vermicular rock.

j
Gypseous marls.

I Variegated shale.

O | Red Shale.

3
O

a
o
H

5

Limestone.

Iron ore-

Upper green, shale,

lion ore and limestone.

Lower green shale.

Medina sandstone.

Perry County, Pa.

Flint shale with Crinoids.

iLime shales with Tentaaulites,

Meristella, &c.

Massive limestone with Pte/ry-

gotus and Lep. alia.

Gray, calcareous shale.

Variegated shale.

Red shale.

Passage-beds.

Limestone and haematite.

Sandrock.

Haematite.

Sandrock.

Upper green shale and fossil ore.

Iron sandstone and fossil ore.

Lower green shale.

ERRATUM.
In Mr. Branner's paper on the growth of the Palm, for (tuillaud,

read Guillaud ; and for Ser. VI. 176, 1877, read, Ser. V, 1—176 1877.
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Synopsis of the Species of Oreodontidm. By K. I). Cope.

(Mead before the American Philosophical Society, January IS, 18S/h )

The tribe Ruminantia first appears in the "White River Miocene period

in North American geological history. It is represented there by a num-
ber of genera, which pertain to several family types. The most aberrant

of these, the Oreodontidas, includes the largest number of forms, generic and
specific. The Poibrotheriidm certainly embraces hut few species, while
a third group of genera, represented by Leptomeryx, which are inter-

mediate between the Tragulina and Pecora, and should be perhaps regard-

ed as aberrant IVagulidm, also includes a small number of species.

The Oreodontidm constitute a family related to the Anoplotheriidce of

the later Eocene, but representing a more specialized condition of the

Structure of the molar teeth, in the full development of the sclenodont

type, which is rudimental in the Anoplotheriidm. Their feet, on the other

hand, are less specialized than in the lalter family. As a family, the Oreo-

dontidm, display very little tendency in their limbs to the specialized con-

dition of the Ruminantia, but are more like those of the suilline groups,

and, among recent families, of the Jlippopolamidm.

OREODOJVTIDJE,

Dentition; superior incisors present; molars selenodont. Cervicals
with the transverse processes perforated by the vertebrarterial canal. No*
alisphenoid canal. Ulna and radius, and tibia and fibula distinct. Meta-
I'odial bones four on each foot, with incomplete distal trochlear keels.

Lunar bone not supported by magnum. Navicular and cuboid bones dis-

tinct.

The preceding synopsis of its characters should furnish a, basis for the

definite location of the Oreodontidm in the system. Dr. Leidy called its

species Ruminating hogs, and created a family for Oreodon and the allied

genera, under the name of Oreodontidm. This family is adopted by Prof.

Gill who includes in it the Agriochoeridm of Leidy, anil places it in his

division Pecora, which is more comprehensive than the Pecora of Prof.

Flower, being nearly identical with the Selenodonla of Kowalevsky.
More precise expression of its affinity to the existing families is not given,
excepting to place it, under a, division " incerttc sedis."

As a selenodont type, this family is excluded from the Artiodaclyla
omnivora, and as having its metapodial bones distinct, it cannot be placed
in any recent family excepting the Tragulidm. From this family it is

distinguished by the distinct ulna and radius. We then turn to the ex-
tinct families Poebrotheriidw and Anoplotheriidm. The former agrees
with the Tra.gulidm excepting in its Cameloid cervical vertebrae,
while the latter differs from the Oreodontidm in the structure of
the feet. The Anoplotheriidm are didactyle in front, and tridactyle

behind. The posterior foot has a well-developed second digit directed

PROC. AMBR. FHILOS. SOC. XXI. 116 8L. PRINTED JUNE 6, 1884.
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more inwards than the others, which it is supposed supported a nata-

tory web. In the Oreodontidee all the Teel, are regularly tetradactyle.*

The Anoplotheriidae differ also in the presence of an additional cusp on

the inner side of the superior molars, accompanied by an imperfect de-

velopment of one or both pairs of the internal crescents. In Anoplo-

tlierium the internal crescents of the inferior molars are incomplete, and

more or less represented by tubercles. In the Oreodontidm there are two

pairs of fully developed crescents, and no internal tubercles. The de-

tails of the structure express various affinities. The axis is intermediate

between that of the suilline and ruminant Artiodactyla ; the other cer-

vicals are suilline, while the remaining vertebra; are ruminant. The

scapula is ruminant, not suilline ; while the humerus is like nothing but

Anoplolherium. The radiocarpal articulation is intermediate between that

of hogs and ruminants. The unciform supports the lunar bono. The sac-

rum is ruminant, the ilium suilline. The femur and tarsus are much like

those of the peccary.

The genera of this family known to me are the following :

I. Orbit incomplete! ; last premolars in both jaws with two external

crescents or Vs.

Premolars three Ooloreodon.

Premolars four Agrioclioerus.

II. Orbit complete
;
premolars four, the fourth with one external crescent.

a. No facial vacuities.

Premaxillarics distinct ; otic bullse not inflated. Oreodon.

Premaxillaries distinct ; otic bullae inflated Eucrotaphus.

Premaxillarics coossified ; otic bullaj inflated Meryeochoerut.

aa- Facial vacuities present.

Premaxillaries coossified, clentigcrous ; vacuities prelachrymal

only Meryehyus.

Incisors six above, persistent ; vacuities prelachrymal and pre-

frontal ; nasal bones much reduced Leptauchenia.

Incisors very few, caducous ; vacuities very large Gyclopidius.

III. Inferior premolars three.

True inferior canine functional ; inferior incisors one on each side. PUhecistes.

The number of species referred to these genera in the succeeding pages

is as follows :

Oreodon f
Eucrotaphus ;>>

Merycochoerus ?

Meryehyus )'

Leptauchenia
jj

Gyclopidius
Pithecistes ']

Agrioclioerus
Jj

Coloreodon »

3.r>

* I have observed this in the genera Oreodon, Kucrotaphus, Merycochoerus,

and Meryehyus.
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The present paper is chiefly devoted to the proper distinction of these

species and genera or cranial characters only. Figures of all will be

given in my volume which embraces this subject, in the Report of the

U. S. Geological Survey of the Territories.

Coloreodon ferox Cope, one-half natural size. Original; from Report U. S.

Geolog. Survey Terrs., vol, lii, F. V. Hayden in oharge.

J

OKEODOJV Leldy.

Proceedings Academy Philadelphia, 1857, p. 238. Ancient Fauna of

Nebraska, Smithsonian Contrib, to Knowledge, 1853, p. 29. Extinct

Mammalia Dakota and Nebraska, 1809, p. 72. Report U. S. Geological

Survey Terrs., 1873, I, p. 201. Mcryeoidodon Leldy, Proceeds. Acad.

Philada., 1848, p. 47 (nomen nudum). Cotylops Lcidy, Loc. cit., 1851,

p. 23!).

Premaxillary bones distinct from each other. Otic bullse not inflated.

No lachrymal vacuity of the face ; nasal bones normal. Premolars four

in both jaws.

Dental formula I. -*
; C. } ; P-m. *; M. f; the series uninterrupted.

Crowns of the molars robust, well distinguished from the roots. Grind-

ing surface of the true molars simply selenodont, i. e., with but two pairs

of crescents. Superior premolars composed of a single external compressed

CUSp with crescentic section, and internal cingula or crescent. The fourth

premolar with a well developed internal crescent ; the first three with rudi-

mental internal crescents in the form of basal cingula. Superior canines

distinct. Inferior premolars of two kinds ; the first canine-like in form

and function ; the others consisting of a single external cutting edge rep-
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resenting two crescents, of which the anterior has its posterior horn

developed as an obliquely transverse crest directed inwards. Last true

molar with a heel composed of two columns.

In the superior temporary dentition the last premolar has the form of the

first permanent true molar. The third premolar has five lobes, i. e., four

crescents and an anterior odd one. The other temporary premolar resem-

bles that of the permanent series. The last inferior temporary premolar has

the three pairs of lobes usual in the Artiodactyla, and the two which pre-

cede it resemble the corresponding permanent teeth. Says Leidy : * "The

permanent true molars successively protrude and occupy their functional

position before any of the deciduous molars are shed. The displacement of

the latter by their permanent successors appears to begin with the eruption

of the last of these, which is followed by those in advance. The first

permanent premolar of the upper jaw appears to have protruded after the

deciduous teeth, and occupied a position with them in the functional series,

but remains after these are shed.
"

The cranial characters which belong to Oreodon as a genus are the fol-

lowing : Orbit completed behind ; temporal fossse separated by a sagittal

crest. A lachrymal fossa, but no facial nor frontal vacuities. Premaxil-

lary bones distinct from each other and from the mamillaries. Nasal bones

well developed. Auditory bulla', not inflated.

The preceding dental and cranial characters have been pointed out by

Leidy in his various paleeontological works. On account of the absence

of the necessary material he was unable to give the characters of the

remaining parts of the skeleton. These are of course necessary to a

correct estimate of the affinities of the genus, and I will endeavor to add

such Information as my material will permit. This consists of numerous

more or less complete skeletons found in connection with the skulls by

myself in Colorado in 1873.

Vertebrae. The cervical vertebra are rather short, and the character of

the articulation of the centra slightly opisfhocoelous, and the articular

faces are quite oblique. The axis is the longest vertebra, ; the three last

centra are subequal in length, in one of my series the seven cervieals

are preserved. In all of these, excepting the seventh, the bases of the

diapophysis are perforated by the vertebrarterial canal. In the sixth

vertebra, the decurved parapophyses are especially robust. The axis and

three succeeding centra display strong hypapophyses at their posterior ex-

tremities, which are carried forwards as strong median keels. The odon-

toid process is depressed so as to have a lenticular section ; it is not exca-

vated above, but in my largest specimen the internal borders of the facets

for the atlas are continued so as to enclose a short groove on each side at

its base. In one smaller and immature specimen this is wanting. The

vertebrarterial canal of the axis is enclosed as in the other cervieals. The

canal for the second spinal nerve has a narrow roof, but there are no canals

* Ancient, Fauna or Nebraska, p. a.
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for the succeeding pairs of nerves perforating the neural arches. The atlas

is not very elongate. The base of the diapophysis has a perforating canal,

which issues in a large inferior fossa. The vertebrarterial canal then per-

forates the diapophysis upwards anterior to the middle of the base, and
then soon enters the neural canal just posterior to the superior margin of
the cotylus of the occipital condyle.

The centra succeeding the cervicals increase gradually in length poste-

riorly. Those of the anterior part of the dorsal series are quite depressed,

but the vertical diameter rapidly increases, so as to be equal to the trans-

verse in some of the lumbars. A trace of the opisthocoelous articulation

exists throughout the dorsals but is very little marked in the posterior

centra. There are no hypapophyses on the dorsals, but on one of them,

probably the third, the inferior and lateral faces are separated by a strong

angle, which is strongest anteriorly, giving the articular face a subquadrate

outline. The rib-bearing diapophyses are robust. On the posterior dor-

sals the capitular and tubercular surfaces are confluent, forming a narrow
facet on the anterior face of the diapophysis, in a manner not seen in

Germs claphus or Sus scropha. The centra of the lumbars, after lengthen-

ing, become shorter immediately in front of the sacrum. The vertical

diameter of one or two posterior ones is less than that of the anterior

ones. The greater number of the lumbars display a small compressed
hypapophysis at their anterior extremity ; but this is wanting on the

posterior ones. The neural arches of the dorsal and lumbar vertobnc are

nowhere perforated for the spinal nerves.

The lumbar prezygapophyses embrace the articular faces of the poste-

rior ones, which have a section of one side (below), the end (external),

and a half the other side (above), of a transverse ellipse. The superior

recurved surface does not appeal-.

The sacrum consists of five vertebrae, with very depressed centra. The
ilium is attached to the diapophysis of the first, and a small anterior por-

tion of that of the second. That of the fourth is flat and free. The an-

terior zygapophysis of the first displays a slight degree of the superior

incurvature general in Artiodactyla. The caudal vertebras were numerous,
forming a long tail. The proximal ones are moderately depressed, while
more distal ones with wide diapophysis and complete neural arch, are sub-

cylindric, and more elongate. The number of vertebra) preserved in the
most complete of my specimens, is as follows :

Cv. D. L. S. Cd.

0. eulbertsoni ad 7 5 G 4 4

0. eulbertsonijuv 5 8 fi 2 1

0. gracilis 4 5 8 * *

<>. g. coloradoensis 7 8 (i 5 8

A n anterior, perhaps second, sternal segment is flat and subquadrate in

outline, with largo haemal articular face of the lateral margin anteriorly,

and a small one posteriorly. No inferior carina.
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The spine of the scapula rises abruptly from the neck as in Ruminantia,

and the coracoid process is short and obtuse. The spine continues to the

distal extremity, which is regularly convex.

The most perfect innominata in my collection are deficient in the sym-

physis. The form of the ilium is more that of a hog than of a ruminant,.

The peduncle is even stouter, aDd the superior border is abruptly expanded

below the middle of the length of the bone. The superior and inferior

borders are subparallel as in the hog, and not divergent as in the rumi-

nants. The anterior edge is acute, and uninterrupted by an anterior in-

ferior fossa or spine. The pubis is robust and transverse, and without,

prominent basal pectineal tuberosity. The incisura acetabuli invades the

base of the pubis a little, but the ischium more extensively. The ob-

turator foramen is quite large. The distal border of the ischium is ob-

liquely truncated as in many other Artiodaelyla, and more nearly re-

sembles that of the peccary than any other recent form I have observed.

The tuber proper is a convex edge, not thickened, and its superior edge is

continued into a strong up-looking tuberosity. This region is not so

robust, as in most recent forms.

The humerus of Oreodon is readily distinguished from that of recent

Artiodactyla by several peculiarities. The greater tuberosity is large, ris-

ing above the head ; and is incurved, terminating inwards in an acuminate

apex. Its border at the base is thrown into an obtuse angle. The lesser

tuberosity is small, and is well separated from the greater by a deep and

wide bicipital groove. The deltoid ridge is distinct, The condylar ex-

tremity is more transversely extended than in any recent Artiodactyle,

owing to the fact the posterior interior distal tuberosity is placed interior

to the trochlea instead of partially behind it, and that, there is, in addition,

an internal epicondyle not seen in the recent suilline or ruminant mem-

bers of the order. The intercondylar ridge is strong, and wider than In

most recent ruminants ; in the suillines it has nothing like such a develop-

ment. Another peculiarity is the flange-like free border of the external

trochlea, which is especially recurved at its superior part.

The radius is distinct from the ulna throughout. The relation of the

ulnar to the radiocarpal surface is posterior as well as exterior; the com-

mon suture of the two, making an angle of 45° with the long axis of the

radiocarpal surface. The head is a transverse oval, with the inferior face

forming a regular curve without notch. Its articular surface is divided into

three portions in adaptation to the internal and external humeral trochlea

and the wide median ridge. The external face is beveled forwards above,

to fit the flange-like projection of the external trochlea. The shaft of the

radius is not very stout, and has a nearly equal transversely oval section

to near the distal expansion. Here are wide grooves for the extensor

tendons, one superior, the other obliquely exterior. The carpal articular

facet has the general ungulate characters. The scaphoid facet, is concave

above, convex and condyloid below, and is only distinguished from the
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lunar facet by a contraction of the anterior and posterior borders. There

is no indication of distinguishing ridge between the lunar and cuneiform

facets. The posterior border at their junction is prominent, enclosing a

fossa with the scaphoid condyle, which does not, however, excavate the

intervening surface. The scaphoid condyle is not divided by a ridge.

The ulna gradually contracts clistally from a robust olecranon. The

shaft beyond the humeral cotylus has an oval section, with its long axis

forming an angle of 45° to the perpendicular. The olecranon is short and

compressed, its posterior border rising nearly as high as the coronoid

process. The edges of the humeral cotylus are not flared beyond the

shaft.

In the carpus the unciform nearly reaches the scaphoid, which is sup-

ported by the magnum and trapezium.

The great trochanter of the femur is not produced beyond the line of

the head, and is well recurved, enclosing a large fossa. The little trochan-

ter is large. The fossa ligamenti teris is subinedian, subround and large.

Distally, the patellar trochlear groove is quite elevated ; its lateral crests

are of equal prominence, and nearly equal superior prolongation. The

patellar groove is continued some distance above the crests, but there is

no fossa in this region as in the hog. The popliteal fossa is well marked,

and the condyloid articular surfaces are not entirely cut oil from the

rotular. The external linea aspera terminates first in a rugose muscular

insertion, and then in a shallow fossa a short distance above the condyle.

There is no crest nor deep fossa. This element is more like the corre-

sponding one in Dicotyles torquatus than in any other mammal. The

patella is a short wide bone, with a large anteroposterior diameter. One

extremity is acute, the opposite one truncate.

The head of the tibia is also like that of Dicotyles. The spine is divided

as usual, and not much elevated ; the crest is prominent, but is wide and

truncate above at the head. It is not excavated as in Bus. The external

tendinous notch is well marked. The external margin of the shaft does

not display any sutural surface for the fibula. The surface of attachment

of an external malleolus is distinct. The internal malleolar process is nar-

row and is produced well downwards. The anterior intertrochlear angle

is prominent ; the posterior only convex. The trochleas are deep, the

outer being both the wider and the deeper.

The astragalus presents well marked characters. The distal extremity

displays the two usual parallel trochlea), which are separated by a pro-

nounced angle. The cuboid trochlea slopes somewhat backwards, while

the navicular is strongly concave. The tibial trochlea are unequal, the

internal being smaller than the external. It is separated from the latter

by a constriction which is well rounded and not angulate as in the hog.

The external side of the astragalus displays a wide malleolar band, a wide

posterior and narrow anterior calcaneal facets, and an undivided concavity

intervening between the latter. On the inner side, the malleolar face
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descends to below the middle, us in Hypcrtrac/ulus, and there is no verti-

cal nor horizontal distal crest. The inferior calcaneal facet is undivided

and not grooved, and does not extend over the internal border of the in-

ferior side of the bone. It exhibits an acute border on the external side.

The calcaneum is rather elongate, and the free portion is compressed and
with obtuse margins above and below. The transverse astragalar pro-

cess is not largo and is not produced beyond its facet. The ascending

plate is well developed and has a superior, uninterrupted convex facet for

the fibula, with a narrow facet on its inner side. The inner distal astraga-

lar facet extends the entire length of the cuboid facet. There is a longi-

tudinal ridge on the external side of the distal end of the calcaneum.

The navicular and cuboid hones are distinct from each other and from

the ectocuneiform. The astragalar ligamentous fossa is in the naviculo-

cuboid suture. The inferior proximal angle of the cuboid is produced
posteriorly, and the peroneal process well forwards. The ectocuneiform

is distinct, and much wider than long. The mesocuneiform is exterio-

posterior in position, and the transverse diameters are small. It is pro-

duced distally, overlapping the head of the second metatarsus. Ento-

cuneiform wanting. The metapodial bones are entirely distinct. The
lateral metatarsals are well developed. The second articutates with both

the ecto-and mesocuneiform bones, by a proximal extremity which is

laterally compressed. The third and fourth are subequal in width, and
articulate exclusively with the ectocuneiform and cuboid respectively.

The fifth metatarsus is compressed proximally, and the external part of

its extremity articulates with a lateral fossa of the cuboid. The distal

articular extremities of the melapodials are separated from the anterior

face of their shafts by a transverse groove ; and they have a well marked
articular fossa on each side. The trochlear tongue only exists on the

posterior face, where it is prominent and compressed. It disappears on

the middle of the distal end, and is wanting on the anterior face. The
phalanges are depressed proximally, the penultimate ones distally also.

The ungues arc rather depressed and have convex external borders. There
is a, pair of sesamoid bones below the distal articular extremity of the

metatarsals.

History. The dental and cranial characters of this genus were fully

described by Dr. Leidy in 1852, as already cited. In the Extinct Mam
malia of Dakota and Nebraska, published in 1809, Dr. Leidy added the

following points in the osteology of the skeleton of the Oreodontidm (p.

72) : "What are supposed to be the bones of the forearm and leg are

discrete, as in the hog, and the bones of the feet correspond in number
with those of this animal." In 187:!* Prof. Marsh confirmed these state-

ments so far as regards the metacarpal bones, and added that "the navicu-

lar and cuboid bones were loosely coossitied or separate." The structure

of the vertebra;, and of the greater part of the scapular and pelvic arches,

* Amer. .Tourn. Met. Arts, p. 409.
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with the carpus, tarsus and feet, with the exceptions above noted, are now
described for the first time.

This genus appears first in time in the known history of the family, and
presents us with its primitive or least specialized characters, or those

nearest the average condition of the ordinary primitive ungulate.

Species. The species of this genus are difficult to discriminate from the

evidence of crania alone, and their true number will remain uncertain

until we can study entire skeletons. My material enables me to make
some progress in this direction. After the removal of the forms with in-

flated bullae to the genus JEucrotaphus, there remain the two species origi-

nally referred to Oreodon by Leidy, the 0. culbertsoni and the 0. gracilis.

To these Leidy subsequently added two others, the 0. affinis, which is in-

termediate in size between the two named, and the 0. hybridus, of larger

size than either. As the condition of the otic bullae in the last is unknown,

its generic reference is not certain. All these forms are from the White
River epoch of Dakota, Nebraska and Wyoming.
My material is largely from the White River bods of Colorado. I find

from this region the true 0. gracilis and the 0. culbertsoni, abundantly

represented. Besides these there is a form intermediate between the 0.

gracilis and the 0. affinis, which is nearer the former than the latter. Of

0. gracilis there are two skulls complete ; of the form next larger, which
I call 0. gracilis coloradoensis, two complete crania (one with skeleton),

and a face with teeth. Of a form between the 0. affinis and the 0.

culbertsoni, there are four skulls complete (two with skeletons) ; and of

0. culbertsoni proper, numerous parts of skulls with teeth, but none com-
plete. No other regions which I have explored have produced these

species ; not oven the Ticholeptus beds, where they might have been rea-

sonably expected to occur.

The distinction of the previously known species will remain as Leidy

has left it, with certain reservations in the matter of dimensions ; while I

add two sub-species.

Nasal bones obtuse posteriorly ; frontals little produced on

either side of them ; true molar teeth not exceeding M. .035

in length ; canine and premolars . 030 ; width of front .046. 0. gracilis.

Nasal bones obtuse posteriorly, frontals little produced on
either side of them ; true molar teeth not exceeding .037 in

length ; canine and premolars .039 ; width of front at middle

of orbits .040 0. coloradoensis.

Nasal bones obtuse posteriorly, frontals little produced on

either side of them ; true molar teeth not exceeding .038
;

front at orbits .057 in width O. affinis.

Nasal bones acute posteriorly ; frontal produced to an acute

apex on each side of them ; molar teeth .040 ; front, .058.

0. periculorum.

Nasals and frontals as last ; molar teeth .047 ; front, .050-f-. . O. culbertsoni.

I'ltOC. AMER. PHIIiOS. SOC. XXI. 116. 3M. PRINTED JUNK 6, 1884.
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Prom this table it may be seen that the passage from the small 0.

gracilis to the large 0. culberlsoni is accomplished by a series of inter-

mediate steps. That these extreme forms belong to one species cannot be

admitted without evidence of more complete transition than we yet

possess. As above remarked, groups of specimens represent each, form

and adhere to the definitions given with considerable fidelity. The largest

of the specimens I refer to, the form 0. periculorum, however, reaches

.042 in the length of the true molar teeth, and the smallest of the 0.

culbertsoni measures .040. These I must consider as sub-species only. As

regards the three remaining forms the length of the true molar series

shows a complete gradation. The size of the cranium, as indicated by the

interorbital width, is in the 0. affinis as large as that of the 0. culbertsoni

according to Leidy, and the combination of characters presented by this

form, would seem to entitle it to specific rank as suggested by Leidy. On
the other hand the form coloradoensis agrees in interorbital width with the

small 0. gracilis, differing from it in the greater length of the muzzle and

of the cranium. But here, while the proportions of the premolar teeth

distinguish the forms well, the length of the brain-case does not coincide

exactly with the other measurements. The measurements of four skulls

are as follows : 0. gracilis No. 1, length of skull M. 114.5 ; No. 2, .130.

0. coloradonesis No. 1, .129 ; No. 2, .185.

Oreoclon gracilis Leidy.

Proceedings Academy Philada., 1851, 239 ; 1853, 392 ; 1854, 157 ; 1857,

89 ; Owen's Report Geolog. Survey, 1852, 550, PI. XI, figs. 2-3
;
PI. XIII,

figs. 5-0. Ancient Fauna Nebraska 1853, p. 53, PI. V, figs. 3-4 ; VI, figs.

1-7. Extinct Fauna Dakota and Nebraska, 1869, 94, PI. VI, figs. 2-3.

Abundant in the White River beds of Dakota, Nebraska, Colorado and

Wyoming.
The two sub-species are distinguished as follows :

Length of superior premolar series, M. .023 O. g. gracilis

Length of superior premolar series, M. .029 O. g. coloradoensis.

Oreodon gracilis gracilis Leidy.

Dakota, Nebraska and Colorado.

Oreodon gracilis coloradoensis Cope.

Colorado.

Oreodon a fliui* Leidy.

Extinct Mammalia Dakota and Nebraska, p. 105 ; PI. IX, fig. 3.

Probably from the White River beds of Nebraska.

Oreodon cull»ertNoni Leidy.

Owen's Report Geological Survey. 1852, 548, PI. X, figs. 4-6; XIII,

figs. 3-4 ; Ancient Fauna Nebraska, Smithsonian Contrib. to Knowledge,

1853. 45 ; PI. II, III, IV, figs. 1-5, V, figs. 1-2, VI, figs. 8-11
;
Proceeds.
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Academy Phil ad a., 185;!, ;i92 ; 1854, 85, 157; 1857,89; Bronn Lethsea

GeognostlCft, 1850, 930. Extinct Fauna Dakota and Nebraska, 1809, p .86 ;

PI. VI, fig. 1 ; VII fig. 2 ; IX, figs. 1-2. Merycoidodon culbertsoni Leidy,

Proceeds. Acad. Phila., 1848, 47, PL II ; 1850,121; 1851,239. Oreodon

priscum Leidy, Proceed. Phila., Academy 1851, 238 ;
Ootylops speciosa

Leidy, Ibidem 239 ; Oreodon robustum Leidy, Ibidem 276.

The White River epoch of Dakota, Nebraska, Colorado and Wyoming.

The two sub-species are defined as follows :

Length of superior true molar scries from M. .040 to .042

O. c. perieulorum.

Length of superior true molar series from .040 to .050. ...O.e. culbertsoni.

Oreodon culbertsoni perieulorum Cope.

This smaller race or sub-species has as yet only been found in the

White River beds of Colorado and Wyoming. I do not detect any differ-

ences between it and the Nebraska form other than those of size. The

largest measurement of the O. e. culbertsoni given in the above table is

derived from Leidy ; my largest specimen gives .047 as the length of the

true molar series.

Oreodon culnertsoni culbertsoni Leidy.

Very abundant In the White River formation of Dakota, Nebraska,

Colorado and Wyoming.

EUCROTAPHUS Leidy.

Proceedings Academy Philada., 1850, p. 92. Ancient Fauna of Nebraska,

Smithsonian Contrib. to Knowledge, 1853, p. 50. Eporeodon Marsh, Amer.

Journ. Sci. Arts, Vol. ix, 1875, p. 249.

Piemaxillary bones distinct from each other. Otic bulla swollen. No

prelachrymal or nasal vacuities.

This genus presents us with the first step in the series of modifications

which the primitive form underwent with the advance of geological time.

It appeared contemporaneously with the earliest representatives of the

family, i. e., in the White River epoch, but in small numbers. In the

succeeding or John Day epoch the genus Oreodon had disappeared, and

the present form had multiplied enormously in individuals, if not in

species. Subsequent to that- epoch it is unknown.

The greater number of the Oreodont remains found in Oregon belong to

this genus. The Eucrotaphus jacksoni bore the same relation to the Oregon

John Day fauna, as the Oreodon culbertsoni did to that of the White River

epoch.

The species of Eucrotaphus are distinguished as follows :

I. Palatonareal border well posterior to posterior edge of maxillary

bones.
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a. Infraorbital foramen above front of P-m. iii.

Skull depressed, muzzle short
; paroccipital process behind

bulla and not separated from it by grooves ; bulla grooved

to apex for styloid ligament, etc. ; zygoma more robust.

E. trigonoaephalus

.

II. Palatonarcal border in line with posterior edges of maxillary bones.

aa. Infraorbital foramen above posterior part of third premolar.

Paroccipital process behind otic bulla, the internal border of

its base opposite that of the bulla E. jacksoni.

Paroccipital process external to the middle of the otic bulla ;

generally larger E. major.

The name here employed for this genus is the one first given with a

definition. The typical species, E. jacksoni, was widely distributed, and
appears under several varietal forms and sizes, some of which have re-

ceived names. Subsequently to the original description, Dr. Leidy added
to the genus a second species, which probably belongs to the genus
Agriochoerus. On this account Leidy inclined at one time to combine the

two genera, but afterwards abandoned the idea.

Eucrota plms trigonoccphalus, sp. nov.

This distinct form is only known to me from a single skull of an old

animal. In the character of its otic bulla it has resemblance to the species

of Agriochoerus, while the maxillary part of the skull has the posterior

position of a true Orcodon.

The muzzle is rather depressed, and the premaxillary alveolar border is

almost transverse. The position of the canine alveolus is swollen later-

ally, and between it and the infraorbital foramen the side of the face is

slightly concave. The expansion leading to the malar bone commences as

the posterior slope of the concavity mentioned, and spreads laterally,without

interruption, beginning to project beyond the superior alveolar border at

the fourth superior premolar. In the E. jacksoni this is not apparent

anterior to the first true molar. The top of the muzzle and the front are

wider than in that species, and are gently concave in the transverse direc-

tion. The anterior temporal ridges are well defined, and concave in out-

line, uniting early to form a prominent sagittal crest. The malar bone is

a little concave below the orbit. The malar process of the maxillary pro-

jects downwards in an obtuse angle, opposite the penultimate superior

molar. In E. jacksoni the malar is convex, and the tuberosity is opposite

the last molar. The squamosa] process is deeper than in the E. jacksoni,

and sends a more robust apex into the malar bone, the apex not extending

in front of the posterior border of the orbit. The supraoccipilal crests are

well developed, and project beyond the vertical plane of the condyles
;

they continue into well marked posltemporal crests, as in the other species

of the genus, as well as send an obtuse ridge downwards on each side to-

wards the foramen magnum. The median supraoccipilal plane disappears

downwards in a wedge-shaped apex, which causes the transverse section
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above the foramen magnum to be obtuse angulate instead of broadly

flattened as in E. jacksoni. The mastoid crests are roughened and are

vertical, but do not continue directly into the paroccipital processes, but
are separated from them by a deep excavation of the external margin,

due to the internal position of the base of the process.

The long diameter of the base of the paroccipital process runs outwards
and backwards, and it is attached to the bulla at the middle of the posterior

extremity without any intervening grooves such as are seen in the other

species of the genus. The bullae are ovoidal in anteroposterior section, the

regularity interrupted, however, by the presence of a ridge on the exter-

nal side directed posteriorly, enclosing a groove which is continuous with

the stylohyoid fossa. The ridge continues into the inferior crest of the

tympanic bone. The sphenoid bone is regularly convex in transverse sec-

tion, while the basioccipital is concave on each side with a narrow median
keel, which commences opposite the anterior edge of the paroccipital pro-

cesses. The basicranial axis is not quite in lino with the basifacial, but

does not present such an angle with it as is seen in the species of Mery-

cocheorus, where the skull is known to me. In this respect it agrees with

the other species of the genus. The postglenoid processes are less promi-

nent than in E. jacksoni, but have a base more widely extended outwards.

The external border is very oblique, since the apex is narrowed. The
glenoid region is more extended, both transversely and anteroposterior^

than in the E. jacksoni. The anterior border is continued as an alisphe-

noid angle which becomes prominent, and overhangs the foramen ro-

tunduin. The descending alisphenoid ridge commences within the anter-

ior border of the foramen ovale. The pterygoid angle is anterior to the

middle of the palatosphenoid wall of the nareal foramen, and in front of

it the edge of the processus pyramidalis is marked by a shallow fossa or

mark of insertion of the internal pterygoid muscle. The nareopalatal

border is as far posterior to the line connecting the posterior edges of the

maxillaries as the width of the second molar tooth. The palate is every-

where nearly flat. The malar bones spread well away from the maxillaries

on each side, the anterior border of the zygomatic foramen being a seg-

ment of a circle. The squamosal part of the zygoma is more widely ex-

panded than the malar part. In E. jacksoni the shape of the zygomatic

foramen is quite different. Its anterior outline is interrupted by the pro-

jection of the maxillary bone posteriorly, which gives its anterior outline

a, bllobate form. It is longer than wide in that species, and wider than

long in the K. trigonoeephalus.

The infraorbital foramen is small. There are two lachrymal foramina
;

one larger, within the preorbital border, the Other smaller, below the

tuberosity on the rim of the orbit. The frontal foramina are separated by

a space equal to one-fourth tin; entire frontal width. The supraorbital

notches are wanting. The preorbital fossa: are well marked, are distinctly

defined above, and extend as far as the anterior border of the lachrymal

bone. The orbit is round, and looks upwards as well as outwards and
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forwards, on account, of the prominence of Hie, zygomatic arch. There

are two postparietal foramina, one below and behind, the other on the

parieto-s<iuamosal suture. The mastoid foramen is not small. The incisive

foramina are large, are longer than wide, and are separated by a rather

wide isthmus. The palatine foramina are opposite the third premolars.

There is a foramen immediately below the postfrontal process. The optic

foramen issues posterior to the lino of the posterior border of the orbit,

and in front of the anteroinferior angle of the alisphenoid. The

foramen rotundum is large and round, and is immediately below and

within the ridge above mentioned, and is not overhung by a transverse

ridge of the same, as in the species of Meryoochcerus known to me.

The f. rotundum doubtless includes the f. sphenodrbifale. The f.

ovale is smaller and is separated by a considerable Interval from the f.

lacerum. The latter is subtriangular in form and is rather small, since

the base of the otic bulla is in close sutural contact with the sphenoid

and basioccipital for a considerable distance. The f. jugulare is sub-

triangular in outline and is smaller than the I, rotundum. It is entirely

distinct from the f. condyloidcum, which is the size of the f. ovale. No

f. supraglenoideum. In comparing these foramina with those of the

E. jacksoni, a general resemblance is to be seen. The frontal fora-

mina in that species are generally closer together than in E. trigonocepha-

lies, and the palatine foramen is generally opposite the fourth premolar in-

stead of the third. The foramen magnum is slightly notched on its

superior border in both.

The posterior outline of the nasal bones is truncate ; it is more or less

acuminate in all the specimens of E. jacksoni and E. major accessible to

me. The prolongation of the frontal on either side of the nasals is also

short and truncate in this species, and narrow and acuminate in the E.

jacksoni and E. major. The lachrymal is deeper than long ;
in the species

last named it is of variable size and form, but is usually as long as deep.

There is no distinct ridge along the parieto-squamosal suture. The ali-

sphenoid has a considerable contact with the parietal. The palatomaxil-

lary suture is irregularly convex backwards on each side of the median

line. It crosses the palate as in the E. jacksoni, at the front of the second

maxillary tooth.

The teeth are much worn, and the first and last true molars with several

of the premolars have been lost, indicating the age of the animal. The

incisors are small and hare round roots. The canines are large and of

the usual form. The space between them and the first premolar is short.

The fourth premolar is small. The second true molar is wider than long,

and has no internal cingulum except between the lobes, and has a trace of

anterior cingulum.
Measurements. M.

Axial length from occipital condyles to premaxillary

border 187

Axial length from occipital condyles to postglenoid pro-

081
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Measurements. M.

Axial length from occipital condyle to poslfrontal pro-

cess 076

Axial length from occipital condyle to palatonareal bor-

der 079

Axial length from occipital condyle to end of last molar. .091

„. „ , ., ( vertical 031
Diameters of orbit I

,
.

( horizontal U*7

Depth malar bono at middle of orbit 016

" zygomatic process posteriorly to glenoid face 028

" skull (right angles to profile) at glenoid face 045

orbit 046

P.m. i 080

Elevation of occiput from foramen magnum 044

Width top of muzzle at preorbital fossa; 040

at middle of supraorbital border 059

" poslfrontal process .075

" malar below orbit 110

" " zygoma-tic process of squamosal 145

" of occiput at condyles 066

" " occipital condyles 039

" " palate at palatonareal foramen 028

" atM.il 032

" " " "canines 030

Length of superior dental series with canines 088

" " premolar series 047

" " true molar series 086

„. . , f anteroposterior 009
Diameters canine at case <

r „.„
I transverse 010

„, t> • f anteroposterior 009
Diameters P-m. iv. - ' .

I transverse 010

Diameters M. ii. {
Anteroposterior 014

I transverse 01 o

The typical specimen of this species was found by Charles H. Sternberg

on the North Pork of the John Day river. The horizon is probably some-

what different from that of the true John Day epoch.

Eucrotn pints jjacksoni Leidy.

Proceedings Academy Philadelphia, 1850, p. 92. Ancient Fauna of Ne-

braska, Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, 1852, p. 56, Plate VII,

figs. 4-6. Oreodon butlatus Leidy, Extinct Mamm., Dakota and Nebraska,

1809, p. 106. Report U. S. Geol. Survey, Terrs. 1873, 1, p. 318. Oreodon

occidenlalis Marsh, Amer. Journal Sei. Arts, 1873 (May), p. 409. Epor-

eodon occidental-is Marsh, Loc. cit., 1875, p. 250. Bucrotaphus occidental^

Cope, Bulletin U. S. Geol. Survey Terrs., V, p. 59.

Comparison of numbers of crania from the White river and John Day
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formations fails to reveal any characters distinguishing them as more than

one species. In fact the variation in various respects is greater among the

individuals of the John Day epoch, than between those of the two epochs.

This was by far the most abundant mammal of the John Day epoch

while it appears to have been rare during that of the White River.

Specimens differ in the size of the preorbital fossa irrespective of other

differences. In some specimens it is wide and profound, including the

lachrymal bone; in others it is less extensive and is shallow, involving but

part of the lachrymal. It is never wanting or obscure. For estimation of

other characters, I select ten crania, nine from Oregon and one from

Dakota, as expressing the greatest range of variation. Of these, three

display a peculiarity in the form of the otic bulla. Instead of being con-

tracted backwards in front, it is protuberant and full at its inferior anterior

part. Five other crania, agreeing with these three in other respects,

possess the normal form of bulla. In one cranium, which is rather more

robust than the others, the infraorbital foramen is a little posterior to its

usual position, being above the anterior part of the fourth premolar.

This tooth is also distinctly smaller than in other specimens of otherwise

similar dimensions. The majority of specimens range nearly alike in

dimensions, but there are forms distinctly larger and smaller, which may
represent distinct species. This question can be better decided when the

skeletons are known. I give three sub-species which are defined as fol-

lows :

Length of cranium M. .107; of molar series M. .080; long

diameter of base of paroccipital process transverse ; its pos-

terior base flat E. j. jacksoni.

Length of cranium M. .210 ; of molar series M. .001
;
paroccipi-

tal process as above E. j. pacificus.

Length of cranium, M. .2:55; of molar series, M. .009; paroc-

cipital process strongly compressed, its posterior base an-

gulate on the middle line E. j. Uptacanthus.

The above measurements of length are made from the occipital condyles

to the premaxillary border inclusive.

The three forms may represent good species. The E. j. jacksoni is of the

size of the Oreodon culbertsoni ; the E. j. leptaoanthus is larger than the E.

major, while the E. j. pacificus is intermediate between the two.

I ii< ioi.i plius faCkSOnl jacksoni Leidy.

The typical specimen of the Oreodon bullatus Leidy agrees so nearly with

the original type of Eucrotaphus jacksoni, that I cannot doubt their pert-

inence to the same species. There are two specimens in the collection of

the Philadelphia Academy, besides the last named, and at least one in the

museum at Princeton. A specimen from the John Day, Oregon, cannot

be distinguished from these. It agrees with Marsh's measurements and

description of his Oreodon occidentalis, and no doubt represents it. Its

i
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identity with his 0. bullalus has already been surmised by Leidy (Report

U. S. Gool. Survey Terrs., I, p. :!!«).

Lin rofu |>lins i.ul.Mmi pai'Mic'lls Cope.

This form is materially larger than the last named, equaling in dimen-
sions and resembling in general form the Jilucrotaphus major Leidy, of

the White River beds. It is no doubt the form which has been identified

under that name by Leidy in his report on John Day Fossils in the Report
of the U. S. Geological Survey of the Territories, Vol. I. It is different

from that animal in the form and position of the paroccipital process, as

already pointed out. I have eight crania disengaged from the matrix

which agree in dimensions and oilier characters assigned to this sub-spe-

cies. In one of them the paroccipital process presents an approach to the

form of that of the M. j. UptacatUhus. A specimen from the White Buftes

of Central Dakota agrees with those from Oregon in all the essential

characters, and is the second one of the sub-species I have seen which is

not Oregonian. I have many crania of this sub-species not yet entirely

cleared of matrix.

From John Day river and Crooked river, Oregon ; C. H. Sternberg and
J. L. Wortman ; White river of Nebraska, Mus. Princeton.

Eucrotaphug JacHsonl leptacanthui Cope.

This is the largest form of the genus, exceeding the typical E. major in

the length of the skull by 23 mm. It is thus far represented in my collec-

tion by two very perfect crania. There is considerable reason for antici-

pating that this form will turnout to be a valid species. Besides the pecu-

liar form of the paroccipital processes, the typical specimen presents the

following characters :

The frontal region is flatter than in the two other subspecies, and is

concave on the median line in transverse section. Tin's concavity is

probably partly abnormal. The profile of the sagittal crest instead of pre-

senting a, gently convex outline, is concave, rising posteriorly. The lateral

occipital crests instead of beingSangulate are truncate behind, and the In-

ferior angle projects much beyond the vertical line of the occipital con-

dyles. As this part is broken off in most of my specimens of the K. j.

pacifictis, I cannot decide as to its value. The inferior carina of the tym-
panic bone extends forwards to contact with the internal extremity of the

postglenoid process. It does the same in the Oregon specimen of l'!.j.

jaeksoni, and in the Dakota specimen of the K. j. pacijicus. In two of

the latter, from Oregon, where the part is cleaned, the keel does not extend

so far forwards or inwards.

The typical specimen is from the John Day beds of John Day river,

Oregon, and was found by Jacob L. Wortman.

Eucrota pints major Leidy.

OfeoAon major Leidy, Ancient Fauna of Nebraska, 185:!, p. 55, PI. IV,

fig. 0. Proceedings Academy Philadelphia, 1853, 808 ; 1886, 104 ; 1857, 89.

PKOC. AMBK. FHILOS. SOC. XXT. 11(5. 8lT, PRINTED JTTNE 9, 1884.
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Extinct Mammalia, Dakota, and Nebraska, 1869, p. 69, PJ. VII, flg.'.i i

VIIT. Eporeodon major Marsh, Am. Journ. Sci. Arts, 1875, p. 250.

I find this species to differ in the external position of the paroecipital

process, as related to the otic bulla, from the E. jaekidni. I might add that

it. differs in dimensions from all excepting the E. jacksoni pacificus. In

the E.jatktoni the bate Of the paroecipital process ;le in the same line as

the interior base of the otic bulla. In the Oregon form of the E. major

the base of tli e paroecipital process is much flattened, so as to be trans-

verse, and Its internal border is on the external side of the extremity of the

large swollen bulla.. This species differs also from the E. jacksoni in the

median vertical carina of the occipital bone above the foramen magnum,

a region which is in the E. jacksoni broadly flattened. Besides these

points I do not notice any divergence from the E. jacksoni, with which It

agrees in the various characters in which the latter differs from the E.

trigonocephaly.

The Nebraska and Oregon forms do not agree in all respects. Thus,

while the dimensions of the dental series arc the same in both, the frontal

region is more elongate in the Oregon animal, giving greater length to the

skull. The third superior premolar lias a. somewhat different form in the

two. They may then be characterized as follows :

Dental series M. .125 ; skull .224 j third superior premolar, sub-

triangular E. m. major.

Dental series M. .125 ; skull .240 ; third superior premolar sub-

quadraf.e E. m. longerons.

i;»m io<;i pluiN major major Leldy.

Known only as yet from the White Kiver epoch of Nebraska and Dakota.

EllcrotaptlUN major lon«i Irons Cope.

Known from a single skull from the North Fork of the John Day river,

Oregon, found by Charles 11. Sternberg. It may be observed here that

the Oreodontidffl of this locality are mostly distinct from the species of

Hie John Day river proper.

IWERVCOOIIWHIUS Leldy.

Report II. S. Geol. Survey Terrs., I, 18751, p. 202. Bettany, Quart.,

Journ. Geol. Soc. London, 1876, p. 262 ; Cope, American Naturalist, 1884,

p. 281. Leidy, Extinct Mammalia of Dakota and Nebraska, 1869, p. 110

(nomen nudum). Proceedings Academy Philadelphia, 1858, p. 24

(nomen nudum).

As indicated in the analytical table at the head of this article, I can only

distinguish this genus from Euerota.phus by the confluence of the pre-

maxillary bones. The position of the external infraorbital foramen can-

not be regarded as furnishing generic characters, especially as it displays

considerable variation and gradation. Some of the species are in this

respect quite identical with species. of Merychy us (M. superbus), whileothers
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possess the widely diflerenl position ascribed to this genus by Leidy. Few
if any of the characters given by Mr. Bettany as those of the genus, can
be regarded as other than characters common to several of its species.

Perhaps the most important of these is the angle formed by the basifacial

with the basicranial axis, by which the face is presented as much forwards
as upwards. The species present considerable variety in form. The ge-

nus embraces the largest species of the family, such as M. macrostegus, M.
superhux, etc. The characters of the species are as follows :

I. Foramen infraorbitale above middle of fourth superior premolar
;
pos-

terior part of zygoma expanded
;
palate moderately produced posteriorly.

Squamosal part of zygoma less expanded anteriorly and with

rounded border; head elongated; premaxlllary bone not

produced
;
otic bulla larger, compressed, extending anterior

to postglenoid process ; size large M. superbus.

Head shortened ocoipitally, so that a line drawn through post-

glenoid and paroccipital processes makes 90° with the

middle line ; malar bone openly grooved below orbit

;

angle of mandible obliquely truncate M. leidyi.

Squamosal pari; of zygoma most expanded in front, and elevated

behind, so that the cranium is as wide as from the paroccipi-

tal process to the canine tooth ; its posterior angle rising to a
level with the sagittal crest ; its inferior edge spread out-

wards
; its superior edge truncated ; occiput not shortened

;

malar flat below orbit
;

postglenoid process marking front

of bulla m. chelydra.

II. Foramen infraorbitale above the first true molar. Palate greatly
produced posteriorly.

Squamosal part of zygoma, much expanded, and with truncate
edge

; malar bone robust, prominent ; skull, width equal

length from condyles to first premolar ; maxillary produced
anteriorly ; frontal plane, transverse diamond-shaped

;

bulla small, conical, posterior to anterior edge ofpostglenoid
Process M. macrostegm.

Squamosal part of zygoma little expanded upwards or lateral-

ly, edge rounded; malar bone flat ; bulla large, extend-
ing in front of postglenoid process; front longitudinally

diamond-shaped, decurved at orbit M. montanm.
III. Foramen infraorbitale above anterior border of second

true molar.

Zygoma, originating above second molar ; large ; incisors

small (fide Leidy) M. rwtieus.
Zygoma, originating above third true molar ; larger ; incisors

large (fide Leidy) M. proprius.

Of the above seven species, four are represented in my collection, some
of them by a, large amount of material. The latter are from the John
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Day and Ticholeptus Miocene horizons. The M. rusticus of Leidy is only

known to me from the descriptions of that author. It is from the Sweet-

water river, Wyoming, from a bed of probably Ticholeptus ago. The

M. proprius Leidy, also unknown to me by autopsy, is from the head ot

the Niobrara river, Nebraska, from a bed said by Ilayden to be inter-

mediate between the Oreodon or White River and Procamelus, or Loup

Fork horizons, and therefore probably ot Ticholeptus age also. The M.

leidyi I only know from the description of Mr. Bettany. It is from the

John Day beds. Mr. Bettany also describes an M. temporalis, which I

cannot distinguish from the M. superbus Leidy.

JWerycoclicerns superbus Leidy.

Oreodon superbus Leidy, Proceedings Academy Philadelphia, 1870, p.

109. Extinct Mam. fauna, Dakota and Nebraska, 1809, p. 211 ; Plate I,

fig. 1 ; II, fig. 10; VII, figs. 7-11. M. temporalis Bettany, Quar. Journ.

Geol. Soc, London, 1870, xxii, p. 269 ;
PI. XVI 1.

Of this fine species I have nine crania extracted from the matrix, and

a good, many not yet cleaned. As the specimen described by Leidy is in

a very imperfect condition, the characters of the species, and even its

generic position, have remained hitherto very obscure.

As compared with the allied species, the M. superbus is slightly exceeded

in size by the M. macrostegus and M. montanus. Its posterior zygo-

malic expansion is less pronounced than in the M. macrostegus and M.

chelydra, and its border is rounded, even when, as is sometimes the case,

it is greatly thickened. In the first and last named of the above species,

its border is separated by a distinct angle from both the internal and ex-

ternal faces, forming thus a distinct truncate face which looks upwards.

The otic bulla is larger than in the two species mentioned, and extends

anterior to the postglenoid process. The nareal fissure extends well down
towards the alveolar border of the premaxillarics, which are therefore

more extensively separated than Leidy represents to be the case in the M.

rusticus. The external face of the malar bone below the orbits is flat.

The anterior extremity of the zygomatic process is not so prominent as in

M. chelydra, and is rounded instead of being Bared out below, as in that,

species. The greatest width of the skull is at the glenoid surfaces, and

not anterior to them, as in M. chelydra. In only one of seven crania,

where the parts are preserved, does the posterior squamosal angle rise as

high as the sagittal crest.

I cannot detect any difference between the specimen described by Mr.

Bettany as the type of his M. temporalis, and those of the M. superbus

in my possession. The shallowness of the preorbital fossa described by

Mr. Bettany isrepeated in one of my crania, and its depth is very vari-

able in. the others. As regards the M. leidyi of Bettany, I have none ex-

actly like it, although the type specimen does not differ much from the

M. superbus, to judge from the figure and description given in the Quarter-

ly Journal of the Geological Society, 1870, p. 270. The two distinctive
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characters, which appear most tangible among those mentioned by Mr.
Bettany, the shortness of the occipital region, as measured by the angle

made by a line drawn through the postglenoid and paroccipital processes,

with the middle line, and second, the grooved character of the sub-

orbital part of the malar bone, are not found in any of my specimens of

M. superbus. The anterior extremity of the squamosal process of the

zygoma is protuberant in one of them, as in the M. leidyi. Another char-

acter is suggested by Mr. Bettany's figure, but is not mentioned in the

text. The angular border of the mandibular ramus extends obliquely

forwards instead of being prominently convex as in the best preserved

entire mandible of the M. auperbus in my possession. Nevertheless in

another specimen, where a good deal of the posterior border is preserved,

the outline is nearly as oblique as in the M. leidyi. The species, however,

is distinct so far as now known.

John Day epoch, Oregon, C. II. Sternberg and .1. L. Wortman. Local-

ities, John Day river, Bridge creek, and ('amp creek of Crooked river.

MerycoclitKi-iiN leidyi Bettany.

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, xxxi, 1875,

1). 270; Plate XVIII. •

Defined and discussed under the preceding species.

John Day epoch, Oregon ; Lord Walsingham. John Day river.

Merycocliocrus clielydra, sp. nov.

This species is known to me by a skull without mandible, which is

entire, except that the extremity of the nasals and the border of the pre?

maxillary bones are broken off. It is unfortunate that I have no second

skull to confirm its characters, but, my numerous specimens of the M.

superbus, to which it is most nearly allied, do not present any approxima-

tions which suggest transitions between the two.

The striking character of this cranium is its great breadth at the tem-

poral region, as compared with its length and Other dimensions. The
forms of the otic bulla difter from those of the M. auperbus: One method
of expressing the width of the skull is as follows. The point of the frontal

bone which is equidistant from the supraoeeipital notch and the external

edge of the zygomatic arch, measured in a horizontal plane, is directly

above the posterior or nareal palatal border, when the skull rests on the

teeth. In the M. auperbus, in the most robust examples, this point is above

a point, which is a good deal nearer to the line of the anterior edge of the

glenoid surfaces than to the palatal border, and at least 30mm. posterior

to the latter. That this relative shortness of the basicranial axis is not

due to a shortening posterior to the glenoid surfaces, as is the case in M.

leidyi Belt., is proven by the fact that a line drawn through the postglenoid

and paroccipital process makes an angle of 00" with the middle line, as

in M. superbus.

The muzzle is compressed and its superior surface is regularly rounded
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The side is divided by the gentle convexity continued forwards from the

malar region. Below this and above the premolars the face is concave.

Above it the preorbital fossa is well marked, though not deep, and gradu-

ally fades out anteriorly. The-interorbital region is tlat, as in M. macroste-

gus, and the supraorbital border is not decurved, as it is in M. superbus and

M. montanus. The supraorbital and preorbital borders of the front are,

however, not continuous as in M. macrostegus, though nearly in the

same line, which they are not in M. superbus. The orbits are more oblique

than in M. superbus, looking more upwards and forwards, and their verti-

cal exceeds their transverse diameter. The malar bone though oblique, is

more vertical than the orbit below the latter, and has an uninterrupted

gently concave surface. The postorbital bridge is narrow, and consists

one-half of themalarand one-half of the frontal bones. The inferior edge

of the malar is thin and is slightly convex downwards, and passes behind

the protuberant squamosal at-a point behind the line of the postfrontal pro-

cess. The anterior exl remity of the squamosal is not protuberant below the

orbit and only begins to rise gradually below the line of the postfrontal

process. It then expands rapidly downwards and outwards in a strong

curve, with its flat, surface looking upwards as much as outwards. After

making a short downward turn it rises steeply, contracting gradually in-

wards, and presenting a convexity posteriorly, with its truncate edge

looking outwards. Its apex is nearly on a level with the sagittal crest.

The inner or descending edge of this process is concave, so that the apex

overhangs a little the posterior outlet of the temporal fossa. The anterior

temporal angles arc strongly marked and unite into a sagittal crest. The
edge of the crest is thickened, so that its section is a letter T.

The SUpraOCClpital bone presents a wide Hat convexity above the foramen

magnum, in distinction from the stronger convexity of M. superbus, and

the still stronger of the M. macrostegus and M. montanus. As in the other

species, the post-temporal (— lateral occipital) crests are only present

at the upper half of the occiput. Between them there are two ligamen-

tous or tendinous insertions, but no median keel. The exoccipital and

posttympanic borders form a, tuberosity below the meatus auditorius, which

passes upwards into a short convex posttemporal crest. The paroccipital

process nearly reaches the postglenoid by its anterior external edge. The
tympanic is complete, is not keeled below, and extends itself as a lamina

over the posterior side of the postglenoid process. The section of the

basioccipital is open V-shaped. The inferior flat surface of the sphenoid

is produced backwards in a wedge-shaped prominence to a line connect-

ing the anterior edges of the paroccipital processes. It has the same form

in M. macrostegus, but in three skulls of M. superbus, whore it is visible,

the apex of the wedge does not extend posterior to the middle of the otic

bullae. The bulla; are small and subcorneal, and reach as far as the ante-

rior edge of the postglenoid process. In the latter the transverse diam-

eter exceeds the anteroposterior, which exceeds the vertical diameter.

This process and the otic bulla are of about equal protuberance. In four
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crania of the At. superbus, where both are well preserved and exposed, the

bulla is considerably more prominent than the postglenoid process. The

glenoid surface is well-defined and equally wide at, both extremities. The

interiorly presented surface of the zygomatic arch, is wider than in any of

the other species, including exam pies of M. tuperbus of superior dimensions

in other respects. The surface is rugose. The length trom a line connect-

ing the median external columns of the last superior molar, to the poste-

rior narcal border, enters three times into the distance from the latter to

the border of the foramen magnum. In M. nuperbus it goes three to three

and a half times ; in M. macronter/us and M. montanus once only. Be-

hind the molars the produced palatal roof is more concave than between

the last two true molars. The palate becomes then more concave (convex),

and between the first premolars and canines becomes flat, and expand*

laterally. The nareal fissure is not much contracted between the pro-

maxilliaries.

The infraorbital foramen is above the anterior half of the superior fourth

premolar, and is of moderate size. The frontal foramina are separated by

a space which is less than half as wide as that which separates each one

from the superciliary border. There is no supraorbital notch. The in-

cisive foramina are large, are wider than long, and approach close to the

bases of the cauine teeth. The palatine foramina are minute or obsolete.

The foramen ovale is isolated and is opposite the junction of the glenoid

and postglenoid surfaces. The jugular foramen is isolated by the extent

sive contact of the otic bulla and the basicranial axis. Perhaps the

condyloid foramen is included in it, as I do not find it in the usual position.

The animal is so old that no sutures are visible.

The teeth are not all cleared from the matrix, which is hard and brittle.

The first true molar is much worn. The first premolar is two-rooted, and

is
1

separated from the canine by a diastema equal in length to the long dia-

meter of its crown.

3/f/i.vi.remenin. M.

Length from occipital condyle to front of canine tooth. .300

< <« " " " postglenoid process. . . .041

" ' " ." " postfrontal process. .. .132

" " " palatonareal border . . .118

< " " " " cud of last molar 140

„. , , ...(vertical 0455
Diameters of orbit - noa

I transverse "•>•'

Depth of malar bone at middle of orbit • .034

" zygomatic process to glenoid face behind 088
, i;

Width of top of muzzde at prcorbital fossa 043 .

" at middle of supraorbital border 094

" " malar below orbit 100

" " middle of zygomatic arch 884

" of occiput at superior crests 050
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MeaxuremenU. M.

Klevation of occiput from foramen 084

Width of occipital condyles 0(i3

Width of occiput at condyles 005

Depth of skull at right angles to profile at glenoid face. .095

orbit 087

" Tin 1 075

Length of superior dental series with canine 150

" " premolar series 061
" " true molar series 065

,-.. , ,, .(anteroposterior 0180
Diameters M. t ' „.,„_

I transverse 0185

Diameters of canine {
anteroposterior 016

t transverse 089

^.. T, ..(anteroposterior 0155
Diameters P-m. u ] * „„.

( transverse 000

Width of palate at m. i 044

P-m.i 057

The typical specimen was found on the John Day river, Oregon, by

Mr. ,1. L. Wortman.

Merycochcexus macrojtegus, sp, nov.

I have been able to discover in my collection as yet, but one cranium

with entire mandible of this species. The very marked characters of this

skull are such that no farther evidence of its reference to a peculiar species

is needed. Its affinities, as expressed in the analytical key which accom-

panies the general discussion of this genus, are with the M. montanus.

This is shown in the posterior positions of the infraorbital foramen, and

of the posterior nares. As peculiar characters may be added the form of

the frontal plane and of the otic bulla ; also the prolongation of both tins

premaxillary and supraoccipital regions, and the forms of the zygoma, the

angle of the mandible, and the first inferior premolar tooth. The skull

reaches a greater length than that of any species, excepting the M. mon-

tanus, but is not nearly so robust as in the M. chelydra, resembling in

this respect rather the M. miperbus.

The muzzle is compressed, and there is a decided concavity just above

the second premolar, above which the surface is a little convex. Above

the infraorbital foramen, the face is abruptly convex, the convexity slop-

ing upwards to the base of the median ridge formed by the convex nasal

bones. Behind this the side of tin; face is a plane which slopes outwards

as it descends, which is only interrupted by the rather small, but well de-

fined, prcorbital fossa. The fossa is better defined in front than in the other

species, but I do not know whether the character is constant. The front

is a transverse diamond-shaped area, bounded posteriorly by the anterior

temporal ridges, ami anteriorly by the lines of the supraorbital borders
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produced to their point of intersection with each other. Such point of

intersection is above the second true molar in this species ; in M. superbrm

and M. cliclydra it is above the posterior part of the second premolar. The

area in these species enclosed by the lines in question is half as long again

as wide, instead of wider than long by 18mm. This difference is partly

caused by the greater prominence and flatness of the postorbital angle of

the frontal bone in the M. macroslegu*, and the more anterior direction

of the orbits, which I may add have none of the tendency to superior

direction seen in M. chdydnt. The wide triangular area thus enclosed on

its external sides by the orbit and anterior temporal ridges, is perfectly

fiat. Such an area can hardly be defined in the other species, and the

surface there is rounded and descending. The malar bone is deep, flat

and a little oblique outwards, and the rim of the orbit projects a little,

giving it a slight concavity. The orbit is deeper than wide. The anterior

part of the zygomatic process of the squamosal is not protuberant below

the orbit, but gradually rises outwards posteriorly, attaining its greatest

expansion opposite the middle of the zygomatic foramen ; above, its course

is for a time parallel with the middle line of the skull. The form of the

zygomatic arch is more like that of M. chelydra than any other species,

but it is not so much expanded, especially anteriorly. Its inferior and

posterior surface is, however, widened, making an angle with the ex-

ternal or marginal surface, which is in turn separated by an angle from

the superior and anterior surface ; at the middle of the arch the superior

surface has a width of 10mm., and the external a width of 23mm. The

posterior angle rises to the plane of the summit of the sagittal crest, and

the apex, which is less than a right angle, stands above the external

base of the postglenoid process. The preglenoid border is not exactly at

right angles with the middle line, but, makes a slight angle outwards and

forwards. The long diameter of the zygomatic foramen is parallel with

it. The ridge along the parietosquamosal suture is insignilieent. The

supraoccipital region is very prominent, and as in the other species of this

genus is narrowed below by the disappearance of the posterior temporal

or exoccipital crests. They are continued downwards and disappear, leav-

ing a. wide convex surface above the foramen magnum. This is separated

by the usual lateral fossa from the posterior temporal angles.

The codssified mastoid and paroecipital processes much contract the

auricular fossa below, but do not close it. The latter is contracted at the

base of its terminal part, and is distally slender. The otic bulla is the

smallest known in the genus, it is compressed and oval, and not produced

beyond the postglenoid processes either forwards, backwards or down-

wards, in this ditlering much from the M. montanun. It is separated by

wide and equal intervals from this process, the glenoid surface, and the

basisphenoid. It sends a process backwards and inwards to a sutural

junction with the basioccipital bone. The tympanic bone is flat below,

and is united with the posterior base of the squamosal by a flat expansion.

The postglenoid process is robust, and has the height and thickness equal,

PROC. AMUR. PHILOS. SOC. XXT. 118. 80. PRINTED JUNE 9, 1884.
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while the width exceeds both. The basioecipital hone is prominently

keeled on the middle line, so that the section is a V of a more compressed

character than the section of the same in M. superbus. The median plane

of the sphenoid is prominent, and is continued as a wedge with the apex

opposite the posterior borders of the otic btvllse. The palatine borders are

parallel, except where they form on each side an open angle at the junc-

tion of the descending process of the sphenoid, which is here directed for-

wards. Its external border is distinct from that of the palatopterygoid

plate, and makes a groove with it. The maxillary bone is not produced

posterior to the notch on cither side of the base of the posterior production

of the palatine bones. The middle tine of the latter is deeply concave

opposite the former, and the palate is also especially concave between the

first true molars. The palate is Hat between the first and second pre-

molars. The inferior surface of the squamosal process of the zygoma is

roughened for the origin of the massetcr muscle. The inferior edge of the

malar comes from its inner side, and is narrow and with a median groove.

Its inferior edge is continued as a ridge of the maxillary as fir as opposite

the anterior lobe of the second true molar. The maxillary bones are more

produced anteriorly than in any of the other species. The apex of the

nasal bones stands above the posterior border of the canine in this species ;

above the anterior edge; in M. superbus, M. ekelydra and M. leidyi (fide

Bettany). The posterior border of the nares is above the anterior part of

the first premolar in the ttiree species named, except M. ekelydra whereit

is over the posterior edge of the canine : in M. maeroster/ux it is above the

posterior edge of the longer first, premolar.

The infraorbital foramen is large, and its posterior border is above the

anterior root of the first true molar. The incisive foramina are large, and

each one is a little longer than wide. The nareal opening contracts gradu-

ally to its inferior apex. There is a considerable maxillary foramen op-

posite the middle of the fourth superior premolars. The posterior nareal

is not large ; its anterior outline is regularly concave. Its lateral (splie

noid) borders reach to opposite the anterior faces of the postglenoid pro

cesses and bound the foramen ovale on the inner side. The latter is round,

is rather small, and is opposite the middle of the postglenoid surfaces.

The foramen rotundum on the other hand is large and vertically oval,

and is bounded below by a transverse prominence of the base of the ali-

sphenoid bone. It probably includes the sphenoorbilal foramen, a foramen

anterior to its inferior border probably communicating with the nareal

chamber. The optic foramen is small, and is situated opposite the ante-

rior two-fifths of the zygomatic fossa and a little above the line of the

apex of the foramen ovale. The foramen lacerum is ovoid and not large.

The posterior foramen lacerum is a transverse sigmoid, one extremity

being the jugular foramen. The mastoid and postpariolal foramina are

of moderate and equal sizes. No postsquamosal or supra- or postglenoid

foramina.

The animal described is too old to exhibit sutures.
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The mandible possesses some distinctive characters. The angular

border is not prominent posteriorly, extends forwards below, and projects

below the general level of the inferior. border of the ramus. Neither of

these characters is observable in the only ramus of the M. superbus in

which the lower, part of this border is well preserved, but in some others

of that species Die superior part of the border is much as in M. macro-

slegus. The inferior edge of the ramus is straight, but there is a descend-

ing tuberosity of the symphysis which may be an individual peculiarity. ,

The symphysis is very concave in profile, and the incisive border is pro-

duced in accordance with the prolonged muzzle. In the M. superbus it is

sometimes convex, sometimes a little concave, but not so much so as in

this jaw. The coronoid processes are small and slightly everted. The

inner ridge of its anterior base is more prominent than the exterior, and

encloses a fossa with it. The masseteric fossa is not noticeable. There

is one largo mental foramen below the third premolar. The dental fora-

men is large and oval, and when the mandible stands on a level surface is

opposite the middle lobe of the third inferior molar tooth.

In dentition this species is distinguished by the relatively large size of

the premolar teeth, of which the first, second and third are two-rooted in

both jaws. Both the first and second in the upper jaw have short diaste-

mata anterior and posterior to them, the largest being behind the canine

tooth, and nearly as long as the premolar's crown. All the teeth are a

good deal worn in the specimen. One can see two internal oingula in-

closing fosssB on the third premolar. The true molars increase in size

rapidly posteriorly and the third has a well-developed externalheel. The

molars have no internal cingula ; these arc present in Ave of seven skulls

of the M. superbus where these parts arc; cleaned. The most noteworthy

point in the mandibular dentition is a very rudimental character of the in-

ternal vertical ridge of the crown of the 1 first premolar. The posterior

fossa of the fourth premolar is closed, and the anterior remains open, on

wearing. In M. superbus both are closed in the specimen where visible.

The anterior inner wall is represented in the second and third premolars

by a cingulum. No cingula on the true molars. First premolar very ro-

bust, its section lenticular.

Measurements. M.

Axial length from occipital condyles* to premaxillary

border 345

Axial length from occipital condyles to postglenoid pro-

cess 045

Axial length from occipital condyles to postfrontal pro-

cess 188

Axial length from occipital condyles to palatonareal

border 100

•The occipital condyles arc broken off In thospocinien, so I measure from the
superior border of the foramen magnum, which Is, in the other species, In the
vertical line of the occipital condyles.
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Measurements. M.

Axial length from occipital condyles to end of last mo-
lar. 058

Diameters of orbit
;

ver,ical 044
t transverse 036

Depth malar bone at middle of orbit 037
" zygomatic process to glenoid face behind 077
" skull (right angles to profile) at glenoid face 088

" orbit 088
" P.m. 1 068

Elevation of occiput from foramen magnum 084

Width top of muzzle at preorbital fossa 038
" at middle supraorbital border 100
" " postfrontal process 137
" " malar below orbit 106
" " middle of zygomatic arch 243
" of occiput at superior crests 050

condyles. ... 101

Length superior dental scries, with canine 177

premolar series 092

true molar series .083

Diameters canine ' anteroposterior 013

t transverse 018

Diameters P-m. i
J

anteroposterior 017

• transverse 075

Diameters m. i [
anteroposterior 019

t transverse 0215

Diameters m. iii {
anteroposterior 038

I transverse (at middle column) 02!)

Width of palate at P-m. i 001

in. i 053
" " middle of zygomatic arch 047

Length of inferior dental series with canine 179
" " premolar series 088
" " true molar series 088
" of ramus to posterior edge 279

Depth of ramus mandibuli at condyle 124

m. iii posteriorly 073
" m. i posteriorly 048

P-m.i(front) 015

Diameters inferior Pm.i
f

anteroposterior 019

t transverse 0125

Diameters •« P-m. iv {
anteroposterior 021

< transverse 01,1

„. ,, . f anteroposterior 020
Diameters " m. \< l

' transverse 014
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Mrasurements. M.

Diameters inferior m. iii \
anteroposterior 044

t transverse 018

This tine species is from the John Day epoch of the Miocene. The
typical specimen was found by my assistant, Charles 11. Sternberg, on
Bridge creek, Oregon. Much credit is due Mr. Sternberg for his unwearied

exertions in the cause of science, which have been continued through

many occasions of risk and discomfort.

MerycoeliOM-ils moiitiimis, sp. n«v.

This large animal is represented in my collection by a nearly entire

skull with parts of both mandibular rami complete. Kami of another in-

dividual give the entire dentition of the lower jaw except the incisors.

A third individual is represented by a symphysis with premolars, ca-

nines and incisors, and by various parts of the skeleton, including feel.

Of the cranium mentioned, the muzzle to the preorbital fossa and the

palate to the first true molar are wanting. The region of the larmier is

lost, but the general resemblance of the species to the M. macrostegus in

other respects, leads me to suspect that it is absent, and that, the M. mon-

tanus, is rightly referred to the genus Meryeoehoirus. This course is indi-

cated by the structure of the superior molar teeth, which have the character

of those of this genus, rather than that found in Merychyus. That is, the

posterior internal crescent sends its anterior horn to the external wall of

the crown, thus cutting oil' the posterior horn of the anterior crescent.

Dr. Leidy has shown that the reverse is the case in the Merychyus major ;

that is that the posterior horn of the anterior crescent readies the external

wall of the crown, cutting off the anterior horn of the posterior crescent.

I have observed that this is also the case in the other species of Merychyus

which have come under my notice.

The posterior position of the infraorbital foramen and the greatly pro-

duced palate distinguish this species from those of the John Day epoch,

excepting the M. macrostegus, while in the M. rusticus and M. proprius,

the infraorbital foramen is still further posterior. The palate of these

species is unfortunately unknown.
The part of the maxillary bone posterior to the infraorbital foramen is

nearly Hat, and the proximal part of the malar bone is also flat. The in-

ferior edge of the latter is narrow and is marked by a groove which ter-

minates anteriorly in a shallow fossa.. The ridge continuous with this edge

terminates above the anterior lobe of the second true molar. The zygoma,

as far as the anterior border of the glenoid cavity is slender, and not con

vex, but flat in every direction, nor is it deeurved as in M. superbus. The

zygomatic foramen is relatively much smaller than in that species. Its

posterior or preglenoid boundary is not at right angles to the sagittal crest

as in that species, but is oblique outwards and forwards at an open angle.

The obtuse median edge of the zygoma looks upwards, not outwards as it

does in M. superbus and M. macrostegus, and the superior expansion is
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opposite the internal extremity of the glenoid face, instead of the external

as in M. superbus, or the middle, as in M. macrustegus. The border

descending to the supraauricular crest is thin and vertical In direction,

and the superior angle standsabove the middle of the postglcnoid process,

not external to it, as in the two species above named. The postglcnoid

process is robust and has a convex posterior face. The paroccipital pro-

cess is long and acuminate. An external truncate ridge on the front of its

base partially embraces the meatus auditorius, and curving forwards be-

comes the anterior edge of the process, which is separated from the post-

glcnoid by but a narrow interval. The tympanic bone forms a tube more

distinct from the surrounding regions than in the other species here de-

scribed, and has a longitudinal inferior keel, which is not visible in the M.

superbus and M. mucrostegus. It is separated at the meatus by but a

short interval from the base of the postgienoid process. The supraauricu-

lar and mastoid crests unite and form a short acute crest, which does not

Continue into a prominent posttemporal, but descends into a mere angle,

which continues as a fine line to the convexity of the true posttemporal

crest above. The latter arises from the bifurcation of the sagittal crest,

' and after a strong convexity descends with its fellow to a narrow promi-

nent convex ridge, which rises from the foramen magnum, Thus the oc-

ciput on cither side of this prominent middle line is deeply excavated, and

the fossa is bounded on each side and anteriorly by the low posttemporal

angle, and the more prominent mastoid ridge. There is no median keel.

The median ridge of the occiput is more prominent and not so flat as in

M. superbus, but is more as in M. m/icrostegus. The sagittal crest is well

developed, and has a straight superior border, which is not thickened as

in M. cltelydra. The anterior temporal ridges are represented by an angle

which is nearly right. The superior squamosal suture is marked by a

,
prominent ridge. The front is gently convex transversely, and the supra-

orbital border is more strongly decurved than in- M. superbus, which are

more so than in M. macrostegus.

The basicranial axis makes a strong angle with the basifacial as in the

other species of the genus, showing that the face; was presented obliquely

forwards, as in the peccary. The section of the basioccipital bone be-

tween the paroccipital processes is V-shaped, owing to the presence of a

strong median angle. In M. macrostegus this bone is similar, but in M.
superbus it is much flatter, and there is a weak median keel. The sphenoid

is in line with the occipital and has a broadly rounded-truncate inferior

face. The otic bulla* are large and compressed. They extend from the

middle of the base of the paroccipital process to considerably in advance

of the postgienoid process, and approach very near to the glenoid surface,

The interval which separates them is small, equaling one-fifth the antero-

posterior diameter of the bulla. This is very different from the M.

maerostegus, where the space between the glenoid surface and the bulla,

is equal to the anteroposterior diameter of the latter near the middle. As
already pointed out, this species agrees with the species just named in the
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great prolongation of the palatal floor of the nareal cavities. The distance

from the foramen magnum to the nareal border equals the distance from

the latter to the line connecting the median external vertical crests of the

last superior molars. In M. superbus the former measurement is two and

one half times as great as the latter.

The mandible shows the nearer relationship to the M. macrostegus

than to the M. superbus, in the anterior elongation and greater relative size

of the premolar teeth. It agrees with the former in having the profile of

the symphysis concave, and not convex as in M. superbus. It is less con-

cave in my single specimen than in that of M. macrostegus. The posi-

tion of the posterior extremity of the symphysis is below the middle of

the third inferior premolar. The coronoid process is low, and of small

size. Its compressed convex apex is directed at an angle of 45° from the

middle line outwards and forwards. Its anterior face soon widens out

and the internal edge becomes much more prominent than the external,

with which it encloses a shallow, subtriangular, subvertical fossa. The

external border is continuous with the external alveolar border. The

masseteric fossa is small and has no distinct inferior border, and does not

descend below the level of the lino of the middle molar teeth. The in-

ferior border of the ramus is nearly straight. The inferior iflcisive alveo

lar border is much more strongly convex than in the M. superbus. The

condyle has the posterior articular face on the inner side, as in other

species.

The infraorbital foramen is large and is above the anterior part of the

first true molar tooth. The meatus auditorius is small. There are two

postpariotal foramina on the pariiitosquamosa] suture. No supraglenoid

or postglenoid foramina. There are two mental foramina, one not small

below the anterior part of the first true molar, the Other, quite large,

below the posterior part of the third premolar. The dental foramen is

situated on a level with the alveolar border and well posteriorly, its ante-

rior border being a little in front of a line dropped vertically from the

apex of the coronoid process. It is thus similar in position to that of M.

macrostegus and different from that of M. superbus, where it is above

the line of the apices of the molars, and is posterior to the line dropped

from the apex of the coronoid.

In the superior true molars, the size increases rapidly posteriorly. The
third is relatively of more elongate form than the first, but the posterior

external column is but little produced. The other vertical ridges are

quite prominent. The external faces of the external lobes are nearly fiat.

Besides the relation of the adjacent horns of the internal crescents already

mentioned, the posterior horn of the posterior crescent in the first and

second molars is cut off from the external wall of its own crown by the

anterior horn of the anterior crescent of the crown next posterior. This

does not exist in worn molars of M. superbus and M. macrostegus, hut

is observable in little worn teeth of the former. It does not look as though

the character would disappear with wear in the M. montanus. The only
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trace of cingulum on the superior molars is on the inner base of the ante-

rior lobe, where it is weak, and in the interspace between the internal

lobes, where it is a narrow tubercle. Enamel obsolctely vertically striate.

It is wanting on the external side of the internal crescent, as Leidy has

shown to bo the case in certain species of Merychyus. The fifth lobe ot

tin; last, inferior molar is well developed and has its two crescents separated

by a groove. The adjacent horns of the external crescents arc of about

equal length. No cingula, except a trace on front and rear of crowns, and

a tubercle between the bases of the external lobes. The fourth premolar has

two fogite isolated, one anterior to and the other posterior to the principal

apex, which is double, and anterior to the middle. Before wear, each of

these fossae opens inwards. The crown of the third premolar has its inner

face unequally divided by a crest behind the middle. Posterior to this

the space is occupied on the inner side by two shallow fossa' of which the

posterior is the narrower. Anterior part, of inner face of crown concave.

One principal angular cusp. Tins second premolar has a compressed

triangular crown with a long base, and a weak vertical ridge on the in-

ternal side. The first premolar is a very robust tooth with a straight

posterior border directed at 95° forwards, and is vertically truncate in the

specimen by friction with the canine. Section of crown lenticular,

rounded in front.

Metinurements. M.

No. 1.

Length from occipital condyle to postglenoid process.. . . 040
" " " " " postfrontal process... .188

Width of occiput at posttemporal crests 054
" condyles 102

Elevation of occiput above foramen magnum 084

Length from foramen magnum to palatal border 060

Width between apices of otic bulla 1 042

Length from inferior m. iii to apex of coronoid process. .075

" of superior true molar series 084

n, . . ( anteroposterior 020
Diameters m. i •;

'

I transverse (at middle rib) 025

Diameters m. iii
'{ "tewpwtaripr 0:54

• transverse (at 'middle rib) 025

Length of inferior true molar series 085

tm „ i, t> _ i (anteroposterior 0205
Diameters P-m. iv '

I transverse behind 015

tv . .(anteroposterior 022
Diameters m. i <

'

< transverse 010

Diameters ni. iii {
anteroposterior 040

t transverse 022

No. 2.

Length of ramus mandibull from incisive border to

condyle (oblique) 280
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Measurements. M.
Length of dental series (straight line) 191

" from last molar to apex of coronoid 0735
" of premolar series 085

" true molar series 084
" " second premolar on base 031

" Brat premolar on base 0325

Deptb of ramus at coronoid 044
" " " end of m. ill 073

" " middle m. i. 056

" " P-m. i. vertically 034

The specimens of this species were found by Mr. J. C. Isaac in the

Ticholeptus'beds of Deep river, Montana, during his Expedition of 1880.

Merycocliecrus nisi < sis Leidy.

Report U. S. Geological Survey Terrs., 1873, i, p. 199, PI. Ill, figs. 1-3
;

VII, figs. 1-5 ; XX, figs. 9-81. Proceedings Academy Philadelphia, 1870,

109.

The smallest species, characterized among other things by the closure

of that part of the narcal fissure which separates the premaxillary bones

below. According to Leidy's figure above quoted, the depth of the middle
line of the undivided premaxillary is greater than the width of the bone,

a state of things not approached by any of the species of this genus de-

scribed in the preceding pages. The premaxillary in the M. proprius is

not described.

from the 1 Ticholeptus beds of the Sweetwater river, Wyoming.

Merycoclicerus propi'lus Leidy.

Proceedings Academy Philadelphia, 1858, p. 24; Extinct Mammalia
Dakota and Nebraska 1869, p. 110 ; PI. X.
This large species represents the extreme form of the genus in the ante-

rior position of its dental series as compared with Hie braincase. The
zygomatic arch and infraorbital foramen are therefore more posteriorly

placed than in any other species. The premaxillary bone is more promi-

nent than in any other, and the incisor teeth have relatively larger dimen-
sions. The size is about that of the M. superbus. I have not seen any
other than the typical specimen.

From the Ticholeptus beds at the head waters of the Niobrara river,

Nebraska.

JHERVCJHYUS Leidy.

Proceedings Academy Philad'a, 1858, p. 24, (nomen nudum). Extinct

Mammalia Dakota and Nebraska,, 1869, 115. Report U. S. Geological

Survey Terrs, i, 1873, p. 202. Cope, American Naturalist, 1884, p. SSI.

TicJioleptw Cope, Bulletin U. S. Geolog. Survey Terrs., 1878, p. 380.

Premaxillary bones coSssified ; otic bulla swollen ; a vacuity between

ritoc. amek. ruiLOs. soc. xxi. 11G. 8p. printed .tune 16, 1884.
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the maxillary, lachrymal, and nasal bones, or larmier. Nasal bones nor-

mal. First inferior premolar eaniniform.

This genus has not been defined prior to the present article, although

some characters common to the species of the genus known to him, have

been given by Leidy. As now defined it is identical with genus Ticholep-

tus Cope. This group was distinguished by the presence of a larmier, a

character whoso presence in the species of Merycliyus lias been hitherto

unknown. It is not yet reported indeed as present in any of the original

species of the latter, but I think that there can be no reasonable doubt of

its presence there. A character found by Leidy in the M. major I find to

be present in one or more of the superior molar teeth in all the species.

The posterior horn of the anterior internal crescent cuts oft the adjacent

or anterior horn of the posterior internal crescent from contact with the

inner side of the external wall of the crown. It is the anterior horn of the

posterior internal crescent which reaches the external wall, in the genera

Merycoohoerus, Bucrotaphus and Oreodcn. In Leptauchenia the arrange-

ment is generally as in Merycliyus ; see under the head of that genus.

This genus is confined to the Upper Miocene beds, the Ticholeptus and

Loup Fork epochs. In size the species range from medium to large, the

M. major equaling any species of the family in dimensions. They are

distinguished as follows

:

I. True molar teeth not prismatic.

Infraorbital foramen above fourth premolar ; malar bone shal-

low ; squamosal With Superior zygomatic angle anterior;

true molars M. .042 M. pariogonus.

II. True molar teeth more or less prismatic.

a. Infraorbital foramen above third premolar.

Larmier a slit ; front narrow M. arena/rum leptorhynchus.

aa- Infraorbital foramen above fourth premolar.

j3. Zygomatic arch vertical, and with posterior angle small and rounded,

Larmier triangular ; front wide ; true molar series M. .044
;

face convex M. arenarum arenarum.

/5/J. Zygomatic arch expanded horizontally
;

posterior angle strong,

acute.

Larmier largo ; true molars .051 M. zygomaiicus.

ftft.
Zygomatio arch unknown.

Facial plate generally concave ; true molars M. .045 M. elegans.

True (inferior) molars, M. . 060 M. medius.

True (superior) molars (m. iii inferred), M. .095 M. major.

Of the above species, Ihc M. arenarum and M. tygomatieus are known
from entire skulls. In the first named, the foramen infraorbitalo appears

to be partly above the posterior edge of the third premolar, as well as

above the anterior edge of the fourth.
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sp. nov. Subspecies leptorliyn-Merycliyus arenarum Oope,

cli us Cope.

This species is represented by a skull which lacks of completeness only
the extremity of the muzzle and the angles of the lower jaw. Its size is

about that of the Oreodon culbertsoni or of the Merychyus elegans. The
confluence of the premaxillary bones shows that the place of the species

is with the last-named genus, and the sigmoid flexure of the masticating

line of the superior dentition is a point of resemblance to the species of

the same. The position of the external infraorbital foramen is one de-

gree further posterior than in the species of Oreodon, and agrees with

the position in two other species of Merychyus (M. arenarum and M.
pariogonw), which is more anterior than in the other species of the

genus. The foramen is in fact quite identical in position with that seen

in most of the species of Euorotaphus, to which genus the above named
species must be regarded as the nearest in the genus to which they belong.

As In other species of the genus, the malar bone is deeper and less prom-
inent laterally than in those of Oreodon. The preorbital fossa is wider
and shallower. The orbit is closed behind.

The premaxillarics are convex in every direction, least so transversly.

The fissure which separates them is quite narrow, and is separated from
the alveolar border by a rather narrow isthmus of uninterrupted bone.
At the canine tooth the direction of the surface becomes longitudinal by
an abrupt turn, and the side of the face above the second premolar is un-
interruptedly gently concave. The lateral convexity which bounds the

preorbital fossa below, appears above the third superior premolar, and be-

comes more prominent posteriorly as it passes into the flat surface of the

malar bone. The anterior orbital border is prominent and thin, and does not

develop a distinct tubercle, although Its edge is roughened. The profile of

the muzzle is a straight line descending gently from the interorbital region.

Above the middle of the orbits the frontal bones arc gently convex ; on
(lie line of their anterior border, there is a concavity of the median line.

The superior face of the nasal bones is flat, and is peculiarly narrowed,

especially posteriorly, where the large preorbital fossie approach each
oilier.

The anterior temporal ridges are well marked, and after a gradual
approach unite into a sagittal crest, which has a gently convex ris-

ing profile. After the posterior bifurcation oi the latter, the convex
posterior temporal crests do not project beyond the occipital condyles
when the inferior edge of the lower jaw rests on a horizontal plane,

as in so many other species of this genus and of its allies. These
crests continue without interruption above the auricular meatus to the

posterior base of the postglenoid process. As compared with the

Oreodon eulbert&oni, the postorbital part of the cranium is short ; it is

also shorter than in any other species of Merychyus. Thus the

length from the posterior border of the orbit to the convexity of the
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posterior temporal crest, is as long as from the former point to the

anterior base of the first premolar. In the Oreodon. culbertaoni, the same

measurement is equal to the length from the same point to the anterior

base of the third incisor. This shortening posterior to the orbit is seen to

involve the zygomatic fossa as well as the region posterior to it. Thus the

horizontal diameter of the orbit In the M. leptorhynchus is exactly equal

to the distance between the posterior border of the same and the anterior

edge of the glenoid cavity. The posterior part of the superior edge of

the squamosal zygomatic process is thin and strongly convex. The apex

of the convexity is above a point just anterior to the posterior border of

the glenoid cavity. The posterior edge of the process is nearly vertical,

and if continued would reach the middle of the base of the postglenoid

process. The latter is compressed and rather elongate, and its convex

edge has considerable transverse extent. The paroccipital process is long

and is flat on its posterior face. The postorbital process of the frontal is

elongate wedge-shaped, with its truncate apex below joining a slight ele-

vation of the malar bone, which is much less prominent than in Oreodon

culbertaoni. It presents an angle outwards and forwards, as the orbilal

border. The anterior half of the zygomatic process of the malar bone is

rounded- truncate below. The glenoid surface is plane transversely, and

slightly convex, rising backwards, anteroposteriorly. The anterior border

of the squamosal bone is not developed into a ridge.

The frontal bone extends forwards on either side of the nasals, forming

a narrow process above the lachrymal bones. It overlaps the superior

edge of the maxillary, of which a narrow splint appears between it and

the nasal. The nasals are rather narrow, and each has the posterior bor-

der rounded. The latter fall above the middle of the first true molar

tooth when the inferior edge of the mandible is horizontal. The lachry-

mal bone has greater anteroposterior than vertical diameter, extending

nearly to the line of the infraorbital foramen, or much in advance of its

position in Oreodon culbertaoni, Eucrotaplma jaclcaoni, or Merycochmrii*

superbus. The malar bone has a correspondingly large anterior extension,

reaching to above the posterior part of the fourth premolar. It does not,

extend so far in the three species just named. The zygomatic process of

the squamosal is more deeply received into the malar bone than in any of

the three species mentioned, reaching to below the posterior third of the

orbit.

The larmier in this species is small, and Its anteroposterior diameter is

more than twice as long as the vertical. More than half of its inferior bor-

der is formed by the maxillary bone. As it is exhibited in the specimen,

its superior border is formed by the ascending process of the maxillary

bone ; whether this is overlapped by the laminar process of the frontal so

as to bound the foramen, when in a perfect condition, is uncertain. The

posterior edge of the larmier is the lachrymal bone. The external foramen

infraorbitals is on one side double. The supraorbital foramina form

notches at the anterior edge of the supraorbital border. The frontal
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foramina are well separated from each other, as in the species of Meryco-
chccrus. The space between them is about equal to that between each
one and the superciliary border. There is a large postparietal foramen
near the pariijto-squamosal suture. If the supraglenoid foramen be pres-

ent it is not distinguishable in the specimen. The orbit is rounded sub-

quadrate, with the inferior anterior angle a little produced.

The ascending process of the mandible is relatively elevated. The
horizontal ramus narrows rapidly anteriorly, and the symphysis mandibuli
is produced so as to rise at a very low angle. The alveolar portion is

horizontal.

The superior incisors are small and their apices are but little expanded,

the external the most so. They are directed vertically downwards. The
superior canine is quite small ; its crown exceeds in length that of the

first premolar by but little, and is directed a little posteriorly as well as

downwards. The roots of the first premolar are not as well distinguished

as in many other species, and are united in their extra-alveolar part at

least. The same is true of the second premolar. The apex of the cutting

edge is in line with the anterior border of the crown ; the rest of the edge

rises obliquely backwards. In the third premolar there is a slight bevel in

front of the apex, which is much better developed on the fourth. These
teeth are more truncate than the corresponding ones of the species of

Oreodon and Eucrotaphus, and the larger species of Merycochoorus. The
external faces of P-m. i and ii are convex ; that of P-m. iv is concave,

but without the reverted vertical borders seen in Oreodon eulbertsoni. The
first true molar has long roots and a short crown. The last two molars
have crowns of a move elongate character, with well developed anterior

and middle ridges. The latter are not so prominent as those of the molars
of the Mcrycliyus zygomaticus.

The inferior incisors are directed upwards at an angle of about 30°.

They are similar and closely packed. The inferior canine is in close con-

tact with the third incisor, from which it differs in its larger, leaf-shaped

crown. The inferior first premolar is a slender one-rooted caniniform

tooth, with narrow crown and acute apex. The second premolar is one-

rooted, and has a leaf-shaped crown, with acute-angled apex. The third

is two-rooted,' and has a wider and nearly symmetrical crown. The fourth

is much larger, and its elongate crown laps inside of that of the third.

Its low angular apex is median. The last inferior true molar is dispro-

portionately larger than the others. No external cingula.

Measurements of Skull.

Length from occipital condyle lo premaxillary border. .

" " postglenoid process. .

.

" " " " postfrontal process ..

.

" " " " preorbital border

Diameters of orbit I
verti<>1 ''-

•\
transverse.

M.

.161

,030

.078

,180

.0250

.0355
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Measurements of Skull. M.

Depth of malar bone at middle of orbit 0195

" " zygomatic process at glenoid face (greatest). . .021

Width of top of muzzle at larmier .0175

at middle of supraorbital border 051

" " malar bones 077

" " zygomatic processes of squamosa] 0705

" of occipital condyles 031

Elevation of occiput, including condyles 054

Width of occiput at middle 015:3

Depth skull at right angles to profile, at glenoid face. . . .040

" " " " " " orbil -049

" " •< " " " larmier, exclu-

sive of teeth 044

Depth of mandible at condyle 071

" m. ii (middle) 025

"P-m. iii 022

Length of superior dental series 0885

" to superior P-m. i 0180

" m. i 0470

" of " m. iii 0180

" " " canine, crown 009

" to inferior P-m. i 012

" " m. i 0425

of " dental series 087

" " m. iii 022

The unique and beautiful specimen on which our knowledge of this

species rests, was found in a formation of the Ticholeptus Miocene near

Laramie Peak, Wyoming Territory, by my assistant, J. C. Isaac.

Meryeliyiis arenarum, sp. nov. Sub-species arenarum.
This species was more abundant than the M. leptorhynchus during the

Ticholeptus epoch, if we may judge from the number of specimens which

have been procured. 1 enumerate here the Ave most important, viz. :

No. 1, A skull which, lacks the muzzle as far as the preorbital fossa, and

the palate as far as the third premolar, and which has the mandible com

plcte as far as the coronoid processes, and which is accompanied by fore

and hind feet and other limb bones. No. 2, A muzzle and right side of the

face including the orbit, with the entire dentition, including that of the

premaxillary bone, and that of the right mandibular ramus as far as the

second true molar inclusive. No. 3, A skull with a part of the mandible,

of an immature individual, in which the last superior molar is just ap-

pearing, and the last two temporary molars are in place, and which is ac-

companied by a few bones of the limbs. No. 4, Palatal part of skull with

nearly all the teeth, accompanied by perfect mandible with all the teeth,

and a large part of the skeleton, No. 5, A skull from which the basi-
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cranial region, zygomata, and left maxillary bone, have been lost. The

measurements of No. 4 somewhat exceed those of the other specimens,

so that it is doubtful whether it really belongs here.

Tho characters which distinguish this form from the M. Icptorhynchus

are not numerous. In the first place the front and muzzle are relatively

wider. Secondly, the larmier is of a different form. Instead of being a

horizontal slit, it is subtriangular, with the base above, and tho angle

below ; thirdly the canine teeth are more robust in both jaws. But the

position of the infraorbital foramen is slightly variable, and the width of

the front in one specimen is about as in the sub-species leptorhynchus.

The size of the canine is not invariable. I am therefore precluded from

regarding the M. leptorhynehus as more than a sub-species.

As compared with the M. elegans, the strong convexity of the side of

tlic face distinguishes it. The convexity continues from the malar region

forwards above the infraorbital foramen, and nearly reaches the nareal

opening. Judging from Leidy's fig. 11, Plato XI, of tho Extinct Mam-
malian fauna of Dakota and Nebraska, the premaxillary bono of the M.

elegans is Hatter than in the M. arenarum. The infraorbital foramen has a

more anterior position in the latter than in tho former.

The size is always a little larger than in the type specimen of M. lep-

torhynehus.

Measurements. M.

No. 1.

Length from occipital condyle to postglenoid process. . . .037
" " " " " postfrontal process 070
" " " " " preorbital border 105

Transverse diameter of orbit 080

Depth of malar bone at middle of orbit 019

" zygomatic process at glenoid face (greatest) . . .019

Width at middle of supraorbital border 002

" " malar bones 096

" " zygomatic process of squamosal 100

" of occipital condyles 034

" " occiput at middle 086

Elevation of occiput including condyles 054

Depth of skull at right angles to profile at glenoid face. .041

" " " orbit (exclus. teeth) 051

" of mandibular ramus at m. ii 080

" " P.m. iii 022

Length of last Ave superior molars 004
" " true molars 043

Diameters P-m. iii (
anteroposterior 010

t transverse 010

Diameters m. 1 \
anteroposterior 013

( transverse 01.J
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Measurements. M.

No. 1.

t,. ... i anteroposterior 01 it

Diameters m. in ' .,„
1 transverse 015

Length of inferior dental series (axial) 008
" " premolar series (axial) 088

Long diameter of crown of canine 007

" P-m. i 0086

" P-m. ii 0084

r-.. . T, . ( anteroposterior 012
Diameters P-m. iv < ' „ „

*. transverse 00!>

anteroposterior 0147

transverse 010

Diameters m. iii {
anteroposterior 0223

I. transverse. . 010

The specimens all came from the Ticholeptus beds near Laramie Peak,

Wyoming, and wen: discovered by my assistant, .1. C. Isaac.

Merychyiii pariogonus, sp. nov.

The generic position of this species is uncertain, and it may belong to

Merycoclucrus or even to Eucrotaphus, as its otic bulla: are inflated. The

doubt as to its position is due to the fact that the anterior part of the skull

of the typical specimen is lost as far back as the anterior border of the

orbit, and the second molar tooth. I place it here provisionally because

the internal crescents of the superior molars are arranged as in M. major

and M. arenarum, i. e., with the anterior crescent excluding the posterior

at the point of junction of the two.

The Merychyus pariogonus is about the size of the Oreodon culberUoni.

The braincase is full, so that the internal side of the temporal fossa Is

strongly convex, but without very prominent ridge along the pariSto-

squamosal suture. The anterior temporal ridges unite at an acute angle,

but the sagittal crest is obsolete as far as a point above the posttympanic

process, where it gradually rises. The posterior temporal ridge is promi-

nent superiorly, but is not produced beyond the line of the occipital

condyles. It is discontinued in the direction of the supraauricular ridge,

but continues downwards as an obtuse ridge on each side towards Hie

foramen magnum. Between this and the squamOSO-OCCipital angle is

a large open fossa which Is present in the species of this genus, of Mery

cochoorus and of Eucrotaphus, but is wanting in Oreodon culbertsoni. Tn

the obsolescence of the posterior temporal crest it agrees with the last

named species, and with some of those of Merycochcerus, but differs from

Euerotaphut jackso'ni where it is low, and from Merychyus leptorhynchvs,

where it is well developed. In the size of the lateral occipital fossa: this

species exceeds any of the others of this family. Below the depression,

the posterior temporal crest, rises abruptly, forming a convex edge which

continues downwards nearly obsolete, on the suture between the post-
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tympanic and paroccipital processes. It is not distinetly continuous over

the auricular meatus. The paroccipital process is elongate and acumi-

nate, and becomes compressed so as to be anteroposterior for the greater

part of its length. The auricular meatus occupies hut a small part of the

space between the posttynipanic and postglenoid processes. It is partially

enclosed by the robust rounded ledge of the squamosal bone, which

separates it from the postglenoid process. This ledge is much more devel-

oped than in any other species of this family known to me. The bulla of

the petrous bono is longer anteroposferiorly than transversely, and its

anterior and posterior borders coincide with the anterior border of the

postglenoid process, and that of the paroccipital process. The postglenoid

process is robust, much as in the large species of Merycochierus, and not

compressed as in Merychyus lepiorhynchii.t and M. %renarum. The zygo-

matic arch is slender. The elevation of the posterior part of the zygo-

matic process of the squamosa] lias a, different form from that seen in the

species last named. It is angulato, not rounded. The position of the

angle is different Prom that in M. zygomaticus in being more anterior,

marking a point well in front of the anterior base of the postglenoid pro-

ce'ss. The border which connects the angle with the supra, auricular crest

is then not vertical as in the species just mentioned, but is oblique, and it

is also somewhat concave. The malar hone is shallow and stout, with

truncate edge below. The squamosal process enters it to below the poste

rior third of the orbit. The postfrontal process Is slender, and the post'

orbital process of the malar is elongate, meeting the former opposite the

middle of the orbit. It is thus longer than in any species of the family

known to me,

The frontal foramina are separated by an interspace equal to four-fifths

the distance between each and the superciliary border. The parieto-squa-

inosal suturo ascends posteriorly in a, nearly straight line to within M. .015

of tho posterior zygomatic crest. Tbe posterior squamosal suture then

turns directly downwards, reaching the depressed portion of the crest

whore it bounds the huge mastoid fossa and foramen.

Tin; posterior part of tbe mandibular ramus, shows a regularly convex

angular border commencing Just below the condyle. The coronoid pro-

cess is quite small and the short connecting edge between it and the con-

dyle is not excavated below the level of the latter. The articular face of

the condyle is directed upwards, and on the internal third, presents a face

posteriorly also. The ramus diminishes rapidly in depth anteriorly. The

masseteric fossa does not descend below the level of the second true molar,

and is not sharply bordered anywhere. The internal pterygoid fossa on the

other hand occupies the entire inner face of the angle between the condyle

and the inferior border, and anteriorly to the line of the last inferior molar

tooth.

Tin! superior true molars have short crowns, as in Eucrotaphus and

Oreodon. The anterior and median vertical ridges are very prominent,

and the posterior vertical border of the posterior column projects to a slight

1'ItOC. AMBB. THILOS. SOO. XXI. 116. 8Q. PRINTED JUNE 16, 1884,
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extent posteriorly. Enamel smooth. The last inferior molar is not so

disproportionately larger than the second as in M. leptorhynchus, arenarum

and elegans; and with the second, has little of a prismatic character. No

cingula.

Measurements. M.

Length from occipital condyle to postglenoid process, .
.

.047

" " " " " postfrontal process. .. .101

Vertical diameter of orbit 086

Depth of malar bone at middle of orbit 012

" " zygomatic process at posterior angle 024

Width at middle of supraorbital border 000

" malar bones 000

of occipital condyles 082

" •' occiput at lateral crests * ): >0

" " "condyles (), '>1

Elevation of occiput with condyles 054

Depth of skull at glenoid surface 058

" " " " orbit, exelUS. malar 054

" mandible at condyle 075

" " " " coronoid 083

" " " " posterior edge of m. iii 042

Depth mandible at middle of m. ii 028

.. f anteroposterior 010
Diameters superior m. u< „.,.

I transverse ** • '

»

T.. . ...("anteroposterior 020
Diameters superior m. in ; _,„

l transverse Oloo

. ,. . „ f anteroposterior 015
Diameters Inferior m. n< nio

I transverse 01*

_

.

1*1 •••
f
anteroposterior 0325

Diameters Inferior m. m < nii _
t transverse Olio

A second specimen of this species consists of the occipital, parietal, and

part of the frontal regions, with the right maxillary bone, and fragments

of the left, maxillary, of the mandible, etc. The latter demonstrates the

position of the infraorbital foramen to be above the anterior border of the

fourth superior premolar. The middle line of the occiput presents a, keel

on its superior half, The basioccipital bone between the paroccipilal pro

cess is expanded laterally, and is without median angle or groove. Between

the bulbe it is compressed, and its middle line forms a, narrow truncation.

Opposite the posterior third of the bulla, this surface ascends at an angle,

and gradually widening, spreads into the general flattened convex inferior

face of the sphenoid. The anterior part of the sagittal crest is a little

better developed than in the typical specimen. The worn teeth indicate

an old individual. The canine is large, and the first premolar has its

roots well distinguished. The facial plate of the maxillary concave above

second premolar. No appreciable diastema.
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Measurements. M.

Length of molar series 081

" " premolars on bases 041

Width of canine posteriorly 010

Diameters P-m. iv {
anteroposterior 010

1 transverse 012

Of .this species I have but two specimens, which were obtained from the

Ticholeptus beds of Deep river, Montana, by my assistant, J. C. Isaac.

Merycliyus elegans Leidy.

Proceedings Academy Philada., 1858, p. 24. Extinct Mammalia

Dakota and Nebraska, 1809, p. 118, PI, XI, figs. 1-11.

Niobrara river, Nebraska.

Merycliyus zygomaticus Cope.

Ticholeptus zygomatkus Cope, American Naturalist, Feb. 1878. Bulle-

tin U. S. Geolog. Survey Territories, 1878, p. 880.

This species is peculiar in having the posterior expansion of its zygo-

matic arch horizontal instead of vertical. It has a thickened external edge

which continues into a strong posterior angle which projects behind the

posterior margin of the postglenoid process. The auricular meatus is

directed posteriorly in a way quite peculiar, resembling somewhat the

position seen in some of the bogs. The malar bone is very prominent.

The Infraorbital foramen is above the contact of the third and fourth

superior premolars. The larmier is large and its maxillary border descends

posteriorly.

In size this species is between the M. elegans and the M. medius. If

my identification of New Mexican specimens is correct, this species differs

from the M. medius in the much less production of the premaxillary re-

gion, besides the smaller size.

Ticholeptus beds of Deep river, Montana ; J. C. Isaac.

Merycliyus medius Leidy.

Proceedings Academy Philad'a, 1858, p. 25. Extinct Mammalia,

Dakota and Nebraska, 1809, p. 119, PI. XI, figs. 12-14. Cope U. S. Expl.

Surv. W. of 100th Mer., G. M. "Wheeler, iv, pt. ii, p. 824.

Niobrara river, Nebraska,, llayden ; Santa Fe, New Mexico, Cope,

Merychyus major Leidy.

Proceedings Academy Philada., 1858, p. 20. Extinct Mammalia, Da-

kota and Nebraska, 1809, p. 121, Pi. X, ligs. 15-16.

This species, known hitherto from Leidy's descriptions of four of the

superior molars, is the largest of the genus, and perhaps of the family.

More Information regarding it is much to be desired.

Headwaters of the Niobrara river ; from Loup Fork beds, according to

Hayden.
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l.EPTMUOIIEiYIA Leidy.

Extinct Mammalia of Dakota and Nebraska, 1809, 122. Proceedings

Academy Pliilad'a, 1850, 88, (nomen nudum), loc. cit. 1050, 188 (nomcn
nudum).

As already remarked by Leidy, this genus is characterized by the pres-

ence of enormous vacuities of the superior surface of the muzzle. The
genus might be described as larking the usual superior osseous wall of the

nasal cavities and maxillary sinuses. The generic diagnosis is as follows:

Otic bulla'. Inflated. Four promaxillary teeth. Nasal bones excessively

contracted, leaving a wide Interspace between them and the maxillaries.

Sympbysis mandibuli cofissifled.

This genus has but a short range in lime, mil, having been yet found out

of the Ticholeptils beds. It shows in its deficient ossification, and smaller

size, that this line of the family was approaching its extinction, its deca

dence having already commenced in Hie genus Merychyus. The genera

which follow in systematic order, Cyclopidius and Pithecestes, exhibit the

last steps in the downward course.

T. Infraorbital foramen above P-m. ill.

"Three inferior incisors; nasal sinuses lo middle of orbit;

true molars .048; skull ,185." (Leidy) L. major.

"Nasal sinuses not extending so far posteriorly as in //. major

;

true molars .032 ; skull, .101." (Leidy) L. decora.

"Nasal sinuses reaching to front of orbit; true molars .020
;

skull .085." (Leidy; L. nitida.

I.i|i(.iin In ina major Leidy.

Proceedings Academy Phllad'a, 1856, p. L68; 1857,89. Extinct Mam-
malia, Dakota and Nebraska, 1869, p. 121, PI. XII, figs. 1-5.

Tributaries of White river, Nebraska,.

Leptauclieiiiii, decora Leidy.

Proc lings Academy Philadelphia, 1858, p. 88 ; 1857, p. 80. Extinct

Mammalia of Dakota and Nebraska, 1869, p. 127, PI, Xll, figs. 6-20.

Tributaries of White river, Nebraska,

Leptauchenia iiitiiia Leidy.

Extinct Mammalia of Dakota and Nebraska, 1869, p. 12'.); PI. XII, (igs.

21-22.

White Earth creek, Dakota, tributary of the White river.

CVCLOI'IIJIUS Cope.

Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1877, p. 221. Brachy-

merry® Cope, Ibidem, p. 220.

Dental formula: I. § : 0, [
;

1' m.
|

; M. ;. Premaxlllary bones much
reduced ; mandibular rami coftssifled. Otic bulla Inflated. Prelachrymal

vacuities present, and confluent with enormous nasal vacuities, which are

due to the excessive redubtlon of the nasal bones. Orbit closed behind.
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This genus is Leptauchenia without superior incisor teeth, and with but

two on each side below. I originally asserted the presence of superior

incisor teeth, and it is true that there is in early life a minute tooth in each

premaxillary bone, as indicated by the alveoli in a specimen which con-

tains the full deciduous molar dentition. I have not seen the teeth them-

selves, and it is evident that they are early shed. In an adult specimen

of C. simus it seems that the alveolar portion of the premaxillary bone has

been absorbed.

The meatus audltorlus externus occupies a more elevated position in

this genus than in any other of the family. It is also directed somewhat

posteriorly. There are postparielal foramina.

The cerebral hemispheres are not large, and scarcely rise above the

plane of the summit of the large cerebellum. Convolutions three on each

side, weakly defined.

The concavity of the superior border of the premaxillary bones, to-

gether with their upward production, leads me to suspect that the exter-

nal nares were superior in position. This is the indication of an aquatic

habit of life, such as is led by the hippopotamus. Like; that animal, the

nostrils in Cyclopidius were probably valvular to prevent the ingress of

the water. The animals probably passed much of their time in the water,

and the nostrils could be brought to the surface for the purpose of respira-

tion, while the remainder of the head and body remained concealed. The

prominent rim of the auditory meatus suggests a similar valvular closure

of the organ of hearing, .mil is also a, provision for its easy approximation

to the surface of the water when necessary.

The milk dentition is like that of Artiodactyla in general. That is, in

the superior series the third molar is more elongate and complex than its

permanent successor, and the fourth is like the first permanent true molar

in constitution. In the Inferior scries the anterior three teeth resemble

the permanent premolars, while the fourth is trilobate.

In the loss of the incisor teeth .-mil the subprismatic molars, we observe

in Cyclopidius the same evidences of specialization already known in other

types of Ungulates.

I know of but two species of Cyclopidius.

Cyclopidius simus Cope.

Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1877, p. 221. Brachy

mi "i-i/x feliceps Cope, Ibidem, p. 390 (immature).

The specimens of this species in my possession embrace a, complete

skull with one zygoma and half of the brain-case wanting ; a left maxil

lary bone with all the teeth; and three mandibular rami with dentition,

all of adults. Of immature Individuals, I have two muzzles with denti

Hon of both sides, and six mandibular rami ; in all, parts of thirteen in-

dividuals. The following description of the skull is taken from the speci-

men first named, which is the type of the species.

The cranium is wide and depressed, and the muzzle is short. The pro-
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file descends at the orbits into the nasal vacuities, which cause a deep ex-

cavation of the facial plate of the maxillary region. The small nasal

bones form a promontory below the level of the orbits, whose supe-

rior borders are convex. The maxillary bones rise at the end of the

muzzle, forming, probably, with the confluent premaxlllaries, a sub-

quadrate projection. The superior side of this process is concave on its

interior aspect forming a curved suture of an expanded nasal bone. Its

anterior edge is also concave on their Inner side, as though adapted to

a forward-looking nareal opening. This anterior border is produced

downwards into a free conical process which bounds the canine alveolus

in front. This I suppose is all that there is of the alveolar portion of tlic

premaxillary bone. The corresponding part of the other side is lost.

There is a well-marked preorbital fossa. Its supero-intcrior border bounds

the huge nasal vacuity on each side. The nasal bones form a narrow

promontory, with convex superior face, which extends a little beyond a

line connecting the middles of the preorbital fossee. Tin: vacuities exca-

vate the frontal bones as far back as a, line; connecting the middles of

the supraorbital borders. Tim frontal hone is thus of a ^-shape. The

anterior temporal ridges are well defined, but do not reach the free edge

of the frontal hone. Their union into the sagittal crest is gradual. The

brain-case is moderately elongate, the postorbital process of the malar

bone marking the middle of the total length. In profile the posterior part

of the skull is nearly straight. The sagittal crest is gently convex, and

is not so deeply bifurcated posteriorly as in most other forms. The posterior

temporal crests are expanded laterally, and continue well developed to

above the meatus auditorius, into the superior edge of the zygoma. They

are not continued downwards on the occiput, as in most of the other genera

of flu! family, but resemble the species of Merychyus more than any

others in this respect. The temporal Ibssa has a, wide floor, due to the

lateral extension of the meatus auditorius, and the glenoid portion of the

squamosal. The superior edge of the zygomatic process of the squamosal

is little elevated, and is regularly convex. The process is not produced

as tar anteriorly as the posterior border of the orbit. The malar bone is

remarkable for its depth, exceeding in this respect any species of the

family yet known. Its external face slopes obliquely outwards below, hut

not very much, and is slightly and uniformly convex. Its inferior edge

is thickened and descends anteriorly, and then thins and rises continuous-

ly to the zygomatic process of the squamosal.

The occipital aspect of the skull is wide and low. Its superior region

is slightly convex anil roughened on each side of the medial) line. From

and below this valley, the middle line presents a sharp carina,, which dis-

appears in a narrow convexity above the foramen magnum. Between

this convexity and the meatus auditorius, the surface is concave. The

occipital condyle is small, and the exterior half is more extensive than the

posterior half. The paroccipital process is large. Its base! diverges from

the occipital condyle, and is adherent by its anterior face to the otic bulla,
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without intervening ridge. The posttympanic mass is broken away. It

is inferior in position to the auricular meatus. The latter, being directed

posteriorly, is considerably produced behind the postglenoid process, leav-

ing a wide postglenoid fossa. The postglenoid process is rather small,

and its posterior face is entirely covered by the tympanic bone, while its

interior edge Is in close contact with the otic bulla. The bulla is of enor-

mous size, and is a slightly compressed oval placed anteroposteriorly. It

fills the entire space between the postglenoid process ami the basicranial

axis, and reaches anteriorly almost to the line of the anterior border of

the glenoid region. The pterygoid process adheres to ils internal wall

for half its length, and it sends forwards on the external side ol the ptery-

goid, a narrow acuminate apex. The Internal extremity of the glenoid

cavity is concave, and the surface descends, forminga robust peduncle, as

large as i lie postglenoid process, to which the anterior part of the otic bulla is

attached. This is a, character I have not seen in any other species of the

family. A wide surface, continuous with that of the glenoid face, extends

on the external side of the pterygoid ala of the sphenoid, to the angle

where it unites with the pyramidal process of the palatine. It there termi-

nates abruptly, but the external angle marks the end of a, ridge, which ex-

tends upwards and forwards lo the postorbital process of the frontal. An-
terior to this line the cranial wall is concave ;

posterior lo it. convex. The
processi pyramidales are divergent, and have thickened and rounded infe-

rior edges. The maxillary bones arc produced a little beyond their bases,

leaving a notch between. The palatal surface is uniformly moderately

concave.

The incisive foramina are large; the septa, arc wanting in my speci-

mens, perhaps accidentally. The infraorbital foramen is above the middle
of the fourth premolar tooth. The frontal foramina, are further apart than

in any other species of the family, being equidistant between the median
line ami the supraorbital border. There is an interna] orbital foramen he-

low the postorbital process, as ill other species of the family. There are

three postpariStal foramina, two of which are on the squamosal suture.

Below the anterior ol' these two is a large postsquaniosal foramen.

No supra, or postglenoid foramina. The meatus auditorius externus

looks equally externally and posteriorly. It is large and of oval out-

line, the long diameter being parallel to the superior border, which
is the usual supramcatal crest. Its tympanic or anterior border is very

prominent, while the posterior border is a little less so. A posttym-

panic tuberosity marks the middle of the inferior edge. Posterior to

the meatus is the rather large mastoid foramen, which is above the in-

ternal ba.se of the paroeeipital process. The basicranial bones being lost,

the characters of the basal foramina, are not determinable. The posterior

narcs are deeper than wide. The palatonarcal border is a Gothic arch, of

which the apex is opposite the posterior border of the last molar tooth. I

perceive no palatal foramina,.

The median and posterior nasal sutures remain. The latter is a V with
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the apex opposite to the frontal foramina. Lambdoidal suture confluent.

The malosquamosal suture marks the posterior edge of the posterior orbi-

tal rim at the middle of the orbit. The parieto-squamosal suture lias an in-

ferior position in front. Opposite the front of the postglenoid process it

converges inwards in line for the occipital bifurcation, and is continued as

the parietooccipital suture, nearly to that point. The squamosal border,

however, extends in a Z-form to the posterior temporal crest half-way be-

tween the bifurcation and the meatus auditorius. It embraces an area oi

the posterior face of the skull, and the posterior half of the rim of the au-

ricular meatus.

The typical specimen presents only the alveoli of the canine and first

premolar teeth ; otherwise the dentition is perfect. The crowns of the

second and third premolars arc obliquely quadrate in horizontal section,

both a little wider posteriorly than anteriorly. This is due to the presence

of a half crescent of the internal side, whose posterior horn is attached

to the external wall, while the anterior is free. The external faces of these

premolars is slightly convex ; of the fourth premolar is slightly concave.

The first true molar is decidedly smaller than the second, and the second

is smaller than the third. The external sides of the external columns are

Hat in the first true molar, but become more concave on the third. The

anterior edges of the columns project; forming ridges; or in section, project-

ing angles. No intermediate ridges, nor cingula. The third superior true

molar has a prismatic crown, no roots being visible in either of the adult

specimens, of which the typical one is rather old, as indicated by the wear

of the teeth. In the latter specimen the roots of the second true molar arc

apparent, although the crown is elevated. The first true molar is not pris-

matic, although the crown is not low. The specimen represented by the

left maxillary bone contains the teeth which are wanting IV the typical

one. The section of the crown of the canine is a semicircle, the truncate

face being posterior interna,!. It is not a, large tooth, and is separated from

the first premolar by a, diastema equal to its diameter. The first premolar

is one-rooted, the root with a, groove on the Internal side. The section oi

the base of the crown is a, triangle, the faces being anterior, external, and

posterointernal. Us inner face is concave above the base.

None of the separate mandibular rami are complete, all lacking the

angle and condyle. The former is full and round, judging from a frag-

ment in my possession. The ramus diminishes regularly in depth for-

wards. The symphyseal region is short, and its anterior face is very steep,

except at the alveolar region, where it is everted forwards. No trace oi

suture. The internal pterygoid fossa is large and strongly marked, so that

the inferior edge of the ramus is inverted, so that the surface is convex ex-

ternally. The last molar is placed somewhat obliquely. The first and

second premolars are directed outwards and forwards, and the incisors

directed forwards.

There are two incisors on each side of the symphyseal line. They are

very small and subcylindrlcal, and are closely packed between the canines.
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The canines arc much larger, with cyllndrirs root and flat, incisor-like

crown. The first premolar is still larger, and is of about the same form as
the canine, from which it is only separated hy a slight divergence of the
crowns. There are no diastemata. The second premolar has a compressed
triangular crown, with a median ridge on the internal side. Its long
diameter is diagonal, running outwards posteriorly. The long axis of the
third premolar is similar, while the other teeth are more nearly in line. In
the third premolar the fossa interior to the median internal heel is much
deeper than that posterior to it. The corresponding fossa is still larger in

the fourth premolar, while the crown has a heel in the form of a trans-

verso curved crest, separated from the median heel on the inner side by
a fissure. The true molars increase rapidly in size posteriorly, but not so

abruptly as in the Pithccistes bremfacies. The internal crescents are very
flat, and the posterior edges of their columns project moderately. The ex-

ternal crescents are very convex. The prismatic character of the teeth in-

creases much posteriorly, so that the roots of the third tooth are short, and
the crown long. The enamel is minutely rugose.

The third superior temporary molar has two pairs of crescents. The an-
terior pair are, however, not so well developed as the posterior pair and the

two valleys are soon obliterated by wear. The crescents are equal in the
fourth temporary molar. The fourth permanent premolar is protruded at

least as soon as the third true molar, sooner than the posterior column of
the latter. In this it diders from the Oreodon culbertsoni, where the last

true molar is protruded first, and is a cotemporary of both the third and
fourth deciduous molars ;* and the 0, gracilis, where the last true molar is

a cotemporary of the third deciduous.

In the inferior temporary dentition, the lobes of the last molar are sub-
equal, the posterior one being a little the larger. The protrusion of the

last true molar is also probably delayed until the shedding of the deciduous
series, as in the superior series

; but my specimens are either very young
or fully adult, and therefore I cannot demonstrate this point as fully as in

the case of the superior series.

Measurements of Skull.

M.
Length from condyle to front of canine inclusive 117

" otic bulla (axial) 010
" " " palatonareal notch, 0575

" " anterior line of glenoid cavity. .038

Depth of occiput, including condyle 041
" at middle of orbit, exclusive of teeth 037
" " infraorbital foramen " " 016

" " premaxlllary border " " 023

Width at " " above 022

" between orbits 038

*Loidy. Ancient Fauna of Nebraska,, 1863, p. 51, PI, IV, Bgs, 1, 2.

ritoo. amku. FHTLOS. soc. xxi. 116. 3k. printed junk 24, 1884.
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Measurements of Skull. M.

Width at malars below orbits 086

" " zygomata at middle 092
" " auricular meatus 070
" of occipital condyles 0375
" at middle of last, molars inclusive 049

" '' " second premolars inclusive. . .0150

C anteroposterior 023

Diameters otic bulla 1 transverse 018

( vertical 019

Diameters of nasal bones '

" ,n Klh of Augment of. 024
1 width at base 0125

•Length of dental series 062

" " premolar series 025

" " true molar 033

Diameters P-m. iii i
anteroposterior 007

t. transverse 0065

Diameters m. i{
anteroposterior 0085

1 transverse 0085

Diameters m. iii. (
anteroposterior 0146

t transverse (greatest) Oil

Depth of mandibular ramus at m. iii 031

" "P-m. iv 019

Length of symphysis ,
0245

" premolar series 022

" " true molar 0::,
r
>

" " of total dental series 06:'.

T-.. . t, . (anteroposterior 0085
Diameters P-m. iv <

'

' transverse 006

.-.. . i anteroposterior 009
Diameters m. i

•' '

c transverse 00(>8

r.. , ... (anteroposterior 016
Diameters m. m <

'- transverse 0062

The second specimen with permanent dentition is of smaller size than

the typo, and the canine teeth are small. It may have been a, female. The

dental series, including the canine, measures M. 0.59 ; the premolar series,

0.23 ; the true molars, 0.31

The number of specimens of this animal found in the restricted area of

the Ticholeptus bed of Deep river, Montana,, shows the former abundance

of the species. It was probably gregarious, in the manner of the other

Orcodontidfc. We can depict it as seeking the swamps of the shore for its

vegetable food, and spending much of its time in the water when not feed-

ing. It was doubtless a good swimmer, and the characters of its feel, will

be sought for with interest for light, on this point. The use of the huge

superior nasal vacuity of the skull of this genus and Leptauchenia can
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only be guessed. Perhaps it supported an Inflatable bladder like that of
the e.-ested seal, or a swollen muzzle like that of the saiga antelope.

Cyclnpldlus emydinnsj sp. nov.

This species is represented in my collection by a nearly perfect cra-
nium. It indicates an animal of about the same size as the ft simus. The
differences between the two species maybe enumerated in advance of
the detailed description. Firstly, the external vertical ridges or crests of
the true molars are directed obliquely forwards so as to overlap the ex-
ternal wall of the anterior crescent much more extensively than in ft
simus. (2) The crowns of the true molars have a relatively greater trans
verse diameter. (!!) There is a peculiar process at the external base of the
otic bulla, between the paroecipital and postglenoid processes, which may
be called the subtympanic process. (4) There is no median occipital

.keel. (5) The maxillary bone is prolonged posterior to the last superior
molar, which it is not in ft simus. (6) The oblique orbitosphenoid ridge
is wanting. (7) The otic bulla! are shorter and wider in their form. This
character will require confirmation by examination of many individuals.
The skull is singularly depressed and expanded laterally, so as to pre-

sent an outline not unlike that of some river turtles. The orbits are in
the anterior half, and look forwards and upwards, as well as outwards
Tin. muzzle is short, so thai, its lateral borders approximate rapidly to a
narrow truncate extremity. The maxillary borders do not contract quite
so abruptly, and are visible outside of the canthus rostralis, when the
skull is viewed from above. The brain rase is depressed, and is expanded
posteriorly, and narrowed at the anterior line of the zygomatic foramina.
The posterior temporal ridges are much expanded, forming a wide rim
round the brain-case posteriorly, which is continued into the squamosal
processes of the zygoma on each side. The anterior temporal ridges ap-
proach each other very gradually on the middle line, and only reach the
union into a. sagittal crest a centimeter posterior to the frontoparietal su-
ture. The edge of the crest is truncate, and it is not bifurcate posteriorly,
as in most Oreodontldee.

The occiput is broad and low, and differs in character from that of most
other members of the family. Its posterior face is flat, only interrupted
by a fossa on each side, just within the posterior edge of the meatus audi-
torius externus. This edge is continued downwards into the external bor-
der of a distinct mastoid process, which is also the external border of the
occiput, deflected a, little forwards. The paroecipital process is Hat at the
base, and is applied to the external half of the otic bulla. Its free extrem-
ity is subround. The mastoid process forms a prominent ala of its exter-
nal side, having a transverse width equal to that of the base of the par-
occipital. Its inferior edge is truncate obliquely outwards and downwards
to a subacute angle. The occipital condyles are relatively small.

The external meatus of the ear looks outwards and backwards at an
angle of l,V to the middle line. The prominent edge of the mastoid pro-
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cess is directly below its anterior border. Thus the tympanic bone is

directed obliquely downwards and forwards. Posteriorly it is separated

by a groove from the mastoid process. Anteriorly It is separated by a fossa

from an osseous mass which occupies the space between it and the post-

glenoid process. Before the skull was reconstructed from its fragments, this

mass was observed to be entirely distinct from the postglenoid process,

which it equals in height. Continuous with it, there descends another

osseous body to near the line of the extremity of the mastoid process, with

a truncate inferior edge, which is separated from the otic bulla by an open

groove. The slylohyal ligament is probably inserted into a fossa at the

anterior extremity of this groove. The postglenoid process is low and

more extended transversely. The anteroposterior diameter is small. The
glenoid surface is much extended transversely and terminates externally in

a slight thickening. The zygomatic process of the squamosal bone is at

first expanded horizontally and has a low convexity of the thin superior
.

edge. Its vertically compressed portion is entirely supported by the ma-

lar, and does not extend so far forwards as the anterior edge of the

zygomatic foramen . The malar bone is remarkable for the depth, of its

suborbital portion, which fully equals the diameter of the orbit. Its infe-

rior edge presents a thickened angle downwards below the anterior part of

the last superior molar. Its superoanterior angle terminates in a promi-

nent rib of the side of the face, which extends along the inferior edge of

the facial vacuity. Beneath the anterior part of the hitler the face is con-

cave. Above this concavity the ascending plate of the maxillary is con-

vex in the vertical section, turning inwards at the apex to unite with

I he lateral part of the extremity of the nasal bone. The preorbltal fossa-

is small and looks forwards and upwards.

The otic bulla: arc larger than in any other Oreodonfid. They are of a

short oval form, somewhat truncate anteriorly and posteriorly. Thus they

differ from those of 0. simtts, where they are elongate-oval. They only

reach as far anteriorly as the middle of the internal extremity of the

glenoid surface ; while in 0. simux they reach the line of the posterior

outline of the zygomatic foramen. They terminate near the inferior inter-

nal point, in a little acute osseous apex, which is smaller than in (!. simus.

The bnlhe approach so closely together that the bassioeclpltal is much nar-

rowed, and the sides of its inferior surface are excavated so as to reduce

the middle line to a narrow acute keel. The lateral excavations follow the

posterior internal base of the bulhe, leaving a median table, which is itself

excavated by a shallow fossa, which extends from the median keel to the

foramen magnum. The median keel disappears anteriorly. The sphenoid

is protuberant downwards as a narrow convex rib, which rises and disap

pears in the presphenoid, The descending sphenoid ala forms the posterior

boundary of the posterior nareal trough, and makes a strong angle with

the pyramidal process of the palatine, which is turned outwards. The
pterygoid squama terminates in an apex which points downwards and

posteriorly towards the apex of tin: otic bulla. The palatonarcal border is
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V-shaped, and is in line with the posterior edge of the maxillary bone. The
latter projects beyond the last molar tooth as far as the anteroposterior

diameter of the latter. It has no projection in the O. simus. There is no
notch between the maxillary bones and the processes pyramldalis of the

palatine. The palate is of nearly equal width from the last molar to the

third premolar ; its roof is gently concave posteriorly ; nearly flat anteri-

orly.

The premaxillary bone is a narrow strip which rises nearly vertical-

ly from its short alveolar border, and is curved outwards above in

agreement with the expansion of the anterior edge of the maxillary, to

which it is united by simple suture. The nasal bones are of remarkable

form. Together they enter this anterior part of the frontals in a V-shape,

and extend forwards in a narrow shaft. Opposite the anterior borders of

the orbits the shaft begins to widen gradually, and the surface to flatten,

until they reach the posterior angle of the ascending part, of the maxillary.

Each one then expands outwards, terminating in a, semi-disc which tils

the concavity of the superior edge of this maxillary above mentioned.

The entire shape of the nasal bones is that of a spade with a triangular apex
to the handle, and the short, blade at the opposite (anterior) extremity.

The frontal bone is V shaped, the angle posteriorly directed, and engaged
between the parietal bones, and each branch terminating above each orbit.

Narrow prolongations extend anterior and posterior to the orbit, joining the

lachrymal and malar bones respectively. Its median suture is, like that of

the nasal bones, well defined. The alisphenoid and parietal have extensive

connection, The parietosquamosal suture is horizontal in front; it then

gradually rises. It is not, associated with a ridge as in some other species,

The occipital forms the posterior live millimeters Of the sagittal crest.

The nasal opening is subtriangular, with the base above, and is directed

anteriorly. The facial vacuities are enormous, and excavate tins frontals

to a, point which make the anterior third of the orbit's diameter. They are

only separated on the median line by the very narrow isthmus of the

nasal bones. The infraorbital foramen is above the anterior part of the

fourth surperior true molar. The frontal foramina, are small, and are not

symmetrical. That of the left side is half-way between the median suture

and the superciliary border ; the other is nearer the superciliary border.

No supraglonoid foramen. Postsquamosal present; that part of the

cranial wa,]ls is Injured. Tins anteroposterior diameter of the orbit ex-

ceeds the vertical. The auricular meatus is the largest known in the

family, and it, has a prominent border and regularly oval outline. Its

long diameter rises posteriorly from the horizontal. It is more lateral-

ly and less posteriorly directed than on the typical and only skull of

G. simus. The foramen magnum has an openly angiilate superior bor-

der. Jugular, condyloid, and carotid foramina not obvious, owing to the

close contact of the otic bulla with surrounding bones. Foramen ovale

larger than the F. lacerum anterius, and external to it in position. F. TO-

tundum still larger, inferior in position, bounded on the external side by a
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tuberous projection of the angle from the anterior edge of the glenoid sur-

face. There is a deep fossa at the internal base of the postglenofd process,

which possibly enters a foramen. No postglcnoid foramen.

Although the skull of the Oyclopidius emi/dinus is more robust than

that of C. aimus ; the length of the tooth-line is the same. The in-

cisive edge of the premaxillary bone displays one empty alveolus, from

which the single incisor was easily shed. The canine is not large, and
the base of the crown has a regularly convex anteroexternal face ; apex

lost. The diastema posterior to it is equal to its diameter. The crowns of

the premolars are worn ; they are of about the size and proportions of

the C. siinus. The true molars differ, as I have already pointed out, in

their greater transverse diameter, and the greater anterior prolongation

of the anterior horns of the posterior external crescents. The deep notch

which is enclosed between this fold and the wall of the crescent in front

of it is filled with cementum. As to the form of the true molars, the

transverse diameter of the first considerably exceeds its anteroposterior

diameter
; in the O. aimus the former diameter is equal to the latter. In

O. emydinus the last true molar is as wide as its length without the heel
;

in the (J. limits, the transverse diameter is much less. In O. limits the heel

is more prominent, and is recurved into a vertical ridge, which is wauling

in the (,'. emydirmt. In O. emydinus this tooth shows but little of the pris-

matic character, as the roots are of usual length.

The lower Jaw of this species is not yet known.

Measurements.
M.

Length of skull along base 189

Length from condyles to posterior edge of zygomatic

foramen 042

Length from condyles to palatonareal foramen 088
" " " line of last true molar 071
*' " occipital crests to line of orbits 074

" " " facial vacuities 0H4
" " ascending process ot

maxillary bones 115

Length from occipital crest to free end of nasal bones. . [88

Elevation occiput, including condyles 045

" of front at middle of orbit, without molars.. ,,(K!5

" maxillary bone at P-m. ifJ 015

" " P-m, i 025

Width of skull at, occipital condyles 0075
" " " superior edge of meatus audiforius.. . .057

" " " " middle of zygomatic foramina 002
" " brain-case at middle of zygomatic foramina. . . 02SJ

" skull at orbits 088
" " ,, between orbits 047

" muzzle at superior edge of nares 0215
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Measurements. M.

_.. . f vertical 014
Diameter external nares . , „,_

I- transverse above 017

_.. „ e . . .. f anteroposterior 080
Diameter of a facial vacuity -, ,.,„

I trim verse 013

t,. , o ,..< anteroposterior 02;J
Diameter of orbit < , ' „,„

' vertical '01

9

_. „ ,. „ (anteroposterior 058
Diameter ol /.vtromatic foramen < nn „•'"

I transverse .080

f vertical 0095
Diameter of foramen magnum

I transverse Ul«

_., . ... .„ ( vertical 009
Diameter of meatus auuitorms < . ...

,

( anteroposterior oti

( vertical 025

Diameter of otic bulla.
; anteroposterior 035

I transverse 032

\V Idth between canine teeth 008
" " last true molars 0385

Length of denial scries 085

true molar series 0848
" premolar 0254

Diameters P-m. ii \
anteroposterior 0056

< transverse oooo

Diameters P-m. lv i

.anteroposterior 0070
' transverse .0080

T,. , .(anteroposterior 0075
Diameters m. I <

' ..,„
' transverse 0110

„. ...(anteroposterior 017
Diameters m. Hi < *

, ., ...
c transverse (with external rib) 01 J

The only specimen ol" this remarkable species known to me was found

in the valley of Deep river. Montana, by my assistant, Mr. J. C. Isaac.

The wear of the true molars shows I hat the animal was of full age, though
.

not old.

PITHECISTES Cope.

Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1877, p. 310.

This genus represents the final term in the decadence of the ones

powerful and numerous family of the Oreodontida'. It is unfortu-

nately established on a. mandibular ramus only, and although some

maxillary hones are referred to if with much probability, they are not

preserved in such a way as to demonstrate the presence of the large

nasal sinuses characteristic of Leptauehenia. I, however, suspect that

they occur. The genus further resembles Leptauehenia. in the coos-

siflcation of the mandibular rami, and the reduction in number of the in-

cisor teeth. In P. brevifacie* there is hut one inferior incisor tooth on each

side. As reduction in the superior incisors usually precedes reduction in
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those of the lower jaw, I suspect that the former were absolutely wanting

in this genus. If so, WO have in the Oreodont line the same process of re-

duction above, as bias taken place In other lines of Artiodactyla at the

latest or modern stage of their history.

In Pithecistes the inferior canine is caniniform, and masticated in con-

tact with the superior canine, owing to the great abbreviation of the sym-

physeal region.

The diagnosis of the genus is as follows ;

Inferior premolars three ; incisors one. Canine caniniform, masticating

with the superior canine. No diastema. Symphysis ooosslfled.

Two species are referred to this genus without conclusive, evidence as to

the number of their premolars. It is probable that they have but three,

since their superior fourth premolars are of reduced size and incomplete

type of form.

Pithorisios brevifaciei Cope.

Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1877, p. 21!).

Ticholeptus beds of Deep river, Montana. Discovered by J. C. Isaac,

Pitheciites decedeni Cope, sp. nov.

Established on a right maxillary bone, which contains the fourth pre

molar, the first and second true molars, and part of the alveolus of the

third true molar. The last named tooth was not probably entirely pro-

truded. This, with the moderate wearof the fourth premolar, indicates that

the animal was fully grown, though young.

The species differs from all the members of the family whose dentition

is known to me in the small si/e and simplicity of Structure of the fourth

premolar. The internal crescent of this tooth bounds only the posterior

three-fourths of the external wall, ami therefore leaves the anterior edge

of the hitler free, ft is, moreover, not very convex, and its edge is not so

elevated as is that of i he external wall. The latter is Sat on i he external side,

and its anterior marginal angle corresponds with the point of junction of

the anterior extremity of the internal crescent. The true molars have the

•anterior horns of their crescents prominent, being sections of well de-

veloped vertical columns. In this they differ from those of the P. hetero-

don, where these ridges arc very weak.

The malar process of the maxillary bone is robust and prominent, and

begins to expand opposite the first true molar. It presents a tuberosity

downwards. The infraorbital foramen issues above the front purl of the

fourth premolar.
Measurements, M.

... , ,, . f anteroposterior1 000
Diameters P in. iv <

'

i transverse 005

Diameter m. i
$ anteroposterior 0087

( transverse 0077

,,. .. (anteroposterior 0118
Diameters m- n

]
'

( transverse 00b

Ticholeptus beds, Deep river, Montana,. .1. 0. [sflac,
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Pitliecistes beterodon (ope.

Gi/dopidiits hetcrodon Cope, Proceeds. American Philos. Society, 1877,

p. 22.

In this species the fourth premolar has the same form as in P. decedent,

but the first, true molar differs much In the more prismatic shape, and the

absence of the external vertical ribs. It is quite possible that it does not

belong to this genus.

TicholeptUS beds of Deep river, Montana. J. 0. Isaac.

AURIOCIKERUS Lcicly.

Proceedings Academy, Philadelphia, 1850, p. 121. Extinct Mammals
Dakota and Nebraska, lK(i!), p. 181 (as family Agriochceridm).

Orbit not closed behind. Fourth superior premolar with two external

Vs. Fourth inferior premolar like true molars. Otic bulla inflated. Pre

maxillary bones distinct; no vacuities in the facial hones.

This genus commences cotemporaneously with the genus Oreodon, and

persists longer, viz. : to the close of the John Day epoch. It represents a

distinct line of succession from thai which we have been considering, and

one which contains but two known terms. Next to Agrloohcerus comes, in

this line, the genus Coloreodon Cope, which outlasted iis predecessor so far

as is yet known. It commenced with it in the John Day epoch, and con-

tinuing into the North Fork beds, which are of later age, did not ap-

pear later. This series Leidy regarded as a family distinct from the Oreo-

dontldee. For Hie present I prefer the view of Gill, that it constitutes a

subfamily, the Agriochoerlnse.

This genus presents us with one of the very few eases in the suborder

Artiodactyla, in which the last premolar approaches (above) or accom-

plishes (below) identity of Structure with the true molars. This degree of

complication was attained at the same period by both the equine and

rhinoceronfic lines of Perissodaetyla, and all existing members of that

order exhibit it. In the Agriocluerida' it made a beginning, but soon dis-

appeared from the earth, and no A rliodaetylo has developed such perma-

nent premolars successfully since.

In the characters of the skull this genus is loss robust than the Oreodon -

tldee ; hut the general skeleton remains unknown.
Five species have been described which are referable to this genus, and

two others are now added. One of the former is without premaxillary or su-

perior Incisor teeth, and I therefore regarded ii as representing a distinct

genus under the name of Merycopaler. It, however, appears that no speci-

mens exist in our museums which exhibit this part, of the skull in Other

species of the genus, so it is absolutely uncertain whether Agriochoerus

possesses those teeth or not. The species may then he distinguished as

follows :

I. Otic bulla- compressed, base anteroposterior^ ovoid.

a - Foramen Infraorbital above junction of P-m. iii and iv.

rnoc. AMKii. PHILOS. soc. xxr. 116. iis. printed .tune 24, 1884.
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Front narrower; internal wall of fourth premolar not com-

plete A. antiquus.

Front wider ; skull shorter and higher ; internal wall of inferior

P-m. iv complete A. latifrons.

aa. Foramen infraorbital above junction of P-m. ii and iii.

Front medially concave, laterally descending to orbits ; sagit-

tal crest short A. trifrons.

II. Otic bulhc mammiform with triangular base.

Front convex ; nasal bones acute posteriorly ; fourth inferior

premolar complete; infraorbital foramen above junction of

P-m. iii and iv A. guyotianus.

III. Otic bulla1

, oblong, constricted at the middle.

Infraorbital foramen above junction of P-ms. ii and iii ; front

plane; nasal bones truncate posteriorly; postglenoid pro-

cess robust A. ryderanus.

Besides the above, Leidy has described an A. major* as near to the A.

antiquus, but of larger size. Marsh has described a small species from the

Uinta, formation under the name of A. pumilus.]- Lydekker figures and de-

scribes a superior molar tooth from India as probably belonging to this

genus.
:|: ft is stated by him to have been found in the earlier pliocene for-

mation. If this determination be correct, it represents the latest known
species, as the A. pvmilut of Marsh is the earliest. Owing to incomplete-

ness in the descriptions of these species I cannot include them in the above

synoptic table.

AgTiochoerui antiquus Leidy.

Proceedings Academy Philadelphia, 1850,181; 1851!, 892 ; 1854, 157

;

1857, 80. Ancient fauna of Nebraska, 1858, p, 84, PL I, figs. 5-10. Bronn

Lethsea Geognostica, 1866, 988; Leidy Extinci Mammalia Dakota and

Nebraska, 1889, 188, PI. XIII, fig. 4.

White River epoch of Nebraska, and Dakota.

Agrlochcerus major Leidy.

Proceedings Academy Philadelphia, 1856, p. 164; 1857, 80. 'lEue.ro-

taphui auritus Leidy, Owen's Report Geological Survey, 1852, p. 568,

PI. XV, tigs. 1-3.
'

Ancient Fauna of Nebraska, 1853, p. 50; PI. VII,

ligs. 13. Broun Lethaaa Geognostica, 1856, 981.

White River formation of Dakota and Nebraska.

AgrioclMiM-iis laliliniis Leidy.

Proceedings Academy Philadelphia, 1807, p. 32. Extinct Mamm.
Dakota,, Nebraska, 1869, p. 188, Pi. XIII, figs. 1-3.

White River epoch ol Dakota and Nebraska,.

* Extinct Mammalia of Dakota and Nebraska. i> L84.

f Amer, Journal Science and Arts, L875, p. 290,

X Paleontologica Indloa.
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AgrlOChOerili tri Irons sp. nov.

This species is known to me by a single cranium of an Immature indi-

vidual. It lacks of perfection only the basioccipital, the pterygoid, and
Hie alveolar border of the preniaxillary bones. Tt retains the third and
fourth deciduous premolars, while the third true molar is still in its alveo-

lus, where it is exposed in place.

Although the specimen is Immature, its characters will not permit me to

place it with any other speoles known to me. I have specimens of like age
of the A. guyolianim, and these are quite different. From A. rydemnw
it differs in the form of its otic bulla, etc.

The muzzle and front form a flat, horizontal profile, While the parietal re

gion is convex. The profile descends gently to the supraocclpltal border,

or inion. The muzzle is compressed above and below the canine alveolus,

and there is a concavity above the third and fourth premolars, and behind

the foramen Infraorbitale above this fossa, the lachrymal region is con-

vex. The nasal bones are lost, so that the form of their posterior suture

cannot be ascertained. The frontal bones are gently concave in transverse

section between two lilies produced forwards from the anterior extremities

of the temporal ridges, that is at the postorbital constriction of the cranium.

These lines are represented by a rounded longitudinal angle, from which

the frontal bone descends to the superciliary border on each side. A trace

of this form is seen the A. ryileranvs. The supraorbital borders diverge

outwards and backwards to the postorbital processes. Theseare prominent
horizontally, and are abruptly decurved at the apex. The temporal ridges

enclose an urceolate area, having a gentle convexity in their direction be-

fore they unite at a point more posterior than in the other species, that, is

above a lino connecting the anterior borders of the postglenoid processes.

The malar bone is slightly concave on the external face, and is mode-

rately deep, and not, thick. The squamosal part of the zygoma is rather

slender, and does not rise above the postglenoid process. Its superior edge

continues without Interruption into the posterior temporal crests, and so

into the supraoccipilal. The, postglenoid process is like that of A. guyo-

tianus, narrow and produced downwards. Paroccipital lost. The otic

bulla is large, its anterior edge extending anterior to the postglenoid pro-

cess. It is nearly twice as large as in M. c/uyotianus, and extends much
further forwards. It presents two Hal. sides, one external, the other out-

wards and forwards, and a convex side inwards and backwards. These

sides meet, at an angular edge below, which runs outwards and backwards.

The sphenoid bone is convex between the bulla'. Basioccipital lost. The

palafonareal border is convex, and is opposite the middle of the second

true molar. In the mature skull it, would be probably more posterior. The

palate is everywhere concave in transverse section.

The frontoparietal suture is broadly convex, and is opposite the anterior

edge of the glenoid surface, and 35 nun. in advance of the sagittal crest.

The anterior processes of the bone on each side of the nasals are wide and

truncate, and do not extend beyond the interior suture of the lachrymal
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bone. The latter is about as long on Its superior sutures as it is deep at

the orbit. It presents a distinct preorbital angle above a prominent tuber-

cle. The occipitoparietal suture extends well forwards, 80mm. in advance

of the crest. The squamosal does not reach to the lateral occipital crest.

The infraorbital foramen occupies the position it lias in the A.ryderanus.

In a young specimen of A. guyotianus it has the same position as in

the adult. The frontal foramina are about as far apart as each is from the

supraorbital border. There is a postparietal foramen on the parieto squa-

mosal suture, and there are three postsquamosals, two of them near

together, and near the posterior suture, the other below the postparietal

foramen. Foramen ovale oval, about as large as the F. rolundwm, and
separated from the foramen lacerum by the produced base of the inferior ala

of the sphenoid hone. Palatine foramen opposite the third deciduous pre-

molar.

Superior canine teeth robust, bases of crown one half lenticular, the pos-

terior face truncate. A considerable diastema, anterior to first premolar, and
a. short, one behind it. Oilier teeth in continuous series. First anil second

premolars two-rooted ; absolutely simple. Third and fourth crown of first

of usual form. First true molar smaller than second. Enamel minutely

roughened.

MeaturemmU, M.

Length from supraocclpital (-rest, to canine Inclusive. . . .180

" " front of bulla 086
" " " penultimate molar. .108

" orbit (axial) 105

" front of orbit 120

of sagittal crest 040

" " superior molars (last included) 070

" premolars 086

Diameters M. [
5 anteroposterior 068

' transverse 014

Diameters M. ii \
anteroposterior 0168

f transverse 020

Width of skull at postglenoid inclusive; 077
" middle of zygomas t

),*>(>

" " fundus of canine alveolus 038
" between canines 020

" second true molars 088
" of skull at postfrontal processes 076

" " " between anterior rims of orbits o<;o

The label from this specimen is lost. It is, however, from Oregon, and

to judge from the color, from the true John Day epoch, rather than the

North Fork bed.
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Agrlocheerui smj otiaims Cope.

Ilyopotamus guyotianus Cope, Proceedings American Philosophical So-

ciety, 1878, p. 77. Merycopater guyotianus Cope, American Naturalist,

1879, p. 197, Proceeds. Amer. Philos. Soc, 1879, 875.

Three crania, one with nearly entire mandible, and numerous fragments

with mandibles, represent this species in my collection. It is the most

abundant species of this genus in the John Day beds of Oregon.

The cranium is of peculiar form. It is elongate from the orbits back-

wards. The muzzle is elevated and compressed, so that the profile is hori-

zontal, with subordinate irregularities. The occiput is therefore low as

compared with the muzzle. The zygomata are rather slender, and are not

expanded. The side of the muzzle is concave just below the superior

border of the maxillary bone and above the fundus of the canine alveolus.

The inferior part of the maxillary is concave from below the anterior

border of the orbit to the line of the canine alveolus. The region above

and anterior to the lachrymal bone is convex, leaving the flat nasal bones

a little depressed. The frontal has a convex swelling on the middle line

just posterior to the frontal foramina, from which point the surface slopes

gradually and evenly to the supraorbital borders, and not in two plains,

as in A. trifrons. At. the front of the orbit, the section of the frontal bone

is convex at the sides and a little so at the middle. The supraorbital

border is short and concave, not long and straight as in A. trifrons, and

the postfrontal process is moderately prominent, and is not docurved. The

anterior temporal ridges do not reach them. The former converge in

nearly straight lines at an acute angle to a long sagittal crest. This in turn

bifurcates into two very prominent posterior temporal crests, which over-

hang the occipital condyles. The brain case is an ehmgai.e-oval, and the

olfactory portion is long and narrow, but not especially constricted at any

one point. There is a prominent small tuberosity at the inferior part of

the lachrymal bone ; above it the preorbital border is not defined as far as

the beginning of the supraorbital. The postfrontal process originates be

low the anterior temporal surface Which is continued along its ^posterior

edge. The malar bone is concave on its external face. The zygoma is

compressed, and has a long low superior convexity behind. Its crest con-

tinues into a fine, low, posttemporal crest, which turns posteriorly above

to its prominent posterior expansion above mentioned. The latter turn

outwards at the apices, and send a low ridge downwards towards the occi-

pital condyle. Below, the latter form a low angle on each side, which sep-

arates a median from a, lateral plane. Above, the occiput is deeply con-

cave, and has a trace only of median keel.

The ba.sicni.nial axis is flat and rather wide between the otic bulla'.

The occipital condyles have distinct inferior boundaries which are sepa.

rated by a flat interval. The posttympanic region is wide, and is bounded

inferiorlyby the deep styloid fossa. This is surrounded internally and pos-

teriorly by the tunnel-shaped base of the paroccipital process, which ex-

tends first posteriorly as a longitudinal lamina, and then outwardly. Its
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edge terminates In a rough band which curves upwards and backwards to

a point above the line of the occipital condyle. It is separated by a shal-

low groove from the corresponding posttympanic ridge. The tympanic
bone, is not so long as in the species of Oreodontinsc, and presents a tube-

rosity externally. Like the paroccipital its base unites with the otic bulla.

The bulla is small. Its base is extended towards the postglenoid procoss,

but it is well separated from it, and does not reach the line of its anterior

border. It presents a face anteriorly, and one inwards. The postglenoid

process is narrow transversely, the depth and width being equal, and is

elongate downwards.

The coronoid process of the mandible is short, but has a base extended
anteroposterior^. Tie articular face of the condyle is convex anteropos-

teriorly, and is extended downwards on the inner side behind. The hori-

zontal ramus is slender, and has a straight inferior border. (The angle is

broken away from this specimen.) The symphysis is oblique and nearly

straight in profile. It is moderately elongate, and has the suture persist-

ent. There is a, tuberosity looking downwards from its posterior extremity,

where it is rounded-compressed.

The facial part of the lachrymal bone is longer than deep, and the lateral

anterior pari of the frontal is wide and obtuse, and extends anterior to the

lachrymal. The nasals extend posteriorly to terminate in an apute angle
which is above the anterior edge of the orbit. The frontoparietal suture

extends across the space between the anterior temporal ridges at a point

halfway between the anterior border of the orbit and the anterior glenoid

margin. The malomaxillary suture has no anteroinferior process. The
mastoid forms a, distinct mass between theexoecipital and squamosal. The
sutures are largely coossilied.

The infraorbital foramen is above the contact of the third and fourth

premolars, The space between the frontal foramina is about one sixth the

interorbital width. There is a, large postparietal foramen on the parieto-

squamosal suture, and there are twosmall postsquftmosal foramina, in line

above thfi posttympanic tuberosity. The mastoid foramen is small, and is

not situated in a, fossa, of any extent, as is the case with the species of the
oi-eodontin.-e. There is a large foramen Intermediate in position between
that of the anterior condyloid and Hie jugular. Anterior and a, little ex-

ternal to it and slightly elevated between the confluent base of fins paroc-

cipital process and the otic bulla, is another foramen, perhaps the jugular.

Between the posterior base of the bulla and the basisphenoid, is a smaller

foramen, probably the carotid. The other foramina, are yet concealed by
the matrix.

The teeth do not differ in their form from those of other species of the

genus. The second and third premolars have triangular bases, the second
the narrower. The first, has two roots. It is accidentally lost from one
side, which circumstance led me to suppose at one time that this species

has but three premolars above. The fourth premolar lias its posterior ex-

ternal V well developed, though a little smaller than the anterior. In the
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specimen now described, the posterior internal rudimental cusp is quite

well developed ; in the two other specimens now before me it is not so

large. The superior canine is elongate, and not very robust, and its con-

vex anterior border is directed partly posteriorly at the apex. The
enameled portion of the crown is quite short. The premaxillary bones

are narrow and weak, and are separated so as not to be in contact on the

middle line. Its border displays two minute alveoli, from which teeth

have been shed. I do not suppose that their presence is constant in the

species. The external alveolus is twice the diameter of the internal. The
inferior incisors are of normal number, but arc very narrow, and much
crowded. The canines are very narrow, but are longer than the incisors.

The first inferior premolar is more caniniform than in any other species of

Oreodontidic known tome. The crown is a compressed oval in section,

and is not expanded at its base. It is enameled to within 5 mm. of the

alveolar border. A considerable diastema separates it from the second

premolar. The description of the remaining teeth 1 take from a separate

ramus of similar dimensions, as they are concealed in the type by I heir po-

sition in juxtaposition witli the cranium. The cusps of the true molars are

pyramidal and acute, and entirely separate from each other. The external

faces of the external are convex, their internal faces flat. The external

faces of the internal are convex, the internal faces concave at the base, and

convex near the apex. The anlerointernal angle of the posteroexternal

cusp extends to the base of the anlerointernal cusp. The only difference

between the first true molar and the fourth premolar, is that the anterior

crest of the anterooxternal cusp is continued round to the front of the an

terointernal cusp, and to the internal side of the crown ; and the apices ol

the two anterior crests are separated by a shallow notch. The second in-

ferior premolar lias two roots. The heel of the third true molar is well de-

veloped, and Is convex posteriorly.

Measurements. M.

Length from occipital condyles to postglenoid process. . .038

" " " " preglcnoid border .. . .058
•" " " " " postfrontal process. .104

" " " " " canine, inclusive 226

" orbit to canine inclusive 085

of mandibular ramus from condyle 176

"symphysis mandibuli below 049

Width of occipital condyles inclusive old

" " occiput above 045

" " between otic bulla? 016

" at postglenoid processes inclusive 079
" " of skull above glenoid surfaces 100

" " below orbits 099

between orbits 068

" " " at fundus of canine alveoli 040
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Measurements. M.

Width of skull between last upper molars, inclusive. .. .070

Depth of occiput to foramen magnum 043

" " " " basiocclpital bone 058

" skull at last superior molar, exclusive 058

" " " " first premolar, exclusive 055

" " ramus mandibuli at front of M. iii 035

" " ' " " " " P-m. iv 027

" " zygomatic arch above glenoid facet 027

Diameters of base of crown $ anteroposterior 009

of superior canine ^ transverse 0085

Length of superior diastema 022

" " premolar series 039

" " true molar series 043

Width of premaxillary bones together 043

Diameters of base crown inferior P-m. i; anteropos-

terior 0085

Length inferior diastema 015

" last three premolars 031

" " true molars 046

" last true molar 021

" " third premolar 009

fourth 012

... , , ,. o ii_ i ii (anteroposterior. .. .019
Horizontal diameters or otic bulla <

'

..„
( transverse 017

The specimens of this species which I have seen, are from the John Day

river, and were obtained by Messrs. Sternberg, Wortman and Davis. The

skull from which the above description was taken is the most perfect one

of the genus Agrioclnerus which has yet been found.

AKriocheeriiN ryderanu* Cope.

Coloreodon ryderanus Cope, Bulletin U. 8. Geological Survey Territo-

ries, vi, p. 173.

This species is represented in my collection by three nearly complete

skulls without mandibular rami. While of the general size of the A. f/uyo-

tianus, this species displays various well marked peculiarities. The most

important of these are (1) the shape of the otic bulla, in which it differs

from all other known Oreodontida:
; (3), the position of the infraorbital

foramen, in which it resembles in this genus only the A. trifrons ; (3), in

the form of the nasal bones posteriorly, in which it differs from the species

where this part is known; (4), in the form of the palatonareal border;

(5), in the form of the postglenoid process; (6), in the outline of the sec-

tion of the frontal bone.

Agriochmrus ryderanus has the muzzle compressed laterally and flattened

on top, as seen in the A. guyotianus and A. trifrons, and the side of the
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muzzle has three distinct fossae. The largest of these is above the position

of the fundus of the superior canine alveolus ; the second is below the

fundus; and the third is behind the position of the infraorbital foramen,

and above the third and fourth premolars, and the first true molar. The
lachrymal region is plane, and the nasals are flat. The frontal bone is

nearly fiat in section between the posterior borders of the orbits, but each

is decurved to the lachrymal opposite the anterior border of the orbit.

There is no indication of the three planes of the infraorbital region charac-

teristic of the A. trifrons, nor of the median convexity of the A. guyolianus.

The anterior temporal ridges commence about the middle of the width of

each frontal bone, and unite after a shorter independent course than they

have in A. guyotianus into a long, narrow saggital crest. This bifurcates

posteriorly into two prominent lateral crests, which are directed down-

wards and soon terminate, but which send forwards and downwards a

delicate posttcmporal crest. This passes without interruption into the supe-

rior edge of the zygomatic arch. This arch is not expanded cither upwards

or laterally, and is rather weak. The external face of the malar bone is

gently concave, and the inferior edge is rather wide, is truncate, and

grooved along the middle. The occiput is deeply concave between the

crests, and below them is gently convex. The superior edge of the fora-

men is deeply notched at the middle, much as in M. guyotianus.

The occipital condyles are large, and their inferoanterlor angles are pro-

duced horizontally for a short distance, forming short processes which are

separated by a concavity of the basioccipital bone. The latter is plane be-

low, but anteriorly develops a low meridian angle, which, widening on the

sphenoid, causes its inferior face to be convex. The posttympanic element
is distinguishable from the mastoid by a superficial groove, and a slightly

free apex, and the mastoid from the paroccipital by a slight groove. The
external base of the paroccipital extends but 5 mm. external to the line of

the external border of the occipital condyles, and is therefore much less

prominent than in the majority of species of Oreodontinse. The base of the

paroccipital has a, posterior and an anterior face, nearly at right angles

with each other. The latter is continued into the pinched posterior promi-

nence of the auditory bulla, and encloses on its external side, with the

apes of the posttympanic, the deep stylohyoid fossa. The tympanic bone
is represented by a tuberosity below the meatus, and a laminar expansion

on the posterior face <>l tin; postglenoid process. The otic bulla's long axis

is inwards, and :i little posterior from the internal side of the postglenoid

process, from which it is separated by a narrow interval. The bulla is con-

stricted at right angles to its long axis, in two parts. The external part

is subglobular with the side next the postglenoid process flattened. The
internal part is roughened, displays a flat side posterointernal^, and has

an apical Ueel which extends posteriorly and a little externally into the

base of the paroccipital processes. This form is not known in any other

species of the family. The postglenoid process is more robust than in

cither M. guyotianus or M. trifrons. Its width and thickness are equal,

I'UOO. am nu. philos. soc. xxi. 116. 8t. pbintkd JULY 1, 1884.
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and arc a good deal longer than its height ; in the species named the height

equals the other measurements. The pterygoid ala rises opposite (lie

middle of the end of the glenoid surface, and the angle of its junction

willi the pyramidal process of the palatine is considerahly in front of the

middle of the trough of the posterior narcs. Its edge posterior to this

angle is shallowly grooved. The palatonareal horder differs from that of

any other species of the family known to me. It is acute in front, forming

a Gothic arch, its apex being opposite the middle of the superior third true

molar. In a }"oung M. guyotianus, the only specimen of that species in

which it is perfectly preserved, it is rounded, and extends to the posterior

part of the second true molar. In an adult specimen, where the middle

portion of the margin is lost, it extended at least as far forwards ; but its

form is uncertain. The palate in the A. ryderanus is strongly concave

throughout.

The lachrymal bone has a different form from that of a A. guyotianus,

more resembling that of A. latidens figured by Leidy. Its anterior superior

angle is not produced, and Its outline is a little deeper than long. The an-

terior lateral prolongation of the frontal extends beyond it by nearly its

width, and is wide, and terminates in an obtuse angle. The posterior edge

of the nasals is broadly rounded, truncate at the middle, and Is situated

much in advance of the frontal foramina. The parietal is in contact with

the allsphenoid. The squamosal does not extend beyond the vertical line

from the base of the parocelpital process.

The infraorbital foramen is above the anterior edge of the third superior

premolar, a position only seen elsewhere in the genus A. trifrons. The

superior border of the orbit is concave and short as in A. guyotianus, and

not straight and flat as in A. trifrons. The frontal foramina are above

their middle, and their distance apart goes 4.8 limes Into the Interorbital

width. There is a large postparietal foramen on the pariBtOSquamosal su-

ture, and a large postsquamosal Immediately below It. This arrangement

differs from that seen in the other species here described, where l here .ire

two or three postsquamosals well posterior to the postparietal. Mastoid for-

amen small. There are two palatine foramina on each side of the mouth,

oneopposite the posterior edge of the second premolar, and one opposite the

posterior pari of the fourth premolar. The anterior condyloid foramen is

large. On one side is a small posterior condyloid, the only occurrence I

have met with in the family. The foramen lacerum posterius is not divided

into three foramina as in the A. guyotianus, but remains open as in the

species of Eucrotaphus and Meryeochcerus. It shows its nearer affinity to

the first named species, however, in its triradiate outline ; and in Ihe Ihree

grooves of the side of the bulla,, which correspond to twoof the three fora-

mina. The /. lacerum anterius is not large, and is oblong in shape. The

ovale is rather small, and is entirely bounded on the inner side by the

pterygoid ala of the sphenoid. The/, rotundum is large and rather poste

rior. It is not bounded below by a transverse shoulder as is seen In the spe-

cies of Merycochoerus, but is continued into a longitudinal groove, whose

MM
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external wall is longer than in any of the other genera of the family, ex-
tending to a point half-way between tha inferior edge of the foramen and
the middle of the last superior true molar tooth. It is curved both inwards
and downwards just posterior to the foramen.

Tin; superior molar 1oeth do not differ from those of M. gw/otianus, M.
antiquus and M. latifrons. The canines are very robust, and are separated,

from the first true molar by a considerable diastema.

M'iinurements. M.

Length from occipital condyles to lino of postglenoid

processes 040

Length from occipital condyles to line of preglenoid

border 060

Length from occipital condyles to line of postfrontal

process 110

Length from occipital condyles to line of canines, in-

clusive 220

Length from orbit to canine inclusive 07b'

W ill t.Ii of occipital condyles inclusive 050'

" occiput at paroccipitals 03

1

" between otic bulla; 015
" at postglenoid processes inclusive 098
" of skull above glenoid surfaces 110
" " " below orbits 094
" " " between orbits 084
" " " at fundus of canine alveoli ; about 029

" " between last upper molars, Inclusive... .080
" " palate at second true molars 033
" " " " third premolars 031
" between superior canine 021

Depth of occiput to foramen magnum 038
" " " " basioccipital 057

" " skull at last superior molar exclusive 050
" " " " first premolar, exclusive 046
" " zygomatic arch above glenoid facet 021

l)iM,,n,^ersbasecrownsuperiorcanine{
il,lt0rO11ORU!1'ior

- '
014

t transverse 012

Length diastema to first premolar 0185
" premolar series 0865
" true molar series

,
015

Diameters P-m. iv [
anteropostekor Oil

• transverse 014

Diameters M. i
[
•'"••''"posterior 014

' transverse 015

Diameters M. iii
[anteroposterior 018
1 transverse 021
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The skulls of this species came from the John Day hed of the John Day-

river, Oregon, and were found by Mr. J. L. Wortman. The species was

established on an immature individual. The adults show that it belongs

to this genus.

COLORKODOIV Cope.

Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1879, p. 375.

Superior premolars three, the fourth with two external Vs, no facial va-

cuities.

The mandibles of the species of this genus are unknown, so that the

character of the inferior dentition is unknown. The otic bulles arc also

destroyed in all the specimens, so that their character is unknown.

In its reduced dental formula this genus represents one stage of that

specialization which Owen has shown, has overtaken all the modern types

of Mammalia. In this series this process seems to have stopped at this

point, and not to have gone further, as the entire line has come to an end.

The first superior premolar probably exists in a mdlmental condition for

a short time, and is early shed. The same state of tilings has been round

to exist as an abnormality on one side in the Agriochcerus guyotianus, and

may be found again, but not so as to invalidate the characters of the genus

•Coloreodon.

Two well-marked species of this genus have been described, which dif-

fer as follows

:

Smaller
;
palatonareal border opposito posterior cusps of second

true molar ; sagittal crest anterior, commencing opposite

optic foramina O. ferox.

Larger; palatonareal border opposite posterior cusps of third

true molar; sagittal crest posterior, commencing opposito

proglenoid border O. macroceplialus.

Coloreodon ferox Cope. Fig. 1, p. 505.

Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1870, p. 375.

The size of Oreodon culberlsoni. Known from one skull from the North

Fork of the John Day river, Oregon. 0. If. Sternberg.

Coloreodon macroceplialus dope.

Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1879, p. 376.

Size of the Eucrotaphus major. The typical skull is from the North

Pork of the John Day river. A second skull, lacking all the parts posterior

to the anterior origin of the sagittal crest, is undistingiiishable from the

first. It was found at the " Cove " of the John Day river, Oregon. Both

were obtained by Mr. J. L. Wortman.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

Prom what is now known of the history of the Oreodontidoe, the following

conclusions may be drawn. Those are especially instructive as far as

they go, since they involve the causes of the rise, great development, de-

cadence and extinction of one of the best-marked typos of Mammalia the

world has seen. The history of this type involves more or less the history

of the life of the North American continent during the Miocene epoch of

Tertiary time. It moreover involves the laws which regulate the vital

success of all types of life, and which express the causes of multiplication.

of energy, of weakness, and of sterility.

Two linos of the family, the Oreodontince and the Agriochmrinm, come to

light simultaneously in geological time, the White Kivor epoch, or the

Oligocone. The latter is a higher type than the former in its more com-
plex fourth premolars, while it is inferior in the non -closure of the orbits

posteriorly. It may then be regarded as a parallel line. It has but two
generic types, while the Orcodontin.e present us with seven. So far as yet

known, the Agrlochcerinee iliil not continue as long as the Oreodontinee,

as will be shown in tabular form below.

In the progressive-modifications of the Orcodontinic series, the first step

was the Inflation Of the otic bulla (genus Eucrotaphus). This was suc-

ceeded by the coiissification of the premaxillary bones (genus Mery-
cochesrus). These changes were accompanied by a regular increase in

dimensions. The species of Merycochcerus are all of the largest size, and
there are no small ones. The smallest species of Eucrotaphus are equal to

the largest ones of Oreodon. The fourth genus Merychyus, while it loses

none of the points already gained, shows a deficiency in its facial walls

whore vacuities appear. There is the greatest range of size here : with one
species (M. major), as large as any of the Merycochncri, wo have another

as largo as the usual Eucrotaphi (M. zygomaticus), and several one degree

smaller, or as largo as the largest Oreodons. In the next genus the facial

vacuities have attained to an enormous size. The premolar tooth become
smaller, and the weakness of the narrow symphysis of the lower jaw is

made up lor by its coossifieation. The size is reduced from equal to the

smallest Merychyi, to that of the smallest Oreodons (genus Leptau-

chenla). In the next stage (genus Cyclopidius) the superior incisors dis-

appear. Finally, the lower jaw is so reduced in front that it loses both

incisors and premolars, in spite of its symphyscal coiissification (genus

Pithecistes).

The specios may bo thus arranged in accordance with their distribution

in time.

Oreodon gracilis ; O. afiinis ; O. culbertsoni. Eu-

E. major. Agriochoorus antiquus ; A. major; A.

White lliver Epoch.

crotaphus jacksoni

;

latifrbns.

John Bay Epoch.

supcrbus ; M. loidyi

Eucrotaphus jacksoni ; E. major. Merycochcerus

M. chelydra, sp. nov. ; M. macrostegus, sp. nov
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Agriochoirus guyotianus ; A., trifrons, sp. nov. ; A. ryderanus. Coloreodon
macrocephalus.

North Fork of John Day River Epoch. Eucrotaphua trigonocephaly,
sp. nov.

; E major. Coloreodon forox ; C. macrocephalus.
Ticholeptus Beds. Mcrycochocrus montanua, ap. nov. ; M. rusticus ; M>

proprius. Merychyus arenarum, sp. nov. ; M. pariogonus, sp. nov. ; M.
zygomaticus. Cyclopidius simus ; C . emydinus, sp. nov. Leptauchenia
major; L. decora; L. nitida. Pithecistes hrevifacies ; P. heterodon ; P.

decedens, ap. nov.

Loup Fork Beds. 1 Merychyus elegans ; M. modius; ? M. major.*
The stratigraphic relations of these species may be represented under

their generic heads in the following table :

Oreodontinm.
Oreodon Leidy
EucrotapUus Leidy
Merycochoerus Leidy .

.

Merychyus Leidy
Leptauchenia Leidy . .

.

Cyclopidius Cope
Pithecistes Cope

AgriocJioarinm.
A grlochcerus Leidy
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On the Structure of the Skull in the Masmooranch genus Bidymodus.

By li. B. Cope.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, March 7, IS84.)

The genus Biplodus was described by Agaaaiz from specimens of teeth

from the European Coal Measures. In America, Newberry and Worthen|
have described four species from the Carboniferous of Illinois and Ohio

;

and I have reported two species from the Permian beds of Illinois and
Texas. Recently Mr. Samuel Garman has described a shark, said to have
been taken in the Japanese seas, under the name of Chlamydoselachus

* The questions refer to the geological age.

t Geology of Illinois, vol. 11.
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anyuineus, whose teoth, as represented, do not differ generically from those

of Diplodus. This is an interesting discovery, indicating that this genus,

and not Ceratoduj, is the oldest type of vertebrate now known in the liv-

ing state.

My collections from the Permian beds of Texas include not only

numerous teeth, but jaws and crania. Among these I recognize two types

of teeth, which I cannot distinguish from those of the D. compressus

Newb., and 1). gibbosus Agass. Whether these species belong to the same

genus, is a question.which I will discuss at the close of this article. I pro-

visionally refer the D . compressus to a distinct genus, Didymodus, and

will so call it in this article.

The determination of the characters of this genus is a point of much
interest The teeth resemble those of the existing sharks more than do

those of any other genus of the Palaeozoic ages, but the antecedent im-

probability of the modern type having existed at such an early period of

the earth's history, is shown to be well founded by the present investiga-

tion, which also throws much light on the question of the general phylo-

geny of the fishes.

I. Description.

Twelve more or less complete crania of species of Didymodus are in my
collection, and one set of jaws with small teeth and part of the cranium

attached. One of the crania, unfortunately much broken, exhibits also

some large teeth. All were found by the late Jacob Boll in the Permian

hods of Texas.

The skull of this species forms a continuum, which, however, displays

distinct segments. First, however, as to the tissue of which it is composed.

Both on the surface and in transverse fractures, it is more or less finely

granular, the granules distinctly visible to the naked eye. These granules

are composed of gypsum, as is also the matrix of a darker color in which

they lie imbedded. Two hypotheses may be entertained regarding this

structure. First, These granules may be regarded as the casts of coarse

cartilage cells, and the matrix be in the place of the intercellular cartilage,

replaced like the woody tissue in petrified wood. Second, The granules

may be looked upon as replacements of osseous granules, such as cover

the chondrocranium of most Elasmobraneh fishes, while the matrix may
be a replacement of the cartilage. The latter hypothesis is the more
probable of the two, for two reasons : First, There is little probability of

an unsupported chondrocranium retaining its form sufficiently long to per-

mit the filling of its cells with a mineral deposit. Second, The granular

type of ossification is well known in existing Klasmobranchs. It is only

necessary to believe that the Chondrocranium is penetrated by this kind

of ossification. This state of things exists in the jaws also, which I de-

scribe later. This structure has already been observed by Kner in the

genus Pleuracanlhus.

The osseous cranium is abbreviated anteriorly, and elongated posteriorly,
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The orbit occupies part of the anterior third of the length. It is bounded
in front by an obtuse preorbital process, and posteriorly by a laterally

expanded and decurved postorbital process. The latter'bears an articular

facet on its posterior and inferior face. TIi« top of the muzzle is exca-

vated by a fontanelle which does not extend posterior to a line connecting

the preorbital processes.

There is a prominent cup-shaped occipital condyle. On each side of

the cranium a short distance anterior to it, is a prominent process extend-

ing outwards and a little backwards, which is excavated on its inferior

side, but whose posterior side is decurved, so that the inferior concavity

looks partially forwards. Into this cavity, and abutting against the

decurved posterior edge, is a lateral process of the basal axial bone of the

skull, which I take to be homologous with the lateral alee which occupy
the same position in the sharks. Anterior to this junction no doubt the

hyomandibular bone was suspended, for I suspect that it was articulated to

a small condyle which is wedged into the fissure between the inferior and
superior elements described, a centimeter anterior to their posterior

extremities. This condyle is a distinct element of a subglobular form.

The interorbital plane Is continued posteriorly, bounded on each side by
a depression which probably corresponds to the temporal fossa of higher

vertebrates. The edges of this plane are thus well within the lateral

borders of the cranium. The plane rises a little posteriorly, and is split

into two narrow wedge-shaped processes, which project freely upwards
and backwards. The rather short remaining part of tire roof of the skull

has a keel or sagittal crest on the middle line, which descends gradually

to the foramen magnum.
The base of the skull forms a continuum from the edge of the large occi-

pital cotylus to the acuminate anterior extremity. The lateral basal alee

are subcylindric, and are separated from the basicranial axis by a fissure

for a short distance, and then unite with it. Two or three foramina ante-

rior to this reunion, are in line with the defining fissure just mentioned.

The basis cranii sends out a process on each side below the postorbital

processes, giving a cross-shape to this part of the base of the skull. An-
terior to this point it is free from other elements and contracts to an
acuminate apex.

The cranium is segmented, but a clean specimen is necessary to per-

mit the straight sutures to be seen. In the first place, there is a distinct

occipital bono, which includes oxoccipital and basiocclpital elements com-
bined. The latter includes the large occipital cotylus, as in the Khachi-

tomous batrachian Trimerorhacbis, and differs from the structure seen in

the Lepidoslrentdee, where exoccipltal elements only are present. The
occipital extends but a short distance on the inferior face of the axis. It

is preceded directly, and without imbrication, by a continuous axial ele-

ment. If we recognize in the granular character of the tissue evidence

of true ossification of the chondrocranium, we have here true continuous

Sphenoid and presphenoid bones.
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Returning to the superior face of the cranium, wo observe that the

exoceipital elements form a wedge-shaped body, divided on the middle

line by suture, with the apex forwards. Traces of this division are figured

by Gegenbaur as present in Heptanchus.* Anterior to this the middle

of the cranial roof is apparently occupied by another triangular bono with

the base posterior and the apex anterior, and concealed beneath the free

extremity of the element in front of it. The lateral sutures only are dis-

tinguishable, appearing as grooves (fig. 2). This is the parietal bone. Ex-

ternal to this and the occipital, and filling the space behind as well as an-

terior to the postero-lateral angle of tho parietal, is the element which is

produced outwards and backwards as already described. Were I describ-

ing a true fish, this bone might be intercalare (epiotic) or pterotic. Perhaps

it is both combined, or it may be the cartilage bone called by Giinther,

in Ceratodus, the "tympanic lamina." |- The element anterior to the

parietal is the cartilaginous representative of the frontal, and the fact

that It terminates posteriorly in two free processes is significant of the

true homology of the bones which terminate in like manner in the crania,

of the Lepldosirenidee4 In this family and in the Ceratodontidse these

bones are more or less separated on the middle line by the median pos-

terior element. In Ceratodus the separation is wide ; in Lepidosiren the

interval is uninterrupted, but narrow in front. In Protopterus these

elements are in contact on the middle line, but diverge posteriorly.

Bischolf, Stannius^ and Giinther identify these elements with thefrontals

in the genera they have described. Huxley | calls them supraorbitals, so

that it becomes necessary to name the median posterior element a fronto-

parietal, as a combination df two bones usually found distinct in fishes.

The furcate structure of the frontal cartilage in Didymodus goes to show
that the identification by Bischofi and Giinther is the correct one. There

are also in this genus distinct paired membrane bones which do not take

part in the bifurcation in question, and which appear to represent the

frontals of Ceratodus. Each of these is a fiat, subcrescentic supraorbital

plate, which lias a concave superciliary border. It is separated by a con-

siderable interval from its follow of tho opposite side. Its anterior

extremity is notched by a fossa which I suppose to represent the ante-

terior (posterior in position) nostril. The ? frontal of the right side is dis-

placed, ami appears as a lamina lying on the frontal cartilage, showing

that it is a membrane bone. From its relation to the nostril the question

arises, whether it be mil, the homologue of the nasal.

For hyotnandibular bone, palatopterygoid arch, and mandibular arch,

we have to rely principally on one specimen. On one of tho skulls, two

* TJeber den Bau des SohedelB der Selachler, 1872, Fl. I.

t Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, 1871, p. on, indicated on
the plates by the letter d.

t Lepidosiren paradoxa by Blsohoff, Prof, in I Icidelberg ; Lelpslo, 1810.

I Handbuoh der Anatomle der WlrbeltSiere ; Rostock; Erstes Bucli, die

Flsche, 1851, p. 49.

II
Anatomy of Vertebrated Animals, 1871, p. 115.

raoc. ames. rmios. soc. xxt. 116. 3u. feinted jult 1, 1884.
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curved rib-like bones lie parallel and divergent posteriorly on the right

side of the frontal, in the temporal fossa. I cannot identify them. They
are not present on the opposite side. As already described, there is a

facet on the infero-posterior face of the poslfrontal process. 'This in-

dicates the point of articulation of the palatopterygoid arch, as it exists

in the group Opistharthri of the sharks as denned by Gill, and as is clear-

ly proven by the specimen now to be described.

This includes the entire palatopterygoid and mandibular arches of one
side, and the greater part of that of the opposite side, together with a

considerable part of the right hyomandibular bone and probable ex-

tremity of the ceratohyal. The anterior parts of both jaws support

numerous small teeth, which closely resemble those described by Agassiz

as belonging to his D. gibbosus. They differ from those of the D. eompres-

SU8 in their smaller size. The palatine bones do not project much beyond
the mandible, which, taken in connection with the form of the muzzle
above described, renders it probable that the mouth was nearly terminal.

In the palatopterygoid arch there is no noticeable separation or suture

between the palatine and pterygoid elements. The inferior border of the

palatine is swollen below the orbit ; its superior plate rises into a strong

suborbital ala, which is concave externally, with thin superior edge. This
edge rises posteriorly, giving the outline an elevated convexity, whose
greatest upward prominence is above a point a little posterior to the

middle of the jaw, and which probably articulated with the postorbital

process of the cranium. Its surface gives indication of an articular sur-

face appropriate to the corresponding one of the cranium. The superior

border then descends rapidly to a vertical posterior border, which forms

a somewhat prominent rim. This descends to the mandible, forming a

regular ginglymus, the mandible bearing the eotylus. The mandible is

rather robust ; its inferior edge is rather thin, and becomes incurved

anteriorly. Its superior border is regular, except that it rises a little at

the coronoid region, and is impressed, corresponding with a concavity of

the surface, and arch of the border of the pterygoid region, just anterior

to the posterior prominent ridge which forms its posterior edge.

The hyomandibular bone is only exposed for its inferior half. It issues

from behind the palatopterygoid as a narrow shaft with obliquely truncate

extremity.

It is thus evident that the arrangement of the jaws is as in the two ex-

ceptional existing genera, Ilexanchus and Ileptanchus.

The external nostril already referred to, is a distinct, rather small fossa,

on the lateral part of the superior face of the muzzle, near the extremity

of the osseous portion. It is visible on both sides of the best-preserved

specimen. It is continued forwards as a shallow groove. At the apex of

the muzzle, is a fossa looking downwards, where roofed on each side by
the ? nasal bones, which may represent the posterior nasal cavity. Or the

latter may probably be represented by a lateral fossa just in front of the pre-

orbital process. In either case it is evident Unit the nares are separated,
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and that the posterior one cannot be said to be within the oral cavity, as

is the case in the known families of the Dipnoi. It is probable that there

is a frontoparietal foramen at the posterior bifurcation of the frontal bones,

corresponding to the conarium or pineal body of the brain. In a cranium
broken across just anterior to the bifurcation, a canal passing forwards

and downwards is exposed. There is a foramen, or possibly only a deep
fossa on each side of the middle line on the occipito-sphenoid suture. The
foramen magnum is rather small and opens upwards. Its border displays

no articular surfaces. At the middle of a line connecting the posterior

borders of the postorbital processes is a small shallow fossa, or probably

foramen, from this there extends on each side backwards and outwards, a

shallow groove apparently for a vessel, which terminates at the anterior

one of three foramina already mentioned as in line with the fissure which
distinguishes the lateral ala of the basicranial axis posteriorly. A similar

groove connects the first and second of these foramina, and in one speci-

men the groove from the median foramen joins this connecting groove.

In front of the median foramen is a rather larger one on the median line,

situated at the fundus of a short longitudinal groove, [t is placed just

posterior to a line connecting the preorbital processes. The grooves easily

become obsolete by weathering.

II. Affinities.

In determining the systematic position of this animal, it will be' con-

venient to take a survey of the characters of the primary divisions of the

fishes. In 1840 Bischofi published the first account of the osteology of

Lepidosiren. In this description he called the frontal bones malars with
a question, and the parietals frontoparietals. He described the skull as

having an os quadratum. In 1854, Stannius in the Handbuch der Zoo-
tornie* correctly determined the frontals and parietals, and stated further

that the "lower jaw and hyoid bone articulate directly with continuous

processes of the chondrocranium." This appears to be the first correct

description of the cranial structure of the Dipnoi. In 18G4,f Huxley re-

stated the view of Stannius as to the nature of the mandibular articula-

tion
; adopted the opinion of Bischoff that the frontal is a frontoparietal,

and took a new position in calling the frontals supraorbitals. He also

restates in general, the description of the skull of the Holocephali already
given by Stannius.

The system of Johannes Miiller, adopted by Stannius, was a great im-
provement over preceding ones. It embraced, however, the error of in-

cluding the Holocephali in the same sub-class (Elasmobranchi) with the

sharks. This was adopted by Gill in 1861,$ by Huxley in 1804 § and in

1871.
| All of these authors adopt at these dates the sub-class Ganoidea.

* Brstes Buoh, die Flsche, p. 49.

t Elements of Comparative Anatomy, p. 210.

t Catalogue of the Fishes of the East Coast of North America, p. 21.

? Elements of Comparative Anatomy.
II The A natomy of Vortebrated Animals, p. 120.
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la 1871* the writer gave the following as the primary divisions of the sub-

class Pisces : Holocephali, Selachi, Dipnoi, Orossopterygia, Actinopteri.

The Holocephali was raised to an equivalency with the other sub-classes

on account of the absence of distinct hyomandibular bone. The Dipnoi

were defined by the median pelvic element, by the distichous arrangement

of the segments of the pectoral and ventral fins, when present, on a me-

dian axis, and by the supposed presence of a distinct hyomandibular bone.

The latter definition must be abandoned, for though an ossification exists,

it has been shown by Stannius, Huxley and Giinther, to be merely a de-

posit in the continuous chondrocranium. The sub-class Orossopterygia

was substituted for the sub-class Ganoidea of Agassiz and Muller, as the

latter was believed to have no actual existence as a division of fishes. After

comparing the osteology of Polypterus, Lepidosteus and Arnia, I remark

(p. 320) "It is thus evident that the sub-class Ganoidea cannot be main-

tained. It cannot be even regarded as an order, since I will show that

Lepidosteus, Accipenser, and Amia, areall representatives of distinct orders.

I hope, also, to make it evident that Polypterus should be elevated to the

rank of a, sub-class or division of equal rank with the rest of the fishes and
with the Dipnoi, already adopted." The sub-class Ganoidea, has not yet

fallen into disuse, but there are strong symptoms that it will do so.f

Among others I select the following extract from Huxley's paper on the

ovaries of the smelt, published in 1883.
:f.

" As is well known, Lepidosteus presents an example of a Ganoid with

oviducts like those of the higher Teleostei ; in Osmerus, on the other

hand, we have a Teleostoan with oviducts like those of the ordinary

Ganoidei. It is tolerably obvious, therefore, that the characters of the

female reproductive organs can lend no support to any attempt to draw
a sharp line of demarkation between the Ganoids and the Tcleos-

teans.

"Boas has recently conclusively shown that the same is true of the sup-

posed distinctive character afforded by the conns arteriosus; and it has

long been admitted that the spiral valve which has been described in the

intestine of GMrocentrus is the homologue of that which exists in all the

Ganoids, though greatly reduced in Lepidosteus. Indeed I am inclined to

believe that the circular valve which separates the colon from the rectum
in the smelt is merely a, last remainder of the spiral valve. Thus, among
the supposed absolute distinctions between the Ganoids and the Teleostei,

only the peculiarities of the brain, and especially the so-called chiasma of

the optic nerves, remain for consideration. My lamented friend Mr.

Balfour, in the last of his many valuable labors, proved conclusively that

the brain of Lepidosteus is, both in structure and development, a Teleostean

* Proceeding! Anicr. Assoc. Adv. Science, p. 323, Tnuisac. Amer. Philosoph.

Soc, p. in.

I'The term ganoid can be used as an adjccUvc to describe the scales already

known by that name, and thus be preserved.

% Proceedings Zoological Society of London, 1888, pp. 187, 188, 189.
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brain. But it is singular that no one, so far as I know, has insisted upon
the fact, not only that the Teleostean brain is essentially similar to that of

the Ganoids, but that it is exactly in those respects in which the Ganoids

and Teleostei agree in cerebral structure that they difier most markedly

from the Plagiostomi and Ghimseroidei,

"With respect to the chiasma of the optic nerves, the exact nature of

that structure has not yet been properly elucidated either in the Selachians

or in the Ganoids. But, whatever may come of such an investigation,

the establishment of the existence of a true chiasma in the Ganoids, and

of its absence in Teleostcans, can have hut little bearing on the question

of their affinities, since Wiedersheim has shown that a simple decussation

of the fibres of the optic nerves, as in ordinary Teleosteans, takes place in

many lizards."

In 1877* I proposed the following primary divisions of the fishes, and

have seen no reason to alter my views as to their value as a correct ex-

pression of the affinities and diversities of this class of Vertebrata. The
system differs only from that of 1871 in the consolidation of the Crossop-

terygia and Actinopteri into a single sub-class, the Hyopomata ; and in a

few corrections of the definitions given. They are as follows :

I. Suspensorium continuous with the cartilaginous cranium, with no

hyomandibular. No rudimental opercular bone ; no maxillary arch
;

pelvic bones present ; axial series of fore limb shortened, the deriva-

tive radii sessile on the basal pieces ; axial series of hinder limb pro-

longed in male Holocephali.

II. Suspensorium articulated with the cranium; no maxillary arch; no

opercular nor pelvic bones ; bones of limbs as in the last

lilamiobranclii.

III. Suspensorium rudimental, continuous with cranium, supporting one

or more opercular bones ; cranium with superior membrane bones;

no maxillary arch ; a median pelvic element ; the limbs supported by

segmented unmodified axes Dipnoi.

IV. Hyomandibular and palatoquadrate bones articulated with cranium,

supporting opercular bones ; a maxillary arch ; no pelvic element
;

axes of the limbs shortened, the derivative radii sessile on the basal

pieces Hyopomata.

In the definition of the Dipnoi, it is necessary to make the correction in

accordance with the best observations on fresh specimens, above referred

to, as 1 have not been able to determine the question from dried speci-

mens in the Ryrtl collection. The suspensorium cannot be properly said

to be articulated to the cranium in the sense in which it is said to be such

in the Elasmobranchi. In the latter it Is articulated by ginglymus j in

* Proceedings Of the American Philosophical Society, 1877, p. 2.">; and in the
A nnual Reports of the Commissioners of Fisheries of Pennsylvania for 1879-80,

p. 67 and 1881-2, p. 111.
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the Dipnoi merely by suture or contaet, with other cartilage bones. Its

character is therefore more nearly that of the Holocephali than of the

Elasmobranchi or the Hyopomata.
In the light of the above considerations, to which sub-class must be re-

ferred the genus Didymodus? Does it possess a freely articulating hyo-

mandihular bone, and maxillary, palatoqiiadrale and mandibular arches?

The question must be primarily determined by these considerations, since

the fins and their supports are unknown to us.

The lateral posterior processes of the skull are in its superior plane,

and their extremities do not present an articular facet for the lower jaw.

It is improbable that they,were continued downwards as cartilage for the

former articulation, as in the Holocephali and Dipnoi. Both from the

presence of an articular condyle, and from the mechanical necessities of

the case, I have little doubt but that there was a freely articulating hyo-

mandibular bono. I have already described this element in fact as visible

in a single specimen. The choice is thus limited to the Elasmobranchi

and Hyopomata. It is decided in favor of the former by the absence of

maxillary arch and of opercular apparatus. So then Didymodus is a

shark, in spite of its peculiarities. Kner* speaks of the presence in the

nearly allied Pleuracanthus (= Diplodus), of prcmaxillary and maxillary

bones ; but this is no doubt a misinterpretation of the homologies, as he says

they articulate, with the lower jaw. In my jaws there is but one bone on
each side, a palatopterygoid.

In his researches on the structure of the skulls of sharks, Gegenbaurf
shows the different methods of articulation of the palatopterygoid arch In

the sub-class Elasmobranchi. In Heterodontus the palatopterygoid arch is

attached to the skull throughout by its superior border, anterior to the

orbit, but is free posterior to the orbit. In FTexanchus and Ilepianchus

it is free anteriorly, but articulates by its elevated posterior portion with

the postorbital process. In the remainder of known recent Elasmobranchs
it is free throughout, and merely in contact in front. These relations are

also described by Huxley. \ Professor Gill utilizes them as definitions of

three (of four) primary divisions of the sub-class Elasmobranchi, § which
he names the Opistharthri, (fam. Ilexanchidie) ; Proarthri (Ileterodon-

tidec) ; Anarthi (sharks proper) ; and Rhinee (Squatinas). According to

these definitions, Didymodus must be referred to the Opistharthri. The
skull, however, presents other characters which must claim attention. Its

•Sitznngsberlchte Wiener Akadcmie, LV, p. 840.

tUntersuchungen zur Anatomie der Wirbolthiere, Leipzic, 1872.

JOn the Anatomy of Ceratodus. Proceedings Zo81. Society of London, 1870,

p. t::-l, with figures.

} Bulletin of tlieU. S. National Museum, No. 16, 1883, p. 907. Gills fourth group,

Rhlnoe, does not appear to mo to possess the value of the other three, nor are

the "Italic" and "Prist,es " more distinct. I therefore propose that the order
Selachll, as defined in the following pages (of Hie sub-class IOlasmobranchl),

be divided into three sub-orders: Opistharthri, Proarthri and Aiin.rt.hrl, the lat-

ter to include the true sharks, the Squatlnte, the sawfishes and the rays.
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reference to the Elasmobranclii is confirmed by tlve following characters :

(1 ) The nares are not oral. (2) There is a large fontanello on the summit
of the muzzle. (8) There are processes corresponding to the lateral alas

of the basicranial axis.

In another character Didymodus differs from this and all other sub-classes

of the Pisces. This is the penetration of the granular ossification through-

out the eliondrocranium.

In the following characters it agrees with the Dipnoi : (1) The distinct

exoccipital, parietal, and frontal elements. (2) The occipital colylus.

(3) The posterior bifurcation of the frontal cartilage.

In the following characters Didymodus resembles the Ilyopomatous or

true fishes : (1) In the basioccipital bone with condyle. (2) In the ?os

intercalare or pteroticum. (3) The presence of a distinct element articu-

lating with the proximal end of the hyomandibular. (4) The presence of

membrane bones in the position of frontals.

The characters above cited as constituting resemblances to the true

fishes, will not, it appears to me, permit the reference of this genus to any
of the divisions of sharks established by Prof. Gill. I therefore proposed

anew order of the Elasmobranclii* for its reception, with the following

name and definition.

A basioccipital bone and condyle. Occipital, 1 pterotic, and frontal bones

distinct. Supraorbital (or nasal) bones present Ic/dhyotomi.

The remaining Elasmobranclii, in which the above characters are want-
ing, may be termed by way of contrast, utilizing an old name, Selachii.

Were it not for the probable presence of the free hyomandibular bone,

the order Ichthyotomi might be regarded, in the absence of knowledge of

its limbs, as the possible ancestor of the Rhachitomous Batrachla. Hut as

the Batrachla have no distinct suspensorium, or are, to use Muller's con-

venient term, monimostylic, their origin must still be sought for in some yet

undiscovered type of Dipnoi. It is on the oilier hand very probable that

the [chthyotomi are the group from which the Hyopomafa derived their

origin. The distinct basioccipital with its two foramina, the superior

origin of the hyomandibular, and the superior nostrils, all point towards

the true fishes. The tribe of Ilyopomata which must be their most im-

mediate descondents, are the Crossopterygia, as I define; that division.

I must now compare the [ohthyotomi with such groups of the llyopo-

mata as they may be supposed to approach most closely. I begin by refer-

ring to the marine eels of the order Colocephali. In 1871+ I characterized

this order as follows: "Parietals largely in contact; opercular bones

rudimental ; the preoperculum generally wanting. Pterygoids rudimental
or wanting ; ethmoid very wide. Sympleetic, maxillary, basal branchi-

byals, superior and inferior pharyngeal bones, all wanting, except the

fourth pharyngeal. This is jaw-like, and is supported by a strong supe-

rior branchihyal ; other superior branchihyals wanting or cartilaginous."

* American Naturalist, 1884, 413.

t Proceedings American Ass. Adv. Science, xx, pp. 828-834.
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The statement "maxillary wanting," is in contradiction to the definition

of the sub-class Ilyopomata, which asserts the presence of those bones.

Stannius* has asserted the absence of the "obcrkiefer" in the eel;

Gunther| describes their presence. As the absence of the maxillary bone

would constitute a point of resemblance, if not affinity to the Blasmo-

branchi, I have reexamined my material to determine the homologies of

the lateral dentigerous bone of the upper jaw of the eels. My specimens

of species of the Colocephali include the following from the Hyrtl collec-

tion : Myrus vulgaris ; Sphagebra/nehus rostratus ; Moringua rmtahorua ;

Murmna sp.; Murmna unicolor ; Murmna sp.; Poecilophis polyzonus,

and Gymnomurmna tigrina. The pterygoid bone exists in a rudimental

condition in the Gymnomurmna tigrina, Myrus vulgaris, and one of the

species of Mursona ; and whether lost in the preparation of the other crania

or not, cannot be stated. In the Anguilla vulgaris the pterygoid bone is con-

siderably larger, and extends to a point halfway between its base and the

extremity of the muzzle. In the Conger vulgaris it extends still further

forwards, reaching a transverse process of the anterior part of the vomer.

No palatine bone appears. The premaxillary bone is not distinguished

from the ethmoid in the Colocephali, nor in the Enchelycephali (Anguil-

lid£B, etc.). It is quite possible, therefore, that the external dentigerous

bone or tipper jaw, in both of these orders, may be the palatine, and the

maxillary be wanting. The family of the Mormyrida; appears to furnish

the solution. In this group the structure and connections of the pterygoid

bone are much as in Conger, and there are in addition distinct premaxillary

and maxillary bones. It is clear that in this family it is the palatine, and

not tie maxillary bone, that is wanting. Similar evidence is furnished

by the family Monopterldee. The definition of all four of the orders,

Colocephali, Enchelycephali, EchthyocephaU and Scyphophori must,

therefore, embrace this character. The Oymnarchidic agrees with the

Mormyridje in this respect, and both families have the transverse process

of the vomer which receives the pterygoid, as in the genus Conger. :|: The

supposed resemblance to the sharks presented by the Colocephali is then

not real, and the question as to the point of affinity of the Ichthyotomi to

the true fishes remains open as before.

I now refer to the remarkable characters presented by the deep sea fishes

of the family Kurypharyng'uhe, as recently published by Messrs. Gill and

Kydcr.§ These authors find the characters of the skeleton so remarkable,

that they think it necessary to establish a now order for its reception,

which they call the Lyomeri. The definition which they give is the fol-

lowing : " Fishes with five branchial arches (none modified as branchi-

ostegal or pharyngeal) far behind the skull ; an imperfectly ossified skull

articulating with the first vertebra by a basioccipital condyle alone ; only

» Handkuch dor Zootomle, Fi«ohel864, p. 70.

f Catalogue Fishes, British Museum, vol. vili, p. LB,

j These transverse prOGSSSes an- enormously developed In Gymnarchus.
I Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Nov. IKS.'!, |>. 262.
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two cephalic arches, both freely movable
; (1) an anterior dentigerous one—

the palatine, and (2) the suspensorial, consisting of the hyomandibular
and quadrate bones ; without maxillary bones or distinct posterior bony
elements to the mandible

; with an imperfect scapular arch remote from
the skull

; and with separately ossified but imperfect vertebra;."
M. Vaillant came to no conclusion as to the affinities of this group

; and
Messrs. Gill and Ryder remark, "We are unable to appreciate any affinity
of Oastrostomus to any Anacanlhines, Physostomes, or typical Apods,
nor does it seem to be at all related to Malacosteus, which has been
universally considered to be a little modified Stomiatid." It is, how-
ever, clear to me that the relationships of this family Eurypharyngidaj
are to the order Colocephali, and that they represent the extreme de-
gree of the modification of structure which that order exhibits. In
other words, the modification of the ordinary piscine type which is

found in the Anguillidie (order Enchelycephali), is carried to a higher
degree in the Colocephali, and reaches its extreme in the Eury-
pharyngid.e. The points of identity between the two groups last-named
are so many, that it becomes desirable to ascertain whether they are
susceptible of ordinal separation from each other. The characters
above given to the order Lyomeri are in fact identical with those which
define the order Colocephali, with a few possible exceptions. First, how-
ever, I note that the supposed palatine arch, is probably the maxillary,
as in the Colocephali, and that it is the palatopterygoid arch which is

absent. The five branchial arches exist in the Colocephali, but the three
anterior are rudimental, and the basal branchihyal bones of the fourth
and fifth are closely united. There are, however, five arches. There is a
ceratohyal arch in Murama and Gymnomurama, but of very slender pro-
portions. Whether this element is absolutely wanting in Gastrostomy,
or whether the first branchial arch is ils homologue, remains to be ascer-
tained. Should the last two be coherent as in the Colocephali, we would
then have the same number of hyoid arches in both, viz., six. The "im-
perfectly ossified cranium " is shown in the detailed description given by
Messrs. Gill and Ryder, to support the same bones which are found in the
Munenoid skull. The degree of ossification of the skeleton does not con-
stitute a basis for ordinal distinction, if the same elements be present.
For this reason the perforation of the vertebral centra by the remnant of
the chorda dorsalis does not seem to be of ordinal importance.
In the more detailed description, there are a few charecters worthy of

notice. First, "The notoehord is persistent in the skull for half the
length of the basioccipital." This indicates further the primitive condi-
tion of the vertebral column, but scarcely gives basis for an ordinal defi.
nition. Second (p. 3(i(i.), "The neurapophyses are slender, diverging
(instead of convergent), cartilaginous distally, and embracing the neural
sheaths on the sides, while by the neurapophyses is supported a membra-
nous sheath which roofs over the nervous cord," etc. The nerual canal
is well closed above in the Muramidce, but in the Anguillidce it is largely

I'llOC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XXI. 116. !$V. PUTNTKD JULY 2t, .1884.
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open above. The neurapophyses it is true unite, but at a distance above

the neural cord, and as attenuated rods. Third, " There is no vomer de-

veloped, but a triangular cartilaginous element pendent from the cranial

rostrum affords attachment for the palatine (read maxillary) element

anteriorly," etc. This element probably exists in the Colocephali and

similarly takes the place of the vomer, only differing in being ossified.

I have been accustomed to regard it as the homologue of the hone called

ethmoid in fishes.

The character which distinguishes the Colocephali from the Enchely-

cephali, now that their maxillary and palatine structure are shown to he

essentially the same, is found in the hyoid apparatus. In the Enchely-

cephali, the structure is as in ordinary fishes ; there is a glossohyal, and

there are basihyals, and axial branchihyals, and superior pharyngeals. In

the Colocephali all these elements arc wanting, excepting the fourth supe-

rior pharyngeal, which has the form of an antero- posteriorly placed den-

tigerous jaw, which opposes the lateral branehihyal of the fifth arcli or,

as it is generally called, the inferior pharyngeal. It is evident that the

Eurypharyngidic are more similar to the Colocephali than to any other

order in this respect also, but the description of these parts is not yet suffi-

ciently detailed to enable me to determine what difference there may be

in this respect, if any. The mobility of the quadrate bone on the hyo-

mandibular cannot be regarded as of great systematic significance, although

it is doubtless important in the economy of the fish.

It is then evident that the Eurypharyngidic belong very near to, if not

within, the order Colocephali. Towards the end of their description,

Messrs. Gill and Ryder (p. 270), recognize this relationship, but deny that

it Indicates that this family is "from the same primitive stock as the

Muramids." I incline to the belief that it is the ultimate result of the

line of development of which the Anguillida? form one of the first terms,

and the MuraanidfC a later and more specialized one.

It is therefore clear that the point of relationship of the Ichthyotomi to

the true fishes is not to be found in the Eurypharyngida: or the Colo-

cephali.

In the following point, Didymodus resembles Polypterus. The fossa

above described as on each side of the bastoccipifal, is found in Polypterus.

There it serves as a place of insertion of a strong ligament on each side,

which is attached externally to the epiclavicle, and serves to hold the

scapular arch in its place. A similar structure exists in the Sllulrdro,

where the ligaments are ossified. It suggests for Didymodus a scapular

arch suspended more anteriorly than in sharks, possibly even to the skull.

The genealogy of the fishes will then be as follows, first, however, it

is to be understood that in asserting the derivations of one group from

another, I mean that in accordance with the rule which I have termed

"the doctrine of the unspeeialized," the later type in each case is the

descendant of the primitive and not the later sub-form of its predecessor.

In this way is to be explained the apparent anomaly of regarding the
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notochordal sturgeons as descendants of Crossoptorygia, whose modern
representatives are osseous. The primitive Crossoptorygia, and probably
even the Aotiaopteri, were doubtless as cartilaginous as are the existing
sturgeons:

f Actinopteri.

IIyopomata= 5 Chondrostei. Batrachia.
' Crossoptorygia. /

Elasmobranchi = \
Ichthyotomi. Dipnoi.

' Sclachii.

--- Ilolocephali./
In this phylogeny, the Ilolocephali, which have not differentiated a

suspensorium, are regarded as the primitive fishes, although the living

representatives display some specialized characters, as, for instance, a

membranous gill-cover which conceals the primitive slits. The line to

the right continues the monimostylic character and passes into the reptiles,

whose primitive types are also monimostylic, as Johannes Muller called

them. In the later forms or streptostylicate reptiles of Muller (Lacertilia,

Ophiclia), the quadrate; becomes freely articulated.*

In the left hand series, the Elasmobranchs immediately present us with
the free suspensorium or hyomandibular, which is a well-known character

of the remainder of the line, the modifications being the addition of sepa-

rate elements, as the metapterygoid, "quadrate," and symplectic.

The penetration of ossification into the chondrocranium of Didymodus,
in regions not ossified in either fishes or batrachia (sphenoid and pre-

sphenoid), and into regions not ossified in any vertebrate (frontal and
parietal cartilages), may be, so to speak, only a local phenomenon, and
not indicative of extensive phylogenetic consequences. For if it be so

regarded, it evidently proves too much, giving affinities in the base of the

skull to the reptiles, and in the roof exhibiting a character more highly
developed than any known form of vcrtebrata.

The Ichthyotomi include, so far as yet known, but one family, the Hybo-
dontichc of Agassiz. According to that author this family includes four

genera, Hybodus, Pleuracanthus, Cladodus and Sphenonchus. It ranges
from the coal-measures to the Jura inclusive.

The genus Didymodus may be described as follows :

Frontal plane well defined on each side by the temporal fossae, and ter-

minating in two cornua posteriorly. Anterior nares on the superior sur-

face of the muzzle. Supraorbital (or nasal) bones well separated on the

median line and constituting the only membrane ossification. Teeth with
large lateral denticles.

The species Didymodus compressus Newberry, may be defined as follows :

Skull with massive walls. Form elongate, depressed, the orbit not ex-

*The phylogeny of the Reptilian series can be found ill the Proceedings
American Association Advancement of Science, xlx, 187J , p. 288. The Batraohla
are supposed to be their ancestors.
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tending behind the anterior third of the length. Basicranial and basi facial

axes in one line, flattened, the supraorbital border flat, concave on the

edge
;
postorbital processes obtuse, the temporal ridges commencing with

thin posterior border, which they excavate. The ridges then turn, ex-

tend parallel posteriorly, terminating in the horn-like processes already

described, with a slight divergence. The apices mark the posterior third

of the length of the skull. The occipital condyle is wider than deep, and

its superior border retreats forwards so as to cause its cup to look upwards.

The exoccipital diameter at the foramen magnum is less than that of the

basicranial axis, the osseous element of which, probably sphenoid, is re-

curved on the sides to their middle. The sides of the latter expand a

little to meet their lateral ala). Immediately above their contact is situ-

ated the supposed condyle for the hyomandibular element. The basicranial

axis is convex opposite the postorbital processes, from the bases of which

a concavity separates it. It has a slight median groove at this point. It

is much narrower than the Interorbital width above. A short distance in

front of the postorbital processes it begins to contract, and gradually

reaches an acuminate apex. Superior to this apex, commencing posterior

to it, the space between it and the supraorbital or nasal elements is occu-

pied by a massive clement (? ethmoid) which forms the floor of the nasal

median fontanelle.

The surfaces are smooth, but readily weather so as to be granular. The
granules are subround, with flattened surface.

Measurements of skull. M.

Total length of skull to end of frontal hone (Xo. 1) 180
" " " muzzle to orbit ; axial 024

" " skull to postorbital process 058

" " " to apices of frontal cartilage 117
" " " " to ? pterotic apex (axial) 155

Width of skull at prefontals 045

" " " " supraorbital borders 055

" " " "? pterotic apices 088
" " occipital condyle 034

Depth " " " 025

Measurements of jaws.

Length of mandibular ramus from cotylus, inclusive. .145

Depth " mandibular ramus at cotylus 028
" middle 085

Length " palatopterygoid bone from cotylus, inclusive. .145

Depth " " " at postorbital articula-

tion 071

Depth of palatopterygoid bone at orbit 085

Length" " " posterior to orbit 070

A second species has been brought to light by the researches of Mr. W.
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F. Cummins in the Permian beds of Texas. Parts of the jaws with two
of its teeth are preserved. The lower jaw is distinguished from that of

the D. compressus by its small transverse as compared with its other di-

ameters. The ramus is quite compressed, and is not thicker at the inferior

edge than the superior, and is slightly concave on the inner side. Its ex-

ternal face is nearly vertical. The angle is rounded forwards, and there

Is no angle behind the cotylus, which is raised above the superior line of

the ramus. The cotylus is rather large, and has a shallow anterior supe-

rior, and a posterior subpostorior facet. There is no indication of a coro-

noid process. The inferior edge of the ramus is swollen on the outer

side, below the anterior border of the condyle, so as to mark with the

thickened posterior edge of the ramus a fossa in the position of the mas-

seteric.

The teeth are pecular in the form of the root (Pigs. 8-9). This part has

no anterior projection, and the posterior portion is a flat, thin-edged plate,

wider than long. It carries a button, but no notch. There is a minute

median denticle. The form of the root is thus very different from that of

the tooth of the D. compressus (figs. 5, 7).

Measurements. M.
Depth of ramus. at cotylus (vertical) 062

" 120 mm. anterior to cotylus. .048

Transverse diameter at the same point 009

Long diameter (oblique) of cotylus 031

_. „, „ (anteroposterior 011
Diameters of base of tooth 1 ,

( transverse 37

_. . , , , , , , f
anteroposterior .0048

Diameters of crown of lateral dentic e i t „„„
(transverse 006

I call this species Didymodus plalyptemus. Should the name Didymodus
be found hereafter to apply to species of Pleuracanthus, the latter generic

name must be used for this species.

III. Historical.

In 1837 Prof. Agassiz (Poiss. foss., iii, GO), described a spine which
he believed to have belonged to a fish like the sting-rays, as Pleuracanthus

Immssimus. The only example'was obtained from the Dudley Coal field.

In 1845 Prof. Agassiz (Poiss. foss., iii, 204), made known certain

teeth, which he referred to sharks of the family of llybodonts. Two spe-

cies were distinguished, D. gibbossus and D. minutus. Both were obtained

from the English Coal measures.

In 1848 Prof. Beyrich (Berichte vemaiull. k. Preuss. Akad. wiss..

1848), proposed the generic name Xenaeanthus for a German Carbonifer-

ous form, referred to Ortbacanthus by Goldfuss (1847), but which ap-

proached nearer to Pleuracanthus.
In 1849 Dr. Jordan (Jahrbuch fur Min. u. Geol., p. 843), described,

under the name Triodus sessilis, a form subsequently ascertained to be

identical with the Xenaeanthus.
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Tn 1857 Sir Philip do Malpas Gray Egcrton (Ann. and Map;. Nat. Hist.,

xx, 433), contended that the spines of Pleuracanthus belonged to the

same fish as the Diplodus teeth, and that Xcnacanthus was likewise refer-

able to the same type.

In 1807 Prof. Kncr (Sitzb. k. Akad. wiss. Wien, lv, 540-584), published

a memoir, illustrated by ten plates, in which he proved that Diplodus ami

Xenacanthus were generically identical.

In 1875 Messrs. St. John and Worthen proposed the genus Thrinacodus

for the Diplodus incunua and D. duplieaius of Newberry and Worthen and

the T. nanus St. J. and W., from Illinois.

In 1888, in the Proceedings of the Philadelphia Academy (p. 108), I

proposed the name Didymodus for the Diplodus compressus Newberry.
In Science for 1884, p. 274 (March 7th), I called attention to the close re-

semblance of the teeth of this genus to those of the recent shark, called by
Garman Chlamydoselachus, and expressed my belief in the identity of the

two genera.

Tii the American Naturalist for April, 1884, p. 413, I nave a, brief ab-

stract of the characters of the skull of Didymodus, and proposed to regard

it as the type of a new order to be called the Ichthyotomi.

In Science, 1884, p. 429 (April 11), Prof. Gill objects to the identification

of the genera Didymodus and Chlamydoselachus ; on'the ground of the dif-

ferent forms of the tooth. He states that he doubts the pertinence of the

two genera to the same order. He points out that the oldest name for Dip-

lodus Ag. is Pleuracanthus Ag., and that the order [chthyotomi had been
already defined and named by Ltttken, with Hie name Xenaeanthini.

On these various propositions the following remarks may be made.

(1.) There is no generic difference to be detected, in my opinion, be-

tween the teeth which arc typical of Diplodus Agass. and Thrinacodus St.

J. and W. and the recent Chlamydoselachus. Differences there are, but

apparently not of generic value. The Identification of the recent and ex-

tinct genera rests, as far as this point goes, on the same basis as that of the

recent and extinct Ceratodus.

(2.) At the time of my proposal of the name Didymodus, I was not con-

vinced that fishes of this type bore the spines referred to the genus Pleura-

canthus Ag. None of the authors cited figure any specimens which pre-

sent both tricuspidato teeth and a nuchal spine. None of my ten speci-

mens possess a spine. However, Kner describes two specimens as exhibit-

ing both triouspidate teeth and a, spine, and Sir P. Egerton's statements

(I. c.,), on Ibis point are positive. So we must regard Pleuracanthus as the

name of this genus, with Diplodus as a synonym.

(3.) Diplodus being regarded as a synomym of Pleuracanthus, It follows

that Chlamydoselachus Garm is distinct, on account of the different struc-

ture of the dorsal fin, which is single and elongate in Pleuracanthus, ac-

cording to Geinitz and Kncr. The presence of the nuchal spine in Pleura-

canthus is also probably a character of distinction, although we do not yet
know whether such a spine is concealed in Clilamydoselachus or not.

\
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(4.) The identity of Didymodus (type Diplodus eompressus Newberry)
and Pleuracanthus, may now be questioned. None of the specimens are
figured and described by the authors above cited, as displaying an occi-

pital condyle, or posterior frontal cornua. My specimens of Didymodus
eompressus do not exhibit teeth on the roof of the mouth, as Kner describes.

There are no spines with the crania, although separate Pleuracanthus
spines are not rare in the same beds. The teeth associated witli the skulls,

moreover, present a button on the superior side of the root (Fig. 5). Agassi/,

Bgures teeth of this kind as belonging to the Diplodus rjibbosus. St. John
and Worthen make these teeth typical of Diplodus, and confer the name
Thrinacodus on those without the button, a character winch I do not think
a Constant one. The latter muni! is then probably asynonym of Pleuracan-
thus. The button-bearing teeth are figured and described by Kner as occur-
ring scattered, and in a somewhat different horizon from that of the Pleu-
racanthus specimens. In Germany, as in Texas, the button-bearing teeth

are the larger. I suspect that the skull I have described represents a different

genus from Pleuracanthus proper. This genus will not differ from Chla-
mydoselachus Garni., in the lack of other evidence ; the teeth presenting
only specific difference.

(5.) Of course, a study of the anatomy of Chlamydoselachus, which I

hope Mr. Garman will soon give us, may reveal differences between that

genus and Didymodus; but of these we know nothing as yet.

(fl.) The order Xenacanthini was proposed by (ieinitz (Dyas) for Pleu-
racanthus, on account of the supposed suctorial character of the ventral
fins. This character is supposed by Kner to be sexual. In any case this

division, whatever its value, must be subordinated to the order Ichthyo-
tomi, as I define it.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE.

All the figures two-thirds natural size, except flg. 0, which is one-half
larger than nature.

Fig. 1. Skull from above, right frontal bone displaced, and its anterior

extremity broken off. Posterior apex broken from right frontal cartilage

bone, a, Frontal or supraorbital bone, that of the rigid, side displaced ; b,

anterior nostril
; c, postfrontal facet for palatopterygoid ; d, frontal fissure.

Fig. 2. Posterior part of skull of another individual, from above ; a, occi-

pital bone
; b, parietal ; e, a cornua of frontal bone.

Fig. 3. Anterior view of fig. 2, displaying section of brain case ; a, frontal

or parietal cartilage bone; b, sphenoid
; o, brain cavity; d, frontoparietal

fontanelle ; e, hyoraandibular condyle (? pterotic hone).

Fig. 4. Anterior part of skull from below, of a third individual, display-

ing orbits and postorbital processes.

Fig. 5. Tooth of Didymodus eompressus Newb., natural size, posterior

view.
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Fro. G. Palatoptcrygoid and mandibular arches of a fourth individual

from right side, with km, hyomandibular.

Fig. 7. Superior tooth of external row, without apices of two of the

cusps ; from the palatine bone of the specimen represented in fig. 5 ; one-

half larger than nature, anterior view.

FlG. 8. Tooth of Didymodua platypternua Cope, nat. size, from above

posteriorly.

Fro. !). Tooth of a second specimen of Didymodua platypternua from

below.

Photodynamic Notea, IX. By Pliny Earle Ohaae, LL. D.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, April 18, 1SS//..)

411. JBthereal Oscillation.

Some readers of the Photodynamic Notes have found a difficulty in ap-

plying the laws of pendulum oscillation to the undulations of the luminifer-

ous aether. It is well to guard against the conception of material pendu-

lums, bung in or across the solar system, but it is also well to remember
that the modern theories of molecular motion explain the rigidity of steel,

and of all other solids, by the rapidity of motion, in ultimate discrete par-

ticles. If this view is correct, all changes in molecular movement are

probably transmitted in and through the same elastic medium as the un-

dulations of light, and all oscillations are in some way dependent on oethe-

real oscillations.

412. Illustrations of Nodal Tendency.

The well-known experiments of placing bits of paper on vibrating

strings, sprinkling sand on Cbladni plates, depositing fine powders in

transparent musical tubes, and eliciting musical notes from glass vessels

which are partly filled with water, illustrate the tendency of all vibrations

to drive material particles towards musical nodes. These nodes are sub-

ject to the same laws of inertia which determine centres of oscillation iu

ordinary pendulums. The nodal tendency is greatest where the relative

elasticity and the consequent midulatory velocity are greatest. As we
know of no other medium in which the ratio of elasticity to density is so

great as in the luminifcrous eether, we can reasonably look in no other

direction for such striking evidences of rhythmic Influence as are to be

found in cosmical and molecular arrangements.

A 1 :t. Jflthcreal Rotation.

The supposed properties of the luminlferous rother arc so similar, In

many respects, to those of ordinary gases, that we may suppose it to act

and react on all grosser forms and aggregations of matter. The rotations

and revolutions of suns, planets and satellites arc not only in harmony
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with ffltkeroal undulations, but they are also, as we may reasonably pre-
sume, produced by them. If cosmical rotation is dependent, in any way,
upon eethereal waves, the reaction of cosmical inertia should produce a
tendency to (ethereal rotation.

414. Extent of Rotating Influence.

[t is not unreasonable to suppose that the tendency to eethereal rotation
at stellar centres, may be felt at a distance which is at least as great as the
modulus of light. That distance in our system is very nearly equivalent to
seventy-four times Neptune's mean radius vector. Although the rigidity in
a rotating (ethereal sphere may seem to be of a very different character from
the rigidity of metallic rods and cosmical globes, it must evidently bo ac-
companied by similar tendencies towards gravitating and oscillatory
centres.

415. Kinetic Postulates.

All modern researches which have been guided by the theory of uni-
versal kinetic correlation seem to justify the following postulates :

1. An all-pervading, elastic sethereal medium, the particles of which are
subject to gravitating attraction.

8. Consequent cyclic, rhythmic and harmonic tendencies of various
kinds.

8. Probable frequency of simple forms of harmony, which are governed
by centres of oscillation.

4. Mutual and equal action and reaction between centripetal gravitation
and centrifugal radiation.

5. Radiating as well as projectile velocities, which are measured by
the sum of cyclical resistances.

8. Correlation and mutual convertibility of light, heat, electricity, gravi-
tation, etc.

7. Tendency of harmonic approximations to become numerically exact,
as demonstrated by Laplace in discussing the motions and orbital periods
of Jupiter's satellites.

41G. Importance of Reciprocals.

In some text-books on arithmetic, a few lines are given to the explanation
of reciprocals, and the statement is sometimes added, that the reciprocals
of an arithmetical progression constitute a harmonic progression. Pew,
except those who devote themselves to a thorough scientific study of
music, ever get any further knowledge of a subject which is full of interest,

and which is likely to become of great importance in the future annals
of scientific research. In his pamphlet on " Electrical Units of Measure-
ment," Sir William Thomson enlarges upon the want of a unit of con-
ductivity to represent "the reciprocal of the resistances." He says: "It
is the conductivity that you want to measure, but the idea is too puzzling

;

and yet, for some cases, the conductivity system is immensely superior
in accuracy and convenience to that by adding resistances in series."

PBOO. AMEll. PHIL08. SOC. XXI. 110. 3w. PRINTED JULY 21, 1884.
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417. A Universal Want.

Electricity is the form of force which is now, for many practical reasons,

commanding general attention ; but its need of a more satisfactory and sys-

tematic study of reciprocal and harmonic activities is no greater than we

can find in many other fields of physical research. Ohm's law brings all

electrical phenomena so directly within the realm of resistance that Max-

well was inclined to regard electro-dynamics as more fundamental than

thormo- dynamics. A full consideration of the subject would require a

knowledge of mathematical principles which are somewhat intricate.

There are many facts, however, which are so simple and intelligible that

they may be easily learned, and a knowledge of them may awaken an in-

terest which will facilitate investigation in every possible field.

418. Spheral Made.

We have all hoard of the "music of the spheres j" how many of us

understand the literal truth of the statement :

"There's not the smallest orb which thou behold'st,

But in liia motion like an angel ilnga."

The music of the spheres, as well as the music of the human voice, or

Of stringed or brazen instruments, is due to elasticity, which makes suc-

cessive vibrations follow regular laws, so as to produce rhythmical and

pleasing results. The beats of pendulums arc. governed by some of these

harmonic laws and may be represented by harmonic formulas. The lumi-

niferous eether, which is supposed to pervade all planetary and insterstel-

lar spaces, and which Newton suggested as the possible storehouse of

gravitation, should, on account of its enormous elasticity, furnish endless

illustrations of faultless rhythm.

410. Confirmation of the Hypothesis.

We find, in accordance with the foregoing note, that the resistance of the

sun to the interstellar vibrations of light produces a series of twenty-

seven musical nodes, within the region in which solar attraction predomi-

nates over the attraction of the stars. Nine of the nodes are between

Mercury and the Sun ; nine are at points which account for the positions

of the eight primary planets and of I he astcroidal hell
;
and nine are be-

tween Neptune and the nearest of the lixed stars. The middle node of

the middle nine, or the fourteentli node of the twenty-seven, is in the as-

teroidal belt. These facts, which have been already given in previous

notes, are repeated in this connection as indicative of the probability that

the (ethereal rotation extends much further than was intimated in Note

414, and as giving the most stupendous evidence which has ever been pub-

lished of the nodal tendencies to which reference is made in Note 411.
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420. Revelation.

The foundation of all knowledge is revelation, which is always self-evi-

dent and infallible. The inspiration of the Almighty giveth understand-

ing. All that we have and all that we are come from Him. In the interpre-

tations of revelation, we are left in some measure to ourselves. While (lie

self-evidence is given to us, we combine, in various ways, premises which

we accept on account of their self-evidence or supposed self-evidence ; in

that combination we are liable to mistakes and fallacies of judgment. All

truth is God's, all error is man's. They therefore make a fatal mistake who
would set up the decisions of fallible judgment against the revelations

which are oflered for the acceptance of their own faith, or those which

have been clearly apprehended through the faith of others, in truths which

have boon made self-evident to them.

421. Fallacy of Agnosticism.

"Wo have no right to question the assertion of any individual that lie

does not know God. Neither lias any one a, right to say that God is un-

knowable. Receptivity, power, and knowledge, are the three funda-

mental axioms of all science and of all truth. So far as either of them is

finite it is dependent upon something superior to itself. The agnostic, who
recognizes a Supreme Power and who fails also to recognize a Supreme

Receptivity and a Supremo Wisdom, lias but a partial view. If in his

teachings he Implies, in anyway, that human receptivity or human wis-

dom can be superior to any other receptivity or wisdom, he is guilty

of arrogance and cannot shield himself under any assumption of

humility. The only power of which wo have any practical knowledge, is

that of will ; and will itself is always directed by purpose. So far as man,

through the exercise of his purpose, his will and his intelligence, controls

the powers of nature, he is Imitating the Supreme control. Although it

is true that we cannot "find out the Almighty unto perfection," and

although it is also true, that we should avoid any narrow anthropomorph-

ism, there is no doubt that the purpose, the will, and the wisdom of man
differ from those of the Almighty, not in kind, but only in degree, and

that in these respects man has been created in the image of his Maker.

422. The Oxygen I'nil,

Marignac (Ann. de Ohim. et de Phys., March, 1.884), in his lato re-exami-

nation of some of the atomic weights, considers that Prout's law is only

approximate, and that, since the numbers which express the atomic weights

only represent ratios, there is no reason for taking the hydrogen unit in

preference to 10 or 100 ; but the choice of 10 is justified by its practical

advantage. It allows us to represent the atomic weights of the greatest

number of elements, and especially of those which are most important, by

the most simple possible integers and with the least difference from the

rigorous results of experiment. The fact that the atomic weights exhibit
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more exact ratios to the oxygen than to the hydrogen unit, appears to have

been first pointed out in No. 138 of the foregoing notes.

423. Universal Rotation.

The hypothesis that every material particle is endowed with rotation, by

which it represents a definite amount of living force, has often been

broached. Its probability is strengthened by the magnetic theories* of

Arago, Ampere, Barlow, Leeount, Ohallis, Babbage, llorschel, Christie,

Maxwell, Imray, Forbes and others ; by my own investigations confirma-

tory of the hypothesis that " there can be no weight without some degree

of momentum ;"\ by the connection of magnetism with rotation in a

magnetic field through Laplace's principle of periodicity (note 333) ; and by

the evidences which are furnished, by notes 413 and 419, of interstellar

aHhercal rotation, producing nodes which are determined by stellar

moduli of light. According to this hypothesis no material particle can be

wholly divested of energy, and no particle can ever acquire energy

enough to freo it from the equilibrating tendencies which spring from the

law of equal action and reaction.

424. Nascent Nebular Rotation.

The beginning of the transfer of rotation from ffithereal particles to cos-

mical masses, is illustrated by the equivalence of ratios between masses

and rupturing distances, in the two ruling globes of the solar system.

Taking Besscl's estimate of the mass-ratio of Sun to Jupiter (1047.879),

the vector-radii of the two bodies, when in static equilibrium with regard

to their common centre of gravity, should be in the same ratio. The pro-

jectile energy, which changed the static into an oscillatory dynamic equi-

librium, has produced a secular eccentricity, according to Stock well, of

.0608274, the secular perihelion being, therefore, .9391720 of Jupiter's mean
radius vector. Dividing the static ratio of vector radii, 1047.879, by

.9391726, we get 1115.7469xSun's semi-diameter for Jupiter's mean radius

vector. Dividing this value by 5.808798, we get 214.4513 for Earth's mean
radius vector, which represents a mean solar apparent semi-diameter of

961". 8254. The British Nautical Almanac estimate is 96V.88.

425. Nascent Resistance.

Laplace's principle of periodicity, and incipient "subsidence, "according

to Herschel's modification of the nebular hypothesis, are both exemplified

in the equation :

(1 _ ,,) gfo = y>
g
—

in which e = Jupiter's secular eccentricity
; g , gt

= gravitating accelera-

tion at the equatorial surface of Sun and Jupiter, respectively ; t
r>
— time

* Cited in Proc. Amer. Phil. Soe., ix, 35G-S, .367-0, 491 ; Proo. Roy. Soe., xxii, 352-3,

etc.

fProc. Amer. Phil. Soe., ix, 357, 492.
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of Jupiter's half rotation = 17803.25 sec. ; r = Sun's semi-diameter.

Hence Vg~^r~ = 2 ?r X 814.4518$ r -+- 31558149 = .0006252014 r„.

g = . 0000008909518 re

!h = .00000003727 r = .09533064 g
r

5
= .10005233 r„

420. Nascent Ocntre of Condensation.

The incipient subsidence of Jupiter, as indicated by the factor (1 — e)

gs , cooperates with solar attraction in the formation of a belt of maximum
condensation. Accordingly, the second planetary mass, in regard to the

simplicity of harmonic relations, is Earth, which occupies the centre of

the dense belt. Its distance from the Sun and its mass may be found by
means of the equation

V (i — ») </6 n = (/>* -+ />•) V g, r
3

The mean radius vector is designated by p , Jupiter and Earth being in-

dicated by subscript
8
and

3 respectively. We have, therefore,

g !t
= .00007723 miles

r, — 3902.8 miles

v'ih r,, = 4.90743 miles

pl -t-p>
= 5.202798

y' (1 — e) gt rt
= .09404015 VgVu = .0000591 780 r„

r = 431445.04 miles

p, = 214.4513 r = 92524100 miles.

i/<7„r„ = 209.700 miles

m -+- m, =a 328997

r. — 10.893 r.

427. Nat cent Nodal Harmonies.

The formation of a bolt of maximum condensation, by the action and re-

action of subsidence and rotation between the two principal masses of the

system, establishes the conditions which are requisite for nodal harmonies of
various kinds. One of the simplest harmonic series is \, \, |, etc. The cen-
tre of linear oscillation adds its influence to the natural rhythmic tenden-
cies of the second of these nodes. Both the moment of rotary inertia of a
thin spherical shell and the nodes of aggregating collision in condensing
nebula;* also introduce the factor }, and the moment of a rotating sethereal

or other homogeneous sphere introduces the factor \. Moments of inertia

vary as distances of projection against uniform resistance ; we may, ac-

cordingly, look for the frequent recurrence of the factors f and \, in the

harmonic rupturing nodes of condensing and rotating nebula;, especially

in the neighborhood of the most important centres of condensation.

•Pioo. Am. Phil. Soc, xvii, 99.
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428. The Sun-Earth Balance.

The situation of Earth's orbit, between the orbit of Jupiter and the

Sun, introduces tendencies to condensation and rotation of the character

referred to in the foregoing note. The action and reaction of sethereal

waves, between the principal centres of attraction and of condensation,

have produced an amount of gravitation, at the earth's equatorial surface,

which is sufficient to give a circular orbital velocity of Vgr = 4.90743

miles per second. The linear oscillation of the Earth around the Sun, as

well as the centre of rotary inertia fora superficial film of condensation or of

luminous undulation in the orbit of Mars, multiplies this energy by }; the

rotary sethereal oscillation of a sphere which has its limit in the asteroidal

belt also multiplies the energy by f. Accordingly, if the Earth's orbit

was always circular, its velocity of revolution, as thus determined, would

lie :; x S X 4.90743 = 18.40280 miles per second. There are 31558149

seconds in a year, therefore the Sun's distance should be, if Earth's orbit

were always circular, 18.40280 x 31558149 -f- 2 n = 92430800 miles. This

is probably correct within less than £ of one per cent. (See Note 434.)

429. Accuracy of Harmonic Method.

The above method of estimating the Sun's distance is the shortest which

has ever been published. I believe that it is also the most accurate if

proper allowance is made for orbital eccentricity, for the following rea-

sons :

1. If the hypothesis of an all pervading luminiferous eether is true, all

its cyclical movements must be rhythmic, or harmonic, the various forms

of rhythm being governed by various centres of oscillation.

2. The simplest kinds of oscillatory motion, in cosmical bodies, are

linear and spherical.

8. Laplace showed, in discussing the motions of Jupiter's satellites, that

whenever there are tendencies to simple numerical relations, in planetary

arrangements, all the forces of the system combine to make those tenden-

cies exact.

4. The Sun is the principal centre of attraction, and the Earth is the

principal centre of condensation in the solar system.

430. liliythmic Weight of the Sun.

The Sun can be weighed by its musical rhythm with a corresponding

facility. Orbital velocities vary inversely as the square root of the dis-

tance from the centre of gravity. Any two attracting bodies bear the

same ratio to each other as the distances at which they would communi-

cate equal orbital velocities, to particles which revolve about the ccntro of

gravity of the attracting bodies. Hence we have :

Earth's Radius Vector. Earth's Itadius.

92430800 X (J X 2)
2

: 3902.8 : : 328002 : 1.
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In other words the Sun would weigh 328002 times as much as the Earth,
if Earth's orbit were always circular.* The remarkable accordances
among the various harmonic estimates which are deduced from the corre-
lations of mechanical, electrical, chemical, luminous and other forces, in-
dicate an amount of probable error which is much smaller than those of ordi-
nary astronomical estimates.

431. Lunar Mass. First Estimate.

Ferrel {Methods and Results, p. 20) gives 7989 metres as the height of
the homogeneous atmosphere. The equilibrium of atmospheric elasticity,

between the mutual interactions of Earth and Moon (Notes 8, 310), gives
the following proportion :

(20000000 -4- -) : 7989 : : r, : .0012549/, : : (^
2 X 80.74) : 1

432. Lunar Mass. Second Estimate.

The estimates of the height of a homogeneous atmosphere differ for
different latitudes and for slight variations in the elements of the calcula-
tion. It may, therefore, be more satisfactory to deduce the Moon's mass
from the simple principles of oscillation.

From Notes 8, 162, 240, we find :

/ t V 32.0877G
1 => 8 {* ) =

5380 X (43082. 04)
2 +- ^ = 1142874 miles

for the length of Earth's theoretical pendulum. From this equation we
deduce the ratio of Earth's mass (m

3) to Moon's mass (/,), by the propor-
tion :

[>z : I : : w, : «,

98824100 -1142874 : : 80.957 : 1

433. Earth's Secular Eccentricity.

The harmonic relations of the Earth and Moon are still further shown
by the evidences of original terrestrial projection before the Moon sepa-
rated from the Earth. If we designate Earth's secular perihelion radius
vector by p

'
t , we have the proportion, ,/„ ru

(m
:t + ;i ) -. (rh *,)»»»„ : : Pf

.
p ,v

In other words, the orbital vis viva of original solar projection, for the
combined masses of Earth and Moon, is represented by the mean radius
vector, while the limiting oscillatory vis viva of the Earth alone is repre-

sented by the radius vector of secular perihelion. Substituting in the above
proportion the harmonic values which we have already [bund, we have

2G9.7GG 2 x 81.957 : 2BI.8I942 X 80.957 : : 1 : .930402

this gives, for Earth's secular eccentricity, .009538.

Stockwell's estimate of this eccentricity for the value of Earth's mass
which we have deduced from its harmonic oscillation is .00901. The dif-

* See Note 431.
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ference between his perihelion radius vector and the corresponding har-

monic radius is less than ^T of one per cent.

434. Correction for Secular Eccentricity.

In Note 428, Sun's distance was estimated upon the hypothesis that

Earth's orbit, was circular. The mean distance, however, may be con-

sidered as having been established at the time of original rupturing pro-

jection, or, in other words, at secular perihelion. The circumference of an

/ 1 1
2.3 1 2

.3
2
.5 \

ellipse Is S it a [1 — 32
o2 —

32
_ 4, e4 — gTJTga 6«, etc.

J

Substituting the theoretical value e' = .06954, this becomes 2 -k a X
.90879. The corresponding value of Earth's mean radius vector is

924:10800 -=- .99879 = 92542790, which differs by less than ^ of one per

cent, from the value which was deduced in Note 426, from the incipient

subsidence of Jupiter. The corresponding value ofm +- m
3

is 329196.

435. Twin Planets.

Action and reaction, in a system which is fundamentally dependent

upon two largely preponderating bodies, may naturally lead to a grouping

in pairs. Laplace's modification of the nebular hypothesis, which supposes

that the first ruptures are in the form of rings or belts, and Herschers hy-

pothesis of subsidence until the acquired velocity becomes rupturing, also

favor the simultaneous formation of companion perihelion and aphelion

planets. Accordingly, we find two supra-asteroidal groups, Neptune-

Uranus, Jupiter-Saturn, and two infra-astoroidal, Mars-Mercury, Earth-

Venus. The grouping in the belt of greatest condensation Indicates a

double tendency; Earth- Venus representing influences which appear to

have orignated in the Sun, while Mars-Mercury seem to be more specially

referable to activities at the centre of condensation, than to those at the

centre of iiucleation.

436. Mass ltelation of Jupiter and Saturn.

The discovery, by Prof. Stephen Alexander, that the masses of Jupiter

and Saturn are nearly in the inverse ratio of the squares of their mean
vector-radii, was the first step towards a demonstration of the fundamental

principles of harmonic astronomy. This ratio represents the momonls of

sethercal or nebular rotary inertia for the two planets, respectively. The

closeness of the approximation is shown by the proportion

5.2027982
: 9.538S2'2 : : 104.879 : 3522.3.

Hall's estimate of Sun -+- by Saturn is 3482; Bessel's 3501.6; Lever-

rier's 3512. The greatest difference between either of these estimates and

Alexander's approximation, is only about 1J-
percent, the least dilterence

is less than \ of one per cent. I know of no other mass-approximations

which rest upon purely rhythmical laws, except my own.
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437. Mass- Relation of Earth and Venus.

The simplicity of tlic harmonic mass-relations between Sun and Earth,
as well as between Jupiter and Saturn, increases the likelihood of similar

relations, which are equally simple, between Earth and Venus ; but the
wide range of discrepancy among the estimates of different astronomers
makes it somewhat difficult to ascertain what rhythmic influence has

prevailed. Stockwell's estimate of Venus's mass is about MF, of Earth's

mass
; Hill's is only .881 ; Leverrier's mean of two estimates, .872. The

value which would give Earth and Venus equal orbital momenta is .85049.

We may, therefore, claim a great probability for the proportion, m : m8

: : (339190 + .85049 = 387000) : 1.

438. Mass-Relation of Neptune and Uranus.

In the exterior twin planet bolt, we find a harmonic mass relation which
is no less striking than those that have already been given. It is es-

pecially interesting, as pointing to an early stage of nebular condensation,

as well as to a blending of external and internal influences which accounts

for retrograde satellite rotation and revolution. The gravitating accelera-

tions, which are due to the actions and reactions between two cosmical

masses, arc proportioned to the respective masses. The vis viva of gravi-

(m v'\
fating subsidence

\ ^ H s . therefore, proportioned to the cube of tho

masses. We find, accordingly, that

we
»

: m,» : : Pa
>

: pv
In this proportion Pi

' represents the locus of incipient subsidence, or
secular aphelion of Neptune, while Pl represents tho mean radius vector

of Uranus. The values which satisfy this proportion are very exact, as

will be seen by the following comparison :

Harmonic. Newoomb.
Sun -+- Neptune 19372.8(5 19380 ± 70

Sun -+ Uranus 32608.88 22G00 ± 100

439. Mass-Relation of Mars and Mercury.

The Earth appears to have exorcised an influence upon the two ex-

terior planets of the belt of greatest condensation, analogous to that which
the Sun has exorcised upon Neptune and Uranus. We find, accordingly,

ro,
(

!1

: m,' : : Pi : pv
In this proportion, if we let pi and n, represent the mean distances of

Mars and Mercury, respectively, the mass of Mars would be 1.5789 times

that of Mercury. Adopting Hall's estimate of Sun i Mars = 8098TO0,

we Snd Sun •+ Mercury = 4884886. Encke's estimate is 4805751. These

estimates are based upon the hypothesis that Sun +- Earth = 354930. If

We substitute the harmonic value, 829196, we get Sun + Mars = 28(59151
;

Sun -+- Mercury = 4530150.

PROO. AMUR. PHILOS. 80C. XXI. 110. 3x. lMUNTItn JULY 31, 1884.
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440. Linkage of Earth and, Neptune.

It was shown in Note 428 that Earth's mass may be harmonically de-

duced from Sun's mass through its limiting value of circular orbital ve-

locity. Neptune's mass may be deduced from Earth's through the cor-

responding limit of orbital time. We have, accordingly, m8 : «w8 : : ta : U : :

16.98 : 1. In this proportion ia = 2r \ i
tp = a sidereal day.

441. Earth's Oblateness.

The importance of Earth's position, at the centre of the belt of greatest

condensation, is further shown by the fact that its centrifugal force of

daily rotation, by which it is harmonically connected with Neptune, has

also determined its oblateness. For we find that (J,a + tp)'
1 = 288.4.

Listing's estimate (See Note 249) is 288.5.

442. Linkage of Earth and Uranus.

Another Interesting connection between the dense belt and the outer

twin-planet belt, is shown by the proportion, 865.2588 : 888.S188 : :
/'<;

/I,.,. In this proportion, 338.21.8!! is the distance, measured in Earth's semi-

dlameters, at which a satellite particle would revolve in a solar year
;

pt
' is the secular aphelion distance of Uranus, while />,, is its mean distance.

This relation is also interesting because the aphelion of the 83.25 year me-

teoric bolt is in the orbit of Uranus, and because a ray of light would tra-

verse the same meteoric orbit in the time of one solar rotation. The pro-

portion gives, for the secular aphelion of Uranus, 1.07994. Stoekwell's

estimate is 1.07797.

443. Another Linkage of Earth and Jupiter.

In notes 425 and 420, the gravitating accelerations of Earth and Jupiter

were shown to be harmonically related to each other, as well as to the

gravitating acceleration of the Sun. The moon furnishes another har-

monic link, which is shown by the equation

00.2778 X 5.202798 X 1047.879 = 328029.

In this equation 00.2778 is von Littrow's estimate of Moon's mean dis-

aace in equatorial semidiameters of the Earth ; 5.202798 is Jupiter's

mean distance, in Earth's mean vector radii ; 1047.879 is the quotient of

kn's mass by Jupiter's mass ; 328029 is, within less than \ of one per

cent, the harmonic quotient of Sun's mass by Earth's mass.

444. Tlie Meteoric Theory of World Building.

Proctor {North American Review, May, 1884) criticises the theory of

Olbers, which has been lately advocated by Herbert Spencer, and consid-

ers that the asteroidal belt has been formed by meteoric influence, in con-

nection with the attraction of Jupiter, rather than by the explosion of any

primitive planet. In many of the foregoing notes there has been evidence
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of influences which may ho regarded as meteoric. Indeed, ITerscheTs

subsidence-theory recognizes the continual activity of such influences,

provided we consider every particle which is falling towards the sun as

meteoric. If we still further regard the luminiferous .-ether as material,

we may consider ourselves as living in a condensing and rotating nebula.

445. Linkage of Sun, Earth, Jupiter and Saturn.

The influence of simple primitive subsidence, which was so strikingly

exemplified in the mass-ratios of Neptune and Uranus (Note 438), is no

less evident in the four important cosmical bodies whioh represent, re-

spectively, the chief centre of nuclcation (Sun), the chief centre of con-

densation (Earth), the primitive nebular centre (Jupiter), and the centre

of inertia of the primitive planetary system (Saturn). This influence is

shown by the equation

Sun x Earth x Saturn= Jupiter".

Substituting in this equation the harmonic ratio of Sun to Earth (829196)

and Bessel's estimate of Sun +- Saturn (8S01.6), we get for Sun +• Jupi-

ter 1048.5.

440. Saturn's Secular Eccentricity.

The mutual actions and reactions, among the four cosmical masses

which were introduced into the foregoing note, are still further shown by
the connection of the orbital periods of Earth and Jupiter with the secular

eccentricity of Saturn.

This connection is shown by the proportion

4332.5848 : 305.2565 : : 1 : .0843045.

Stockwell's estimate of Saturn's secular eccentricity is .0843289.

This differs by less than ^ of one per cent from the harmonic estimate.

447. Primitive Phyllotactic Relations.

The centre of a nebula which is bounded at opposite extremities of its

diameter by the secular aphelia, or loci of incipient subsidence, of Nep-
tune and Uranus, according to Stockwell's estimate, is 4.8952. This differs

by less than \ of one per cent from Jupiter's secular perihelion, or locus

of incipient nebular rupture. The mass of Neptune is approximately V
of Earth's harmonic mass. Uranus is almost precisely T

"

T of the Uranus-

Neptune belt. Saturn is almost precisely y'., of the Jupiter-Saturn belt.

The numbers \, 2 X V',, & and -f\ are all phyllotactic. The values which
fully satisfy these mass relations are

Sun -i- Neptune
Sun -t- Uranus

Sun -4- Saturn

Sun -t- Jupiter.

19352.70

22578.22

8490.71

1047.21
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448. PhyUotaxy in the Asteroidal Belt.

Kirkwood (Proo. Amor. Phil. Soc, xxi, 260) in discussing tlio gaps and

clusters of the Asteroidal belt, says : "In three; portions of the ring the

clustering tendency is distinctly evident. These are from 2.35 to 2.46,

from 2.55 to 2.80, and from 3.05 to 3.22 ; containing forty -three, ninety-

six and forty asteroids, respectively. "We have thus an obvious resem-

blance to the rings of Saturn ; the partial breaks or chasms in the zone

corresponding to the well known intervals in the system of secondary

rings." He accounts for the gaps by the periodic harmonic perturbations

of Jupiter, but he gives no explanation of the clustering tendency.

If we take f;u J, and £ of Jupiter's mean distance, we have 2.401, 2.001,

3.252. The numbers 2 x A- h an<1
i

:ire :l" phyllotacW The first of

the clusters, T\, seems to indicate a harmonic connection with the primi-

tive rupture of the Uranus-Neptune belt which was pointed out in the

foregoing note.

449. Constant of Aberration.

Magnus Nyren has published, in the Memoirs of the St. Petersburg

Academy, a valuable paper on the determination of the constant of aber-

ration. A summary of his results is given by A. M. W. Downing, in

The Observatory, vi, 305. The value which has long been accepted by

astronomers is 20". 445. Struve discussed the possible sources of error,

some years after the publication of his memoir, and adopted the value

20".403. Nyren deduces, from three different sets of observations at

Pulkowa, 20". 492 ± 0". 006, which Downing thinks "must be an ex-

tremely accurate value of this important constant, and will probably have

to be considered final until it can be corrected by an equally accurate and

extensive scries of determinations made in the southern hemisphere. Such

a determination is, at the present time, a desideratum in astronomy."

450. Succession of Harmonic Mass Influences.

According to the foregoing notes, the first harmonic influence in the

determination of relative planetary masses seems to have been that of

simple subsidence, represented by the cubes of masses. Next was the

simple product of mass by distance, representing the beginning of the

change from static to rotary equilibrium. Then came the product of mass

by the square of the distance, representing nebular rotary inertia. This

was followed by the quotient of mass by the square root of distance, rep-

resenting simple orbital momentum. These relations seem so natural and

so important that it may be well to give the calculations in detail, for

future reference, and also to extend those calculations to the most import-

ant linkages which have been indicated among the different planetary and

satellite belts.

451. Simple Subsidence.

There are three planetary illustrations of the determination of mass by

simple subsidence

:

1. In the Neptune-Uranus belt (Note 438) the mass of the belt (m, -f
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m
s ) and the mean eccentricity of the outer or subsident member are so

influenced by the change of centripetal into tangential orbital motion
that we find

tt'
2
(1 + »8) 0«7 + ms) = Ms-

According to Stockwell, Neptune's moan secular eccentricity, e
a
=

.0100380. Hence we derive the data for the following calculation :

1.4888661

1.2839297

i (1 — 2) 1.1007527 .0009788

7T
2 .9043998

1 + es
• .004:5381

3.0203111

(4 + 5 + 6) = log. 1 •+- (m, + m
a)

4.0189490

1.1007527
log. (3) representing the ratio of ms : m„ log. mB

— log.
1

,.,.:-, ri >--

log. m
7 = log.

a . 1007687 + (7),

2.1007527 .3358093

(7 + 8) = 1 -=- m, 4.35475S3

80.46055

19.183581

1.1007527

+ (7), and

8

9

10(9 — 3) = 1 -J- m8 4.2877795

2. In the actions and reactions of the chief centres of nucleation (Sun),

condensation (Earth,), nebulosity (Jupiter), and planetary inertia (Saturn),

the mass relation arises which is given in Note 445.

5.5174544 11

3501.6 3.5442005 19

| (11 + 12) 3.0205730 13

3. In the Mars-Mercury bolt, as modified by solar and terrestrial action

(Note 439).

1.5288898

.3870987

5789

Pi — i

Pi —
(14 — 15)

4(16) 1

3093500

(17 + 18) 4884300

354930

(18 + 11--20) 280!) 151

(19 + 11--20) 4530150

.1828900 14

T.5878218 15

.5950742 10

.1983581 17

6.4904501 18

6.0888081 19

5.5501499 20

6,4577540 21

0.0501120 22

452. Change of Static to Rotary Equilibrium.

The following logarithms represent the Influence of the change from

static to rotary equilibrium as explained in Note 421.

(23 -

Pi

Pi

r =
(28

24)

27)

1047.879 3.0203111 23

.9391726 T. 9727454 24

1115.747 3.0475057 25

5.202798 .7162889 20

214.451:; 2.3313288 27

0020 1 ".800217 5.8144251 28

961''.8254l 2.9830903 29
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453. Mass of Saturn.

Dr. Meyer's estimate of m
a
+- m„ {The Observatory, vi, 279), is 3482.03

± 5.5. This is nearly identical with Hall's value, as given in Note 430.

Meyer includes the rings, estimating their mass as equivalent to Tjr i^V

Bessel's estimate was ^o. If wo omit the rings, m + me
becomes, ac-

cording to Meyer, 3512.2, which is substantially identical with Leverrier's

value (3512). Substituting in Alexander's harmony we get, for Saturn's

mean distance, 9.52513^,,, which differs by less than { of one per cent from

the generally accepted distance.

3512.2 3.5455702 30

(20) + J (30 — 23) 9.52513 .0788709 31

454. Orbital Momentum.

The logarithms which represent orbital momentum for Earth and Venus
(Note 437) are as follows :

.7233323 T. 8593379 32

i (32) .85049 T.9290090 88

(11 — 33) 387000 5.5877854 34

Notes 451-4 give simple harmonic approximations to all the masses of

the eight primary planets. I think this is the first publication in which a

uniform scale has been adopted for all the planets, and I submit it fear-

lessly for comparison with any estimate which has been based on ordinary

astronomical data.

455. Linkage of Earth and Jupiter.

We are now prepared for a systematic examination of the linkages among
the dilt'erent belts. In note 425 we found that the gravitating energies, at

the chief centres of nuclcafion and of nebulosity, are so connected as to

give Die equation

:

(1 — «) 0:, h — ^!hra -

The value of Vg r may be found by the following logarithms :

2?r .7981799 35

S (27; 3.4900932 30

31558149 7.4991115 37

(35) + (88) — (37) T. 790001.0 38

2 (38) T.5021233 39

tt
= 1.7803.25 4.2510005 40

(38) — (24) — (40) h. 5713557 41

(41) — (39) 5". 9799885 42

i (— 23 — 42) T.0002283 43
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3.7837055 44

3.5980022 4,5

.0908538 40

.5740313 47

1.2648851 48

7. 95581 07 49

T. 9994742 50

7.9003425 51

450. Earth's Mean Radius Vector.

The moan radius vector of the chief centre of condensation is harmoni-

cally found by the methods of Notes 428 and 434.

#„= . 00007733 miles.

r
3
— 3902.8

Vg^F
a
= 4.90743

1 X |

(40) + (47)

(48) + (37) - (35)

.99879

(49) - (50)

The value of m •+- ?»„ which represents this mean distance, may be

found by the formula :

4
\r) *" r »

•*" fa X 31558149') = m + m,

3 (51 — 45) + 2 (35) + (45) — (44) — 2 (37) = (11)

457. . Second Linkage of Earth and Jupiter.

The linkage between the superficial gravitating energies of Earth and

Jupiter, which is shown in Note 420, may be computed as follows :

,} (24 + 42 + 43) 2 .9701030 52

(38 + 52) T. 7721646 53

(26+46—53) 5.0349201 54

(27 + 54) 7.9062549 55

(38 + 54) 2.4309S77 56

2 (56 — 46) + (54 — 45) 5.5171917 57

(43 + 54 _ 45) 1.0371521 58

458. Other Terrestrial Linkages.

The linkage of Earth, Moon and Jupiter, which is represented in Note

443, introduces the following logarithms.

60.2778 1.7801574 59

(59 + 20 + 23) 5.5167054 60

The linkage of Earth and Neptune (Note 440) with Earth's oblateness

gives the following logarithms

:

j (45 _ 44) 2.9071484 61

(61 + 35) 3.7053283 63

86164.08 4.6858268 63

(03 — 62) 16.9S24 1.2299980 64

(11 — 04) 19884.58 4.2871561 65

2 (04) 288.4 2.4599900 66
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The linkage of Earth and Uranus, Note 442, gives the following loga-

rithms :

865.2585

888.2188

(07 — 08) 1.07994

2.5625979 67

2.5291971 08

.0334008 69

459. Moon's Mass and Earth's Eccentricity.

The harmonies of lunar mass and Earth's orbital eccentricity (Notes

431-3) introduce the following logarithms :

7989

20000000

(70 + 71 _ 72) .0012519

-(73)
(74) — 2 (70) 80.74

43082.04 = t„

(44) + 2 (70) - 2 (70)

(55 — 77) 80.957

81.957

(44 + 70)

2 (80) + (78) — 2 (50) - (79)

.1971-199

3.9024924

7.8010800

8\0986128

2.9013877

1.9070879

4.6842968

0.057998:!

1.9082500

L.9185861

2.4180018

T. 9080987

70

71

72

73

74

75

70

77

78

79

80

81

400. Series of Harmonic Equations.

The harmonic analogy between the Neptune-Uranus and the Mars-

Mercury belts may bo still further extended by the following equations,

which enable us to deduce all the masses of the primary planets from the

harmonic value of the mass at the chief centre of condensation :

g 1
;'•

1 X I X ^ff» r
>
= v^ p*

ta + U S= m
R
~ m

:t

7T
2
(1 + e

s) (m, + TO,) == TO

7V
2 Oi + %) = m2 + '/«;,

P»
-*- pi = TOH

3 -+- TO,"

m
c
m

:i % = m*
pi + pt =- m,y -h TO,,

3

Pi + Pi ~= m} -- OT8
2

£

c
*}

(J

I

401. Explanation.

In the foregoing note g = gravitating acceleration of any mass to, at

any distance r, provided to and r are expressed in units of Sun's muss and
semi-diameter ; v K

— velocity of light ; t = time of solar half-rotation
; ya
—

solar gravitating acceleration at Earth's mean radius vector (p s); tp =
time of theoretical satellite rotation at Earth's equatorial surface =
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tricity
; /)H

' =

: a sidereal day
;

Neptune's minimum secular eccen-

Neptune's moan secular aphelion /'I to pe = mean vector

radii and m
l
to m

a
= masses of the eight primary planets.

The equations represent various obvious radial and tangential actions

and reactions. Equation (1), when applied at the Sun's surface, which

is the point of greatest gravitating acceleration in the solar system, gives

g t = vK . This satisfies Ohm's law, as applied to solar rotation in a mag-

netic field, Fourier's theorem, Laplace's principle of periodicity, and the

projectile velocity which balances icthereal resistance at Sun's surface.

The actions and reactions of centripetal gravitation and centrifugal radia-

tion arc thus coordinated in such ways as to give simple forms of expression

for all kinetic correlations. Equations (4) and (5) represent similar tan-

gential tendencies to belt formation by the vis viva of primitive tangential

motion, both at the outer limits of the solar system and at the outer limits

of the belt of greatest condensation, liquation (2) represents a harmonic

relation of tangential velocities, at the chief nueleal centre and at the

chief centre of condensation. This equation satisfies Laplace's demon-

stration of the tendency to exactness in simple numerical relations. It

also satisfies various tendencies of subsidence as well as of linear and of

rotary inertia,. Equation (9) gives harmonic tangential velocities to the

two interior companion masses, in the belt of greatest condensation.

Equations ((!), (7) and (8) represent radial and belt-rupturing tendencies

of simple subsidence. In the mutual interactions of gravitating subsi-

dence the sums of the gravitating accelerations, along mutually connect-

mg%

ing lines, vary as the respective masses ; therefore §~, or the vis viva of

subsidence, varies as m 3
. Equation (:!) represents harmonic interactions

between the centre of primitive subsidence (m8) and the chief centre of

condensation (in
t ). The importance of these interactions is still further

exemplified by the fact that (tf
g
+ ta)' s= Earth's oblateness according to

Listing's estimate (Note 440). This accordance seems calculated to throw

great doubt upon Delaunay's hypothesis of retardation by the " tidal

brake."

402. Deduced Values.

The following harmonic values satisfy the equations of Note 400. Some
of the latest astronomic estimates arc also given, in order to show the

closeness of accordance :

m + m
l

TO +- TO2

w„ :- mt

m -:- mi
mu

-
: in.,

FEOC. A.MEE.

i [armoti lo. Astronomical.

45271)77 4512885 Encke.

887068 896256 Hill.

8S9196 839161 Fayo.

2867780 2809157 Hall.

1049.4 1050 Leverrior.

PH1LOS. SOC. XXI. 118. 3y, PRINTED JULY 31, 1884.
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Harmonic. Astronomical.
m -+- mt 8610.7 3512 Leverrier.

m -+ m
T 32508.7 22600 ± 100 Newcomb.

m h- ra3 19384.6 10380 ± 70 Newcomb,

463. Evidence of Nebular Subsidence.

The outer portion of the Neptune-Uranus belt is harmonically connected
-with the belt of greatest condensation, as we have seen (Note 440), by an
important mass-relation. One linkage of the inner portion of the same
belt was given in Note 442 ; another is found in the proportion

ta :tp : : (pt -f- ^ )'2
: pi

*.

1 : 360.2565 : : (1.00288158)' : (I9.18244) 2

Leverrier's estimate of ^ is 19.18264, which differs from the harmonic
estimate by less than 4 of Hun's semi-diameter. This harmony introduces :

(1) The rupturing tendencies of nebular subsidence through £r; (2) The
interstellar parabolic influences which have determined the harmonic po-

sitions of the eight primary planets and of the asteroidal belt (Note 46);

(3) The conversion of parabolic into elliptical influence, with foci at the

centres of Earth and Sun
; (4) The variation of the times of nebular rota-

tion inversely as the square of radius. These relations, taken in connec-
tion with equation $, Note 460, furnish conclusive evidence in support of
llerschcl's "subsidence theory."

464. Earth's Dependence on Luminous Undulation.

The influence of luminous undulation in determining Earth's orbital

period is quite as remarkable as its influence upon the time of solar rota-

tion. The latter represents the maximum energy, while terrestrial revolu-

tion represents the mean energy of luminous undulation, in accordance
with the general principle, that, when a disturbance consists of terms in-

volving sines or cosines of angles which vary with the time, the maximum
energy is twice the mean energy. According to Stockwell, the secular

centre of the belt of greatest condensation is at 1.0109394,,,,, which is an
arithmetical mean between Earth's mean radius vector and its mean
aphelion. Earth, like Jupiter, shows the energy of sethereal projection as

well as the mean energy of luminous undulation. We find, accordingly,

</
:,
X 1 year — 1.0338788^. This gives »x = 185501.5 miles.

465. Jupiter's Dependence on Luminous Undulation.

The combined influence of luminous undulation and central condensa-
tion, in determining Jupiter's orbital velocity, is equally striking.

'""KKMMr:.:,,,
: : ^ft /'. : V

Substituting the harmonic value of pt
(92542800), this proportion gives

v. =185498.1 miles.
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The varied harmonies which have been pointed out between the Nep-

tune-Uranus belt and the dense belt, may naturally lead us to seek for

some additional evidence of luminous influence at the outer limit of the

solar system. Such evidence is furnished by the proportion :

Pa ' Pp : " ry Pf

In this proportion pa
= Neptune's secular aphelion + Earth's mean

aphelion
; pp

= Neptune's secular aphelion
; py

= centre of belt of

greatest condensation. Substituting Stockwell's apsidal elements and the

harmonic value of pr the proportion gives v^ = 185498 miles. The ex-

tremo range of discrepancy in the throe estimates (Notes 4G4-6) is less

than T l ,j of one per cent, or less than ten miles per second.

407. Harmonic Estimate of the Constant of Aberration.

Earth's mean orbital velocity is 1290000" -h 31558149 = 0".041007
;
»A

= 185497.2 miles, if wo take the mean of the three foregoing estimates.

To find the constant of aberration we have the proportion :

185497.2 : 92542800 : : 1 sec. : 498.89 sec.

0"-.041067 X 498.89 = 20".488.

The close accordance of this value with NyreVs estimate (Note 449),

furnishes satisfactory confirmation both of the accuracy of Stockwell's cal-

culations and of the precision of the harmonic estimate.

408. •7.'

The foregoing results abundantly show that the principle of harmonic

motion is of "immense use not only in ordinary kinetics, but in the

theories of sound, light, heat, etc."* Analogy, the law of parsimony,

the theories of kinetic correlation, and the various principles enumerated

in Note 461, all point to the value of «A , which is given in the foregoing

note, as equivalent to the ratio "V" between the electrostatic and electro-

magnetic units of electricity, electric current, magnetic potential, electric

displacement, surface density, magnetic force, and strength of current at

a point. The corresponding resistance in the field of rotation is 29.853

Ohm's. This agrees very closely with Foucault's estimate, 29.836 Ohm's.

Weber's estimate \ was 31.074; Thomson's }. 28.2; Maxwell's J 28.8;

Michelson'sg 29.982. The modulus of light which is represented by the

harmonic constant of aberration may be found as follows : r = p 2
-+-

214.4513 = 431532.8 miles
; g = m„ r/ + m3

r„
2 = .10878 miles

; ^\, :-

v K
= 7.3085 sec; 7.3085ff = 1.233 miles = v of solar rotation ;

V <j„ r„

269.82 miles; 269.82 -t- 1.233= 218.833
;
(218.833 7r)V = 472633?- ==mo lln-

* Thomson and Tail, Nat. Phil., I, Sec. 62.

|- Pogg. Ann., Auk. HI, 1868.

t Rept. Hi-it- Assoc, L869, mi. 484, 486.

lAm. J.Sci., Nov., 1879.
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lus of light at Sun's surface ; Laplace's limit, L = S18.888^f 86.814r .

An additional linkage of Sun, Earth, Jupiter and Neptune is shown by
the proportion :

L :

J°5
: :

Pt.l
:

t'a.r

In this proportion
i°3.2, Pt.i

rc l»' (
'sun t secular perihelion ol Earth and

Neptune, respectively Substituting Stockwell' s value of pt a
gives pu =

89.68/),. Stockwell's estimate is 29.78o
8

.

469. Another Linkage of Jupiter and Earth.

Let va = vis viva of circular orbital revolution which Jupiter, when at

menu aphelion, would be able to give to a particle at the centre of the

solar system = m
5

'2 -+ Pa' molecular vis viva which Earth would

be able to communicate to the same particle = | (m
:t

2 + /i3) ; v\ — ve-

locity of light ; vs
= circular orbital velocity of a particle at the chief

centre of condensation in the solar system (Earth). Then we find vra :

v8
: : vx. : %. Substituting the harmonic values of Earth's mass and of the

constant of aberration, with Stockwell's estimate pa
-+ n

8
= 5.427851, we

find v\ = 10087.61 m
:1
= 313.01 ; m -+- «r,

= 1049.69, which

differs by less than fa of one per cent from the value which was deduced

in Note 462. This relation shows that, when nebular subsidence and

luminous undulation had established incipient orbital motion around the

Sun at Jupiter's mean aphelion, the actions and reactions among nucleal

centres established the molecular motion, at the chief centre of density,

which resulted In Earth's orbital oscillation. The first indication of the

importance of the factor f appears to have been given by me (Proc. Amor.

Phil. Hoc. xii, 394). Maxwell subsequently adopted it (P. Mag., June:

and Sept., 1877, pp. 453, 209) without leaving any record of the source

from which he derived it, or of the reasons upon which it was based

In all of my investigations my first inquiry is, what obvious radial or

tangential velocity, momentum, or vis viva is there, which would be likely

to operate in producing or maintaining such exactness of cyclical harmony

as is necessary for the stability of the system. The first trial usually

gives some clue which suggests the next. These alternations, between

Baconian observation and the "scientific use of the imagination," have

been rewarded by frequent confirmations of predictions which I had haz-

arded and recorded weeks, months, or years, before they could be sus-

tained by any known data.

470. Dense-Belt Projection.

The interstellar parabolic trajectories, which have tangential directices

at Sun's surface, and a common focus at Sun's centre, have a vertical

locus at p. The length of the luminous undulation which becomes

semi- circular in solar rotation is r.r . The sum of these two centrifugal
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tendencies is 8.641598r , or .0160414 (pa + a
°j, which differs by less than

fa of one per cent from Stock-well's estimate of the projection of the centre

of the dense belt. For the influonce of pa + ^ upon the orbital locus of

Uranus, see Note 463.

471. Sun's Equatorial Acceleration.

The luminous projection of Jupiter and of the centre of the dense belt, as

well as the other evidences of apsidal influence upon planetary harmonies,

show that molecular vis viva has slightly modified the simple undulatory

vis viva of the luminiferous aether. The amount of the solar equatorial

acceleration is not precisely known, because no Sun-spots have been ob-

served very near the solar equator ; it cannot, however, differ much from

Earth's mean secular eccentricity. We may, therefore, regard this as

another evidence of the harmonic importance of "subsidence " to the belt

of greatest density.

Stated Meeting, June 20, ISSfp.

Present, 5 members.

President, Mr. FBALEY, in the Chair.

A letter accepting membership was rend from James II.

Hutchinson, M.D.,dated May L6, 188-1, No. 133 South Twenty-

second street, Philadelphia.

The decease of Prof. Dr. Heinrich Eobert Gbppert, at Bres-

Ian, May 18, 1881, aged 83, was announced.

A letter was received from J. M. Da Costa, M.D., accepting

the appointment to prepare an obituary notice of the Late Dr.

Gross.

Prof. Baird requested, by letter, a copy of Proceedings No.

110 for the Library of the Imperial Museum at Strasburg,

which was ordered to be sent.

Prof. E. D. Cope requested, by letter, the insertion of a

paragraph in the Proceedings enlarging the notice of the

minutes of January 18, 1884.
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An application was read for the Magellanic Premium,
signed " Arcturus," on the explosion of tanks containing petro-

leum, and the method of preventing the, same.

Prof. Cope sent a paper on the Extinct Mammalia of Valley

of Mexico.

Mr. Richard Yanx read a paper on the history of the Penn-

sylvania prison system.

Nominations Nos. 1028 to 1028, were read.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Holland

Society at Harlem (114); the Fondation Tyler (114); the

Eoyal Zoological Society, Amsterdam (113, XVI, i); the

Observatory at Prague (113, XVI, i); the Royal Society of

Sciences, Gottingen (XIII, i, ii); the Radoliffe Observatory

(114); the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh (113, XVI, i);

Wm. Blades, 28 Abchurch Lane, London (114); the Statisti-

cal Society, London (114).

Letters of Envoy were read from the United States Consul

at Budapest, April 29, 1884; the Royal Zoological Society,

Amsterdam, June 4; the Musee Guimct, April 16, and the

National Academy at Cordova, South America, requesting

exchanges.

Donations for the Library were received from the Geologi-

cal Survey of India; Academy at St. Petersburg; Mr. Joseph

do Lenhossek, of Budapest; Anthropological Society, Geo-

logical Institute, Vienna; Royal Bavarian Academy; Eoyal
Saxon Society; Royal Society, Gottingen; Royal Prussian

Academy; Society at St. Gall; National Antiquarian So-

ciety, Copenhagen; Tuscan Society of Natural Sciences,

at Pisa; Musee Guimct and Society Agriculture, Lyons;
Commercial Geographical Society and Meteorological Com-
mission, Bordeaux; Institute of France, Ethnological So-

ciety, Anthropological Society, Zoological Society, Geo-

graphical Society, M. Leon de Rosncy, Society of Ameri-
canists, Society for Japanese Studies, Bureau, of Longi-

tudes, M. M. Locroy, Paris; Royal Academy of History at

Madrid; Astronomical Society, Geographical Society, Nature,

London; Cambridge University ; Glasgow Observatory; Pat-
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rick Geddes, of Edinburgh ;
Nova Scotia Institute of Sciences;

Boston Society Natural History; American Journal Science
;

American Chemical Society ; New York Historical Society,

New York Academy of Sciences, New York Meteorological

Observatory, Philadelphia Academy Natural Sciences, Frank-

lin Institute, Journal of Pharmacy, Engineers' Club, Zoo-

logical Society, Dr. Geo. L. Harrison, J. A. Kirkpatrick,

Heber S. Thompson, Edwin Atlee Barber, Henry Phillips,

Jr., E. D. Cope, A. B. Foote, Eli K. Price, American

Journal of Philology, Baltimore Johns Hopkins University,

United States National Museum, United States Army Bureau

of Engineers, Census Bureau, Jed. Hotchkiss, of Staunton,

Virginia, American Antiquarian, Chicago.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Slated Meeting, July 18, 1SS//..

Present, 3 members.

President, Mr. Fbaley, in the Chair.

A letter was received from the President of the Committee

for erecting a statue to Jean Baptistc Dumas, and requesting a

subscription for the same.

The death of Dr. Karl Richard Lepsius was announced as

having taken place July 11, 1884, aatat. 83.

A letter was received from Gen. W.F. Reynolds announcing

a change of address to Detroit, Michigan.

betters of acknowledgment were received from the Royal

Academy of Sciences, Amsterdam (118, XVI, i); Royal In-

stitute, Lombardy ; Prof. J. S. Steenstrup (113); K. K. Cen-

tral Institute (114); University Library, Cambridge (114);

New Hampshire Historical Society, Concord (115); Ameri-

can Antiquarian Society, Worcester (115) ; Essex Institute

(115); Boston Athenseum (115); American Statistical Asso-

.
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ciation, Boston (115) ; Connecticut Historical Society (115);

W. P. Blake, New Haven (115); W. 3>. Whitney, New
Haven (115) ; New York Historical Society (115) ; Library-

United States Military Academy, West Point (115) ; G. H.

F. Peters, Clinton, New York (115); New Jersey Histori-

cal Society (1 15); Numismatic and Antiquarian Society (115);

Wyoming Historical and Geological Society, Wilkes-Barre

(115); Pennsylvania, State Library (115); Thos. C. Porter,

Easton, Pennsylvania (115); Leander McCormicls Observatory,

Virginia (115); Georgia Historical Society (1 1.5) ; Cincinnati

Observatory (115); Robert Peter, Lexington (115); Library

of the University of Tennessee (115) ; Henry S. Frieze, Ann

Arbor (114,115); State Historical Society of Wisconsin (115);

Kansas State Historical Society (115); Geological Survey,

Washington, a set of -the publications of the American Philo-

sophical Society.

Letters of envoy were received from the Society of Natural

Sciences of Elberfeld, and the Royal Society of Canada.

Donations to the Library were received from the New Zea-

land Institute; Royal Friedlander, Berlin; K. K.. Observatory

in Prag; Societies of Natural Sciences at Emden, Elberfeld

and Lausanne; Central Bureau of Statistics, Stockholm;

Boyal Academy of Belgium; Royal Observatory at Brux-

clles; M. Paul Albrecht ; Boole des Mines; Societies of Geog-

raphy at Paris and Bordeaux; M. B. Balliere & Son; M. Paid

Tournafond; Society of Physical and. Natural Sciences at

Bordeaux; Prof. C. Ii. F. Peters; Prof. Luigi Ambiveri;

Society of Antiquaries ; Royal Astronomical Society; Journal

of Forestry; Nature; Essex Institute; M. Franklin B.

Hough; American Academy of Arts and Sciences; Ameri

can Oriental Society; the Boston Society of Natural History;

S. E. Cassino & Co. ; the Peabody Museum ; Harvard Univer-

sity; the Free Public Library of New Bedford; American

Journal of Science; Yale College; American Chemical So-

ciety; Mercantile Library ; New York Meteorological Obser-

vatory; American Journal of Medical Sciences; College of

Pharmacy; McCalla & Stavely ; the Franklin Institute ; Prof..
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E. I). Cope; Dr. D. Jayne; Mr. Henry Phillips, Jr.; the

Wyoming Historical and Geological Society; Johns Hopkins
University; Peabody Institute; United States Geographical

and Geological Survey; Department of the Interior; Mr. Jed.

Hotehkiss; Geological Survey of Kentucky, and the National

Academy of Sciences in Cordova, (Argentine Eepublic).

Permission was granted to Mr. Henry Phillips, Jr., to have
copies made of Schultze's Arawalc grammar and dictionary

(MSS. owned by the Society), for the use of Mr. E. P. im

Thurn, of Demerara, British Guiana.

The
1

Special Committee, appointed May 16 to have the

paintings owned by the Society cleaned and put in good order,

was ordered to ascertain the cost of photographing the same.

The following new members were elected:

Sir John Lubbock, LL.D., Westminster, London.

E. Burnett Tylor, LL.D., Museum Eouse, Oxford.

Win. W. Keen, M.D., Philadelphia.

N. Archer Eandolph, M.D., Philadelphia.

Rev. E. W. Syle, D.D., Philadelphia.

Eev. II. Clay Trumbull, D.D., Philadelphia.

New nominations, Nos. 1029, 1030, were read, and the meet-

ing was adjourned.

Correction of Minutes of January IS.

Professor Cope remarked that Uic formation which forms the hanks of

the Rio Grande at Laredo, Texas, is in all probability the Laramie. It eon-

tains at that point, a thick lied ol pure lignite. Above Laredo, on both
sides of the river, an excellent lignite is mined. The wide valley of the

Rio Grande as far as the eastern ranges of the Sierra, Madie is probably of

Laramie age, as Dr. C. A. While reports fossil mollusca of that age from

near Lampasas, at the foot of the mountains. Wm. Arthur Bohott (U. S.

Mcx. Bound. Survey I, Geology, p. S35) first observed these lignites, and

Mr. Conrad pointed out the existence of Claiborne Eocene beds in the same

region (loc. cit., p. 141). Professor Cope stated that the Claiborne beds

rested immediately on the Laramie at Laredo.

PllOC. AMER. MILOS. 60C. XXI. 110. %'/,. PRINTED AUGUST 20, 1884.
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Notes upon the Codex Ramirez, with a translation of the same. By Henry

Phillips, Jr.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, October 10, 18S3.)

Perhaps one of the most valuahle fragments of antiquity that has sur-

vived the bigoted fury of the Spanish ecclesiastics is the Codex Ramirez, a

history of the Mexicans as shown forth by their hieroglyphieal and sym-

bolical writings. It was prepared shortly after the Conquest by the orders

and for the use of Senor Ramirez de Fuen Leal, Bishop of Cuenca, Presi-

dent of the Chancelleria, to be used in deciding upon questions of all na-

ture that were likely lo arise before that tribunal. He caused the Aztec sages

and priests to come together before him, and to agree upon an explanation

of the characters and signs in which the law, history and mythology of the

Mexicans were written. As an authentic exposition of such, it is unique

and of the greatest value to students.

Brinton (Am. Hero Myths, 78), calls it "the most valuable authority

we possess ;" Pinelo (Vol. II, 0015), refers to its having been used by Her-

rera ; Chavero (Anales del Museo Nacional, III, iv, 120), " se considera

como la mejorfuente, acaso la unica verdaderamente autorizada, para cono-

cer los hechos pasados en 7'enochtitlan." When Bishop Ramirez returned to

Spain, lie took with him this MS., which now exists in Madrid in a volume

of twelve leaves folio entitled Libro de oro y Thesoros Indicos, and bears

upon it various memoranda attesting its authenticity.

The work is extremely difficult to understand, and full of obscurities

arising partly from errors in transcription, partly from the use of anti-

quated expressions, and a most involved and puerile style, and partly from

incorrect and vulgar orthographies.

In the following translation I have enddavored to reproduce the sim-

plicity and meaning of the original, adding copious notes of explanation

and conjecture wherever a passage seemed to demand it,

(Note.— Tz ispronounced like the Mayn Q; Xllke the sound of.s/i in English ;

t between two " l"s is dropped; o and u were pronounced almost identical {Mo-

Una). Anales de Museo Nacionul, I, VI, 212.)

HISTORY OF THE MEXICANS AS TOLD BY THEIR PAINTINGS.

Chapter 1st.

Of the Creation and Beginning of the World and of the Original and Supe-

rior Deities.

Through symbols and writings formerly used, through the traditions of

the old and of those who in the 'days of their infidelity were priests and

pontiffs, and through the narrations of the lords and chief men to whom
they were accustomed to teach the law and educate in their temples in

order to render them learned, brought together before me with their books

and hieroglyphics, which according to what is demonstrated are believed



This Map of the Environs of the City of Mexico la reproduced from l.c Petit

Atlas Maritime * * " (par Le Sleur Bellals, par ordre de M. Le Due de Choi,

seal. Paris, 1764). Vol.2, PI. 5, The configuration of the Lakes of Mexico and
Chalco, however, is Inoorreotly represented.
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to bo of ancient origin, many of them anointed with human blood, it ap-
pears that fhere was originally one god named Tonaeateeli,^ who took for

wife Tonacayguall, oras she is sometimes called Oachequaealt, who created
themselves, and were perpetual inhabitants of the thirteenth heaven

;

of whose oreation and beginning likewise there is nothing known
except the fact that it also originated in the thirteenth heaven. Of this

god and goddess were engendered four sons, the eldest was called Tlaclau
queteztzatlipuca,'1 whom the peoples of Quaxocingo and Tascala reverenced
as their chief divinity under, the name of Camaxtle, 3 and who was said to

have been born of a ruddy color all over. They had a second son named
Vayanqae tezcallipuca ; he who was the greatest and the worst, who over-

powered and bore sway over the other three, because he was born in the

middle of all (naqio en medio de todos) ; he was totally black at birth. The
third was called Qmqalcontl,* and for another name Yaguelicatl. To the
fourth and the smallest they gave the appellation of Omitecilt,* and Ufa-

qnezcoall, whom the Mexicans termed Vchilobi, because he was left-handed,
and looked upon him as their chief deity, because in the land from whence
they came, he was so considered, and was more especially the god of war-
fare than were the other divinities. Of these four sons of Tonaeateeli and
Tonacacigulatl (sic), Tezeatlipuca was the one who knew all thoughts, and
was in all places and read all hearts, for which he was called Moyocoya,*
which is to say "the all-powerful," according to which idea he is repre-

sented in painting only as the air, by which name he is not commonly known.
Vchilobi, 7 the younger brother, and god of the Mexicans, was born without
flesh (nacio sin came), but only bones, in which condition he lived six

hundred years, during which period of time the gods did nothing what-
ever, the father as well as the sons, and in their representation there is no
account taken of these six hundred years, counting them as they do from
twenty to twenty, according to the sign which he holds, which stands for

twenty. These gods were known by these arid many other names, accord-
ing to how their attributes are understood, for each community called them
differently by reason of their dialects, and so they were given diverse

appellations.

Chapter 2d.

Of how the World was created and by whom,.

When the six hundred years after the birth of the four brethren-gods,

the sons of Tonaeateeli, had passed away, they all four came together, and
said that it was good that they should arrange what they had to do, and the

law they were to be governed by, and they all committed to Quezaleoatl and
Vchilobi, the performance of this task, In pursuance of which they created,

under the orders and Judgment of the others, the Are, and this being done

they made the half-sun, which, on account of not being entire, gave not

much but only a slender light. Presently they created a man and a woman
;

the man they called Vxumuco, and the woman Qipnstonal,^ and to them
they gave command that they should till the ground, and that the woman

LS
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should spin and weave, and that of them should be born the Maqeguales,

and that they should find QO pleasure, but should always be obliged to

work ; to the woman the gods gave certain grains of ffl*' so that with

them she should work cures, and should use divination and witchcraft, and

so it is the custom of women to do to this very day. Then they created

the days which they divided into months, giving to each month twenty

days, of which they had eighteen, and three hundred and sixty days in

the year, of which will be spoken subsequently. Then they created

MUlitlalteclet and Michitecayrjlat, husband and wife, and these were

the gods of the lower regions (infierno), in Which they were placed ;

then the gods created the heavens below the thirteenth, and then they

made the water and created in it a great fish similar to an alligator

which they named Qipaqli, and from this fish they made the earth

as Shall be told; and to create the god and goddess of water, all the

four divinities joined themselves together, and made Tlaloeatecli, 10 and

his wife ChaloMutlique," whom they assigned to be the gods of water,

to whom they betook themselves in prayer whenever it was needful.

Of this god of water it was said that he bad his dwelling of four apart-

ments, in the middle of Which was a large courtyard, where Stood four

large earthen pans full of water. In one of these pans the water was excel-

lent, and from it the rain fell which nourished all manner of corn and

seeds and grain, and which ripened things in good season
;
from the

second rained bad water from which fell cobwebs on the crops, and

blight and mildew ensued ; from another Tell ice and sleet
;
when from

the fourth rain fell nothing matured or dried. This god of rainwater

created many servants, small of body, who were in the rooms of the

aforesaid house, and they held money boxes,' 2 in which they caught

the water from the great earthen pans, and various rods in the other hand ;

and when the god of water sent them to irrigate any (•special places, they

started oil with their boxes and sticks, and let fall the water where they

were directed, and when it thunders the noise is caused by their striking

the boxes with their rods, and when it lightens it comes from within these

boxes. It is eighty years since SeSorde Chalco wished to sacrifice to these

servants of the gods of water one of his hunchbacks l:i and took him to the

Volcano, a very high mountain always covered with snow, fifteen leagues

distant from the City of Mexico, and placed the humpback Inside of a

Cave of which the entrance was closed up, and from hick of food

He became drowsy, and was carried to where be could see I he aforesaid

palace and the manner of life of the deity ;
sometime later the servants of

Sefior de Chalco came to look lor him to see if be were dead, but finding

him living, took him home where he told what be had seen
;

in this very

year the people of Chalco were subdued by the Mexicans, and became en-

slaved, and it was said that this laid been the signal for their loss as it took

place. Afterwards all the four gods, being united in work, they created

from the fish OipacualW* the earth, which they called Tlaltecli,™ and repre-

sent as the god of the earth, extended over a fish as having been made of it.
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Of the Creation of the Sun, and how many Suns there have been, and how

long each one lasted, and how the Maeeguales ate in the time of each Sun,

and of the Giants in those Days.

All the aforesaid was made, and created without any account being

taken of the year, except that it was all in one, and without any difference

of time, and it is narrated that of the first man and woman who did as has

been already said, about the time when these things began to be per-

formed, there was born a son to whom was given the name of Piketecli,

and as there was lacking some woman for him to marry, the gods made of

the hairs of SueJoiquec
(
ar, u a woman with whom his first marriage took

place. When this was done all the four deities took notice that the half

sun which they had created gave but very little light, so they resolved to

make another half sun, so that it should illumine the whole earth. When
Tezcatlipuca saw this lie became himself a sun in order to give light, as we

represent him in painting, and they say that what we see is only the bright-

ness of the sun and not the sun himself, because the sun rises in the morning,

traverses till midday, and then returns to the east in order to start again

next day, and that which is visible from noon till sunset is its brightness,

and not the sun itself, and that at night it neither shows itself nor has

motion. So from being a, god IVzcatlipuca made himself a sun, and then

all the other deities created giants, who were very large men, and of such

extreme strength that they could tear up trees with their bands, and they

lived on l lie acorns of evergreen oak trees, and nothing else.' 7 This state

of affairs lasted as long as this sun did, which was thirteen times fifty-two

years, which make 676 years.

OlIAL'TER 4t1I.

Of the manner which they have of reckoning. ls

And since they commence to count time from this first sun, and their

reckoning runs on from it continuously, leaving behind the GOO years, the

period of the birth of the gods, and while Vchilobus was in his bones, and

without flesh, as has been narrated, I shall now proceed to tell the manner

and order in which they reckon their year, and this is it. As has been

already said, each year contains 5300 days, and IS months, each month of

20 days; and of how they use up 5 days in festivals, which became fixed,

we shall speak later in our chapters touching on the feasts and their cele-

brations. Holding the year as has been said they correct from four

to four, and neither in their language nor in their paintings, take any ac-

count of more than four years. The first they call tectapall, and paint it,

as a stone or Hint with which they cut open the body in order to draw out

the heart ; the second, call, which they represent as a house, for by this

name they call a house ; the third, tochili, whom they paint with a rabbit's
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head, for by tins term they name a rabbit ; the fourth, acal, which they

represent as a sign for water. They reckon with these four numbers and

objects till they come to the thirteenth year, which then rounds the great

cycle, like the indiction or lustrum of the Romans ; and when finished

four times thirteen, the four years being run four limes thirteen,

making fifty and two, this they call an age (epoch), and when

fifty and two years arc ended, with much pomp they celebrate the

great year, and place the period with those already passed, and re-com-

mence anew their four year computation ; the festival of which and the en-

trance into the new cycle was celebrated among the Mexicans by extin-

guishing all the lights that existed, and the priests would go to seek light

again at a temple situated on a high mountain near ISstapalapa, where the

ceremonies took place, about two leagues distant from Mexico. They then

continued henceforth their count of four years, and then of thirteen, till

they had reached their fifty-two, and so on from fifty-two to fifty-two

for all time.

Returning to the giants who were created at the time when TezeatUpuca

was the sun, it is said that when he ceased lo be the sun, they all perished,

and tigers made an end l<> them and ate them up, so that no one remained
;

and these tigers were created in this fashion ; that after thirteen times

fifty-two years had passed Queqilooati became the sun, and Tezcatlipuai,

ceased to bo it, because he gave him a blow with a great stick, and threw

him over into the water, and there he was metamorphosed into a tiger, and

issued forth thence to slay the giants ; and this appeared in the heavens,

for it is said that the una major eauie down to the water because he is Tez-

eatUpuca, and was on high in memory of him.

In these eras the Maceguales ate the nuts of the pine trees and nothing

else, which lasted while Queqalooall was the sun, during thirteen times

fifty-two years, which was 070 years, which being come to an end TezeatU-

puca, on account of being a god did the same actions as his oilier brothers,

and hence was made a tiger, and gave a kick in the breech to Queqalcoatl,

which upset him and finished his term of being the sun ; and then a terri-

ble wind arose which carried away all the Maceguales, except a few who

remained suspended in the air, and the rest turned into apes and mon-

keys ; then Tlalocalecli, the god of the lower regions, became the sun, and

remained so seven times fifty-two years, which are 304 years, in which

time the Maceguales had nothing to eat, but arfyiutli, which is a species of

seed of a grain which is born in the water. When these years were over,

Quec'ilcoatl sent down a rain of fire from heaven, and deprived Atlalocatecli

of being the sun, and made his wife GhalchiMUque, the sun in his place,

who remained so six times fifty two years, which are 812 years, and during

that time the Maceguales ate only a, seed of a grain like maize named cin-

trococopi. 19 And so from the birth of the gods to the fulfillment of the sun

according to the count were 2000 and 000 and 20 and 8 years.
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CiiArTKU 5tii.

Of the Deluge, and of the Fall from Heaven and of the Restoration.

Tn the last year of the sun Chalchiutlique, as has been told, it rained so

much water and so great an abundance thereof that the heavens them
selves fell, and the waters carried away all the Mitceguales that were, and

from them were made all manner of the fishes that exist at the present

day ; and so there ceased to he any more Maceguales, and the heaven

Itself had ceased to exist, for it had fallen upon the earth. 20 And when
the four gods had seen that the heaven had fallen on the earth, which took

place in the first year of the four after the sun had ended, and the rain had

fallen, which was the year torMli, they ordained that all the four should

make through the centre of the earth four roads by which to enter it in

order to raise the heaven, to assist in which task they created four men
;

one they called Gotemue, another Tzeoaelt, another, Yzmali, and the fourth

Tenesuchi. These four men having been created, the two gods, Tezcatlipuca

and Qniq-dcoatl, then formed themselves into enormous trees,'
21 Tezcatlipuca

becoming the one known as Taecaquavilt, meaning the tree of the mirror,

and Quiqalcoatl, the Qner.tlhuesuch, and gods and men and trees together

raised on high the heaven and the stars, just as they are to-day, and as a.

recompense for having raised them, Tonacateeli, the father, made them

lords of the heaven and thestars ; and when the heaven was raised, Tezcat-

lipuca and Quiqalcoatl walked through it, and made the road which we
now see there, and met In it, and remained there in it, and held their

abode there.

Chapter 6th.

What happened after the Raising of the Heaven and Stars.

After that the heaven was lifted up, the gods renewed life to the earth

which had expired when the heaven fell upon it, and in the second

year after the deluge which was acalt, Tezcatlipuca altered his name, and

changed himself into MixcoaiX,'1
'

1 which means viper of snow, and for this

reason he is painted among the gods a viper. In this year he desired to feast

the gods, and for this purpose drew a light from the rods whence they were

in the habit of drawing it, and hence the origin of drawing fire from (lint,

which are rods that have a heart. The fire being once drawn, it was the

festival of making many and large flames.

From this second year in which fire came forth until the sixth, nothing

happened noteworthy, except that, in the sixth year after the deluge Qinteul

was born, son of Picentiali, eldest son of the first man, who, because he was

a god and his wife a, goddess, being made Ol the hairs of the goddess mother,

could not die ; two years later, which was the eighth year after the deluge,

the gods created the Maceguales, just as they had formerly existed, and

there is no record of any other event till this cycle of thirteen years was ac-

complished. In the first year of the second cycle of thirteen years there-

after all the four gods came together and said that the earth had no light
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but was in darkness, there being nothing else to give any light save the

fires, so they created a sun to illuminate the earth, and this sun should eat

hearts and drink blood ; so to feed it they were obliged to carry on con-

tinual warfare to obtain for it blood and hearts. And since it was the will

of all the gods that it should be so, in the first year of the second cycle of

thirteen, which was the fourteenth after the deluge, they made a war
which lasted two years till it was finished ; again in three years they made
war, in which time Tezcatlipuca created 400 men and five women, so as to

have some people for the sun to eat, 2' these nun lived only four years after

which the women were the sole survivors. In the decennial year of this

second thirteenth it is said Unit Suehiqiear, first wife of PiqiqiutecU, son of

the first man, died in the war, being the first woman to expire in warfare,

and much the next powerful of all women, so many as died in war.

Chapter 7th.

How the Sun wan made and what took place afterwards.

In the thirteenth year of this second cycle of thirteen, which is in the

twenty-sixth year after the deluge, we have seen how the gods agreed to

make the sun, and how they made war in order to give it something to

eat, Quir.alcoatl wanted to make his son the sun, of whom he was the father

but who had no mother, and at the same time talocatecli, the god of water,

made to himself a son liy Ohalehiutli,* Ids wife, which is the moon,

eating nothing until (here there in a lacuna in the original), and they

drew blood from their ears," and with this they fasted, and they drew blood

from their ears, and theii body in their prayers and sacrifices ; and this being

clone Quiqalcoatl took bis son and heated him red hot in a great fire, from

whence he issued as a sun to Illumine the earth ;
and after the Are died out,

Talocatecli, 2 '" came and threw his own son in the cinders from whence he

issued forth as the moon, for which reason he appears ashy colored and

obscure. In the last year of this thirteen, the sun began to give his light,

for before that time it had always been night, and the moon began to run

after the sun, and never to catch up with him, and they traversed the air

perpetually without ever arriving at the heavens.

ClIAl'TBR 8th.

Of what happened after the Sun and, Moon were made.

One year after the sun was made, which was the first of the third thirteen

after the deluge, Camasale, one of the four gods, went to the eighth lieaven,

and created four men and oik; woman for a, daughter, so that they should go

to war, that there should be hearts for the sun and blood forit to drink ; and

being made they fell into the water, and then returned to heaven, and as

they fell and there ensued no war, the next year, which was the second of

the third thirteen, the same Oamasale, or as he is sometimes called Mixcoatl,

took a, rod and struck with it on a rock from which sallied forth forty Chi-

*S<;e Note 12.
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chimecas, 26 and this they say was the beginning of the Chiehimecas, which
we call Otomis, which in the language of Spain signifies mountaineers, and
these, as we shall narrate hereafter, were the inhabitants of this country be-

fore the Mexicans came to conquer, and to dwell there ; and in the eleven

years following of this third thirteen, Camasale2' did penance, taking the

thorns of the maguey and drawing blood from his tongue and ears, and for-

tius reason it is the custom to draw blood from such places with the thorns

whenever they supplicate the gods, lie did this penance so that his

four sons and daughter that he had created in the eighth heaven

should descend and slay the Ohiehimecas, so that the sun should have

hearts to cat; and in the eleventh year of the third thirteenth, down came

the four sons and the daughter, and placed themselves in some trees

whence they fed eagles ; and now it was that the Camasale invented the

wine of the maguey and other kinds of wines in which the Ohiehimecas

busied themselves, and knew nothing better than drunkenness ;
and being

in the trees the sons of Oamasale, they were seen by the Ohiehimecas, who
went to them, so they descended from the trees, and slew all the Ohiehi-

mecas, only three escaping ; one was called Ximbel, another Mimichil, and

the third was the Oamasale, the god who bad created them, and who
transformed himself into a Chichimeea. In the eighth year of the fourth

thirteen after the .deluge there was a great noise in the heaven from

whence there fell a deer With two heads, and Camasale caused it

to be caught, and ordered the men who then Inhabited Cui/lalavaca,

three leagues distant from Mexico, that they should capture that deer and

regard it as a god, and they did so, and they gave it for four years to eat

Of rabbits and vipers and butterflies ; and in the eighth year of the fourth

thirteen Oamasale had a war with some of his adjoining neighbors, and

in order to conquer them he took the aforesaid stag and carrying it to them

overcame them; and in the second year of the fifth thirteen did this

same god Oamasale celebrate a festival in heaven, making many fires ;
and

until then; was completed the fifth thirteen after the deluge did Oamasale

keep on continuously making war, and with it he gave nutriment to the

sun.

They say, and the paintings likewise show it,.that In the first year of

the sixth thirteen the Ohiehimecas waged war against Oamasale, and took

away his deer, through which he was enabled to be victorious; and the

reason why he lost it was that while wandering about the field he fell in

with a female relation of Tezcatlipuea, a descendant of the five women whom
he had made at the time when he created the 400 men which latter died,

but the females remained alive, and this one! was descended from them,

and bore a son who was known as Oeacalt ;
28 and in this thirteen they rep-

resent that afterwards when (/eacalt (.sic) was a youth he did seven years of

penance,' wandering alone through the mountains, and drawing blood

from himself that, the gods might make him a mighty warrior. And in the

sixth thirteen after the deluge began, this Osaoalt to wage war, and he was

the first lord of Tula whose. Inhabitants chose him for their chief on ac-

rnoo. AMiiit. philos. soc. xxr. 110. 4a. printed auoust 20, 1884.
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count of his valor. This Qeacall lived until the second year of the ninth

thirteen, being lord of Tula, and four years before that time he built a very

large temple In Tula, and when he had done it there came to him Tezcatli-

puca, who told him, that towards Honduras, in a place which is now
called Tlapalla, there w«s a house built for him, and that there he should

betake himself and breathe his last, for that he must go away from Tula,™

in which town Cmtalt was reverenced as a god ; to what Jezcatlipuca

said to him, he replied that the heavens and the stars had told him that

it was his (ale to leave there within tour years. And so when these four

years were completed, he departed and took with hi in all the Maceg u.ales of

Tula, and left them at the city of Chulula, whence are descended all its

inhabitants, and others he left in the province of Ouzcatan, whence de-

scends the present population of that place, and in the very same manner

he left behind him in (Jernpoal others who settled there, and he proceeded

on his journey till he reached Tlapala (sic), and on the very day in which

he arrived there he fell ill, and on the day following he died. Then Tula

remained depopulated, and without a lord nine years.

Chapteb 9th,

Of the beginning and coming of the Mexicans to this New Spain.

It is said that after the completion of ten thirteens after the deluge, which

are 1150 years, the Mexicans were settled in a community named Avoid to

the west of the New Spain slightly trending toward the North, which was

very much populated, and in whose centre stood a mountain whence issued

a fountain which became a river, like Ohapultepequem is in Mexico, and on
the oilier side of this river was another settlement, and a very largo one,

named Ouluacanf and since their computation begins with the first year

of their emigration, so from now on Cor the luture we shall reckon time

starling from the year in which this Mexican agreed to sally out to find

new lands that they might conquer, and for that reason they chose

three war chiefs or captains, one they named Xinqi, another Tee-

paqi, and the third Coantlique, and with these three started oft many
Mexicans (the paintings do not set out their number), and they carried

with them the figure and manner of constructing their temples, so as to be

able to erect them to Vchilobi wherever he should come. So they took

their adieu of the temple they had in Azcla,*2 and began their journey,

for which reason the painting representing their expedition, makes its be-

ginning with the temple.

Chapteb 10th.

How they Departed, the People of (Julimcan, and what Peoples went with

them, and how they were named.

As has been already narrated on the eastern side of the river they represent

the City of Guluacan, a very large oily with many populous places around

it filled 'with people, on the account of which the Inhabitants determined
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to seek a country to settle in, and being united they took for captain and

war-chief one named f&qualtlatlanqui, and they look the names of the

old towns and places they had left, and gave them to new ones in the

country to which they immigrated. It is said that the following people

went with them, and each one took its own god which it worshiped, and

the manner of its own temple, for in each one the service was diflerent,

and no one .was identical witli another, for which reason they are painted

dissimilar; and so there went forth with them those of Culuacan, which

was the principal city, and was placed in the new settlement distant two

leagues from the one whence they populated it as they came, of which

more will be said in the hereafter. They took their gods, named Ointeul,

son of Pinqeteeli, Suehimuleo** went with them, taking his god named Que-

lazcli, who was the stag of MixcoatlM as has been told ;
Alillalabaca,

went forth with his god Amimicli, which was a rod of Mitcoatl whom they

reverenced as a god, and carried that rod in memory of him ;
Mizquique,

went forth with Qaiqilooatl as his god ; Choice?" went forth with Tezcatli-

puca napatecli for his god. The people went forth of Tacuba, and Gulti-

can, and Asc.apuzalco, which was called Tenpanecas,™ and these took as their

god Ocotecli, which is fire, and for this reason they are accustomed to con-

sume in the fire all whom they capture in war. These people, say the Mexi-

cans, and no more sallied forth, although those of Tazouo'' 1
, and Taaoala

and Guefotjingo boast and vaunt themselves that they too came when the

others came from Mexico, and are also of that land. All these people with

their gods set out in this first year, which was tcepall, and there went

forth of them forty bands.

Chapter 11th.

Of the Bond they journeyed and of the Places they went, and of the Time

they tarried in each Place where they were.

All having departed they came to two lofty mountains, in whose midst

they encamped and remained there two years, and as the days are not

painted that they occupied in reaching this spot, nothing appears more

clearly than that up to the time of their resting in these sierras they

reckon one year, and two years they spent there sowing what they had to

eat and carry off with them, and here they erected their first temple to

Vchilobo, according as they had done in that city.

These two mountains stood opposite each other, and their habitation was

in their middle.

After three years had passed since their departure from Aslla (sic), from

when the Mexicans came forth, as has been told, they left the place or site

of the two lulls where they had remained two years, after having built a

temple to Uchilogos (sic), as has been said, and came to a valley where

there wero many great trees, which they named Quausticaea, :ik on ac-

count of the many pine trees that were there, and there they stayed a

year, which completed the four years since they had left their homes.
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Thence they traveled onward till tliey came to a place which they named

Chicomuxtoque,™ and they settled there and remained nine years, and

so here they completed the thirteen years from the time of their departure,

and when they left there they laid the place waste ; and there was born

in this place, Tlacuxquin, and Manqamoyagual and Minaqueciguatle, who

were the two males, and one woman, their chief personages, and here

was accomplished the thirteenth year of their exodus, and they began

to reckon the second thirteen.

When they had departed from Ghicomuztoque (sic), they came to a plain,

which is the spot where at the time dwelt the Chichimeca*, whose home

was iii front of PmuCQ, and here they remained three years, and to this

valley they gave the name of Ouatlicamat. At the end of the three years

they went forth and came to a ranche which tliey called Matlauacala,

where they dwelt three years, and erected a temple to VchUogoi, thence

they came to another ranche, named by them near the one where the

Otomtet lived, the indigines of the land
; and here they rested live years,

and erected another temple to Vchilogox, and here was lulflllcd eleven

years of the second thirteen since their departure.

From this sojourning place they came to a, mountain opposite Tula named

Coatebeque, 4® and when they came the Ma^eguales held in great veneration

the manias of the live women whom Tezeatlipuca made, and who died the

day the sun was created, as has been said, and from these mantas the afore-

said live women came again to life, and wandered in this mountain, doing

penance, drawing blood from their tongues and ears
;
and when four

years of their penance had passed by, one named QuatliqueP who was a

virgin, took a small quantity of while feathers and placed them in her

bosom, from which she conceived without having known man, and there

was born of her Vchilogot, for a new birth, in addition to his other nativi-

ties, for lie was a god all-powerful, and could do whatever he wished.

And here came again to life the 400 men whom Tezcatlipuca created, and

who died before the sun was made, and when they saw the woman was

pregnant, they sought to burn her, hut VchUogot was born of her fully

armed, and slew the whole of tin! 400 men ; and this the feast of his na-

tivity and the slaughter of the 400 men they celebrate every year, as will

be narrated in the chapter relating to their festivals ; and before the feast

there is a, great general fast who shall participate, fisting eighty days,

during which tliey only eat once a day ; and these 100 men whom Vchilo-

got slew, the Inhabitants of the province of Cuzco" burnt up and took for

their gods, and reverence them as such down to the present day, ami in

this way they celebrated for the first time the festival of the birth of Vchilo-

(jos and tin; massacre of the 400 men by him.'

When thirty-three years had elapsed since their departure from their

home, they went forth from Coatebeque, and came to (,'himalcoqu.e, where

they remained three years; thence they came to Enticox, where they

dwelt another three years, and built a temple and placed the mast of

Vchilobos (sic) ; and after the thirty -ninth year from their departure they
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drew out the mast of Vchilobos (.sic), and gave it to Vingualti, to

carry it with the greatest veneration on their journey, and they came

to TUmaco, which is near to Tula, and raised a temple to VcMlogos (sic),

and remained there twelve years, and these twelve years being passed,

they departed thence and took up the mast of VcMlogo*, and gave it to

Uaqic.i to carry. And after all this had happened, they came to Ttitlala-

quia, a well known town, and it was on the borders of Tula, where they

rested two years and built a temple to VcMlogos ; and after these two

years the Mexicans came to the town of Tula itself, which in these days

was peopled with its aborigines, who were the CMcMmecas, and when

they came to the said town they erected a temple to VcMlogos, and

placed before it, the candelabras that are now in use, in which they

placed cepal and other savory things; and as soon as the Mexicans

had come VcMlogos appeared to the Inhabitants of the country in a

black form, and they heard VcMlogos wailing beneath the earth, and

they asked wherefore the god of the Mexicans was weeping below the

ground, and the answer because every Inhabitant of Tula was doomed to

death. Four years later, an old woman, a, native of Tain, went about

giving out Mags of paper fastened to rods, and making it manifest to them

that they should get ready to die, because their time had come
;
and pres-

ently they all cast themselves upon the stone on which the Mexicans were

wont to offer up their sacrifices, and the one of them who took charge of

the temple which was in Tula,, by name Tequipuyul, who was a, stranger

and a vagabond without employ, and whom they believed to be the devil,

slew them all ; and before the Mexicans erected their temple, that stone

was a, temple to the Inhabitants of Tula ; and so were put to death all the

Inhabitants of Tula, so that not one remained alive, and the Mexicans

were lords of Tula.

Departing afterwards from Tula they came to the place where now

Stands the town of AiotoMllengo, where they remained one year, and

thence they came to the town of Tecuzquiciac where they rested four years
;

thence they came to the town of Apazco, and from Pazco(sic) to Zumpango,

where they stayed three years, and as they arrived near Hie town of Cam-

pango (sic), they encountered one sole OMcMmeca, named Tlamzcal Poton-

gui, who went out to meet the Mexicans, as he saw them coming
;
and they

sacrificed to VcMlogos, god of the Mexicans another CMehtmeca, whom they

had made prisoner in battle, and they placed his bead upon a pole for

which reason this town is called Zumpango, which signifies a pole that

transfixes human heads. Thence after four years they departed and came

to Tlilae, where they tarried seven years, and leaving there, as they were

on their road to Olautitlan, they lost, one of their women who had been

captured by the OMcMmecas, and taken to Michuacan, and from her were

born all Uic dwellers in MicMiacaa, who before that time were all Chichi-

mccas, and they pursued their road to Quatitlan., where they were one

year Thence they proceeded and come to Ecaiebeque, where they stayed

one year, and when they left Cakbeque (sic), they reached Nvpopoako,
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which signifies a narrow passage where a shepherd can count his

Hooks for here they took the number of those who came ; and no
one knows how many there were of them, nor is there any memorial of

the number in their paintings. Here they built a house to Cipun and to

Xincaque, who were those who took the census of the people as they came,

and from here went forth three Mexicans, one named Navalei, another

Tenaqi, and the third Ghiautotolt ; and these three went forth to settle Mari-

nalco, a town that exists at this day ; and being there the Mexicans built

a temple to VchUogo* at QimaVpal, two leagues from the City of Mexico,

and then the Mexicans gave the name of Tlatlalevique to a mountain near

Chimalpa, and thence they came to another mountain named QuaUtlan

which is two leagues from Mexico, where they rested four years, and
thence they came to a mountain named Visaehichitlan, where at

the present the inhabitants of the suburb of Santiago live, thence they

came to the mountain called Teubulno, thence to Tenayucan, and here a

leading Mexican died, Tepayuca or Tehayuco, which was his name, and
they found a Chichimeca in this place for their ruler named Tloc.i ; here

they raised a, temple to Vchilogon, and sacrificed a woman and made a

grand festival, taking her there highly ornamented, as was their custom

when they offered up a woman-sacrifice. Having made the feast to Vclii-

logos, they departed and came to a mountain named Tepcxaquilla where
they settled for nine years ; and when the nine years were passed, they

descended from this mountain, and dwelt near a lofty rock which issues

warm water, now known as El Penoleillo, which divides flu; suburbs of

Mexico and Santiago, and all was barren up to the said rock, and there

flowed the stream of Ohapultepeque, and they made a certain enclosed

place of Chalk ami stone to keep these waters, and they dwelt by them for

four years ; thence they came to Chapultepeque, where they gave a, direc-

tion to the stream, and placed behind it many rods with pennons such as

the old woman gave to the people of Tula, when they wished to sacrifice

themselves, for which see what has been already narrated ; then the

Mexicans ceased being in Chapultepeque, and went forward and came to

Tlaehetongo, which is now San Ld'iaro, near to Tianguez of the Mexi-

cans, and thence they proceeded to the suburb called Aqualcomac, which
is nigh to the said Tianguez, and thence to Veletlan, and thence to Ixocan,

which is the road of Guyacan, and thence they came to Teneuluaean,

where at the present they make salt, and thence to a mountain named Te,-

petocan, which is near to Ouyoacan (sic), and thence to Vohilobmco, dis-

tant two short leagues from Mexico, named Giavuhilat in the OhieJUmeca

tongue, because it was peopled by them, and in their religion they wor-

ship Vbuehilti, who was the god of water ; and this god of water met* the

[ndlau who carried the mast and plumes of Vchilogoi, and as he did

so he gave him certain arms which are those with which they slay the

wafer fowl, and a dart
; and because Vehilogos was left handed as well

* 'J'op6 means, first, to meet; second, to strike. It may be that it should read
" touched."
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as was the god of water, they said that it must be his son, and the

four were close friends, and they changed the name of the town where

they had met with him, which was formerly called Vichilat, so that for

the future it was known as Vchilobusco.

Chapter

From thence they came to Culuacan, where they found for ruler Achi-

tometl, and then they passed onwards to the mountain named Visa-

chitla, which stands near KMapahipa, and from there they came to Quesu-

male, where they dwelt three years ; and thence they went to Capulco, and

made a detour to Tacuxcalco, which is the road of Talmanaleo, where they

built a temple to Vchilogos, and all the Mexicans assembled togetherat this

place, Tacuxcalco, Mntec
(
a and GaleyanA Escualt, being their war-chiefs, and

they spoke to all the people ; and because the Ohichimecas, the aborigines

of this land would not join themselves against them, but divided them-

selves off into many places, and in order not to be recognized altered their

fashion of wearing the hair, so it was all done ; because as they said Vchi-

logos had commanded them to act in this manner, and every one of those

who went away, carried oil his weapons, and those who remained took

the plumes and deer skin of Micoatl, and his darts for arms, and the

sack into which he was in the habit of throwing wild figs, because in

those days people ate nothing else ; then they kept on still farther

to adjoining places in the neighborhood, and the war-chiefs addressed

the people, tolling them that four years they bad to be dispersed, hidden

and at the end of the said time they should all be reunited at Oacaquipa ;

and when the four years were passed they came together and returned to

the mountain and bridge* 1' of Ohapultepeque, and there they captured

Oopil, the son of the woman whom the Ohichimecas had taken prisoner,

whence descends the people of Mechuacan, and they offered him up as a sac-

rifice, tearing out his heart towards the sun, and they remained dwelling

in Ohapultepeque fifteen years.

Chapter

Whilst they remained in Ohapultepeque they had three war-chiefs,"

one named Clautliquc r.i, son of the chief who brought them, and

was known by the same name, as has been told, and Acipa, son

of Oipayiamchiliutl, son of Tlauizcal Potongui, *""> they chose this

latter as their ruler to rule over them, and he governed them all the

fifteen years they were in Ghapultepcque. This VichUiutl (sic), had two

daughters, one named Tuzcasuch, and the other Ghimalasuch ; and, as

we have already narrated, there was sacrificed in Ohapultepeque, a son of

the woman whom the Chichemeeas took to carry oil to Mechuacan, whence

are descended those of Mechuacan, so they say that in this place also the

aforesaid son of the said woman came to Mechuacan to see two Mexicans, 43

and when they wanted to sacrifice him, he said that he was not to be sac-

rificed except in Mechuacan, where his mother was, so over that they had
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a fight by command of Vichiliutl and QuatliquerJ, and conquering him
offered him up for sacrifice, and buried his heart in a place called Temetti-

tan, which was a City of Mexico, afterward founded in this place, and the

head they interred in Tluchitongo.

Chapter

These nine years being passed, they rested likewise twenty-live years

additional In peace and quiet, Viehiliutl governing them, and they built

on the hill of Cha.pultepcque a grand temple to Vchilogos ,' and while they

were here, the Mexican aborigines, who were all Ohichimecas, joined them-

selves together and assaulted them, and sat down -their camp to besiege

them near to the southward of Chnpultepeque, and when night came
on they fell upon the Mexicans and slewr them, so that but few
escaped by flight and took refuge among the canebrakes and recesses of

the lagoon which was near by ; and they burnt the temple which had
been built, and the people of Oaltoea captured the two daughters of Vchi-

liutl, and carried them away captive ; and also was Vohiliutl taken priso-

ner, and the men of Ouluacan slew him after he was captured ; and those

who tied and escaped were hidden for eighty days in the canebrakes, and
ate nothing but herbs and vipers, and they bore with them Vchilogos

being {here occurs apparently a lacuna in the MS.).

Chapter

We have told how the heart of Gopil, the son of the woman who went
to Mechuacan* was interred at Tinustitan, and the reason why was I hat, one
day when OoautUquezqi was standing beneath a hut built of branches

there appeared before him Vchilogos, and ordered him to bury the heart in

that place, for in that place was to be his home, and he went there for

that reason, and was buried there.

Chapter

Wben all the aforesaid had taken place, the Mexicans who had been in

hiding among the canebrakes and herbage were driven out by tin; great

hunger they felt, and came to Ouluacan to seek for food ; and they told the

people of that place wben they reached there that they had come to serve

them, that they should not, slay them, and they prayed to Vchilogos, for

him to give his orders that they should not be put to death ; and they gave

to the men of Ouluacan the plume and the stall of Vchilogos, and re-

mained in their service. In these days Achitomel was lord of Ouluacan,

and Ohalchiutkilonac the chieftain, and they had a very fine temple in

Which the people of Ouluacan celebrated a feast to (Jiguaco-dtl,
4* the wife

of the god of the infernal regions, whom the people of Ouluacan reverenced

as their especial god.
OlTArTRIt

For the space of twenty-five years the Mexicans remained under the

dominion of the people of Ouluacan during which time the people of Cul-

*Mecbo,'\can, El lierra de pesoado (Garcia, V, 325).
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uacan waged 'warfare against the people of Suchimilco, and in order

to prove if the Mexicans were really warriors, they ordered them to

go with them to help them ; and the Mexicans thinking they were

regarded as women, sent ten Mexicans, and no more, with them to the

war, and the remainder stayed in their houses, which they possessed in Ti-

yipan", at that time a domain of Oiduacan, and they gave orders to the ten

men who went, that they should not slay any of the Suchimilcans, but

that they should make them captives and cut oft their ears ;
and the ten

Mexicans did as they were directed so well, that they made prisoners of

eighty of Suchimilcans, and from whom they cut oft' the ears, and from

this the men of Gu.lu.acan recognized that the Mexicans were men of war.

Chaptbb

At the end of the aforesaid twenty-five years the Mexicans left a temple

which they had built to Vchilogos in Ctduacan, and erected another very

large one at Ti^apaa,
'<, and when theCuluacans saw so grand a temple they

asked the Mexicans what they were going to have in that temple, and

what they should place in it ; to which they were answered hearts, and

when the Culuacans heard this reply, they threw straw and filthy things

into the temple, mocking at the Mexicans. Then the Mexicans*7* who was

called Avcnr
(
i, and sacrificed her to VchUogos smeared blood on the walls

with one of her legs ; and when the Culuacans saw this sacrifice they were

astounded, and arose against the Mexicans, and they all ran near to Oat-

Ulan, a river which flows close to Ouluacan, and kept on flying all the way
to Nextiquipaque in which place at this clay there are ten households that

are subject to Mexico, and Ooseoql, chief of Oiduacan, looked favorably

upon the Mexicans, and because they had risen against the Mexicans, he

slew many Culuacans.

Chapter

When all the aforesaid twenty -five years already written about had

elapsed, there began the first year in which they commenced to enter into

the bounds of Tenastitlan, Mexico, and to populate it, and they came to

Istacalco, which is a country near Mexico, and thence they went to

Mixuacan, where a woman bore a child to which they gave this

Dame, which signifies the fertile, and from there they settled in a

suburb named TemazcalUtlan which signifies the suburb of the bath,

and is in these days the district and suburb of St. Peter and St. Paul,

and in the place it said that some Mexicans who carried Vchilogos went

astray, murmured against him, and VchUogos told them in their dreams that

things must be as they had been, but that they were near to the place

where they were to take their final vest and home, and that those who had

murmured against him had sinned like men of two faces and two tongues
;

and in order that they should obtain pardon, they made themselves

a head with two faces and two tongues, and having made the head of it

of the grains that they ate, they shot arrows at it, and covering up their

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XXI. 110. 4li. PRINTED AUGUST 19, 1884.
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eyes, those who had shot at the figure, sought to find it, and finding it

they ate it up, dividing it up among them all ; and so it, was performed,

and they all came together and settled in Tatilulco, which was a small

island, and is now known as the suburb of Santiago. In this first year in

which the Mexicans came to the aforesaid place, Vchilogos appeared to one

of them named Tiunche, and told him that his home was to he in this

spot, and that the Mexicans would not have to wander any farther, and he

should tell them that when it was morning they should go seek a man of

Culuacan, because he had abused them, and take him and sacrifice him, and

give him to the sun to cat. So Xomernitleuts went forth and found a man
of Culuacan named Chichilquautli, and sacrificed him to the sun on going

out ; and they named this place Qaanmixtlitlan™ which afterwards was

called Tenustitan, because they found there a wild fig tree grown on a

stone, and the roots thereof grew forth out of the place where lay buried

the heart of Copil as has been already narrated.

OlIAI'TEIl

In the second year of the settlement of Mexico the Mexicans began to lay

the foundations of the large and important temple of VehUogoi, which

kept on increasing at a great rale, for every ruler of the dwellers in

Mexico who succeeded another in power added to it, a building equally as

large as the original one which the first inhabitants had erected there
;
and

this the Spaniards found very tall and strong and broad, and it was much

to look at.

In these days the Mexicans had for their ruler IttanouM, a woman of

importance who had power over them ; and she was the wife of Aoama-

pkhi,*' a native of Culuacan, and she was of Coatlixan, and although of

Culuacan, descended from the Mexicans, for her mother married there one

of the chief men of Culuacan, and the mother was a Mexican ; and her

husband, at the suggestion of his wife, came to Mexico, and she told them

that as he was of the best family and they had no lord, they should take

liim for their ruler, and so he was the first ruler, and his wife died in

twenty-fourth year after the foundation of Mexico ; and after her death

they chose him for lord because in her life he was only looked

upon as the chief man
;

r'° three years before this, which was reck-

oned as twenty-one years from the foundation of Mexico, the Mexicans

made war upon the people of Culuacan, and burnt their temple. In the

next year, the twenty second from the foundation of the city, the Culua-

cans took notice of the great, progress the Mexicans had made in those

twenty-two previous years, and were smitten with fear, and placed their

gods in a canoe with which they went to Suchimilco ; and when they had

reached the town of Cuantlecaxtan, the sun shone forth with so much

brilliancy that his rays struck them blind, and so they could not see until

they had come close to Mexico ; and when they had recovered their sight

they placed their gods in Mexico, and built for them a small temple a

short distance further on than the place where now stand the shambles.
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Tn the twenty-eighth year from the foundation of the city in which the

fifty-two years were fulfilled, there was held a great public festival in

which all light was extinguished throughout the land, and when it was
all extinct they would draw fire anew from the mountain of JSttapalapa.

This festival took place from every fifty-two to fifty-two years, so that the

year that completed the four times thirteen years was the fifty-second one.

At the thirty-first year from the foundation of the city fire first began
to issue forth from the volcano, and in the forty-seventh the Mexicans
conquered Tenayuca, and burnt its temple, which was of straw, and the

people of Tenayuca were Chichimecas.

In the fifty-second year of the foundation of the city the people of Tati-

lulco petitioned for a ruler 7'ec,u,xomutU, the lord of Escapucalco, and he gave
them for their master Teutleuac, whose rule did not endure forty days, for

he bore too hardly upon their braves, and they helped him in no manner.

Tequeumutli, who was a Mexican, was chosen for their lord by those of Es-

eapuqalco, as one of the two which it was their custom to have, and they

have always had that number, and have to this day.

Qiiaquanpuanaque was the second ruler of the Tatilulcans whom the

lord of Escapuqalco gave them ; his reign lasted fifty days, at the end of

which time they fled away from him ; he is represented with claws on his

feet. In the fifty-third year of the foundation, AcamapicM was made
ruler of Mexico. In the fifty-sixth year the Mexicans made war upon the

SucMmilcans, and burnt, their temple ; and in the year 59 AcamapicM
conquered Mezquiquc. In the year Gil from the foundation of the city there

went forth from Mexico forty men and women by Guaximalpan, and the

Otomis of Matalc
t
ingo found them, and slew them by treachery in Cuitra-

lavaca (sic).

In the seventieth year from the foundation of the city AcamapicM con-

quered Ctiitralavaca, and burnt for them their temple. In the seventy-

third year Lord Acamapichi died, and they made VicMUoci, the son

Of Acamapichi, their ruler. In the year 75 Miciut-ixiuci, the daughter of

Eicoaqi, lord of Cuernavaca,'' 1 wife of Vbfiliu<;i, bore Mnliejiina, the

elder, who first was called Iluican Minaci, and afterward Mutiyima

;

because his father was lord against the will of very many people, the

son changed his name into Mati^ama, which signifies angry lord. In

the year 79 a sister of VieSHuqi married with TstlisucMlei, lord of Tezcuco,

and bore Neqavalcui/nci, who became lord ol Tezcuco. In the year 81 the

Mexicans conquered Quaximalpan from the Otomies.

In the year 85 from the foundation of the city the Mexicans conquered

Oapiscla, and in the same year Q'lanximilco, In the province of Chalco,

and in the next year they waged war against all theaforesaid peoples, and
in that year they gave themselves up. In the ninetieth year from the

foundation they conquered Tczquiaqiie. In the ninety-second year the

Mexicans sent, out, seven of their chieftains to ascertain if the peoples of

Puchillan were for war, arid as they passed by Xaltocan three of them were

treacherously made captive and murdered, and the other four escaped by
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flight. In the next following year they conquered the province of Taz-

cuco, and they began upon Tepepan, much against the wishes ofits ruler,

who, when he saw them, went away and fled to Tezmuluco, a town of

Suyoeingo ; the father {here occurs a lacuna) being dead, because they were

at peace with the Mexicans.

In the following year 94, Viqiluicin died, and they took for their lord a

brother of his named Chimalpupucaci. In the year 97 the people of Tuz-

cuco gave themselves up to Chimalpupucaci, and in the same year they

captured TuUincingo, and the Mexicans were a whole year in making

themselves masters of it. In the year 90 the people of Tatiluco fled

to Tula, and as they had died out, and had left their god, named

Tlacauepan there, so they took him and carried him to Tatilulco. In

the year 105 from the foundation of Mexico, Tecocumuc, lord of Esca-

puqaleo, died, and as Maxtlato, son of (Jocumuc was lord of Ouiua-

can in the lifetime of his father, and as his father was now dead, he came

to be lord of Ecapuqalco ; and this one gave orders that there should Ik; a

general uprising against Mexico, and when Ximalpupacaqi saw that the

land was in rebellion, he slew himself, and being dead the Mexicans chose

as their lord one of his brothers named Izcuaci ; and when Tlacateulti lord

Of TatUuhoaO gaw the great force and command that the lord of Escapu-

cflleo had, he fled away from him, but to no avail, for he was captured

near the fountain of Saltoca, and there they slew them ; and it was because

formerly, when he was lord of Escapvqalco, the lord of Tatiluco seduced his

wife, and for that reason the captive was ordered to be slain ;
and in this

year Ncrfigualcuyuci fled from Tmmo,* because the Tezcucans were in re-

volt against Mexico. In the following year 106, the natives of the country

endeavored to make war against Mexico, by order of the lord of Escapuqal-

eo, but one of the chiefs of Eseapvcalco, named Totolayo, made peace will)

Mexico In the year LOS, and the Inhabitants of Mexico would not permit of

a peace unless they slew the lord of 1'Jscapuc.alco, and seeing how on ac-

count of their desire for a peace they could do no other thing, they caused

bin) to be slain, and so it was done (In the year 109 Tatilulco rose in re-

volt), and in the year 112 they came into conflict with the Mexicans, In

the next year, 113, Quautlatoaci, the lord of Tatiluco (sic), revolted against

Mexico, and one night in his d reams there appeared to him one of the gods

they worshiped who told him he had done wrongly, and for this reason he

rendered himself lip at Mexico, and the Mexicans were unwilling to slay

him, so they handed him over to his own people that they might put him

to death, and so they killed him. In the 117 the Mexicans gained Guau-

titlan, and in the next year Izcoaci died, and they raised to be their lord

Mutiqurna, the elder. In the year 125 of the foundation of Mexico, Vchilo-

bos (sic), renewed himself, and made himself enormous.

In the I2« at the Easterof-Bread season there fell such a terrible hail,

and so much of it that the houses wore destroyed and fell in ruins, and the

lagoon froze up. In the year 132 there was terrible hail and famine, so much

* Tetzeuco, (Molina); Tctzcoco (liuschman,697).
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so that in the next year it was ordered that if one took but a thread of maize,

even if the maize field belonged to him, lie should die for the act. In the

year 130 Motequma the elder, having made a round buckler (or disk*) of

stone, the same which Kodrigo Gomez drew forth, caused it to bo buried at

the door of his house, and placed a hole in the middle of it, and it was a very

big hole, and in that hollow they placed the captives taken in war, fas-

tening them to it, so that they could command only their arms, and gave

them a shield and a sword of wood, and they brought in three men dressed

respectively as a lion, a tiger, and an eagle, and all these fought the prison-

er, and wounded him ; then they took a large knife and cut out his

heart ; they made these knives out of stone, under this enormous large and

round stone ; and afterwards the others who were lords of Mexico made

two other stones and placed them, each lord his own, one over the other,

and the one they took away 62
, and it stands to this day underneath the

baptismal font ; and the other was broken up and burned when tin; Hpan-

iards entered, and the very first persons who used this stone were the peo-

ple of Cuaistranaca.

In the year 139 Cruistravaca was taken, and much precious stones were

brought to Mutequma In the year 141 the Mexicans took Quetlasta.

In the year 147 Motequma (sic), died, and Axayacaqin, his son, was raised

to be lord. In the year 151 Mochinqi, the lord of Tutilulco, surrendered him-

self to Mexico, and in the next year the people of Qiiellastla revolted on

account of the annual tribute of twenty men, and they took refuge in a

house filled with red pepper (<if/i), and consumed themselves with Are
;

but soon in the year 158 they were subjugated. Next yaur Axayacaqi made
Gitlalcoaqi the lord of Malinalco. In the year 155 Axaycnqi seized three

men himself, and was wounded, and so he personally gained Matalr.inijo.

The following year, 159, Axayacaqi died, and they made his brother, Tizqo-

qteaqi, lord of Mexico.

The following year, 100, they endeavored to make Vehilobi very large,

and almost all, even to the infants, set to work on him. Next year they

held a, festival in the temple of Vchilovi (sic), with the blood of the Malal-

qinr/os and Tlanlaris, for they slew many of them. In the year 104 Tizcori-

eaqi died, and his younger brother Aidqoci, was raised to be lord of Mexico.

Next year Vchilovi (sic) was finished by Auiqoqt and he sacrificed many
people on that occasion. In 170 the water rose so high iu the lake, espe-

cially the river of Otiiiiacan, that all the bouses were drowned, and the

Water came up to the first circle of Vehilobi, and the houses which were of

adobe fell in ; and it is said that the water that rose was black and full of

vipers, and it was looked upon as a miracle. In 180 Aucoqi (sic), died, and

was succeeded by his brother Mtttequma, who was the last lord. In 182

Mutequma built a temple to Quiqalcoatla, where, at the present time, slands

the house of the bishop, and covered the roof with straw. Next year the

lightning fell on it, and consumed it, 'twas said that the bolt was sped by

Tlaloque, the god of water. They built a very large temple to the honor

* Rodela.
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of Qintelil, the son of Pkiutetl, In the year 184 the inhabitants of Mexico

slew many of those of Ooqola, whom the}' had captured in war ; having

stretched them out on two pieces of wood in the form of a St. Andrew's

cross, they shot them to death with arrows, and every year they celebrated

this festival. In the 18oth year from the foundation of Mexico, the fifty-two

years "were completed, and Mutequma celebrated the feslival for the last

time. In the 18!) there appeared an omen in the heavens, which arose from

near the summit of the volcano and floated on high over the city, and it

was of a white color as broad as two arms ; and Motequma endeavored to

discover what this thing might portend, and his wise men responded that

it foretold his decease in that year, and it turned out that this was the very

year in which the Ohrlstians appeared on their journey to this land. In the

year 198 the TascalansKl* laid siege to Quaxocingo, and they were reduced

to great straits through hunger, until Mutequma brought them assistance,

and took some of them to Mexico, and others of them he placed there for his

defence ; and they prayed to Gamastle, their god, and after that they had

made an end of prayer, they rose in revolt so that the Mexicans let go

their prisoners and returned to the city ; and the people of Quaxocingo slew

the Mexican women who bad intermarried with the men of Quaxocingo,

and all their sons, because they were of Mexican blood.

In the year 196 in Guaqacalco (sic), came two ships which were received

at Vera Cruz de Paz, to spy on whom Mutequma sent one of bis people,

and soon Mutequma said that these wore bis gods
; the ships remained at

Guaqacualco (sic), and said they would return a year later
;

5:l the day they

arrived at Guaqacalco was called ccntochil ; the port of Vera Cruz bore the

name of Ohalohuecan. I" Hk; year 11)7 eame the Marquis to New Spain to

whom Mutequma sent an envoy to Vera Oruz with many shields and

plumes, and a sun made of gold, and a star of silver; they made them-

selves understood by the Indians by means of an interpreter named Marina. 5*

Afterwards the Marquis came to Gempoal, where they received him with

trumpets. Thence he proceeded to Tascala, where the warriors sallied

forth to battle, and all who came forth were slain ; and he being

informed that the Tascalans desired to massacre the Ohululans, be

joined with them in another place and slew them all. It is said

that whilst the Marquis was in Ghulula, he sent Alvarado to the prov-

ince of Qhalco, who returned with the information that the land and

the people were both bad, and that ho should turn back ; on which Ta-

maya, the lord of Oempoal said that he had better march to Mexico, where

Mutequma lived very richly, and that everything he owned was made of

gold, and that he styled himself lord. The Marquis was forty days in Chu-

lula. Then there came on the behalf of Mutequma, Viznagual, the father

of Tapin, who was with the Marquis, to tell him by the orders of Mute-

quma, that he would give him much gold and silver if he would turn

home again ; him the Marquis caused to be soi/.od which caused groat, fear

to Mutecuma. (In this year 198 was held the festival of Vchilobi), and

Mutequma died from the effect of a blow with a stone thrown by one of his

v
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own subjects, who would not listen to him, but used opprobrious language

to him ; and they put in their Vehilobi beams, and the bravest soldiers

whom the Spaniards were unable to rescue when they left the city, and

who were all put to death. One night the Marquis left the city and went

to Tascula, where he was received by its lord, Xicotenga.

On the death of Mutecmna, the Mexicans chose for their lord Ouitlmaqi,

lord of E&tapalapa, a brother of Mutecuma, he ruled eighty days, the

smallpox55 broke out throughout all the Indians, and many perished be-

fore they returned to subjugate the city.

The Marquis came to Tezcuco having conquered all the land in its vicinity,

and the people of Chalco made war on it ; while he was in Tezcuco, Guate-

muqa, son of Viqo<;i, was chosen lord, and he made war on Chalco, and

without cause he slew six of their chiefs (in the year 109). It took the Mar-

quis eighty days to conquer his way to Mexico. The Marquis made Tstisuchl

lord of Mexico, who in the year 900 died, lord of Tezcuco, and Juan Velas-

quez, deposed him, and reigned eighty days. Guatemuqawtis made lord of

latilulco (year 201), and presently sent to all the surrounding people to

call them to a war against Mexico ; and these people came at once and in-

formed Juan Velasquez of the matter, and he said it made no odds to him,

for he was not its lord. The Marquis loft new Spain in peace and went to

Honduras (called in Indian Guaimula), and left his subordinate deputy,

Peralmildez, as Captain-General, and returned to Castile. Don Martin, son

of Mutecuma (year 202), and the deputy who were named in place of the

Marquis, made requisitions on the Mexicans for gold and silver, and they

put to the torture one Rodrigo l)e Paez, because he would not tell where

the Marquis kept his gold and valuables, and finally as he would not give

them the information, they hung him (year 208) ; when the Marquis re-

turned, he seized the factor and overseer, but did not punish them as they

had deserved, but sent them back to Spain (year 204). The Marquis

made Tapia, Governor of Mexico, his Deputy, and in this year 295, Nuno
de Guzman came to Panuco. The Marquis departed for Castile. In the

year 206 there were rains of bloody drops, and it was the Sabbath about

two o'clock, and everybody saw them, and in this year there appeared an

omen in the sky of a white color, and shaped like a lance. In the year 207

Nuno de Guzman left for Neuva Galicia, and the four councillors of Cas-

tile came, Salmeron, Maldonado, Cainos and Quiroga ,-
56 they made Don

Pablo, Governor.

[Noth by II. P., Jn.—Here follows what should have been a chapter by

itself, being entirely disconnected from the subject already treated of. The

historical part has come to an end, and this seems like an addition by another

hand, being somewhat of a repetition of matters previously touched upon. ]

They calculate their year from the March equinox, when the sun casls a

direct shadow, and as soon as they can notice that the sun is beginning to

rise" they count it as the first day, and from the twenty to twenty days,

which make their months ; they reckon their year, with five days omitted,

so their year only comprises 360 days ; and from the day which was the
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equinox they reckon the day of their feasts, and so the feast of hread,

which was the day of the nativity of VcMlobi from the plume, was the

day when the sun was in declination, and so as to the other festivals.

The Mexican Indians helievcd that In the first heaven there was a star,

Oitalmene,™ which was a woman, and fetal Latorras (sic), who was a male,
whom Tenacatecli (sic) made for guardians of the skies, and the woman
never is seen because she is on the road that the heavens make.

In the second (heaven) they say there are certain women who have no
flesh whatever, but are all bones, named Te^avq.igua™ and otherwise called

Qicimine ; and that these are placed there so that when the world comes
to end, their duty will be to eat up all the men.
And when the old people are asked when the end of the world shall

come, they say they don't know unless It is When the goils themselves
shall all become extinct, and Tlazquitlepuca (sic) shall carry away the sun,
and then all things shall pass away.

In the third (heaven) are the 400 men whom Tezcatlapuea (sic) created,

and who were of five colors, yellow, black, white, blue and red, so these

kept ward in the heavens. 2 ''

In the fourth were all manner of birds who from thence descended to

the earth.

In the fifth were vipers of fire, whom the Fire-god had made, and from
them issue the comets and omens of the heavens.

In the sixth were all the winds.

The seventh was full of dust which thence came down on earth.

In the eighth all the gods came together, and from there no one could
ever ascend higher, to where dwelled Tenacatli (sic) and his wife ; and no
one knows what is in the rest of the upper heavens.

Being questioned as to the sun's whereabouts, they replied that he
dwelt in the air, and traveled in daytime and not at night, because he
returned to the east when he had reached the summit at midday, and that

his light then was that which already shone forth towards his setting-

place ; and that the moon is always traveling after the sun, and never
catches up with him.

Being questioned as to the matter of thunder and lightning, they said

that the Water god had many subjects made by him, who carried each one
an earthen money-jug13 and a rod, and that from these earthen vessels

they cast down the rain, and that the thunder was when they struck the

vessels with their rods, and that the lightning flashed from these vessels.

The people of Ouluacan say that they came, conjointly with the Mexi-
cans, to Tula, and there they split and went direct to Ouluacan, and
thence to Suchirnilco and MaUnaleO and Ocuyla. These four towns they
settled and on the way peopled Guilralavaca, and so 120 years passed
away, and afterwards the Mexicans came and arrived at Chapultepec, as

has been said, and waged war on the people of Culuaean.

In the histories of Mexico, represented by Indian paintings, are shown
many naked Indians, at whoso beginning are some clothed in plants,
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thereby meaning to convey that when they fled to Mexico they were
dressed in that manner, and that they subsisted on what they could obtain

by fishing, and that they had to undergo great hardships ; and they paint

no more valiant warriors. And these were forty years without a lord.

The first lord of the Mexicans was named AcamapicMl, who lived twenty

years. In this time it happened that two women misbehaved, 59 the one

with the other, and they stoned them to death close to Eseapuqaleo, which

is called Teeuluapa; before this judicial act was performed, the lord of

Bicaptlqalco reported it to him of Quatlinchan, and the two reported it to

the lord of Mexico, and all of them ordered it to he done. And likewise

came to pass that Xilot IzUte, daughter of Anil Mixtli, was married to the

brother of the lord of Aseapuqaleo (sic), and when he died his brother, the

lord of Ateapuqaleo, took her for his wife ; and she went off to Suehimilco,

and did wickedness with Ananacalt, and when it became known to the

three lords, they took them and stoned them to death. They say it was
the custom that a brother's widow could not lawfully remarry except

with a surviving brother, and if she married anyone else she forfeited her

lands and all her possessions. The first lord of Ascapuralco was named
TeqoqonmcU,

At this very same time it came to pass that two lads stole the grains of

maize that had been sowed in the earth, and they were taken and sold

for slaves, and the price paid for each one was five manias.

And in these days it happened Ilia!, a woman stole certain maize from a

granary, and a man saw her and told her that if she would let him lie

witli her he would not inform on her, and she did so ; but afterwards the

man accused her of the deed, and the woman confessed all that had taken

place, whereupon she was acquitted, and the man was given as a slave

to the owner of the maize.

At this time it happened that two lads robbed Ave ears of maize before

it had ripened, and they were ordered to be hung, as it was a greater

crime to take them before they wore mature than afterwards. And when
the first lord of Mexico was dead, the Mexicans remained three years

without a ruler, after which they chose Vfyiliutl^ son of their first lord,

who lived twenty-five years. In his time it came to pass that a man of

Tezcuco kept a watch over his wife, and three days after her confinement

he caught her with the sacristan of the temples, and he seized them and

the three lords condemned them to death. And it also happened that, a,

man found his wife with another man, slew the man and not the woman,
and she came back to live with her husband, for which reason both she

and he were put to death.

When the second lord died the Mexicans chose Ghimalpupuca for their

ruler, who lived eleven years. In the days of this third lord it happened

in Ohimaloaean that a, woman saw a drunken man and went to him and

lay with him, and for this they stoned the woman, but indicted no pun-

ishment whatever upon the man.

And at this time it happened that a man of Tenayuca had a granary of
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maize, and a man from Ouatlitlan robbed Mm by an enchantment cast
upon it, for he fell Into a deep sleep by tbis contrivance, and the man and
his wife took all they found ; and when this was known to the three lords
they were both condemned to death, the man and his wife.

He Who stole a hen was enslaved, but he who took a dog was not pun-
ished, for they said that the dog had teeth wherewith to defend Itself.

When the third lord died the Mexicans elected to that power Izcoaqi.

And at i his time the Eteapuqaleana commenced a, war against the Mexicans,
and called on the people of Tezeueo and Tullitlan, Quautitlan, Ten-
ai/uca, Tlacuba, Atlacubnya, Guhuacan, Ouliacan,, Suchiinilco, Ouitlamca,
and Mkquique, ; all these peoples marched against Mexico, and were van-
quished.

Whilst the Mexicans were ruled by lords that part of Tatilulco, which
now is known as Santiago, was likewise under rulers, for whilst Acamapi-
chil and Vichiliuilli reigned in Mexico, which was for forty years, in Tati-
luleo ruled Quaguapuauague, the father of the lord of Eacapulqalco ; this

latter was for two years ruler of Mexico before they had a, lord in Mexico ;

he lived forty years. And while there ruled in Mexico O/iimalpupuqi and
Izcoaqi, there reigned in Tatilulco, Tlacatevqi, son of the first, who lived

twenty-three years, Whilst Mutequma the elder reigned in Mexico, in Ta-
tilulco ruled Quatlatloaqi, son of Tlatecvci, and he slew the former, and
liv^d thirty years. Whilst in Mexico ruled Axayacaqi, in Tatilculco ruled
Moquiuiqin, brother of the last, and married to the sister of Axayacaqi,
and on her account there was war between the two because she gave out
her husband was a, man of war who had conquered the ('otaslans and
Mexicans, and on that account his neighbors hired his services. Whilst
Teqiqieaqi ruled in Mexico, in Tatilulco ruled Oltacoitq'qi, Tacaxcal
Tecli and Tlaueloguiqi, and Tatilulco. Whilst Auqnqi ruled in Mexico,
in Tatilulco reigned Qiguao Pupucu, who was the son of Tacatecal, and
son of Quatlatoacij, and Yalocoauiqi. Whilst in Mexico Mutequma then
reigned, in Tatilulco there ruled Topantemitqi, Ticoqm and Aguatul,
grandson of Muguiniqi and Yzeiaqi Tacuxcalcotlequinal, and this one could
not59* will] Mutequma.

^
While Mutequma, and Juan Velazquez and Tapia

were governors of Mexico, he who at, first was not a chief personage
in the time of the Marquis, Don Juan, was governor of Tatilulco, the
father of liim who is governor today, and he was a common man and
rnaoegual of Mexico.

They hcM certain laws in war which they executed in grand style ; and
it was the custom that if the captains sent out a messenger and lie did not
tell the truth he died for that,; and likewise they had another law that
any one who should give advice to their adversaries should die for it ; and
likewise they slew any man who lay with a, captive woman, and like-

wise he who was captured alive was slain. And if one Captured a pris-

oner alive and another tried to rescue him, it was punished with death.
In war-time they had five captains who at the same time were .judges.

There was a person who hunted up crimes and painted them, and gave the

;
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information to the five lords jointly, and after consultation with the chief

lord there were other five who carried into execution what the five had

decreed.

There were other laws in their Tianguez or fairs which are as follows :

If the son of the lord turned out a gambler and a swindler (tahur),

and sold his father's possessions or other portion' of land, he was

secretly choked to death, and if he was a maeegual or fisherman, he

was sold into slavery. Likewise, if one stole magueys to the number
of twenty to make honey, they should pay as many maMas as the judges

should ordain, and if the party did not own sufficient or if there were

more magueys, he or they became a slave or slaves. "Whoever should

borrow mantas as a loan, and neglect to repay them, should be a slave.

A theft of a fishing net was to be paid for in mantas, and if the party did

not, own them ho became a slave. If one stole a canoe or vessel in which

people went, he should pay the value of the canoe in mantat, and if he

had not enough tie became a, slave. If a man lay with a woman slave

who was under ago he became a slave also with her, and if she became

sick and died, he became a, slave, and if she did not die he paid for her cure.

If any one brought a slave to Eseapuc^ilco, where there was a slave

mart, and the purchaser gave mantas for him, and the seller unfolded

them and was content with them, if afterward he rued his bargain he

should return the mantas, but the slave became free. If any one did not

grow up to natural size, and the relations sold him, and it was known after-

wards, when he had come of ago, the judges should order as many
mantas to be paid as to them seemed lit to give his owner, and the slave

became free, If a slave woman fled away and was sold to another per-

son, upon its being discovered, she should return to her master and the

price be lost that was paid for her.

If a man lie with a slave, and she dies, being pregnant, ho shall become

the slave of her master, but if she conceive and bring forth a child, the

child is free, and shall belong to its father. 80 If any conspire to sell a free-

man tor a, slave, and the fact become known, all who took part, in the

affair sha.ll become slaves, and oik; of them shall be given to the pur-

chaser, and the others be divided between the mother of the person wrong-

fully enslaved, and the informer Who discovered the transaction. Any per-

sons who administer potions with intent to procure death shall he strangled

for the same, but if the person murdered was a skive, the murderer

shall become the slave of his master. If any one shall steal as much as

twenty arribas of maize, ho shall die for it, but if less he shall be redeemed

by a ransom.

He who steals unriponed maize shall be beaten to death with rods. He

who steals the yetecomatl, a species of gourd fastened with thongs, and

worn on the head with tufts of feathers, such as the lords wear, sprinkled

with green tobacco, he who steals it, shall be garroted to death. He who

"steals a chalchui, which was a, siring with certain Computations forbid-

den to be owned by men of low degree, shall be stoned to death in the
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Tianguez, wlicrover ho may bo. And he who in the Tianguez8' shall

steal anything from the dwellers within the Tiangnez, shall be stoned

to death. Highway robbers were also to be publicly stoned to death.

Any priest who got drunk was to be slain in the house where he became

intoxicated, and to be beaten to death with clubs; and the marriageable

youth who got drunk was taken to a house known as lepuxeali, where he

was choked to death ; and any person of importance who held public

office and got drunk, was deprived of his position, and if he was a warrior

they took away from him the title of valiant man. If a father lay with his

daughter, both were to be strangled to death by a rope passed around both

their throats. He who lay with his sister was to be strangled with the gar-

rote, a crime they considered detestable ; and if one woman lay with

another, they strangled them with the garrote. If a pontiff was found with

a woman, they slew him secretly with the garrote or burned him alive,

tearing clown his house, and forfeiting all his possessions, and all who

knew the matter and kept silence about it and concealed it, were likewise

put to death. There was no punishment for adulterers unless they were

taken in flagrante delictu, in which case when caught they were stoned

to death publicly.

Chapter Tin.

Whence originated the Lords of Toehimileo.

The beginning of these lords was one Yzeoeutl who came from Tula, and

dwelt in Atlixco where they received him for their ruler, and afterwards he

left them and settled in Xueteetitl and Vepevcan, now known as Tachomilco,

and there he died. His wife was named Ohimalmar.i, and likewise she

came from Tula. On his death his son Tonaltemitl succeeded him, whose

wife was Oalpaloci, a native of Petlauea. On his death Cintlavilqi suc-

ceeded to his father's power, his wife was Teyacapanqi ; he was a native

of Ouyuaea,n, and left sons, who, however, did not inherit his position.

On Ointlavilqi' a death his two brothers, named Yxteveyuqi and Gim-

coat-i succeeded him in reign, and they held equal powers; their wives

were natives ot Vcpetlavca. On the death of these two lords they were fol-

lowed in their seignory by two others, Oaeamaqi and Cioacoai-J, ; Caca-

mar.i was uncle of Oivacoaei, who was the son of Yxteveyur.i, and their

wives were natives of Vcpcllavaca. . On the death of these two lords, Oua-

pili succeeded to the throne, and he was a grandson of Cioacvaci; who was

lord before the other two; and Ouapili, while still living, made his son,

Mixeoaci, ruler of a certain portion of the people ; the wives of the father

and son were from Petlauea, and in the days of these came the Xpianos.*

When these were dead, Don Miguel and Don Juan succeeded them, of

whom Don Miguel was the more powerful ; and ho came to the seignory,

because his uncle was Ouapili and the former came forth in peace to the

Christians, while the latter fled away. The Marquis made him lord with

the consent of the people. Don Juan was his brother Mixeoaei, and for

* Meaning Christians ?
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this reason succeeded to the scignory ; the wife of Don Miguel was of

Quiziiquechula, and that of Don Juan of Aupetlamca.

Of the Mannar in which they Beckon their Months and Days.

It is to he remarked that they consider twenty days as their week or

month, counting in both the first and the last as being but one day, as if

we should say there were eight (lays in the week, reckoning Sunday as

both first and last. Also they count time from four years to four years, be-

cause they do not number their years higher. Also (« lacuna, * *)

Iu these festivals when the sacrifice is oflered by the pontiffs, 62 they

cover up their heads with certain white mantas on which they arrange

white plumes, I mean on their heads, and they robe themselves in a

painted Shirt open in front, and in tiiis manner they sacrifice.

Appendix,

Annotations and Corrections to the Codex Ramirez.

i Tonacalccli, called by Brinton (who follows the classical authorities) Tonaca-

ttcutU and bit wile V onacacihuaU. The name TonacatecutU Is supposed to sig-

nify Lord of our Existence, and Tonaca Cihuatl to mean Queen of our Existence.

(Vic!.' Am. Hero Myths, p. 73 and note.)

• There were two Tevxatlipocas, the red and the black, of whom the myths

blended. (Brinton, A. H.M.,78.) The names of these four brother* are differently

stated by various authors. TncatHpoca-Camaxtti was the spirit, of darkness

(eo. lib., 88). {The sinning mirror.) Stone seats were placed around the streets

for him to repose on, on which no native ever dared to sit. Clavipcro, 1, 244.

His principal image was TcotHl (divine stone), black and shining like marble

and richly dressed, no was called by Herrern (III, n, oh. sv) Tescaltlpuloa;

by Boturlnl (p. 1 1) Tezcatlipoca; by Garcia (iv, HOD) Tlezoatipuca; TUlaoauan was

also one of his common names, meaning " we are his slaves." (A. 11. M., 108.)

Of the three names, the one given by Boturlnl is correct. According to Men-

doza(Anales de Museo Mexioano), the meaning of the word is brightness, dark-

ness and smoke, being the silver resplendency of the moon Illuminating the

darkness of the night, breaking through a smoke-like obscurity.

Brinton (Am. Hero Myths, p. 71), leans to the more generally received inter-

pretation of s.noliv mirror (from Te/.oapoctli), meaning the rising ot the mist

from Hie sti rlaoo of Hie waters. Tezcat lipoea was the god of gods, compared by

Garola toJuplter, the supreme Invisible essence, "the most, sublime figure In

the Indian I 'aniheon" (Brinton, lib. eit,.. (ID) ; also the youth, omnipotent, exact-

ing of prayer, creator and disposer of men ; the enemy, the worker and night

wind. The divine Providence according to Boturlnl. See note 7.

' CamaxtU. Also called Teotlamacazqul (the hieroglyphic of Hie priests). Tez-

catlipoea-Camaxfli the spirit of darkness. (American Hero Myths, lirinton, ch.

8. p. 68.) Tlltlacahuan, we are thy slaves. (Bot. xi.) (Cf. Note 27).

* Qnatzalooatl (Bol.it.) Herrera 8, 8,- ait). Quetaalooatl (Brinton A. H. M.),

passim. Quetzalcohuatl (Bot. 25) hieroglyphic of the Air. Quetzalooatl (Garcia,

iv, vii, 282), was a " white man with a heard, of Industry and Intelligence, who

fled from the tyranny ofHuemao «A« ureal hand), King of Tula, and took refuge

at Cholulla. He is the spirit of light and culture, ever engaged in a continual

warfare with bis brother, TazoatUpoca, the spirit of darkness. (A. II. M.)

QuHzalcoatl (Clavigero, 1, 218), " feathered serpent," god of the air.

Vetancourt (Clav. 1, 250). Coatl, a twin, Quetzalli, a gem.
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Quecaleoa.tl, por otro nombre yaguallecatl. The name was applied to him in

his relation to the winds, whose ruler he was, the words Yahualli eeatl, meaning
" the Wheel of the Winds." Yahualli is from the root j/aual or youal, circular

or r< 1, and the towers where he was worshiped were of this form. (A. H.
M., 121 )

6 Om lenUL Qy. Ometoehtli (two rabbits), the god of wine.
OniUicii/L Olavlgero i, 245.

Omeleuclli and ornlcihuatli god and goddess residing in heaven, propitious to

mortals. Also known as OU'allalonao and Cltlalicue.
fi Mttyocofia, or more properly moyncoj/afziti, is the third person singular of the

verb yocoya, to <!<>, with the respectful or reverential termination tzln (A. IT.

M., 70), meaning " he who acts or does." 1 tain ire/ translates it as " the omnipo-
tent" (todo poderoso); Brlnton, the determined doer. The title is given hlni In

reference to his demiurgic power.
'Evidently an error for the terrible war-god, Huit/.ilopochtll. (Botnrlnl27;

Herrera III, in, 17, VUzi.lipuztli. I,orcnza.ua,, I. Huitzllo-potzli.)

In the sixteenth century It was customary to express the same sound indis-

criminately by I'/and //;/./. (Orozoo y E^rra. Anales n, i, 71.)

Garcia (IV, 300) Ilui tzilopuetll answers to Mars. In this author the name oc-

curs most frequently as Vltzlllpactll.

Vehiloboa. Olavlgero (Cullen 1, 2.51). Huitzilin, a humming bird. OpoohtU, loft.

BotUrlnl wrong. The Spaniards, unable to pronounce the Dame, usually

called him IluiehlloUos. Orozoo y Berra (Anales II, 1, p. 71), thinks that of all

the forms VitzUiutl Is the most correct.

' (Olpactonal, Boturlnl 4(1, the father superior to the son.) (lipast.onal and
Uxumuco, more properly Qlpaotonal and O.armuco. (Oxomozco, /foo/r/m, p. 111),

whoso names have not been as yet satisfactorily explained. " Tonal, is no doubt
from tena to shine, and cipaatlt * * * from ehlpauac, beautiful or olear. (A., H,
M.,74. Vide Chavero, Anales, II, no.)

"Maize. Maize was the emblem of Centeoll, goddess of cereals, who was the

same as Xilomen (from Xiloll, a young grain of maize). She was also the same as

Txazolteotff the Venus vaga, goddess of impure love. IVEorituro hleratlque Maya
par Leon de Hosny, p. IS5.

i" Tlalooateell. Tlaloa was, according to Boturlnl (p. 72), the second deity and
quasi minister of the Divine Providence, Brlnton (A, II. M., 75, 128) considers

him as the god of darkness; his name being, according to some, Wine of the

earth. Tlal (Uitlli, earth) 00 (oaqui), wine of the maguey plant; according to

others, dweller on earth, UalU (the earth) and nnac (being).

The name according to Brlnton (A. II. M,, 123) should be Tlaloctecutll, lord of

the wine of the earth,

Garcia (IV, II, 13!), ch. vll) Tlaloeatecutll is the god or wator ; Tlaloc (IV, vur,

11, 143).

Olavlgero 1, 251. Tlaloc, god of water; lie resided on the highest mountains
where t.lit; clouds are formed

" Chalchluhcueltl (Boturlnl 25). T.a dclla Saya de Pledras preelosas, hiero-

glyphic of water; is generally shown with reeds. Probably took her origin

among eanebrakes. Of. Venus sprung from the Sea.

Chalchluitllcue, Chalehlhultlloue, Brlnton, (A. if. M., 123, p. 75). PromOha.1-
Ohlhultljade. Cueltl, skirt, petticoat. Of. hilt.

If Tlaloc, was the god of water and tropical rains, may not his wife have sig-

nified the verdant results from his beneficial showers.

ClialeltihnUllcue. Olavlgero (tr. Cullen I, 210), goddess of water, 252. The high

priest wore the same habit in which they represented her as the goddess of

water, or. p. 252, for names given by Torquemada and Boturlnl.

Oli.aMiilmiUi.que was the goddess of wafer and companion of Tlaloc. Torque-

mada, calls her Xnchiqiietzal, and Boturlnl, Mnv.uiyocMqv.cza.lH. (Olavlgero 1,252).

According to the Codex Telleriano-IlemensU, VhalchiulU saved herself from the
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deluge. Her name signifies "The woman adorned with a dress of precious

tones. According to Sabagun she was the sister of the Tlalocs, the rain gods
(Oodex Troano, 102).

Chalchiuhtteuh, a modo d* Esmeralda. Sandoval. Gram. Mex., of.

12 Alcmtqiu, literally, ft money-jug of earthenware.
™ Hunchback. It was the custom among the Aztec lords to have among their

attendants for their diversion hunchbacks, just as the Modheval barons had in

their train their fools and jesters. The sacred cavern was that of Cincalco.

Quetzalooatl was followed in his passage of the Sierra Nevada by hunchbacks,
who mostly froze to death (A. II. M., 115). These formed part of the suite of tbo

last Montezuma, They were Interred with their Caciques. (Herrera 11, 165.)

Chalco, seems to l>e derived from Challi, an emerald. Busohman, 689.

"Called (Jlpagll in preceding part of the chapter.

QlpaoUi (A. II. M., 71, 126) . the great fish. Of, the flsh Oannes in the Chaldeean
mythology, Dagon of the Philistines and Phoenicians, Ptsoea of the Syrian and
Egyptian Zodiao; supposed to be sun myths, the sun rising out, of the Kasf.

Clpoeonnl and Oxomuon, the first created pair, qy. pisces of the Zodiac, &c.

Note 9. Chavero (Anales I, VII, 245) considers Cipactli the first light below the

horizon.
Jesus is rep resented as a fish, because the Messiah In the Talmud is called Dug,

i. e., the fish. King's (Jnostic's and their remains, 138.

"Tlalteoll, the earth, from tlaili, the earth.

'"The wife of this son was made of the hairs of the divine mother of

(lie four brethren—gods, whose name was Xochiquetzal (Beautiful rose). (A.

H. M.,78, 71.)

17 Garcia (Origin de lo.i Indian, V, iv, 327), gives a different account of the crea-

tion of which the following is a resume'

:

"At tin; distance of a league and a half from Ouaxaca, 1 n an Indian settlement
named CuiUipa, there Is a convent of my order whose Vloar, at the time of my
coming there, owned a M9S, volume, :1! * * written In the figures used by the
Mexicans, and with the explanations thereof, setting forth the origin and crea-

tion of the world, and the deluge, Ac. This book I tried by all manner of means
to obtain, but tho holy father set too great, a, store on it to part with it, but
permitted me to make such extracts from It as I desired.

"In the year and in the day of darkness and clouds, before there were any
days or years, the world was plunged into total obscurity, and till was chaos anil

confusion; the earth was covered with the waters, and thsre was nothing but
mud and debris over the face of the globe, In these days there appeared
visible to sight a, god whose name was tho stag (Cirrvo), and whose sur-

name was Lion-viper (Culcbra de lion), and a very charming and beautiful

goddess, whose name was likewise Ciervo, and whose surname was Tiger

Viper (Oulebra de tit/re). From these divinities originated all the oilier gods of
the Indians. As soon as these two gods appeared they took on human Shape,
and being omnipotent and omniscient,, they founded a, huge rock (Pete), on
which they built sumptuous palaces, made with tho greatest art, where was
their home, and their abode on earth ; and on flie summit, of the most lofty part
of the palaces, there stood an axe of copper with its edge upwards, upon
which the heavens rested. This roclJ ami the palaces of the gods were on a very
lofty mountain peak (Cerro) near the pueblo of Apoala, In the Province known
as Mixleca Alia. This rock, in the language of that people, here lor its name
Thc-place-wherc-thc-heaven-was, by which they meant to express that it was
the Paradise and abode of all man nor of pleasure and happiness, and where there

was an abundance of everything that was good, and where not, tin; slightest ele-

ment was over lacking to complete felicity. This place was where the gods

abode! at their first coming on earth, where they remained many ages In quiet
and con ten led rest, as the locality was so pleasant, and charming, but the world
was all in darkness and clouds. * * * Of these gods, the father and mother of
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all the other divinities, In their palaces and court, were born two sons, very
beautiful, shrewd and learned in all the arts and sciences. The first was called
Thc-wliid-of-thc-ninc-vipers, which ho took from the name of the clay on which he
was born; the seoond reoelved the appellation of the Wlnd-of-the-nine-cawms,
that being likewise the name of the day on which his nativity occurred. These
two youths were brought up In great pomp. The elder when lie would amuse
himself, took the form of an eagle and went flying through the highest skies^
the second transformed himself Into a tiny animal In the form of a winged
snake, with which he flew through the air with so great a velocity and subtlety
that he penetrated the hardest rocks, and became Invisible. The effeot of which
was that those who were over his head could hoar the noise and turmoil that
was made below. The meaning of these figures was to exhibit the power that
these gods possessed of transforming themselves and of their returning to their
own shapes.

"These brothers then remained in their paternal home, living In comfort and
peace; they bethought themselves that they would make an offering and sacri-

fice to the gods, their parents, to effect which they took censers of clay with burn-
ing embers upon which they cast a certain quantity or ground poison In lieu of In-

cense. This, saythe Indians, was the first offering ever made In the world. After
they had made this oblation, the brothers created a pleasure garden for their rec-
reation, In which they placed trees and flowers, fruits androgen, sweet-smelling
plants and other varieties of vegetation. Here In this garden and orchard, they
refreshed and recreated themselves all the time and thoy made near it another
pleasure-ground 'Pi-ado), In which were stored all manner of things necessary
for the oblations and sacrifices which they had to make and offer to the gods,
their parents.
" Whenever these brothers left the house of their parents, they disported them-

selves in this garden, faking care of the trees and plants, and seeing to their in-
crease and preservation, and offering from time fo time the aforesaid oblation
of poison, Ac. Tiny prayed to their parents at the same time, making vows and
promises, and sii| >p I i cat log them by virtue of the oblation which they were offer-

ing, and through the other sacrifices they gave them, that they would think
well of creating a heaven, and that they should shed a light upon the world,
that they should create the earth, or rather let the waters sink and the dry
ground appear, for that they had no other abodo and resting place than tlio

narrow limits of their garden and orchard. And still more to force the gods to
accede to their request, the suppliants pierced their ears with lancets of Hint,
drawing blood from them in torrents. This they did also to their tongues, and
with the blood they sprinkled the branches ami trunks of the trees by means of

a sprinkler made of the blanches of the willow tree as a thing holy and
blessed. This action they performed to show their entire submission to the will

of their parents whom they regarded as being greater gods than themselves.
* * * These gods had Children * * * after which there was a general
deluge in which many of the gods were drowned. When this had ceased, the
creation of the heavens and the earth was begun by a god whom they name
Creator of all things, who restored the human race, from which was populated the
Mixtfjc kingdom."

's OF Tina Mexican Yea it.

Bolurini 2.

1 Tecpatl,

2 A call,

a Tochtli,

4 Calll,

(pebble)

(reed)

(rabbit)

(house)

OemeUi (Anales I, 7, 299).

1 Calll

2 Acatl

8 Tecpatl

4 Tochtli

Veytia, agrees with Boturinl.and Orozcoy Berra (Anales 1,7, 29D), accepts their

arrangement and nomenclature.
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The eighteen months of the year are named as follows

:

(Lorenzana, 2.)

1. Atemoztll
2. Tititl

8. Yzcalli

4. Xilomanizte
6. Ooanllhultl

0. Tozootzlntli

7. Huey Tozeoztll

8. Toxcatl

9. Ezalqualliztle

hi. Teoullhultzintl)

Namks op tii a Months.

Orozco

(water month) 1

(things even and Just) 2

(new creation) 3.

(offerings of the new maize) 4.

(grand festival of the viper) 5.

(lesser fast) 6.

(greater fast) 7.

(dangerous for the fields) 8.

(eating of dry fruits) 9.

(['east of the youthful oava> 10.

Hers)

(feast of elder lords) 11.li. Huey Teouithultl

12. Mlota llhutzlntlll (lesser feast of the dead)

18. Huey mietail Quit
It. Oohpanltzll

15. Pachtlizintll

!(!. 1 1 uoypaehtll
17. Queeholll
18. Panquetzallilzli

(greater feast of the dead) 18,

(broom) 14.

(early grains) 18.

(grains and large trees) l(i.

(the flamingo?) 17.

(pennons or banners) 18.

y Berra (Anales I, vrr, 291).

. Itzcalli, Xoehilhuitl.

. Xllomanalzltli, atlacahu-
aleo, Cualuiitlehua, Cl-

huailhiiiil.

Tlaeaxlpehnallztli, cohu-
ailhultl.

,
Tozoztontli.

Hueytozoztli.

To2coatl,Tepepoohulllztli.

Etzalcua liztll

Teeuil Nuitzintli.

Huey teenilhuatl.

Micailhuitzuitli, Tlaro-

ohlmaoo.
. Huey mieail hultl, Xoco-

tlhuetzl.

. Ochpanlztll, Tenahuatl-
Iztll.

Pachtli, Teotleeo.

Hueypaohtll,Tepellhultl.
Queeholll.

Pang.uetzaliztli.

Atemozlli.
Tititl.

In vs OP i'ii it Months.

Lorenzana (2)

Clpactli (serpent)

Eheoatl (air)

Call! (house)

Cueztpallin (lizard)

Cohuatl (viper)

Miqultzli (death)

Mazatl (deer)

Tochtll (rabbit)

Atl (water)

Ytzculntli (a common dog)
Ozmatli (a she ape)

Malinalli (a mesh of cords)

Acatl (I'eed)

Ohavero (Anales T, VII, 245).

1. Cipactli (the first light from bo-

low the horizon)

2. Eheoatl (the wind)
8. Call I

4. Cuetzpalln
5. Cob nail

6. Miqultzli

7. Mazatl
8. Tochtll

0. Atl

10, Itzcuintli

11, Ozomatlt
12, Malinalli

IS. 1. Acatl

Then follows the second group:
Ocelotl (tiger) 14. 2. Ocelotl

Quaotll (eagle) 15. 8. Cuauhtll
Temtlatl (grindstone) 10. 4. Cozcacuauhtll

Quiahuitl (rainy water) 17. 6. Ollin.

Xochltl (flower) is. (>. Teopatl

li) 7. Qutahuitl
20. 8. Xoohitl

10 Clnirococopt, <iy. from cintti, spindles (Mazoreas), full of dry and cured maize
and cocopatic, something that burns the mouth greatly. {Molina sub voelbus.)

PUOC. AWlfili. I'HILOS. SOC. XXI. 116. 4d. PRINTED AUGUST 21, 1884.
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"The story of the falling down of the heavens appears among the myths of

Samoa, where two trees are reported to have grown up and pushed them Into

proper place. The natives of Vailupu have a tradition in which two Of the sons

of the first couple " distinguished themselves by raising the heaven higher." In

Nikundii, the legend runs of an universal darkness 111 the beginning of all things

and that the heavens were down and resting upon Hie eartli until raised by two
brothers. (Samoa, by George Turner, pp. idh, 283, 291.)

•-' The two trees into which the gods changed themselves; more properly, Tez-

caquahultl, the tree of the warrior. Quetzal veixochitl, the heantiful rose tree.

—A. H. M.,75.

"Mlxcoatl, a name of Tezcatllpoca. Brinton, A. H. M., 84. Jztae Mlxcoatl
(A. H, M. 02), white-cloud, twin.

'-» Four hundred men created. Brinton considers them to be the stars, espe-

cially as they later were translated to the sky. Codex Chlmalpopoca (Myths,
New World, 207). Pour birds devoured the antediluvian dwellers oh earth.

"They drew blood from thelrears.&o. Inc"h.8 (seq.) Camaxtll takes a maguey
thorn and draws blood from his tongue and e;irs. The Persians drew blood from
ears, arms and face. Cf. (lurcia, iv, 301.

'''• Talocatecli threw his son Into the cinders. Should be Tlaloc. ((If. Abraham
and Isaac.)
28 Chlohlmeoas (Garcia, V, 2, 822), ottered no let or hindrance to the immigrants

who drove them away, hut were filled with fright and astonishment, and hid

themselves among the most inaccessible rocks.

But the Con ttie other side of the sierra Nevada, where the Tlasealtecans

came, did not behave in this manner, hut valiantly resisted the Invaders, being
of gigantic stature, endeavored to drive them out of the land, but were ulti-

mately overcome by the force of the Tlasoalteoans. Then they had resort to

stratagem, and feigning peace and submission invited their conquerors to a

banquet at which concealed men precipitated themselves upon the tlasealte-

cans when they had become drunken and helpless. However, the Tlasealtecans

rallied to the assistance of their comrades, and being better armed and disci-

plined, ultimately defeated the giants, leaving not one man alive. After many
generations fin: barbarous ( Ihtoh imecas became civilized, wore clothes and be-

came as other people, forming themselves a state. (Of. Garcia, V, 802,)

Chichimeca. (Chivlgero tr. Culien, [, 91), according to some from Techichiani,

sucking, because they sucked the blood of the animals which they limited. O.

calls them Chechemecatl, (Betaneourt), from (Jhichimi, dogs' beans. II the name
had been one of contempt they would not have prided themselves upon if, as

they did. Another point to show it was an indigenous word.

A number of conjectural etymologies have been assigned for this name, but

all unsatisfactory. As this people appear to have been aboriginal it seems to

me thai, any attempt to explain its name by means of the language of (lie con-

querors must bo futile. Those who speak an alien tongue have always been
looked upon by their neighbors as barbarians, and even as not possessed of

rational speech, but as using only an uiiln tell igible Jargon. The Latin dramatist

expresses the feeling in h is lines, Barbarua hie eyo, quid, non inlelligor nuUi.

According to Garcia (V, 8, 821), the word Nahuatl means the people that speaks

distinctly and makes Itself understood (Cf. Snliagun X, 20.) (Buschman, 886),

" well sounding, clear, distinct."

Boturini, 78. ChichiimVatl, el quo' ehupa., from their sucking the blood of

animals. Chichi, means ina.mar, to nurse. Anales 8, 2, (il).

- a7 Ca-nosale, more properly, Camaxtli, qu., a name of Tezcatllpoca (A. H. M.,

(10) ; lafaja notitrna (Anales 3, 883), He was worshiped Py the Tlascallans, being
there the same as I luil.zllopoehUi. Olavlgero I, 2, 111. (Of. Note 3.)

38 Co acatl, one reed, the day of Quetzalooatl'l birth, and by which he was often

called. It was a day of evil omen, and no one born on if could hope for success.

This year which returns but once In flic Mexican cycle of fifty-two years, was

.
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the one In which the god QtaetM >atl was expected to reappear
; and it so hap.

l
"'" ,i,(

' '" this very year Cortez entered tho land of Mexico. Gloomy
prophecies had preceded his advent, and he mot a sovereign predisposed to sub-
mission.

» TIapalla. This is the TlapaUan which Brinton (A. ri. M., S!l) believes to be
the" City ortbe Sun," the original home or the A.zteoa, ah this he oonslders asun myth. The word signifies "die red land" (Oodez Mendoza, Anal eg i, i, 173).
It was to this country that iJncUalcoatl was to take his Journey (Busohman, p."

" ricipnllan, the red land, and Tizapan, tho white land, wore really the names
for the land of the sun. Tizapan from lizatl, white earth, and pan in." (Am.
Hero Myths, 185.) The Idea, hoi, Is -round among some scholars that this long
record is only one of journey ings up and down through the valley ofMexloo.
» Ohapultepequ*. Monte des Conejos. (Garcia. IV, 2iJ8.) Cerro'del Chapulin

(Bot. 78). See note 4.").

81 Ouluaean. flAlhllOrtow 'A rr ,r

EREATUM.

On page 648, 12th line from bottom, for quid non irdelligor read quia

non intelligor

the goddess of Mowers.
As [:ir myth is narrated (A. FI. M., (W) of the birth of Quetzalooatl, " the

feathered serpent," which seems more probable from the connection of this
name with tlio bunch of feathers, the virgin is stated here to have placed in her
bosom.
a Omco means (U-arola, [V, 2^) the navel of the earth.
'' Brltfge of Ohapultepequej this Is probably a clerical error of puettte for/M8»'#,

as in the preoedlag ohapter a (fountain or) stream of water (fuen te) isspr>lcen of
asexlstlng at that plaoe. The word meaus hill of the locust, from cluiptdin,
locust, and tepee, a bill. (Of, Note 30.)

"In the original tea, meaning evidently decs.
u In the original dos, probably an error for los.

"Cjlquaooatl, more properly Ulhuaooatls the serpent woman (Myths New-
World, 120); Cihuaeohuatl (Clavlgero, I, 210).
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the one in which the god Quetzal con tl wns expected to reappear
; and it. so hap-

l
"'" ,

'

<l '
' '" this very year Cortez entered tho land of Mexico. Gloomy

propheoies had preceded liis advent, and lie met a sovereign predisposed to sub
mission.

20 Tlnpalla. This is the TlapaUan which Brinton (A. II. Jf„ 8!)) believes to be
the "City Of the Sun," the original home of the Aztecs. All this he considers a
sun myth. The word signifies "the red land" (Oodez Mendoza, Anales I, i, 178).
it was to this country that Quetsalooatl was to take his Journey (Busohman p."

684).

" Tlapnlhtn, the red land, and Tizapan, tho white land, were really the names
for the land of the sun. Tizapan from tiiatl, white earth, tonApan in." (Am.
Hero Myths, 185.) The Idea holds ground among some scholars that this long
record is only one of Journeying* up and down through Hie valley of Mexico.

8° Ohapultepeque. Mou te des Conejos. (Garcia, IV, 2i)8.) Oerro del Ohapulln
(Bot. 78). See note 48.
m Uuluaoan. Oolhuaoan (A. II. M., 92). The bent or curved mountain, the

home of the mother Qf the gods s
on it the old become young and remain at any

age they desire
i
years leave no traoe upon them. In the legends of the Ohoo-

taws occurs mention of *ben<itmgM i (Myths New World, 22S). Duran (I, 1) con-
slders It another name for Aztlan. Of. Busohman, 891.
« Azrian, regio de gareas, land of the heron. (Garcia, t, 288 ) Bright or white

land. (Brinton A. H. M., 92. Busohman, 012.) The latter the more generally re-
ceived

; ef. 'I'lapallan, Note 29.

»»3uehimilco, first people (gento de sementeras de Flores), occupied the banks
of the great lagoon of Mexico and founded a city of the same name, (iaicla V
1 2, 822. '

'

^

* Xochimtlco. Place of the field of flowers. (Busohmann, p. 790
; Clavigero, 2,

228; Boturlni, 78.) Sometimes written SuoMmileo.
®Nixooaa (Brinton A. 1 1. M, 92, Izi.ac Ivl i xeoall, the white cloud twin) god-

dess oi hunting, Clav., i. 120. Same as Camnsale (Notes 8, 27).
36 Chalcas. The name sign i lies Gertie ilr tat Hocus, (iarcia, V, 2 822
» Tenpaneca (Garcia, V, 2, 822). (lente de la puente, settled on the west side of

the lagoon. They soon founded a large city, Azoapuzaloo (Hormiguero).
;; Tetouoo. Garoia (V, 2, 822) says the Tezcuea.ns were the fourth population of

Mexico, coming from Oulua (Grille coma), because in their country there was a
very crooked Verro.
These lour nations encircled the lagoon, and of them all, the Tezcucans were

considered as the most pollsned.
'" Q.uaust Icaea 1 lu.gar dr Ion Plnoe.
w Chieomuxtoque, more properly should ho OMeomcmtoo, the Seven caverns.

(Garcia, V, 825: Botubihi, 78. Busobmanit, (iber die Aztek. Ortsnameu, 88ft.)

*'Coatebetiuc, more properly Ooatepee, the hill of serpents.
" Qiritliaii.,; more properly CoaUicuc, " one of tlie serpent skirt" (A. II. M., 77)

from whom Hultzllopoehtll was born, Aooording to Clavigero (1257), she was
tlie goddess of Mowers.
Asimtia.r myth is narrated ( A. h.m.,9!)) of the birth of Quetzalooatl, " the

feathered serpent," which seems more probable from the connection of this
name with tho bunch offeathers, the virgin is stated hers to have placed In her
bosom.

« Ousoo means (Garoia, tV, 291) the navel or tin rth.
a Bridge ot Ohapultepe

; this is probably a, clerical error of p«eitte tor/urn'e,
as in the preceding chapter a (fountain or) stream of water (fuente) Is spoken of
asexlsting at that place. The word means hill of the locust, from ohapuMrt,
locust, and tepee, a hill. (Of. Note 30.)

<4 ln the original tes, meaning evidently (res.
'''' In the original dos, probably an error for Ion.
M §lquaooatl, more properly Cihnacoatl ; the serpent woman (Myths New-

World, 120); Oihuaoohuatl (Clavigero, I, 216).
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47 Ticapan 1 the same place. (Garcia, 320, Tttaapdn, aguas blancas, white
Ticapaa > water). The general view entertained by scholars is that the

word means the white land (A. H. M., 135), and is the same as Tlapallan, the

home in the distant snn. See note 29.

47# Here there is something omitted, probably the words "a, woman,'' as the

reit Of the sentence requires It.

Clavigorn (Book II, § 21, Cullen.p. 121, tells a horrible story of a woman's
sacrifice (too long to copy), which may bo the one here referred to.

* Quanmtxtltlan, postea Tenustitan. Garcia, 325; Ouldad del popul, Bot., 78.

Tenoxtltlan, more correctly Tenochtitlan, from tetl, a stone, and yochtli, a
nopal (meaning the wild fig on the rock. Tunal en pieiira, Garcia, V, 320).

Busohmann, p. 702.

*?Aeamaplotli. Garcia, V, J.% 334. Third king ot the Mexicans, Ooringto, be-

ing second, and Tenuch first. (Glavigero, I, III, 127; Lorenzana, p. 9.)

Names of the kings of Tenochtitlan according to

(7I.avi.aero, i, III, 127.

1. A-Oamapitzin
2. lluif/.ilihuitl

3. Chimalpopoca
4. Itzcoatl

5. Monteuczoma or Montezuma
6. Axajaoatl
7. Ti/.oe

8. Ahuitzotl

9. Monte/.uma

Lorenzana, 9

.

1. AoamapixtU
2. Hultztllliuil

3. Chtma,lpopoca
4. Ixcoall

5. Montezuma, the elder

0. Tlzotzin

7. A xaiacac

8. Ahultzol
9. Montezuma

Analu IT, 1,88.

1. Tenuch, A. D. 1324.

2. Aeampiebi, A.D. 1370.

3. Huicilyhuitl, A.l>. 1886.

4. Chimalpupuca, A.I>. 1117.

5. Ixcoaei, A.D. 1127.

(i. Huehue motcccuma, A.D. 1440.

7. Axayacaci, A.D. 1409.

8. Tlcocicatzl, A.l). 1182.

9. Ahuicooin, A.D. 1180.

10. Moteccumo, A.D. 1502.

Garcia (V, Hi, 324), makes Acamapictll the third ruler.

»Seems to resemble the title of Prince Consort.
" Cuernavaca. Garcia, (Origin de los Indios, l.ib.V,? IT, p. 322) says that Quauh-

nahuac (a word meaning the place whence the voice of the eagle sounds) was
corrupted in common language into Cuernavaca. He states that it was the

capital city of a, fertile and populous province, which, in his days, was known.
ra They took away. ((/.v. the original one?)

»» Tlascaltecas (gente de pan). Garcia, V, 1, 322. Were the sixth people;

built and settled, and their chief city was named Tlascala. This nation aided
the Spaniard!,
' Dende an alio ynvernant
H The Indian woman, Marina., who fell in love with Corlez, and accompanied

him at till Interpreter. The words in the original are, "For una, lengua dicha
Marina."

'" Sahagun, Lib. XII, eh. 2!), also speaks of this epidemic of small pox.
M Ovdoren, auditors, councillors of state.
a I.e., the days to lengthen.
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•* Tcauolgua (fleshless women), alias (Tlcemine. More properly, Tiitzimimlne
(Anales [I, i, 7), the dreadful ones, The conclusion of a oycle was a grave event
for the Mexicans, for, according to their religious ideas, It was possibly the dale

for the end of the world. "All the Inhabitants," says Torqucmada, " wore in

great fear and trembling lest when the lights were extinguished they should
never more be rekindled, but on that very night the human race won id come
to an end, and darkness eternal would reign over all ; nosun should everappear
again, but the Tzitzimimcs, fearlul demons, would descend and eat up all man-
kind." Anales,&c, [1,4,7,
M 1 . Se eclmrtm una con otra.

"•Quey, ver, omitted ? In which case the sentenoe read Kite no pudo (ver), A

Montezuma, eould not bear with Montezuma, detested him.
"" How much more humane than the maxim ofthe oivil law, partus stquitur

ventrem! One who lay with an Immature girl, or another's slave, became a slave.

(Garola, 3, 2, lit : Torquemada, xrr, 8; Herrera, IV, 8, in )

91*Tlanguaz should ho more properly Tianqultzli, (Anales III, 2, 60.)

"-Pap'i. "The Mexicans called in their tongue the Supreme Pontiffs by
the name of Papa." (Herrera III, ir, xv, p. 890. Similiter, < larola V, en, 800.)

Papachllo. "He of the flowing locks," oorrupted to 1'a.pa, was one of ihe names
ofQilietzalcoatl (A. H. M.,C'J), hence the title may easily have been transferred

to his priests.

The Pennsylvania Prison System, By Richard Vaux.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, Jane 20, lSS/f .)

The Pennsylvania Prison System had its origin in an effort to correct

the abuses in the place of incarceration of all classes of violators of law.

The common jail, under the colonial government of the Province of

Pennsylvania, was the receptacle of every such offender.

In the city prison of Philadelphia, located at Market and Third streets,

in 1.770, young and old, black and white, men and women, boys ami girls

were congregated Indiscriminately in custody, for misconduct, misdemea-

nor, and felony, either before trial, after conviction, or for want, of bail

for surety ofthe peace. It was a moral pest house. Bad as it was, it was

better than Newgate, for England was without a rival in the infamous

management of her then chief public prison in London.

So early as 1775 a sensible, thoughtful man—a merchant—Mr. Richard

Wistar, residing near by, had his attention directed to the horrible condi-

tion of this city prison. In 1776, on the 7th of February, a society was

formed, styled the "Philadelphia Society for Assisting Distressed Pris-

oners." The occupation of Philadelphia by the British army terminated

the labors of this society in the month of September, 1777. In the year

1787, May 8th, the first society was revived by its successor "The Phila-

delphia, Society for Alleviating the Misery of Public Prisons." Some of

the members of the first Society, and others like-minded, engaged in this

revival of the organization of 1770.

On the 10th of August, 1787, William White, D.D., Bishop of the Prot-
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estant Episcopal Church, as president of tliis society, addressed the citizens

of Philadelphia for aid—aid for a practical benevolence which found the

evil, and undertook to apply the remedy. It was not humanitarianism—
that restless agitation of the sympathies of try-to do-something people,

which usually is converted into mist.

The criminal laws from 1718 to 1794 were ameliorated. In 1718 ten

crimes were capital. On the 15th of September, 1780, by the influence of

an already developed interest, an act of Assembly was passed to markedly
modify the criminal code of the province. This was the first legislative

reform. It substituted for robbery, burglary, and the crimes against

nature, imprisonment at hard labor, for the death penalty. On the 27th

of March, 1789, this first act was amended. The act of April 5th, 1790,

repealed both acts, and the act of 1794 made murder only, a capital crime.

No Important legislation, as to the criminal code, occurred from 1821 to

18(i0.

The first Constitution of the State in 1770, chapter 2, section 28, pro-

vided " That punishments be made in some cases less sanguinary;" and
by section 39, hard labor in prisons be substituted. In 1780 some of these

provisions were enforced. "Penn's Great Law " of 1082, enacted for bis

province, 10th section, provided that "all prisons shall be workshops for

felons, vagrants, and loose and idle persons." Prior to the Revolution

these laws were generally disregarded.

From Mr. Richard Wistar's first efforts in 1775, fill April 5th, 1794,

slow but effective measures were taken to reform the penal laws and the

prison system of Pennsylvania. They were the outcome of flic earliest

practical thoughts on this subject in America.

It is to bo noticed that in Italy, 1718, the Hospital of St. Michael was

founded, and there was first introduced in Europe reforms in prison dis-

cipline. It was an experiment suggested by philosophy and benevolence,

and remained for nearly a century the only like instance on that continent.

It was a successful undertaking. Parenthetically it may be said, with-

out too broad an assertion that, so far as is known, the present congregate

prisons of the United States in some features are copies of the St. Michael,

originated one hundred and sixty-six years ago.

In 1718, February 22d, a law was passed for erecting bouses of correc-

tion and workhouses in the Province of Pennsylvania. While this law

of 1718 authorized these establishments, they were intended simply as

receptacles for vagrants and Lncapables.

In 1775 a work appeared on "The Stale of Prisons in England and

Wales," which first directed the attention of the English people to the

subject of the then terrible condition of these institutions.

During this progress of a tb.oughti.ul Investigation into the needed reform

of existing methods of prison management, it became apparent to those in

Philadelphia engaged in the examination, that a radical change in both the

crime code, and the punishment of convicts was the only possible relief

for the abuses and miseries existing in the prisons. The crime code was
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severe without discrimination! the prison treatment of convicts was irra-

tional, disgraceful, and produced those results both were intended to

prevent.

The evil wan at the root of convict treatment, at the foundation on which

the plan rested. Incarceration at hard labor was the only specific for all

felonies or crimes of aggravation.

The public mind considered public safety secured if violators of law

were imprisoned, and there it ceased to regard the crime or the criminal.

This actual condition of the law and its administration convinced the

able men Interesting themselves in the question, that in the incarceration

of criminals a Ihorough change of method must be established by law.

The associating or congregating convicts at work or otherwise while in

prison was deemed so unwise, degrading, and irrational, if any benefit to

the prisoner or advantage to society was expected from Imprisonment, that

this form of treatment must primarily be abolished. This was the initial

step in prison reform. The leading minds investigating this subject reached

this conclusion so early as 1787.

A memorial from the Society for Alleviating the Miseries of Public

Prisons was addressed to the representatives of the freemen of the Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania in General Assembly met, on the shocking

treatment of prisoners then existing, in which it is stated "that punish-

ment by more private or even solitary labor would more successfully tend

to redeem the unhappy objects." The memorialist recommended for the

consideration of the General Assembly " the very groat importance of a

separation of the sexes in public prisons." Legislation to this end was
asked. In this memorial is to be found the first suggestion of two prin-

ciples, which either in their assertion or presentation, gave no promise of

the signal importance they were to exercise over the subject of prison

reform, or that they were to become the basis of the Pennsylvania, prison

system. They were, the origin of the system of separation of prisoners

during their incarceration, and that labor was an element in their pun-

ishment.

To this memorial the Supreme Executive Council of Pennsylvania, on

the, 30th of November, 1788, replied by the adoption of a, resolution ask-

ing Information as to its subject-matter.

The society made a full statement to this resolution of inquiry, and it

was presented to the Council in 1788.

In the following year the society presented a plan for the positive im-

provement of the prison discipline of the State.

The propositions contained in this plan were enacted into the law of 1700.

In 177:: the erection of a State prison was begun, located at the south-

east corner of Sixth and Walnut streets, in Philadelphia, and on its com-

pletion the test was applied of the reforms suggested.

The Legislature, by the act of April 8th, 1790, to reform the penal laws

of this Stale and try the separate confinement principle of imprisonment,

declared its purpose in this act as follows : * * *
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"And whereas, the laws heretofore made for the purpose of carrying

the said provisions of the Constitution into effect have in some degree

failed of success, from the exposure of the offenders employed at hard

labor to public view, and from the communication with each other not

being sufficiently restrained within the places of confinement ; and it is

hoped that the addition of unremitted solitude to laborious employment,
as far as it can be effected, will contribute as much to reform as to deter.

" Section 8 of the act provides for the erection of cells in the gaol yard for

the purpose of confining there the more hardened and atrocious offenders.

Section 10 declares the cells to be a part of the gaol and requires all per-

sons who cannot be accommodated in the cells to be kept separate and

apart from each other, as much as the convenience of the building will

admit.

" Section 18 restricts the visitors to the prison to various officials and
persons having a written 'license ' signed by two inspectors."

This law was a decided triumph for those engaged in prison reforms. It

was the first authoritative endorsement by the Legislature of Pennsylvania

of the two principles to which attention has been called. Though tenta-

tive in its object, it placed the Pennsylvania prison system on its trial,

limited as it was to the most ill-devised and circumscribed opportunities.

In the year 1801 the society again addressed the Legislature stating the

progress made by former Legislatures in preventing crime and reforming

criminals were satisfactory, * * * "though it was not expected that,

the practical part could be suddenlyor completely effected." If was con-

sidered then only as an experiment. The society again urged the Legis-

lature to make a, fair experiment of solitude and labor on convicts.

In 180:$ a marked confidence is shown by the memorial of the society to

the Legislature, as the following extract proves :

" Placed as we are in a situation to observe the salutary effects of soli-

tude and labor in preventing crimes and reforming criminals, we trust you
will as heretofore receive our application with indulgence, and therefore

again respectfully submit to your consideration the propriety of granting

another building for the purpose of making such separation amongst pris-

oners as the nature and wants of this truly benevolent system requires."

Persistent in its efforts, and gaining knowledge and faith from experi-

ence, in 1818 the society more broadly expressed itself in a memorial to

the Legislature. Confirming the satisfaction which thus far had attended

the trial of the system, imperfect as it was, the memorialist * * "there-

fore respectfully request the Legislature to consider Hie propriety and ex-

pediency of erecting penitentiaries in suitable parts of the Stale for the

more effectual employment and separation of prisoners, and of proving

the efficacy of solitude on the morals of those unhappy objects."

After such earnest appeals, asserting the confident belief in the princi-

ples of separation of convicts during imprisonment by men whose high
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character and large ability Bare great weight to their opinion, the Legisla-

ture could not fail favorably to regard the prayer? of the society.

But it was not till 1821, that, afler the last effort of the society to ob-

tain the necessary and essential legislation, the law was passed on March

20, 1821, for the erection of a State Penitentiary within the city and

county of Philadelphia.

Justice, simple justice, to the labors which resulted in the enactment of

this law, and the men who secured its passage, makes it proper to give

this memorial of the society on which the Legislature was induced to act-

It is a statement, or the epitome of the reform, for the half century pre-

ceding its publication :

To the Senate and Home of Representatives of the Commonwealth of Penn-

sylvania in General Assembly met .'

The memorial of the Philadelphia Society for Alleviating the Miseries

of Public Prisons, respectfully represents :

That it is now nearly forty years since some of your memorialists asso-

ciated for the purpose of alleviating the miseries of public prisons, as well

as for procuring the melioration of Hie penal code of Pennsylvania, as far

as these ef%,ls might be produced through thoir influence.

In performance of these duties which they believed to be required of

them by the dictates of Christian benevolence and the obligations of hu-

manity, they investigated the conduct and regulations of the jai*, and

likewise Hie effects Of those degrading and sanguinary punishments which

wen; at thai period inflicted by the laws of this Commonwealth. The

result of these examinations was a full conviction that not only the police

of the prison was faulty, but the penalties of the law were such as to frus-

trate the great ends of punishment by rendering offenders inimical, instead

of restoring them to usefulness in society.

With these impressions, alterations in the modes of punishment and im-

provements in prison discipline were from time to time recommended to

the Legislature, by whose authority many changes were adopted, and

many defects remedied.

These reforms, from the nature of existing circumstances, were, how-

ever, of comparatively limited extent, but as far as the trial could be

made, beneficial consequences wero experienced.

Neighboring Stales and remote nations directed their attention to these

efforts, and, in many instances, adopted the principle which had influenced

the conduct of Pennsylvania.

At the time of making the change in our penal code, substituting soli-

tude and hard labor for sanguinary punishments, the experiment was

begun in the county jail of Philadelphia, rather than the execution of the

laws should be deferred to a, distant period, when a suitable prison might

be erected. Under all the inconveniences then subsisting, the effects

produced were such as to warrant a belief that the plan would answer the

most sanguine wishes of its friends, if it could be properly tried. But

riioc. AMEK. TUILOS. SOC. XXI. 110. 4lS. MINTED AUGUST 21, 1884.
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the construction of that prison and its crowded condition, being the only

penitentiary used for all the convicts of the State, leave but slender hopes

of the accomplishment of the humane intentions of the Legislature.

Your memorialists believe that they discover in the recent measures of

the Commonwealth, a promise which will fulfill the designs of benevo-

lence in this respect. The edifice now in progress at Pittsburg for the

reception of prisoners, constructed upon a plan adapted to strict solitary

confinement, will go far towards accomplishing this great purpose ; and

your memorialists are induced to hope that the same enlightened policy

which dictated the erection of a State prison in the western, will provide

for the establishment of a similar one in the eastern part of the Stair.

Reasons of the most serious and substantial nature might be urged to

show the absolute necessity which exists for a penitentiary in the city and

county of Philadelphia, whether we regard the security of society or the

restoration of the offenders against its laws. It will not be necessary here

to recite the alarming proofs which might be adduced in support of their

opinions, but refer to the documents herewith furnished, which exhibit

the actual condition of the prison. Your memorialists, therefore, respect-

fully request that you will be pleased to take the subject under your seri-

ous consideration, and if you judge it right, to pass a law for the erection

of a penitentiary for the Eastern District of the State, in which the benefits

of solitude and hard labor may be fairly and effectually proved.

Signed by order and on behalf of the Society.

WILLIAM WHITE, President.

WILLIAM ROGERS, Vice- President.

THOMAS WISTAR, Vice-President.

NICHOLAS COLLIN,
SAMUEL POWEL GRIFFITHS,
JOSEPH REED,
ROBERTS VAUX.

Attest : Caleb Cresson, Secretary.

This agitation or the reform in both the penal laws and system of

convict punishment, I hough originating and developed in Philadelphia,

extended to the western part of the Stale. On the 8d of March,

1818, the Legislature authorized the erection in the county of Allegheny,

ofa Slate penitentiary on the "solitary" plan, and in 1820 it was in the

course; of completion.

The non-association of prisoners being the primary object of the friends

of the movement at its Inception, and the congregation of all ages, sexes,

'and degrees of criminality being the gross evil sought to be abolished, it

was necessary to suggest a method of incarceration which was in radical

antagonism to the existing abuse. More intent in the trial of the proposi-

tion than in designating it by any Special term, the word solitary seemed

almost unconsciously to assert itself as the descriptive name of the, re-

formed system. It was not in any sense the technical definition, and it
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in some degree eliminated the idea of solitary, as contradistinguished to

the associate or congregate relations of all prisoners in the county prisons

or jails.

The use of this term "solitary" was most unfortunate in the first days

of the trial of the new theory. Very much of the opposition that arose

against it came from the misconception of the subject by the use of this

word.

The Allegheny prison was designed by Mr. Ilaviland, an architect of

Philadelphia, of very high professional repute. As there was no example

on which to rely for the plan of the building intended for the complete

and unexceptional separation of convicts during imprisonment, Mr. Ilavi-

land had to conceive the plan of the building from the information he

could obtain from its advocates, and those few who were enlisted as its

promoters.

The drawings for the Pittsburg prison, as it was called, were from the

first impressions of what was necessary.

In 1821, when the Eastern or Philadelphia State Penitentiary was

erected, Mr. ILiviland's experience suggested many improvements, so

that, the Eastern Penitentiary, in 1829, when it was opened for the recep-

tion of convicts, was of course regarded as the true exposition of the sepa-

rate, called however the solitary, system.

An examination of the corridors first erected prior to 1820, and those

erected in 1872, will give the best idea of the improvements which experi-

ence made manifestly necessary.

Naturally so radical a change in the criminal law, act April 28d, 1829,

and the mode of convict punishment, act March 20th, 1821, and the act

of 28lh March, 18:51, as followed the partial completion of the solitary

prison, and the enactment of these laws relating to crimes and penalties,

Caused discussion, hostilities, and opposition.

lietter to condense the arguments of the friends and opponents of the

Pennsylvania prison system, as it was then styled, the following extracts

are given from then accepted authority :

Roberts Vaux, in his reply, 1827, to Mr. William Roseoe, of London,

thus answers his chief objections :

"It is very evident to my mind that the true nature of the separate con-

finement which is proposed, requires explanation. I will, therefore, en-

deavor to describe what is intended by its friends. Previously, however,

it ought to be understood that the Chambers and yards provided for the

prisoners are like anything but those dreary and fearful abodes which the

pamphlet before me would represent them to be, 'destined to contain an

epitome and concentration of all human misery, of which the Baslilo of

Prance and the inquisition of Spain were only prototypes and humble

models.' The rooms of the new penitentiary at Philadelphia are fire-

proof, of Comfortable dimenslODS, with convenient courts to each, built on

the surface of the ground—judiciously lighted from the roof—well-venti-
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lated and wanned, and ingeniously provided with means for affording a

continual supply of excellent water, to insure the most perfect cleanliness

of every prisoner and his apartment.* They are, moreover, so arranged
as to be inspected and protected without a military guard, usually though
unnecessarily employed in establishments of this kind in most other
States.

" In these chambers no individual, however humble or elevated, can be
confined, so long as the public liberty can endure, but upon conviction of
a known and well-defined offence, by a verdict of a jury of the country,
and under the sentence of a court for a specific time. The terms of im-
prisonment it is believed can be apportioned to the nature of every crime
with considerable accuracy, and will no doubt be measured in that mer-
ciful degree which has formerly characterized the modern penal legisla-

tion of Pennsylvania. Where, then, allow me to inquire, is there in this

system the least resemblance to thai, dreadful receptacle constructed in

Paris during the reign of Charles the Fi't.h, and which at different

periods, through four centuries and a, half, was an engine of oppression and
torture to thousands of innocent persons ; or by what detorlion can il. be
compared to the Inquisitorial courts and prisons that were instituted in

Italy, Portugal and Spain, between the years 1251 and 1687?

"With such accommodations as I have mentioned, and with the mod-
erate duration of imprisonment contemplated on the Pennsylvania plan,
i cannot admit the possibility of the consequences which thy pamphlet pre-
dicts, 'that a great number of individuals will probablybeput to death
by the superinduction of diseases inseparable from such mode of treat-

ment.' I do not apprehend either the physical maladies so vividly por-
trayed, or the mental sufferings which, with equal confidence it is prom-
ised, shall ' cause the mind to rush back upon itself and drive reason from
her seat.' On the contrary, it is my belief that less bodily Indisposition,

and less mortality, will attend separate confinement than Imprisonment
upon the present method, for which some reasons might be given that
would be improper here to expose.

"By separate confinement, therefore, it is intended to punish those who
will not control their wicked passions and propensities, thereby violating

divine and human laws ; and, moreover, to elfect this punishment, with-
out terminating the life of the culprit in the midst of his wickedness, or
making a, mockery of justice by forming such into communities of har-

dened and corrupting transgressors, who enjoy each other's society, and
contemn the very power which thus vainly seeks their restoration and
idly calculates to afford security to the State from their outrages in the
future.

"In separate confinement every prisoner is placed beyond the possibility

of being made more corrupt by his imprisonment, since the least associa-

* The exact size of the chambers is eight feet by twelve feet, the highest point
>i the celling sixteen feet. The yards are elgut feet by twenty feet.
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tion of convicts with ench other must inevitably yield pernicious conse-

quences in a greater or less degree.

"In separate confinement the prisoners will not know who are under-

going punishment at the same time with themselves, and thus will be

afforded one of the greatest protections to such as may happily bo enabled

to form resolutions to behave well when they are discharged, and be bet-

ter qualified to do so ; because plans of villainy are often formed in jail

which the authors carry into operation when at large, not un frequently

engaging the aid of their companions, who are thereby induced to commit

new and more heinous offences, and come back to prison under the

heaviest sentences of the law.

"In separate confinement it is especially intended to furnish the crimi-

nal willi every opportunity which Christian duty enjoins for promoting

his restoration to the path of virtue, because seclusion is believed to be

an essential ingredient in moral treatment, and, with religious instruction

and advice superadded, is calculated to achieve more than has ever yet

been done, for the miserable tenants of our penitentiaries.

"Tn separate confinement a specific graduation of punishment can be ob-

tained, as surely and with as much facility as by any other system. Some

prisoners may labor, some may be kept without labor ; some may have

the privilege of books, others may be deprived of it ; some may experi-

ence total seclusion, others may enjoy such intercourse as shall comport

with an entire separation of prisoners.

"In separate confinement the same variety of discipline for offences

committed after convicts are introduced into prison which any other mode

affords can be obtained, though irregularities must necessarily be less fre-

quent, by denying the refractory individual the benefit of his yard, by

taking from him his books or labor, and, lastly, in extreme cases, by

diminishing his diet to the lowest rate. By the last means the most fierce,

hardened, and desperate offender can be subdued."

The attention of leading minds In Europe was directed to these experi-

ments in Pennsylvania,.

England sent, in 1834, Mr. Crawford, a commissioner, to examine the

Eastern State Penitentiary. They were followed by Mr. Beaumont and

Mr. DeTocqueville, from Prance, and by Dr.'Julius, from Prussia. The

investigations made by these very able men were so satisfactory that in

those countries reforms were adopted which largely partook of the princi-

ples Incorporated in the Pennsylvania prison system.

From the date of the opening of the Eastern State Penitentiary for the

reception of convicts (182!)) until 1845. the subject of the adaptation of

the system to its design received the careful attention of those so earnestly

devoted to the success of the experiment. There lias been no legislative

change in the system as adopted in the Eastern State Penitentiary since

the act establishing it, 1831.

It would burden this paper to give the results reached as they were
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developed. The criticisms which were made by those who doubted its

practicability, who opposed its principle, who believed it would be injuri-

ous in its effects on those subjected to its operation, and who feared the

cost would not pay for its benefits, were continued, and, strange it is to

say, yet continue, though the experience of half a century refutes them.

The philosophy of "separate or individual treatment" of prisoners dur-

ing incarceration is the basis on which this system rests.

The originators and early advocators of a method of convict punish-

ment, which as they then knew was only to be the non-association of all

criminals in a common jail, wen; content if this reform could be secured.

Such a plan having been adopted and put in operation, the principle of

the experiment of constant separation of individual convicts in prison be-

came the subject of careful study.

The objections were magnified as it became apparent that the idea ot

making profit out of the associate labor of prisoners was, though a super-

ficial, a popular view, addressed to both the prejudices and the susceptibili-

ties of the tax-payer. In every other State then, but Pennsylvania, the

congregate system was accepted because it was claimed that these prisons

could be self-supporting. This delusion is now being dispelled. Yet

these self-supporting prisons demanded the public favor, and to secure

this result prisoners were sold to contractors, who paid a fixed sum per

diem for I heir toil, and made from their associate work in shops, large

profits for these employers. So great a stimulus to the greed of those in-

terested, and the indillerence of the public, at last resulted in. changing

the Pittsburg Penitentiary from the separate Into a congregate prison.

It was left to the Eastern Stale Penitentiary to defend the separate meth-

od. The progress made in the adaptation of punishment to each individual

case, as experience and careful study demonstrated was practically for the

best interest of the prisoner and the community, became singularly satis-

, factory.

From 1845 to 1855 the advance in the development of the promised ad-

vantages to the convict and society of this reform in prison discipline,

marked a new era in the history of convict punishment.

During this period the experience gained by the advocates of the sepa-

rate system enabled the authorities of the Eastern Penitentiary to ascer-

tain the Improvements that were necessary both in the architecture of the

building, and the method of administering the discipline.

The corridors and the cells as they then existed were found to be ill-

suited to the special mode of management then being inaugurated. To
indicate these changes, it may be stated that the rooms now, 1884, con-

structed for each prisoner, arc eight feet wide, eighteen feet long, fourteen

feet high, with double skylights in flic ceiling, each five feet long by five

and one-half Inches inside width. There are air-tubes near the floor for

outside ventilation. Each room has gas, fresh water, and a closet with

perfect drainage, through a pipe four Inches in diameter, into a ten-inch
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main filled -with water, flowing into a sewer, all flushed daily. The moral

effect of these surroundings of each prisoner cannot he overestimated.

It was not until 1870 that the knowledge acquired by I hose directly con-

nected with the administration of the Eastern State Penitentiary, was so

thoroughly digested as to justify them in establishing the changes in the

treatment of the prisoners, and the improvements in the buildings erected

in 1877, which give to this institution its present characteristics. It is now

attracting the close examination of the most enlightened men of America

and Europe. France is earnestly investigating it, and the Prison Society

of Paris preeminently leads the exposition of its methods. These changes

from the original structure of the cells, and tlie relations of the prison au-

thorities with the prisoners arc best described as radical. Philosophy has

consummated what philanthropy Originated, and experience lias developed

what the founders of the Pennsylvania prison system were not gifted to

foresee. These men, worthy as they arc of the highest commendation,

began an experiment out of which have been evolved principles of science

thai, now in operation, create new and distinctive duties and responsibili-

ties between society and its criminals.

The present system of convict punishment as administered in the Enst-

crn State Penitentiary can best be described as I lie individual treatment

method of applying punishment for crime. It formulates this reform on

positive; philosophic principles.

The individual commits crime from motives with which the will, char-

acteristics, Inherited traits and training are related. This crime-cause is

different in each case. The crime is the development of these concurrent

influences. Society has suffered by the act of this person. It demands

an expiation in souk; sort for the premeditated wrong. Security for either

the rights of property or the rights of persons has been impaired by this

act. The offender must be punished. It must be an example expressing

the supremacy of law, the prevention of crime, and the purpose of restor-

ing the offenders to society, instructed and strengthened, if so be, for good

citizenship. The offender is Convicted for the crime and the court sen-

tences him to imprisonment. He is thus placed where his punishment

can be applied. From the conception of the crime, in its commission, at

the trial, conviction and sentence, the prisoner's individuality asserts

itself. These antecedents crystallize round the individual. His punish-

ment, to be effective, should therefore be applied to him as an individual.

Separated from all other prisoners, the means which his case requires can

be best discovered and best adapted to obtain the result society demands.

Under these conditions each prisoner is subjected to the discipline.

Whatever may serve to elevate his moral character and strengthen it, to

induce reform and inspire better aims in life, are addressed to his devel-

oping remorse. Special aptitudes and particular capacities are cultivated.

Books for instruction and labor for training to industry arc regarded as

essential. A certain sum is allowed, over the cost of maintenance, forthe

prisoner to aid in" the support of his family, or for himself when he is
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released. Visits from liis family and judicious persons are encouraged.

Every prisoner is, therefore, treated as his case requires. The purpose as

to each of all is to try and change his course of life, and thus benefit him

and society. It is believed this method is successful in a large majority of

first convictions of first offenders.

Incarceration is not punishment, it is only the condition under which it

may reasonably be applied. Continuous labor during incarceration does

not in itself constitute the entirety of punishment. It should be, how-

ever, adopted as an instruction, an element or marked feature in the dis-

cipline, with other instructions in the process of making punishment a

personal benefit and an advantage to the public. Teaching a, prisoner a

trade, by which he: may become self-supporting on his release from pun-

ishment, is a gain both for him and the community. That is labor which

pays in morals, and as an industry intended to be both punitive and refor-

matory, it pays as an economy. It is doubtful if the man or the State

gains any practical good by the incarceration at labor only, of violators of

law. It is not doubtful that the outcome of congregating convicts at labor

as their only punishment is dangerous to the general security. From this

association a crime-class is established to war on the general welfare as its

occupation. Punishment should attempt to reconstruct the enfeebled or

irrational or misdirected character.

To discover the crime- cause, the weaknesses, the untaught and corrupted

conditions and the positive needs of each convict is the antecedent of any

rational method for his treatment in prison, and for the application of any

moral alterative or corrective. This is undoubtedly the purpose, the aim

and the gain of punishment. In this view the subject is elevated out of

the domain of benevolence to the character of an Important social science.

It is this philosophy which regulates and characterizes the individual

treatment of the Eastern State Penitentiary. To attain this purpose re-

quires trained and competent officials, who, by long service, become qual-

ified for their duties. It must be for them a vocation. Their tenure of

positions must originate in high character, and continue with their useful-

ness in their responsible trust.

In the fifty-three annual reports of the Inspectors of the Eastern State

Penitentiary will be found the history of the growth of the .experiment

which originated in Philadelphia, a, century ago. These reports, from the

year 1820 to the present time, contain very interesting descriptions of the

merits, and the objections to the separate System, and, from 1870 to 1883

inclusive, a thorough explanation of the changes and Improvements in the

system, and an exposition of the scientific principles which underlie them.

ft may be justly claimed that the reforms in prison systems, or their

administration, in the United States, as well as in foreign countries, are

the out-come of the century of labors, efforts, and experience of the be-

nevolent anil philosophic men who in Philadelphia originated and have

given to the Pennsylvania system its renown.

And it may with equal justice be maintained that those reforms in con-
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vict punishment which are now so general are identified with the initial

experiment in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
It would doubtless be out of place in this paper to discuss the evils

which attach to the profit-making congregate prisons.

The peril to society, the corrupting influences, the degradation and
training in crime, which are inseparably connected with association of
convicts, must exist while it is maintained.

It need only be stated that in old communities, or States where those
who are convicted of crimes, of whatever physical and mental condition,
capables and inoapables, are indiscriminately incarcerated in a prison on
the congregate, profit-making, self-supporting plan, the outcome exceeds
the income. As a fact, under all the circumstances, such institutions can-
not be proved to yield a profit to the State.

The theory of self-supporting congregate prisons under the conditions
just mentioned is not always sustained. The sturdy adults, selected from
the aggregate of all persons convicted in a State, may yield by their asso-
ciate labor a profit to the prison. If so, then such a prison is a State man-
ufactory. This is not regarded as a judicious adaptation of the purpose
of a penal institution for the punishment of offenders against social

security.

The State Penitentiary at Philadelphia is the only institution in the
United States in which the "Individual treatment system " is administered.
In England some of its features are engrafted on the penal discipline ot
its prisons, so far as the social conditions of that country accept them as
practical. In France, Belgium, and Italy, greater progress than elsewhere
in Europe has been made in adopting the separate plan in the prisons of
those nations.

In some of the States of the Union there is a gradual approach to the
principle of separation of convicts in prison, and a lacit acknowledgment
of the value of the Pennsylvania system. The chief obstacle to a more
thorough conformity is the proclaimed cost. It is hardly possible to con-
vince those who legislate for, or conduct State penal institutions, even in
States claiming to be enlightened, that any plan which does not pay its

expenses is for the general interest of the people. Under this pretext this

general delusion is vitalized. Till it shall be acknowledged^ delusion,
and the substantial interests of the public best considered by adopting the
reform which is slowly manifesting its value, the Pennsylvania system
must wait for its coming triumph. How long a period may intervene is

problematical. Be if as it may, it must not deter or dishearten. The pro-
cess of development in social science is necessarily deliberate. The con-
sideration and clear comprehension of the relations of society to the vio-

lators of its laws are unattractive 1o the mind of the public. The code
defining crimes changes as social conditions change. Education, hered-
ity, customs, prejudices, false training, insubordination, and bad associa-
tion, are among the incentives to unregulated individual conduct in com-
munities, and thence crime is the outcome. How to deal with these
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changing social growths is best to be found in the philosophy of the indi-

vidual treatment of crime-cause, and Its appropriate remedies.

That such a conclusion will be reached, as penology is studied, is most

likely. If so, it will bo the conviction of the judgment which comes from

the demonstration of the principles which, since 1700, in this city have

been taught as the science of convict punishment. This advance will be

slow. It must be remembered that Iioecana in his essay on " Crimes and

Punishment" in 17(14; Fllangieri in his " Science of Legislation " in 1.780

and Montesquieu in his "Spirit of the Laws," 1748, were among the first

to invite attention to penal jurisprudence. A century elapsed before

practical advantages testified to the effect produced from this discussion of

the subject. The Pennsylvania prison system rests its claim for recogni-

tion ami adoption on the suggestions of philosophy, and the teaching of

experience, confirmed by half a century of trial. It must teach, and wait.

Notes on the Stromateidm. By Theodore QUI.

(Bead before the American Philosophical Society, July 18th, 188/h )

The grave errors into which Dr. Giinther seems to have fallen in the

treatment of certain forms of this family furnish my excuse for the pres-

ent communication. Dr. Giinther has reiterated, without change, opin-

ions enunciated twenty years ago, and he still separates widely forms of

one of the subfamilies of this family, dispersing representatives thereof

among four of bis "families" and associating them in several cases with

forms with which they have no affinity. Following Dr. Giinther in the

first instance Dr. Day has also misunderstood one of the types in question,

and Dr. Llitken lias likewise been deceived as to the relationships of the

same form.

The family, as here understood, is co-equal with the Stromateidee of Dr.

Giinther, with the addition of several types widely scattered by that, gen

tleman. It embraces in fact, (1) the Stromateidre recognized as such by

.Dr. Giinther, (3) the genus Pammelas of his Oarangidm, ('<) the species

Fsenen cmomalm of'his NomeidcB, and (4) the genus Sohedophilus of'his Cory-

phamid®. Then: are two quite distinct types in the group thus constituted,

(1) one represented by Stromal) -its and ils allies, and (2) the other by

CentrolophuB and relatives. These are distinguished by differences in

the development of the vertebral, the former having 14 br> abdominal and

17-21 caudal vertebra, and the latter II abdominal ami II caudal verte-

brae ;
these differences are supplemented by variations in the degree of

complexity of tin; peculiar appendages representing and homologous with

the gill-rakers of ordinary fishes, developed from the last branchial arch,

and extending into the oesophagus. It is quite possible, therefore, that

the two types, now retained as sub-families under the old names Stroma-
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teinas and Centrolopldnce, should be distinguished as families. It is only the

want of sufficient data respecting the several genera that delays such a

recognition at the present time.

The Centrolophinse appear to be the most generalized type, the ventrals

being fully developed and retained in all stages, the dorsal and anal spines

normally developed, and the preoperculum in some always retaining the

spines characteristic of the youth of the Scombroid fishes, while the Stro-

mateinic contrast more or less in all these several features, and also have
more specialized gill-rakers or processes.

A summary of the known types of the family will give the means of

better appreciating the relations of the forms to be specially considered.

Family STROMATEID2E.

Synonymy.

>Stromatini, Baflneaque, Indico d'lttiolog, Sicillana, p. 39, 1810.

XFiatolides, Riaao, Hist. Nat. de l'Europe MMd., t. 8, pp. 107, 287, 182(1.

X Stromateidao, Adams, Manual Nat. Hist., p. 98, 1854.

>Stomateida3, Gunther, Archiv fur Naturg., 28. Jahrg., B. 1, p. 59, 1862.

== •, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. [v. 14], p. 126, 18(12.

(Indicated but not named or defined.)

>Stromatei, FiUinger, Sitzungsber. K, Akad. derWisseneh. (Wien), B.

(17, I. A btli., p. :»,2, 187;!.

>Stronialeid;e, Ounther, Int. to Study of fishes, p. 152, I8S0.

=Stroinatei(ke, Jordan and Gilbert, Syn. Fishes N. Am., p. 449, 1882.

Scombroides gen.. Ouvier et al.

Psettoidei gen., Meeker.

Corypheenoidei gen., Bleeker.

Corypheenidre gen., Gunther.

Carangidse gen., Gunther.

Nomeidee sp., Gunther.

Scombroidea with, an elongated dorsal whose foremost rays only arc more

orlessspiniform and the gill-rakers of the upper segment of the last branch-

ial arch enlarged and dentigerous or sacciform, and projecting backwards

Into the oesophagus.*

Body generally compressed, with the form regularly ovale or sub-or-

bicular, but sometimes more or less oblong or elongate, highest near the

scapular region, and with the caudal peduncle suddenly constricted and
slender.

Anus in the anterior half of the body.

Scales small, cycloid and smooth.
Lateral line nearly concurrent with the dorsal outline.

Head compressed, generally higher than long, with the profile more or

less decurved in proportion to tin' height, and with the snout more or less

convex. Eyes submedian or anterior,

*"Th<: ossophagus is armed with numerous bony, barbed teeth," Ounther, Cut.
Pishes B. M., v. 2, p. 807.
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Suborbital bones small.

Opercular bones normally developed

Nostrils double, in front of each eye.

Mouth terminal, moderate or small, with the cleft lateral and little

oblique.

Upper jaw in some (Stromateinee) not protractile, in others (Oentro-

lophinie) protractile.

Teeth small and pointed, absent from the palate.

Branchial apertures variable.

Branchiostegal rays variable (5 to 7).

Dorsal fin commencing at the nape or behind the bases of the pectorals,

elongated, and with few small or rudimentary and often modified spines in

front ; the soft rays branched.

Anal fin commencing behind the anus and coterminal with the dorsal, to

which it is similar in form and structure, but with fewer spines in front.

Caudal fin more or less emarginated or forked.

Pectoral fins inserted rather high on the sides, well developed and pointed

or rounded.

Ventral fins thoracic or jugular when present, often absent (obsolete in

the old, but developed in the young of some species).

Branchial 4, with a cleft behind the last.

J'seiidobranehim developed.

The pharyngeal bones beneath are separated.

The stomach is coecal, and the pyloric appendages in some numerous or

dendritic, and in others developed in moderate number.

Subfamily CENTROLOPHINiE.

Synonymy.

=Centrolophin83, Gill, Cat. Fishes E. Coast N. Am., p. 34 (not defined),

1861.

=Ccntroloplmi!B, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 127 (not defined,

but genera enumerated), 1803.

=CentrolophinB3, Jordan and Gilbert, Syn. Pishes N. Am., p. 450, 1882.

Coryphsenintegen., Bonaparte, Wii, 1838, 1840, 1840, 1850.

Stromateina gen., Gunther.

Corypluenina gen., Gunther.

Carangina gen., Gunther.

Nomeina sp., Gunther.

Slromateidee with complex elongate gill-rakers, extending backwards
from the epibrancbials of the last branchial arch, II abdomlna] and 14

caudal vertebra, protractile premaxillaries, and normally developed ven-
tral lins (1.5) persistent through life.

Although the constituents of this subfamily have been widely scattered,

and still continue to be, their relations were appreciated and contended
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for more than a score of years ago. One of the genera has had a singular
history, which maybe detailed more at length hereafter. Suffice it now
to stale that; one species was originally described as a Oentrolophus, and
subsequently differentiated as a peculiar generic type under the names
Leirus and Mupus, while another closely related was originally intro-

duced as a Ooryphama, again as a Trachynotus, and afterwards distin-

guished as a new genus Palinurus, near Trachynotus. The name Pali-
nurichthys, was substituted for it Nov., 1859, by meeker and about the same
lime,* in Jan., 1860 (Proo. Acad. Nat. Boi., Phila., 1860, p. 20), Gill also in-

dependently proposed the name Palinurichthys as a substitute for Palinurus.
In the "Catalogue of Pishes of the Eastern Coast of North America, " pub-
lished in Feb., 1861 (p. 34), it was referred to the sub-family Centrolo-
phinae. In critical remarks on Dr. Giinther's composition of the Scom-
broid families ("On the Limits and Arrangement of the Family of Scom-
broids"), published in March, 1862 (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862,

p. 127), it was claimed that " nearly allied to the preceding [Stromateinse]
are the Centrolophinse, with the genera Oentrolophus Lac, Leirus Lowe, and
Palinurichthys Gill, Blkr. (=Pammolas Gthr.). Closely connected to the
Oentrolophinse are the genera Sehedophilus Cocco and Hoplocoryphis Gill

(type Schedophilus maculatus Gthr.)." A few lines further it was again
remarked that among the forms that should be withdrawn from the Caran-
gidffi was " Pammelas Gthr., which is nearly allied to Oentrolophus."
Finally, in Gill's new "Catalogue of the Fishes of the Eastern Coast of
North America" (1872, p. 9 ), Palinurichthys was enumerated under the
family " Stromatetdee " and the subfamily "Centrolophime." Notwith-
standing these explicit statements the genus has been retained by Dr.
Giinther and Dr. Day next to Trachynotus, with which it has no affinity

Whatever. Its anatomy conclusively shows that the view, originally

formed by the author from a consideration of its exterior, is perfectly cor-

rect. It has the number of vertebra, epibranchial processes, &c, of Oen-
trolophus, and in fact is scarcely, if at all, distinguishable from O. ovalis
of European authors.

Cbntiioloi'hus.

Synonymy.

=Centrolophus, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. des Poissons, t. 4, p. 441, 1802.

<Centrolophus, Ouvier, Regne Animal, 2 ed., t. 2, p. 216, 1820.

<Acentrolophus, Nardo, Prodr. Ichlhyol. Adriat., sp.

<Centrolophus, Ouvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. des Poissons, t. 9, p.

330, 1833.

=Pompilus, Lowe, Proc. Zool, Soc. London, 1839, p. 81.

Coryphama sp., Linnaeus, etc.

Perca sp., Omelin.

Holocentrus sp., Lacepede.

•The paper In the Proe. Aoad. was probably published earlier than Dr.
Blocker's, but happily the question is immaterial.
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Centrolophinai with an elongated body, and very slender spines,

scarcely distinguishable externally from the succeeding rays.

Type G. pompilus — Coryphtma pornpilus Linn.

SOHEDOPHILUS.

Synonymy.

=Schedophilus, Cocco, Giorn. Tnnom. Messin., anno 3, No. 57, p. 57 (flde

Bon.) 1884?

—Scliedophilus, Bonaparte, Fauna Italica, iv, Pesci, fol. 127 (marked

132), 1886.

Oentrolophus sp., Cocco.

Orius sp., Valenciennes.

Centrolophinse with an oval contour, about four short, stout spines con-

stituting the foremost part of the dorsal, and a declivous or slightly pro-

tuberant snout.

S. medusophagus = Oentrolophus medusophagus Cocco.

The generic characters of this type, if distinct, have not yet been satis-

factorily contrasted with those of Leirus. There is a singular discrepancy

between the several figures of the types, most of which can, however, be

satisfactorily accounted for.

Leikus.

Synonymy.

? ? Leptcrus, Ii/ifinesque, Caratteri di alcuni n. gen. e n. sp. Animali e

Piante della Sicilia, p. 52, pi. 10 (l>. ii, 30 ; A. i, 14; P. 20 ; V. i,5),

1810.

??Lepipterus, Iiafinesque, Tndice d'Tttiologia Sioiliana, p. 16, 1810.

=Leirus, Lowe, Proc. Comin. Zool. 8oc, London, pt. 1, p. 143; Trans.

Cambridge Phil. Sac., v. 6, p. 199, pi. 5, 1833.

=Mupus, Cocco, Giorn. Tnnom. Messin. ann. —
, p. —

.

<Crius, Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. des lies Canaries, par Webb and Bertbe-

lot, t. 2, part 2, Poissons, p. 45, 1836-44.

=Palinurus, Dekay, Zoology of New York, pt. 4, p. 118, 1842.

=Mupus (Cocco), Bonaparte, Cat. Met. dei Pesci. Europe
i, p. 77 (name

only), 1846.

=Palinurichthys, BleeJcer, Enum. sp. Pise. Archipel. Tnd., p. 22, Nov.,

1859.

=Palinurichthys, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. [v. 12], p. 20, Jan.,

1860.

—Pammelas, Gunther, Cat. Fishes in Brit. Mus., v. 2, p. 485, 1800.

=Leirus, Jordan and Gilbert, Syn. Fishes N. Am., p. 452, 1882.

Corypbama sp., Mitchill.

Trachinotus sp., Storer.

Centrolophus sp., Cuv.and Vol., Gunther, etc.

Pompilus sp., Lowe.
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Oentrolophinffl with an oval contour, six to eight short stout spines con-

stituting the foremost part of the dorsal, and a protuberant snout.

Type L, ovalis = Centrolophus ovalis, C. V.

It is possible, perhaps probable, that the lisli from which the following

very unsatisfactory description was taken by Baflnesque was a specimen

of the typical species of this genus.

"XXXIII. G. Lbptbhus.—Capo troncato senza squame, del denti alia

mascella, inferiore sola nente, opercolo doppio, l'eslerne spinoso, l'interno

dentelato, base dell'alc dorsale, analo e caudale [p. 58] ricoperte di

squame, una sola ala dorsale con pochi raggi spinosi.— Oss. II Oaratterc

Che distingue particolanncntc questo genere dall' Holocentrus si e quello

(Idle sue ale squamose.

"142. Sp. Lbptbbus fettjla.—Nero al disopra, bianco al disatto,

lima, laterale curva nel mezzo, coda forcata, ala dorsale con 32 raggi di

cui 2 spinosi, Pala analo con 15 di cui 1 e spinoso.— Oss. Porta il nome di

Fetula, e raro c poeo stimato, ha aleuni piecoli denti acuti alia parte an-

teriore della mascella inferiore, 1' hide bianca, le ale pettorali con 20 raggi

e le toraolche con (1 di cui il primo e" spinoso ; la sua lunghezza 6 di circa

mezzo piede."

Subfamily STROMATEINiE.

Synonymy.

XStromatia, Rafinesque, Analyse de la Nature, p. —, 1815.

<8tromateini, Bonaparte, Iconografla della Fauna, Italica, t. 3, Pesci, fol.

125 (contains Stromateus, Peprilus, Luvarus and Kurtus), 1834.

<Stromatinffi, Swainson, Nat. Hist, and Class. Fishes, etc., v. 2, pp. 177,

253, 183!). (Includes Sesirinus, Stromateus, Peprilus, Kurtus and

Juris.
)

<Stromateini, Bonaparte, Nuovi Annali delle Sci. Nat., t. 2, p 133, 1838 ;

t. 4, p. 275, 1840.

<Stromateina, Gunther, Cat. Fishes in Brit. Mus., v. 2, pp. 355, 307, 1800.

iStromateinse, GUI, Cat. Fishes E. Coast N. America, p. 35, 1861.

=St,romateiiue, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat, Sci. Phila., 1802, p. 120, 1862.

Stromateinffl, Jordan and Gilbert, Syn. Fishes N. Am., p. 450, 1882.

Btromateidffl with 14-15 abdominal and 17-31 caudal vertebra:, sacci-

form processes extending backwards from the hindmost branchial arch,

non-protractile premaxillaries, and with the ventral fins generally early

atrophied or lost, and absent in adult—rarely persistent.

Dr. Liitkcn recognizes two genera, of Stromateinffl, viz. :

I. Stuomateds.

Stromateinffl with ample branchial apertures.

In 1802 Gill proposed to subdivide this type into four genera or subgenera,
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1. Stromateus.
Synonymy.

<Stromateus, Artedi, Genera Piscium, p. 19, 1738.

<Stromateus. Linnmus, Systema Nature, cd. x, t. 1, p. 248, 1758 ; ed.
xii, t. 1, p. 432, 17(i(i.

X Chrysostrome, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. des Polssons, t. 4, p. G98, 1802.
<Fiatola, Cuvier, Rigne Animal [l rc

6\1.], t. 2, p. 342, 1817. (Subge-
nus.)

<Stromateus, Cuvier, Regno Animal [2
C ed. ], t. 2, p. 212, 1829.

>Seserinus, Cuvier, Regno Animal [2« ed.], t. 2, p. 214, 1829.

<8tromateus, Owe. & Vol., Hist. Nat. des Poissons, t. 9, p. 372, 1833.
XStromateus, Ounthcr, Cat. Fishes in Brit. Mus., v. 2, p. 397, 1800.
=Stromateus, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. [v. 14], p. 126, 1802.
Stromateus sp. auct.

Stromatei with uniform dorsum, little produced dorsal and anal fins, and
without an obvious pelvic spine.

Type S.fiatola Linn.

2. Pepbilus.

Synonymy.

<Peprilus, Cuvier, Regno Animal [2° ed.], t. 2, p. 213, 1829.

<Rhombus, Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. des Poissons t 9 p 401
L888.

Chastodon sp., Linn.

Steraoptyx sp. B-loeh and Schneider.

Stromateus sp., MitcMll, etc.

Stromatei with uniform dorsum, dorsal and anal fins extended vertically
in front, and with a trenchant pelvic spine.

Type P. alepidotus = P. longipinnis Cuv., ex. Mitchill.

3. Pokokottjs.

Synonymy.

=Poronotus, Gill, Cat. Fishes E. Coast N. Am,
Stromateus sp., Peck, etc.

Peprilus sp., Cuv.

Rhombus sp., Cuv. and Vol.

Stromatei with a row of vertical slits on each side of the back between
the dorsal fin and lateral line, with little extended vertical fins, and with
a trenchant pelvic spine.

Type P. triacanthus = Strom, triacanthus Peck.

4. Apolbctus.

Synonymy.

=Apolectus, Cuv. and Val. Hist. Nat. des Poissons, t. 9, p. 438, 1833.
Stromateus sp. Bloeli, Bleeker, etc.

Stromatei with the lateral line keeled and shielded behind.
Typo A. niger = A. stromateus Cuv. and Val.

p. (not defined), 1801.
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II. Stromateoides.

StromateiiiiB with restricted branchial apertures and without ventrals.

There appears to be two types under this group, viz :

—

1. Stromateoides.

Synonymy.

<Pamples, Cuvier, Regno Animal [2<>ed.], t. 2, p. 212, 1829.

<Pampus, Bonaparte, Fauna Italica, iii, Pesci, fol. 125,* 1884
^Stromateoides, Meeker, Bijdrage tot de kennis der makreelachtige Vis-

schen van den Soenda-molukschen archipel, pp. 19-20, mVerhandl.
bataav. Glenootsch., v. 24, 1857.

<Stromateoides, Lutken, Vidensk Selsk. Skr. (5), Nat. og Matheni. Afd.,

v. 12, pp. 523, 002, 1880.

Stromateus sp., Bloch, Quritlier, etc.

Stromateoides with higher body, elevated vertical fins, and prominent
and extended trenchant dorsal and anal spines.

Type S. cinereus Blkr., ex Bloch.

3. CKONDKOrLlTES.

Synonymy.

=Chondroplites, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. [v. 14], p. 120 (not

defined), 1802.

Stromateus sp., Euphrasen, etc.

Stromateoides sp., Bleeker. Lutken.

Stromateoides with more oblong body, little elevated dorsal and anal

fins, and concealed and subcartilaginous dorsal and anal spines.

Type O. sinensis = Strom, sinensis, Euphrasen.

Psenopsis.

Synonymy.

=Psenopsis, QUI, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1802, p. 157, 1802.

Trachinotus sp., Temminck and ScMegel.

Psenessp., Bleeker, Qunther, Lutken.

Stromateina; with persistent perfect ventrals (T, 5) and about G normal
spines constituting the front of the dorsal (in.

Type P. anomalus = Traehinotus anomalus, T. and S.

The following genus may be mentioned in this connection because the

Leirus perciformis as well as Psenopsis anomalus have been referred to it.

Its affinities are uncertain.

•"Dlamo 11 nome dl Pampus al seoondo sottogenere In cul aecogllamo quelle
specie ohe noii banno pinlne ventrail, e portano Innanzi ai raggl delle dorsali e
dell' analo pareechle spine terminate superiormente da una lamina tag 11 elite."

Bonaparte.

I'lioc. amer. miLOs. soc. xxi. 110. 4o. printed ocx. 29, 1884.
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PSENES.

Synonym,)/.

Psenos, Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. des Poissons, t. 0, p. 259.

Cubicepa, Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, p. 82, 1843.

Atimostoraa, Smith, Illust. Zool. 8. Africa Pishes.

Navarchus, Filippi and Verany, Mem. Acad. Sci. Torin. (2), t. 18.

Trachelocirrhus, Doumet, Kevue et Mag. do Zool., t. 15, p. 212, 425, etc.,

1863.

Cubtceps, Gunther, Cat, Fishes in Tint. Mus., v. 2, p. 888, I860.

Psenes, Ounther, Cat. Fishes in Brit. Mus., v. 2, p. 404, 1860.

These synonyms are given chiefly on the authority of Dr. Ltttkeu

(Vidensk. Selsk. Skr. (5), Nat. og Math. Afd., v. 12, pi, 6, pp. 818, 601).

The genus named SohedophilopeU by Dr. Steindachner* under the sup-

position that it was nearly related to 8chedophttu8, has considerable super-

ficial likeness to that genus, but apparently does not belong to the same

family, and had received the slightly prior name Tcoiieua. It is the repre-

sentative of a peculiar family, Icosteidce, in Jordan and Gilbert's Synopsis

(p. 619).

Stated Meeting, Aug. 15, 1884-

Present, 2 members.

An acceptance of membership was received from Dr. W. W.
Keen, dated Philadelphia, July 19th, 1884.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the New
Bedford Library; Yale College; University of the City of

New York and Prof. J. J. Stevenson; U. S. Naval Institute;

Library of Congress ; United States Surgeon-General's Office
;

United States Naval Observatory; United States Geological

Survey, and the Chicago Historical Society (all for No. 115).

Donations to the Library were received from the Egyptian

Institute; the Department of Mines, Melbourne; the Geologi-

cal Survey of India; the Netherland Archives; the Eoyal So-

ciety of Northern Antiquaries; the Geological Society of Switz-

»SchedophilopslB Sclicdophllopsls Steindachner, Anzelgor Math. Nat. cl R.

Akad. WissciiHch. zu Wien., 1881, |>. 100 (& spinosus), 1881.
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erland ; Prof. E. Kenevier ; the Society of Sciences at Liege ; M.

E. Folic; M. Paul Albrecht; the Heale Acoademia dei Lincei

;

the Observatory at Turin; M. Alcssandro Porna; M. Damiano

Mnoni; the Ecvue Politique ; the Ecole des Mines; the Geo-

graphical Societies of I '.'iris and Bordeaux; the E. Academy of

History in Madrid
;
the Eoyal Meteorological Society ; London

Nature; Mr. Benjamin Ward Eiohardson; M. E. Hugh

O'Ponnell; Eev. John Prcsland ; Mr. Lewis Appleton ; the Es-

sex Institute ;
Prof C.H.Hitchcock; the Boston Society of

Natural History; the Amerioan Academy of Arts and Sci-

ences; the Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College; the

Amerioan Journal of Science; the New York Meteorological

Observatory; the American Museum of Natural History;

Mr. A. N. Bell ; J. & J. D. Nolan ; the College of Pharmacy

;

Franklin Institute; Pennsylvania Historical Society; the En-

gineer's Club; Mr. Benjamin S. Ja-nney; M. Leopold Delisle;

Dr. Persifor Frazer; Mr. E. D. Cope; Major M. Veale; the

United States- Naval Institute; Johns Hopkins University;

Chief of Engineers, United States Army; United States Na-

tional Museum; United States War Department; Mr. Jed.

Ilotchkiss; Mr. Wm. A. Courtuay
;
Eev. Stephen D. Peet;

and the Academy of Science at St. Louis.

Pin; death of Ferdinand Von Hochstettor, at Vienna, July

18, 1884, aged 55 years, was reported by the Secretary.

Communications from Prof. E. D. Cope were received as

follows

:

"On the Structure of the Feet in the Extinct Artiodactyla

of North America."

"Fifth Contribution to the Knowledge of the Fauna of the

Permian Formation in Texas."

The President reported that he had appointed Messrs. Lesley,

Phillips, Ingham, Rushenberger; Barker and Brinton, to meet

the requirements of the resolution of the Board and Council,

adopted Feb. 8, 1881.

And the meeting was adjourned.
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Stated Meeting Sept. 19, 1884.

Present, 4 members.

[Sept. 19,

Letters accepting membership were received from Edward
W. Sylc, D.D., 609 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, August 29th;

from Sir John Lubbock, dated High Elms, Hayes, Kent, August
6 ; and from N. A. Eandolph, M.D., University of Pennsylva-

nia, Medical Department, August 9, 1884.

Acknowledgments were received from the Cambridge
Library, England (110, 111, 112); W. L. Stevens (115) ; the

Eoyal Academy of Sciences and Royal Zoological Society,

Amsterdam (110, 111, — 112); the Franklin Institute (115);
and the Maryland Historical Society (115).

Letters of envoy were received from the Musee Guimet,
August 2-'3

; the Manchester Library and Philosophical Society;

and the Cambridge Library, England, June 30.

An invitation was received to assist at the Twenty-fifth An-
niversary of the Natural History Society, at Chemnitz.

A circular letter was received from Gen. 0. B. Norton, re-

specting the American Exhibition of 1886, at London.

Donations to the Library were received from the Geological

Survey of India; the Academy of Sciences at Batavia; the

Boyal Society of New South Wales; the Office of Mines at

Melbourne; the Eoyal Society of Tasmania; the Physical-

Central Observatory at Si, Petersburg; the Imperial Society

of Naturalists at Moscow; the Imperial Eoyal Central In-

stitute, Geological Beichsanst.alt, Zoologioo-Botanical, and
Geographical Societies at Wien ; M. August Tisclmor at Leip-

zig; the Scientific Society of Upper Lusatia; the Royal Prus-

sian A cademy and German Geological Society at Berlin; the

Eoyal Danish Society of Sciences; the Institute of the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg ; the Eoyal Academy of Sciences at

Amsterdam; the Holland Society of Sciences, and Tyler Mu-
seum

;
the Eoyal Academy of Sciences, Royal Observatory and

Department of the Interior at Brussels; the Venetian Institute

of Sciences; the Eoyal Academy of Sciences at Turin; the
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Academy of the Lincei ; the Eoyal Geological Committee of

Italy
;
the Tuscan Society of Natural Sciences; the Anthropo-

logical, Zoological, and Geographical Societies at Paris; the

Musee Guimet; the Eoyal Academy of History at Madrid;
the Philosophical Society of Great Britain, the British Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science, Eoyal Observatory,

Meteorological Office, International Forestry Exhibition, the

Eoyal Asiatic, Geographical, Zoological, Geological, Astro-

nomical, Linnean and Antiquarian Societies and Nature, Lon-

don; the Eoyal Cornwall Polytechnic Society ; the Manchester

Literary and Philosophical Society; the Eoyal Irish Academy;
the Eoyal Society of Canada; S. E. Cassino & Co.; American
Philological Association ; A. Agassiz and E. J). Whitney; the

American Antiquarian Society; the American Journal of

Science
;
the Torrey Botanical Club of New York ; Dr. Wil-

liam G. Stevenson, of Poughkeepsie ; the Franklin Institute,

the College of Pharmacy, ,1. P. Lesley and Henry Phillips, Jr.;

the American Chemical Journal, American Journal of Phi-

lology, Johns Hopkins University, and Edward Ingle, of Balti-

more
;
the United States National Museum, the United States

Fish Commission, the Smithsonian Institution, and Mrs Ermin-
nie A. Smith, of Washington; J. Hotchkiss, of Staunton, Vir-

ginia; Charles Colcock Jones, Jr., of Atlanta, Georgia; the

Colorado Scientific Society, and M. Eafael Mallen, of Mexico.

The death of Mr. Henry M. Phillips, at Philadelphia, August
29th, aged 73, was announced.

The death of Prof. Eobert E. Eogers, M.D., at Philadelphia,

September 6th, aged 77, was announced.
" Thermometrical Observations at Quito, Ecquador, taken by

Mr. C. B. Brockway, from September 17, 1858, to June 18,

'

1859," was presented by the Secretary, with a letter from Mr.
Brockway, dated September 6th, 1884, in which he says:

" I would call the attention of whoever examines the table

to the equability of the temperature and that the heavy earth-

quake shocks did not materially vary it. Since Humboldt's
stay at the Equator I think that no official observations have
hern taken."

And the meeting was adjourned.



Ther'mometrical Observations in Quito, Ecuador. Farenheit. C. B. Broclaeay.

(Bead before the American Philosophical Society, September 19, I8S4.)

DATED 1858. 9 A. M. 12 m. 3 P. M. 9 p. ir. EEMAEKS.

September 17 660 64o Elevation above sea level 9492 feet.

18 650 66° 65 61 Latitude 0° 15/ s., Longitude 78= 45' W.
19 63 65 63 61

20 62 65 65 62

21 60 62 62 61

22 61 63 64 61

23 61 63 63 62

24 61 63 63 58
25 60 63 62 60
26 61 62A 62 58
27 59 62 62 60
28 60A 62 62 61

29 60 62i 63 61

30 61 64' 624 60

October 1 59 60 60 56 Bain in the afternoon.
" 2 60 61 60 53 Rainy until near evening.

3 60 61 62 59 Clear.

4 60 61 63 54 "

5 59 62 64 53 Hail and rain in afternoon.
6 61 64 64 55 Clear.

7 61 63 64 55 Cloudy after 4 p.m.
8 62 63 64 54 Cloudy from 4 to 6 p.m. Comet visible in evening.
9 61 63 64 60 Morning and evening clear. A little rain in atternoon.
10 61 62 63 60 Clear.

11 59 62 64 55 [<

12 54 62 63 56 "

C5



ft

No

ctober 13 60

14 59
15 58
16 59

17 56
18 62

19 56

20 56

21 59

22 61

23 56

24 55

25 59

26 60

27 55

28 60

29 61

30 59

31 63

ovember 1 64
2 60

3 00

4 60

5 58

6 61

7 59

8 61

9 62

10 58
11 61

12 61

13 60
14 59

63

02

61

61

62
65

62
63
63
62
64

65
62
62
64
64
64
04
65

GO

64
62
62

59
63
62
63
62
61

63
61

61

61

64
62
62
61

63
62
63
62
63

64
64

62
63

62
65
65
62

63
66
63
61

03
61

59
62
59
61

61

61

62
62
59
59

56
55
55
56
54
54
55
53
55
54
54

53
55
53
56
57
55
58
55

54
53
54
54
51
54
51

50
51

49
52
48
55

53

Clear.

Cloudy all day.

Clear.

Clear in forenoon. A little rain towards evening.
Cloudy part of the day.
Clear morning and evening. Cloudy at noon.
Clear morning. Sudden haze at dark for a few minutes.
Clear.

Clear in forenoon. Towards evening rain, thunder and
lightning.

Clear in forenoon. Cloudy from 3 to 4 r.M.
Clear until evening, then rain.

Cloudy day and rainy evening.
Clear day and cloudy evening.
Clear day.
Clear forenoon. Rain in afternoon.

Hard shower in the afternoon.

Rain in afternoon.

R;iin in afternoon and heavy thunder.
Hail large as peas ; thunder and lightning all afternoon.

Cloudy ; slight rain ; a beautiful rainbow ; first seen.

Cloudy all day. Heavy shower at 1 p.m.
Cloudy all clay

;
gloomy ; rainy all day.

Rain, thunder, lightning, in afternoon.

Clear morning. Rain in afternoon.

Rain in afternoon.

Clear morning. Rain in afternoon.

Very little rain during the day.
Gloomy and rainy day. Beautiful and moonlight eve.

Slight rains in the afternoon.

'A very hard shower accompanied by loud thunder.

O
-5

4



Dated 1858. 9 A. M. 12 M. 3 P. M. 9 P. M. REMARKS.

November 15 560 590 590 51° Cloudy all day. Rainy in afternoon.

16 61 62 62 52 Pleasant forenoon. Rainy in afternoon.

17 60 62 61 55 Rained in the night, a thing unusual.

18 62 64 63 53 Beautiful morning. Hard shower at 9 a.m.

19 59 62 61 54 Cloudy in the forenoon. Rain in afternoon.

20 59 61 61 54 Gloomy day, accompanied -with rain.

21 58 60 61 54 Gloomy day ; cloudy ; no rain.

22 58 60 60 53 Gloomy day ; cloudy ; misty ; no rain.

23 59 63 61 54 Sun again seen. Rain in afternoon.

24 60 61 62 54 Sun seen again. Shower at noon.

25 58 60 61 55 Gloomy day ; a little rain ; clear evening.

26 60 62 62 54 Gloomy day ; hard shower in the evening.

27 59 60 59 53 Rained all day and night.

28 59 62 61 55 Pleasant morning. Hard showers all afternoon.

29 60 63 62 55 Clear day.

30 60 63 C2 55 Hard shower at 9 p.m.

December 1 61 64 63 53 Forenoon pleasant. Showers at 3 p.m.

2 59 63 63 55 Cloudy all day ; some rain.

3 63 64 63 53 Fine morning.. Hard rain all afternoon.

4 61 61 62 54 A dismal day ; hard rains.

5 61 62 62 53 A dismal day ; some rain.

6 59 60 60 53 A dismal clay ; constant rains.

7 59 60 60 52 A shower about noon ; pleasant afterwards.

8 59 60 60 53 Fine forenoon. Heavy showers all afternoon.

9 59 62 62 54 A pleasant day.

10 60 61 60 52 Rained some.
11 60 63 62 53 Fine forenoon. Showers in afternoon.

12 62 64 62 53 Pleasant until 3 p.m., then bad a heavy thunder storm.

13 60 63 63 54 Thunder in afternoon. Rain in evening.

14 59 63 62 53 Pleasant forenoon ; stormy afternoon.

15 60 63 61 52 Heavy thunder and hail storm about 2 p.m. ; some rain.

-
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g December 16 61 63 62 55
o " 17 60 63 62 55
P << 18 60 62 61 54
t " 19

S *' 20
61 63 63 55
62 65 64 55

W « 21 61 63 64 56
a " 22 61 63 63 57
5 *' 23 62 63 63 56

S " 24 63 65 62 54
? " 25 63 65 63 52

g " 26 62 63 62 54
Q " 27 63 64 62 54

M " 28 61 63 63 53
« " 29 62 64 63 53

30 60 62 63 56

3 " 31 62 64 63 55
1859.

B January 1 61 64 63 55
2 59 61 62 55

< ( o 62 64 63 50
W " 4 62 63 62 52
si '< 5

« " 6

61 63 63 52
60 62 64 54

° ." 7 62 65 66 56

g " 8 63 65 62 50

5 " 9 61 60 61 53

K " io 62 63 63 53

§ " n 63 64 65 56

g " 12 63 65 65 53
13 62 64 63 52

jo " 14 62 64 64 55
U " 15 62 64 64 55
OO 10 62 64 64 55
*. „ 17 62 64 64 55

Pleasant forenoon ; some rain after.

Some rain forenoon. Beautiful evening.
Hard showers in afternoon.

Clear day ; rain about 9 p.m.
Fine morning. Rain in afternoon.
Fine day.

Rain in the afternoon. Fine evening.
Fine morning. Rain most of the afternoon.
Fine morning. Rain towards evening.
Gloomy, drizzly, and rainy all day.
A fine morning ; the day ending in rain.

Clear.

Pleasant day; thunder, but no rain.

Rain about 9 a.m. Afternoon cloudy.
Drizzly rain from 3 p.m. and during the night.

Rain from 1 to 3 p.m., afterwards clear.

Rain from 6 to 9 a.m., afterwards clear until 4 p.m.
Constant showers from 4 p.m until dark.
Rain, with sharp lightning and loud thunder from 2 to 5J p.m.
Clear and beautiful.

Clear except a short time afternoon.
Cloudy afternoon ; Rain began at 8 p.m.
Rain during the afternoon.
Rainy day and evening.
Clear.

Rain and hail between 3 and 4 p.m.
Cloudy morning. Clear afternoon.
Slight rain towards night.

A few drops of rain about 5 p.m.
*
3
p
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Dated 1859. 9 A. M. 12 m. 3 P. M. 9 P. M. Remarks.

January 18 62° 64o 64° 550 Cloudy day ; a little rain towards night.

19 61 63 63 57 Some rain last night. Cloudy day.
20 62 63 64 53 Clear.

21 60 62 63 51 Clear, except morning cloudy.
22 62 64 65 51 Hard showers ; loud thunder ; sharp lightning.

23 61 63 63 52 Pleasant forenoon. A little rain in afternoon.

24 61 64 63 54 Cloudy morning. Rain set in about dark.
25 61 64- 64 58 Clear day ; rain about 8 p.m.
26 63 65 65 54 A little rain about 3 p.m.
27 61 64 65 55 Clear.

28 63 66 65 56 Clear forenoon. Cloudy afternoon.
29 61 64 64 56 Rain during the afternoon.
SO 62 64 64 56 *< a

31 61 64 64 54 " "

February 1 61 64 65 58 Cloudy.
2 60 62 63 53 Rain in afternoon.
3 61 63 64 53 Rain at 3 p.m.

. .. 4 62 65 63 52 Hail at 1 P.M.
" 5 61 63 64 54 Clear.

6 62 63 64 54 "

7 61 64 65 59 Clear ; rain night.

8 62 63 64 54 Cloudy ; a little rain in night.

9 60 60 61 52 n n tt

10 61 62 58 53 Rain 1 P. M

.

11 60 63 63 54 Little rain 1 p.m.

12 61 64 64 57 Cloudy afternoon.

13 61 64 64 56 Rain between 3 and 4 pm.
14 62 65 63 57 Clear.

15 62 65 65 59 ti

16 62 65 65 58 it

17 63 63 63 57 it

ft
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February 18 64 66 66 57
19 64 68 09 57
20 62 65 66 58
21 64 65 66 57
22 64 66 66 56
23 64 65 66 56
24 64 65 65 56
25 63 65 63 54
26 62 64 62 54
27 61 63 64 53
28 63 65 66 57

tfarch 1 61 63 65 57
2 62 64 03 55
3 60 62 63 54
4 60 61 61 54
5 60 62 59 49
G 60 61 60 52
7 59 60 60 48
8 59 02 64 54
9 61 03 63 57
10 62 63 66 55
11 CO 63 62 57
12 61 64 64 54
13 62 64 05 56
14 61 63 04 55
15 62 64 06 59
10 61 03 64 56
17 63 05 65 57
18 61 03 62 56
19 59 01 60 55
20 59 04 60 56
21 59 62 60 55
22 59 62 62 57
23 58 62 02 56

Clear.

Slight fall of rain.

Clear.

A little rain about dark. (There is no dusk under the Equator.)
Rainy afternoon.

A little rain afternoon.
At noon commenced hailing, but finally turned to rain.

Rain most ot the afternoon.
Clear.

Some rain alter 4 p.m., and slight one in the morning.

Rain in afternoon and night.

Heavy shower in morning and afternoon.
Rainy day.
Rainy atternoon.
Rainy from 11 a.m. until night.
No rain until after 4 p.m.

Earthquake shock at 8 A.M.

•For

Clear.

Rain in afternoon.

Hail and rain in afternoon.
Rain after 2 p.m.
Rain after dark. Heavy earthquake shock at 5J A.M.*
Rain after 4 p.m.

note see page 684.



Dated 1859. 9 A. M. 12 m. 3 P. M. 9 P. M. Remarks.

March 24 60O 650 640 590 Very little rain afternoon.

25 61 62 63 55 (< tt

26 58 61 63 54 Rain most all day.
27 59 60 60 55 tt CI

28 59 61 ' 61 54 tt It

29 59 62 59 53 till
30 57 58 58 54 it it

31 57 58 57 53 tt II

April 1 54 56 56 52 tt 1

1

2 59 58 57 51 Clear morning. Rain and liail from noon until 4 P.M.
clear.

then

3 56 58 57 53 Rain from noon till night.

4 56 58 57 53 Rainy.
5 56 56 56 53 n

6 58 58 57 54 Clear until noon, after which, rain.

7 58 59 59 53 A little rain about 4 p.m.
8 56 59 59 54 Clear forenoon. Cloudy afternoon.
9 58 61 61 56 Borne rain between 4 p.m. and dark.

10 58 60 00 55 " " " and at 9 p.m.
11 59 62 60 56 Rain in evening.
12 59 60 62 55 Clear.
13 58 59 59 54 "

14 58 61 61 55 A little rain at noon.
15 59 61 61 54 Clear.

16 59 63 61 55 "

17 60 63 61 54 it

18 60 63 63 55 A little rain about noon. Rained hard at 9 p.m.
19 61 62 60 53 A little rain about noon
20 59 62 63 57 Clear.

21 61 61 63 54 (>

22 61 62 64 53 tt
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April

May

23 61 62 64 53
24 59 61 61 56
25 61 62 61 55

26 59 62 58 53
27 60 62 62 55

28 60 63 62 56
29 60 63 60 55
30 60 61 61 54
1 59 58 57 51
2 58 62 63 53
3 59 59 58 53
4 59 60 60 53
5 GO 02 61 53
6 59 62 60 53
7 59 62 61 54
8 58 63 61 54
9 54 57 58 48
10 58 60 61 51
11 58 62 60 51

12 58 62 60 52
13 57 59 59 51
14 57 59 58 52
15 57 59 58 54
10 57 58 58 51

17 56 57 57 51

18 56 59 58 52
19 55 55 56 54
20 56 58 57 51

21 55 58 56 53
22 55 59 59 54
23 50 61 60 54
24 56 58 58 50
25 56 59 60 49
26 56 59 61 51

Cloudy.
A little rain about noon.
A hard shower a little after noon.
Cloudy afternoon and a little rain.

Rain and clouds most of the day.

Rain at noon and at 3 p.m.
Rain about 2 p.m.

Lightning, thunder and rain.

Rainy.
Clear.

Rainy.

Some rain in afternoon, with hail.

Rain, hail, thunder and lightning during afternoon.

A little rain about 4 p.m.
Cloudy and windy afternoon ; thick fog between 7 and 8 p.m.

Rainy, but clear eTening.
Hard showers with rain after 3 p.m.
Lightning, thunder and rain during afternoon.

Cloudy afternoon ; a little rain about sunset.

A drizzling rain all day.
A. cloudy day ; rainy afternoon and evening.
Rain atternoon and night.

Rainy day and night.

Rainy afternoon.
Cloudy day ; rain after 4 p.m.
Rainy afternoon. Heavy earthquake shock after 3% A.M.
Cloudy and windy ; rain in afternoon.

Cloudy.
Clear.

Cloudy and windy ; in afternoon thunder and lightning.

Clear ; windy afternoon for Quito,

Clear.



Dated 1859. 9 A. M,

May 27 56°
28 56
29 58
30 58

31 60
June 1 59

2 60

3 60
4 60
5 60
6 60
7 61

8 60
9 60
10 61

11 61

12 61

13 61

14 61

15 61

16 61

17 61

18 59

12 m. 3 P. M. 9 P. M. Eemabks.

60O 62° 49° Clear.

61 62 53 "

62 61 50 "

61 62 56 "

65 65 56 "

65 63 56 "

64 65 56 " considerable wind.
63 64 56 "

64 65 54 a

64 64 54 "

64 64 56 " and windy.
64 65 55 " " about noon.
62 65 55 "

64 65 55 "

63 63 56 "

64 63 56 Sonic clouds ; rain after 4 P-M.

63 62 56 Clear until noon, tben a sbower.
63 63 57 Floating clouds all day.

63 64 53 Clear.

64 64 54 "

64 64 54 ii

64 64 53 "

64 64 53 tt

ft

a
CO

* On the 22d of March was one of the heaviest earthquakes that ever occurred in Ecuador, not only as to loss of life, but as to

suriace transformations. It may be noted that the temperature was comparatively unchanged.—C. B. B.
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Stated Meeting, October 3, 188//,.

Present, 7 members.

Mr. Ingham in the Chair.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from McGill

University (114) and J. H. C. Coffin (115).

Donations to the Library were received from the Depart-

ment of Mines at Melbourne ; the Geological Survey of India

;

the Imperial Society of Naturalists, at Moscow; the Venetian:

Athenaeum ; Baron Ford, von Mueller ; Eevue Politique ; Lon-

don Nature; the Philosophical and Literary Society at Leeds
;

the Alchemist of Montreal; the Boston Society of Natural

History; the American Journal of Science; Mr. B. Silliman;

the Connecticut Academy of Sciences ; the Meteorological

Observatory at New York
;
the Academy of Natural Sciences

at Philadelphia ; Mr. 1 1 miry Phillips, Jr.; the United States

Geological Survey, the United States Fish Commission; the

American Antiquarian; and Mr. J. B. Stallo.

Mr. J. Sutton Wall, of Monongahela City, Pa., exhibited a

canvas tracing of a group of Indian pictures cut on the top and

sides of a half-buried block of sandstone perched on the bluff

of the Monongahela valley, in Fayette county, Pa., opposite

Millsborough, at a height of 290 feet above the river. A pho-

tograph of the canvas was exhibited.

Also a photograph of a tracing of similar figures on the

rock shore of the river near Geneva, now submerged by a now

slaokwatcr dam.

Also one of a carved rock on the Hamilton farm near the

Evansvillo turnpike, six miles south-east from Morgantown, in

West Virginia. This rock surface is vertical.

In answer to a question respecting the safety of such monu-

ments, Mr. Wall replied that a fourth line group, of which he.

had heard, wasdestroyed before he could obtain a tracing of it,

the farmer who owned the land having blasted it up for foun-

dation stone for his new house; and that the owner of the
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large group on the canvas informed him of Iris intention to

treat the perched rock in the same way, when he built his new

barn.

On motion of Mr. Phillips, it was

Resolved, That the subject be referred to the consideration of the Board

of Officers and Council at its next meeting, whether any steps can bo

taken by the Society to pteserve such monuments from destruction.

Mr. Lesley read a Note on a possible origin of the Patent.

Mr. E. B. Harden exhibited, through the Secretary, a square

pipe of limonite, which had been deposited against the inside

walls of a vertical wooden box, leading down to -the sump of

the Eagle shaft near Pottsvillc, Pa. The outside layer, first de-

posited, was a beautifully perfect fac-simile of the inside rough

face of the boards, showing the grain, saw cuts, and knots in

the wood. The whole specimen admirably illustrated the forma-

tion of selvage veins.*

Dr. Syle presented a copy of the Chinese translation of

Herschel's Outlines of Astronomy, in three volumes, published

at Shanghai, December, 1859.

Pending nominations Nos. 1029, 1030 were read.

The Kansas Academy of Science at Topeka was ordered to

be placed on the list of corresponding societies for exchange of

publications.

The request of the Journal of Associate Engineering Socie-

ties, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo. (Sept. 27), was re-

ferred to the Secretaries.

An appropriation was made for publishing a plate illustra-

tion for the Proceedings, No. 117.

The Hall Committee was authorized to prepare the north

garrets for the reception of the stock of publications.

And the meeting adjourned.

•This specimen was analyzed by F. E. Tinchman, Chemist of tlie Plicentx Iron

Co., and found to consist of 76.17 per cent sesquioxldeof Iron. Tlic residue con-

tained very little silica.
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On some Indian picture rocks in Fayette County, Pa. By Mr. J. Sutton

Wall.

(Read before the American PhilosopJiical Society, Oct. 3, ISS4,.)

The tracing on muslin (Plato T.) t
exhibited this evening, was made by

Mr. William Arisen, of Monongahela City, and myself, in the month of

September, 1882.

This rock is perched on the crest of the hill facing the Monon-
gahela river, opposite the town of Millsborough, at an elevation of 290

feet (by barometer) above water level of the river. It is a detached portion

of the Waynesburgli sandstone which outcrops in the vicinity. Rather

coarse in texture, it has a fairly oven and smooth top surface, and is ap-

proximately sixteen feet square, with perpendicular sides. The top of the

hill, next to the river, terminates rather sharply, and the ground surface

receding from the river lias a gradual fall of about ton feet per hundred

for a distance ol perhaps eighty yards, and then rises into a more elevated

hill to the eastward of the rock. The rock occupies a position from

Which a very fine view of the river and Ten Mile valley can be had. The
edge of the rock next to tlie river rests about even with the ground sur-

face surrounding it, while the opposite edge rests about three feet above

ground. It is not fissile and the top surface would be difficult to remove.

The outlines of the figures are formed by grooves on channels smoothly
and regularly cut or incised in the top surface and on two sides, of the

width shown on the tracing, and arc from three-fourths of an inch to a

mere trace in depth. The foot-prints and cup-shaped cavities are carved

about the same depth, except the large circular disc, which also is a cupped-

shaped cavity, about five inches in depth. There are the outlines of* two
animals carved on the sides, one on the south side, which is shown on the

tracing, and the other on the east side, not, shown.

The figure composed of three connected links, with three linos or per-

haps arrows drawn across them, I ana inclined to place to the credit, of

vandalism, which is still in rapid progress, and will ultimately destroy tho

original carvings. Some of the lines are becoming quite faint, owing no

doubt to erosion by the atmosphere. We only traced those lines and por-

tions of lines that, were distinctly legible.

Mr. Joseph Horner, and old resident of Millsborough, informs me that

the figures were much more distinct, when he first saw them fifty years

ago, than at tho present time. A. tradition exists in the neighborhood that,

the early settlers were informed by the Indians, that they bad no knowl-

edge of the authors of the carvings, but that they found them as the

"white men" then saw them. The tracing shows all the figures re*

versed, but by looking through the canvas from the other side you can
see them in their true position, which may bo done by placing lights be-

hind it. The tracing was made by painting the grooves and indentations

with a, mixture of lamp-black and turpentine, and then spreading strips of

muslin over the portions painted, and by using a brush and our fingers,

PROO. AMBlt. vn.IT.08. BOO. xnt. 116. 4 I . PRINTED NOVEMBER 29, 1884.
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the lines were transferred to the muslin ; after which it was sowed together

in proper connection, and the lines made more permanent by repainting

with diluted printers' ink. Mr. E. B. Harden, of the State Geological Sur-

vey, recently photographed a small portion of the top surface of the rock ;

hut was unable to obtain a proper position for photographing the whole sur-

face. To do this properly an elevated position would be necessary at some

distance from the rock. This could be done by the aid of a, small amount

of lumber and tools, which wo did not have at hand at the time of our

visit.

Plale 2 is a reduction from a tracing on muslin (natural size), showing

the figures carved on Hie surface of a rock located on the east shore of the

Monongahela river, a half mile below Gtneva, in Fayette county, Penn-

sylvania. The rock has a fairly even and smooth upper surface, falling

slightly toward the waler, and is an eroded portion of the Morgantown

sandstone in place. A portion of this rock containing figures was removed

some years since, and used in constructing a building in Geneva. The

figures thus removed I did not see.

The execution of the carvings appears to be of the same character as

that on the rock shown by Plato 1. The marked resemblance of many of

the figures leads me to consider it of the same age and origin as the other

carved rocks in this region. At the time of my visit, in 1881, the upper

portion of the rock rested only about four feet above low water, and I

have since learned that, the portion containing the figures copied lias been

rendered inaccessible by the back water, formed in the pool from the con-

struction of Lock and Dam, No. 7, at a point nearly two miles farther

down the river.

I Male :; is also a reduction from a tracing of a carved rock located in

West Virginia, near the north side of the Evansville pike, six miles south-

east of Morgantown. This is along the crest of an elevated ridge, com-

manding a fine view of the surrounding country. The ridge; on either

side of this pike is strewn with numerous large blocks of sandstone, evi-

dently detached from their native bed, and many of them present excel-

lent surfaces for carving. But I only found two of them to contain any

figures, out of a large number which I examined in the vicinity.

The figures Shown on this plate were all found on one rock, and are

represented in their true position. They are incised or cut in the top sufacc,

evidently in the same manner as the rocks already mentioned. Tin; small

pot-shaped holes, buffalo and bear tracks form a common featuie of all

these pictured rocks. Each individual rock is however usually found to

contain some figures not shown on others. Slight variations are also

noticeable in the manner of representing certain animals and reptiles ;
as

for Instance difference in posture. The rattlesnake is distinguishable by the

line or bar which marks the termination of the body proper and shows the

beginning of the rattles. The semi-circular figure on the left side of the

plate forms, in my judgment, an Interesting feature of this rock. It strikes

me that, this figure has been intended to represent a horse's track or foot-
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print. If this interpretation bo a correct one, it goes toward fixing the
age of the workmanship, and brings it within the historic period of North.

America.

Stated Meeting, October 17, 1884-

] 'resent, 15 members.

President, Mr. Fbaley, in the Chair.

A Idler requesting exchanges was received from Mr. J. C.

Ivoweil, Librarian of the University of California, dated Berke-

ley, Oetober 1. On motion, the University of California was

plaeed on the list to receive the Transactions and Proceedings

from the beginning.

A letter requesting missing numbers of Transactions and

Proceedings American Philosophical Society was received

from the Imperial Society of Nature, Moscow, dated Sop-

tember 1.

Donations to the Library were reported from the Eoyal So-

ciety of Victoria; the Annales des Mines and Revue Politique;

the Royal Academy of History at Madrid; the Meteorologi-

cal Office, the Journal of Foresty and London Nature; Dr.

Edward Jarvis, of Boston; Earvard University; the New
York Academy of Sciences; the College of Pharmacy, the

Franklin Institute, the Engineers' Club, the American Journal

of Medical Sciences, Rev. E. W. Syle, Mr. lie irv Phillips, Jr.,

and L. E. Hamersly, of Philadelphia ; the Maryland Histori-

cal Society; the Bureau of Education, the United States

National Museum and the Surgeon-General's Office at "Wash-

ington.

A paper on ITerderite was read by Dr. F. A. Gcntli.

A paper on the Language and Ethnographic position of the

Xinka (Shinka) Indians of Guatemala was read by Dr. D. G.

Brinton. The paper embraced two vocabularies of three dia-

lects, the only known existing specimens of the language.

Dr. Syle objected to the statement made in the memoir that the absence

of native names of salt, maize, &e., must necessarily be taken as evidence

that the aboriginal XInkas did not know, or possess the articles until the

advent of their Aztec and Maya conquerors ; adducing the lact that the
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Japanese now use many Chinese names for things which they had before,

and for which they had and still have their own names.

Mr. Phillips instanced the adoption of the word -'alcohol" by the En-

glish, and their abandonment of "spirits of wine."

Dr. Urinton replied that the evidence was made stronger by the foreign

words being repeated in all three dialects ; and that comparative philologists

recognize the rule as a good one, and the inference as reasonable, that if

the Xinka vocabularies have no native word for hat, and have instead the

Spanish word sombrero, the hat was probably not an article of native dress.

Mr. Ashburner described observations at the Lnray caverns,

and at the Natural Bridge, in Virginia, which lie had made

recently.

Ho found by barometric and by direct measurements that the tradition-

ary data of the French Engineers were exaggerated. Instead of 215', be

made the crown of the arch 1815' and 187' above the stream. Instead of

the popularly received 2000' above tide, his connections with the nearest

railway station made the stream 015', and the crown of the arch 1102'

A. T., and the. Hotel 1040'. The thickness of the bridge at the north side

is 46' ; at the south side 86'.

Cedar creek flows beneath the bridge southward. The rock of the bridge

is nearly horizontal. The rocks north of the bridge dip steeply towards

it (i. e., downstream, southward) ; those south of the bridge dip percepti-

bly also towards it (*. «., upstream, northward). There is, therefore, a

local synclinal at the bridge ; and Mr. Ashburner would thus account, for

the existence of the bridge at that particular point. The last remnant of

the roof of a long cavern, following a special stratum across a synclinal,

would necessarily be left precisely in the axial line of the trough.

The Lnray cavern ramifies to great distances, but, always in a particular

group ol limestone beds, limited to 85 feet. The cavern of the Natural

Bridge must, have been limited to a certain soluble horizon of the forma-

tion. Its great height now is no safe index of the height of the cavern

formerly; nor of the width of the soluble rock zone ; but is to be ascribed

to the vertical erosion of its channel by Cedar creek, in adjusting its water

slope to the neighboring open lower country.

Dr. Frazer remarked that when he visited the Bridge three years ago he

noticed steep (48' » b) dips further south ; and therefore that the synclinal

must be very local.

Dr. Frazer desired, to place on record his dissent from Prof.

H. G. Lewis's paper on a great trap range through. Southern

Pennsylvania, read at the late meeting <>(:' the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science ; because the discus-

sion which followed tin; reading of that paper would not appear

in the volume of the Transactions of the Association.
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Trap Dykes in the Arehcean Rocks of Southeastern Pennsylvania,

By Dr. Persifor Frazer.

{Head before the American Philosophical Society, October 17, ISS4.)

Among the geological papers announced to be read in Section E of the

late meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,

in Philadelphia, was one by Prof. Henry Carvill Lewis on a Trap dyke in

Eastern Pennsylvania. It describes a dyke which (its author asserted)

had been overlooked by the speaker and other geologists in this portion of

the State, and which was distinguished, both by its great length and by

certain peculiarities of position,* from other dykes in Pennsylvania.

This faulted dyke is supposed to have been laterally thrown for a dis-

tance that was understood to be five miles as Prof. Lewis described it.

But on hearing that the "hade" or dips were nearly vertical in both

parts which it was thought were once in contact. Prof. James Geikie

thought that any previous continuity of the two dykes must be aban-

doned, f

In describing the course of his dyke, Prof. Lewis remarked, "Dr.

Erazer failed to trace it through- Chester county, though ho has a small

portion of it on his geological map in Easttown township ; nevertheless I

have followed it over the surface, foot by foot, by the loose boulders on

the surface ; and found it to be continuous," or words to this effect.

There happened to be on the wall the joined maps of the four counties

which the speaker had prepared for the Second Geological Survey, viz:

Adams, York, Lancaster and Chester, and he referred to them as follows:};

The great amount of disintegration of the surface rocks of Chester

county has caused a deep soil, which overlies a large portion of the rocks

of the county on the line of this dyke, and the constant movement of this

soil renders it very difficult to trace the buried outcrops by loose boulders

and fragments. The consequence of this is that it one maps all the locali-

ties where masses of trap are found, and attempts to Connect then) bylines,

the irregularity of the latter will inform liim that he is probably not

representing the facts of structure as they exist. In Adams county, where

the decomposition is generally much less profound than in Chester, in the

* The text of tliis paper is not at hand and the writer must trust ins memory
for its contents. It la very unfortunate that In the reports of the proceedings

or Section) or the a. a. a. k., there should be no aooount. taken of the discus-

stons on papers; especially in cases where statements are observed anil

pointed out which seem to he at variance Willi a cautious judgment of the

facta. The disadvantage of this state of things to the oause to which the

Association is nominally devoted is still further Increased by the long period

which innsi. elapse betorea paper finds its way Into print. Error is notoriously

fleet of foot, and with a year's start may defy pursuit.

t in a rather exceptionally full notice of this paper (omitting however men-

tion of the objections to It) given in Scicucr subsequently, the limit, Is stated to

be several thousand feet, but the extent of the lateral displacement, is men-

tioned only as "large."

JThe following remarks are quoted froui memory and somewhat amplified.
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region of the dykes, a great deal of work was necessary before the seeming-

ly capricious outcrops could be brought into anything like order. Let any

one look at the regularity of the three threads of trap passing from N. E. to

S. W. on the map of Adams county of the First Geological Survey, and

compare it with the irregular and broken lines of the trap in the map of

the game county by the present Survey, and he will find a case in point,

It will not suffice to And three or four occurrences of fragments of trap,

lying more or less in a straight line, in a distance of a mile or more, in order

to assume a, dyke of trap connecting them under the soil.

On looking over the maps of the townships south of the Chester valley,

which the speaker carried Into the field when engaged in the Geological

Survey, he remarks in a great- many places notes of trap fragments on the

surface. Hut with some experience in tracing the outcrop of this rock,

he did not, feel justified in Connecting these isolated indications together,

and he still doubts whether this should he done. The absence of a map

of the dyke prevents him from saying how many of these occurrences are

included within the dyke mentioned by Prof. Lewis, but no single dyke

can include many of them.

It is a very different matter if it is merely claimed that this supposed

new dyke indicates the direction of a zone or belt of disturbance along

which two, twenty, or fifty outbursts of igneous rock may have taken

place, just as it is shown that, in north-western York and central Adams

counties, notwithstanding all the irregularity of the outcrops, there is a

general zone along which the main outflows lutve taken place.

The considerations which the speaker has so often urged in connection

with this region, make the existence of such a. belt exceedingly probable,

(See Memoire, sur la panic; S, E. de la l'ennsylvanie, pp. 00, 100-h etc.) It

has been abundantly urged, both in this memoire and elsewhere, that the

exceedingly straight southern limit of the Chester valley implies other

causes at work than those of ordinary deposition : in other words, a great

longitudinal crack along the southern side of which the lower measures

were brought up ; that this great crack would in all probability be connected

with Others Crossing or diverging from it, hardly needs to be slated; but

if the speaker was unable to represent this line of fracture by a single

well defined dyke, there are abundant allusions both to outflows of

trap and to the existence of a belt of dislocation, as the following from

C* will show, p. 280. "The trap dyke, traceable only by its broken

fragments! on the surface, which has been alluded to as occupying the

southern edge of Tredyffrin township, enters Eaattovm," etc. (here follows

a detailed statement of its course), * * * " when its traces cease to be

apparent, though a few scattering boulders and fragments of trap are met

with. "|
Geology of Chester county, Persifor Frazer, edited by J. P. Lesley.

tor course, a. trap dyke may be assumed when the whole ground Is made up of

the larger or smaller fragments, but the question how many trap fragments will

enable one I ssume the presence of a dyke Is, like many others, not capable of

a general answer.
JThe trap here referred to la part ol the "great dyke " which forms the sub-

ject of tho paper above alluded to.
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In the succeeding township, WilUstoim, it is stated of the rocks :
" * * *

Southernmost of all, abroad band of syenitic granite and hornblcndic

gneiss, in which latter are dykes of doierite (as near Lukens'), and
another band of serpentine. How would these facts agree with the

hypothesis hinted at above, that the lower Primal was represented by the

pseudo-quartz porphyry and feldspar porphyry; that this was overlain

by the quartzite proper; this by schists, and this by limestone ; that there

had been first a synclinal valley of all these, and finally a break in or on

the side of the valley, by means of which the lower measures had been

thrown up on the south and planed off evenly," etc.

Under West Goshen township "fragments of doierite are frequent, but

no dyke was apparent." In the description of West Marlborough town-

ship, "Syenite apparently belonged to a dyke, of which the exact position

was not determined," is noticed south of Doe run, and "loose pieces of

doierite were deemed Insufficient to warrant the placing of this formation

on the colored map" (p. 307). In the description of Bast NolUngluitn,

fragments of syenite are mentioned, &c, &c. (p. 848).

In addition to I he above references in the text of C4 to trap, there are marks

in the following localities on township maps used in the field by the speaker,

which indicate the presence of igneous rock fragments which were not

placed upon the county map because not sufficiently indicative of the

position of the parent dyke : Bast Goshen, N.E., K. and IT. W. of Goshen-

ville; West Goshen, near water works; Bast Bradford, near Copesville

;

Bast Marlborough, near Unionville ; West Marlborough, S. W. and N. W.
of Upland, near and W. of Wooilville, etc. ; Lower Oxford, near Lincoln

University, etc.; Basttown; Willistowri, near While House P.O., N. and

N.W. of Sugartown ; Highland, near Gum Tree anil nearFairview School

House
; Kennett; New Gardon, near Toughkenamon, etc.

It is not pretended that these citations cover all the places where trap

was found, but they will servo to indicate that in the opinion of some field

workers, there is a long step to be taken from the occurrence of a num-

ber of trap fragments on the surface to the establishment of a dyke in

place.

Prof. Lewis concluded his description by saying, that such a dyke

would form an Important feature In the geology of the State. In this the

speaker agreed with him, though whether or not the line of the trap be as

continuous as he has represented it, tho belt of disturbance had been

established long ago.

But this dyke, if established, would be singularly confirmatory of the

long fault and southern upthrow, which constitute the kernel of the speak-

er's hypothesis of the structure of the rocks in Southeastern Pennsylvania.

:

for, that there should lie a fracture filled with injected rock, following

just the course which the speaker has ever maintained the fault to occupy,

for "ninety miles;" and that the upthrow iu one place (not in Chester

county) was, "several thousand feet," in extent, would be clearly cor-

roboratory of the speaker's view.
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The position of this belt is indicated, G,. (I. ci.), as follows: * * *

"These slates are bordered by a great belt of serpentine, of which

the northern boundary is nearly parallel with the southern margin of the

limestone itself, as if the mass of schists intervening had about a uniform

thickness, and that the serpentine were a true contact formation occurring

between these schists and the lower rocks."

Attention was drawn to another statement of Prof. Lewis, viz : that the

lithologicaJ characteristic! of this dyke were constant throughout its range.

This was entirely at variance with the speaker's observation. There were

strongly marked differences of texture, structure, and constitution between

many of these outcrops in the townships south of the Chester valley, and

near Conshohocken.

On llerderite. By F. A. Genth.

(Read be/ore the American Philosophical Society, October 17, I8S4.)

In the American Journal of Science [8], xxvii, 135-138, in an article on

llerderite, by William Earl Hidden and .lames li. Mackintosh, the latter

published his analysis of this rare mineral from Stoneham, Me. In aletter

to the editors of the " Nc.ue .Tahrbueh dcr Mineralogie, &c," of 1884, ii,

134-130, Professor A. Weisbach gives the results of a comparative exami-

nation of the original herderitc from Ehronfriedcrsdorf, Saxony, and ot

that of Stoneham, Me., made at his suggestion by Dr. CI. Winkler.

These Investigations, showing remarkable discrepancies not only be-

tween Dr. Winkler's analyses of the herderitc from the two localities, but

also between those of the two analysts of the Stoneham mineral, it was

desirable to re-examine this interesting species.

I am under great obligations to Mr. George F. Kunz, who has kindly

furnished me with the material for this investigation, from which I was

able to pick out over 2.5 grms. of pure crystals.

Referring to the occurrence of herderite, he has sent me the following

communication, dated New York, October 14th, 1884 :

"(in revisiting the stoneham locality I found that the herderite had all been

"obtained from a vein of margarodite, (our feet wide, about twenty feet long,

"worked to a depth often feet. This vein Is on the side of the top of Harndon

"hit!, about one hundred feet from the place where was found the topaz obtained

"by me (see Proceeding* New York Academy'of Science, November and Be-

"ccuitter, ISM'2, and American Journal "f Science, Feb., 1888), and not In the same
"pocket, as stated In the article, in the American Journal of Science, Jan. 7,

"1884. The vein is almost entirely margarodlte, occurring here in unexampled
" crystals. Tttese at times covin- spaces four or five inches square with distinct

"perfect, erystalsof margarodltS) also altering to serpentine, and associated

" with it what is possibly topaz, altered into serpentine.
" The herderite occurs almost invariably In crystals, implanted on the mar-

" garodlte, crystals of quart!, and in a few instances on columbito.
" Between the herderite vein and the topaz vein worked by me were found the

"large columbite and friplilc. Two distinct erystalsof triplite have been found

"recently.
"Signed, GEOBGE V. KUNZ."
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The analysis of herderito presents great difficulties, and the following
methods have been used in the different analyses :

T. A portion of the material was slightly yellowish, and probably con-
taminated with a trace of mica. 1.0884 grm. were slowly ignited to a
bright red heat in a well covered platinum crucible, and lost 4.80 per cent

;

after ignition, the lid and outside margin of the crucible were found
coated with a film, which, when moistened with water, gave a strongly
acid reaction.

About equal weights of silica and the mineral were fused with about six
parts of sodium carbonate for one hour. The well-fused mass, which was
greenish from a minute quantity of manganese, was lixiviated with water
and should now have contained all the phosphoric acid, and fluorine. The
silica in the solution was precipitated by ammonium carbonate, and from
its filtrate the remaining silica by zinc oxide, dissolved in ammonium car-
bonate and ammonia. From the filtrate of the zinc silicate after evapora-
tion to dryness and dissolving in water, the greater portion of the sodium
carbonate was neutralized with dilute nitric acid, then precipitated with
silver nitrate, keeping the liquid slightly alkaline. In the filtrate the
balance of the fluorine (which had not been expelled by ignition), was
precipitated together with calcium carbonate by calcium chloride. The
mixed precipitate was ignited, dissolved in acetic acid, evaporated to dry-
ness, the calcium acetate dissolved out by water and the calcium fluoride
determined. It gave 1.57 per cent which would give, with that driven off
by ignition, about 6.4 per cent.

The zinc silicate precipitate was found to contain phosphoric acid.

The portion insoluble in water was dissolved in a little hydrochloric
acid and the clear solution precipitated by ammonia, and this separation
twice repeated, and washed, until the filtrate was free from lime. The
precipitate was ignited and weighed. It gave over 37 per cent and con-
tained a large quantity of phosphoric acid. It was then re-dissolved in

hydrochloric aeid, the excess driven off by evaporation, then dissolved in

water and enough sodium hydrate added to re-dissolve the greater portion
of the precipitate. From the filtrate of the insoluble portion the phosphoric
acid was precipitated by baryum hydrate as baryum phosphate ; in the fil-

trate from this the excoss of baryum was removed by sulphuric acid, and
from the filtrate of the baryum sulphate, the glucina and alumina were
precipitated with ammonia. The residue insoluble in sodium hydrate
contained about 4.5 per cent of lime, nearly ,1 per cent of phosphoric
acid, a little iron and glucina and alumina, which latter were added to

the ammonia precipitate.

These wore then re-dissolvod in as little acid as possible, precipitated by
ammonia, and the separation of glucina from alumina attempted by that

method, recommended by the highest authorities as the most perfect,

namely, boiling these hydrates with a concentrated solution of am-
monium chloride. The strength of the solution was kept so, that on

r-JlQC. AMER. i-hilos. soc. xxt. 116. 4j. printed DECEMBER If), 1884.
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cooling a small quantity of ammonium chloride crystallized out. It

was boiled briskly for a whole day, and did not show any bumbing
at all ; a large insoluble residue remained. It had a slightly yellow-

ish color from a little iron, but had not the slimy gelatinous appear-

ance which alumina would have presented, but, on the contrary, it

was, without being crystalline, more granular and resembled beryl-

lium hydrate precipitated on boiling from a dilute solution in sodium

hydrate. The filtrate was precipitated with ammonia and gave 5.61

per cent of ignited beryllium oxide. That portion insoluble in am-
monium chloride dissolved readily in a minute quantity of dilute hydro-

chloric acid. Sodium hydrate was now added and the whole evaporated

in a platinum dish to a pasty consistency, then diluted with cold water

and the little ferric hydrate filtered off, which was subsequently dissolved

in hydrochloric acid, precipitated by ammonia. In washing the iron

precipitate the fdtrate became gradually more and more turbid. It was

still more diluted with water and boiled for about one hour, when it was
filtered off and washed ; it gave 8.09 per cent.* The filtrate was now
acidulated with hydrochloric acid and precipitated by ammonia and gave

0.17 per cent of alumina, which was dissolved in hydrochloric acid and

precipitated by ammonia and was found to be insoluble in ammonium car-

bonate.

The different constituents were added together and gave the results

given below. A considerable quantity of phosphoric acid was lost proba-

bly in the zinc silicate before I was aware of the fact that this retained such

a large portion of it, and only 41. 7G per cent were obtained.

II. 0.8008 grrri. of finely powdered perfect crystals, dried over one week
over sulphuric acid, were fused with twice their weight of silica and

sodium carbonate, and the mass treated as in I. It was found, however,

that for this mineral this method, even with such an excess of silica, can-

not be used advantageously, as the phosphoric acid, notwithstanding the

most careful operations, was contaminating almost every precipitate and

was largely contained in the zinc silicate. After the greater portion of the

phosphoric acid was obtained, there was still about 4.5 per cent with the

glucina and ferric oxide, from which it was separated by ammonium

* Tills unexpected bchav)or of glucina witjl a boiling solution or ammonium
Chloride Induced me to make the following experiments: A quantity of

beryllium carbonate, prepared from beryl, from Aeworth, N. H., was dissolved

in hydrochloric acid, to the strongly acid solution ammonia was added until it

showed a slightly alkaline reaction. It was boiled briskly lor one day, then fil-

tered, the undissolved residue was again dissolved in an excess of hydrochloric
acid, precipitated by ammonia and bolledfoT another day and Altered. The two
filtrates were mixed and precipitated by ammonia and gave 0.1158 grm. of beryl-

lium oxide. The insoluble residue was dissolved in just enough hydrochloric
acid precipitated and rcdissolvcd by sodium hydrate, diluted with much water
and boiled for one I r. The preoipitate weighed after ignition Q.1422 grins.

Both were converted into anhydrous sulphates, the first furnishing 0.4742 grm.
containing 80s ™ 73.88 and BeO 24,42; the second gave Q.S9I2 grm. .sulphate pf

beryllium with 803 =75.!15 and, BeO = 21.0;"'.
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molybdate. The excess of molybdic acid was removed by precipitating

the slightly acid solution by nitrate of lead. The excess of lead and trace

of molybdenum were precipitated by hydrogen sulphide, and from the

filtrate the glucina, ferric oxide and alumina separated by sodium hydrate

as in I. I am afraid that a portion of the fluorine was lost in a similar

way. The ignited calcium fluoride was treated with sulphuric acid and
weighed as calcium sulphate, and, as probably a little silica was there

which was volatilized as silicon tetrafluoride, it lost 1 per cent, and gave

only 0.04 per cent of fluorine.

III. 0.8303 grm. of the same material as I, was intimately mixed with a

known quantity of freshly ignited plumbic oxide, and put in a small

platinum crucible with close cover, this was placed in a larger plati-

num crucible which had some magnesia in the bottom, it was then tightly

covered and gradually heated to a strong red heat, which was continued

for twenty minutes. After cooling the small crucible had sustained a loss

of 0.0020 grm., which would represent 0.61 per cent. The contents of

the crucible were completely fused and the lid showed a, slight film, As
lead fluoride is slightly volatile, it is a question whether this very small loss

may not be owing to this, and that the mineral is anhydrous.

The fused mass was dissolved in acetic acid and filtered, the residue,

consisting mostly of lead phosphate and fluoride, was dissolved in diluted

nitric acid. A pulverulent residue, containing amongst other substances

calcium fluoride, was Altered oft', the fluorine driven oft by sulphuric acid

and the sulphates added to the other portion of tin; analysis. It was

found that a considerable portion of the lead phosphate had gone in

solution, therefore all the liquids, from which the lead had been removed

by hydrogen sulphide, were united and the analysis finished as under II.

IV. 0.5850 grm. of the very finely powered perfect crystals from an-

other specimen with traces of albitc was placed in a platinum crucible

moistened with water, and then sulphuric acid was added and it was
evaporated until copious lumos of sulphuric acid went off. It was dis-

solved in water and hydrochloric acid. A very slight portion, 0.0070

grm., escaped the decomposition and was therefore deducted from the

original quantity. The solution was precipitated by ammonia which

would precipitate all the glucina, alumina, ferric oxide and a part of the

lime in combination, with all the phosphoric acid, and would leave the

calcium which was in combination with the llourine in solution. I found

that 18.16 per cent had not been precipitated, which corresponds to 8.93

per cent of fluorine, whicb is probably more correct than 6.04 per cent as

found by direct determination. The precipitate by ammonia was dissolved

in nitric acid, the phosphoric acid precipitated by ammonium molybdate

and the analysis finished as above.
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To my four analyses I add for comparison those of Mr. Mackintosh and

Dr. Winkler.

Stoneham. fi

Bhi
iede

"W

•en-
rsdorf.

I II Ill IV Maoklntoah. Winkler. nkler.

PA = 41.76 — 43.01 — 43.38 — 40.43 — 44.81 — 41.51 — 42.44

BeO = 14.00 — 15.01 — 15.17 — 15.04 — 15. 7G .— 14.84 — 8.61

A1A = 0.17 — 0.22 _ 0.09— 0.20 — 2.2G — 0.58

FeaO„ = 0.48 — 0.31 -- 0.49— 0.15 — — 1.18 — 1.77

MnO = 0.09 — 0.08-- 0.12— 0.11 — —
CaO = 33.90 — 34.06-- 33.74 — 33.05 — 33.21 — 88.67 — 34.06

Ha
= .

—

. — 1 0.01 — ? 0.01— — 6.59 — 0.54

Fl = ?0.04 — . 8.93 11.32

102.12 104.00

LessO = 3.76 4.70

98.80 99.84

—
Silicic acid and the alkalies belonging to the albito, etc., have not been

determined, it should be remembered however that 0.20 alumina repre-

sents one per cent of albite.

The analysis made by Mr. Mackintosh and myself show that horderito

is anhydrous beryllium-calcium phosphate and fluoride,—with traces only

of alumina and ferric oxide and perhaps a little water. The traces of alu-

mina are owing to slight admixtures of traces of mica and albite.

Somewhat, doubtful is the exact quantity of fluorine which it contains.

Mr. Mackintosh determined its quantity from the excess of lime which he

found. A determination which I have made in the same manner gave me
a far lower result, instead of 11.32, only 8.93 per cent. My direct fluorine

determination is probably too low, owing to the incomplete decomposi-

tion of the mineral by fusion with silica and sodium carbonate and the

difficulties in the separation of fluorine from such a solution. A doubt

also exists as to the 0.61 per cent loss by fusion with plumbic oxide,

whether it is water or lead fluoride.

As all my material was used up I could not attempt any other determi-

nation for clearing up these doubtful points.

It is to be regretted that the results of Dr. Winkler's two analyses are

so very unsatisfactory, and that he has sacrificed the very precious Ehren-

friedersdorf herderite by employing incorrect methods for his analyses.

By ignition bo has volatilized the greater portion of tho fluorine, then

by evaporation with nitric acid the rest may have gone (although nitric

acid is less liable to drive off hydrofluoric acid than hydrochloric acid

would be) ; therefore when he subsequently tested for fluorine, there was
no more left than sufficient to give a doubtful reaction.

Although it is stated (Hose's Qual. Analyse, Leipzig, 1867, p. 212), in-

correctly as I believe, that boiling with sodium acetate does not precipitate
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glucina, I am not awaro that this method has ever hoen suggested to sep-
arate gluclna from alumina by boiling a solution, nearly neutralized with
sodium carbonate,, with sodium acetate. It is a known fact (see Graham-
Otto's Anorganischc Chemie, by Michaelis, iii, 2 Halfte, p. Gi)4) that from
a solution of beryllium chloride the glucina is precipitated on boiling with
sodium acetate.*

Dr. Winkler does not state that he has tested his so-called alumina for

its purity, which is unfortunate, or he would have found that a slight trace

of it might have been present, but that the precipitate was nearly pure
glucina. There can be very Utile doubt that the Ehrenfriedersdorf and
Sloneham mineral are identical in composition. There is also a larger

percentage of ferric oxide in Dr. Winkler's analysis than found by me.
Might this not have come from Ihe molybdic acid which he used? The
ammonium molybdate—-prepared from Merk's molybdic acid—which I

use contains in 100°° 0.00a grms. ferric oxide. As I used measured
quantities, a corresponding amount of ferric oxide was deducted.

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, October 17, 1SS/,..

Notes on the Natural Bridge of Virginia. By Charles A. Ashburner.

{October S, 1884/ see Pa9^ 000.)

During a recent trip to Virginia (September 2 to fl), I visited the Natural
Bridge, and although in possession of the tourist guide book of the lo-

cality (edition of 188 1) and the admirable articles published by Major ,Ted.

Hotchkiss in "The Virginias," I failed to obtain certain information relat-

ing to the bridge which would bo of special interest to the topographer
and geologist. Some of the observations which I made, although of a
general character, may bo of interest to members of the American Philo-

sophical Society.

The bridge is undoubtedly the remnant of the top of a cave which was

• In order to show the value of tho method used by Dr. Winkler for tbo
separation of alumina and gluolua, a quantity of beryllium carbonate was
dissolved In hydrochloric acid, evaporated to dryness, diluted with about
150°° of water, noarly neutralized with sodium carbonate, then about 2 grams
of sodium acetate were added and the solution heated. At about 80° it be-
came turbid, and after two boms boiling a considerable precipitate had
formed, which was Altered off and washed. It was dissolved In dilute hydro-
chloric acid, then sodium hydrate was added to redissolve the preolpltate, then
It was diluted with muoh water and save on boiling beryllium hydrate, whloh
after Ignition weighed 0.0855 grams. The nitrate from tho precipitate produced
by sodium acetate was precipitated by ammonia and gave 0.2705 grm. This
shows that 24.,') per cent were precipitated by "boiling, and that the methodls
worthless tor the »eparatl if gluolna from alumina. By a greater dilution
and a more strict neutralization perhaps all the glucina might have been
precipitated.
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probably formed long before the Luray Cavern, which is excavated out of

the same limestone formation. The bridge seems to bo located in the

centre of a gentle basin or syncline in the strata, which may account for

the roof of the ancient cavern being left at this special point. The height

of the bridge has evidently been much augmented by a lowering of the

bed of Cedar creek through the agency of chemical and mechanical

erosion after the destruction of the original cavern. The height of the

cavity at the point where the bridge now exists being in consequence very

much less than the present height of intrados of the bridge arch.

The elevation above ocean level of the railroad track at Natural Bridge

Station on the Shenandoah Valley B. It., is 760 feet, and the elevation of

Cedar creek under the north face of the bridge arch is 915 feet, as deter-

mined by two independent lines of barometric levels which I ran from the

railroad station to the bridge. The height of the crown of the arch on tho

north side at the "Lookout Point" is 188 feet above the creek, measured

with a cotton twine, which was the only line of the required length which

could be obtained. The same measured by barometer (Short and Mason

aluminium aneroid), was determined as 180 feet. Neither of these methods

of measurements are sufficiently exact to permit of a final statement, but

are of interest in the absence of more definite data. The thickness of tho

arch under the crown on the north side is approximately 46 feet, and on

the south side 36 feet.

Much has been written and published about this Natural Bridge since

the appearance, a century ago, of the Travels of the Marquis do Chastellux

in North America, in 1780-2, but, there appears to be a lack of a complete

description of the bridge and its surroundings which is readily available,

which would prove of special value to the topographer and geologist.

Stated Meeting, November 7, I881h

Present, 18 members.

President, Mr. FRALET, in the Chair.

Col. Ludlow, Dr. Randolph, and Mr. Dickson, new members,

were introduced to tlie presiding officer and. took their seats.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Royal

Academy at Madrid (XVI, i, 113, 114); the Society of Antiqua-

ries of London (415); and the Maine Historical Society (I 15).

A letter of envoy was received from the Meteorological

Office, Royal Society, London. '
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Donations to the Library were reported from the Eoyal

Academy of Belgium ; the Armalos des Mines ; the Revue

Politique; the Meteorological Council of the Eoyal Society, and

London Nature ; the Cambridge Philological Society; the

Natural History Society at Montreal; the Boston Society of

Natural History ; the American. Philological Association at

Cambridge; the American Journal of Science; the American

Chemical Journal; the Franklin Institute ;
Pennsylvania His-

torical Society ; Prof. J. P. Lesley ; Mr. Henry Phillips, Jr.

;

Mr. A. E. Eoote; the Wyoming Historic,:!,] and Geographical

Society ;
the Commissioners of Education

;
the Secretary of the

Navy; the United States Fish Commission; the United States

National Museum ; the United States Naval Observatory ; the

Smithsonian Institution; the American Journal of Mathe-

matics; Major Jed. Ilotchkiss, of Staunton, Va.; the editor of

the Western Magazine, Cleveland"; the Colorado Scientific

Society; the Astronomical Observatory of Mexico, and the

Imperial Observatory of Eio de Janeiro.

Dr. Rushenbergor accepted his appointment to prepare an

obituary notice of Dr. R. E. Rogers.

Mr. Vaux accepted his appointment to prepare a notice of

Mr. Henry M. Phillips.

The death of Mr. John Biddle, of Philadelphia,, October 19,

aged 70 years, was announced.

The death'of Mr. C. E. Rawlins, of Liverpool, aged 71 years,

was. announced.

Dr. Syle exhibited copies of the Shanghai Chinese Illustrated

News, picturing the defeat of the French, troops by the Chinese

in the late battles; and described the peculiarities of the struc-

ture of the Chinese language.

' Prof. Cope presented 'An Analysis of the bark of the Fou-

quieira splendens," by Miss Helen C. D. Abbott.

Prof. E. D. Cope mentioned some of the results of his studies

on the Batrachian and Reptilian fauna of Mexico and Central

America, which had been prosecuted by the use of material

mainly placed at his disposal by the Smithsonian Institution.
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The total number of species described up to date is six hundred

and ten, which is described as follows

:

Genera. Species.

fUrorlela 6 15)
Batkaciita. -^ Gymnophiona; 4 7 [ 120

(Anura 31 98 J

fOocodilia 2 3]

Rpt>tttta ! Testudinata 11 28 [ ,
fisKEITILTA

"-]Lacertilia 42 188 f

488

[Ophidia !)2 274J

On motion of Dr. Brinton it was

Resolved. The expediency of preparing and printing a Dictionary of the

Lenni Lenapt': language, based on that of the Kev. David Zeisberger, and
thus completing the presentation of that language, begun in our Trans-
actions in 1827 by our former President, Peter Stephen Duponceau, ho
referred to the Publication Committee, with instructions to report at the

first regular meeting in January, 1885.

Pending nominations Nos. 1031, 1032 and new nomination

No. 1033, were read, and the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, November 21, lS8/h

Present, 15 members.

President, Mr. Fkaley, in the Chair.

- An acknowledgment of the receipt of Proceedings Nos. 112,

114, 115 was received from the Boyal Zoological Society of

Amsterdam.

A. letter of envoy was received from the Librarian of the

University of California.

A letter was received from the United States Department
of the Interior, offering copies of the Blue Book, or Official

Eegister of the United States.

A circular invitation was received from the Natural History

Society at Bamberg, to assist at the celebration of its Fiftieth

Anniversary, on November 8, 1884.
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Donations for the Library were received from Mr. Paul
Albrecht, of Brussels; the Geographical Society at Paris;

Eoyal Academy of History at Madrid; Eoyal Meteorological

and Astronomical Societies of London ; London Nature ; the

Boston Society of Natural History; Science Becord; New-
York Meteorological Observatory; American Journal of Phar-

macy; Mr. Henry Phillips, Jr. ; the Maryland Historical So-

ciety; Johns Hopkins University; United States Fish Com-
mission; United States Department of the Interior; Kansas
State Historical Society, and University of California.

The death of Eli K. Price, senior Vice President of the

Society, at his residence, in South 15th street, Philadelphia, on
the 11th inst., in the 88th year of his age (born July 20, 1797),

was announced.

The following contributions to the Society were read

:

1. Notes on the Geological Structure of Tazewell, Kussell,

Wise, Smyth, and Washington counties, of Virginia, by John
J. Stevenson, Professor of Geology in the University of New
York, with seven cross sections and a geological map.

Mr. Lesley remarked that—
This memoir was a continuation of Prof. Stevenson's description of the

Geology of Southwestern Virginia, read before the Society, August 20,

1880, January 21, 1881, and October 7, 1881 ; but without further reference

to the economics of the region.

The absence of the Chemung and Portage and Genesee formations VIII

/, e, d, from long outcrops In Lee, Wise and part of Scott counties (although

the Chemung is present on Indian creek, &c. further east) ; the absence of

the coarser members of the Hamilton VIII e, and the Marcellus VIII b,

so that only 900 feet of black slate is left ; the absence of the Upper Holder-
berg VIII a, Oriskany VII, Lower Helderberg VI, and Onondaga V*

—

leaving merely the Clinton V a, and Medina IV b, o, which, however, thin

out and disappear themselves, but in a southeasterly direction—are facts of
importance to the proper understanding of the original source, or rather

sources of our PalffiOZOic deposits.

The logical discussion of facts relating to the anomalous salt and gyp-
sum deposits along the Holston, at Saltvillo and elsewhere, is specially

valuable. The independence of the gypsum clays as regards the Palaeozoic

floor-rocks on which they rest, and the evident erosion of the gypsum
before the deposit of the blue day, upon which again the Mastodon con-

glomerate lies, are Important steps of an argument resulting in a theory

PKOC. ameb. viiilos. soc. xxr. 116. 4k. trinted DECEMBER 19, 1884.
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that the gypsum is not older than Tertiary times, and that it owes its

origin (as in the Great Salt Lake of Utah) to the meeting of two systems

of drainage waters, one from a region furnishing an abundance of lime

water, and the other from a region furnishing an abundance of copperas

water.

This memoir is not only valuable for its new facts, but for its correction

of mistakes made by me in my survey of the region in 1870. A re-survey

of any geological field by another, or by the same competent geologist, is

sure to produce such results ; and the "constants of science " can only

be obtained by this process of reiteration. My mistake of identifying the

fault atSaltville with the Walker mountain fault is a case in point. Prof.

Stevenson shows their distinction.

The total absence of the Catskill formation No. IX, and the nearly total

absence of the Pocono formation No. X, two formations measuring

together in Middle and Eastern Pennsylvania at least 8000 feet, is worthy

of especial notice, as it goes far to confirm the apparent lack of IX and

thinness of X at no great distance behind the Allegheny mountain in

western Pennsylvania. As wo know nothing of the south-eastern limit

of these formations, and merely see them at their last outcrop growing

thickerin that direction, and also north-eastward, the idea of a closed basin,

however large—perhaps extending to Scotland—may challenge respectful

consideration.

On motion, the Secretaries were authorised to publish a

colored map of the district like flint in Vol. XI X, page 219.

2. The Limits of Stability of Nebulous Planets, by Prof.

Daniel Kirkwood.

3. On the Genealogy of the v'ertebrata, and the Theory of

Degradation as demonstrated by it, by Prof. E. D. Cope.

The minutes of the last meeting of the Hoard of Officers and

Members in Council were read, and on motion the recommen-

dations therein contained were approved and adopted.

t. Resolved, That the Proceedings be hereafter published quarterly, or

oftener, at the discretion of the secretaries.

2. Resolved, That all members not paying an annual contribution bo

charged one dollar annually for the printed Proceedings.

It was explained that the Post-Office laws of the United States require

not only a quarterly issue, but a bona fide subscription list, for placing any

printed matter under the head of third-class matter.

The Secretaries will not only make this notification and explanation,

but will send a circular letter to such members of the Society soliciting

their assent.

:i. Resolved, That the Indian Picture Rock be obtained at a total cost

not exceeding $50 for purchase, preparation and transportation.
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4. That an appropriation of two hundred and seventy-five dollars ($375)

be made for heliotype views of the Society's Hall, within and without, to

illustrate the forthcoming Volume I, Part i, Proceedings of the Society

from 1744 to 1837.

5. That a circular letter be sent to members, urging them to take meas-

ures for the preservation of the monuments of antiquity in their several

localities.

6. That it is not expedient for the Society to take any part in the pro-

posed American Exhibition in London in 1886.

The alterations made in tlie garrets of the Hall for purposes

of storing and arranging the Society's stock of publications,

were reported and approved, and the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, December 5, 1884..

Present, 13 members.

President, Mr. Fralkt, in the Chair.

Letters accepting membership were received from Judge

Jas. E. Ludlow, Prof. G. vom Rath, Dr. A. S. Gatschet, and

Rev. Dr. H. C. Trumbull.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Societas

Flora et Faun® Fennica, at Helsingfors (107, 108, 113), asking

for back numbers ; from the London Royal Society (XVI, i

;

112, 113, 114); from the Verein fur Vaterlandische Natur-

kunde at Stuttgart (XVI, i; 112-114); and from De Lau k

Co., London (sec MS. Minutes).

A letter proposing exchange of duplicates was received from

the Mercantile Library.

Letters of envoy were received from the Meteorological

Office of the Royal Society, London, and the Society at Hel-

singfors.

Donations to the Library were received from the Royal

Academies at Berlin, Turin, Modena, London and Edinburgh;

the; Observatories at Adelaide, Oxford and Brussels ; the Geologi-
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cal Survey of India ; the Society at Helsingfors ; the Archives
of Physical and Natural Sciences at Geneva ; the Anthropo-
logical Society and Eoyal Geological Institute at Vienna ; the

'Natural History Societies at Altenburg, Bremen, Bonn and
Stuttgart; the German Geological Society; the Society of

Natural and Medical Sciences at Giessen ; the Horticultural

Society at Gorlitz ; the Physical-Economical Society at Konigs-
herg

;
the Geographical and Natural History Societies at Leip-

sic; the Astronomical, Geological and Geographical Socie-

ties at London
; the Boston Society of Natural History ; the

Essex Institute
;
Museum of Comparative Zoology ; American

Journal of Science
; New Jersey Historical Society ; Franklin

Institute, Henry Phillips, Jr., Prof. E. D. Cope ; Kosmos ; the
Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania ; Prof. Ira Eemsen,
of Baltimore, and Major Hotchkiss, of Stanton, Virginia.

Mr. Henry Phillips, Jr., presented two valuable catalogues

of collections of coins ; one of Jerome de Vries, Jr. of Amster-
dam

;
the other of the Marquis Remedi of Sar/ani, hand

somely illustrated with heliotype plates.

Prof. John J. Stevenson of the University of the City of

New York communicated a paper entitled :
" Some notes re-

specting mctamorphism."

Mr. Carson read by appointment an obituary notice of the
late Gen. A. A. Humphreys.

Dr. Frazer exhibited and explained his invention of a form
of hand-compass, in which the needle is preserved from injury
by carriage.

Mr. Ashburner exhibited and described a new map of the
anthracite coal region with columnar lists of the production
of each mine.

The Treasurer read his annual report, which was submitted
to the Committee on Finance.

Tending nominations Nos. 1031 to 1033 were read, and the
meeting was adjourned.
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mium, which hath been already published, or for which the author hath

been publicly rewarded elsewhere.

4. The candidate shall communicate his discovery, invention or improve-

ment, either in the English, French, German, or Latin language.
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Extract from the By-Laws.

CHAPTER XII.

OF TUB MAOULT.A.NIC FUND.

SECTION 1. John Hyacinth <le Magellan, in London, having in the year

1 780 offered to the Society, as a donation, the sum of two hundred guineas,

to be by them vested in a secure and permanent fund, to the end that the

interest arising therefrom should he annually disposed of in premiums, to

be adjudged by them to the author of the best discovery, or most useful

invention, relating to Navigation, Astronomy, or Natural Philosophy

(mere natural history only excepted); and the Society having accepted of

the above donation, they hereby publish the conditions, prescribed by the

donor am 1 agreed to by the Society, upon which the said annual premiums

will be awarded.

CONDITIONS OF Till! MAOELLANIC rilEMlUM.

1. The candidate shall send his discovery, invention or improvement,

addressed to the President, or one of the Vice-Presidents of the Society,

free of postage or other charges ; and shall distinguish his performance by

some motto, device, or other signature, at his pleasure. Together with

his discovery, invention, or improvement, he shall also send a sealed letter

containing the same motto, device, or signature, and subscribed with the

real name and place of residence of the author.

2. Persons of any nation, sect or denomination whatever, shall be ad-

mitted as candidates for this premium.

:;. No discovery, invention or improvement shall be entitled to this pre-

mium, which hath been already published, or for which the author hath

been publicly rewarded elsewhere.

4. The candidate shall communicate his discovery, invention or im-

provement, either in the English, French, German, or Latin language.

5. All such communications shall he publicly read or exhibited to the

Society at some stated meeting, not less than one month previous to the

day Of adjudication, and shall at all times bo open to the inspection of

such members as shall desire it. But no member shall carry home with
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